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The conference covers several themes related to construction materials and systems, with the 
objective of providing the state of the art coverage on cement and asphalt concrete, heritage 
materials, and building systems. The themes selected for the conference are reflective of the 
scientific coverage provided by the different Technical Clusters within RILEM. The 250+ papers 
received from academics and industry professionals from more than 50 countries across the world 
are assembled into 4 volumes. The first volume deals with the papers from the invited (keynote) 
speakers, while the remaining three volumes, arranged in appropriate sub-sections, deal with the 
specific themes of the conference as follows.
§ Advances in supplementary cementing materials
§ Concrete durability and performance specifications
§ Early age behavior and rheology of cementitious systems
§ Special concrete and applications
§ Advances in characterization of construction materials
§ Sustainable building systems
§ Bituminous binders and mixtures
§ Repair and conservation of heritage structures
§ Corrosion control and monitoring in concrete structures
§ Repair materials and repair systems for concrete structures
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Publisher's note: this book has been produced from electronic files provided by the 
individual contributors. The publisher makes no representation, express or implied, 
with regard to the accuracy of the information contained in this book and cannot accept 
any legal responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions that may be made. 
All titles published by RILEM Publications are under copyright protection; said 
copyrights being the property of their respective holders. All Rights Reserved.  
No part of any book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, taping, or by 
any information storage or retrieval system, without the permission in writing from the 
publisher. 
RILEM, The International Union of Laboratories and Experts in Construction Materials, 
Systems and Structures, is a non profit-making, non-governmental technical association whose 
vocation is to contribute to progress in the construction sciences, techniques and industries, 
essentially by means of the communication it fosters between research and practice. RILEM’s 
activity therefore aims at developing the knowledge of properties of materials and performance 
of structures, at defining the means for their assessment in laboratory and service conditions 
and at unifying measurement and testing methods used with this objective. 
RILEM was founded in 1947, and has a membership of over 900 in some 70 countries. It forms 
an institutional framework for co-operation by experts to: 
 optimise and harmonise test methods for measuring properties and performance of building 
and civil engineering materials and structures under laboratory and service environments, 
 prepare technical recommendations for testing methods, 
 prepare state-of-the-art reports to identify further research needs, 
 collaborate with national or international associations in realising these objectives. 
RILEM members include the leading building research and testing laboratories around the 
world, industrial research, manufacturing and contracting interests, as well as a significant 
number of individual members from industry and universities. RILEM’s focus is on 
construction materials and their use in building and civil engineering structures, covering all 
phases of the building process from manufacture to use and recycling of materials. 
RILEM meets these objectives through the work of its technical committees. Symposia, 
workshops and seminars are organised to facilitate the exchange of information and 
dissemination of knowledge. RILEM’s primary output consists of technical recommendations. 
RILEM also publishes the journal Materials and Structures which provides a further avenue 
for reporting the work of its committees. Many other publications, in the form of reports, 
monographs, symposia and workshop proceedings are produced. 
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The International Conference on Advances in Construction Materials and Systems 
(ICACMS 2017)  is part of the prestigious RILEM Annual Week, which is the annual 
meeting of the standing committees of RILEM (International Union of Testing and 
Research Laboratories for Materials and Structures). Such meetings occur every year 
in conjunction with a major international conference. The recent RILEM weeks were 
held in Copenhagen (2016), Melbourne (2015), São Paulo (2014), Paris (2013), Cape 
Town (2012), Hong Kong (2011).  
The conference covers several themes related to construction materials and systems, 
with the objective of providing the state of the art coverage on cement and asphalt 
concrete, heritage materials, and building systems. The specific conference themes 
include: Advances in supplementary cementing materials, Concrete durability and 
performance specifications, Early age behaviour and rheology of cementitious systems, 
Special concretes and applications, Advances in characterization of construction 
materials, Sustainable building systems, Bituminous binders and mixtures, Repair and 
conservation of heritage structures, Corrosion control and corrosion monitoring in 
concrete structures, Repair materials and repair systems for concrete structures. The 
themes selected for the conference are reflective of the scientific coverage provided by 
the different Technical Clusters within RILEM.  
The 250+ papers received from academics and industry professionals from more than 
50 countries across the world are assembled into 4 volumes. The first volume deals 
with the papers from the invited (keynote) speakers, while the remaining three volumes 
– arranged in appropriate sub-sections, deal with the specific themes of the conference. 
The onerous task of compilation of these papers into the four volumes was performed 
by our editing team comprising of students. The abstracts submitted for the conference 
were subjected to independent peer review by two experts from the international 
scientific committee, and subsequently, the selected papers were also thoroughly 
reviewed by the editing team followed by members from the scientific committee. The 
successful compilation of the proceedings is largely owing to the efforts of the editing 
team and the experts from the scientific committee. 
The support by our sponsors and organizational partners has enabled us to put together 
the largest of its kind conference in India, and we are extremely thankful.  
We wish you all a highly productive and engaging conference! 
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Thixotropic Effects During Large-scale Concrete Pump Tests on 
Site 
Geert De Schutter 
Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research, Ghent University, Belgium.
Abstract 
During recent years, the fundamentals of pumping fresh concrete have been intensively 
studied worldwide. New insights have been gained concerning the important role of the 
lubrication layer near the surface pipe. The influence of rheological properties of the fresh 
concrete, like yield stress, viscosity, and shear thickening behavior, is now well understood, 
and can be fairly accurately modelled. One major challenge is found in the potential effect of 
thixotropy while pumping fresh concrete, especially in case the pumping operation is 
temporarily paused and resumed after a while. Due to thixotropic effects, restarting the 
pumping operation can be a very challenging task. This paper reports on a large-scale 
concrete pump test on a construction site, specifically focusing on the risk of thixotropy. 
Fresh concrete has been pumped in a horizontal closed-loop pumping pipe with a total length 
of 600 meter. In steady-state pumping conditions, the pumping operation was very 
successful, and in agreement with the expectations. However, the thixotropic effects, 
occurring during a short stop of the pumping operations, showed to provoke major problems 
while trying to resume pumping. The lessons-learnt helped to define a successful pumping 
procedure for this major construction site. 
Keywords: Concrete, pumping, thixotropy, rheology. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Pumping of fresh concrete is a commonly used technique to cast structural elements on 
site. With the introduction of new types of concrete, such as self-compacting concrete, new 
research insights have been obtained in the pumping behaviour of fresh concrete, explaining 
the important role of the lubrication layer near the pipe surface, the effect of internal shear in 
the concrete, and the occurrence of a plug zone in the centre of the pipe. A recent update on 
the basic understanding and remaining challenges of pumping of fresh concrete can be found 
in [1]. 
The in-regime pumping of fresh concrete seems well understood now, and pressure-
discharge relations can be simulated in a reasonable way. Practical difficulties typically occur 
during the starting phase of the pumping process. In order to prepare the pipe surface and 
facilitate the formation of the lubrication layer, a cement mortar is typically pumped first. 
Afterwards, the concrete is entered into the pipes, and a lubrication layer is properly formed 
thanks to the presence of a thin paste layer on the pipe surface, and due to further shear-
induced particle migration inside the concrete. Without a proper start-up procedure involving 
cement mortar, the risk of blocking inside the concrete pipe is very high. 
Less known and less understood is the fact that blocking can also occur after a short 
stand-still of the pumping process (e.g. due to delay of a concrete truck), during the restarting 
phase. Short interruptions of the pumping process can lead to significant problems in 
resuming pumping operations because of internal structural build-up in the fresh concrete, 
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also called thixotropy.The physical origin of thixotropic behavior is discussed in [2], but is 
beyond the scope of this paper. A pragmatic model to describe thixotropy is given in [3], and 
is reprinted in equations (1) and (2).
         (1) 
          (2) 
In equation (1), λ is the flocculation state of the material, τ is the shear stress, τ0 is the 
yield stress, μp is the plastic viscosity, and  is the shear rate. The first term in the right hand 
side of equation (2) is the structuration rate, while the second term can be seen as the de-
structuration rate. When the concrete is at rest, e.g. when the pumping operations are being 
paused, the evolution of the apparent yield stress as a function of time t is given by equation 
(3). 
      (3) 
The parameter Athix, also equal to τ0/T, is the structuration rate, expressed in Pa/s. By 
means of this thixotropy model, some experimentally obtained results in a large-scale pump 
test on a construction site will be analysed to further illustrate the effect of thixotropy on 
pumping operations. 
2 LARGE-SCALE PUMPING CIRCUIT 
For the construction of a railway tunnel in Belgium, concrete needed to be pumped over a 
distance of about 1 km, into the tunnel. Before the start of the real pumping operations, a 
large-scale trial pump test was set up on the construction site. A closed-loop horizontal 
pumping circuit was installed with a total length of 600 m. The setup is illustrated in figure 1, 
showing the powerful concrete pump, the sequence of concrete pipes, and the final pipe 
returning the fresh concrete to the pump, closing the loop. 
A powerful piston pump was used, with a capacity of about 350 bar. During each single 
stroke of the pump, a concrete volume of 0.063 m³ was pushed into the pumping pipe. The 
steel pipes had a diameter of 125 mm, and have been prepared by firstly pumping a specially 
prepared cement mortar. Afterwards, the concrete was introduced into the pump and the 
pipes, and during a couple of minutes, the concrete was pumped around, and some 
measurements were performed, including conventional workability tests on the pumped 
concrete (see further). 
The main goal of the large-scale pump test however, was to test the effect of a stand-still 
of the fresh concrete during 15 to 20 minutes, the maximum waiting time which was 
estimated to occur in the real production in case of delay of a truck mixer. So, after the first 
cycle of steady-state pumping, the pumping operation was halted, and the concrete remained 
at rest within the pipes. After the prescribed waiting time, the pumping operation was to be 
resumed, monitoring required pump pressures.  
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Figure 1: Layout of the closed-loop pumping circuit with a total length of 600 m 
3 CONCRETE 
A conventional vibrated concrete was used in the pump test, with a composition as given 
in table 1. Blast furnace slag cement of European type CEM III/A 42.5 N LA has been used. 
The strength class of the concrete is C30/37 according to the European standard EN 206.  
Table 1: Concrete mix design 
Material Amount (kg/m³)
Cement CEM III/A 42.5 N LA 365
Fly ash 90
Limestone aggregate 2/6 195
Granite aggregate 2/22 765
Coarse sand 0/4 496
Fine sand 0/1 210
Plasticizer (naphtalene-based) 6
Retarder 0.5
Water 195
On arrival at the construction site, conventional workability measurements have been 
performed on the fresh concrete. The slump of the concrete was equal to 220 mm (Figure 2), 
and the flow was equal to 640 mm (Figure 3). It is important to mention that the concrete was 
retarded in order to avoid the influence of workability loss within the duration of the pump 
trials. 
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Figure 2: Slump measurement on fresh concrete at construction site 
Figure 3: Flow measurement on fresh concrete at construction site 
4 PUMP TEST RESULTS
After preparation of the pumping pipes with a cement mortar consisting per m³ of 800 kg 
CEM III/A 43.5 N LA, 150 kg fly ash, 822 kg fine sand 0/1 and 335 kg water, the fresh 
concrete with composition given in table 1 was introduced into the pump and the pipes. The 
concrete was then pumped in the closed-loop during about 2 minutes, having 120 pump 
strokes. This means that the entire concrete volume of about 7.5 m³ present in the pumping 
pipes made about one loop. At one stroke per second, the discharge rate was 63 l/s, or about 
227 m³/h. The required pumping pressure in steady-state regime was 220 bar in the pump. 
The real concrete pressure in the pipe was not measured directly, but according to previous 
experiences of the pump operators, the concrete pressure at the inlet of the pipe is estimated 
to be about 60% of the pump pressure, which means about 135 bar. 
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After one full pumping cycle, the workability of the concrete has been measured again, 
resulting in a slump value equal to 260 mm and a flow equal to 670 mm. This means that the 
concrete coming out of the pumping pipe showed a slight increase in workability. This could 
be explained by some intermixing with the cement mortar previously introduced into the 
pumping pipes in order to prepare the pipe surface. However, other effects could also occur, 
e.g. linked to the role of air [4]. Temperature effects can also intervene. The temperature of 
the concrete after one cycle of pumping increased to 26°C (coming from about 20°C on 
arrival on site) (Figure 4). 
Figure 4: Temperature measurement on fresh concrete at construction site 
After a second full cycle of pumping, with steady-state pump pressures now equalling 
235 bar (estimated concrete pressure at inlet equalling about 140 bar), the concrete 
temperature increased to 27°C, while the slump flow value decreased to 220 mm from 
570 mm.
At this stage, the pumping was paused for 20 minutes, simulating a delay in concrete 
delivery. After 20 minutes, the pumping pressures were increased again in order to resume 
pumping operation. At the maximum pump pressure capacity of 350 bar, it showed not 
possible to bring the fresh concrete in the pumping pipes into motion again. At this moment 
the estimated concrete pressure at the inlet of the pipes was about 210 bar, which was about 
50% higher than the corresponding pressure in steady-state pumping conditions. Attempts to 
increase the applied pressure by circumventing the safety settings of the pump, assisted by 
the pump producer present on site, unfortunately did not help. Finally, the pumping pipes had 
to be dismounted for proper cleaning, and no further pumping cycles could be performed. 
5 DISCUSSION 
As retarder was added to the concrete, avoiding workability loss due to hydration during 
the pump test, the fact that the pumping operation could not be resumed after a pause of 20 
minutes is mainly due to the thixotropic behaviour of the fresh concrete. Due to internal 
clustering and structure formation, the fresh concrete becomes stiffer, and shows a larger 
resistance against flow. Considering the fresh concrete as a homogeneous material in a 
cylindrical pumping pipe with diameter R, it can be shown that the shear stress τw at the pipe 
wall can be calculated by means of equation (4), as explained in [5]. 
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          (4) 
In this equation, Δptot is the total pressure loss over the length L of the pipe with radius R.
With the experimentally obtained pressure results mentioned in previous section, it can be 
calculated in this way that the shear stress at the pipe wall, having a total pressure loss of 210 
bar over a length of 600 m, was equal to about 1100 Pa. Indicatively, it can thus be concluded 
by applying equation (4) that the apparent yield stress of the concrete at that moment, at the 
end of the 20 minutes waiting period, was at least equal to 1100 Pa. 
During the steady-state pumping cycle preceding the 20 minutes waiting period, the total 
pressure loss was equal to 140 bar, which would indicate a yield stress of about 730 Pa 
(assuming that the yield stress in these flowing conditions could be estimated by the same 
conditions as in equation (4), neglecting the non-homogenous situation caused by the 
existence of a lubrication layer during active flow, which is questionable but acceptable in an 
indicative way). 
Applying equation (3), and considering an increase in apparent yield stress from 730 Pa 
to 1100 Pa in 20 minutes (1200 seconds), it can be estimated that Athix in this case was equal 
to about 0.3 Pa/s. While for reasons of formwork pressure reduction in freshly cast concrete 
walls a significant structuration rate Athix is desirable, during pumping operations it can mean 
a significant problem and risk. 
As only one pump test was performed (because of limited budget), the obtained values 
can only be considered as indicative. Nevertheless, the obtained results illustrate the potential 
order of magnitude of the thixotropic effects while pumping. 
6 ERC ADVANCED GRANT PROJECT ‘SMARTCAST’
As illustrated in this large-scale pumping test, short interruptions of the pumping process 
can lead to major difficulties in resuming pumping operations due to the sometimes 
tremendous effect of internal structural build-up or thixotropy. During a pause in the pumping 
operations, current practices do not allow for the active control of the concrete rheology. The 
pumping operator can only passively consider the evolution of the rheological properties of 
the cementitious material, in steady-state conditions or in rest, and has no means to adjust the 
material properties.  
A potential solution to overcome this problem is currently studied in the ERC Advanced 
Grant Project ‘SmartCast’[6], which aims to introduce a ground-breaking approach by 
developing an innovative concrete mix design containing responsive polymer admixtures 
interacting with applied electromagnetic fields, enabling the active rheology control (ARC) of 
the fresh concrete while being placed, and the active stiffening control (ASC) as soon as the 
concrete is in final position in the formwork. These active control features would bring a 
relevant solution for contradicting requirements e.g. related to the structuration rate Athix as 
shown with the experiment described in this paper. Active control would limit the 
structuration while placing the concrete, and increase the structuration rate after casting, all of 
this with the same concrete mixture. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
By performing a large-scale closed-loop pumping test on site, with a total pipe length of 
600 m, some relevant conclusions can be summarized: 
It was shown that short interruptions of the pumping process (e.g. due to the delay of a 
concrete truck) can lead to major difficulties in resuming pumping operations due to the 
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effect of internal structural build-up or thixotropy. As the tested concrete was retarded, 
workability loss due to hydration could be excluded as significant factor.  
Requirements limiting the structuration rate of the fresh concrete, in order to limit the risk 
of blocking after pausing and facilitating the restart of pumping operations, are contradictory 
to requirements in view of obtaining fast reductions in formwork pressures. 
Active rheology control (ARC) and active stiffening control (ASC) of fresh concrete, as 
currently studied within the ERC Advanced Grant Project ‘SmartCast’, would make concrete 
pumping (and formwork casting) safer and more reliable.
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Modeling Fly Ash Based Geopolymer Flow for 3D Printing 
Applications 
Biranchi Panda, Li Mingyang, Yi Wei Daniel Tay, Suvash Chandra Paul and Ming Jen 
Tan  
Singapore Centre for 3D Printing, School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore 
ABSTRACT 
3D printing is gaining attraction in the construction industry because of its significant 
benefits over the traditional construction methods. Present construction methods are 
dependent on the large amount of manpower and time to erect formwork and place concrete, 
and it is believed that by using a 3D printing technique, these can be significantly reduced. 
3D concrete printing is a formwork less construction method, where concrete is deposited 
layer by layer as per the design specified in a computer aided design (CAD) model. Literature 
reveals that it requires combination of appropriate rheology, advanced delivery and control 
system for the successful application. Therefore, this paper aims to study the rheological 
properties of geopolymer mortar and propose a flow model for 3D printing application. 
Results conclude that, the material must possess thixotropic behaviour, which will allow a 
decrease in viscosity during pumping and quick reflocculation to recover under static 
conditions after deposition. Considering global demand for a sustainable built environment, 
3D printing of geopolymer could be a major breakthrough for faster and eco-friendly 
construction. 
Keywords: Sustainable construction materials, thixotropy, 3D printing, digital construction, 
rheology 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The construction industry is responsible for almost half of the country’s carbon 
emissions, half of our water consumption, and one quarter of all raw materials used in the 
economy.  Traditionally, the construction industry has relied on two-dimensional (2D) 
drawings and scale models for evaluation of the design process. Increasingly, 2D drawings 
and prototypes are being replaced by three-dimensional (3D) modelling in the virtual 
environment of building information modelling (BIM) [1, 2]. BIM can be used to illustrate 
the entire building life-cycle, from cradle to cradle, from inception and design to demolition 
while preventing errors creeping in at the various stages of development/ construction. A 
benefit in the use of BIM, backed up by 3D modelling, is that they can be used in 
combination with digital fabrication methods. Digital fabrication includes the use of 3D 
printing (3DP) or additive manufacturing (AM) which uses a layer by layer deposition 
strategy to build complex 3D objects directly from the computer aided design (CAD) model 
in a reasonable build time. Latterly, this technology has shown the potential to be used in 
building and construction (B&C) sectors due to significant advantages in terms of reduced 
build time, less wastage and less human resources when compared to traditional methods [3]. 
The first published evidence of 3D concrete printing was in 1997 with an innovative 
9
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approach suggested by Pegna [4]. However, the actual development started in the mid-1990s 
in California, USA, when Khoshnevis introduced a technique termed Contour Crafting 
(Figure 1 (a)). Contour crafting (CC) is a gantry based robotic system that extrudes material 
in a layer by layer manner to construct on-site structures [5]. Like CC, using another 
technology called concrete printing, a concrete bench was printed at Loughborough 
University, UK with high-performance fibre-reinforced concrete material (Figure 1 (b)) [6].  
Besides Khoshnevis and the University of Loughborough, pioneering work was done by 
Shanghai based contractor Winsun, and the company Total Kustom, Minnesota, USA. An 
alternative to working with single, large robot/gantry was introduced by the Institute of 
Advanced Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC) in 2014 where a group of small robots were 
printing together using swarm base group technology (Figure 2). Currently, developments are 
going so fast that any overview of existing techniques and examples is out-of-date almost as 
soon as it is published. Some noteworthy extrusion based concrete printing is shown in figure 
2 [7]. 
Figure 1. (a) Contour crafting (CC) [5] (b) Concrete printing processes [6] 
Figure 2. Concrete printing by (a) D-shape (b) Winsun, China (c) IAAC, Spain (d) Total 
Kustom, USA (e) Tu/e Eindhoven, Netherlands  (f) Cybe, Netherlands [7] 
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The main challenge associated with extrusion based printing is to develop appropriate 
material that can be extruded continuously and stacked up over one another without causing 
any deformation in the printed structure. In this regard, University of Loughborough, UK 
presented essential benchmarking properties while developing right mix design for concrete 
printing [8]. A close look at these properties reveals that rheology of the material plays very 
important role for concrete printing application. Though there are few studies that have been 
done in the past [9-10], concrete printing needs a different set of rheology i.e., discussed in 
the following section.   
2 RHEOLOGY 
Rheology is the science of deformation and flow of matter, and is related to stress, strain 
and time. In terms of fresh concrete, the field of rheology is related to the flow properties of 
concrete and its mobility before setting takes place. Concrete is generally considered as non-
Newtonian fluid and its rheology can be described by Bingham plastic model given by [11] 
                                                                                                                             (1) 
Where (Pa) is the yield stress, k (Pa·s) is the plastic viscosity, and (1/s) is the shear 
stress. Both  and k are related to the resistance to flow of fresh concrete and it is affected 
by many factors such as particle size, packing density, w/b ratio, additives etc. Use of 
rotational rheometer is among some well-established testing methods to measure yield stress 
and viscosity by varying shear stress and shear rate. Results from rheometer tests shows that 
mortar can be considered as shear thinning liquid, in which the viscosity decreases when the 
shear rate increases. It also possesses a yield value: a minimum shear stress that must be 
applied before the mortar can begin to flow. If this shear thinning effect is permanent, then 
this behaviour is known as thixotropic. Thixotropy is a reversible, isothermal, time-dependent 
decrease in viscosity when a fluid is subjected to increased shear stress or shear rate [12]. It is 
due to two main aspects a) structural build-up when concrete is at rest; and b) structural 
break-down, when concrete is under a shear or flow. This behaviour of concrete is helpful for 
3D printing application where during extrusion, viscosity will be lower down and once the 
material is out of nozzle it can recover its original state again [13].
Thixotropic property can be measured by calculating the surface area between up and 
down curves of the torque-rpm graph obtained from rheometer. More area indicates higher 
thixotropy which assures easy pumping and layering up the material followed by CAD 
model. However, thixotropy changes with progress of time since the material begins to 
harden substantially after the mixing process.  Simultaneously, yield stress and viscosity also 
increases, which may limit the material for pumping and thus making the material 
incompatible for 3D printing. Therefore, it is necessary to track the material property changes 
with time so that printing can be done without the material getting hardened inside the hose. 
Figure 3 shows the typical strength development of concrete material where the area limited 
by two dotted lines indicates the allowable stress zone for extruding concrete. Below this line, 
the material is too liquid and above the line it is too stiff for which pump pressure goes high 
during extrusion process. To avoid this rise in pressure, a prediction model is developed in 
this work using material fresh properties so that a smooth extrusion can be assured during 
printing process.  
11
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Figure 3. Geopolymer strength development vs time 
3 MATERIALS AND MODELS 
3.1 Material 
Geopolymer mortar is prepared in this study by considering fly ash as main precursor 
element. For ambient curing, a part of fly ash is replaced with slag supplied by Engro. 
Singapore. Silica fume provided by Elkem Private Ltd. also added in to the dry components 
and mixed uniformly for 2-3 minutes. As alkaline reagent, potassium (K) silicate with molar 
ratio 1.85 is added to the dry components to make geopolymer binder. Later fine river sand of 
maximum particle of 2 mm and small amount of water are mixed with the binder to formulate 
mortar of desired workability. The complete mix design is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Mix design 
Materials
Dry Components Liquid Components
Fly ash Slag (GGBS)
Silica 
Fume Sand Additives
K-
Silicate Water
Weight (by 
Percentage) 22.42 3.27 6.54 49.0 0.50 13.25 4.90
Once material is ready, it is loaded in the rheometer cell to measure yield stress and 
plastic viscosity. In this research, Viskomat XL rheometer from Schleibinger testing Systems, 
Germany is used to conduct flow curve test at increasing speed of 60 rpm up to two minute 
followed by two-minute constant speed and then reducing to zero again in two minutes. The 
area of T (Torque) - N (rotation, rpm) graph is used to measure thixotropic index whereas the 
down curve is considered to calculate Bingham parameters of the mortar i.e. plastic viscosity, 
and shear stress. 
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3.2 Model 
In order to explore the change in fresh property of geopolymer mortar, two sets of 
rheology test are conducted in fifteen minutes’ interval. Using the torque-rpm graph, 
thixotropy is measured to ensure the fitness of material for the 3D printing process.  
Torque is determined for steady state -flow using the relationship  
       (2) 
where T (N-mm) is the torque, and (m), and  (rad/s) are the radius and rotational 
speed of the inner and outer cylinders, respectively, and H (m) is the length of the cylinders.
Later, using material property (yield stress, plastic viscosity) and hose pipe length (3 m 
length), diameter (1 inch) pressure drop is estimated using the following steady state equation 
[14]: 
         (3) 
Where  (Pa) is the pressure drop along the hose,  (m) is the radius of the hose, Q (m3/s) 
is the flow rate passing through the hose, and L (m) is the length of the hose. 
Due to rapid hardening nature of the material, only two tests results are considered in this 
study to investigate the material behaviour with progress of time.   
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS
Results from the rheometer for two different time intervals are shown in figure 4.  It is 
clear from the figure that thixotropy decreases with time as the area between up and down 
curves are getting reduced due to strength development in the material.  
Figure 4. Torque-rpm graph obtained from rheometer 
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From several trials, it has been found that a minimum thixotropic area of 10000 is 
necessary for smooth extrusion of geopolymer during printing. This surface area held 
between up and down curve, only indicates preliminary thixotropy behaviour, but do not 
provide a good basis for quantitative treatments. Therefore, authors are currently exploring 
other methods to quantitatively measure thixotropy of the material. It is worth mention that, 
before conducting rheology test, shear rate at the nozzle must be known, since it affects the 
thixotropy and structural break down of the geopolymer mortar [15,16].  
Figure 5. Pressure drop variation at two different time intervals 
Figure 5 shows the pressure drop values for our current pump set up (MAI2PUMP Pictor 
by MAI International GmbH) predicted using the Equation (3). Following this graph, flow is 
controlled with time for depositing material in different parts of structure. Pressure drop for 
three-meter hose pipe at two different intervals indicates that geopolymer mortar can be 
pumped smoothly up to 6 lit/min flow rate even after twenty minutes of mixing. After this 
time interval, pump need to apply comparatively more pressure to extrude out the material 
which may exceed out of the safe limit of pump. High flow rate increases the pressure in the 
hose pipe and as per safety manual of the pump; it should not cross 30 bar during delivery 
operation. In this case, both material and flow control plays a crucial role for ensuring smooth 
flow of material out of nozzle. Using the pressure drop model, concrete printing experts now 
can predict the flow behaviour prior to printing task which will help them to adjust their mix 
formulation as per pump and hose specification. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
With global demands for faster and sustainable construction, 3D printing of geopolymer 
is one of the potential way to fulfil the desire of building and construction sectors. For 
printing geopolymer layer by layer, fresh property need to be improved considering the 
capabilities of printing system and pump. Due to sticky nature of the alkaline reagent, 
geopolymer flow properties are completely different from conventional Portland cement. In 
this regard, printable geopolymer has been developed in the current study while modelling 
the flow using rheology information. Future work involves in optimizing the printer path 
planning according to material changes with time so that builders can take the actual benefit 
of 3D printing for future construction projects.  
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ABSTRACT 
The effects of ion composition and concentration of cement-based solutions on the absorption 
and retention capacities of superabsorbent polymer (SAP) are investigated.  The ion 
concentration history and SAP absorbency tests verify that the reduction of long-term 
swelling occurs from an irreversible ion exchange between Ca2+ and the anionic groups of 
SAP; thus, the Ca2+ concentration in a solution is a decisive factor for swelling reduction or 
retention. Furthermore, this reduction is also highly dependent on the concentrations of the 
other ions in the solution.  The retention capacity is improved as the total ion concentration 
(TIC), which is influenced by these concentrations, increases because a higher TIC indicates 
a weaker osmotic pressure, which reduces the maximum absorbency along with the effect of 
the trapped Ca2+ in SAP.  With the help of herein determined ionic factors for the prepared 
pore solutions, the complicated absorption and retention behaviors of SAP in concrete can be 
understood.  
Keywords: Superabsorbent polymer, absorption, retention, cement admixture, water-
entraining admixture 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Jensen and Hansen [1] have been demonstrated that it is possible to reduce the 
autogenous shrinkage and the risk of cracks in the early age of ultra-high performance 
Concrete (UHPC) by internal curing using superabsorbent polymer (SAP). Since that, 
extensive studies on the internal curing effect using SAP, such as cement hydration, 
autogenous shrinkage, mechanical properties and durability have been widely conducted [2, 
3]. 
The SAP in UHPC absorbs initially available water during mixing, then provides the 
absorbed water to prevent the loss of internal relative humidity (IRH) at later stage.  The 
prevention of IRH loss leads to the reduction of autogenous shrinkage. However, it should 
affect the water/cement (W/C) ratio, accurate prediction of absorbed amount of water is 
crucial for the use of SAP as an internal curing admixture.   
For instance, two situations can arise when the absorption capacity is mispredicted. First, 
SAP can absorb more water than designed during the mixing of concrete if its capacity was 
underestimated. In this case, a part of free water to satisfy the target slump or slump flow 
value is absorbed by SAP, causing a severe reduction in workability. Also, when SAP has not 
reached equilibrium swelling at the time of the slump test, even if the target level is satisfied, 
severe workability loss can occur beyond that point due to the increasing absorption of SAP 
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[4]. The second situation involves the overestimation of the capacity. In this case, due to the 
extra water added with SAP, the actual W/C of concrete after mixing exceeds its designed 
value. This increase can cause unwanted strength loss, and can even lead to problems in 
structural performance of internally cured concretes. The compressive strength loss due to 
such over estimation has been demonstrated previously in [5], and by Hasholt et al. [6]. 
In current study, we attempt to understand the absorption kinetics of solution by the SAP 
using a tea-bag method and simulated pore solutions.  Several cement filtrates were 
manufactured considering different W/C ratios and the addition of silica fume (SF).  Then 
accurate measurement of compositions and concentrations of the solutions were obtained 
through inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) experiments.   
2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Poly acrylic acid type of SAP (MG-2800W, LG Chem., Korea) is used for current study 
(Figure1).  This is one of the most commonly used commercial types of SAP, mainly for 
personal hygine products such as diapers.  This type of polymer has been successfully used 
for decades due to its productivity, safety, and suitability for diapers application, along with 
low price and great absorption capacity.   The particle size distribution of the SAP ranges 
from100 μm to 700 μm.  
Figure 1: Superabsorbent polymer (SAP) 
Several cement filtrates were manufactured (Table 1).  When preparing the cement 
filtrates, SF (SF/cement of 0.25) was mixed with the cement slurry to reflect the ion 
concentration of pore solution in low W/C concrete accurately. In addition, the various W/C 
ratios of the slurry such as 1, 2, and 4 were planned to investigate the dilution effect of ions, 
which was due to the inclusion of large amounts of water compared to the concrete pore 
solution.  Furthermore, solution A was manufactured by dissolving KOH, NaOH, Na2SO4,
and Ca(OH)2 powders in distilled water by following the previous study [7].  It designed to 
simulate the concrete pore solution in a long–term age (e.g. > 28 d).  As can be seen in Table 
1, solution A has a negligible Ca2+concentration (0.02 mM), and contains primarily 
monovalent cations such as Na+ (35 mM) and K+ (169 mM).  For absorption test, prepared 
tea-bag was completely submerged in the prepared solution.  After a predetermined time (1, 
10, 30, 60, and 180 min), the tea-bag was removed and the liquid on surface was gently 
wiped.  Then 1 min of centrifugation time was applied to remove any entrapped solution 
between SAP particles or particle and tea-bag.  Details of experimental procedures can be 
found in our previous paper [8].  
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Table 1: Manufactured solutions for absorption tests.  
3 EFFECT OF ION CONCENTRATION ON SAP ABSORBENCY 
Figure 2: compares measured absorption behaviors of SAP in distilled water and the 
solution A.  As a preliminary test, it can be observed that the absorption kinetics is not 
changed by the concentrations of monovalent cations.  However, the absolute absorbency 
under distilled water is almost 7 times higher than that in solution A.  This can be explained 
by absorption of monovalent cations in SAP [8].  The monovalent cation can exchange its 
proton with anionic group in SAP, causing the absorption reduction [9].  However, no 
reduction of absorbency was observed in both distilled water and solution A where there are 
no multivalent cations. 
 
Figure 2: Solution absorbency of SAP in distilled water and solution A 
The influence of W/C of cement filtrates on the absorption kinetics of SAP can be 
understood in Figure 3(left).  As the W/C of cement filtrates increases from 1 to 4, the initial 
absorbency (up to 30 min) increased, whereas the long–term absorbency (30 min to 180 min) 
decreased. In other words, the absorption kinetics varies based on the W/C of cement 
filtrates. It suggests a potential underestimation of absorption capacity of SAP if cement 
filtrate of a high W/C is used to predict the long-term absorbency.  Furthermore, as shown in 
the Table 1, the concentrations of the four ions (Na+, K+, SO42-, and OH-) decreased in higher 
W/C.  This increases the osmotic pressure [10] and mitigates the charge screening effect [11].
Thus, the initial absorbency is expected to be improved. After 30 minute, the swelling 
Solution label W/C SF/C
Ion concentration by ICP-OES [mM]
Na K Ca Mg Al Fe Si S
Solution A n.a n.a 35.5 169.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 10.7
Cement Filt._1 1 0 15.1 124.8 15.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 52.8
Cement Filt._2 2 0 8.1 65.3 23.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.3
Cement Filt._2_SF 2 0.25 11.0 68.5 21.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.4
Cement Filt._4 4 0 4.3 31.0 25.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.7
Cement Filt._4_SF 4 0.25 5.8 31.9 23.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.0
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reduction was further accelerated with the increase of W/C, which caused the change of the 
long–term absorbency. Such changes in the swelling reduction and absorption kinetics after 
30 min arisen due to the multivalent cation, Ca2+, rather than monovalent cations or anions [9, 
10].  More specifically, the ion exchange by Ca2+ leads to the increase of the cross–linker 
density and the shrinkage of the SAP network, as well. As a result, additional uptake of 
solution is blocked and the swelling reduction is accelerated; this can change the long–term 
absorbency and absorption kinetics[8].  
Figure 3: Effect of W/C of cement filtrates on SAP: (left) without silica fume (right) with 
silica fume 
Figure 3(right) shows the absorption kinetics of SAP as a function of W/C in a given SF 
addition (SF/C = 0.25).  The addition of SF was intended to better simulate the ion 
concentration of pore solution of concrete with low W/C ratio.  For instance, silica fume is 
typically used to achieve the properties of UHPC.  As can be seen in Table 1, the 
concentrations of Na+, K+, and SO42- in the cement filtrate slightly increase as a result of SF 
addition, while the Ca2+ concentration decreases. The degree of this increase and decrease 
was minor when compared with other influential factors such as W/C. Thus, the addition of 
SF did not change the absorption kinetics of SAP dramatically. The absorbency of the SAP 
decreased slightly before the 60 min by the SF addition, since the concentration of 
monovalent cations increased.  However, the absorbency increased and reached similar 
absorbency compared to them without SF addition. 
The effect of the cationic charge number (1 or 2) on the absorptivity and absorption 
kinetics of SAP is presented in Fig. 4(left) at the given cation concentration (24.5±0.8 mM).  
Certainly, the maximum absorbency decreased and the absorption kinetics changed by the 
increase of the charge number.  The initial absorption speed up to 1 min is slightly decreased 
because the total ion concentration (TIC) increased by 40%, and the maximum absorbency 
after 1 min remarkably decreased because of the increased ionic strength.  In particular, the 
chosen SAP_AA shows a consistent swelling reduction after 10 min.  This indicates that the 
absorption kinetics of SAP with a high density of anionic groups is sensitive to the cationic 
charge number, i.e., the absorption capacity of this type of SAP can be dramatically 
decreased by the effect of multivalent cations[10].  
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Figure 4: Effects of (left) cation charge number and (right) Ca2+ concentration on 
absorption kinetics of SAP under the given conditions of (left) cation concentration and 
(right) total ion concentration  
At the given TIC (982.5±12.3 mM), Figure 4 (right) shows the absorption kinetics of the 
SAP that depends on the Ca2+ concentration.  The Ca2+ concentration to TIC ratio of solid-
line in the Fig. is 2.2%, which is 11 times higher than that of dot-line (0.2%).  Nevertheless, 
the two solutions are composed of mostly (> 97.8%) of monovalent ions (Na+, Cl-, and NO3-).
The initial absorbency at 1 min in the two solutions is similar because of the fixed TIC value.  
However, absolute 2% of the increase (from 0.2% to 2.2%) of the Ca2+ concentration to the 
TIC ratio caused the change of the absorption kinetics because of the ionic cross-linking 
effect.  This result indicates that the change of the kinetics caused by the 20.3 mM increase of 
the Ca2+ concentration.  Both this change and reduction of the absorption capacity were 
especially noticeable for the chosen SAP herein.  After 30 min, this SAP could not absorb 
any additional solution, and from 60 min it released the absorbed solution by reducing the 
swelling.  As a result, the absorbency at 180 min decreased by 57%.   
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 Tea-bag test was performed on various cement filtrates to understand absorption kinetics 
of SAP in concrete.  Available monovalent cations in a solution will be absorbed by SAP, 
causing the significant reduction of absorption capacity of SAP compared with distilled 
water.   
 SF addition does not change the ionic concentration or composition significantly so 
negligible change of absorption kinetics is observed. Ca2+ concentration plays a key role 
for absorption capacity as well as swelling reduction or retention.  Tested SAP shows 
highly sensitivity of maximum absorbency and retention capacity to the cationic charge 
number. At the given TIC, although absolute portion of Ca2+ is smaller in the solution, it 
governs the volumetric behaviors of the retention and shrinkage due to the divalent cation 
exchange.  
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ABSTRACT 
The main focus of this study is to develop the rheological model of cement paste by the 
addition of various mineral additives and chemical admixtures as cementitious materials. This 
is important because the fresh properties that are as important as the hardened properties to 
yield a good performance of the concrete are governed by their rheology. The rheological 
properties are believed to be affected by the chemical composition. This study tries to 
estimate the two rheological properties. Plastic viscosity and yield stress using various 
models like Bingham model. Brookfield viscometer is used for the purpose of the study. 
Using this, shear stress-shear rate flow tests are conducted on a number of cement paste 
samples. Among various models available to describe the rheological properties of cement 
paste, the study is mainly restricted to one single model i.e. Bingham model where linear 
regression method is used to obtain the Bingham parameters (plastic viscosity and yield 
stress). The rheological properties of cement paste obtained are further used to study the flow 
properties of self-compacting concrete (SCC). A successful attempt is made for the first time 
in measuring the rheological properties of cement paste with different combinations using 
Brookfield Viscometer. 
Keywords: Rheology, plastic viscosity, yield stress, viscometer, GGBS, fly ash.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Rheology which deals with the deformation and flow behaviour of materials is important 
because of the scope it offers for characterising fresh cement paste, grout, mortar and 
concrete, and for understanding how they perform in practical applications. In describing the 
flow behaviour of concrete, rheological study using parameters like plastic viscosity, yield 
stress etc. is much better than workability which is calculated by conducting slump flow test, 
compaction factor test etc. In SCC, which is a complex mixture containing many constituents, 
workability changes with the properties of the constituents and their proportions. Here it is 
not always possible to determine the workability of the concrete at the test site due to high 
cost. Rheological study and developing models is thus important for a material like SCC to 
estimate its workability. Also, in the mix design of SCC, rheological parameters are to be 
given as an input. All the above stated reasons drive us to study the rheological behaviour of 
cement and thus in turn the rheology of SCC.
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When high calcium fly ash was used as a SCM, with the increase in fly ash content, yield 
stress and plastic viscosity of the paste have seen an increase [3]. It was observed that fine 
fraction content was a better parameter than the specific surface area to describe the fluidity 
of the paste. Kurita et al. observed that use of fly ash improves rheological behaviour and 
reduces the possibility of cracking of concrete because less amount of heat is generated 
during the process of hydration. Using viscosity modifying agents or increasing the solid 
fraction of the cement paste, viscosity of the paste can be increased which will help to meet 
the requirements of SCC mix [6]. It is proved that, it is too difficult to compute shear stress at 
zero shear rate i.e. yield stress. Thus to overcome these problems, rheological models serves 
as a good statistical approximation [7]. Rheology of cement paste is affected by the properties 
of cement, SCMs, chemical admixtures, water content in the paste and on the reaction 
between cement and admixtures used [8]. Importance of proper compatibility between the 
cement and chemical admixtures used in the mix, which is a function of rheology of the 
cement paste is studied to some extent [9]. Experimental studies are conducted to observe the 
rheological behaviour of cement paste when rice husk ash (RHA) is used as a SCM. It was 
observed that with the addition of RHA, there was an improvement in the rheological and 
mechanical properties of concrete [10]. In the same study, mechanical and rheological 
properties of concrete were also studied when a percentage of natural sand (fine aggregates) 
were replaced by crushed fine aggregates (CGA). It was observed that the compressive 
strength of the concrete mix has seen a significant increase when about 50% of natural sand 
was replaced by CGA. Also, when the CGA content was increased, there was a reduction in 
segregation of the material. 
The mixing samples used for the present study are 100% OPC, 80% OPC + 20% FA, 
75% OPC + 25% GGBS, 50% OPC + 25% FA + 25% GGBS. Water to cementitious ratios 
(w/cm) used for the study are 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.5 and 0.55. Glenium 8233 is used as a 
superplasticizer which is a light brown liquid made of a new generation based on modified 
polycarboxylic ether. Brookfield viscometer is used for conducting the rheological tests on all 
the samples. The conditions at which the tests were conducted remained same throughout the 
course of study. 
2 RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
2.1 Chemical Analysis and Physical Properties 
Chemical compositions of individual cementitious materials extracted from X-ray 
fluorescence along with their physical properties are given in Table 1 and the chemical 
compositions of blended cementitious materials are given in Table 2. 
Table 1: Chemical composition of ordinary Portland cement, fly ash and GGBS 
Chemical Composition (%) OPC Fly Ash GGBS
CaO 65.2 1.7 40.6
SiO2 18.6 60.1 35.1
Al2O3 5.7 28. 19.6
Fe2O3 4.5 5.10 0.5
SO3 4.3 0.1 1.9
K2O 0.6 2.1 0.4
TiO2 0.5 1.4 0.9
Physical Properties
Specific Gravity 3.15 2.16 2.85
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Table 2: Chemical composition of blended cements 
Chemical 
Composition 
(%)
80% OPC + 20% FA 75% OPC+ 25% GGBS
50% OPC
+ 25% GGBS
+ 25% FA
CaO 43.8 49.7 39.4
SiO2 30.8 28.0 34.5
Al2O3 14.6 13.5 16.6
Fe2O3 5.0 3.8 4.1
SO3 2.5 2.1 2.1
K2O 1.3 1.0 1.2
TiO2 1.2 1.1 1.2
2.2 Rheological properties using Brookfield Viscometer 
Brookfield rotational viscometer DV3T as shown in Figure 1 is used for the entire testing 
sequence. The viscometer was equipped with a vane geometry spindle of 2.53 mm height and 
0.64 mm radius. The rheological properties of cement pastes are measured with varying shear 
rates for different intervals of time at a constant room temperature.
 
Figure 1. Brookfield Viscometer DV3T 
Plastic viscosity of the cement pastes as shown in Table 3 to Table 6 followed a 
decreasing trend with the increase in w/cm ratio due to the reaction between cementitious 
molecules and water.  
Table 3: Bingham parameters for OPC paste 
W/cm 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
Yield Stress 1.67 5.48 0.04 11.03 9.39
Plastic Viscosity 0.39 0.22 0.18 0.12 0.09
Table 4: Bingham parameters for 75% OPC + 25% GGBS paste 
W/cm 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
Yield Stress 5.72 2.53 5.36 8.98 10.54
Plastic Viscosity 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.19
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Table 5: Bingham parameters for 80% OPC + 20% FA paste 
W/cm 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
Yield Stress 2.85 2.15 4.59 9.06 8.80
Plastic Viscosity 0.39 0.27 0.25 0.16 0.11
Table 6: Bingham parameters for ternary 50% OPC + 25% FA + 25% GGBS paste 
W/cm 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
Yield Stress 2.1204 4.1353 4.86 5.99 6.87
Plastic Viscosity 0.284 0.175 0.189 0.1025 0.07
The full hydration process will happen at a w/cm of 0.38 to 0.42 for a pure OPC paste 
which directly indicates that there will be a sudden decrease in plastic viscosity till 0.4 
followed by a gradual decrease as shown in Figure 2. But in the case of paste with 25% 
GGBS as a replacement, due to the flaky nature of particles, paste with GGBS requires more 
water resulting in a gradual decrease of plastic viscosity which follows a convex trend as 
shown in Figure 3. For 20% fly ash as replacement, reaction of water with fly ash requires 
more time resulting in concave curve leading to a gradual decrease of plastic viscosity as 
shown in Figure 3. For ternary mix as shown in Figure 4, the total contribution of fly ash and 
GGBS are 25% and with the increase in water to cement ratio a decreasing trend of plastic 
viscosity is observed. 
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Figure 2. Plastic viscosity vs w/cm ratio for OPC 
Figure 3. Plastic viscosity vs w/cm ratio for 75% OPC + 25% GGBS
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Figure 3. Plastic viscosity vs w/cm ratio for 80% OPC + 20% FA
Figure 4. Plastic viscosity vs w/cm ratio for ternary/triple blend Mix (50% OPC + 25% FA + 
25% GGBS) 
3 CONCLUSION 
The study successfully used Brookfield Viscometer for the first time to estimate the plastic 
viscosity of cement paste with various supplementary cementitious materials. There was a 
significant improvement in the rheological parameters with the addition of SCMs and was 
greatest in the case of ternary or triple blend and triple blended mix containing cement, fly 
ash and GGBS. Flow curves suggest us clearly that the plastic viscosity of the paste decreases 
with the increase in w/cm ratio. Further, Bingham model was able to approximately describe 
the behaviour of cementitious pastes containing SCMs when subjected to varying shear rates. 
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ABSTRACT 
The so-called incompatibility between a PCE superplasticizer and a given cement often leads 
to technical problems such as rise in required dosage, thus in cost, workability increase 
through time, decrease in early strength, etc. This paper aims at illustrating two different root 
causes for incompatibility, one linked to a polymer structure which is unfit for a sufficient 
dispersing effect, the other to a cement-related parameter which changes the pore solution 
composition. In the first part, the influence of polymer structure, and precisely grafting ratio 
at constant graft length, is shown to induce a non-monotonous influence on the sedimentation 
regimes and dispersion states of cement suspensions. This behaviour may be explained by 
observing how adsorption is affected by polymer structure. In a second part, following the 
seminal work by Yamada et al. [1], it is shown that the sulphate ions released by cement into 
the pore solution interfere with PCE adsorption, leading to a decreased state of dispersion at 
equal dosage. This phenomenon is correlated to a very precise cement property.  
Keywords: PCE, superplasticizer, polymer structure, compatibility, sulphate.
1 INTRODUCTION 
PCE superplasticizers have brought new possibilities in terms of water reducing ability, 
workability retention while retaining early strength, and their remarkably versatile chemistry 
allows addressing a broad range of concrete properties. 
However, these advantages come with an apparent greater sensitivity to the mineral 
composition of cement, aggregate quality, water-to-cement ratio, etc., and the very broad 
range of available products sometimes makes it difficult to choose or design the right 
superplasticizer for a given case. 
The objective of this paper is to shed some light on the interactions between 
superplasticizers and cements, first through a selection of polymers differing by their 
structure, and secondly by focusing on the pore solution properties of different cements. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Materials 
Four PCEs provided by the CHRYSO company (France) were studied and called A, B, C 
and D later in this paper. They are composed of a poly (methacrylic acid) backbone, 
responsible for adsorption, partially esterified with methoxy-terminated poly-oxyethylene 
side-chains (PEO) responsible for steric repulsion. The chemical structure is shown in Fig. 1. 
The ester grafting ratio (m/n + m) increases from 10 to 40 % through polymers A to D with a 
fixed PEO length (p) of 45 monomers. This series of polymers was chosen in order to study 
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the influence of grafting ratio on the efficiency of PCE while keeping graft length constant. 
The details of the polymer structures are given in Table 1. 
 
Figure 1: General scheme of a PCE structure 
Table 1 : PCE structure parameters 
PCE marking Average grafting ratiom/(m+n)
Average graft length
P
A 0.1 45
B 0.2 45
C 0.3 45
D 0.4 45
2.2 Cement suspension preparation 
Cement suspensions were prepared by adding 200 g of cement powder to admixture 
solutions in deionized water (liquid chosen to control the water quality: pH, ionic 
conductivity, etc.) with a water to cement ratio of 0.5 (including the amount of water 
provided by the admixture). Each polycarboxylate was tested through a dosage range up to 
1% of dry active matter with respect to cement weight. 
The mixing equipment consisted in a twisted mixing anchor blade adapted to a Stuart SS 
30 mixer and a stainless steel beaker. The suspension was mixed at a speed of 185 rpm during 
20 minutes before analysis, which must be done during the 2 h of the dormant period 
(checked by conductivity and calcium concentration measurements).  
For suspension stability and total organic carbon (TOC) measurements, paste samples 
were first diluted in deionized water. This perturbation may modify the ionic strength and 
solid-solution equilibrium of studied system, but it was neglected in a first approximation. 
The dilution was the same (30% by weight of suspension diluted in 70% deionized water) for 
suspension stability and TOC analyses, which allows a fair comparison between 
measurements. 
2.3 Characterization of the cement pastes by TOC analysis 
The PCE adsorption amounts were measured according to the depletion method. For that 
purpose, suspensions were diluted and let to settle in the same conditions as for the settling 
measurement. Then, the liquid phase at the top of the column was extracted and the pore 
solution was separated from the particles by filtration with a 0.2 µm membrane filter and 
neutralized with concentrated hydrochloric acid. The quantity of remaining PCE was 
determined by total organic carbon (TOC) analysis using a commercial TOC-VCPN analyser 
(Shimadzu, Japan). Solutions of PCE with the same dosages as in the pastes were analysed 
and used as an initial concentration measurement. The quantity of consumed polymer was 
estimated by difference between the quantity of PCE introduced in the paste and the 
measured quantity of PCE remaining in pore solution. 
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In order to take the amount of organic carbon released by the cement (coming from 
grinding aids) into account, the TOC value of the unadmixtured paste was considered as a
background and subtracted from all measurements. 
2.4 Multiple light scattering analysis 
A Turbiscan MA 2000 analyser (Formulaction, France) was used to quantify the settling 
kinetics of the different suspensions. The device is designed to detect nascent instability 
phenomena in concentrated dispersions (e.g. suspensions and emulsions) faster and more 
accurately than the naked eye. 
This technique is based on the detection of the transmitted and backscattered light 
intensity as a function of the height in the suspension column. The device is composed of a 
light sensor (wavelength of 850 nm) which moves vertically with a step of 40 µm along a 
cylindrical cell (15 mm diameter and 110 mm height) containing the sample. Two 
measurements at 0° and 135° from the incident beam direction are performed and correspond 
respectively to the intensity of transmitted and backscattered light. 
Both signals allow a distinction between the formation of a sediment and the presence of 
a sparsely concentrated hazy supernatant, since the technique is both sensitive to the size and 
the concentration of the particles [2–4]. 
2.5 Sulphate concentration in solution 
Precisely weighed samples of pore solutions were diluted in enough (ca. 40 ml) Ultrapure 
water (Millipore) for a conductivity electrode to be dipped in a glass beaker. The sample was 
then titrated by a barium nitrate 0.05 mol/L solution using an automated 888 Titrino device 
with an 856 conductivity adapter (Metrohm, Switzerland). Sulphates are precipitated under 
the form of the scarcely soluble barium sulphate, yielding a decrease in solution conductivity 
up to the equivalent point, beyond which conductivity increases again due to excess barium 
nitrate ions. 
The minimum of the conductivity curve plotted against added moles of barium yields the 
equivalent point in moles of sulphate, eventually expressed in millimoles per litre of pore 
solution. 
2.6 Soluble alkali concentration 
Precisely weighed samples of pore solutions were diluted in Ultrapure water (Millipore) 
fed into a PFP7 Flame Photometer equipped with monochromatic filters for sodium and 
potassium. The device is first calibrated with reference solutions of known concentrations 
prior to measurement. 
3 THE INFLUENCE OF THE GRAFTING RATIO ON THE INTERACTION 
WITH CEMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
The polymer structure parameters have been shown to have a tremendous influence on 
the dispersing performance of PCE molecules, both initially and through the so-called 
workability window [5–7]. The influence of the grafting ratio will be illustrated here through 
a very simple test consisting in observing the settling regimes of cement suspensions 
prepared with increasing PCE dosages. 
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3.2 Suspension settling regimes through visual inspection and multiple light scattering 
measurements 
After preparation according to the protocol described in paragraph 2.2, the suspensions 
were poured into glass tubes and visually inspected after 20 minutes of rest. As Figure 2
shows, suspensions feature discriminated aspects depending upon PCE dosage. More 
specifically the reference tube shows a large clear supernatant, while an increase in PCE 
dosage yields a decreasing clear supernatant with a hazy lower phase until for an intermediate 
dosage, the suspension appears almost homogeneous (around 0.1% dry polymer by weight of 
cement on Figure 2). Beyond this regime, supernatant haziness is almost constant, but a dense 
sediment appears. 
Figure 2: Visual inspection of settling tubes 20 minutes after mixing with increasing dosages 
of PCE superplasticizer. Dosages are expressed in dry polymer by weight of cement 
As mentioned in paragraph 2.4, multiple light scattering is more accurate for determining 
the different settling regimes. More precisely, a clear supernatant is characterized by a high 
transmitted signal, while a hazy supernatant and a dense sediment may be distinguished by a 
strong difference in backscattered intensity. Raw curve examples may be found in Autier et 
al. [3]. 
A simple way of quantifying settling is to merely plot the relative thicknesses of clear 
supernatant on the one hand, and dense sediment on the other hand, as a function of polymer 
dosage. Data are represented according to this approach on Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Settling regimes as afuntion of polymer dosage. (a) relative clear supernatant 
thickness, (b) relative dense sediment thickness 
No clear monotonous trend may be observed on the data. As a matter of fact, the critical 
dosage beyond which a clear supernatant disappears (Figure 3a) does not follow the grafting 
ratio at all. The critical dosage beyond which a dense sediment appears (Figure 3b) seems to 
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reach a minimum for the intermediate grafting ratios of polymers B and C. There clearly 
exists different optimum dosage ranges, leading to a whole stable suspension, that depend on 
the polymer structure: this optimum is reached for example between 0.25% and 0.35% for 
polymer D, and rather between 0.075% and 0.1% for polymer C. One may then infer that 
polymer C presents a more efficient dispersing ability without falling into sedimentation. 
As far as the grafting ratio is concerned, the more is not necessarily the better. The root 
causes of this fact may be further investigated by observing the different adsorbing 
behaviours. 
3.3 Adsorbed amounts and settling regimes 
The same data as in Figure 3 were plotted against the measured adsorbed amounts, 
yielding the plots on Figure 4. 
Figure 4: Settling regimes as a function of polymer adsorbed amounts. (a) relative clear 
supernatant thickness, (b) relative dense sediment thickness 
Here, monotonous trends are retrieved: the higher the grafting ratio, the lower the critical 
dosages for both clear supernatant disappearance and dense sediment appearance. This means 
that at equal adsorbed amount, the polymer with the highest grafting ratio (D) is the most 
efficient dispersant, while the polymer with the lowest grafting ratio (A) is the least efficient. 
This is reminiscent of previous work by Sakai et al.[5] or more recently by Zingg et al.[8] 
or Flatt et al. [9], showing that polymer structure may influence the adsorbed layer thickness, 
hence the range of steric repulsion forces. Here, the authors propose that an increase of the 
grafting ratio induces an increase in the adsorbed layer thickness, but a decrease in the 
adsorbed amount. 
As a result, polymer A is adsorbed in very high amounts, but forms a very flat and weakly 
dispersing layer, while polymer D is able to form quite thick layers at the surface, yet requires 
very high dosages in order to reach a sufficient adsorbed amount. Polymers B and C lie in the 
optimal range which leads, at medium dosages, to an appreciable adsorption of thick enough 
layers, explaining the non-monotonous trend observed in paragraph 3.2. 
3.4 Conclusion 
This very simple test, only involving the observation of suspension settling in tubes, seems 
to be efficient for estimating an optimum dosage range of a superplasticizer for the dispersion 
of a given cement. It relies upon sound principles of physical chemistry, and may prove to be 
a valuable tool for quickly ranking admixtures according to their dispersion ability. 
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4 THE INFLUENCE OF SOLUBLE SULPHATES ON PCE EFFICIENCY 
4.1 Introduction 
The sensitivity of superplasticizers towards cements has been observed throughout the 
past decades, whatever the technology involved [1,10–14]. Among the abundant literature, a 
landmark study is the paper by Yamada and Hanehara [1] where a demonstration is given of 
the influence of pore solution sulphate ions on the adsorption of superplasticizers. A 
spectacular experiment is presented, which consists in alternatively increasing and decreasing 
sulphate concentration by adding respectively sodium sulphate and calcium chloride, 
resulting respectively in decreasing and increasing polymer adsorption. A competitive 
adsorption mechanism between sulphate ions and polymers is proposed to explain the 
phenomenon. 
This part of the paper proposes to illustrate this point through some examples, and to 
propose a simple rule to assess the potential compatibility between a cement and a PCE 
molecule. 
4.2 Sensitivity of adsorption to sulphate concentration 
Adsorption isotherms of any polymer onto cement may be constructed by plotting the 
adsorbed amount as a function of the remaining polymer concentration in the pore solution. A 
series of experiments was performed with a single cement but with additions of potassium 
sulphate (Sigma Aldrich, Germany), to artificially increase sulphate concentration in the pore 
solution. 
The results obtained with PCE C five minutes after mixing are plotted in Figure 5. 
Figure 5: Adsorption isotherms of PCE C as a function of sulphate concentration in solution. 
Dashed lines are guides to the eye. 
The data show clearly that adsorption equilibria are shifted towards lower adsorbed 
amounts when sulphate ion concentration increases in the aqueous phase. Adsorption at five 
minutes governs workability at the same concrete age, it may then be inferred that sulphate 
concentration will have a huge influence on the PCE dosage required to reach a target 
workability. 
The authors experience shows that for extremely high values of sulphate concentration, 
the required dosage increase may be far too high for a reasonable performance. Previous 
work shows that the sensitivity to sulphate concentration is decreased if a PCE with a higher 
degree of carboxylic acid, thus a lower grafting ratio, is chosen [5]. Once again this is 
confirmed by the authors experience as well as the data presented in the first part of the 
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paper, where low-grafting ratio polymers were shown to be stronger adsorbers, hence better 
sulphate competitors. 
4.3 Relationship between sulphate concentration and cement characteristics 
There remains to establish a link between sulphate concentration in water and some 
cement characteristics, to have an easy reading of the potential incompatibility between a 
PCE admixture and a given cement. 
Figure 6 shows the concentrations in sulphate ion measured in pore solutions five minutes 
after mixing, obtained from three different OPCs coming from French factories, at three 
different water-to-OPC ratios. It is also shown that, provided data are plotted against the 
OPC-to-water ratio, they fall on a straight line whose slope and intercept only depend upon 
the cement origin. 
Figure 6: Relationship between the actual sulphate concentration in pore water and the 
cement-to-water ratio for three cements. The upper horizontal axis shows units in terms of the 
more usual Water-to-Cement ratio. 
This clearly demonstrates that sulphate concentration in the batching water follows a 
cement dilution rule, which states that the higher the water-to-cement ratio, the lower the 
sulphate concentration, the less the potential influence on PCE adsorption, and the other way 
around. 
The influence of cement nature was investigated further on. In a Portland cement, sources 
of sulphate may be the calcium sulphate (gypsum, anhydrite) addition to clinker. However, 
gypsum or anhydrite solubility only accounts for a few mmol/L of sulphate in water at 25°C 
(see e.g. [15] mentioning a solubility product of 10-4.58). There is indeed another source of 
highly soluble sulphates in cement, namely alkali (sodium, potassium) sulphates. 
To verify this assumption, the concentration of sodium and potassium in pore solution 
was measured by flame photometry, and the results were expressed as the relative weight of 
equivalent sodium oxide by weight of cement (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Equivalent soluble Na2O values of the three considered OPCs 
Cement Na2Oeq,sol,
by weight of cement
OPC #1 0.39%
OPC #2 0.44%
OPC #3 0.51%
The values above were multiplied by the cement-to-water ratio of the different 
suspensions, yielding a number which roughly estimates the concentration in alkali ions 
released into the pore solution by the cements. 
Sulphate concentrations were then plotted against the parameter defined above, to obtain 
Figure 7. 
Figure 7: Relationship between the actual sulphate concentration in pore water and the 
product Na2Oeq, sol x (OPC-to-water ratio) for the same three cements 
All data fall on a straight line with a very good correlation coefficient, which shows that 
the sulphate concentration in water is primarily driven by the alkali amount of the three 
studied cements and the water-to-cement ratio. The alkali amount is most often displayed on 
a cement datasheet, or if not, the total active alkali is provided. The authors experience shows 
that the latter is well correlated to the former. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The authors infer that the simple knowledge of the soluble alkali amount of a cement and
of the water-to-cement ratio of the application may allow estimating the sulphate 
concentration in the water of the corresponding concrete. Henceforth, the choice of the most 
suitable PCE may be more straightforward, by choosing strong adsorbers for the high 
sulphate cases, and weak adsorbers for the low sulphate cases. 
5 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
This paper essentially shows that not any PCE superplasticizer may be used on any 
cement. The compatibility between both is the result of a subtle balance between polymer 
structure and the solution chemistry provided by the cement mineral composition. 
Whenever a PCE must be chosen for an unknown cement, and especially in cases when 
the cement supply for trials is scarce, a simplified workflow may be designed: 
 Check the alkali amount of cement and multiply it by the cement-to-water ratio of the 
application to assess the sulphate conditions through the linear law provided in Figure 
7.
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 If the above number is too high, discard all ‘low water reducers’ i.e. superplasticizers 
which usually have high dosages 
 Carry out a series of settling experiments per the first part of this paper and pick the 
admixtures which yield a homogeneous suspension for the lowest dosages. 
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ABSTRACT 
Superplasticizer (SP) has become the most important as well as a mandatory ingredient in 
modern concrete. It is known for increasing the workability with lower water content. 
Although the operational methods and techniques, including the mechanisms of 
superplasticizer’s potential and performance in concrete are well known, issues regarding 
cement-superplasticizer incompatibility are recurrently seen in field applications. In this 
study, laboratory findings on cement concrete were reported which includes the effect of 
delayed addition of superplasticizer in concrete from the time of adding water into the mix. 
Outcomes of previous researches which studied the effect of SP on fresh concrete, for 
example, slump loss, have been reviewed prior to this study. Comparison of effect of delayed 
addition of two superplasticizers with a different chemical composition based on modified 
lignosulphonate polymers (MLP) and sulphonated naphthalene polymers (SNP) has been 
carried out. A design mix of M30 grade was evaluated for the change in the physical 
properties: (a) compressive strength and (b) split-tensile strength, on delayed addition of these 
superplasticizers. The effect of delay in addition of superplasticizers was manifested which 
was observed in terms of variation in the physical properties of concrete.  
Keywords: Superplasticizer, cement-superplasticizer interactions, compressive strength,  
split-tensile strength. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Almost every concrete made nowadays has admixtures in it. Making desirable concrete for 
a specified application is common with the presence of various chemical and mineral 
admixtures. Specifically, chemical admixtures as water reducers are universally used to 
improve the characteristics of concrete. Apart from the presence of various chemical 
admixtures, different types of cement are also available in the market nowadays. With this 
effusive variety of cement, as well as variants of water-reducers, there are issues that arise 
related to the compatibility between these two ingredients of concrete. Most users perform 
trial-and-error method to these chemicals, often resulting in a hapless negative experience 
and/or low cost-effectiveness, which make a bias against admixtures in general. 
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Admixture incompatibility of cement (OPC) is due to a high specific surface area which in 
turn is related to a large intrinsic porosity of cement clinker and to the presence of significant 
amounts of highly reactive C3A. This rapid reaction, enhanced by the huge specific surface 
area, induces the early production of abundant ettringite, which provides additional surface 
for the adsorption of polycarboxylic ether (PCE) superplasticizer macromolecules [1].
Superplasticizers based on lignosulphonates (LS), sulphonated melamine formaldehyde
(SMF), and sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde (SNF) work by decreasing zeta potential.
However, polycarboxylic ether (PCE), acrylic esters, and cross-linked acrylic polymers, 
disperse the cement grains by steric hindrance [2]. This hindrance produces electrostatic 
repulsion which depends on the amount of SP adsorbed (for better repulsion greater should be 
adsorption) [3]. Superplasticizer hinders the reaction of silicate and aluminate. The distinctive 
progression of the aluminate reaction remains unaffected by the addition of the 
superplasticizer, although all reactions are ominously retarded. It is generally assumed that 
there is a preferred adsorption of anionic superplasticizers on those cement surfaces 
displaying opposite charge (C3A, ettringite). This is an evident prerequisite for the mode of 
action of superplasticizers [4]. However, it is reported that the degree of hindrance varies with 
the type and dosage of the admixtures. The modified lignosulphonates (MLS) based SP has
much stronger retarding effect as compared to the polycarboxylic ether (PCE) and poly
naphthalene superplasticizers (PNS). The initial setting times of the cement pastes with the 
PCE and PNS superplasticizers determined by the penetration depth method were reported
much shorter than those with the MLS superplasticizers. Although the cement pastes with
MLS admixture had longer workable time, the longer setting time has to be taken into 
attention in practice whenever early strength growth is indispensable [5]. Ettringite undergo 
crystallization under large dosages of SP and forms substantial clusters. The amount of 
admixture adsorbed reduces when cement hydrates meaning that adsorption is greater on 
unhydrated compounds compared to the hydrated ones [6]. Superplasticizers are soluble 
macromolecules, which are hundreds of times bigger than a H2O molecule and with the 
addition of SP beyond 2%, compressive strength decreases with the increase of dosages of SP.
It has also been recorded that with overdoses, lignosulphonates used mixtures fresh unit 
weight values are decreased marginally, while naphthalene sulphonate used mixtures fresh 
unit weight values were decreased significantly. It was established that this condition was a 
consequent from air entrainment in the specimens. [7,8]. The effect of SP on porosity and 
pore size distribution among different curing systems suggested that the superplasticizer in 
cement paste leads in lowering the total pore volume. 
Due to the presence of SP the size of pore is unaffected but the threshold diameter is 
decreased. Different curing systems has a significant influence on porosity and pore structure 
of cement paste in which SP is added [9]. In the study of the effect of addition period of an 
SNF based SP on the adsorption manners of Portland cement and on the concrete workability,
it was recorded that the amount of SNF adsorption decreases with the increase in the time. 
This endorses that the optimum addition time of SNF in concrete should be 
10-15 minutes [10]. In terms of fineness of cement, the interaction on SP-cement interface 
appears to be chiefly reliant on the chemical composition of cement. It has been seen that 
influence of fineness of cement is more noticeable when the cement is incompatible with the 
superplasticizer [11]. Hence, it can be concluded that appropriate and suitable assortment of 
superplasticizer is essential, the selected admixture should be compatible with the cement to 
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be used. The dosage suggested by the manufacturer may or may not hold suitable with the 
materials and their proportions to be used in a specific work. Thus, confirmation checks with 
the given material are mandatory. Hence, the suitability of a superplasticizer with a particular 
cement must be established before embarking on the use in large scale concrete works [12]. 
The effect of SPs on the early age of concrete when studied using ordinary portland cement 
(OPC) and portland pozzolana cement (PPC) exhibits a complex nature of interactions between 
cement and superplasticizers in concrete [13]. The compatibility between the superplasticizer 
and Portland slag cements as a suitable combination for use in concrete, especially when high 
workability, slump retention and early age strength are required must be investigated [14].  
2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
2.1 Material used and mix Proportions 
The OPC, Grade 43, confirming to IS 8112: 2013 [15] was used in this study. The specific 
gravities of cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate are given in Table 1. The fineness 
moduli of fine and coarse aggregates were 2.76 and 6.98 respectively. River sand was used as 
fine aggregate which was well graded, clean and uncrushed while the coarse aggregate was 
angular crushed stone with 20 mm nominal maximum size. 20 mm and 10 mm aggregates 
were mixed in 60 % and 40 % ratio to get the required grading. The cement had a normal 
consistency of 33 %. The initial and final setting times of the cement were 35 and 480 min 
respectively. Potable water was used for mixing and curing of concrete.   
Table 1: Specific gravities of materials used in the study 
Material Specific Gravity 
Cement (OPC Grade - 43) 3.15 
Coarse Aggregates (20 mm and 10 mm) 2.65, 2.66 
Sand (Zone II) conforming to IS 383 (1970) 2.61 
Two plasticizers, first SNP based and second, MLS based, termed SP1 and SP2 herafter, 
were used in the study. The SNP based superplasticizer, Conplast SP430 G8 (SP1) has been 
specially formulated to give high water reductions up to 25% without loss of workability. The 
properties of SP1 used are given in Table 2. The MLS based superplasticizer, Plastiment 2001 
NS (SP2) is based on Modified Lignosulphonate polymer. Its properties are described as in 
Table 3. 
All the tests were performed as per the Indian standard specifications contained in various 
codes of practice [16-19]. In order to study the effect of the delayed addition of the two 
different superplasticizers SP1 and SP2, only one mix (M30) was designed with the design 
stipulations given in Table 4. The design mix was carried out as per the recommendations of 
IS 10262: 2009 [20]. 
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Table 2: Properties of SNP-based SP as supplied by the manufacturer. 
Specific gravity 1.24 to 1.26 Flash Point  None. 
Chloride content Nil to IS:456 Auto flammability Not applicable 
Air entrainment Approx. 1% Explosive Properties Not applicable 
Physical State Liquid Vapour Pressure 2.3 (water) 
Colour Brown Water Solubility Soluble 
Specific Gravity 1.250 – 1.270   
Table 3: Properties of MLS based SP 
Appearance/ Colour Dark brown liquid 
Chemical base Modified lignosulphonate 
Relative density 1.12 kg/l at 25°C 
Storage conditions/ 
Shelf –life 
12 months from date of production if stored properly in 
undamaged unopened, originally sealed packaging, in dry 
conditions at temperatures between +10°C and +40°C 
Table 4: Parameters for mix design 
Grade designation M30 
Type of cement OPC-43 grade 
Maximum nominal size of coarse aggregates 20 mm 
Minimum cement content  As per IS 456: 2000 
Maximum water-cement ratio As per IS 456: 2000 
Workability Up to 75 mm slump loss 
Exposure condition As per Table 4 and 5 of IS: 456 
Maximum temperature of concrete at the time of placing Room temperature 
Type of aggregate Crushed natural aggregate 
Type of admixture SP1 and SP2 
Fine aggregate Zone-II 
Minimum cement 450 kg/m3 
Maximum water-cement ratio 0.45 
Based on above stipulations, after the trials a mix proportions yielding strength of mix 
above the target strength and passing the acceptance criteria as per IS 456: 2000 were fixed to 
be water: cement: F.A.: C.A. = 0.4: 1: 1.65: 2.92 with 1.2 % of SP dosage. 
2.2 Preparation, casting and testing of specimens 
The standard cube specimens and standard cylinders were cast in the laboratory by hand 
mixing. The standard size of 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm for cubes and 150 mm × 300 mm 
for cylinders was adopted for testing compressive strength and split tensile strength 
respectively. The moulded samples were kept in the curing pond. In this study out of total 70 
specimens cast, 54 cubes and 16 cylinders were investigated. The specimen was tested at the 
age of 3 days, 7 days and 28 days. All the tests were performed as per the Indian standard 
specifications contained in various codes of practice [16-19]. The superplasticiser was added 
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after the addition of water with a delay of 5 min, 20 min and 40 min. Primarily, focus of study 
was to investigate the hardened properties of concrete. The effect of delayed addition on the 
fresh properties is not reported here.  
a) Casting of Cubes b) Curing of Cubes
Figure 1: Preparation of sample 
3 TEST FOR HARDENED CONCRETE PROPERTIES 
3.1 Compressive strength test 
The concrete cube specimens were used for testing the compressive strength. A total of 27 
cubes were cast for each mix to achieve strength at 3rd, 7th and 28th day. The tests were 
conducted on 300 ton compression testing machine (CTM) after drying at room temperature 
as per  
IS 516: 1959. The value of compressive strength at a particular age was considered as the 
average strength of 3 cubes. All the specimens were tested at a constant loading rate of 5.2 
kN/s. The load was applied smoothly and uniformly without impacts and jerks. The strength 
of each specimen was recorded. 
3.2 Split tensile strength test 
The cylindrical specimens of size 150 mm × 300 mm cast for measuring split tensile 
strength were tested at the age of 7 days and 28 days using standard procedure after drying at 
room temperature as per IS 516: 1959. The compressive line load along the opposite faces of 
a concrete cylinder which is placed in between the two compressive plates is applied. The 
magnitude of tensile stress is obtained from the formula as per IS 5816: 1970.
T = 2P/πLD      (1) 
Where T- Split Tensile Strength (N/mm2) 
P- Failure Load (N) 
L- Length of the cylinder (mm) 
D- Diameter of the cylinder (mm) 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Compressive strength of concrete with SP1 and SP2 
The delayed addition of SP1 reduced the compressive strength at all ages i.e. 3, 7 and 28 
days for all the specimens, decreased as the time of addition of superplasticizer was 
increasing. The results are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for SP1 and SP2. 
Figure 2: Compressive strength of concrete with different time of addition of SNP-based 
SP1 
Among all the same aged cubes, the one having 5 minutes (minimum) of delayed addition 
was found to be have the highest strength and the cubes having 40 minutes of delay showed 
the least compressive strength. The cubes with 20 minutes of delay in addition of 
superplasticizer were having the strength in between the cubes of 5 minutes and 40 minutes of 
delay. The variation of compressive strength on addition of SP1 and SP2 are shown in Figure 
2 and Figure 3 respectively. 
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Figure 3: Compressive Strength of concrete with different time of addition of MLS based 
SP2 
4.2 Split tensile strength of concrete with SP1 and SP2 
The split tensile strength tests were conducted on concrete cylinders on 7 and 28 days age 
on addition of SP1 and SP2. The split tensile strengths are tabulated in Table 6. 
Table 6: Split tensile strength of concrete with delayed addition of SP1 and SP2 
Split tensile strength  5 min delayed addition 
of SP (MPa) 
20 min delayed addition 
of SP (MPa) 
SNP based SP1 7
th
 day 2.92 2.74 
28th day 4.88 4.9 
MLS based SP2 7
th
 day 2.63 2.35 
28th day 4.66 4.6 
The delayed addition of the superplasticizer in concrete makes it weaker in strength as is 
evident from the results of both compressive and split tensile strength during early days. 
A possible reason for this may be that the amount of admixture adsorbed reduces when 
cement hydrates; in other words, adsorption is greater on unhydrated compounds compared to 
the hydrated phases. As a result, when a delayed addition is done, there is more admixture 
available in the solution to maintain the fluidity and hence it loses its strength. The delayed 
addition has been shown to result in the lesser participation of the polymer in the formation of 
the organo-mineral phase. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this limited experimental programme tests were conducted on hardened concrete on 
delayed addition of SP1 and SP2 and following conclusions were made from the study: 
1. The MLS and SNP based superplasticizers were able to influence only early age 
strength i.e. 3rd and 7th day strength of the concrete. 
2. It was found that none of the superplasticizer SP1 or SP2 (MLS based and SNP based) 
used in the study had any significant effect on the 28-day compressive strength as well 
as the split tensile strength of the concrete. 
3. The delayed addition of the superplasticizer in concrete makes it weaker in strength as 
is evident from the results of both compressive and split tensile strength during early 
days.  
4. On comparison of the performance of the two plasticizers in the study, it was found 
that sulphonated naphthalene polymer-based SP (SP1) was more effective by 
providing more early days’ strength to concrete than modified lignosulphonate based 
SP (SP2). In addition to this, it was found SP1 was slightly more sensitive to the 
delayed addition than the SP2. 
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ABSTRACT 
A large volume of waste is generated in urban areas. Waste treatment techniques are being 
adopted in developed countries including recycling of wastes (such as paper, plastic, 
metals, etc.), composting organic waste and incineration of the remaining fraction. Ash 
generated as a result of incineration processes presently goes mainly into landfill, increasing 
both land use and resource wastage. Municipal solid waste incineration (MSWI) fly ash could 
alternatively be used as a supplementary cementitious material (SCM) in cement. The major 
hurdle that currently prevents its use are the expansion of concrete due to elemental 
aluminium (Al) and also its non-negligible chloride, sulphate, and heavy metal content. 
Washing with water is the simplest and most effective technique to remove chloride. 
To prevent Al expansion washing with water and alkali, or washing with a moderate heat 
treatment were effective. In this research, MSWI fly ash generated in a fluidized bed 
incinerator was tested in combination with Portland cement. This paper discusses the 
conducted experiments with varying parameters and the obtained test results in brief.
Keywords: Municipal solid waste incineration ash, pozzolana, elemental aluminium
1 INTRODUCTION 
Waste management is an integral part of urban management, and its refinement is closely 
related to the socio-economic development of a country. Most waste management protocols 
consist of the following steps: generation, processing at source, collection, transport sorting, 
processing and disposal. Lansink’s ladder, which is a thumb rule for effective sequencing of 
these processes when aiming at reducing wastage of resources, indicates the chain of 
preference as source reduction, reuse, recycling, incineration and landfill. Incineration comes 
at the bottom of the ladder and is mostly opted for residual waste in developed countries [1]. 
The incineration process has several advantages over landfilling, i.e. it aids in disinfection, 
and in volume and mass reduction by 90% and 70% respectively. On average, out of the 
1.3 billion tonnes of waste generated per year, around 130 million tonnes are incinerated [2].
The characteristics of the residues vary greatly depending upon the type and operating 
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parameters and the input. The residues are broadly classified based on the point of collection. 
Coarser waste collected at the bottom of the incinerator is called bottom ash or slag. 
Residue from the flue gas collected at the boiler is called boiler ash and that from electrostatic 
precipitators or baghouses is called fly ash. In many countries, the bottom ash is utilized as 
road sub base material. Fly ash and boiler ash which contain questionable constituents like 
heavy metals and PCBs are landfilled presently. These residues have reasonable amounts of 
amorphous silica and alumina that induce pozzolanic properties. Various technical and 
environmental obstacles prevent its utilization such as presence of metallic aluminium, salts 
and heavy metals. Results from preliminary investigation of some beneficiation techniques to 
solve these problems, especially expansion due to metallic aluminium and the undesirable 
high chloride content in fly ash are discussed in this paper. 
2 MATERIALS 
The fly ash (FA) used for this study was collected from the fluidized bed furnace in the 
Indaver incineration facility in Doel, Belgium. CEM I 52.5 N cement conforming to 
EN 197-1 was used for the study, and was produced by VVM cements, Rieme, Belgium. 
3 CHARACTERIZATION  
The chemical composition of the ashes was determined by using the X-ray fluorescence 
(XRF) equipment available at the laboratories of Indaver nv. The elemental composition 
obtained was converted into its oxide form for certain elements as can be seen in Table 1. 
Table 1. Chemical analysis of fly ash and cement 
Property FA
% by mass
(m. %)
CaO 39.4
SiO2 23.8
Al2O3 10.8
Fe2O3 12.2
Cl 3.5
S 4.3
K 1.1
MgO 3.1
MnO 0.3
Equivalent Elemental Al 0.32
Density (kg/m3) 2.75
Specific surface area (m2/kg) 4.68
4 METHODS 
Quantification of the equivalent elemental Al content was conducted indirectly based on 
the volume of gas generated on reaction with 1M NaOH, which was then related to the 
stoichiometry of the reaction. A set-up similar to the one mentioned in CUR recommendation 
116 was used (Fig. 1) [3]. The term equivalent Al is used to account for zinc present in the 
ash, which also gives a similar evolution of hydrogen on reaction with water. The molecular 
mass and stoichiometry of Al was used for calculation. Acid soluble chloride content was 
determined by means of potentiometric titration, after boiling the ash sample in nitric acid 
solution for mobilizing bound chlorides. As such, the total chloride content was determined. 
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Figure 1: Set-up for equivalent elemental Al quantification
5 CHLORIDE REMOVAL 
Salts are present in fly ash, mainly as chlorides and sulphates. They are rarely present in 
the bottom ash fraction. The reason for that is that metal chlorides and sulfides have a lower 
boiling point than their oxides and phosphates. The chloride content in MSWI fly ash varies 
between 0.5 to 15% [4]. Chlorides are contained, not only in soluble salts such as halite or 
sylvine, but also exist as lowly soluble hydrate phases such as Friedel’s salt and 
hydrocalumnite [5]. Lowly soluble phases cannot be removed by washing with water. 
It is reported that calcination and carbonation can mobilise these insoluble chlorides [6].
In this study, a washing process was combined with three additional treatments for removal 
of chlorides. The parameters investigated were:
 Effect of carbonation 
 Effect of temperature 
 Effect of water – solid ratio 
The washing process was conducted by immersing the fly ash in specified temperatures 
and stirred for few minutes, and the supernatant liquid was removed and the results are shown 
in Figure 2. Raw ash has a chloride content of 3.4 m. %. It can be observed that ~40% of 
chlorides are insoluble, since they could not be removed by simple washing. No change was 
noted increasing the water–solid ratio from 8:1 to 20:1. Increasing the temperature of the 
washing water from 20 to 40°C only slightly enhanced the removal of chloride. 
This may be explained by a combination of an increased solubility and more rapid dissolution 
kinetics of the salts. Carbonation of the ash was conducted at 1% CO2 content for a period of 
30 days. Subsequently, the ash was washed with water at a solid to liquid ratio of 1:10, 
which resulted in partial removal of insoluble chlorides. This treatment only slightly 
enhanced the removal of the chlorides. Further tests need to be conducted to check the 
releasability of bound chlorides during the utilization period. 
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Figure 2: Effect of various parameters on chloride removal
NC – Non carbonated, C – Carbonated; Fraction represents the solid to water ratio;
Third digit represents temperature in °C (20°C & 40°C)
6 EXPANSION REDUCTION 
Metallic aluminium in MSWI ash originates from aluminium foils, nails, etc., present in 
the waste. Attrition in the waste processing reduces it into finer sizes. When used as a 
pozzolan, it gets mixed with cement solution which is highly alkaline, and releases 
hydrogen gas. It reduces the effectiveness of the ashes as SCM in terms of strength increase 
and pore structure since it creates large air voids. It reacts with water to generate hydrogen 
gas in alkaline condition as shown in Eq. 1, 2, and 3. As a consequence, the air content of the 
mortar increases before it sets and thus a higher porosity in hardened state is eventually 
obtained. 
     (1) 
      (2) 
         (3) 
This problem can be resolved in two ways, i.e. by: 
1. Removing the metallic aluminium from the ash prior to the use 
2. Accelerating the hydration of aluminium prior to its use 
Removal of non-ferrous metals like aluminium is done in incineration plants by 
eddy current separation. But the effectiveness of this technique is restricted by the size and 
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orientation of metal particles. As a result, a part of it remains in the bulk. Since fly ash 
particles are small, they cannot be subjected to the eddy current separation technique. 
Electrochemical separation, where aluminium is first brought into solution as ions and then 
separated using current or sacrificial electrodes, is a possible technique to recover aluminium 
from the bulk of fly ash. Nevertheless, this will be costly. A cheaper alternative to prevent 
expansion is to accelerate the hydration process of aluminium prior to its use. The process 
can be accelerated either by increasing the temperature, or the alkalinity of the solution used 
for hydrating aluminium. Preliminary tests for both the processes were conducted and 
the results are shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Effect of different beneficiation techniques on the metallic aluminium content
It can be seen that complete removal of metallic aluminium is possible by washing at 
100°C for 24 hours, or by washing in 1N NaOH solution at room temperature.     
7 CONCLUSIONS 
1. Around 40% of chlorides are bound. 
2. Carbonation and higher temperature (40°C) treatments can slightly mobilize bound 
chlorides in fly ash. 
3. High temperature and high alkalinity accelerate the process of aluminium hydration to 
release hydrogen gas. In fly ash with 1.62 m. % of aluminium, all the aluminium got 
hydrated within 24 hours when submerged in water at 100 °C, and 1N NaOH at 
room temperature.   
B1 – Fly ash submerged in water at 100°C for 
a time period of 12 hours 
B2 - Fly ash submerged in water at 100°C for 
a time period of 24 hours 
B3 – Fly ash submerged in 1M NaOH solution 
for a time period of 24 hours 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete is an economical and effective material for shielding stationary reactors. Due to 
possible accidental conditions such as steam leakage, fire or terrorist attacks requires 
satisfactory shielding properties along with high thermal resistance are desired parameters in 
such structures. One of the novel additives which can find its potential application leading to 
improvement of strength and microstructure are nanomaterials. In the present work the effect 
of nanomagnetite (nano-Fe3O4) addition to cement pastes cured in normal conditions and 
exposed to temperature of 300 and 450οC on its gamma-ray shielding characteristics are 
investigated. Cement pastes containing addition of 5% and 10% (by mass of cement) of 
nanomagnetite have been prepared. The gamma-ray attenuation coefficients were measured 
as a function of the additive percentage of nanomagnetite for gamma-ray energy using 0.662 
MeV  137Cs source. The obtained data revealed that the incorporation of nanomagnetite 
increase the density of cement pastes, therefore, improves the gamma-ray attenuation 
coefficient. Moreover, addition of nanomagnetite improved the thermal resistance of samples 
by reducing amount of cracks. This contributed to much denser structure resulting in better 
shielding properties while compared to plain cement paste. Radiation tests have been 
supported with visual inspection of samples. 
Keywords: Nanomagnetite, elevated temperature, cement paste, Gamma-ray shielding. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is one of the most popular and relatively cheap material used for radiation 
shielding in medical infrastructure, facilities containing radioactive sources and radiation 
generating equipment. Compared with other construction materials, concrete has a high 
shielding capacity against nuclear radiation, good long-term durability and it easier to 
manufacture while compared to pure lead blocks or neutron shielding materials. This material 
in its simplest form is a mixture of Portland cement, sand, coarse aggregates and water. 
Portland cement is a component responsible for the binding properties in concrete.  
For efficient neutron shielding, concrete must contain some heavy elements, which are 
capable to slow down fast neutrons, and a sufficient quantity of hydrogen to slow down the 
intermediate neutrons and to absorb the slow neutrons. As high-density materials are needed 
to shield against gamma rays, a high-density concrete is often favoured over the low density 
one. The probability of the interaction of γ-rays depends on the incident photon energy, the 
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atomic number and the density of the shielding materials therefore, to improve the shielding 
properties of the concretes the heavyweight aggregate (containing heavy elements) is widely 
applied (e.g. magnetite, hematite, goethite and barite) [1]. Study on the influence on the 
aggregate type on the shielding properties has been already extensively studied by various 
researchers [2-3].  
Another factor which is taken in account in case of shielding materials is its thermal 
resistance. Possible accidental conditions such as steam leakage, fire or terrorist attacks 
require proper designing of the structure. Elevated temperature significantly affects the 
properties of concretes by reducing its mechanical properties, density and increasing its 
porosity. This results in decrement of shielding properties of cement-based composites [4]. 
Therefore, satisfactory shielding properties along with high thermal resistance are desired 
parameters in the development of modern radiation shielding structures. 
Recently, the development of nanotechnology and the subsequent availability of new 
nanomaterials have opened up novel applications in numerous fields of industry including 
modern building materials. The nanoparticles exhibit unique chemical and physical properties 
relative in comparison to the same material in microscopic or macroscopic scale [5]. 
Moreover, the incorporation of a few percentage of the nanosized particles can influence the 
properties of the building materials significantly [6]. The recent research in the field of 
radiation shielding is concentrated on the development of denser concrete with improved 
microstructure by adding the suitable percentage of additives [1,7-9]. The studies presented 
by the researchers show that use of admixture results in the improvement of the 
microstructure and increase of the density of concrete which can lead to improvement of 
shielding properties.  
One of recently aroused interest in this field is focused on the enhancement of the 
shielding properties when nanomaterials are applied. Their surface area, the number of 
dangling bond atoms, and unsaturated coordination on the surface of the nanoparticles lead to 
the interface polarization and multiple scattering (which are useful for absorption of 
electromagnetic radiations) [6]. In addition, the increased number of particles per gram has a 
very beneficial effect for radiation attenuation of nanomaterials at lower energies. 
For this application, lead and iron oxides gathered considerable attention. Although, there 
are high amount of reports on the application of lead in the concrete [10-11],  there are only 
few studies related to the influence of lead nanopowders on the shielding properties of the 
concrete [1,12]. The studies show that application of lead nanoparticles has a very positive 
influence of gamma-ray shielding properties. Although, lead nanoparticles seem to be very 
promising material for shielding application, exposure to lead is very hazardous and it may 
leads to several health problems [9]. The long-term exposure to lead or its salts (e.g., lead 
oxide, lead acetate, etc.) may cause accumulation of the heavy metal within the body. big 
efforts are made to replace the conventional lead-based materials what led to the development 
of ‘‘lead-equivalent’’ materials [5,13] which might be utilized instead of toxic lead and lead 
composites. 
Therefore, the nanoparticles of iron oxides (i. e. nanomagnetite) focused its attention in 
this field. The application of nano-Fe3O4 or other magnetic elements [5] in polymer 
nanocomposites exhibit enhanced radiation shielding response. The nanocomposites combine 
the excellent functional properties of the nanoparticles with desired properties of host 
polymers [6]. The use of cementitious materials as a host for the nanomaterials seems to be 
very effective due to its strong binding properties and ability to immobilize the nanostructure 
within the matrix.  
So far, there is no information available regarding the influence of nano-Fe3O4 on the 
shielding properties of concretes, however, study held by Cao et al. (2004) on the influence of 
micro particles of Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 (particle size smaller than 40 µm) on shielding properties 
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showed very successful results [14].  It is already widely reported that nano-Fe2O3 in 
cementitious composites exhibits  positive influence on the mechanical and micro structural 
properties [15-20]. Moreover, researchers state that the application of nanosized iron oxide 
particles in a dispersed phase may also play an important role in the future production of 
heavyweight concretes [21]. Application of nanosized materials enable to extend the concrete 
particles grading from five decades to seven decades enabling to create much more denser a 
heavier structure. 
Data regarding the effect of nanomagnetite is pretty limited. Researchers report that that 
the application of nano-Fe3O4 in a small amount (up to 0.3 wt%) can lead to the enhancement 
of the mechanical properties and refinement of the pore structure [15, 22-23]. Recently 
Sikora et al. (2016) have reported that 3 wt% of nano-Fe3O4 can be beneficial for improving 
the compressive strength and refining the pore structure of cement mortars [24]. Studies 
undertaken by Shekari et al. (2001) show that introduction of 1.5 wt% of nano-Fe3O4
improved the compressive strength as well as reduced the chloride penetration and water 
absorption [23]. 
Both Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 nanoparticles might contribute to improve the thermal resistance 
of cementitious composites [25]. Recently, Heikal et al. (2016) has reported that even small 
amount (1 wt%) of nano-Fe2O3 can be beneficial for improving fire resistance of cement 
pastes modified with this nanoparticle and diminish the cracks length [26].  
Presented study is devoted to characterize the effect of nanomagnetite particles on the 
shielding properties against gamma-ray radiation of cement-based composites in ambient 
temperature and elevated temperature of 300 and 450οC.  
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Materials 
For cement pastes preparation Rapid Hardening Portland Cement (RHPC) CEM I 42.5R 
conforming to EN 197-1 was used as received. Tap water was used as a mixing water. The 
nanomagnetite structures in size of 50–100 nm (purity 97 %) were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich (637106) and were used as received. Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) and 
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) diagrams of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 1. 
The  TEM (Fig. 1a) image of the magnetite shows that the iron oxide nanoparticles are in a 
cubic shape with a diameter in the range of 50–100 nm. The magnetite phase of the nanosized 
iron oxide was confirmed via XRD (Fig. 1b).  
Figure 1: TEM (a) micrograph and X-ray diffraction pattern (b) of the nano-Fe3O4
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No additional admixtures and additives were used in order to solely determine the 
influence of the nanomagnetite presence in the cementitious composite.  
2.2 Cement paste preparation 
Three types of cement pastes were designated as: R – plain (reference) cement paste, RF5 
– cement paste containing addition of 5 wt% of nanomagnetite and RF10 – cement paste 
containing addition of 10 wt% of nanomagnetite were prepared (Table 1). The water to 
cement (w/c) ratio was fixed at 0.5. 
Cement pastes were mixed with rotary mixer in a following procedure: 30 seconds slow 
mixing, 1 minute of fast mixing, 1 minute break, 1 minute of fast mixing. All cement pastes 
were mixed for a total time of 4.5 min.  
Table 1: The weight fraction of cement pastes and density of the samples before and after 
heating 
Sample 
designation Cement Nanomagnetite Water
Density [g/cm3]
20oC 300oC 450oC 
R 1.0 0 0.5 1.67 1.50 1.48 
RF5 1.0 0.05 0.5 1.68 1.52 1.49 
RF10 1.0 0.1 0.5 1.69 1.53 1.51 
Before the introduction of the nanomaterials into the cement mortars, the nano-Fe3O4
particles were sonicated in the mixing water for 10 min to obtain a uniform dispersion of 
nanomaterials. All cement pastes were cast in two layers into 80 x 80 mm cylinders. Three 
cylinders of R, RF5, RF10 cement pastes for each testing temperature were prepared. After 
casting, specimens were covered with plastic membrane to avoid water evaporation and 
thereafter kept in the laboratory for 24 hours at ambient temperature. After demoulding 
specimens were stored for 28 days in a standard water bath at a temperature of 20 °C ± 2 °C.  
2.3 Heating and cooling regimes 
After 28 days of curing, the specimens were weighed and dried in a chamber at a constant 
temperature, to obtain a dry mass of the specimens. Afterwards, one set of cylinders were 
subjected to gamma ray shielding test. Rest of the specimens were exposed to temperature of 
300oC and 450oC. Heating of the specimens was performed using a medium-temperature 
furnace, with a thermostat allowing regulation of the rate of heating. The specimens were set 
separately in the bottom of a furnace chamber, far from the heating source, to enable uniform 
heat distribution across the specimens. The heating procedure conformed to RILEM 
guidelines [27] aimed at limiting thermal stresses due to the thermal gradient in specimens.  
In the first stage, a constant rate of heating of 1oC/min was maintained in the furnace.
After reaching the desired temperature, the samples were left in the furnace for 1 hour in 
order to stabilize the temperature over their entire cross-section. Afterwards, to avoid any 
thermal shocks, the samples were slowly cooled with an approximate rate of cooling of 
1oC/min. The cooled specimens were visually observed to estimate the degree of damage 
sustained and weight loss was determined. Upon the calculations of the specimens densities 
the accuracy of the measurements were ±0.1 g for the mass determination and ±0.05 mm for 
the geometrical dimensions. 
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2.4 Radiation attenuation test 
Linear attenuation coefficient has been determined with use of experimental setup 
presented in Figure 2a. Specimens were irradiated by gamma ray source of 137 Cs with 
activity of 10 mCi and photon energy of 0.662 MeV. A scintillation detector coupled with 
spectrometer has been used to detect passing gamma-ray. Experimental data was recorded 
with lab software on PC. Distance between the gamma source and detector has been set to 
35 cm. Cement pastes after cooling were placed between the gamma source and detector and 
the measurements were conducted for 60 min counting time for each specimen. Photograph 
of experimental setup while testing the sample is presented in Figure 2b.  
Figure 2: Experimental setup for determination of gamma-ray shielding properties of 
cementitious composites: a) graphic scheme of experimental setup, b) cement paste during 
the testing procedure 
The incident intensity, I0, of the gamma ray was reduced to intensity, I, after the cement 
paste specimens were placed between the source and the detector. We then obtained the 
linear attenuation coefficient, cmvalues using Beer-Lambert's law as follows: 
(1)
where x is the thickness of the paste specimen.  
Once the  values were determined, additional radiation shielding parameters, such as
the HVL and TVL, were used to evaluate the gamma ray shielding ability of the cement paste. 
The HVL and TVL values represent the thickness of an absorber that will reduce the gamma 
radiation to one-half and to one-tenth of its original intensity, respectively The HVL and TVL
values can be determined from the  by using the following equations: 
(2)
(3)
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Gamma-rays attenuation coefficient 
Results of gamma ray shielding properties of cement pastes are presented in Table 2. 
From the following results it can be observed that addition of nanomagnetite even in small 
quantities (up to 10 %) has contributed to slight improvement of shielding properties of 
cement pastes. The relative linear attenuation coefficient as a function of temperature of 
cement pastes is presented in Figure 3.   
Table 2: Results of shielding properties of cement pastes 
Coefficient µ [cm-1] HVL [cm] TVL [cm]
Temperature [oC] 20 300 450 20 300 450 20 300 450
R 0.133 0.116 0.113 5.21 5.98 6.13 17.31 19.85 20.38
RF5 0.134 0.118 0.114 5.17 5.87 6.08 17.18 19.51 20.20
RF10 0.137 0.121 0.116 5.06 5.73 5.97 16.80 19.03 19.85
With increment of temperature is decreasing as a results of density loss of samples 
caused by elevated temperature. Density measurements in the specimens are summarized in 
Table 1. Although, specimens containing nanomagnetite exhibit higher linear attenuation 
coefficient in all tested temperatures. It can be observed that increment of nanomagnetite 
content contributes to increase the shielding properties of cement pastes. 
Figure 3. Relative linear attenuation coefficient (	 of tested cement pastes before and 
after exposure to 300oC and 450oC
3.2 Visual inspection 
Figure 4 presents surface of tested cylinders. Unfortunately presence of nanomagnetite 
particles in the cement paste caused darkening of samples, therefore cracks cannot to be 
precisely observed in the figure. For cracks analysis optical microscope was incorporated. As 
it can be observed with the increase of the temperature amount of surface cracks has been 
increased. However, the presence of nanomagnetite in samples RF5 and RF10 reduced the 
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crack width and amount especially at temperature of 300oC. After exposure to 450oC samples 
RF10 exhibited similar amount of cracks as plain reference sample R. Surface of RF5 had the 
lowest amount of surface cracks.  
This observation confirms the findings of Heikal (2016) that iron oxide nanoparticles can 
be beneficial for diminishing amount of cracks and reducing their width [26].
Figure 4: Surface of investigated samples before and after exposure to 300oC and 450oC 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
From the results obtained, it can be concluded that:  
 Incorporation of small amount of nano-Fe3O4 increase the linear attenuation coefficient of 
gamma ray, 
 Presence of nano-Fe3O4 in cement pastes helps to reduce the amount of surface cracks 
and diminish width of cracks of samples exposed to 300oC.  
 After exposure to 450oC on the surface of samples R and RF10 similar amount of cracks 
have been observed, however, linear attenuation coefficient was higher for sample RF10, 
 Nanomagnetite exhibits potential to be used as an additional nanosized (besides 
heavyweight aggregate and micro powders) admixture to various cementitious 
composites for improving shielding properties. 
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ABSTRACT 
Building derived materials (BDM) are waste materials that are generated during constructions 
and demolition of structural components of buildings. Management and proper disposal of 
these wastes has assumed prime concern for modern civil engineers. The present study is 
aimed at characterization of BDM to ensure their recycling and reuse in practical purposes. 
One possible mode of reusing BDM is ground improvement. At present, BDM are used in the 
form of recycled coarse aggregates, after subjecting the former through various physical and 
chemical refinements, which incur extra cost. To address this issue, the present study 
emphasizes on the use of virgin BDM, which conserves natural aggregate, reduces the impact 
on landfills, saves energy, and thus can provide cost benefit. Hence, in this study, BDM are 
characterized to assess their compatibility when used in conjunction with local soil. It 
depends upon the type of soil and the contaminants present in the soil. The BDM in this study 
are characterized through physical investigations, microscopy, and exposure to chemically 
aggressive environment like acids, salts, and seawater to study their response. The results 
thus obtained show that BDM are highly susceptible to aggressive environment and 
appropriate measures must be adopted while using BDM in chemically aggressive 
environment. 
Keywords: Building derived materials (BDM), chemical aggressive environment
1 INTRODUCTION 
Due to rapid urbanization and development of infrastructure, huge volume of construction 
waste is generated. Additionally, periodic renovation and modification of these structures 
produce large quantities of demolition waste. Further, natural calamities like earthquake may 
also lead to destruction of structures, creating significant amount of solid demolition waste. 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) defines construction and demolition waste 
(CDW) as waste materials consisting of the debris generated during the construction, 
renovation, and demolition of buildings, roads, and bridges [1]. Major component of these 
CDW is building derived materials (BDM), which is primarily composed of rejected concrete 
and brick. As the construction industry greatly contributes to the present environmental 
unbalances, it is necessary to: i) drastically reduce the consumption of non-renewable natural 
resources; and ii) limit the dumping of rejected BDM that takes up ever more limited space.  
In existing practice, BDM are used in the form of recycled coarse aggregates, after 
subjecting the former through various physical and chemical refinements. The application of 
recycled aggregates has started in several Asian and Western countries for construction 
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projects [2]. Recycled aggregates have previously been used in limited quantities to enhance 
the performance of pavements, with the goal of using BDM in the near future [3]. However, 
there are no available studies regarding their physical and chemical characterizations. 
Moreover, no studies have been reported about their utilization for ground improvement. 
Behaviour of BDM in the soil will depend upon the type of soil and the contaminants present 
in the soil. Chemicals like sulphate and chloride are well known for their detrimental effect 
on concrete [4]. If the soil belongs to coastal region, seawater may cause deterioration of the 
BDM. If soil is near industrial or agricultural area it may contain nitrate. Due to rapid 
urbanization, these sites, which were once considered marginal, are now being extensively 
considered for infrastructure development. Thus, to use BDM in such soil, the present study 
characterizes them through physical investigations, microscopy, and exposure to chemically 
aggressive environment like sulphate, chloride, sea water and nitrate to study their response.   
Concrete is by far the most important, versatile, and widely used building material in the 
world. Every year, over ten billion tons of concrete are being produced in the world. In the 
United States, the annual production of concrete is over 500 million tons. Such volumes 
require huge quantity of natural resources for aggregate and cement production. It has been 
estimated that the production of one ton of Portland cement causes the release of one ton of 
CO2 into the atmosphere. CO2 is known to be a greenhouse gas that contributes to global 
warming, and the cement industry alone generates about 7% of it [5]. In 2004–2005, BDM 
generation in Australia was 15.1 million tons, of which 7.6 million tons was recycled 
materials (timber, steel, concrete, rubble and soil) and 7.5 million tons was residual waste to 
landfill [5]. A report generated by Northeast Waste Management Officials’ Association in 
2009 claims that more than 52% of recycled waste Australia is those from construction and 
demolition activities [6]. While Germany, Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom have recycling rates which are higher than 70%, Spain, Poland and Greece 
currently recycle less than 20% of their BDM [5-7]. On the other hand there exists places like 
Connecticut, USA, where construction wastes are not recycled at all [8].  
BDM in India for the year 2010 may be estimated as 22-26 million tons [9]. Presently, 
BDM generation in India accounts up to 23.75 million tons annually and these figures were 
expected to have doubled by 2016 [10]. According to a study commissioned by Technology 
Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council (TIFAC), 70% of the construction industry 
is not aware of recycling techniques [11]. IS 383 (1970) (“Specification for coarse and 
fine aggregates from natural sources for concrete”) stipulates that concrete can be made only 
with naturally accessed materials. Construction agencies cite this rule to avoid using recycled 
BDM [12]. The Union ministry of housing and urban poverty alleviation had told the Rajya 
Sabha in 2012 about the shortage of building material, especially for aggregates and concrete. 
The shortage has been so severe that several civic projects in India are facing delays [11]. In 
collaboration with MCD, a pilot project has been developed by IL&FS Environmental 
Infrastructure & Services Ltd. (IEISL) on public private partnership basis at Burari to 
demonstrate the potential of a scientifically managed process in relation to the collection and 
recycling of BDM in Delhi. The BDM is thereafter being recycled into aggregates at the 
waste management facility, which is in turn converted to ready mix concrete, pavement 
blocks, kerb stones and concrete bricks. Apart from this there is no document available 
advocating recycling of BDM.
In the work done by Corinaldesi et al. (2007), materials coming from BDM recycling 
were used instead of sand for the production of bedding mortars. This proved to be profitable 
not only for the obvious environmental advantages but also in terms of improvement of the 
mortar–brick interface. Experimental studies have been reported on BDM samples containing 
recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), crushed brick (CB), and waste rock (WR) for 
geotechnical assessment and suitability of usage of the sample for subbase layer of pavement. 
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The tests performed included particle size distribution, particle density, water absorption, 
compaction, Los Angeles abrasion, post-compaction sieve analysis, flakiness index, hydraulic 
conductivity, California bearing ratio (CBR) tests and triaxial test. It was found in another 
study that RCA and WR were good enough to be used as replacements of natural 
aggregates [13].  
Results from another study showed that the properties of recycled concrete made with high 
percentages of coarse RCA (80%, 100%) and natural fine, were lower than those of ordinary 
concrete, while properties of recycled concrete made with 50% and 20% of coarse recycled 
aggregates, are similar to normal concrete [14]. The feasibility of building derived concrete 
(BDC) debris for highway construction has been studied by [15]. The gradation, optimum 
water content, unit weight, and resilient modulus were measured for the BDC and for the 
control materials, which were a crushed stone and sand. It was concluded that BDC had 
potential for use in highway construction, and they justified further testing and 
characterization. The use of coarse RCA as a replacement for natural aggregate did not 
significantly increase the drying shrinkage of concrete when incorporated into the mixture 
[16]. Another study concluded that there is clear increase in carbonation depths with 
increasing replacement levels when RCA concrete mixes are made with a similar mix design 
to that of the control natural aggregate concrete [17]. Investigations on the role of 0–2 mm 
size fine aggregate on the compressive and splitting tensile strengths of (RCA) concrete with 
normal and high strengths were conducted by [18]. The reduction in the splitting tensile 
strength was more pronounced than for the compressive strength. However, both strengths 
could be improved by incorporating silica fume and/or normal fine aggregates of 0–2 mm 
size in the RCA concrete mixture. The positive effect of the contribution of normal sand of 
0–2 mm in RCA concrete was more pronounced in the compressive strength of a normal 
strength concrete and in the splitting tensile strength of high strength concrete.
In the recent ‘Sustainable Geotechnical Applications’ webinar conducted by ASCE, 
Melton (2015) suggested another possible solution to utilizing RCA and BDC by mixing 
them with soil to improve its shear strength characteristics. The barriers in construction and 
demolition waste management in developing countries taking the case of Iran were studied by 
[19]. The major findings were lack of awareness among contractors, lack of regulations and 
building codes to mandate waste management, and lack of budget in managing waste and low 
costs of spending materials to landfill.
Hence the present study emphasizes on the use of virgin BDM to conserve natural 
aggregate, reduce the impact on landfills, and provide cost and energy benefits. Load carrying 
and durability characteristics of BDM need to be assessed if they are to be used for ground 
improvement. The present study investigates the durability characteristics BDM after 
immersion in aggressive chemicals to simulate the different conditions that can be present in 
soil. There is a lack of available data for BDM. Hence, the results obtained from these tests 
are compared with those corresponding to the standard natural aggregate values for concrete 
pavement. The materials and experimental methodology used for this study are presented in 
the next section.  
2 MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY  
2.1 Materials 
The primary source of BDM was the local construction sites inside the campus. As the 
Hyderabad campus of Birla Institute of Science and Technology (BITS)-Pilani is undergoing 
extension it is producing huge amounts of construction as well as demolition wastes. Thus 
demolition of some existing structural elements that were no longer serviceable, and the 
rejected specimens (cubes, cylinders, and prism) from the concrete laboratory constituted the 
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main sources of BDM used in the study. The BDM used in the present study are thus 
predominantly concrete wastes, i.e., mixture of cement, sand, and coarse aggregates.  
According to the suggestions from existing literature for inclusion of foreign materials in 
soil, the procured concrete wastes were crushed into particles having sizes of 10 mm or less 
However, to perform aggregate impact value (AIV) test, the concrete was crushed to a size 
that could pass 12 mm sieve was retained on 10 mm sieve. Seawater used in this work was 
procured from the Bay of Bengal. Commercially available laboratory grade sulphuric acid, 
hydrochloric acid, and nitric acid (in the laboratory) were mixed with measured amounts of 
deionised water to prepare 5% v/v solutions for each of those acids. 
The BDM samples were tested for exposure to each of the following aggressive 
chemicals: i) seawater, ii) sulphuric acid, iii) hydrochloric acid, and iv) nitric acid. To study 
the extent of attack the samples were tested for the following after seven days of immersion 
in the agents mentioned above. 
2.2 Study of surface under stereo microscope 
Particles of BDM were studied under an Olympus SXZ7 stereomicroscope to check 
surface condition of the sample before immersing it into aggressive chemicals. After 
immersion for seven days, the BDM samples were observed under stereomicroscope to check 
for changes in surface characteristics. The minimum dimension that can be identified by this 
microscope is 20 μm.
2.3 Assessment of change in strength of BDM due to aggressive chemicals  
Strength of natural aggregates can be measured by conducting aggregate impact value 
(AIV) test as per the guidelines of the Ministry of Road Transport and Highway (MoRTH). 
The same guidelines were adopted for BDM in this study. After immersing the BDM into 
aggressive chemicals for seven days, the samples were tested for impact value (as per  
IS: 2386 (Part IV) – 1963). The difference in the impact values of these samples before and 
after immersion was studied to assess change in strength. 
2.4 Check for change in weight of BDM due to aggressive chemicals  
Depending on the composition of the virgin BDM and aggressive chemicals, the samples 
reacted differently in each solution. The change in weight of BDM as a result of 7 ‒ day 
immersion in aggressive chemicals was determined by comparing their weights before and 
after immersion in the chemicals. The differences were expressed in percentages with respect 
to the weight of BDM before immersion. The results obtained from these tests are presented 
in the following section. 
3 RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
3.1 Study of surface under stereo microscope 
Figures 1 through 5 present the observations made under stereo microscope. Figure 1 
shows the unaffected surface of the virgin BDM aggregates. The greyish white colour on the 
surface shows the presence of cement paste on the aggregates. 
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Figure 1: Samples before chemical exposure 
Figures 2 to 5 show the chemically affected surfaces of the BDM samples. The change in 
colour and apparent increase in the surface deposits indicate adverse reactions between the 
BDM sample and the salts in the solutions.  
Figure 2: Samples after sulphate attack 
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Figure 3: Samples after chloride attack 
Figure 4: Samples after nitrate attack 
    
Figure 5: Samples after sea water attack 
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3.2 Assessment of change in strength of BDM due to aggressive chemicals 
The following values of AIV were found after the samples were allowed to stay in the
aggressive chemical solutions for 7 days (Table 1). The impact value test on the virgin BDM 
(max. size of 10 mm) resulted in the value of 35%. This is equal to the maximum permissible 
AIV for natural aggregates according to IS-2386: Part 3 (1963) for cement concrete 
pavements. Sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid immersions did not affect much of its AIV 
(36.7% compared to 35% before the immersion). But as the limiting value is 35%, the use of 
BDM in sulfuric acid or sulfate-prone zones and in the presence of chlorides are discouraged. 
In case of nitric acid attack, the impact value is found to be 40% (relatively high in 
comparison to the prior value) much higher than the limiting value and thus this kind of 
attack results in adverse effects.
Table 1: Effect of chemical exposure on AIV of the BDM samples 
Sl. No. Prevailing condition Aggregate Impact Value (%)
1 Before any chemical attack 33
2 After sea water attack 43.3
3 After sulphate attack 40.6
4 After chloride attack 43.3
5 After nitrate attack 40
3.3 Check for change in weight of BDM due to aggressive chemicals 
It was observed that weight of the sample increased by 6.67% after sulphate attack. But, 
there was no notable weight gain or weight loss due to any other chemical attacks.
4 CONCLUSIONS 
- From the aggregate impact values, and stereomicroscopy, it is clear that the BDM were 
strongly attacked by the chemicals present in the solutions. These reactions might have 
been primarily due to reactivity of the mortar stuck on aggregate surfaces.
- The reduction in AIV clearly made BDM unfit for their usage in soil subbase according 
to MoRTH specifications. 
- Weight gain of the sample due to sulphate attack showed that the sample will show 
expansion if they are exposed to a soil containing sulphate in it. Thus, it can be concluded 
that they are highly susceptible to such aggressive environment.
- The observations from this study are based on locally acquired BDM and soil. Further 
studies need to be conducted on materials collected from other sources to formulate the 
initial steps for developing standard codes of practice for BDM in geotechnical 
applications. 
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ABSTRACT
The typical interface between aggregates and cement paste in unmodified concrete systems, 
referred to as the interfacial transition zone (ITZ), will often be more porous than the bulk 
paste and thus is believed to reduce the overall mechanical and durability properties of 
concrete. Techniques suggested to improve the ITZ often involve the use of pozzolanic 
cementitious materials to replace a portion of OPC in the bulk mixture. This work discusses 
targeted application of nano-silica thin films on aggregate surfaces to improve the ITZ and to 
evaluate the impact of this treatment on the development of mechanical, microstructural, 
transport, and mineralogical properties of mortar specimens. Preliminary testing has 
demonstrated that 28-day old mortar samples made with aggregate coated with 25 % (by 
weight) of colloidal nano-silica solution showed a 50 % increase in compressive strength and 
approximately three times lower Ca(OH)2 content compared to mortars without nano-silica 
treatment. The ITZ of mortar made with nano-silica coated aggregate appeared denser than 
the ITZ of mortar prepared using virgin aggregate when observed using a SEM. The non-
steady state chloride diffusion coefficient of mortar specimen made with nano-silica coated 
aggregates was approximately one order of magnitude lower than that of the reference mortar 
specimen. 
Keywords: nano-silica, interfacial transition zone, portlandite, microstructure
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is a material made of aggregates and cement paste. Although (in most cases) the 
aggregate can be considered to be a non-reactive filler, it is also recognized that both, fresh 
and hardened properties of concrete are strongly influenced by its various characteristics, 
including absorption, gradation, shape, thermal expansion, mineralogy, and chemical 
composition [1,2]. The topic of the interface between the aggregate and the cement paste, 
referred to as the interfacial transition zone (ITZ), has been extensively studied ever since it 
was first observed in the 1960’s. Scrivener et al. [3] found a strong gradient in the porosity as 
a function of the distance from the aggregate surface, with the maximum value of 30 % 
porosity reported in the innermost 5 µm thick layer. On the other hand, the image analysis 
investigation conducted by Diamond et al. [4] did not reveal the existence of such a strong 
gradient. Since concrete consists of approximately 70 % (by volume) of aggregate, the ITZ 
could influence the material’s properties significantly.
Numerous researchers agree that the combined influence of ‘wall effect’ and 
‘microbleeding’ during early stages of hydration results in the formation of the ITZ [5–7]. 
The packing of anhydrous cement grains is typically more loose around aggregate surfaces 
compared to their packing in the bulk paste region. This phenomenon is referred to as the 
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‘wall effect’. Microbleeding and thin film formation around the aggregates results in a higher 
water in the region surrounding the aggregate [4,7]. As cement hydrates, both, the 
concentration of the calcium ions and the pH of the pore solution, increase. On reaching 
saturation limits, Ca(OH)2 precipitates in the region occupied by water. Therefore, after 
completion of hydration process, the ITZ shows higher porosity and large Ca(OH)2 deposits 
[7,8]. 
The high porosity of the ITZ makes it susceptible to crack formation under loading [9]. In 
addition, the high concentration of Ca(OH)2 in the ITZ makes it a preferential zone for other 
type of distresses such as sulphate attack, chloride attack, and/or carbonation. High volume of 
aggregates in concrete/mortars can result in interconnected ITZ, which, according to 
Winslow et al. [10] and Garboczi et al. [11] can significantly increase the permeability and 
transport properties of concrete and mortars. 
Traditional techniques employed to improve the ITZ include partial replacement of 
ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with pozzolanic supplementary cementitious materials 
(SCMs) such as fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag and silica fume. Pozzolans react 
with the Ca(OH)2, generated during hydration of OPC, to form additional (to that resulting 
from the hydration of the OPC itself) calcium silica hydrate (CSH) which densifies the matrix 
and (to certain extend) the ITZ [12–14]. To enhance the efficiency of SCMs in improving the 
ITZ, Ping and Beaudoin [15] deposited silica fume on the surface of the aggregate which was 
used to produce concrete. They reported that the resulting ITZ was denser than the bulk paste 
due to the pozzolanic reaction. Similarly, Munoz et al. [1] showed that coating aggregates 
with nano-silica is more effective in improving of the ITZ than using nano-silica distributed 
within the bulk of the cement paste matrix. The aggregates can be coated with colloidal 
suspension of nano-silica using either the “dip” or “spray” methods.
However, a study on the influence of this coating method on the mechanical, 
microstructural, and transport properties of mortars and concrete is missing. Therefore, this 
paper attempts to quantify the influence of nano-silica coated aggregates on the strength, 
microstructural, and transport characteristics of mortar specimens. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 Materials 
Table 1 summarizes the chemical composition of Type 1 OPC used in this study. Ottawa 
sand conforming to the specifications of graded sand in ASTM C778-13 [16] was used to 
prepare mortar samples. Prior to placement in the mortar mixer, the sand was coated with 
colloidal nano-silica, using four different concentrations (by weight) of nano-silica in the 
colloidal suspension: 25 %, 17.5 %, 10 %, and 1 %. The 25 % colloidal nano-silica (with an 
average particle size of 30 nm) was obtained from a commercial producer and diluted to 
prepare the remaining three concentrations. 
2.2 Mixture design and sample conditioning 
The mortar was prepared following the procedure described in ASTM C305-14 [17]. All 
samples were prepared with a water/cementitious ratio of 0.50. The volumetric mixture 
proportions of mortars used in the study are given in Table 2. The aggregate volume was 
maintained at 50 % of the total volume for all mixtures. Reference mortar was prepared using 
virgin aggregates. Prior to preparing mortar samples with coated aggregates, 10 %, 17.5 %, 
and 25 % solution of colloidal nano-silica was poured over the aggregate and drained three 
times. The aggregates were then allowed to dry at room temperature overnight. Aggregates 
coated with 10%, 17.5 %, and 25 % colloidal nano-silica showed an increase in the dry mass 
of, respectively, 2.73 %, 5.68 %, and 9.0 %. These values were used to estimate the quantity 
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of nano-silica in different mortar mixtures based on the amount of coated aggregate used to 
produce those mortars. The specific gravity values for virgin aggregate and aggregate coated 
with 10 %, 17.5 %, and 25 % colloidal nano-silica was measured following the procedure 
described in ASTM C 128 [18] and found to be 2.69, 2.67, 2.64, and 2.55 respectively. These 
values were used to develop the volumetric mixture design for the mortars. 
Table 1: Chemical composition of cementitious materials used in the preparation of paste 
Chemical Compound in Type 1 OPC Content (% by mass)
Silicon Dioxide, Si2O 18.94
Aluminium Oxide, Al2O3 5.65
Ferric Oxide, Fe2O3 3.29
Calcium Oxide, CaO 63.2
Magnesium Oxide, MgO 3.13
Sulphur Trioxide, SO3 3.43
Loss of Ignition 1.13
Total alkali as Sodium Oxide, Na2Oeq 0.86
Table 2: Mixture Design 
Components Amount (kg/m3)
Reference
(R)
Mortar with aggregate soaked in colloidal nano-silica of % by 
wt. of
10%
(M2)
17.5% 
(M3)
25%
(M4)
25%
(M4-modified)
Type 1 OPC Cement 599 577 552 534 497
Ottawa 
Sand
Virgin 1344 0 0 0 0
Coated N.A. 1334 1319 1275 1275
Nano-silica* 0 36.4 77.3 105.9 105.9
water/cementitious 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.55
* Values estimated using the increase in the dry mass of coated aggregates, 
** Represents the mortar prepared using coated aggregates which were used to prepare the mortar 
mixtures immediately after completion of the coating process (without drying) 
Four 5 cm cube samples and one 101.6 mm x 203.2 mm cylindrical sample were prepared 
for each mixture. Specimens were demoulded after 24 hours of casting and cured in a 100 % 
RH chamber maintained at 23 °C before being tested.
2.3 Test methods 
2.3.1 Compressive strength 
Three 5 cm (2 in.) mortar cube samples (from each mortar mixture) were tested for 
compressive strength following the procedure described in ASTM C109-16 [19]. A 
displacement controlled testing machine was used to apply the compressive load at the rate of 
517.107 kPa/s (75 psi/s). 
2.3.2 SEM (Scanning electron microscopy) analysis 
SEM analysis was conducted on fractured and polished surfaces. Fracture surface 
specimens were obtained from 5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm cube samples after crushing them using 
displacement controlled testing machine. These specimens were soaked in isopropyl alcohol 
for 1 day to stop the hydration and vacuum dried at 65 °C for 2 days before being examined 
using a SEM. The polished SEM samples were prepared from specimens (~2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 
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2.5 cm) which were extracted (using an oil cooled saw) from the middle of the mortar 
cylinder after 28 days of hydration. These specimens were dried at 65 °C for 2 days, epoxy 
impregnated, lapped and polished before being examined using a SEM equipped with energy 
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyser. 
2.3.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
3-day, 7-day, and 28-day hydrated samples were crushed and soaked in isopropyl alcohol 
for 1 day to stop hydration and vacuum dried at 65 °C. Dried specimen were crushed and 
sieved. Powdered samples passing through 200 µm sieve was analysed using TA instrument’s 
Q50 thermogravimetric analyser. The change in weight of powdered samples was recorded as 
the temperature of samples was increased to 800 °C at the rate of 10 °C/min. Calcium 
hydroxide decomposes into calcium oxide and water at temperatures ranging between 380 –
470 °C. The calcium hydroxide content was estimated using the change in mass of the sample 
observed between 380 – 470 °C. 
2.3.4 Transport properties 
The mortar samples were vacuum saturated following the procedure described in 
AASHTO T357-15 [20]. The rapid migration procedure, described in AASHTO T357-15
[20], was used to determine the depth of chloride penetration of mortar samples made with 
virgin and nano-silica coated aggregates. Furthermore, equations described in NT BUILD 
492 [21] were used to calculate the non-steady state diffusion coefficients of different mortar 
samples. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Compressive Strength 
Figure 1 presents the compressive strength results for different mortars after 1, 3, 7 and 28 
days of hydration. Mortar samples prepared with aggregates coated with 10 % (by mass) 
colloidal nano-silica (M2) showed the highest strength for all hydration ages. After 1 day of 
hydration, the strength of reference mortar (R) was slightly higher than the compressive 
strength of mortars prepared using aggregates coated with 17.5 % (M3) and 25 % (M4) 
colloidal nano-silica. However, with age, M3 and M4 mortar samples showed higher strength 
compared to reference mortar samples. 
The lower (compared to M2) compressive strength of M3 and M4 mortars can be 
attributed to the observed agglomeration of nano-silica particles (refer to section 3.2) 
observed in the microstructure of M3 and M4 mortar samples. The process of drying the 
coated aggregates (at 23 °C) prior to mixing might have exaggerated the potential of 
agglomeration of nano-silica particles for aggregates coated with high concentration (17.5 % 
and 25 %) of colloidal nano-silica. An exploratory study to validate the aforementioned 
hypothesis demonstrated that mortars prepared using aggregates coated with 25 % colloidal 
nano-silica (without drying) showed a compressive strength value which was 50 % higher 
than the reference after 7 days of hydration. This increase in the compressive strength was 
observed despite the fact that the water/cementitious ratio of the modified M-4 mixture was 
0.55 (instead of 0.50). 
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Figure 1: Compressive strength of mortar samples prepared a) using dried and coated 
aggregates and b) using wet and coated aggregates 
3.2 SEM (scanning electron microscopy) analysis 
SEM analysis was conducted to observe and to contrast the ITZ of mortar samples made 
with virgin aggregate and with aggregates coated with nano-silica. The ITZ of mortar 
samples prepared using aggregates coated with 10 % colloidal nano-silica (M2) [shown in 
Figure 2 (a)] is denser compared to the ITZ of mortar prepared using virgin aggregate 
(Reference) [shown in Figure 2 (b)]. The ITZ is not visible in Figure 2 (c) (obtained from M2 
mortar) whereas it is clearly discernible in Figure 2 (d) (obtained from reference mortar). 
This increase in density of the ITZ could result in better mechanical and transport properties 
of the mortar prepared using coated aggregates. However, agglomeration was observed in 
mortar samples prepared using aggregates coated with 17.5 % (M3) and 25 % (M4) colloidal 
nano-silica solution [as shown in Figure 2 (e)]. This agglomeration could be the cause of the 
lower compressive strength of M3 and M4 mortars compared to M2 mortars. 
(a) (b) (c)
Aggregate
Paste
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(d) (e)
Figure 2: SEM images showing a) polished surface of the ITZ of M2 mortar, b) polished 
surface of ITZ of reference mortar, c) fractured surface of the ITZ of M2 mortar, d) fractured 
surface of the ITZ of reference mortar, and e) agglomeration of nano-silica particles around 
aggregate in M4 specimen 
In addition to the ITZ being porous, Ca(OH)2 deposits were also encountered more 
frequently in the ITZ of reference mortar as opposed to the ITZ of M2, M3 and M4 mortar 
samples. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the chemical composition (determined using EDX) of the 
solid near the aggregate surface for reference mortar and M2 mortar sample respectively. For 
reference mortar samples the ITZ is filled with Ca(OH)2 whereas for mortar prepared using 
coated aggregate (M2) the region around the aggregate has CSH deposits (the result of the 
reaction of nano-silica with Ca(OH)2). Overall, the presence of nano-silica on the aggregate 
surface densifies the microstructure of the ITZ and reduces the Ca(OH)2 content at that 
location. 
To verify that pre-coating of aggregate surfaces with nano-silica is more effective with 
respect to the enhancement of the ITZ, the ITZ of M2 mortar samples was compared with the 
ITZ of mortar samples prepared by using nano-silica in the traditional way. Preliminary 
investigation revealed that the ITZ of mortar prepared using nano-silica coated aggregate is 
indeed denser [Figure 4 (a)] than that of mortar samples prepared by dispersing the same 
quantity of nano-silica in the cement paste [Figure 4 (b)]. However, more detailed analysis is 
required to determine whether the observed difference is statistically significant. 
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
Point 4
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: SEM images showing the chemical composition of the ITZ for a) reference mortar 
sample (point 1 and 2) and b) M2 mortar sample (point 3 and 4) 
(a) (b)
Figure 4: SEM images showing the ITZ of mortar sample prepared using a) aggregates coated 
with nano-silica (M2) and b) nano-silica powder spread in the paste matrix 
3.3 TGA (Thermogravimetric analysis) 
Figure 5 (a) shows the TGA curves of 7-day hydrated mortars. The reference mortar had 
the highest slope (in the temperature range of 25 – 300 °C) whereas mortars prepared using 
coated aggregates (M2, M3, and M4) had overlapping curves. The highest slope for the 
reference mortar sample suggests that the mortar samples prepared using coated aggregates 
did not hydrate as much as the reference mortar sample. Although not shown, similar trends 
were observed for mortars hydrated for 3 days and 28 days. 
(a) (b)
Figure 5: a) TGA curve for 7-day hydrated mortars and b) DTG curve for 7-day hydrated 
mortars 
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Table 4: Percent mass change due to decomposition of portlandite for mortar 
samples 
Mixture Type Age (Days)
3 days 7 days 28 days
Reference 2.15% 2.39% 3.35%
M2 1.66% 1.29% 1.05%
M3 1.74% 0.83% 0.85%
M4 1.68% 1.16% 0.97%
Figure 5 (b) shows the plot of the derivative (with respect to temperature) of the weight of 
7-day hydrated mortars in the temperature range from 390 °C to 470 °C (the temperature 
range in which Ca(OH)2 decomposes). The area under the derivative curve provides a 
measure of the amount of Ca(OH)2 in the sample. The reference mortar contained the highest 
amount of portlandite (i.e. Ca(OH)2). No significant differences were observed in the 
portlandite content of three mortars prepared using coated aggregates (M2, M3, and M4). The 
lower portlandite content of M2, M3, and M4 mortars could be due to the combined effect of 
lower degree of hydration and pozzolanic reaction. The portlandite content of mortar samples 
after 3, 7, and 28 days of hydration was quantified and is presented in Table 4. As expected, 
the portlandite content of the reference mortar increased with age as hydration progressed. On 
the other hand, the portlandite content of mortars prepared using coated aggregates (M2, M3, 
and M4) reduced with age due to (presumably) pozzolanic effect of nano-silica. Since only 2 
samples were tested for each mixture, a more detailed and statistically significant study needs 
to be conducted to provide further insights on the effect of this coating technique on the 
portlandite content. 
3.4 Chloride ions penetration 
As described in AASHTO T357 [20], silver nitrate solution was used to determine the 
depth of chloride ions penetration in mortar specimen. The depth of penetration for reference, 
M2, and M4-modified mortar sample is shown in Figure 6. As expected, the penetration 
depth was largest for the reference mortar sample. The chloride penetration depth for M4-
modified mortar sample is half the chloride penetration depth of reference mortar sample. 
The non-steady state diffusion coefficients were 2.1 x 10-11 m2/s, 9.3 x 10-12 m2/s, and 3.23 x 
10-12 m2/s for reference, M2, and M4-modified mortar respectively. The reduction of almost 
one order of magnitude in chloride diffusion coefficient could increase the service life of 
concrete structures significantly [22].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Depth of penetration of chloride in a) reference mortar sample, b) M2 mortar 
sample, and c) M4-modified mortar sample 
4 CONCLUSION 
Mortar prepared using aggregate coated with nano-silica showed higher compressive 
strength compared to mortar prepared using virgin aggregate. Mortars with aggregate coated 
11.8 mm 9.6 mm
5.9 mm
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with 10 % (by weight) of colloidal nano-silica had compressive strength which was 30 % 
greater than the reference mortar samples after 28 days of hydration. However, allowing the
coated aggregates to dry prior to mixing resulted in agglomeration of nano-silica, which was 
detrimental for strength development of M3 and M4 mortars (containing aggregate coated 
with 17.5 % and 25 % of colloidal nano-silica respectively). The detrimental effect of drying 
of the coat of nano-silica prior to mixing was confirmed by the results of the 7-day 
compressive strength of mortars prepared with aggregates used in the preparation of the 
mixture immediately after coating them with 25 % (by weight) of colloidal nano-silica (M4-
modified). That strength was 50 % higher than the 7-day compressive strength of reference 
mortars and the 28-day compressive strength of mortar prepared using aggregates which were 
allowed to dry after coating them with 25 % (by mass) colloidal nano-silica (M4). The 
targeted application of nano-silica on surfaces of aggregate produced a denser ITZ for M2 
and M4-modified mortar sample when compared to the ITZ of reference mortar and mortar 
prepared by dispersing the same amount of nano-silica powder throughout the entire paste 
matrix. 
Using nano-silica coated aggregates reduced the portlandite content of 28-day hydrated 
mortar by a multiple of three. The reduction of portlandite content could be partially 
attributed to the lower degree of hydration observed in M2, M3, and M4 mortars as opposed 
to reference mortar samples. 
The non-steady state diffusion coefficient for M4-modified mortar was approximately one 
order of magnitude lower than that the diffusion coefficient for reference mortar. However, 
further work is required to compare the diffusion coefficients of mortars prepared using 
targeted application of nano-silica on aggregate surface and mortars prepared by distributing 
the same amount of nano-silica throughout the paste matrix.
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ABSTRACT 
Reactivity of pozzolanic materials highly depends upon their fineness. Generally quality of 
calcined clay pozzolana is very fine and reacts faster than other pozzolanic materials. 
Reactivity test methods, which do not consider the fineness as an important factor can create 
the hindrance for their actual strength potential when used in mortar or concrete. This study 
compares the pozzolanic reactivity of different supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) 
after changing fineness using different methods. For this purpose, one type of calcined clay, 
one fly ash and one slag was selected. The SCMs were ground to the higher fineness and their 
reactivity was compared with the original state. Different test methods such as lime 
reactivity, Chapelle’s test and isothermal calorimetry was tried for the reactivity study before 
and after changing the fineness. A clear difference in the compressive strength of cement 
mortar cubes and lime reactivity cubes were observed. Similar trend was observed with the 
help of calorimeter. In the case of Chapelle’s test, no variation on the calcium consumption 
was observed by altering the fineness of SCMs. This behaviour was also confirmed for fly 
ash sample with induction coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). It was 
concluded that the methods which consider the factor of fineness while accounting the 
reactivity can be best suitable for the realistic reactivity potential of SCMs. 
Keywords: Supplementary cementitious materials, fineness, reactivity methods. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Reactivity of pozzolanic materials highly depends upon their fineness. Generally quality 
of calcined clay pozzolana is very fine and reacts faster than other pozzolanic materials. 
Reactivity test methods, which do not consider the fineness as an important factor can create 
the hindrance for their actual strength potential when used in mortar or concrete. This study 
compares the pozzolanic reactivity of different supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) 
after changing fineness using different methods. For this purpose, one type of calcined clay, 
one fly ash and one slag was selected. The SCMs were ground to the higher fineness and their 
reactivity was compared with the original state. Different test methods such as lime 
reactivity, Chapelle’s test and isothermal calorimetry was tried for the reactivity study before 
and after changing the fineness. A clear difference in the compressive strength of cement 
mortar cubes and lime reactivity cubes were observed. Similar trend was observed with the 
help of calorimeter. In the case of Chapelle’s test, no variation on the calcium consumption 
was observed by altering the fineness of SCMs. This behaviour was also confirmed for fly 
ash sample with induction coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). It was 
concluded that the methods which consider the factor of fineness while accounting the 
reactivity can be best suitable for the realistic reactivity potential of SCMs.
Reactivity of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) highly depends on their 
fineness and that is why improving the fineness is also considered as one of the promising 
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technique for accelerating their early age reaction [1]. Another advantage of improving the 
fineness of SCMs, that it helps in increasing the filler effect and thus causes the higher degree 
of reaction at the early age [2]. Higher the fineness of SCMs, higher will be the heat of 
hydration and this behaviour in most of the case is due to the filler effect except for the 
calcined clay in which reactive alumina increases the heat of hydration [3-4]. Improving the 
fineness may also cause higher water demand but overall it improves the various properties of 
concrete in different ways. Of course, these facts are widely known and studied by many 
researchers for different materials [1-4] but no one observed the effect of fineness on the
sensitivity of the methods for testing their reactivity.  
There are various different methods available today for the testing of pozzolanic 
behaviour of SCMs. The most widely used methods can be divided on the basis of their 
phenomenon for observing the reactivity. Few methods are based on the mechanical 
properties such as compressive strength [6] whereas some are chemistry-based methods and 
observes the consumption of calcium ion during the pozzolanic reaction [6]. There is no 
doubt about the fact that actual potential of any SCM can only be obtained in the presence of 
ordinary portland cement (OPC) because of the realistic conditions [5]. That is why it can be 
stated that almost every method predict the reactivity of SCMs only in the presence of 
favourable conditions which are close to the OPC but not the same.  
In this study, an attempt was made to figure out the effect of fineness of SCMs on their 
pozzolanic reactivity with the help of different reactivity methods. Later the reactivity was 
compared with the actual potential of SCMs in the presence of OPC+SCMs mortar cubes 
cured at various stages. Different techniques were used for this purpose and finally, the 
sensitivity of reactivity test methods affected by the fineness of SCMs was discussed.
2 MATERIALS
For this study, one type of calcined clay having low kaolinite content and contains 
quartz (K) in it was procured from Bhuj, Gujarat region of India. One type of fly ash (FA) 
was selected from the thermal power plant near Delhi, India and one type of slag (S) was 
procured from Goa, India.
Total 3 different SCMs were ground to the higher fineness i.e. fine clay (K-F), fine fly 
ash (FA-F) and fine slag (S-F). Lab scale ball mill was used for the grinding. Raw materials 
were characterised for various physical and chemical properties with the help of X-Ray 
florescence, particle size distribution and reported in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
Table 1: Chemical and physical properties of SCMs 
No. Constituent % K FA S
1 Loss on ignition 4.24 1.11 0.32
2 Silica SiO2 52.70 58.82 32.26
3 Iron Fe2O3 4.00 6.19 1.93
4 Aluminium Al2O3 38.14 30.62 23.16
5 Calcium CaO 0.09 1.01 33.88
6 Magnesium MgO 0.02 0.41 7.01
7 Sulphate SO3 0.10 0.12 Traces
8 Sodium Na2O 0.18 0.19 0.34
9 Potassium K2O 0.17 1.30 0.65
10 Combined H2O --- --- ---
11 Reactive Silica (SiO2) --- 29.42 31.58
12 Manganese Mn2O3 --- --- 0.30
13 Specific Gravity 2.67 2.26 2.87
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Table 2: Particle size distribution of SCMs 
SCMs Particle size volume
d(10) μm d(50) μm d(90) μm
FA 10.5 44.0 166.0
FA-F 1.54 11.9 42.0
K 3.46 18.7 95.0
K-F 1.76 4.97 31.9
S 3.28 12.47 31.90
S-F 1.21 3.96 24.95
3 METHODS 
Total 4 different techniques were used for the study. One method, standardised as per IS 
1727-1967 was adopted to observe the mechanical performance of lime mortar cubes [5]. 
Another standardised method as per French standard NF P18-513 for Chapelle’s test was 
used due to its short period of testing and widespread knowledge [6-7]. Induction coupled 
plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was also used to check the solubility of 
silica (Si) and alumina (Al) only for FA and FA-F for confirming the solubility behaviour at 
high temperature. One calorimetry-based technique was used to observe the difference in heat 
release from the paste of SCMs with calcium hydroxide (CH). Finally, the data obtained from 
different methods was compared with the actual strength potential of SCMs in cement mortar 
cubes. A brief description of all the methods is explained in the next section. 
3.1 Lime reactivity 
Observation of mechanical property such as compressive strength of mortar cubes 
containing SCMs seems to be more close to the realistic conditions. In lime reactivity test 
method, a similar approach was adopted. As per this method the mortar cubes with lime and 
SCMs need to cast as per the volume based mix design approach. The flow of mortar paste 
needs to be observed for obtaining the same workability of different SCMs. Finally, after 
casting the standard cubes of 5 cm in size, the moulds need to store in the room condition at 
27 ± 2°C for 2 days. During this period the samples need to be covered with a glass plate and 
a wet piece of cloth over it. After two days the samples need to be demoud and then need to 
kept under accelerated conditions of 50° ± 2°C and 90 ± 5% humidity for another 8 days. 
Finally, in the end, the samples need to be tested at the age of 10 days under compression. A 
brief description of the procedure can be found in the literature [5]. 
3.2 Chapelle’s Test
Need of a fast test method to check the reactive of any SCM, emphasise the need of 
accelerating the testing conditions. In this method, the reactivity of SCM is accelerated into 
two different ways. First, by providing excess of calcium in the presence of very high 
water/powder ratio causing fast dissolution. Secondly, by performing this test at 85± 5°C for 
16 hrs. This test observes the ultimate reactivity of any SCM. Though it is only standardised 
technique for calcined clay but it is very well used for many different SCMs such as FA, S, 
natural pozzolana, etc. [7,9-10]. This method is also criticised by few authors due to high-
temperature conditions [8]. Another major disadvantage is that, in such testing conditions, the 
crystalline quartz also becomes reactive and consumes calcium from the system [9-10]. That 
is why sometimes this method can overestimate the reactivity of SCMs. As per the method, 2 
gram of calcium oxide with one gram of SCM need to stirrer with 250 ml of water for 16 
hours at 85 ± 5°C. After this step, sugar solution need to be mixed before filtration of the 
solution under vacuum condition. The filtered solution need to be tested for the concentration 
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of Ca ions and thus indicates its consumption. A brief description of this method are also 
available in the literature [6-7]. 
3.3 Isothermal Calorimetry 
This technique is quite flexible and can be applied in different fields. Some of the 
interesting applications of this technique are understanding the cement hydration (also for 
binary and ternary cement), gypsum adjustment in the cement mix, the pozzolanic reactivity 
of any SCMs in calcium hydroxide (CH) or cement system, observation of filler and 
nucleation during OPC hydration, etc. [1,3-4,7,10-11]. For this study, isothermal calorimeter 
having 8 channels was used. Paste samples were prepared with SCM and CH at 1:1 ratio.
After dry mixing the powder for 2 minutes, double distilled water was added to maintain the 
w/p ratio of 0.6. After continuous mixing for 2 min with the help of vortex mixer, a total of 
80 gm of paste was kept in each sample cell. Overall time required for the sample preparation 
was less than 5 min. Finally, the data was recorded at 27°C for 7 days.  
3.4 ICP-OES 
This technique is very well known for the characterisation of hydrated cement pore 
solution. In modern research sector, this is one of the powerful tool for understanding the 
solubility rate of different phases in SCMs while kept under alkaline condition. The rate of 
solubility of Si and Al can explain the phenomenon of reactivity of any SCM. Recently use of 
this study for observing the degree of reactivity of FA was reported in the literature [12]. The 
similar technique was adopted in this study. A high pH alkaline solution having 0.5 M 
concentration of sodium hydroxide was prepared with de-ionised ultra pure water having 
18.2 Ω conductivity. Containers or any type of glassware used for this testing was intensively 
clean with the help of detergent, acid and pure water with 3 cycles for each. Finally, 0.1 gm 
of FA was added in a plastic container contains 100 ml of solution. The samples were stored 
at 60°C in an oven for testing at the age of 1,3, and 7 days. Higher temperature was selected 
to finish the complete dissolution in a shorter period and to observe the dissolution behaviour 
of SCMs. 
3.5 Mortar strength 
It is the only method, which monitors the effect of every physical and chemical factor of 
SCMs reactivity. That is why it is necessary of compare the reactivity date from other method 
with the compressive strength data of this method. The only disadvantage of this method is its 
time requirement. For a slow reactive pozzolana such as FA, it can take up to 90 or 120 days 
to achieve the equilibrium. However, this method is also modifies by accelerating the curing 
temperature. It is necessary to note that increasing temperature also changes the kinetics of 
chemistry and thus can provide higher values of reactivity [8]. Too high temperature can 
decrease the hydration of OPC resulting in the underestimation of SCMs reactivity. With this 
method the difference in strength of SCMs at two different fineness was observed. The 
standard mortar cubes of 7.06 cm as per IS were cast with 1:3 ratio of binder and standard 
sand with a fix w/b ratio of 0.45 for all the mix. The binder was used in a proportion of 70%
OPC with 30% SCM. Three different grades of standard sand were added equally. Finally, 
the cubes were demoulded after one day of casting and water cured at 27°C for the testing at 
3, 7 and 28 days age.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Lime reactivity test 
The compressive strength data of the cubes tested at the age of 10 days under 
compression loading rate of 0.6 kN/min. The ultimate failure load was recorded and is plotted 
in Figure 1. It can be clearly observed that the strength of finer SCMs was high in comparison 
with the original fineness. The maximum increase was observed in the case of FA that was 
approximately 238%. This high increase in strength explains the high solubility of reactive 
silica due to the higher surface area. The order of reactivity as per this method was S-F>S>K-
F>K>FA-F>FA. These results clearly indicate the effect of fineness on the reactivity of 
different SCMs.  
Figure 1: Compressive strength data of lime reactivity mortar cubes. 
4.2 Chapelle’s Test
The results of this test are reported in Table 3 as the amount of Ca consumed. Clay was 
found to be the most reactive SCM. The results were not similar to the lime reactivity data 
were S-F was observed to be the most reactive. This phenomenon can be explained due to the 
fact that slag does not requires much of CH for its reaction and thus showing the lower 
consumption of Ca in this test [11]. Other surprising fact observed about this method was the 
approximately same calcium consumption of an SCM having different fineness. In the case of 
K and K-F, the same amount of Ca consumption was observed even after improving d(50)
from 18.7 μm  to 4.9 μm. Similar observations were noticed for FA, FA-F and S, S-F. The 
reason of this fact could be the high solubility of SCMs in the presence of high amount of 
water and high temperature. Due to it, the solubility of reactive phases becomes independent 
to the surface area and consumes the same amount of Ca for different fineness levels. This 
can be considered as one of the shortcomings of this method as it was found to be non-
sensitive to the surface are. This disadvantage can cause variation in the actual strength 
potential especially in the case of coarse SCMs. Another doubt created by this test was the 
consumption of Ca by FA. As it is very well reported in many different studies that this test 
gives positive reactivity for crystalline quartz [7,9-10], so in case of SCMs containing quartz 
such as FA, this test may be helpless for calculating the actual potential. 
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Table 3:Calcium consumed by SCMs in Chapelle’s test
SCM Quantity of CH consumed/gram of SCM (mg)
FA 306.73
FA-F 306.29
K 852.53
K-F 853.67
S 665.78
S-F 666.21
4.3 ICP-OES 
The extracted samples at the age of 1,3 and 7 days were diluted with pure water in order 
to adjust the pH value for the analysis. Finally, the standard solution of Si, and Al were 
prepared with different concentration for cross checking the calibration of the instrument. 
The data obtained is plotted in Figure 2. From this analysis, two major observations came out. 
One was that the high temperature allows quick rate of dissolution of FA. The second fact 
was the rate of dissolution was not depended on of the fineness of FA. It was not surprising 
because similar results were obtained in Chapelle's test. This study also confirms the findings 
of Chapelle's test.  
Figure 2: Concentration of Al and Si ions for FA and FA-F observed by ICE 
4.4 Isothermal Calorimetry  
The cumulative heat released by the reaction between CH and SCMs was calculated by 
differentiating the power data with respect to time. The final values are plotted in Figure 3. 
The heat release was maximum for S-F. The observation of this test was in the identical order 
of lime reactivity test. From this study, FA and FA-F are proved to be least reactive SCM 
among all.  The final values of energy were in the order of S-F>S>K-F>K>FA-F>FA.  
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Figure 3: Cumulative energy data recorded calorimeter 
4.5 Mortar Strength 
Finally, to confirm the claim of reactivity by different test methods, the cement mortar 
cubes were tested for compressive strength at the age of 3, 7 and 28 days. The mean strength 
data of 3 cubes with error bars is plotted in Figure 4. It can be clearly observed from this test 
that the fineness of SCMs plays a major role in the cement hydration for strength 
development. The S-F gain maximum strength among all the SCMs and FA was minimum. A 
surprising change in the strength data was observed by increasing the fineness of SCMs, 
especially for S-F and FA-F. Interestingly FA-F gains more strength than K-F, which can also 
be due to the lower kaolinite content in the clay. The difference in the strength for K-F was 
barely noticeable when compaired with K. The reason of that could be the improper mixing. 
Overall, this data proves a significant change in cement mortar strength data due to the 
change in fineness of SCMs. 
Figure 4: Compressive strength of cement mortar cubes 
From the findings of compressive strength data, we can simply compare the trends of 
reactivity observed by other methods. The lime reactivity tetst gives the almost similar trend 
for the result observed by mortar strength except for FA-F. The reason of which could be the 
fact that FA is slow reactive pozzolana and at full hydrated stage can react equally or more 
than S. Lower kaolinite content of K clearly influences the strength data which Chapelle’s 
test was not able to measure properly. As per Chapelle's test, the results are totally opposite in 
the case of clay. The reason of that could be due to the fact that clay was of low quality and 
contains quartz in it. The quartz content present in the clay may lead to significant increase in 
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the consumption of Ca ions in the Chapelle’s test [7,9-10]. Moreover, the same solubility of 
FA having different fineness at higher temperature was also confirmed by ICP OES data.  
Data from isothermal calorimetry shows high reactivity of clay that could be due to the 
reactive alumina present in it, which leads to the high heat release during its dissolution and 
reaction [3,4,7,10]. The very low reactivity of FA and FA-F was observed which is not in 
favour of mortar strength test.  
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The sensitivity of different reactivity test methods against the fineness of 3 different 
SCMs were studied using lime reactivity strength test, Chappelle's test, and isothermal 
calorimetry. ICP-OES was used just to check the solubility of Si and Al from FA and FA-F at 
60° C. Finally the trends were compared with the actual cement mortar strength data made 
with 30% replacement of cement with SCMs. Following conclusions can be drawn based on 
the observation. 
1) The lime reactivity test and isothermal calorimeter were found to be suitable for 
testing the reactivity of SCMs with different fineness. 
2) Chapelle’s test was found to be unsuitable due to its zero sensitivity for the 
different fineness of SCMs. This phenomenon was also proved by ICP-OES.  
3) Reactivity of quartz in Chapelle’s test can be an issue for predicting the actual 
potential of any low-grade SCMs, and especially in the case of low grade calcined 
clay. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete is widely used as construction material due to its low cost and high compressive 
strength. However, low tensile strength and susceptibility to chemical attack leads to the 
formation of cracks. This not only reduces the life of infrastructure but also burdens economy 
of any nation. Continuous efforts are made over the years for development of efficient repair 
methods. Physical and chemical methods aid in repair of cracks but their usage is limited. In 
recent years, the self-healing ability of concrete by bacteria is being extensively explored for 
development of sustainable concrete. This review focuses on the self-repair methods with 
special emphasis on the usage of bacteria in crack healing. Self-repair primarily means the 
ability to heal damages with available environmental resources. There are some challenges to 
make a durable biofortified concrete such as the viability of various types of bacterial cells 
and its effect on the mechanical properties.  Evaluation of self-healed concrete can be done by 
destructive and non - destructive methods at macro, micro and nano level. The paper 
concludes with the future works which need to be done for making a sustainable biofortified 
concrete. 
Key Words: Biofortified concrete, viability, mechanical properties, destructive and  
non-destructive methods
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is used for making durable and sustainable structures due to its high compressible 
strength, resilience, compatible behaviour with reinforcement bars, low price and desirable 
casting. However, attributes like low tensile strength and susceptibility to chemical attack 
reduces durability which results in the formation of different types of cracks such as thermal, 
mechanical and chemical. While thermal cracks are formed due to the temperature variation in 
the concrete, chemical cracks are formed due to the chemical reaction of acids with 
reinforcement bars [37]. Chemicals permeate cracks and react with reinforcement bars, 
causing initiation of corrosion which breaks the bond between the concrete and 
reinforcement [8]. Mechanical cracks are generated on the concrete surface due to impact 
loading and vibrations. Regular maintenance of concrete based structures is required to ensure 
their integrity and durability over a long time [30,14]. The expenses on maintenance 
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significantly affect national economy. As per the estimate of the Construction Industry 
Development Council (CIDC), New Delhi, 32,000 crores are required to rebuild India’s 
damaged concrete structures [23]. Actually, there is a dearth of cost effective efficient 
methods of repair. The most commonly used ways to heal the cracks includes the application 
of paste of putty, mortar and adhesives on the cracked surfaces. This requires regular manual 
inspection of damages which is labour intensive, time-consuming and costly. Over the years, 
continuous efforts have been made for the development of effective methods of repair. The 
recent and most appealing is the development of autonomous methods of crack healing largely 
called as self-healing. Self-healing basically means the ability to detect own problem/damages 
and heal the damage partially or completely by chemical or biological based materials/cells 
without any manual activity [20,9]. There are three approaches and processes to develop self-
healing concrete [54] (i) Natural based (ii) Chemical based, and (iii) Biological based 
(Figure 1). 
Figure 1: Concrete Self-healing approaches 
Natural based or natural self-healing process, also known as “intrinsic self-healing”, is 
further categorized as autogenous healing and polymeric healing. In autogenous healing, 
crack is filled by hydration of cement particles and dissolved calcium hydroxide in the 
presence of water. The formation of CaCO3 and expansion of the cement particles mostly 
occur simultaneously [54]. The swelling of CSH helps to block the cracks [71]. Natural self-
healing process heals the crack range of 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm [22,30]. Cracks are partially 
healed by impurities in the water and cementitious materials such as magnesium silicates and 
calcium [41]. In polymeric healing, polymer modified concrete (PMC) is used to fill the 
crack. It consists of homogenized polymer concrete matrix which is composed of cement, 
aggregates, polymers and binders which provide the adhesive property to form a monolithic 
network. 
In the chemical based healing process, adhesive agent or binders are embedded into the 
concrete matrix for crack healing. This embedding is carried by two methods (i) capsule-
based self-healing and (ii) vascular-based self-healing [54]. In the capsule based self-healing 
micro to nano size capsules are added to the concrete matrix which ranges in size from 5 to 
300 µm. [47]. Microcapsules are filled in with glue (epoxy resin) and a hardener (acrylic 
resin) [38]. White et al. [66] used microencapsulation process with adhesive agent in self-
healing concrete. They observed that when cracks are formed in the concrete due to loading 
or stresses, filled capsules with adhesive agents activates and heal the cracks. 
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In the vascular self-healing process, adhesive agents are released from hollow pipettes and 
vessel networks containing glue. The insertion of vessels and pipettes is done in concrete 
matrix by two ways active and passive. In active method, vessels arrangement is provided 
inside the concrete which associates with an exterior supply of adhesive agents. 
In passive method, hollow pipettes are provided in concrete specimens which contain 
adhesive agents inbuilt [13].
The third way is self-healing by bacteria, which is possible due to biomineralization 
wherein bacteria produce minerals like CaCO3 using environmental resources via metabolic 
activities. This CaCO3 can seal the cracks generated in concrete based infrastructures. 
This has been successfully employed in sand consolidation (ash) [11] and monument repair 
[40,56]. It’s an economic approach with no bearing on the environment. The aspect of the use 
of bacteria in fortification of concrete is presented in the current review. 
1.1 Biofortification: fortification of concrete by bacteria 
Largely, bacteria pose the ability to generate minerals from the environmental samples. 
Numbers of these bacteria can biomineralize CaCO3 from different sources as their metabolic 
activity e.g., Ureolytic bacteria can catalyze the conversion of Urea to ammonia and CO2
[46]. The high pH in cement facilitates the conversion of CO2 to bicarbonate and carbonate 
ions which precipitate with environmental calcium ions to calcium carbonate minerals. 
Though the production of ammonium ions increases the environmental load of nitrogen, 
fortified cement with decreased permeability is generated. Further certain bacteria can 
generate calcium carbonate by dissimilatory reduction of sulfates at high pH. Bacillus cohnii, 
Bacillus pseudofirmus and Bacillus alkalinitrilicus can induce precipitation of CaCO3 by 
oxidation of organic compounds e.g., acetate and lactate [25,27,67]. Studies are still going on 
for the screening of bacteria with high metabolic ability for generation of CaCO3 with high 
dependence on naturally available resources. 
1.2 Bacteria based crack repair 
The repair of cracks generated in concrete based infrastructures can be achieved by two 
methods using bacteria. One is direct method wherein, bacteria can be applied on the concrete 
surface by immersion, by spraying or coating with a layer of bacteria [26]. Though this 
approach is straightforward and easy, the successful application is hampered by various 
environmental factors e.g., temperature, pH [21,7]. High temperature significantly affects 
morphology of crystals, influence bacterial activity, enzymatic activity, solubility and 
reaction rate. Therefore, various optimizations are required to assure stability and durability 
of surface treatments. 
Second method is self-healing of damages by bacterial growth inside concrete structure. 
The bacteria along with the required nutrient and other porous materials are impregnated in 
concrete at the time of mixing [65]. These bacteria are expected to seal/plug the freshly 
formed cracks wherever generated by their metabolic activities. Though approaches seem 
feasible and have been shown to seal the cracks, several concerns still need to be answered 
before their commercial application. 
2 CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPMENT OF BIOFORTIFIED CONCRETE
2.1 Viability of bacteria 
Table 1 gives an insight into the details of the bacteria encapsulated in mortar/concrete 
specimens which are able to heal the crack of variable width.  
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Table 1: Studies on healing of artificial cracks by Bacteria (*= days, B. = Bacillus) 
Ref Bacteria Specimen
Crack 
Dimensions
(mm)
Crack 
Development 
Techniques
Healing
(width in mm)
57 B.sphaericus Concrete Cubes
Cylinders
10 or 20 depth 
and 0.3 mm width
0.05-0.87 width
0.3 mm Copper 
plate
Split Tensile test 
20 mm depth 
67 B.alkalinitrilicus Mortar prism 0.05-1mm Zinc plated steel 
bar stretched by 
tensile loading
0.46 mm in bacterial 
concrete 
62 B.sphaericus Mortar Prism
Cylinders
0.35 width
0.25mm 
Three-point 
bending
N.A.
3 B.sphaericus Mortar cubes 3mm wide 
13.4,18.8 and
27.2 mm depth
N.A. 27.2 mm depth
60 B.sphaericus Reinforced 
prisms 
Cylinders
N.A. Uniaxial tensile 
test
970 μm in bacterial series
64 B.sphaericus Mortar Prism
Cylinders
N.A. Tensile test 0.5 mm in bacterial 
hydro-gels.
0–0.3 mm in non-bio 
hydrogels
52 B. pseudofirmus Concrete Prism N.A. 3-point bending 0.08 and 0.22 mm 
44 B.mucilaginous Concrete Prism 0.1 – 1 3-point bending 0.4 mm width
35 Alkali-resistant 
bacteria
Concrete Prism 0.1 to 1 Compression 
testing machine
0.3 mm width
43 B. mucilaginous Mortar 
Specimen
50–100 μm. Bending test Cracks upto (50–100 μm) 
36 Alkaliphilic 
bacteria 
Cement Paste N.A. Compression test 0.18mm healed after 
28d*
0.26mm healed after 
40d*
0.48 mm healed after 
80d*
15 Diaphorobactern
itroreducens
Mortar 0.1–0.6 mm Tensile Load Up to 0.5 mm crack 
widths heal.
28 B.subtilis Concrete 1 mm Compression 
testing machine 
N.A.
58 B.Alkaliphilic Reinforced 
Concrete 
350 μm 3-point-bending 
test
N.A.
16 Diaphorobactern
itroreducens
Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa
Steel bar N.A. Uniaxial tensile 
load
370 ± 20 μm in 28 days
480 ± 16 μm in 56 days
Studies are going on to find suitable entrapment methods/materials for identifying the 
bacteria with high viability and metabolic activity in concrete structure. It has been observed 
that the initial concentration of Bacillusmegaterium was 8.3 × 104 cfu/ml and 9.0×104 cfu/ml 
cells in mortar and concrete samples which decreased to 3.2×104 cfu/ml cells and 5.2×104 
cfu/m respectively at 28 days [4]. There was no change in the concentration of bacteria cells 
after 7 days. Jonkers et al. [27] incorporated Bacillus cohnii spores into the concrete matrix 
which were completely viable up to 9 days, but survival rate decreased after 22 and 42 days. 
Bacillus mucilaginous L3 had lost the repair effect and decrease the viability after 60 days 
due to high alkaline environments [44]. Diverse alternatives have been exploited to improve 
the survival of bacterial cells in concrete based structures. Entrapment of bacteria in different 
polymers and other porous materials has shown promising results.  The bacteria are entrapped 
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in silica gel or polyurethane [57], melamine formaldehyde based microcapsules [60], 
modified-alginate based hydrogel [61] porous light weight aggregates [28, 67], expanded clay 
[67] and diatomaceous earth [63] which alters the overall survival of bacteria in the concrete 
matrix. Bacillus sphaericus encapsulated in melamine formaldehyde based microcapsules was 
viable upto 56 days [60]. Bacillus sphaericus encapsulated in hydro gel and their viability 
was checked under UV irradiation, grinding and drying process but the spores were still
viable after that [64]. Entrapment prevents damage of bacteria during casting of concrete as 
the bacteria encapsulated in light weight aggregate have increased upto 28 days [28].
Further work has been done with the bacterial spores. Spores are metabolically inactive 
highly resistant forms of bacteria. These remain trapped in structures and activates only under 
favourable conditions e.g., cracks leading to seepage of water, air and other nutrients inside 
the structure. Metabolic activity leads to sealing of gaps generated by damages. In order to 
understand the contribution of bacteria in crack healing, artificial cracks of variable width are 
generated in labs by various approaches. Commonly used bacteria in labs are of Bacillus 
species as they can survive at high pH. Table 1 highlights that the best healing has been 
shown by Bacillus sphaericus where cracks generated by tensile loading has been healed upto 
970 μm [60]. Cracks of width 0.1 – 1.6 mm developed in mortar using tensile loading have 
been healed upto 0.5 mm by nitro reducers bacteria using Bacillus sphaericus [15]. 
2.2 Effect on mechanical properties of biofortified concrete 
Addition of large volume of bacterial cells or nutrients or additives alters the mechanical 
properties of the concrete mix. Earlier studies have shown that addition of nutrients affects 
the strength of concrete. Addition of Bacillus sp. CT-5 type of bacterial cell increased the 
compressive strength of cubes by 40% of that of the control specimen [3]. B. megaterium, B. 
licheniformis and B. flexus type of bacterial cell increased compressive strengths of 
biofortified concrete beam specimen upto 12.1, 10.6, and 6.1% respectively as compared to 
control concrete specimens [29]. Use of other material such as light weight aggregates 
(LWA), Porous clay and diatomaceous earth have also been used by many researchers to 
enhance the viability of bacteria in concrete mix. In the encapsulation methods, water 
permeability decreases using hydrogel-encapsulated carbonate spores [64]. Bacterial concrete 
incorporated with light weight aggregate (LWA) and graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) resulted in 
an increase of 12% & 9.8% respectively in compressive strength as compared to controlled 
concrete specimens [28]. Concrete using different percentages of rice husk ash increased 
compressive strength by 9% and 11.8% at the age of 28 and 56d at 10% RHA [50]. There is a 
need to understand the effect of other additives materials such as wood ash, wood chips etc. 
which support microbial growth without altering/enhancing the mechanical/physical 
properties of concrete. 
3 EVALUATION OF BIOFORTIFIED CONCRETE 
The quality and healing properties of concrete specimens are examined by various 
physical and chemical tests, destructive, non-destructive testing at macro, micro and nano 
level which are elaborated in Table 2. Apart from the commonly used methods, there is a
need to focus on new techniques such as SEM with EDX, XRD, Image processing, Coda 
wave interferometry and other nano level based tests to give a better insight into the healed 
concrete matrix. The schematic illustration of the biofortified concrete is given in Figure 2. 
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Table 2: Evaluation of healing efficiency using various structural tests 
Type of tests Tests References 
Chemical Test Sulphate, Chloride, RCPT [10], [55], [50], [49], [52], [41], [3]
Physical Test Water Permeability, 
water Absorption, Porosity, 
Air permeability, 
Capillary Sorptivity, Fluidity test
[35], [48], [34], [58], [49], [55], [50]
[24], [43], [70], [42], [36], [45], [1], [5], 
[51], [12],[64], [68],[41],[62], [31],[2]
Destructive test Compressive test, Flexural test, 
Tensile Test, Toughness, Stiffness
[28], [10], [33], [34], [58], [74], [49]
[55], [50], [24], [45], [1], [54], [6], [39], 
[72], [53], [18], [52], [5], [3], [2]
Non 
Destructive 
Test
XRD, SEM, ESEM, FTIR, UPV, 
TGA, Acoustic emission, 
X-ray Computed Tomography, 
Pullout test
[35],[36],[28],[33],[74],[49],[50], [17],
[73], [24], [70], [42], [60], [36], [45], [1], 
[15], [72], [32], [35], [19]
Nano Structural 
test
Nanoscale Measurement [72]
Image Processing [35], [69], [43], [59], [52] 
Oxygen Consumption Measurements [58], [19]
Coda wave Interferometry [33]
Absorption of CO2 [43]
Zeta Potential [70]
Figure 2: Schematic Illustration of Bio-fortified concrete 
4 CONCLUSIONS
This review focuses on biofortification of concrete by bacteria. The ability of bacteria to 
generate minerals from the environment is exploited in the autonomous healing of concrete. 
Various species of Bacillus have been shown to repair the cracks to different extents. The 
crucial issue in usage of bacteria is unfavorable conditions prevalent in cement which 
drastically impacts the growth of bacteria. Continuous efforts are being made to improve the 
survival of bacteria in cement e.g., use of spores which are more resistant to harsh conditions 
and grow only under favorable conditions. Further entrapment of bacteria in polymers, 
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supplementation of additives e.g., porous clay and porous aggregate has been shown to 
improve the survival of bacteria and hence self-healing of cracks. The addition of growth 
factors improves the viability of bacterial cells but also impacts the mechanical properties of 
cement. Thereby optimization of growth media with insignificant impact on the sustainability 
of cement is highly desirable. We propose supplementation of bacteria with wood powder 
and ash as growth supporting material. These are expected to improve the viability of cells in 
concrete with better self-healing properties. Bacteria are highly diverse in nature with the 
ability to grow in wide range of environmental conditions. Most studies have been done with 
mixing of concrete with a single type of bacteria. We speculate that use of bacteria in 
combination should positively affect healing of damages in concrete e.g., use of bacteria with 
better biomineralization ability in combination with bacteria that can protect damages in 
reinforcements. Studies are presently going on establish the contribution of diverse additives 
and synergistic effect of different bacteria. 
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ABSTRACT 
The substitution of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) by large proportions of ground 
granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) reduces the early hydration kinetics, causing a slower 
development of mechanical strengths. Chlorides are well known for their accelerating effect 
on ordinary Portland based cements but are mostly used for specific applications such as non-
reinforced concretes, due to their detrimental effects regarding the corrosion of steel bars. 
However GGBS based concretes are known for their ability to resist chloride ingress because 
of their refined porosity and their capacity to fix more chlorides in hydrates, reducing the free 
chlorides available for corrosion. Some studies have shown the positive effects of chloride 
products for early strength development of high-GGBS-content concretes, without an 
investigation of the microstructure development, and several works studied the effects of 
chlorides on OPC hydration during the 1980’s-90. From these studies, many hypotheses have 
been put forward, such as the impact of different anhydrous phases (C3S, C3A, GGBS, etc.)
on dissolution kinetics and the nature of products, but the question has not been definitely 
settled. This experimental work brings new insights in to the interactions of chlorides/GGBS 
blends, including in-situ XRD monitoring of early age hydration for the crystalline phases 
(AFt, AFm, calcium sulphates, etc.). Scanning Electronic Microscope observations are used 
at early age of hydration to observe dissolution/precipitation phenomena at the surface of 
GGBS grains and in the fluid filled areas.   
Keywords: GGBS, early hydration, chlorides, microstructure. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Ground Granulated Blast furnace Slag (GGBS) is a by-product of the pig-iron industry. 
After being quenched and finely ground, it becomes a latent hydraulic powder, which has 
been used for decades in the cement and concrete industry as a supplementary cementitious 
material (SCM). OPC substitution by GGBS helps to reduce the environmental impact of 
concrete. However, GGBS is less reactive than OPC and, even though the long-term 
performance can exceed that of OPC, the early age strength of GGBS blends is usually lower. 
For some applications, such as in the precast industry, where the production rate of concrete 
components has to be kept at least as high as that permitted by OPC, the lack of early strength 
(typically before 24 h) can become an issue. 
Multiple solutions exist to accelerate GGBS reaction, such as increasing its intrinsic 
reactivity by additional grinding, thermal activation or the use of chemical activators. Among 
the chemicals available, chloride salts, even at low contents, are commonly used to accelerate 
GGBS blended cements and show an interesting amount/effect ratio [1-3]. However, the 
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presence of chlorides has detrimental effects on reinforced concrete, specifically because of 
the risks of steel rebar corrosion. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that GGBS 
cements have a finer microstructure, which decreases the ingress of chlorides through their 
porosity, and also a higher capacity to fix chlorides in their hydration products (mainly 
aluminate phases), thus reducing the amount of deleterious free chlorides and limiting 
corrosion [4-6].
This study aims to bring new insights into the first hours of hydration of high GGBS 
content blends and into the acceleration mechanisms of chloride salts. Early age hydration is 
followed by isothermal calorimetry and in-situ XRD monitoring. SEM observations coupled 
with EDS reveal the main features of their microstructural development. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Materials 
The GGBS used was NF EN 15 804 compliant, with an amorphous content of around 
98%. The OPC was a CEM I 52.5R according to NF EN 197-1. The chemical compositions 
are given in Table 1. For the mortars, 0/2 mm siliceous sand in accordance with EN 196-1 
was used and pastes and mortars were made with de-ionized water. The accelerator in this 
study was calcium chloride (CaCl2·2H2O). The salt was first dissolved in the mixing water 
before being brought into contact with the dry mix.  
Table 1: Chemical composition of the materials for this study 
Chemical composition (% oxide)
OPC (CEM I 52.5R) GGBS
CaO 64.5 41.1
SiO2 20.1 35.4
Al2O3 4.8 12.7
MgO 1.0 7.3
Fe2O3 2.5 0.59
K2O 0.17 0.39
Na2O 0.14 0.51
SO3 3.5 2.0
Cl- <0.1 <0.01
2.2 Methods 
The binder blend for this study contained 70% GGBS and 30% OPC. For the accelerated 
samples, 1% CaCl2·2H2O (representing 0.5% Cl-) was added during the preparation. For the 
compressive strength trials, mortar samples were prepared in compliance with EN 196-1. The 
sand/binder mass ratio was 3:1 and the water/binder mass ratio was 0.5. Each batch produced 
three specimens with dimensions 4 × 4 × 16 cm. The prisms were kept in their moulds for 
24 h before being cured in water at 20°C until used. Pastes were prepared in 100 g batches, 
with a 0.4 water/binder ratio. The mixes were stirred for 2 mins with a mechanical stirrer set 
at 1500 rpm. For the isothermal calorimetric measurements, 15 g of fresh paste was sampled 
in glass ampoules and directly inserted into one of the chambers of a TAM AIR calorimeter 
from TA Instruments, stabilized at 20°C. De-ionized water was used as the inert reference. 
The hydration kinetics was also monitored by XRD on hydrating paste encapsulated in a 
Kapton sheet with a D8 diffractometer from Bruker AXS under CuKα radiation, scanning 
from 8° to 45° 2θ with variable divergence slits set to maintain a constant irradiated surface 
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on the sample, 0.02° of step width and 0.31 s counting time per step, leading to a total scan 
time of around 10 mins. The time between 2 scans was set at 45 mins, to present a
satisfactory overview of the hydration kinetics. Microstructural observations were made on 1 
day aged pastes. For the hydration stoppage by solvent exchange method, 1-2mm thick slices 
were cut with a saw and immersed in isopropanol for 48h before being dried and stored under 
vacuum in a desiccator. Before the observation, the samples were polished with a JEOL IB-
19510CP cross section polisher and prepared with a conductive coating. SEM observations
were made on a JEOL FEG JSM7100 coupled with an EDS detector (SDD X-Max 80mm2 
Oxford Instruments AZtecEnergy).
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Chloride accelerating effect on compressive strength 
Figure 1 presents the compressive strength results for mortar bars. The accelerating effect 
of the chloride salt was most marked at early age, with an improvement of more than 61%, 
55% and 30% at 1, 2 and 7 days, respectively. Later on, the efficiency decreased to around 
5% at 28 days and, after 56 days, accelerated blends showed lower performance than blends 
without salts. This tendency for the enhancement effect to decrease over time can also be 
observed in the precast industry when acceleration is provided by thermal activation [7].
However, strength development continues in both systems. The following parts of this paper 
will focus on the first day of hydration and on the influence of chloride salts on the 
microstructural development and the specific activity of GGBS in blended cements. 
Figure 1: Compressive strength of samples containing 70% GGBS with or without activation 
by calcium chloride 
3.2 Isothermal calorimetry 
Figure 2 shows the heat flow and cumulative heat released during the hydration of systems 
with and without calcium chloride. The heat flow in the non-accelerated sample (a) presents 
the main features of plain OPC hydration. After a large initial heat release attributed to the 
initial dissolution upon contact with the mixing water and the rapid formation of ettringite 
(C3A.3C.32H), an induction period precedes the main activity peaks, followed by a 
deceleration period [8]. The first shoulder of the main peak is attributed to the silicate 
reaction forming C-S-H, while the aluminate reaction forming ettringite usually comes 
slightly afterwards, as shown by the second shoulder on the figure. During the deceleration 
period, formation of C-S-H continues more slowly and ettringite formation stops due to lack 
of sulphates. During this period, additional aluminates react to form AFm (Aluminate-Ferrite 
mono), which combines with residual sulphates (AFm-SO4), carbonates (AFm-CO3) or 
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chlorides (AFm-Cl). In the sample containing chlorides, the induction period is shorter; the 
main activity phase starts 1h earlier and shows an important increase in heat flow. The AFm 
formation is observable through the apparition of a large peak during the deceleration period 
after 11h. The cumulative heat (b) clearly indicates that the accelerated mix undergoes a 
greater hydration reaction during the first 2 days. Later on, the slope of the plain mix tends to 
remain constant while the activity of the mix with calcium chloride starts to slow down. 
Figure 2: Heat flow and cumulative heat release in blended cements containing 70% GGBS 
accelerated with calcium chloride 
3.3 In situ XRD/Calorimetry coupling 
Following the hydration of the pastes by XRD gave very precise information on the 
formation kinetics of crystalline phases. It is interesting to consider XRD data with 
isothermal calorimetry measurements to identify the activity during the different time 
periods.  
For this study, the XRD analysis focused on ettringite and AFm formation. The 
consumption of the calcium sulphates, as gypsum and anhydrite here, was also monitored. 
Figure 3 combines calorimetry results for both plain and accelerated systems and gives 
qualitative XRD information. However, the action of the chloride salt can be highlighted by 
the following observations: 
 The calcium sulphates completely run out after 10 hours in the accelerated system 
whereas, in the plain cement, there is still residual anhydrite after 24 hours.  
 Ettringite formation is greater from the very beginning of the hydration, and participates 
in the intensification of the first thermal peak. Addition of chloride seems to promote the 
formation of a larger amount of ettringite. 
 The AFm phase is modified by the presence of chlorides and switches from a sulphate-
carbonate AFm (identified at 10.7° 2θ in the plain mix) to a sulphate-chloride AFm 
(Kuzel’s salt, identified at 10.95° 2θ in the accelerated mix) [9]. The chloride-rich AFm 
forms directly and no trace of other AFm is found, as shown in Figure 4. The formation 
starts 5 hours earlier than in the plain mix and the maximum intensity seems to indicate a 
higher amount of product formed, which is in agreement with the additional peak on the 
corresponding calorimetric curve. This could be explained by the lower consumption of 
sulphate for AFm formations due to the presence of Cl- in place of SO4- in their 
crystallographic structure. However, more aluminium will be required to maintain AFm-
Cl formation.  
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Figure 3: In-situ XRD monitoring of formation of ettringite (black dots) and AFm phases 
(black lozenges), and consumption of anhydrite (grey lozenges) and gypsum (grey dots) in 
plain 70% GGBS blend (a) and 70% GGBS accelerated with calcium chloride (b).The 
corresponding heat flow is shown by the black line 
Figure 4: XRD results and identification of the formation of the different AFm phases in 
plain (a) and accelerated (b) samples 
3.4 Microstructural characterisation 
The previous part clearly shows the impact of the calcium salt on the global hydration 
kinetics but direct information on GGBS/chlorides interaction was difficult to isolate. 
SEM/EDS is a useful tool, allowing direct observation of selected and identified products. 
Figure 5 presents an overview of the microstructure of the plain sample after 1 day of 
hydration. The cross section polishing method allowed raw samples to be observed without 
the need to impregnate them with resin. However, very porous samples such as this one can 
hardly be correctly coated to become conductive. Therefore, the low magnification view 
presented in Figure 5 was obtained under low vacuum conditions. In this sample, OPC is 
considered as the main activator for the hydration of GGBS, through the formation of 
calcium hydroxide (portlandite, Ca(OH2)), increasing the local basicity of the solution and 
promoting the dissolution of slag grains. The OPC represents only 30% of the anhydrous 
blend here, creating notable variations of the microstructural features on a local scale. As 
shown in Figure 5, C3S has already partially reacted and inner (Ip) and outer (Op) C-S-H are 
perceptible. A calcium hydroxide gel fills the space on the bottom right hand side of the 
picture, surrounding GGBS grains. C-S-H formation can also be observed at the GGBS 
surface, but is thinner than the Ip at the OPC surface. There seems to be very little sign of 
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GGBS reaction at this stage. C3A and C4AF are present in the bottom left part of the picture, 
and their hydration leads to the local formation of sulphate-carbonate AFm. 
Figure 5: Low vacuum SEM picture of a 70% GGBS blend after 1 day of hydration 
Figure 6 shows the two main environments of GGBS grains in the hydrated paste: 
surrounded by portlandite (1) or in a porous area (2). Needle like C-S-H formations mixed 
with ettringite can be observed around the anhydrous grains. The presence of C3A promoted 
the precipitation of AFm as seen at the bottom of the picture (3), as well as in proximity with 
fine slag particles (4). The microstructure of the accelerated samples is presented in Figures 7 
& 8, which show porous areas and portlandite filled areas, respectively.  In the area without 
portlandite, the presence of aluminate OPC grains promoted the formation of AFm, and 
chemical analysis showed that chlorides were included (1). Complementary XRD 
information identified this phase as a Kuzel’s salt phase. In this system, multiple GGBS 
grains show a dissolved surface, which is directly related to the local presence of chlorides, as 
in area (2). The C-S-H formed in the accelerated system also present a finer structure and are 
more developed than in the sample containing no accelerator. In the areas where the pore 
space has been filled by portlandite, as presented in Figure 8, C-S-H is difficult to distinguish 
morphologically. However, with the local presence of chlorides, a magnesium-rich product 
forms at the surface of slag grains (1). Chemical mapping showed that the area was rather 
poor in calcium but rich in silica and aluminium, indicating the probable formation of some 
M-S-H type phase coexisting with hydrotalcite and brucite[10], the latter two being in rather 
small amounts and so not detected by XRD. It should be noted that hydrotalcite generally 
shows good affinity for chloride binding [11], [12], which justifies its presence in this area. 
Figure 6: SEM picture and corresponding Al and Mg EDS mappings of a 70% GGBS paste 
after 1 day of hydration 
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Figure 7: SEM picture of a 70% GGBS accelerated with calcium chloride after 1 day of 
hydration. Focus on aluminates 
Figure 8: SEM picture of a 70% GGBS accelerated with calcium chloride after 1 day of 
hydration. Focus on GGBS surrounded by portlandite  
4 CONCLUSIONS 
This experimental investigation highlights the following observations: 
 In situ XRD monitoring, in agreement with calorimetric measurement, shows the 
influence calcium chloride on the increase of the formation of ettringite and AFm phases 
in blended cements containing 70% GGBS.  
 Electron Microscope Images provide information on a denser microstructure after 1 day 
of hydration in chloride-accelerated systems, partly due to the formation of additional 
aluminate phases, which might be directly related to the mechanical strength increase.  
 SEM coupled with EDS shows evidence of a higher dissolution of GGBS grains in 
accelerated samples, and the formation of specific hydrates, such as Kuzel’s salts and Mg 
based phases. The local presence of chloride in these features tends to indicate a direct 
action of the salt on the reaction kinetics of GGBS, in addition to the OPC activation, 
whose reaction is also accelerated by calcium chloride. 
This study shows an increase of the early age strength (+55% at 2 days) of a 70% GGBS 
blended cement 0.5% of chloride is added, in the form of calcium chloride. This evolution is 
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related to a higher hydration rate, confirmed by calorimetric measurements and 
microstructural observation, which show, respectively, a higher hydration rate and a denser 
microstructure. In accelerated samples, GGBS presents specific features such as surface 
attack and formation of Mg phases. However, it remains unclear if this behaviour is related to 
the direct action of the chlorides or an indirect action from the OPC acceleration. Also, 
accelerating the mixes promotes the formation of AFm including chlorides in their structure 
and thus reduces the corrosion potential of the system.  
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Ternary Blended Cement LC3: Limestone, Calcined Clays and 
Cement 
Aurélie R. Favier and Karen L. Scrivener 
Laboratory of Construction Materials, EPFL, Switzerland 
ABSTRACT 
Our study is based on the replacement of 45% of clinker by calcined clay and limestone; the 
cement is known as LC3 cement. It has been found that limestone accelerates hydration at 
early ages while calcined clay has pozzolanic properties, also the reaction between limestone 
and calcined clay contributes to strength development. The kinetics of these reactions are 
closely linked to the particle size distribution and the BET specific surface of the raw 
materials. It is widely accepted that the smaller the particle size and larger surface area, faster 
the reaction. However, if the cement is too fine, the water demand will increase drastically. 
Some previous work already showed that the calcined clays and the limestone are not 100% 
reacted. In this study, we propose to optimize the size distribution of limestone by mixing 
different grades of limestone (with different particle size). Finally, it will be found a
compromise between the strength development and the workability. 
Keywords: LC3, workability, limestone, calcined clay 
1 INTRODUCTION
It is very common today to find cements whose part of the clinker is substituted by 
Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCM) in order to reduce the ecological impact of the 
concrete [1]. For many years, much research has been done to demonstrate the feasibility of 
using limestone and calcined clays as SCMs [2–4]. The combined use of both allows greater 
clinker substitution and a marked improvement in properties [5–9]. In order to be able to use 
this cement in large quantities and in spite of demonstrations and publications proving the 
concept, certain limitations have to be lifted concerning workability in particular. 
There are several methods to tune the workability of a concrete, one consists to add water but 
this will affect the resistance. It is also possible to work with superplasticizers, but unless the 
design is adapted to use of clays [10], the commercial products do not allow a reasonable 
dosage from an economic point of view. The third method is to optimize the granular skeleton 
of concrete aggregates, which has been done for decades [11-12]. The idea of this work is to 
optimize the particle packing at the cement scale directly. In this paper, we are interested only
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in the empirical approach of the improvement of the packing via the optimization of the 
distribution of the particles of limestone. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The main objective was to define mixes using limestone with different particle size 
distribution to optimize the packing of the LC3 system. 
We prepared different LC3 mixes with commercial limestones provided by OMYA, 
calcined clay from India and a commercial CEM I 42.5N. The designs are described Table 1.
We always kept the minimum amount of fine limestone LS 5 to 5% corresponding to the high 
degree of reaction of limestone in LC3 system. LS5, LS 65, and LS 130 are the names of 
limestone based on the commercial grades; higher the number is, lower the fineness. 
Table 1: Mix design of LC3-50 mixes 
Mean 
diameter 
(microns)
LC3 
LS5
LC3 
LS65
LC3 
LS130
LC3
LS5-65
LC3 
LS5-130
Plain 
cement 
(PC)
Calcined clay
(50% calcined 
kaolinite)
11.5 30 30 30 30 30
Limestone 
LS5 7.1 15 5 5
Limestone 
LS65 27 15 10
Limestone 
LS130 95.6 15 10
Plain cement 16.3 52 52 52 52 52 100
Gypsum - 3 3 3 3 3
The particle size distribution measured by laser granulometry and the specific surface by 
N2 adsorption following procedure given in [13] are given Figure 1. 
Finally, cement pastes were cast with water to binder (W/B) ratio equal to 0.4 for mercury 
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and isocalorimetry [13] and with W/B equal to 0.5 for mini cone 
test. This W/B ratio does not lead to any bleeding of the pastes in our systems. The mini-
slump cone has a bottom diameter of 38 mm, a top diameter of 19 mm, and a height of 
57 mm. Mortars were cast compressive strength is measured on a 4 cm cube following 
EU standard 196-1. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1  Particle size distribution  
After the raw materials were mixed using Turbula, particle size distribution and the
specific surface were measured (Figure 2). An enlargement of the distribution curve for LC3 
mixes is observable. For all blends, the specific surface remains similar but 4 times higher 
than that of a conventional cement.
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BET
(m2/g)
Calcined Clay 7.41
LS 5 1.73
LS 65 0.13
LS 130 0.07
Plain cement 0.63
Figure 1: Particle size distribution and BET specific surface of raw materials 
BET 
(m2/g)
LC3 LS5 2.7
LC3 LS65 2.44
LC3 LS130 2.47
LC3 LS5 65 2.64
LC3 LS5 130 2.65
Plain cement 0.63
Figure 2: Particle size distribution and BET specific surface of blended cements 
3.2 Hydration by isocalorimetry 
It can be observed in Figure 3 that the kinetic of hydration of our blends compared to plain 
cement. All LC3 systems presents the same heat evolution and the curves are superposed. 
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Obviously, the blends, which contained less clinker, present a lower heat release at 20°C. 
Unexpectedly, it cannot be detected important changes between the blends linked to size of 
limestone. It was expected that system LC3 LS130 containing only coarse limestone should 
less react. Small differences going in these direction can be observed on the second peak 
(aluminate reaction peak affected by limestone with alumina reaction) in Figure 3a. 
Obviously, it is impossible to conclude to a real effect. It is possible that the quantity of fine 
particles observable in LS 130 (Figure 1) are in enough quantity to participate to the limestone 
reaction. It is well known that the degree of reaction of limestone is low (less than 5% in 
Portland cement system) [14]. 
a)
(b)
Figure 3: (a) Heat flow and (b) Heat of cement pastes by isocalorimetry at 20°C 
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3.3 Mechanical strength on mortar 
Figure 4 shows the mechanical strength of mixes on mortar with a W/B ratio of 0.5. 
Unsurprisingly, plain cement presents the best result at 2 days. At 7 days, it is challenged by 
the blend LC3 LS5 containing the finest limestone and the LC3 LS 5-130 containing a mix of 
the finest limestone and the coarsest limestone (ratio between limestones= 1:2). However, at 
28 days, all blends present a good mechanical performance. These results confirm that only a 
small quantity of really fine limestone is needed to improve the strength at early age. 
Figure 4: Compressive strength on mortars over time for all mixes 
3.4 Workability using mini cone on paste 
Based on the mechanical strength, we knew that the system with the finest limestone had 
the best mechanical performance but fine particles in big quantity are detrimental for 
workability. Calcined clays have a higher water demand as a conventional cement due to their 
adsorption capacity. Depending on the specific surface area of these calcined clays, 
workability of LC3 will be assess. The European standard EN 197 for resistance to 
compression sets the W/C ratio at 0.5 while the standard ASTM C109 sets the flow. In both 
cases, the difference in solid volume between the PC and the LC3 is not considered.
The average density of LC3 in this study is 2.9. A commercial cement has an average density 
of 3.1. It means that in Figure 5, we should not compare systems with the same W/B ratios but 
the LC3 with W/B= 0.5 and the plain cement with W/B= 0.45 (red circle). It is shown that the 
LC3 LS130 has the best workability compared to other blends and it is not so far from plain 
cement paste. If now, we took in consideration the mechanical performance, we can conclude 
that it is very possible to use the LC3 LS5-130, which mixes to different limestone to get the 
best compromise between good workability and good compressive strength. 
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3.5 Mercury intrusion porosimetry 
Finally, some experiments were carried out to measure the pore volume of these systems 
(Figure 6).  
Figure 5: Spread measured by mini cone on paste prepared with all blends and different W/B 
ratios 
Figure 6: Total porosity measured by MIP on hydrated pastes at 28 days after stopping 
hydration by solvent exchange 
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As it was observed in different studies about SCM effect, the porosity is refined when 
compared to plain cement. However, the total porosity is slightly higher. The blend LC3 LS 
130 containing the coarsest limestone presented also a higher volume of big pores 
(around 0.1 microns) than other blends. Generally, the effect of limestone particle size did not 
have any detrimental effect. 
4 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE 
To sum up: 
 Fine limestone gave the best mechanical performance but the worst workability. 
 Coarse limestone gave the best workability but an increase in the volume of big 
pores and a bad resistance at early age. 
 The best compromise is to mix fine limestone in enough quantity (really small 
quantity as degree of reaction is really low) to allow good mechanical resistance 
and coarse limestone to obtain good workability.   
All conclusions are empirical and the next step should to use packing model (such as 
Andersen-Andreassen model [15,16]) to design cement which can give the best 
compromise depending on the availability of the calcined clay and limestone without the 
need to test all systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is the second most consumable material next to water 
makes an immediate call to utilize other waste material to make sustainable environment. 
One such waste considered in this study is buffalo dung, an attempt to use it in construction 
field by converting into buffalo dung ash (BDA). Burning the dry buffalo dung in open 
atmospheric conditions the BDA is obtained. The aim of the present work is to determine 
pozzolanic compounds available in BDA using various techniques like X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR), thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA), 
derivative thermo gram (DTG), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectrometer (EDAX) to investigate the usefulness of BDA for the construction sector. 
These techniques are used to indicate the type of mineral, state of nature of mineral, 
morphological aspects, elemental analysis, etc. From the results, it is confirmed that 
pozzolanic mineral profiles are found in BDA, so it can be used as cement replacement in 
concrete, which makes a greener environment in construction sector. 
Keywords: Buffalo dung, buffalo dung ash, pozzolanic mineral, sustainable environment, 
cement replacement, greener environment 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The world major construction material is ordinary Portland cement (OPC) [1] which is the 
most expensive material in concrete. The 2014 annual production of cement is 3.57 billion 
metric tonnes [2]; therefore approximately, 3.57 billion ton of CO2 [3-4] a greenhouse gas, is 
delivered into the atmosphere [5], which is second largest CO2 behind power generation 
industry [6]. It also includes, 5.71 billion tonnes of natural resources [7-9] are consumed with 
energy consumption of approximately 14.28 GJ [10-11]. These makes, an urgency call of 
researchers for use of any available alternative material for OPC in concrete in order preserve 
our environment for future generation and also provides way for sustainable environment. 
The qualitatively and quantitative characterization of an alternative material used is BDA in 
order to find out the degree of activity. The state, presence and forms of pozzolanic minerals 
using various scientific techniques in BDA become main objective of this study. The studies 
start with the mineralogical identification of BDA is done with help of XRD and EDAX is 
used for elemental analysis. FTIR and SEM techniques are used for the confirmation of 
mineralogical and morphology. Thermal analysis is used to observe the mass changes of 
minerals with respect to temperature. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Wet buffalo dung (Figure 1) is obtained from the domestic cobber gas waste pit located in 
Erode district, Tamil Nadu, India. The dry buffalo dung (Figure 2) is obtained by drying wet 
buffalo dung at room temperature and burned in open atmospheric condition at 100°C to 
convert into BDA (Figure 3). Although, the buffalo dung is used as fertilizer in agriculture, 
there is need of any alternative material, in order to preserve nature and encouraging the 
sustainability in construction sector. Sometimes, this buffalo dung is used to heat the boilers 
in agricultural sectors for various purposes, through which also BDA is obtained. About 
43.9% of weight is lost to obtain dry buffalo dung from 3.0 kg of wet buffalo dung in open 
atmosphere where again 31% of weight loss is noticed when it is subjected to burning. The 
specific gravity of BDA is found to be as 1.95 [12]. The fineness modulus of BDA is 0.304
[13]. The particle size distribution curve for BDA [14] is shown in Figure 4.  
                
Figure 1: Wet Buffalo Dung Figure 2: Dry Buffalo Dung Figure 3: Buffalo Dung Ash
2.1 X-Ray Diffractometer 
The peak identification of spectrum was carried out with a Bruker D2-Phaser XRD-
diffractometer, Germany that used as monochromatic Cu-Kα1 radiation at 30 kV and 10 mA 
is used for qualitative analysis of specimens. The samples were scanned in the range of 10° to 
80°, 2θ at the rate of 1.5°/min. By comparing the intensities and positions of Bragg peak with 
JCPDS-ICDD data files, the crystalline phases are identified. 
2.2 EDAX Spectrometer 
Elemental analysis or concentrations of elements present in sample is measured using 
EDAX spectrometer, working is simple that voltage pulse is proportional to the energy of 
incoming x-ray photon. Hence, EDAX is an analytical technique used for quantitative 
purpose of chemical elements present in samples. In this investigation EDS, ZEISS EVO18 is 
used for finding elemental composition. 
2.3 FTIR Spectrometer 
The spectral resolution was 4 cm-1 and 256 scans were coded into the mid infrared region 
(4000 cm-1 - 400 cm-1). Different wave length of light will be absorbed by different types of 
molecules or groups of atoms creating fingerprint spectrum representing molecular 
absorption and transmission. The qualitative analysis of material like surface of bonding, 
functional groups and nature of bond are determined by fingerprint spectra obtained from 
FTIR (Nicolet 6700, Thermo Scientifics, USA). 
2.4 Scanning Electron Microscope 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), ZEISS EVO18 accelerate electrons which carries 
energy dissipated as variety of signals, which includes secondary electrons (produces SEM 
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micrographs), diffracted back scattered electrons (used for determination of crystal structure 
and orientation of minerals) and photons (used for elemental analysis). Before loading the 
dried sample in loading assembly, it should be coated with gold using sputter for 30 seconds 
and were placed on carbon tape. 
2.5 Thermal Analysis 
At controlled temperature and atmosphere, the change in mass of material is monitored as 
function of temperature or time can be analysed and quantified using characterization 
technique known as thermal analysis. The quantification includes loss of water, loss of 
solvent, thermal degradation, oxidation phase and loss in weight of sample. The phase 
transitions and decomposition rate of sample, which are loaded in alumina crucibles, were 
assessed for the temperature from 100°C to 1400°C. The quantifying the mass change with 
temperature (TGA) and derivative of mass changes with temperature (DTG) are measured 
using TGA/DTG, NETZCH STA 449F3 which is recorded as thermal graph. 
Figure 4. Particle Size Distribution curve for 
BDA
Figure 5. XRD analysis of BDA
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSION 
3.1 X – Ray Diffractometer 
Diffraction image is specific for every crystalline phase of minerals and the phase of the 
crystalline is identified [15] in BDA through diffraction peaks of constructive interferences 
are in a range of 2θ angles between 20º to 30° and the diffraction peaks upto 80°is possible.
Quartz (Q) is obtained as amorphous form and Crystobalite (C) is obtained in crystalline form 
which is observed in silica as two different phases. The diffraction 2θ angle range for both the 
forms of silica is between 15º to 30º (2θ) as observed in BDA from Figure.5 and which is 
also observed by others all around the world [16-18]. BDA contain some reasonable sharp 
and intense peak starts to show up at amorphous background [19]. The peak intensities of 
BDA are observed between 25º to 30º, having highest diffraction angle for both forms are 
observed. The sharp intensities indicates that the silica is in the C form which is responsible 
for hydration process, which suggests it has pozzolanic activity and apart from it, the Q form 
is present rapidly in BDA sample shows that the crystallization of silica is not yet completed 
and it is just started. This is because of low burning temperature of sample [20-22] and it is 
burned in uncontrolled manner. The broad peak of BDA sample is observed between 20º to 
30° indicates that the formation of silica gel [23] due to burning in uncontrolled manner. 
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Table 1: Diffraction angle for two different forms of silica in different types of ashes 
Types of cementitious 
materials
Quartz (2θ) Cristobalite (2θ) References
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Sugar Cane Bagasse Ash 22 74 26 32 37
Palm oil fuel ash 20 70 29 55 20
Rice husk ash 22 68 24 68 46
Fly ash 20 70 - - 47
Municipal solid waste ash 22 70 24 40 48
Table.1 shows the supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) used in present days with 
Q and C content in it for (2θ) [6,24]. From Figure 5 it is observed that maximum Q is at 70° 
with minimum Q is at 23° and maximum C is at 68° with minimum C at 27°, which coincides 
with the SCM in table randomly, hence it is suggests that the BDA can be used as SCM after 
processing & burned in controlled temperature. The most predominant form of silica in the 
form of Q indicated that the recrystallization of BDA is not yet completed while burning in 
uncontrolled manner and in open atmosphere. During drying process of wet buffalo dung or 
burning process of dry buffalo dung or presence of Q in waste itself, result in presence of 
large amount of Q in it.  
3.2 EDAX Spectrometer 
EDAX analysis used for qualitative analysis which involves the identification of the lines 
in the spectrum and quantitative analysis which involves determination of the element 
concentrations by measuring line intensities for each element present in the sample and for 
the same elements in calibration Standards of known composition. 
 
Figure 6: EDAX analysis of BDA Figure 7: FTIR analysis of BDA
Below 4 keV, the most of elements are observed and all other elements are recorded 
below 7 keV. The concentrations of chemical elements are more when the peak of spectrum 
is higher; in BDA two peaks are observed. One peak (Ca, K, Fe, Ti, Mn & O) and other peak 
(Al, P & Si) are visible below 3 keV indicates K-series spectra having minerals of lower 
atomic numbers was observed with EDAX. These lower atomic number minerals absorb 
lower energy range below 3 keV for BDA. The presence of silica is confirmed by EDAX 
analysis shown in Figure.6, the presence of silica concentration about 16.34% in BDA 
sample. Apart from the silica, the concentration of other pozzolanic minerals observed in 
BDA is Al, Fe, Mn, K with O. Hence, BDA is classified as SCM due to presence of more 
concentrations of pozzolanic minerals. 
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3.3 FTIR 
The crystallinity evolution progress of BDA can be conveniently monitored by FTIR. 
FTIR vibration graph of BDA from Figure 7 has two different stretching bands, one 
stretching is in strong band between 500 cm-1 to 1100 cm-1 and other is in broad band 
between 1400cm-1 to 3400cm-1. The strong band and broad band absorption is due to 
presence of silica and stretching of O-H vibrations respectively. The bending and stretching 
of short range molecules like O-H molecules, the vibrations response are recorded in FTIR 
[25-26]. 
Table 2: Possibles vibrations bond to some of the peaks observed in Figure 3
Wave number [cm−1] Possible bond Reference
500 Si-O 27
656–658 SiO4 28, 29
714 CO3 30, 29, 31, 6
847–848 Al–O, Al–OH 28, 31 
877–878 CO3 28, 29, 31, 6
1011–1080 Polymerized silica 32
1100–1200 SO4 33, 30, 32, 29
1400–1500 CO3 25, 32, 29, 31, 6
1620–1624 water in sulphates 33, 29, 34
1640–1650 H2O 32, 35, 31
3398–3408 H2O, capillary water 35
3457 H2O 32,35
3554 H2O 33, 31
As a result FTIR can be applied equally well to all forms of silica minerals, making it as 
ideal for observing different mineral forms phase transition. The presence of silicon bonds 
vibrations as symmetric stretching manner is indicated by strong band clearly. The stretching 
and bending of Si-O bonds in BDA are observed in FTIR wave numbers below 1400 cm-1 as 
sharp peaks [26]. The SiO4 symmetric stretching vibrations are observed at wavenumbers 820 
cm-1 and 620 cm-1. The stretching and bending of silica-oxygen bonds are absorbed below the 
sharp absorption peaks in strong band [26]. The asymmetric and symmetric stretching 
vibrations of tetrahedral SiO4, is assigned for the band at 1100 cm-1 and 820 cm-1
respectively. The crystalline C form of silica is assigned for the week vibration band of 
620 cm-1. The bending mode of Si-O is absorbed at vibration band at 500 cm-1 [27]. C form of 
silica is present in BDA is confirmed in FTIR, agreement to XRD analysis. Broad band 
vibration which is symmetric and asymmetric in nature is the result of hygroscopic nature of 
BDA particle. Broad band stretching at 3400 cm-1 is due to oxygen hydrogen bonded 
molecule in water [36,25] result in asymmetric vibration. The possible bond in minerals and 
related FTIR wave numbers absorbed by other researchers are listed in Table.2.   
3.4 Scanning Electron Microscope 
Figure 7 shows that the crystalline masses are present in the surface of BDA crystals. The 
smooth silky layer surrounds the tetrahedral shape of crystal is observed from Figure 7.a. The 
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surfaces of prismatic crystals looks like properly finished but the surface areas of it are seems 
to be less which makes it to be less reactive. Figure 7.b indicates that the columnar fibrous 
structures of crystals are surrounded by the elongated shape of precipitate upon which fibrous 
silky layer, which looks similar to prismatic tetrahedral systems shape of crystals covered by 
the cellulose sheet like pattern. The structure looks like precipitate, it is distributed unevenly 
on the surface of crystals show that improper burning of BDA. The cellulose sheet like 
pattern is due to crystalline formation of BDA is not yet completed [19] so that they are 
accumulated as sub-microcrystalline masses. The SEM image of BDA showing 
characteristics like tetrahedral shape (prismatic), fibrous nature, crystalline masses, silky 
layers, etc., which is similar to that of C mineral of silica.  
                 
7.a Tetrahedral shapes of crystals 7.b Fibrous silky layer in crystals
 Figure7: SEM analysis of BDA  
The metastable C mineral and prismatic shape nature of BDA indicates that the 
temperature during burning of dry buffalo dung in open atmosphere is not sufficient to form 
stable C mineral and also they needed further temperature and controlled atmospheric 
conditions are required to form stable reactive pozzolanic mineral. Generally, C is formed at 
high temperature of 1470oC and melts at 1713°C [38,39]. However, it may be formed at 
lower temperatures when silica is present in high concentrations [40-43] which show that 
conformation of results of SEM, XRD and EDAX. At the time of burning of dry buffalo dung 
in open atmosphere and uncontrolled condition, silica reacts with temperature and oxygen, it 
will changes the forms. 
3.5 Thermal Analysis 
Endothermic reactions of four decomposition characteristics were observed in TGA curve 
of BDA as shown in Figure 8. The first inflection point of BDA occurs at peak of 210°C 
which shows a mass change around -3.23% is due to hygroscopic nature of ash particles 
which will evolve surface water adsorbed at low temperature of 79.8°C, and there is change 
in mass per minute about -0.47% as observed in DTG curve at a temperature of 94.0°C, 
where the results were already recorded in FTIR. When the Q mineral is heated, there will be 
rearrangement of structure which increases the mass change upto -3.5% which is due to 
endothermic curve after 900.0 °C in next TGA curve. However, it is not completed up to 
approximately 1200°C, after that there is an abrupt change in the bonding arrangement of Si-
O-Si indicated sharply by endothermic reaction on the third TGA curve having a mass change 
of -2.21%. The continue preferential rearrangement of silica mineral occurs, due to further 
increase in temperature, which result in newly developed tetrahedral structural framework to 
attain a more desired arrangement is observed by change in mass up-to 2.41% at a 
temperature above 1400°C as indicated by TGA curve.  
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Figure 8: Thermal analysis of BDA 
The degree of tetrahedral organization is a direct function of temperature and as 
temperature is increased, the rearrangement accomplished as observed in DTG curve at 
1329.5°C, in each minute there is change in mass of -0.20 %. Until it reaches 1449.1°C, the 
materials dimensions will change with change in mass of -15.19%, which is recorded in TGA 
curve. Finally, 89.67% of total residue is obtained. There is no gradual change in mass per 
minute 0.20% in DTG curve after 673.6°C. As in dimension there is no additional change, 
between the 300°C to 800°C it is slow, due to Q minerals metastable in nature. If there is 
increase in crystallization temperature it becomes more stable. The presence of α- cristobalite
mineral is indicated at 1200°C undergoes mass change and with C form silica as tetrahedral 
characterization is obtained. Above 800°C the tetrahedral reorganization occurs with only 
function of temperature indicates the pozzolanic activity of BDA. The high temperature silica 
phase is C which undergoes phase transformation from cubic to tetrahedral structure around 
220°C and it is confirmed by SEM. C form of silica is found to be stable at temperatures 
below 268ºC.  
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  
An in-depth micro-analytical study of BDA indicates either mechanical method or 
physical method or chemical method or combination of these methods to form appropriate 
shape, size, particle surface area, nature of particle surface, etc. of pozzolanic mineral which 
is useful for improving the pozzolanic activity of BDA, so that it also used as SCM in 
concrete. The pozzolanic minerals in BDA (amorphous silica) are helpful for improving the 
pozzolanic activity [44-45] of concrete. The silica in the form of Q and C, the reaction 
between calcium and water to form calcium silicate hydrate directly which will improve the 
bond between hydrated cement matrix and sand in mix, hence increasing the strength [8]. 
Hence, the pozzolanic activitiy index is related to the presence of pozzolanic minerals which 
will contribute to its behaviour. The present scientific and technical studies on the BDA by 
using XRD, EDAX, FTIR, SEM and thermal analysis enabled the following conclusions: 
 Sharp peaks of XRD indicate that the silica is in the form of C in Q background and 
it is present even after 30 degree (2θ).
 In XRD, silica is observed in the form of C and Q 
 Most of minerals are in lower energy range which is observed in EDAX 
 There are also some other pozzolanic minerals like Fe, Al, etc., which is observed 
along with oxides in EDAX 
 The strong band observation in FTIR shows that the existences of silicon bonds 
 The week band observation in FTIR indicates the presence of water molecules bonds 
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 Incomplete calcination of BDA is observed in XRD, SEM and EDAX 
 Crystalline C form of silica mineral is observed in SEM 
 Tetrahedral shape of mineral covered by cellulose like spongy layer in appearance is 
observed by SEM 
 Endothermic reaction of BDA is noted in TGA indicating that the sufficient reactive 
minerals are formed above calcination temperature 
 The pozzolanic activity of BDA is function of temperature 
The need of incorporating BDA in concrete should be exploited by the construction
industries in order to create a sustainable environment and cleaner production. The improved 
processes or techniques of BDA enable to use it as environmental friendlier material in 
construction sector. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete is the most widely used construction material. Over the years there has been an 
acute shortage of natural fine aggregates. The use of aggregates prepared by recycling 
construction and demolition waste is a promising solution in this regard. This paper discusses 
the fresh, mechanical and durability properties of concrete made with recycled fine aggregate 
(RFA), which are prepared from deteriorated concrete collected from different exposure 
conditions. The sites from where the deteriorated concrete collected belong to XS1 and XC1 
as per the environmental exposure classification system suggested by BS 8500: 2006. In 
addition, fresh leftover hardened concrete from the laboratory which are least deteriorated are 
also used for making RFA. Each type of RFA were used in partial replacement of 10%, 20%, 
and 30% for fine aggregate in concrete mixes with a cement content of 380 kg/m3 water 
cement ratio of 0.45. In addition, control mixes were also prepared. The concrete properties 
studied include workability, unit weight, compressive strength, split tensile strength, chloride 
ion penetrability (by ASTM C 1202) and water permeability (DIN 1048 part 5). The results 
show that, the concrete with RFA has comparable properties with that of conventional 
concrete irrespective of the source.  
Keywords: RCA - recycled concrete aggregate, RFA - recycled fine aggregate, C&D waste -
construction and demolition waste. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The sources of natural aggregates required to manufacture concrete are depleting in a 
rapid pace. The excessive mining of river sand from riverbeds converted many perennial 
rivers into seasonal rivers and lead to the collapse of bridges. Hence, the government had put 
many regulations for mining river sand.  Because of this, the demand of crushed stone sand, 
popularly known as manufactured sand or M-sand is increasing. The increased mining of 
rock for this purpose also lead to ecological imbalance and environmental degradation. Thus, 
it is high time to find a technologically sound alternative for natural fine aggregates.  
Recycled concrete aggregate is one of the options before the technologist.  These are 
manufactured by crushing the concrete from construction and demolition (C&D) waste.  
Recycled aggregates conserve natural resources, save economy and avoid dumping of C&D 
waste to landfills.  However, it is to be noted that the recycled aggregates might be a direct 
source of contaminant to the concrete, which can adversely affect the durability properties of 
concrete.  Most of the concrete in C&D waste are deteriorated in one way or the other.  Thus, 
a detailed study is required on fresh, mechanical and durability aspects of concretes made 
with recycled fine aggregates obtained from the C&D wastes collected from different 
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exposure conditions.  The present study focuses only on the performance evaluation of 
recycled concrete aggregates as fine fractions alone and the same as coarse fractions is in 
progress, which is out of the scope of this paper. 
The use of recycled fine aggregate (RFA) is limited owing to its increased water demand, 
effect on compressive strength and shrinkage. The hardened cement paste contained in RFA 
increases porosity and water demand thereby affecting the workability and strength parameter 
of concrete made out of it [1-2]. The microstructure of recycled aggregate concrete is much 
more complicated than that of the conventional concrete. These aggregates have two types of 
interstitial transition zones, one between the aggregate and new mortar matrix (new ITZ) and 
the other between aggregate and old mortar attached (old ITZ).  The structural behavior of 
concrete made with recycled aggregate is generally slightly weaker in comparison to that of 
concrete made with natural aggregates [3]. As the replacement level of recycled aggregates 
increases, the relative compressive strength decreases when compared with conventional 
concrete made of natural aggregates. The detrimental effects are reported to be dominant after 
a replacement level of 30% [4]. 
This paper discusses the fresh, mechanical and durability properties of concrete made 
with recycled fine aggregate (RFA), which are prepared from deteriorated concrete collected 
from different exposure conditions.  For the present study, the C&D wastes were collected 
from zones XS1 and XC1 as per the environmental exposure classification system suggested 
by BS 8500: 2006 [5].  In addition, fresh leftover hardened concrete from the laboratory 
which were least deteriorated were also used for making RFA.  
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 
The first phase of the study involves collection of C&D waste from different exposure 
conditions and preparation of RFA.  The concrete samples from C&D waste were crushed 
using hammer to size of 40 to 50 mm. The steel reinforcements present, if any, were 
removed.  Further, the samples were crushed into the size of fine aggregate with the help of a 
jaw crusher.  RFA produced from concretes collected from zones XS1, XC1 and laboratory 
are named R1, R2 and R3 respectively.  The sample collected from XS1 was approximately 
20 years old and that from XC1 was 25 years old.  
In this experimental programme, all the three categories of RFA were used in partial 
replacement levels of 0 %, 10 %, 20 % and 30 % in concrete mixes with a cement content of 
380 kg/m3 and a water cement ratio of 0.45.  The replacement level beyond 30 % is not 
studied as it is reported that replacement level beyond 30 % is detrimental to the properties of 
concrete [4].  The concrete properties studied include workability, unit weight, compressive 
strength, split tensile strength, chloride ion penetrability and water permeability.  
2.1 Materials  
The materials used for this study in addition to RFA include Portland pozzolana cement, 
crushed stone sand or M sand, crushed stone aggregate (10 mm and 20 mm nominal size) and 
SNF based chemical admixture.  The properties of the materials used are compiled in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1: Material properties
I Cement
a. Standard consistency (%) 33
b. Initial setting time (minutes) 270
c. Final setting time (minutes) 485
d. Fineness (%) 1
e. Specific gravity 3.15
f. Compressive strength at 3 days (N/mm2) 17
g. Compressive strength at 7 days (N/mm2) 28
h. Compressive strength at 28 days (N/mm2) 33
II Coarse Aggregates 10mm nominal Size
20mm 
nominal Size
a. Water absorption (%) 0.2 0.1
b. Specific gravity 2.71 2.78
III Fine Aggregates M-sand R1 R2 R3
a. Water absorption (%) 1.2 1.5 3.9 3
b. Specific gravity 2.77 2.51 2.38 2.61
c. Loosely packed bulk density(kg/m
3) 1816 1371 1214 1379
d. Void content (%) 34.4 45.4 49.0 47.3
e. Zone(From Sieve Analysis) I I I I
f. Fineness modulus 3.46 3.11 3.94 4.02
2.2 Mix design 
A total of ten concrete mixtures are studied in the work. The cement content and water -
cement ratio in all the concrete mixes was 380 kg/m3 and 0.45.  Concrete mix proportioning 
was done as per IS 10262 : 2009 [6].  The mixes were designed to get a slump between 50 to 
100 mm by the use of SNF based superplasticizer.  The concrete mixtures are designated as 
given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Description of concrete mix proportions
Sl. No. Designation Description
1 M-sand – 100% Control mix with 100 % M-sand 
2 R1-10% 10% replacement of M-sand by R1
3 R1-20% 20% replacement of M-sand by R1
4 R1-30% 30% replacement of M-sand by R1
5 R2-10% 10% replacement of M-sand by R2
6 R2-20% 20% replacement of M-sand by R2
7 R2-30% 30% replacement of M-sand by R2
8 R3-10% 10% replacement of M-sand by R3
9 R3-20% 20% replacement of M-sand by R3
10 R3-30% 30% replacement of M-sand by R3
2.3 Test Methods 
The fresh, mechanical and durability properties of different concretes were assessed by 
the following tests described below.   
2.3.1 Test methods to assess fresh properties of concrete 
The fresh properties studied include workability and fresh unit weight.  Workability is 
assessed by slump test.  The slump test was conducted as per IS 1199:1959 [7]. The unit 
weight of concrete in its fresh state is an important parameter. Unit weight is used to calculate 
yield of concrete. Unit weight of concrete in fresh state in each mix is determined as per
ASTM C138 [8].
2.3.2 Test methods to assess mechanical properties of concrete 
The mechanical properties studied are compressive strength and split tensile strength.  
Compressive strength is determined as per IS 516 – 1959 [9] using 150mm size standard 
concrete cube specimens.  This test was conducted at the age of 7 and 28 days.  Split tensile 
strength test is an indirect method to determine the tensile strength of concrete.  This test is 
done in accordance with IS 5816:1999 [10] on cylindrical concrete specimens with a 
diameter of 150mm and height of 300 mm, at the age of 90 days.   
2.3.3 Test methods to assess durability properties of concrete 
The durability of concretes was assessed by two test methods – rapid chloride 
permeability test (RCPT) and water permeability test (WPT).  RCPT is used to assess the 
chloride ion penetrability of concrete whereas WPT is used to assess water penetrability of 
concrete.  Following are the brief description of these two test methods. 
Rapid chloride permeability test (RCPT) determines the electrical conductance of 
concrete to provide a rapid indication of its resistance to penetration of chloride ions. This 
test method is standardized as ASTM C1202 [11]. In this method, a potential of 60 Volts is 
applied on a vacuum saturated cylindrical concrete specimen.  One side of the specimen is 
exposed to 3% NaCl solution and the opposite side to 0.3 M NaOH solution. The resulting 
current is measured at an interval of 30 minutes, for a total period of 6 hours. From the 
current measurements, the total charge passed (in Coulombs) is calculated using trapezoidal 
rule.  The total charge passed is an index of durability.  As the total charge passed is more, 
the chloride ion penetrability is more, and the concrete is less durable.  For the present study, 
the RCPT was conducted at the age of 90 days.  Table 3 shows the classification criteria 
suggested by ASTM C 1202 for concretes based on the total charge passed.   
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Table 3: Chloride ion penetrability based on total charge passed [11] 
Total charge passed
(Coulombs)
Chloride ion
penetrability
> 4000 High
2000 - 4000 Moderate
1000 - 2000 Low
100 - 1000 Very Low
< 100 Negligible
The resistance to water penetration is assessed using water permeability test done as per 
the German standard DIN 1048 Part 5 [12].  The test is performed on 150 mm size cubes.  In 
this test, concrete cube specimen of size 150 mm is subjected to a 5 bar water pressure on its 
top surface in a permeability cell.  The pressure is kept constant for a period of three days 
with the help of air compressor.  After three days, the pressure is released and the specimens 
are removed from the permeability cell. Immediately after removing, the specimens are split 
into two halves and the depth of water penetration is noted.  The smaller the depth of 
penetration, higher is the resistance to water penetration under hydrostatic pressure and the 
concrete is more durable.  For the present study, the WPT was conducted at an age of 90 
days.  The typical results reported by the Concrete Society, 1998 [13] are as given in Table 4. 
Table 4: Typical depth of water penetration results for different concretes 
Concrete type Depth of water 
penetration (mm)
Dense concrete with slag and superplasticizer 5
Concrete to be used in aggressive environment < 30
Concrete to be used in water retaining 
structures
< 50
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Comparison of material properties of different fine aggregates 
The material properties of the fine aggregates used in the study are given in Table 1.  It is 
evident from Table 1 that all the fine aggregates are in the same gradation (all the aggregates 
fall in zone I).  This is because the recycled aggregates are produced in the laboratory itself 
using a jaw crusher.  The similar particle gradation is obtained by adjusting the jaw opening 
size. However, it can be seen that the specific gravities of RFA are lower and the water 
absorption of RFA are higher than that of manufactured sand.  It is to be noted that the parent 
concrete sample of R1 (XS1) was about 20 years old, and R2 (XC1) was about 25 years old. 
Further, R1 was collected soon after the demolition whereas R2 was collected after one year 
of demolition.  The deterioration happened to the parent concrete may attribute to the high 
water absorption and low specific gravity shown by R2.  The high water absorption and lower 
specific gravity in RFA may also be due to the porosity attributed by the hardened cement 
mortar present.  
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3.2 Comparison of the fresh properties of concretes 
All the concretes were designed to get a slump value between 50 and 100 mm by 
adjusting the superplasticizer dosage.  Figure 1 shows the amount of chemical admixture 
added to get the specified workability range.   
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Figure 1: Chemical admixture dosage to different concrete mixes 
Figure 1 depicts that as the replacement level increases, the dosage of superplasticizer 
required is more to get the same level of workability.  This implies that, workability decrease 
with increase in RFA content.  It can again be attributed to the presence of old, hardened 
mortar in RFA.  This increases porosity and water demand, affecting the workability of 
concrete [1-2]. Figure 2 indicates the unit weight of different concrete mixes.   
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Figure 2: Unit weight of different concrete mixes 
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Figure 2 shows that there is no significant change in the unit weight of RFA concrete 
compared with that made of natural fine aggregate [12]. This indicates that use of RFA in 
concrete does not lead to under-yield or over-yield of concrete mixes. 
3.3 Comparison of the mechanical properties of concretes
Figure 3 shows the compressive strength at 7 day and 28 day of the concrete made with 
RFA comparable to that of conventional concrete made with natural fine aggregate.  Figure 4 
indicates the split tensile strength of concrete at 90 days. 
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Figure 3: Average compressive strength of different concrete mixes 
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Figure 4: Split tensile strength of different concrete mixes 
From Figures 3 and 4, it is clear that replacement level of up to 30%, does not affect the 
mechanical properties of concrete.  Both compressive strength and split tensile strength test 
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results indicate that the properties obtained from RFA mixes are comparable to that with 
normal concretes.   
3.4 Comparison of the durability properties of concretes 
The results of rapid chloride permeability test and water permeability test are presented in 
Figures 5 and 6 respectively.   
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Figure 5: Mean depth of water penetration of different concrete mixes 
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Figure 6: Cumulative charge passed of different concrete mixes 
Figure 5 shows that the mean depth of water penetration for all samples used in this study 
is well within the limits set by Concrete Society. Figure 6 shows that all the concrete are 
falling in the same chloride ion penetrability category (very low) as indicated Table 3.  Hence 
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it is clear that the durability of concretes made with RFA is similar to that with conventional 
concrete when assessed in terms of chloride ion penetrability and water permeability. 
The observations made by studying the fresh, mechanical and durability aspects of 
concrete made using different RFA collected from different exposure conditions indicate that 
the source of the recycled aggregate does not have much significance in determining the 
properties of the resulting concrete.   
4 CONCLUSIONS 
In the present study, the fresh, mechanical and durability properties of concrete made 
with RFA produced from deteriorated concrete with different exposure conditions are 
studied.  The samples studied were deteriorated concretes collected from XS1 and XC1 
exposure conditions as well as fresh leftover hardened concrete which are least deteriorated.  
Each type of RFA were used in partial replacement of 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% for M-sand in
concrete mixes with a cement content of 380 kg/m3 and water cement ratio of 0.45.  
Following are the major conclusions from the study.   
 RFA has higher water absorption and lower specific gravity than M-sand. 
 Workability of concrete made with RFA is less than that of the concrete made with 
conventional aggregates. The reduction in workability can be managed by adjusting the 
dosage of chemical admixtures.   
 Unit weight of concrete in its fresh state, made with RFA is almost same as that of 
conventional concrete. Use of RFA in concrete does not contribute to under-yield or 
over-yield of concrete mixes.
 Upto a replacement level of 30%, use of RFA does not affect the compressive strength ad 
split tensile strength of concrete substantially.   
 The durability behaviour of concrete made from RFA is similar to that of conventional 
concrete assessed in terms of chloride ion penetrability and water penetrability.  The 
RFA used in this study was produced from C&D wastes collected from XS1 and XC1 
exposure conditions as well as from lab-rejected samples.  Irrespective of the source, the 
concrete produced from all the three types of RFA showed similar results, in terms of 
mechanical and durability properties.   
 It is concluded from the present study that the source of the recycled aggregate 
(especially XS1 and XC1) does not have much significance in determining the properties 
of the resulting concrete.   
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ABSTRACT 
Globally, large volumes of recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) are produced from 
construction and demolition works and are increasing over time. To overcome this issue, 
sustainable use of resources and finding better ways to manage construction and demolition 
(C&D) waste have been studied and explored. One of the most promising strategies is to 
introduce RCA into the production of new concrete. Unlike normal vibrated concrete, RCA 
used in making self-compacting concrete (SCC) has only been focused on and developed in 
the past 10 years. This paper presents an overview of the current research works published on 
the use of coarse and/or fine RCA in the production of SCC. The benefits and challenges of 
using RCA as natural coarse and fine aggregate replacement for SCC are presented. 
Accordingly, the high water absorption and porous structure of RCA have been particular 
challenges for its use in producing SCC with high fluidity and good mechanical strength. 
However, some studies have demonstrated that a proper water compensative method as well 
as the use of supplementary cementitious materials could help enhance the overall properties 
of SCC prepared with RCA.
Keywords: Self-compacting concrete, C&D waste, Recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), 
properties, durability 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is the most widely used material in construction and second-most used material 
after water on Earth. In 2015, it was estimated that the concrete consumption in Europe was 
greater than 800 Mt/year [1]. In the US alone, the amount of generated C&D waste was more 
than 150 Mt/year for the whole of the last decade [2]. As for China, about 200 Mt of waste 
concrete is produced annually from C&D activities [3]. It should be highlighted that in some 
countries natural aggregate is a scarce commodity, and each year a huge amount of natural 
aggregate (~50 billion tonnes) are extracted worldwide [4]. To minimize the destruction of 
landscape and upsetting of the biological balance, recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) derived 
from C&D debris could be a great potential source of aggregate to guarantee concrete 
production, as well as to preserve the environment without generating piles of waste all over 
the world.   
Self-compacting concrete (SCC) is a special concrete invented in Japan in the 1980s. Its 
special features are that SCC can flow under its own weight and fill formwork easily even in 
the presence of a high density of reinforcement bars, without mechanical vibration or
undergoing any excessive segregation [5]. According to Gaimster and Dixon [6], high 
powder content and viscosity modifying agents are the key to achieving such self-compacting 
features, including the filling ability, passing ability, and resistance to segregation. However, 
the reduction of coarse aggregate content in the concrete system has caused a negative impact 
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on creep strain and drying shrinkage [7]. In general, aggregate used in SCC accounts for 62% 
of its total volume, of which 26% and 36% are fine and coarse aggregates respectively 
(Figure 1). 
Figure 1: Constitution differences of normal concrete and self-compacting concrete [modified 
from reference 7]
The use of RCA in SCC is relatively new if compared to traditional vibrated concrete, and 
this particular research topic has only been widely explored in the past 10 years [3, 4, 8-12]. 
Based on the recently sourced literature published, an overview of the feasible use of coarse 
and fine RCA in SCC is presented in this paper. The effect of RCA used as coarse and fine 
aggregate replacement on SCC properties including fresh, hardened (compressive strength, 
flexural strength, splitting tensile strength, bond strength, thermal conductivity), durability 
and microstructural changes are also discussed.   
2 EFFECT OF RECYCLED COARSE CONCRETE AGGREGATE (RCCA) ON 
SCC 
Incorporation of RCA in SCC has been examined over the last decade. Most of the studies 
focused on the effects of the percentage use of recycled coarse concrete aggregate (RCCA) 
on SCC properties. The microstructural examination and ways to improve the performance of 
SCC containing RCCA are detailed and summarized below. 
2.1 Fresh properties 
One of the major key drawbacks of using RCCA is the high water absorption 
characteristic associated with the adhered old mortar (Figure 2). Therefore, it is important to 
control the high water absorption and maintain sufficient fluidity in the SCC mixture when 
incorporating RCCA. Many attempts have been reported in the literature and can be classified 
into a few methods: (i) Immersion of RCCA in water for a certain period of time [13, 14], (ii) 
Adjustment of the mix proportion to meet the required workability criteria [15, 16], (iii) 
Introducing special admixtures [13, 17-19], (iv) Correction through experimental mixing
procedures [20], and (v) Adding a certain amount of compensative water [1, 21]. As reported 
in the previous literature, with a proper water compensation method and mix proportion 
design, the feasibility of RCCA adoption to meet the required workability criteria has been 
validated [13-16, 19, 21, 22]. Generally, the usage of RCCA causes a marginal reduction in 
filling ability (slump flow test, T500 test, V-funnel test). However, the passing ability is not 
significantly affected by the use of RCCA. Khan et al. [22] demonstrated that passing ability 
mainly depends on the concrete mix proportion, although density reduction has a slight effect 
on the change. Tuyan et al. [13] indicated that passing ability is more likely to be dominated 
by the usage of a superplasticizer than the RCCA content. 
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Figure 2: General structure of recycled concrete aggregate [10] 
2.2 Hardened properties 
Hardened properties are an important parameter for the employment of RCA in SCC. In
general, RCCA affects the properties of concrete in many aspects [10]. Compressive strength 
decreases with an increase of RCCA substitution, which could be due to its lower intrinsic 
strength, poor interfacial ability and micro cracks. Also, the RCCA replacement adversely 
affects the split tensile strength and flexural strength [10]. They also found that the concrete 
creep of RCCA samples is higher, probably due to the higher mortar content. An approximate 
45% reduction in elastic modulus was observed at 100% RCCA content [10]. The significant 
reduction of the modulus of elasticity could result in a high drying shrinkage ratio.
Several published papers [12-20, 22] have reported some aspects of utilization of RCCA 
in SCC. The effect of RCCA on the fresh and hardened properties of SCC are discussed 
below and summarized in Table 1,  
 Compressive strength: Compressive strength decreases with an increase of RCCA 
replacement, and it was noticed that commonly the strength loss is within 20% 
regardless of the replacement content. Although different parameters could affect the 
compressive strength, generally it was noticed that the extent of strength loss in self-
compacting concrete is relatively lower than that found in normal recycled concrete.  
 Split tensile and flexural strength: Tensile strength decreases with increased use of 
RCCA. The variation of strength loss varies in the literature. Some is relatively low 
(~18%) [13, 15], while as high as 58% reduction of tensile strength was also reported 
in a study by Revathi et al. [16]. Modani and Mohitkar [14] suggest that the failure 
pattern of concrete is due to an interfacial bond and aggregate failures. As for flexural 
strength, Panda and Bal [17] indicated that their experimental flexural test results 
were lower than the theoretical value calculated based on compressive strength.
 Bond strength: Wang [23] conducted a pull out test with two different types of 
RCCA: pre-treated aggregate and untreated recycled aggregate. It was reported that 
although the reinforcement steel bar profile dominates the bond strength, the quality 
and content of RCA slightly affects their bonding behaviour. Several bond strength 
prediction models have been introduced in [23], showing that the experimental bond 
strength results are always higher than the predicted values.
 Thermal conductivity: Fenollera et al. [24] performed a test to investigate the thermal 
conductivity of SCC with incorporated RCCA. Generally, a linear decrease of thermal 
conductivity was observed with increasing RCCA content used. 
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Table 1: Summary of works using RCCA on the fresh and mechanical properties of SCC 
Ref. Source of 
RCCA
Compensative 
method 
Effect on fresh properties and hardened properties
[13] Laboratory 
concrete 
waste 
Using saturated 
surface dried 
RCCA and a 
superplasticizer
Fresh properties: more superplasticizer was needed with 
higher RCCA. Passing ability was not significantly 
affected by RCCA.
Compressive strength: slight increase for replacement < 
40%, and no significant effect was observed up to 60% of 
RCCA. 
Split tensile strength: 8.8-16% reduction with 60% 
RCCA replacement.        
[14] Laboratory 
concrete 
waste
Immersed in 
water for 24 hours 
and the RCA was 
dried before use
Fresh properties: satisfy the requirements.                         
Compressive strength: 28 days, reduction of 3.7% (20% 
ratio), 5.8% (40% ratio), lower strength development. 
Tensile strength: similar to compressive; interfacial 
bond failure and aggregate failure were indicated
[15] 40 year old 
bridge 
Experimentally 
adding water to 
achieve the 
required 
consistency
Fresh Properties: slightly difference, but satisfied all the 
requirements.  
Compressive strength: decreased by 3.88% and 8.55% 
for 50% and 100% replacement content. 
Tensile strength: decreasing range of 2.49-13.05%            
[16] 35 year old 
building 
A few trials were 
conducted first to 
determine the mix 
proportion
Fresh properties: slight decrease, but satisfied all the 
requirements.                                                                         
Compressive strength: slight decrease (for 50% ratio), 
and 10~20% strength reduction for 75% and 100% 
RCCA replacement ratios.
Tensile strength: up to 58% of reduction
[17] 25 year old 
building 
Adjusted by using 
an admixture
Compressive strength: decrease with an increase of 
RCCA content.
Flexural strength: 28 days’ flexural strength was less 
than the theoretical value for all RCCA content.                  
Tensile strength: decrease with an increase of RCCA 
content.
[18] Commercial 
supply
Oven dried 
aggregate with 
use of a 
superplasticizer
Compressive strength: only 3.3% loss was observed for 
100% replacement. 
Modulus of elasticity: reduced about 8%.
[19] Laboratory 
concrete 
waste
Use of a 
superplasticizer
Fresh properties: satisfy workability criteria.
Compressive strength: 8.5-17.3% loss in 28 days and 
19.9% loss in 56 days was observed for 100% 
replacement. 
[20] 6 months 
tested 
concrete 
cubes 
Corrected by the 
mix procedure
Fresh properties: slightly improved with 30% and 50% 
replacement, and decreased at a higher dosage. Not likely 
to satisfy the filling ability requirement at >50% dosage. 
Higher segregation ratio for 70% and 100% replacement.
[22] Building Not specified Fresh properties: decrease of workability, while 
maintaining the passing ability (L-box value).
Compressive strength: reduced 15-20% with 100% 
replacement.
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2.3 Durability properties 
Durability of concrete is also an important aspect in SCC, in particular for structure and 
marine applications. Some research works have been performed in regard to this topic.  
Kapoor et al. [25] reported that the initial rate of surface absorption was found to be 40% 
higher in SCC prepared with RCCA than that of natural aggregate SCC. A similar increasing 
trend of permeability was also observed in a study by Modani and Mohitkar [14] in that the 
water absorption increased by about 40% with 100% RCCA replacement, and a higher 
number of permeable voids was retained in the RCCA concrete sample. Oliveira et al. [18] 
report that the capillary suction capacity mainly depends on the superficial layer of the 
concrete; therefore, there is no close correlation between RCCA and capillary suction 
capacity. Moreover, it was revealed that employing silica fume (SF) and metakaolin (MK) 
can greatly compensate the durability inferior properties. Tuyan et al. [13] performed a freeze 
thaw test with 300 cycles on concrete with 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% RCCA replacement, and 
the results (Figure 3) indicated that the use of RCCA caused severe damage and cracks, thus  
decreasing the freeze-thaw resistance. 
Figure 3: Images of concrete samples after 300 freeze-thaw cycles [13]
Singh et al. [19] conducted accelerated carbonation tests, and an increase of carbonation 
depth was observed with increasing RCCA replacement content. There was approximately a
63% increment of carbonation depth when coarse aggregate was fully replaced by RCCA. 
Also, a good linear correlation of carbonation depth and compressive strength was observed. 
Modani and Mohitkar [14] found that the presence of RCCA in SCC causes a reduction of 
resistance to acid attack and chloride penetration. It was observed that the mass loss of the 
RCCA SCC sample was 2.8 times higher than natural aggregate SCC samples after exposure 
to sulphuric acid solution attack. However, strength loss (after acid exposure) of SCC 
samples prepared with 20% of RCCA was only slightly lower than samples prepared with 
natural aggregate. But, more than 17% strength loss was observed when RCCA replacement 
exceeded 60%. 
2.4 Microstructure 
As pointed out by Behera et al. [10], the existence of an old interfacial transition zone and 
the porous nature of adhered mortar are two distinct properties of recycled aggregate, which 
results in the reduction of both mechanical and durability performance. A typical 
microstructure of SCC incorporating RCCA is shown in Figure 4, indicating its porous nature 
with micro and macro pores of old mortar. It is generally agreed that the mechanical and 
durability properties mainly depend on the microstructural development. The presence of old 
ITZ and a weak microstructure not only cause weak mechanical strength but also results in an 
increase of concrete permeability [19]. 
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Figure 4: SEM image showing ITZ and the porous nature of adhered mortar of recycled SCC 
[19] 
2.5 Roles of mineral admixtures in SCC with RCCA
As discussed earlier, there are some drawbacks to RCCA incorporation, such as strength 
loss, higher water absorption and air permeability, inferior resistance to carbonation, freeze-
thaw, and chloride attack. Mineral admixtures have been introduced and found to be effective 
in improving the detrimental properties of SCC prepared with RCCA. Khan et al. [22]
indicate that the use of 10% fly ash and 15% silica fume results in an increase of compressive 
strength. Moreover, Gesoglu et al. [29] pointed out that incorporating SF improves the
compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, flexural strength and modulus of elasticity. 
Kapoor et al. [25] found that 10% replacement of silica fume (SF) and metakaolin (MK) 
compensated for the strength loss of concrete prepared with 50% of RCCA. It shows that SF 
and MK are effective in microstructure refinement and reduce the chloride ion penetration 
and water absorption. As for fresh properties, it was pointed out by Senthamilselvi and 
Revathi [27] that the replacement of mineral admixtures like SF and GGBS increases the 
filling ability and benefits the segregation resistance. Singh et al. [26] used a SEM to examine 
the effect of fly ash and MK particles on the microstructural change of concrete containing 
50% and 100% of RCCA. It was observed that fly ash and MK particles effectively fill the 
pores, refine the microstructure and thus can improve the properties of SCC in many aspects.
3 EFFECT OF RECYCLED FINE CONCRETE AGGREGATE (RFCA) ON SCC
Fine fractions of recycled concrete aggregate (<5 mm) are also gaining interest for use in 
SCC. Compared to RCCA, experiments on the use of RFCA in SCC are still limited. The 
following sections briefly describe the fresh and hardened properties of SCC containing 
RFCA.  
3.1 Fresh properties
Kou and Poon [21] conducted an experiment to investigate the feasibility of using fine 
recycled aggregate in SCC (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% of fine aggregate by volume) with 
three different W/B ratios (0.44, 0.40, 0.35). To ensure that the mix achieved the designed 
W/B, compensative water was added to the concrete mix based on the 24h water absorption 
value of RCA. It was noticed that the concrete properties with RFCA were slightly different 
from those prepared with natural river sand. In terms of fresh properties, an increase in slump 
was observed with an increase of RFCA content. This was due to the additional water 
(initially used for saturating the RFCA) that remained in the concrete mixture and thus 
contributed to the increase of slump flow. Also, Güneyisi et al. [28] demonstrated that pre-
soaked recycled coarse and fine aggregate has a positive effect on the fresh properties of 
SCC. Similarly, Lopez et al. [1] performed an experiment in which less adjusted water was 
used to pre-soak the recycled aggregate to prevent the risk of segregation. The results show 
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that the amount of RFCA replacement has a great impact on the flowability and workability 
of SCC. Generally, a decrease in filling ability and passing ability have been observed with 
increased use of RFCA, and concrete with more than 20% of RFCA fails to meet the 
workability requirements of SCC. This is partly due to the increase of yield stress, according 
to the rheology tests by Lopez et al. [1]: the incorporation of recycled fine aggregate causes a
higher yield stress, thereby requiring higher stress to initiate and maintain concrete flow. This 
also indicates that the shear thickening behaviour of SCC noticeably declines with increasing 
use of RFCA, which essentially explains the noticed improvement of fresh properties to a 
certain extent [28]. 
3.2 Mechanical and durability properties 
According to Kou and Poon [21], compressive and tensile split strengths decrease with an
increase of RFCA content. A similar increase was observed for drying shrinkage. A study of 
Carro-López et al. [1] reported a 8% and 47% decrease of compressive strength when 20% and 
100% of RFCA were used in SCC. Gesoglu et al. [29] also demonstrated a 30.9% strength 
loss at 56 days when both coarse and fine recycled aggregates were used in SCC. However, a 
different result was found in [30] which indicated a marginal increase of compressive 
strength at 28 days with the use of recycled aggregate. About 11%, 5%, and 8% increases of 
strength were reported for respective SCC samples prepared with 20% of RFCA, 20% of 
RCCA, and a 20% combination of both RCA. As for durability, Kou and Poon [21] reported 
that good chloride resistance of SCC was observed when incorporating RCFA, probably
attributed to the content of finer particles (<0.3 mm) acting as an “effective filler” to produce 
a denser microstructure. The inferior properties of RFCA can also be enhanced by adopting 
supplementary cementitious materials (SCM).
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a comprehensive review of the effect of adopting coarse and fine 
recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) in self-compacting concrete (SCC). In general, RCA can 
be suitably used as coarse and fine aggregate in SCC manufacturing. The effects of using 
recycled aggregate on the properties of SCC are:
 The use of RCCA significantly affects the fresh properties of SCC mixture, in 
particular the filling ability. However, with proper water compensative methods and 
mix designs, it is feasible to utilize RCCA up to 100% and meet all the required 
workability criteria of SCC. 
 SCC with RCCA exhibits lower mechanical properties and poor durability as compared 
to natural aggregate SCC associated with the porous nature and weak bonding of old 
interfacial transition zones of RCCA. However, most of the published data suggest that 
the reduction of compressive strength is within 20% regardless of the RCCA content 
used. 
 It is promising to use mineral admixtures such as silica fume or metakaolin to enhance 
the overall properties of SCC prepared with RCCA. Moreover, the microstructure and 
adhesion between the RA and cement paste can be improved with the presence of these 
very fine materials as filler and pozzolanic materials. 
 As for the incorporation of RFCA, the effects on the fresh and hardened properties are 
found to be similar to that of RCCA used in SCC. To date, there is still very little 
information reported in regard to the microstructure and long-term durability 
performance of SCC with RFCA, and thus more studies are needed.  
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ABSTRACT 
Alkali-activated materials (AAMs) have significantly different hydration products and pore 
solution compositions, when compared to Portland cement based concretes. The alkaline 
nature of the pore solution in both types of cements allows the embedded steel rebar to be 
protected by a passive film, composed of a complex solid assemblage of iron oxides and 
hydroxides. The corrosion of the steel rebar is one of the primary reasons for the premature 
failure of reinforced concrete structures, and corrosion of the rebar is primarily driven either 
by the lowering of pH of the pore solution (leaching of alkalis, carbonation) or by the 
presence of chlorides above a threshold concentration at the steel-concrete interface. This 
paper presents an overview of the factors that influence the service life of mild steel 
reinforced AAMs in chloride rich environments: the hydration product chemistry, type of 
precursor, alkali-activator, the pore structure, and pore solution chemistry, the effect of 
chloride binding, and the corrosion of the steel reinforcement.  
Keywords: Alkali-activatedcements, Chloride, Corrosion, Steelrebar,
1 INTRODUCTION 
The alkaline environment in reinforced concrete structures allows the embedded steel 
reinforcement to be passivated by a thin film, composed of a complex solid assemblage of 
iron oxides and hydroxides [1]. When in service, the alkalinity of the pore solution in mild 
steel reinforced concretes needs to be sufficiently high (pH > 9-10) to ensure the stability of 
the passive film [2]. Corrosion of the embedded steel reinforcement has been identified as 
one of the primary causes of premature degradation of reinforced concrete structures. 
Corrosion of steel in concrete environments is primarily driven by either the lowering of the 
pH of the pore solution (leaching of alkalis, or carbonation) which can lead to uniform 
corrosion; or due to the ingress of chloride in significant concentrations resulting in localised 
breakdown of the passive film [3].  
In developed parts of the world, where the use of de-icing salts and marine sprays (in 
coastal regions) are frequent, chloride ingress is one of the major causes of premature failure 
of reinforced concrete structures. Therefore, the durability or the service life of a structure is 
often described by the rate of chloride ingress, or the time required for chloride ions to 
achieve a threshold concentration at the steel-concrete interface. This threshold concentration 
has been defined as the minimum chloride concentration required for the breakdown of steel 
passivity, and is often referred to as the ‘critical chloride level’ or ‘chloride threshold value’ 
[1].  
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Alkali-activated materials (AAMs) have witnessed rapidly increasing research and 
commercial attention over the past few decades, due to their potential to achieve reduced 
greenhouse emissions and performance advantages, in some applications, when compared to 
Portland cement (PC)-based concrete [3–5]. AAMs are produced through the chemical 
reaction between a powdered aluminosilicate source (usually an industrial by-product such as 
slag, fly ash) and an alkaline solution (generally a solution of sodium hydroxide, sodium 
silicate) [4]. AAMs can be broadly categorised into systems with high Ca content such as 
alkali-activated slags where the phase assemblage is dominated by a calcium-aluminosilicate 
hydrate (C-A-S-H) type gel; and low-Ca systems such as alkali-activated fly ashes, where the 
main reaction product is a three-dimensional hydrous alkali-aluminosilicate (N-A-S-H) type 
gel [4]. The pore structure and pore solution chemistry of AAMs have been found to be 
significantly different from those of PC-based concretes; and within the class of materials 
that can be described as AAMs, the composition of the pore solution and the pore network
vary due to the differences in the precursor chemistry. The ingress of chloride into alkali-
activated cement matrices has also been found to differ from the behaviour of PC-based 
concretes [2].  
Therefore, an understanding of the movement of chloride through such matrices, the 
interaction of the steel reinforcement with the pore solution at the steel-concrete interface, 
and the initiation of chloride induced corrosion are important to assess the durability of steel-
reinforced AAMs. This paper presents an overview of the factors that can influence the 
service life of steel reinforced AAMs in the presence of chlorides.  
2 FACTORS INFLUENCING CHLORIDE INGRESS IN AAMS 
The ingress of chloride into concrete in structural contexts has been studied extensively 
for the case of PC based systems [6-7]. The transport of chloride from the external 
environment toward the steel-concrete interface has been shown to be influenced by a 
number of factors such as the external environment, quality of concrete cover, the binder 
chemistry, and its capacity to bind chloride, the pore structure, and the pore solution 
chemistry [8]. Unlike PC based concretes where the reaction of chloride with hydration 
products results in structural modification, AAMs do not show significant transformation of 
layered calcium sulfoaluminate hydrates to chloroaluminates such as Friedel’s salt [2].
Therefore, the permeation of chloride through AAM depends primarily on the resistance of 
the binder to chloride transport, and potentially binding in other disordered reaction products 
without such marked structural changes, as discussed below. Only a limited number of 
studies have reported the ingress of chloride into AAMs. When compared to PC/blended 
systems under the same conditions, AAMs have in several cases been reported to possess a 
lower chloride permeability [2].  
The nature of the binder gel and the secondary hydration products in AAMs has been 
demonstrated to have an impact on the chloride permeability. In high-Ca AAMs such as 
alkali-activated slags (AAS), where a C-A-S-H type gel is the major reaction product, 
chloride ions have the potential to be chemisorbed and chemically bound to the C-A-S-H gel 
[9]. Kayali et al. [10] demonstrated the capability of layered double hydroxides (LDH), 
formed in in PC/slag blended systems, to adsorb chloride, and related the decrease in 
corrosion rate of the steel reinforcement to the degree of chloride binding. Secondary reaction 
products in AAS such as LDH-structured phases (including hydrotalcite-like and 
AFm/strätlingite components) also have the capability to bind chloride through adsorption and 
ion-exchange. On studying the chloride binding capacity of individual solid phases in AAS, 
Ke et al. [11] reported surface adsorption to be the dominant binding mechanism for chloride 
uptake in hydrotalcite-like phases, and lattice substitution to be the major binding mechanism 
in the case of strätlingite. The higher porosity and the higher surface area exhibited by the N-
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A-S-H type gels provide a greater potential for the surface adsorption of chloride in low Ca 
AAMs, when compared to high-Ca AAMs with the C-A-S-H gel [9]. In alkali-activated fly 
ashes, the presence of halite (NaCl) in the X-ray diffraction analysis of dried specimens of 
chloride-penetrated regions could possibly suggest the N-A-S-H gel hosting a chloride rich 
pore solution [9]. 
The concentration of alkalis and hydroxides in neat PC hydrates have been observed to be 
up to approximately 0.70 M [12]. The concentration of Ca2+ and SO42- are around 2 mM and 
7 mM respectively, while Si and Al are present at levels of less than 1 mM [12]. However, 
these concentrations would change as a function of time and composition of the cement, 
particularly if pozzolanic additives are used. As mentioned earlier, the pore solution 
chemistries of AAMs and PC differ significantly due to the differences in the hydration 
products and the bulk composition of binders. A general consensus exists in the literature that 
the concentration of alkalis and hydroxides in AAMs is much higher (> 1 M even at later 
stages of curing) than in PC, and the alkalinity of the pore solution is dependent on the 
concentration of the alkali-activator [13–17]. The higher alkalinity and the greater ionic 
strength of the pore solutions in AAMs when compared to the pore solutions of PC could 
create a potential gradient leading to retardation of the transport of chloride. The 
concentrations of Al and Si in the pore solution were found to be relatively low (between 0.3 
to 3 mM) in both highCa and lowCa AAMs as they are incorporated into the respective gel 
frameworks [13–17]. In the case of AAS, the sulfide from the slag exists mainly in S2- state 
in the pore solution, with the potential to be oxidised to complex sulfur species. Gruskovnjak 
et al. [16] reported the total concentration in pore solutions of AAS to be around 0.45 M. The 
influence of S2- on the corrosion behaviour of the steel reinforcement is discussed in Section 
3 below.  
The pore structure of a cementitious binder material plays an important role in the 
movement of ions from the external environment towards the steel-concrete interface. The 
pore structure of AAMs at a particular curing age depends strongly on a number of factors, 
such as the type of activator (for e.g. alkali hydroxide, silicate, and carbonate), the 
water/binder (w/b) ratio, the binder type, and curing conditions [2, 18]. In general, the pores 
in alkali hydroxide activated AAMs have been reported to be much larger than in alkali 
silicate activated AAMs [18]. Puertas et al. [19] using MIP showed that the total porosity in 
mortars of slags activated using waterglass was half that of NaOH activated slags after 28 
days of curing. Similar to PC, the porosity in AAMs has been found to have a direct 
correlation to the w/b ratio [18] and a higher w/b ratio leads to a higher volume of connected 
pores. AAS have been found to possess a more refined pore structure than alkali-activated fly 
ashes. Provis et al. [20], through X-ray microtomography measurements, presented an inverse 
relationship between the segmented porosity and the diffusion tortuosity for slag-rich and fly-
rich binders. A lower segmented porosity and a higher diffusion tortuosity were observed for 
AAS when compared to alkali-activated fly ashes. Ismail et al. [9] reported that the volume of 
permeable voids in AAS was lower than in alkali-activated fly ashes and suggested that 
greater amounts of bound water in AAS than alkali-activated fly ashes lead to higher pore-
filling capabilities of the C-A-S-H gel (in high-Ca AAMs) than the N-A-S-H type gels 
(characteristic of low-Ca AAMs). In comparison to PC based concretes, the total porosities of 
AAS based concretes have been found to be either comparable or lower [21]. Bernal et al. 
[22], Ismail et al. [9] and Puertas et al. [19] each reported a lower volume of permeable voids 
for AAS when compared to PC, however the total porosity was much higher for alkali-
activated fly ashes. Provis et al. [20] found comparable diffusion tortuosity and lower 
porosity values for AAS when compared to theoretical values for porosity and tortuosity of 
PC. In both low-Ca and high-Ca AAMs, it is very important to note that unlike in PC based 
concretes, there exists no detectable quantity of portlandite that can act as a buffering agent, 
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therefore the durability of the embedded reinforcement in AAMs are highly dependent on the 
quality of curing [14]. 
Some authors have used the salt ponding test (ASTM C1543) and the NordTest NT Build 
methods 492 and 443 to quantify the chloride diffusion coefficient and the migration 
coefficient. Ismail et al. [9] observed the chloride diffusion coefficient of alkali-activated fly 
ash mortars to be much higher than those of AAS, primarily due to the higher porosity in 
alkali-activated fly ashes. Ma et al. [23] and Ismail et al. [9] also reported the non-steady state 
diffusion coefficient of AAS concretes to be much lower than that of PC concretes. They 
related the lower diffusion coefficient to the refined pore structure and its high tortuosity.  
3 CORROSION OF STEEL REINFORCEMENT 
As stated earlier, corrosion of the embedded reinforcement is highly dependent on the 
local environment of the steel-concrete interface, and is initiated either due to the lowering of 
pH (leaching of alkalis or carbonation of the concrete cover) or by the ingress of chloride. In 
the case of chloride ingress, the concentration of chloride at the steel-concrete interface needs 
to be above a threshold level to initiate localised corrosion of the steel reinforcement. This 
threshold concentration has been reported to be dependent on several parameters such as the 
hydration products, the pore solution chemistry and alkalinity, and local microstructural 
features such as air voids [1]. In the case of PC based systems, there exist a plethora of 
reported chloride threshold values and methods for their determination, primarily due to the 
number of variables and parameters which can be important [1]. However, there exist limited
data for both high Ca and low Ca AAMs.  
Given the higher alkalinity of the pore solution in AAMs in comparison to PC, the degree 
of passivation of the steel reinforcement may also vary and lead to differences in the critical 
chloride content. However, Bastidas et al. [24] and Miranda et al. [25] observed very similar 
passivation behaviours for alkali-activated fly ashes and PC mortars, and reported an 
increased degree of reinforcement corrosion upon the addition of chloride (2 wt. % of binder) 
in the former. Babaee and Castel [26] reported comparable polarisation resistances for steels 
embedded in low-Ca fly ash geopolymers and PC concretes. Monticelli et al. [27], on the 
other hand, obtained chloride threshold values for alkali-activated fly ash mortars (1-1.7 wt. 
% of binder) which were 2-3 times higher than PC mortars (0.5 wt. % of binder). A lower 
degree of corrosion for alkali-activated fly ashes in comparison to PC mortars was also 
reported by Kupwade-Patil and Allouche [28]. The variation in the corrosion 
behaviour/chloride threshold values for steel embedded in alkali-activated fly ashes (or low-
Ca AAMs) when compared to PC based systems, can be attributed primarily to the 
differences in the chemistry of the binder, the curing times and the differences in the manner 
in which chloride is introduced. In a previous study by the authors [29], it was found that 
higher the alkalinity of the pore solution at the steel-concrete interface, the higher would be 
the degree of passivation and consequentially the chloride threshold concentration (shown in 
Figure 1). The onset of pitting due to chloride in highly alkaline solutions was proposed to be 
related to the dissolution of the outer layer of the passive film and the concentration of 
chloride, and the onset of pitting in these highly alkaline conditions appeared at [Cl-]/[OH-]3
= 1.25 [29] rather than being a direct ratio between these concentrations as is often used in 
the literature. 
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Figure 1: The chloride threshold values determined using open circuit potential.
Measurements for steel immersed in simulated pore solutions representative of low-Ca 
AAMs (0.80 M, 1.12 M and 1.36 M NaOH solutions) (adapted from [29]). The dashed grey 
regions indicate the concentration of chloride for which the steel remains in its passive state. 
The sudden decrease in the open circuit potential is indicative of the active state, 
characterised by the formation of pits. An increased alkalinity of the pore solutions provides a 
higher degree of passivation to the steel reinforcement, resulting in a higher chloride 
threshold concentration. 
In highCa AAMs such as AAS, it can be presumed that the presence of significant 
quantities of S2- would change the nature of the passive film as well as the mechanism of 
depassivation in chloride rich environments. The influence of S2- on the behaviour of steel 
corrosion is also of significant importance in PC/slag blended systems [30]. The presence of 
S2- would reduce the amount of available oxygen at the steel surface as it readily oxidises. 
The presence of sufficient amounts of oxygen is essential for the development of the passive 
film. It is also well known that the presence of S2- species would create a reducing 
environment around the steel surface and therefore, the existence of Fe2+ species would be 
more favourable than the more usual Fe3+ present in passivating oxide films [30]. Shoesmith 
et al. [31,32] studied the passivation of steel in highly alkaline solutions with varying 
quantities of sulfide and found that the presence of sulfide could lead to the formation of a 
black iron sulfide film, possibly a Fe1-xS mackinawite layer. According to Myers et al. [17] 
and other authors [13,15,16] mentioned in Section 2, the concentration of sulfide in the pore 
solution of AAS is around 0.45 M. Therefore, steel embedded in AAS, it could be
hypothesised that the formation of a hydrated iron oxide passivating film would be hindered 
by the high concentration of sulfide and the oxide layer on the steel surface (which exists 
prior to embedding in the concrete) would be reduced to a non-stoichiometric FeS layer 
through a dissolution mechanism. Therefore, the critical chloride level in AAS based 
concretes can plausibly be assumed to be dependent on the chemistry of the passive layer. 
Holloway and Sykes [33], in a study characterising chloride induced corrosion of steel in 
AAS mortars using the galvanostatic pulse method, suggested that the oxidation of S2- 
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toelemental sulfur with time plays a crucial role in the resistance to chloride induced pitting. 
Some authors have suggested that sulfide in low concentrations could possibly inhibit pitting 
due to chlorides for PC/slag blended systems. Scott and Alexander [30] studied the influence 
of sulfide and other sulfur species such as thiosulfates and sulfate in simulated pore solutions 
of PC/slag blended systems on the chloride threshold value and found that the reinforcement 
exposed to sulfide containing solutions had a lower chloride threshold value than those 
immersed in sulfide free-solutions. They reported that the redox potential to be inversely 
related to the amount of reduced sulfur species in the pore solution. Criado et al. [34] studied 
the corrosion behaviour of steel in AAS mortars immersed in alkaline medium with and 
without chlorides and found the redox potential to be around -600 mV. Similar potentials 
were found when steel was immersed in simulated pore solutions of AAS. Conventionally, 
the steel would be considered to be corroding at such low potentials, however, analysis upon 
removal of the steel from the mortar revealed no corrosion products/pits; and no chloride-
induced pitting was observed for steel immersed in simulated pore solutions of AAS even 
with [Cl-]/[OH-] ratios as high as 4 when tested with shorter durations of exposure [35]. Such 
an observation indicates the role of sulfide in creating a reducing environment and inhibiting 
the development of the passive Fe3+ oxide film. The role of sulfide in passivation and its 
breakdown are still unclear, and therefore, further research is required to conclusively 
comment on the corrosion behaviour of steel in AAS. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The service life of a reinforced concrete structure based on AAMs can be said to strongly 
depend on the nanoand micro-structural features of the reaction products that are governed by 
the type of precursor and alkali activator used, the age of the material and the environment it 
is exposed to. In the case of chloride induced corrosion of the steel reinforcement, it is also 
important to take into account the chloride binding capacity of the different hydration 
products (such as C-A-S-H, N-A-S-H, LDH), the effect of high ionic strength of the pore 
solution and the pore solution chemistry to determine the effective diffusion coefficient. At 
the steel-concrete interface, the effect of different ions in the pore solution, the passivation 
chemistry and the chloride threshold level are important parameters. These parameters differ 
significantly from PC-based concretes and therefore, the consideration of each factor in 
significant detail is essential for the commercial advancement of AAMs. 
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ABSTRACT 
Limestone calcined-clay cements (LC3) take advantage of the synergetic effects of calcium 
carbonate reaction with the additional alumina provided by the calcined clay. As temperature 
decreases, calcium carbonate solubility increases, therefore, the early-age hydration kinetics
are modified. This study explored the reactivity and mechanical performance of different LC3
systems cured at 10 and 20°C. Mixtures containing PC, PC-limestone and LC3 blends with 50 
or 65 % clinker factors and 0.5:1, 1:1 and 2:1 clay-to-limestone ratio were cast and compared. 
The hydration kinetics were assessed using isothermal calorimetry at each temperature.
Compressive strength was monitored over time on cement paste samples. The phase 
assemblage was monitored using XRD. Results showed that LC3 systems are more resilient to 
low temperature curing conditions than traditional PC systems with enhanced early-age 
performance due to modifications of the phase assemblage. The increased solubility of 
limestone allows the same performance to be obtained at lower clay-to-limestone ratios. 
Keywords: Calcined clay, temperature, hydration, aluminates, limestone, sustainability. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Environmental concerns, such as energy consumption and CO2 emission reductions, have 
become of increasing concern in the construction industry during the last decades [1].
Therefore, the use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) as a means to reduce the 
cement content in concrete mixes [2–5] and enhance the durability of the material to increase 
the service life of concrete structures [6] have become of increasing interest among 
researchers. 
Mineral additions, commonly referred as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), 
are widely used either in blended cements or added to concrete separately in the mixer. The 
use of SCMs leads to a significant reduction of CO2 emissions per unit volume of concrete, 
and significant potential for use of wastes and by-products [3,7].  
Some SCMs will react with calcium hydroxide (CH) at ambient temperature to form 
hydration products such as calcium silicate hydrates (C–S–H) [8]. However, as replacement 
rate increases, the mechanical properties of concrete are negatively affected, particularly at 
early age, mainly due to the limited amount of CH available to react with excess SCMs. In 
addition, some SCMs also negatively affect the setting and early strength gain rate of 
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concrete, imposing restrictions to construction pace [9]. Furthermore, the available amounts 
of commonly used SCMs, such as fly ash, blast furnace slags and natural pozzolans, are much 
lower than the worldwide demand of ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Consequently, 
research interest has shifted towards alternative and more abundant sources of SCM’s such as 
calcined clays.  
Clays are unique among the supplementary cementitious materials because of their 
worldwide availability since they are widely distributed throughout in the earth crust. Heat 
treatment of kaolinitic clays between 600 and 800°C leads to the dehydroxylation of its 
crystalline structure to give a state of more structural disorder known as metakaolin [10-11].  
Fine limestone is also commonly used in OPC-based materials. Additions of fine limestone 
powder can interact with cement hydration and bring setting times back to normal range when 
using high OPC-by-fly ash replacement levels [9]. It has been also established that limestone 
additions up to around 5 % can react with OPC, particularly with aluminum rich phases such 
as calcium aluminates [12–14], leading to the formation of mono and hemicarbonate (AFm)
phases. The increased solubility of limestone at lower temperatures can lead to enhanced 
precipitation of carbonate-AFm phases, leading to a decrease in porosity [15].  
The combination of metakaolin and limestone in OPC-based systems can give synergetic 
benefits from both well-known systems. The additional reactive alumina supplied by 
metakaolin can enhance limestone reaction and allow higher replacement levels with 
improved performance [16-17]. For this reason, so called, LC3 (limestone calcined clay 
cements) have become of great interest. This study focus on understanding the effect of lower 
curing temperature on the hydration and strength development of LC3 systems. In particular, 
the effect of the increased solubility of limestone in the presence of aluminates from clay is 
explored. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Portland cement classified as CEMI 42.5R from Holcim was used for the preparation of 
blended cement pastes. A kaolinitic clay from Chile with 60.3% kaolinite content as 
quantified by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was also used. The raw clay was grounded in 
a steel ball mill for 3 hours in batches of approximately 4 kg. Subsequently, it was calcined in 
alumina crucibles at 800ºC for 1 hour in a high temperature furnace (Borel FP1100). After 
calcination, the complete dehydroxylation of kaolinite was confirmed by TGA. For the 
limestone fraction, Durcal 5 from OMYA (D50 = 5 m) was used. The mineralogical 
composition of the limestone was confirmed to be 100% calcite by X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analysis.  
Blended LC3 cement samples were prepared with different clay-to-limestone ratios (c/l), in 
order to assess the effect on hydration of increased amounts of limestone at low temperature. 
As consequently the amount of aluminates sourced from clays varied in the different 
mixtures, different levels of gypsum content adjustment were made, based on trial isothermal 
calorimetry tests. A volumetric water-to-solids ratio (w/s) of 1.234 (equivalent to a w/c ratio 
0.4 by weight on the OPC system) was used for all of the mixtures. The volumetric approach 
was intended to provide a fair comparison basis with different blending proportions, by 
keeping the initial porosity (i.e. water volume) constant [12-18]. The powder materials were 
blended for 30 minutes using a Turbula blender. Water and raw materials were preconditioned 
at the curing temperature (10 or 20ºC) 24 h prior to mixing. Mixing was performed on plastic 
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containers using a high shear mixer operating at 1600 rpm for 2 minutes. The detailed mixture 
design is given in Table 1. 
Table 1: Mixture proportioning for LC3 systems 
Mixture ID Clinker+Gypsum(% wt. binder)
Limestone
(% wt. binder)
Calcined Clay
(% wt. binder) c/l ratio w/b
Control 100 0 0 - 0.40
LS225 77.5 22.5 0 - 0.41
LC350- 2/1 55 15 30 2 0.43
LC350 – 1/1 55 22.5 22.5 1 0.43
LC3 50 – 1/2 55 30 15 0.5 0.43
LC3 65 – 2/1 70 20 10 2 0.42
2.1 Compressive strength 
After mixing, 2 cm cubes were cast for compressive strength measurements. Samples were 
stored in sealed containers at temperature controlled rooms (10 or 20°C) during the first 
24 hours, and then placed in limewater until time of testing. Compressive strength tests were 
performed at 1, 7, and 28 days, using 0.4 kN/sec load speed, measuring 3 samples at each age.  
2.2 Isothermal calorimetry 
Isothermal calorimetry tests were carried out to assess the hydration kinetics and compare 
the results with compressive strength measurements. A TAM air isothermal calorimeter, 
calibrated at 10 or 20°C was used in this study. Approximately 10 g of cement paste mixture 
was placed in each glass ampule, and distilled water references with an equivalent heat 
capacity were used. Tests were conducted from the moment of mixing up to 28 days.  
2.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to monitor the crystalline phases formed upon 
hydration. Measurements were carried out on freshly cut cement paste slices at 1, 7, and 28 
days. The slices were mounted on an XRD sample holder and measured in Bragg–Brentano 
mode using a X'Pert PANalytical diffractometer with CuKα source operated at 45 kV and 
40 mA. Samples were scanned from 7 to 70 degrees 2θ with a step size of 0.0167 2θ, using a 
X'Celerator detector, resulting in an equivalent time per step of 30 s. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compressive strength results at 1, 7 and 28 days are shown in Figure 1 a, b and c, 
respectively. It can be observed that at 1 day, the strength at 10°C is significantly lower 
compared to 20°C curing temperature, mainly due to the slowest cement hydration and the 
significantly reduced rate of reaction of kaolinite at low temperature, reflecting its high 
apparent activation energy. This is further supported with results at 7 days (Figure 1 b), where 
no significant differences in strength are observed between LC3-50 systems with different c/l
ratios, as it is the case for samples cured at 20°C (higher strength as the clay proportion 
increases). Therefore, the mechanical behaviour of the systems cured at low temperature 
seems to be dominated by the Portland cement and limestone fraction. It is also observed that 
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at 7 days, the strength of the system with limestone (LS225) is higher for the samples cured at  
10°C compared to the same mixture cured at 20°C.
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Figure 1: Compressive strength of LC3 cement paste systems cured at 10 ºC and 20 ºC 
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At 28 days, the strength of the LC3 systems cured at 10°C is higher than the same systems 
cured at normal temperature (20°C). However, no significant difference is observed between 
the systems with 2:1 and 1:1 c/l ratios, suggesting that the effect of additional clay fraction is 
less significant at lower temperature compared to 20°C, where the difference between both 
systems is more evident. On the other hand, the strength of the control system is also higher 
for the samples cured at 10°C at this age. This result may be attributed to the coupled effect of 
precipitation of C-S-H with lower porosity [19] combined with the reaction of limestone 
present in the cement (1.7 % as measured by TGA). Thus, the good results observed for the 
LC3 systems at low temperature should be considered as a combination of these effects. The 
LC3-65 system reaches the same strength as the control mixture at 28 days.
When comparing the compressive strength results at 1, 7, and 28 days with the heat release 
per mL of water, a strong linear correlation is observed (Figure 2). This parameter has proved 
in previous studies to accurately reflect strength development, even in systems with slightly 
different w/b ratios, as is the case of this study due to the volumetric proportioning approach 
[20]. It is observed that the trend points to higher strength levels for the low curing 
temperature systems for the same amount of heat release, supporting the supposition that the 
nature and quality of the hydration products changed compared to normal curing conditions. 
LC3 systems seem to deviate from the linear correlation at 20°C curing condition, probably 
due to the overlapping of the clay reaction which further contributes to strength with a 
different heat release footprint associated.
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Figure 2: Heat release versus strength plot (1, 7, and 28-day strength) for systems cured at  
10°C and 20°C 
XRD measurements confirmed the increased amount of hemicarbonate precipitation at low 
temperature. As expected, the amount of monocarbonate is lower at 10°C since this phase is 
less stable at low temperature. However, considering both phases together, the amount of 
carbonated AFm phases formed is higher at low temperature. Furthermore, an increased 
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amount of ettringite was observed in the low temperature systems at 7 and 28 days, as seen as 
example in Figure 3 for the LC3-50 2:1 system. 
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of LC3-50 2:1 system at different ages, cured at 10°C and 20°C.
Ett: ettringite (AFt) Hc: hemicarbonate Mc: monocarbonate C4AF: ferrite
4 CONCLUSIONS 
From the results presented in this study, it is observed that the LC3 system can take 
advantage of the enhanced limestone reaction in low temperature curing conditions. However, 
the reactivity of clay is also significantly reduced, which leads to the opportunity of further 
proportioning optimization for these specific conditions. The increased solubility of limestone 
at low temperature leads to an increased formation of hemicarbonate phase. It was observed 
that at 28 days, the strength of the LC3 systems cured at low temperature is higher compared 
to their respective counterparts cured at 20°C. Isothermal calorimetry results also suggest that 
the nature of the hydration products formed at low temperature is different. Therefore, the
observed enhancements are attributed to the coupled effect of low porosity (higher quality) 
C-S-H formation at low temperature, enhanced AFt phase formation and higher 
hemicarbonate precipitation.
5 FUTURE RESEARCH PROSPECTS 
This study is part of a long term research plan focused on understanding the behaviour of 
LC3 under realistic application conditions. Regarding, in particular, this low temperature 
study, strength measurements will be conducted up to 1-year age. XRD phase assemblage will 
be contrasted with thermodynamic simulations in order to better understand the effect of 
temperature on phase assemblage. Porosity is being monitored by mercury intrusion 
porosimetry (MIP) and SEM observations, which also will allow to determine compositional 
changes in the hydration products at different temperatures by EDS analysis. The LC3-65 
system will be studied in more depth, as it seems to offer the best compromise between low 
clinker factor and good performance at early age when cured at low temperature. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper analyzes the repeatability of autogenous and engineered self-healing in fiber 
reinforced concrete (FRC) with and without crystalline admixtures. To this purpose, the 
tensile response of two different mixes, differing by the presence of the crystalline admixture, 
was investigated, after a series of pre-cracking and conditioning cycles. An indirect testing 
methodology was employed to the aforementioned purpose, i.e. Double edge wedge splitting 
(DEWS) test. Specimens were healed under three different exposure conditions: open air 
exposure, water immersion, and wet/dry cycles. Specimens were pre-cracked up to a crack 
width of 0.25 mm (pre-crack cycle) and then healed for one month, three or six months, 
tested again up to a crack width of 0.25 mm (cycle after 1st healing) and re-healed for one or 
two further months. Comparison with specimens pre-cracked up to 0.25 mm and 
continuously healed for three months was also performed to assess the interaction between 
the presence of the crystalline admixture and the cracking/healing cycles. Investigation is still 
on-going, repeating healing/cracking cycles according to the scheme above. 
Keywords: Self-healing, “cracking-healing” fatigue, FRC, crystalline admixtures.
1 INTRODUCTION 
The increasing concern for a wise use of material resources and the need to guarantee for 
longer times higher and tailored level of material and structural performance in engineering 
applications has promoted a huge amount of research on self-healing cement-based 
construction materials. The main goal of providing such a functionality would be to close the 
entry path (cracks) to external aggressive agents, so that the onset of material degradations is
delayed or prevented at all.
It is well known that, by itself, concrete has some moderate self-healing capabilities 
(autogenous healing) because, in most concretes, approximately 20-30% of the cement 
particles remain anhydrous. When a crack appears, such anhydrous particles come into 
contact with water or moisture and react with it, creating thus hydration products that
contribute to the closure of the crack [1-4]. “Autogenous healing” occurs when cracks are 
healed with materials formed by materials that are not specifically added to the same matrix 
for self-healing purposes. On the other hand, the healing process is called “engineered
healing” when tailored additions designed to promote self-healing are added to the concrete 
matrix [5-7]. 
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Tailored additions such as crystalline admixtures [8-12] and super absorbent polymers 
(SAPs) have been also recently used to enhance the self-healing capability of fiber reinforced 
concrete mixtures [13-16].
It is also well-known that fibers added into a concrete mix, can effectively control crack 
propagation. In fact, FRC is characterized by enhanced toughness due to the crack-bridging 
effects provided by fibers [17-21]; fibers provide substantial post-peak resistance and 
ductility [22-26] and restrict maximum crack width, average crack width and average crack 
spacing are reduced [19,20].
Synergy between fiber reinforced concrete cementitious composites (FRCCs) and self-
healing techniques may result into promising solutions [6]. Fibers can improve the self-
healing process due to their capacity to restrict crack widths and enhance multiple crack 
formation [3, 8, 11, 27-30]. It has been shown that cracks smaller than 30 µm healed 
completely [16] and, in some cases even 50 µm [4, 31]. Once known the advantages of the 
combination between self-healing and FRCCs, the next step would be to analyze if the repair 
mechanism is maintained over time after several cycles of loading and unloading. Compared 
to the large number of investigations on self-healing [6, 8-10, 12, 28-30], studies on the 
repeatability of self-healing FRCC are very limited [14, 32, 33]. 
The main objective of this paper is to analyze the repeatability of self-healing in FRCC
and the effect on it of a crystalline admixture with the purpose of engineering the healing 
capacity. The mechanical behavior, before and after several healing cycles of the two 
investigated FRCs (with and without the crystalline admixture) will be compared. The 
evolution of the crack opening will be analyzed by means of a digital microscope and 
correlated to the recovery, if any, of the residual post-cracking/post-healing strength. For the 
same purpose, an ordinary fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) mix was produced, according to 
the mix proportions shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Mix composition of investigated FRCs. 
Constituent [kg/m3] Mix w/out crystalline admix Mix with crystalline admix
Cement type II 42.5 360 360
Crystalline admixture 0 2.9
Water 180 180
Superplasticizer 3.5 3.5
Fine aggregate 0-4 mm 814 811
Coarse aggregate 4-16 mm 1077 1077
Steel fibers,5D 65/60BG 40 40
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME: MATERIALS AND TEST 
METHODOLOGY 
Besides the reference mixes as shown in Table 1, a further mix containing 0.8% by 
cement weight of a crystalline admixture used as healing promoter was also produced, 
leaving the mix proportions substantially unaltered. The employed crystalline admixture 
(Penetron admix ®) consists of a blend of cement, sand, and micro-silica. SEM magnified 
particles are shown in Figures 1a-c: they have irregular shape and size in the range of about 
1-20 m and their morphology is similar to that of cement grains; EDS analysis confirmed 
the presence of calcium, oxygen, silicon, magnesium, aluminum and potassium. This 
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spectrum is comparable with that of an ordinary portland cement, except for the slightly 
higher peak of sulfur.
Both mixes contained 40 kg/m3 hooked-end steel fibers 60 mm long and 0.9 mm in 
diameter (aspect ratio equal to 65).
Nine 150 × 150 × 650 mm prisms were cast with each mix and tested according to EN 
14651 to characterize the FRC performance. Once tested, the prisms were cut into slices as 
shown in Figure 2a. Because of the high flowability of concretes, casting of prismatic 
specimens was accomplished through a free flow parallel to the longer side of the formworks 
(Figure 2b). This allowed to achieve preferential orientation of the fibers along the same 
direction. Due to the suitably conceived notched specimen geometry [34] (Figure 2c), it was 
possible to predetermine the fracture plane, in such a way that it resulted parallel or 
orthogonal to the flow direction and hence to the obtained preferential alignment of the 
fibers. In this way, for the specimens labelled as H1 and H3 the preferential alignment of 
fibers was orthogonal to the fracture plane, on the other hand, in the specimens labelled as 
H2, V1, V2 and V3, the fibers did not cross the fracture plane orthogonally.
After 4 months curing in a humidity chamber at 20ºC and 95% relative humidity, the 
DEWS specimens obtained as above were pre-cracked according to the DEWS test 
methodology [34]. Tests were performed controlling and measuring the crack opening 
displacement (COD) across the ligament on both the front and rear faces of each specimen as 
shown in Figure 3.
Pre-crack tests were carried out up to a crack opening value equal to 0.25 mm; specimens 
were then subjected to different exposure conditions: immersion in tap water, open air 
exposure, and a combination of both, wet/dry cycles (4 days in water and 3 days exposed to 
open air). As for the open air exposure, the climate characteristics in Milan during the healing 
period consisted of temperatures between 15 and 29ºC and relative humidity at an average 
value of 71%.
After one month exposure to the different conditioning environments, specimens were 
tested again up to or further a crack opening of 0.25 mm, and, after that, subjected again to 
the same exposure conditions for two further months and finally, they were re-tested again 
and pre-cracked up to further 0.25 mm.
For the sake of comparison the following cases were also considered:
 Specimens continuously healed for three months after pre-cracking at 0.25 mm, 
re-cracked up to further 0.25 mm, further healed for one month and then re-
cracked up to further 0.25 mm;
 Specimens continuously healed for six months after pre-cracking at 0.25 mm and 
then re-cracked up to further 0.25 mm;
Reference specimens were monotonically tested as well up to a crack opening width equal to 
2.5 mm.
 
(a)        (b)         (c) 
Figure 1: SEM magnification (a, b) and EDS analysis (c) of admixture particles. 
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(a)    (b)     (c) 
 
Figure 2: Casting and cutting scheme to obtain specimens for DEWS tests from prisms. 
 
FRONT FACE
REAR FACE
Figure 3: Double Edge Wedge Splitting test: specimen geometry and test set-up 
(dim. in mm). 
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.1 Monotonic reference tests 
As explained above, DEWS specimens were obtained by cutting longer prismatic 
specimens along two orthogonal directions. In this way, two specimen groups with clearly 
different preferential fiber alignment were obtained: H1 and H3 specimens had favourable 
fiber orientations, that is, the fracture plane was designed to be orthogonal to the main 
“supposed” alignment of fibers. On the contrary, the other type of specimens (H2, V1, V2,
V3) featured unfavorable fiber orientations.
To quantify this effect, on the monotonically tested DEWS specimens the fibers which 
crossed the fracture plane were counted and, the fiber density per unit area of fracture surface 
was calculated. The relationship between the residual tensile stress at different crack 
openings (CMOD= 0.25, 0.5, 1.25 and 1.5mm) and the fiber density is shown in Figure 4. In 
all cases a very good fitting was obtained, with moderate differences between the residual 
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stresses at progressively increasing crack opening, as expectable because of the fiber pull-out 
nature of such stresses.
This result will be exploited in guessing the reference performance of specimens 
subjected to repeated cracking/healing cycles to evaluate the effects of healing on the residual 
post-cracking tensile strength, as it will be here after explained. 
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Figure 4: Residual tensile stresses at different crack openings vs. fiber density - monotonic tests. 
3.2 Optical microscopy observation of crack closure 
As a first proof of the occurred healing, the maximum crack opening was measured 
before and after each healing period with a digital optical microscope at different locations 
along the crack for both concretes. The percentage of crack closure was hence calculated as 
follows:
% crack closure = %        (1)
where: w0 = crack width at pre-cracking  
w1 = crack width after healing 
 
The results are shown in Figures 5 a-c, first comparing the effect of a one cycle healing 
duration (1, 3 and 6 months) and then comparing the performance after the repetition of 
cracking-healing cycles (1+2 months vs. 3 months and 1+2 months vs. 3+1 months).
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Figure 5: Crack closure (%) after different healing and cracking/healing exposures 
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The following statements hold:
 Prolonged exposure to all healing conditions results in an improved crack healing; the 
presence of crystalline admixture results in a faster crack sealing, mostly under less 
favourable exposure conditions (wet/dry cycles and open air) (Figure 5a); 
 The performance after the second cracking/healing cycle, is generally comparable 
with that after the corresponding first cracking-healing cycle, and somewhat better 
when a crystalline admixture is added to the mix; the longer the duration of the first 
healing period (3 vs. 1 month), the better the performance after the second 
cracking/healing cycle (Figure 5 b-c); 
 For the same cumulative healing period, an intermediate cracking/healing cycles (1+2 
months vs. 3 months continuing exposure) results in a slightly worse healing 
performance (Figure 5 b-c). 
3.3 Mechanical regain after cracking/healing cycles 
The healing efficiency was evaluated by comparing the crack-cycling curves with the 
monotone curve for a similar reference specimen (Figure 6). This was obtained by adapting 
the average post-cracking stress vs. crack opening curve of monotonically tested specimens 
to the level of residual post-cracking stress featured by each single specimen subjected to 
cracking/healing cycles upon the first pre-cracking stage. The correlation between post-
cracking residual stresses and fiber orientation number legitimates this procedure. 
 
Figure 6: Example of load-COD cycling curves and evaluation of the residual load recovery. 
With reference to the sample curve and notation shown in Figure 6, two values of residual 
stress recovery were calculated (load ratio recovery): the increase of the dimensionless value 
of the (Load/Peak load) ratio after the 1st healing (ΔP1) and after the 2nd healing (ΔP2)
respectively. A positive load recovery ratio indicates that the healing reactions have not only 
closed the cracks but also provided a recovery of the post-cracking residual strength, which, 
in this case, is likely attributable to an improvement of the fiber matrix bond.
The results in Figure 7 confirm the aforesaid statements as far as the effects are concerned 
of the healing duration, repeated cracking/healing cycle and crystalline admixture. 
The limited values of the measured load recovery should not be deceptive about the true 
significance of the occurred healing. As a matter of fact, an effective crack healing aims in 
this case at preserving the level of post-cracking strength over time even against any trend of 
degradation which the fibers and the fiber/matrix interface could undergo upon exposure to 
external environment at crack locations. 
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Figure 7: Recovery of residual load bearing after different healing and cracking/healing 
exposures 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, the repeatability of self-healing on fiber reinforced concrete after repeated 
cracking/healing cycles and the effectiveness of a crystalline admixture as self-healing 
promoter have been investigated under three different exposure conditions. The evolution of 
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the crack opening and of the mechanical behaviour after one or two cracking/healing cycles 
for different durations of the first healing period have been analyzed. From the obtained 
results, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
 The highest healing rate was reached for specimens immersed in water, followed by 
those subjected to dry/wet cycles and by those exposed to open air. 
 For FRC with crystalline admixtures a general trend was found for all exposure 
healing conditions in which the crack sealing and healing effectiveness after the 2nd
healing was is higher than after the 1st. It can be reasonably assumed that the 
crystalline admixture is able to provide a reservoir for delayed hydration reactions 
over time. 
The investigation is on-going to provide a stronger support to the statements above. 
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Diffusion And Interactions of Chloride Ions with Ternary Blends of 
Portland Cement-Limestone-Calcined Clay Binders 
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ABSTRACT 
Ingress of chloride ions through concrete is known to be the most important durability 
concern. Development of new cementitious materials is rapidly evolving, which is due to 
environmental and economic motivations. One of the promising blended cements is 
composed of ternary mixture of Portland cement with calcined clay and limestone (known as 
LC3). Calcined clay in LC3 systems are kaolinitic, which are abundant on the earth’s crust 
with variable kaolinite content. While most of the past research has focused on high purity 
clays, the durability performance of LC3 systems made using intermediate grade clays are 
evaluated in this study. The rate of chloride diffusion, as well as the interaction of chloride 
ions with the solid phases are quantified. The interactions are assessed using XRD-Rietveld 
analysis and measurement of chloride binding isotherms.
Keywords: Calcined clay, limestone, durability, chloride transport.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Utilization of supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) in concrete is known to 
significantly reduce CO2 emissions associated with cement and concrete production. 
Conventional SCM’s include blast furnace slag, fly ash, waste glass, calcined clay, etc. 
Considering the global demand for cement due to the population growth, the only viable 
option to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions is the use of calcined clays, as 
elaborated in [1]. Calcined clays that are based on kaolinite has been of a great interest due to 
the global availability and price. It is also concluded that addition of limestone to Portland 
cement- calcined clay can provide further economic, environmental and technical benefits. 
This ternary blend is known as LC3. Limestone can further react with aluminate from clay 
and form more AFm phase of hemicarboaluminate and monocarboaluminate, hence not being 
an inert phase [2]. Currently, LC3 cements have been started to be produced in few countries. 
For example, in Cuba, concrete blocks are made using LC3 cement and are exposed to the 
corrosive environment of the ocean to assess chloride ingress. Preliminary examinations have 
demonstrated superior performance of LC3 concrete in comparison to the current OPC based 
concrete mixtures being used in the region [3]. Reactivity of a clay source, and the 
mechanical performance, is mainly related to the kaolinite content [4]. In this paper, 
durability of LC3 mortars and binders with different kaolinite content against chloride 
transport is discussed. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The oxide composition and properties of the cementitious materials used in this study is 
presented in Table 1. The clays were either calcined at around 800 °C for 1 h in a high 
temperature furnace (Borel FP1100), or received as calcined. The values of dv50 were 
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obtained using laser diffractometer analysis. One of the clays contains high kaolinite content 
(95%), and is considered as a high grade clay (Clay H) in this study. The other two contain 
intermediate kaolinite contents of 50% and 42%, shown as Clay I-1 and Clay I-2 respectively.
These are more abundant globally and can be obtained with much lower costs.
Table 1: Properties of the cementitious components used in this study 
Cement
(CEM-I
42.5R)
Limestone Clay HHigh grade
Clay I-1
Intermediate grade
Clay I-2
Intermediate grade 
Kaolinite 
[wt.%] – – 95 50.3 41.9
Dv50 [μm] 8.4 7.2 5.1 10.9 7.8
BET surface 
[m2/g] 0.9 1.8 9.6 45.7 9.2
SiO2 19.3 0.1 52.0 44.9 53.5
Al2O3 5.7 – 43.8 32.3 34.8
Fe2O3 3.6 – 0.3 15.4 3.3
CaO 63.6 55 – 1.3 0.1
MgO 1.6 0.2 – 0.8 0.1
SO3 3.2 – 0.1 0.1 0.03
Na2O 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2
K2O 1.2 – 0.1 0.2 0.2
TiO2 0.3 – 1.5 2.4 2.3
P2O5 0.2 – 0.2 0.4 0.2
MnO 0.1 – – 0.1 0.01
Others 0.3 – 0.1 0.2 0.02
LOI 0.8 42.6 1.5 1.7 4.7
Ternary blends of OPC-calcined clay-limestone (LC3), were prepared with 50 wt.% 
clinker, 5 wt.% gypsum, 30 wt.% calcined clay and 15 wt.% limestone. The gypsum content 
includes the initial gypsum of the cement and the amount added to avoid under-sulfated 
condition. As described above, addition of limestone not only provides economic benefits, 
but can also contribute to formation of further AFm phases and provide a good surface for 
nucleation of hydrates, yet diluting the systems with regards to OPC.
Paste samples were prepared using water/solid ratio of 0.5 (solid is OPC + calcined clay + 
limestone) and cured in sealed containers for 28 days. After that, they were dried under 
vacuum for 4 weeks and then exposed to NaCl solutions of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 M for 60 
days in accordance with the procedure explained in [5]. For that, dried paste samples were 
crushed into small pieces (1-3 mm), and placed in sealed plastic containers with NaCl 
solution added to obtain solution volume/sample mass ratio of 4.00 cm3/g. After stabilization, 
chloride concentration of solution in each container was measured to obtain the amount of 
bound chloride. In parallel, one thin paste slide was also exposed to the same solutions for 
XRD analysis to quantify existing and forming phases in the pastes. Quantification was 
accomplished using Rietveld analysis. A PANalytical X'Pert Pro MPD diffractometer in a θ–
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θ configuration using CuKα source (λ=1.54 Å) with a fixed divergence slit size of 0.5° was 
employed.
In addition, mortar cylinders (11 cm Diameter - 14 cm Height) were prepared in 
accordance with EN 196-1 procedure, cured for 28 days in fog room (RH > 95%), and after 
that coated with epoxy on the sides and exposed to 3% NaCl solution for 1D diffusion of 
chlorides. After 1 year of exposure, the samples were removed from the solution, and
chloride ion profiles with depth were measured according to ASTM C1152 procedure. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Figure 1 shows the binding isotherm curves for the three LC3 and the control OPC pastes. 
The measured data points were fitted according to Freundlich isotherm equation Cb= a. Cfb to 
find the parameters “a” and “b” (shown in Figure 1), where Cb and Cf are bound and free 
chloride concentrations, respectively.  
Figure 1: Chloride binding isotherm curves for three LC3 and OPC pastes
Exposure of pastes to NaCl solutions result in transformation of AFm phases into Friedel’s 
salt. This is confirmed and quantified through XRD Rietveld analysis. Figure 2 shows the 
Friedel’s salt peaks of XRD patterns. It is seen that the intermediate clays form more 
Friedel’s salt. This is in fact due to the higher amount of AFm phases that form in these 
binders and is mainly attributed to the higher degree of reaction of clinker in LC3 with 
intermediate grade clays.  
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Figure 2: Friedel's salt peak in XRD analysis for OPC and LC3 pastes prepared using high or 
intermediate grade clays after exposure to 1 M NaCl solution 
Figure 3 shows the amount of bound chloride in LC3 and OPC pastes, Friedel’s salt and its 
corresponding chloride content, generated from binding isotherm experiments, as well as 
XRD analyses. It can be observed that in LC3 pastes with intermediate grade clays, the 
amount of total bound chloride is higher than LC3 paste with high grade clay. It is also 
interesting to observe that most of the bound chloride is in fact chemically bound into 
Friedel’s salt. The rest would be physically bound into C-A-S-H.
Figure 4 shows the chloride profiles of OPC and two of the LC3 mortars, after 1 year of 
exposure to NaCl solution. The profile for the intermediate clay I-2 is currently not available. 
Resistance of LC3 mortars against chloride transport is significantly superior to that of OPC 
mortar. This is mainly due to the refined porosity of these binders as it has already been 
confirmed by porosity analysis [6]. Having higher amount of AFm phases, and therefore 
higher binding capacity in LC3 binders can also be an extra benefit. 
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Figure 3: Amount of bound chloride and Friedel's salt formed after exposure of the pastes to  
1 M NaCl solution. Paste samples were prepared with 100 g cementitious materials (solid) 
and 50 g water 
Figure 4: Chloride profiles of LC3 and OPC mortars after 1 year of exposure to 3% NaCl 
solution 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Chloride binding of OPC-limestone-calcined clay pastes, prepared with high and 
intermediate grade clays were analysed and compared to OPC. It is found that LC3 binders 
have higher binding capacity. This is alongside with higher Friedel’s salt formation, which 
was confirmed using XRD analysis. Most of the bound chloride is chemically bound into 
AFm phase, specifically hemi and mono carboaluminates. Depth of chloride penetration in 
OPC and LC3 mortars, after 1 year of exposure to NaCl solution was measured and the 
significant resistivity improvement in LC3 mortars was highlighted. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study proposes a conceptual formulation for predicting and controlling the key 
mechanical properties of structural concrete produced with coarse Recycled Concrete 
Aggregates (RCAs). As a matter of principle, due to the presence of attached mortar, RCAs 
are significantly more porous than corresponding natural aggregates, and, consequently, 
affects the mixture proportioning rules commonly adopted for ordinary concretes. In general, 
common rules cannot be applied for cement-based mixtures produced with RCAs to create 
Recycled Aggregate Concrete (RAC). Therefore, the approach proposed herein is intended at 
generalizing the aforementioned rules by explicitly taking into account the specific features 
of RCAs. The proposed methodology is supported by a wide set of experimental results 
which unveil the influence of several aspects and parameters, such as source and processing 
procedures of RCAs, aggregate replacement ratio, water-to-cement ratio, water absorption 
capacity and initial moisture condition of aggregates, on the resulting performance of RAC. 
The proposed methodology demonstrates that the mechanical behavior of RAC can be easily 
predicted by considering only one unique parameter, i.e., the water absorption capacity, to 
identifying the “quality” of RCAs, and with this, the quality of the produced RAC.
Keywords: Concrete mix design, recycled concrete aggregates, recycled aggregate concrete, 
compressive strength, water absorption, porosity.
1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last decades, several industrial sectors have been committed to improve their 
environmental impact by reducing and controlling, for example, their carbon footprint 
emissions and, among them, the construction sector is, certainly, one the most relevant [1].
As a matter of the fact, it is responsible of both the natural resources depletion (e.g., natural 
rocks) and the landfill disposal of construction and demolition waste [2]. On the other hand, 
in the last years, several studies highlighted as the concrete industry is responsible of almost 
7% of CO2 worldwide emissions [1]. For these reasons, in the last years, several research 
groups have been investigating the feasibility of various eco-friendly solutions for greening 
the concrete industry [3]. Moreover, one of the most promising solution for the production of 
structural concrete is based on employing recycled aggregates derived from crushed concrete 
members (i.e., Recycled Concrete Aggregates, RCAs) for the partial-to-total replacement of 
natural aggregates (leading to the so-called Recycled Aggregate Concretes, RACs) [4]-[5]. 
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It is worth to highlight that several efforts have been made in literature for this purpose, 
but the use of RCAs in structural concrete is not generally allowed without restriction due to 
their intrinsic peculiarities [6]. In fact, being a two-phase raw material [namely, composed of 
Attached Mortar (AM) and natural stones] RCAs present a higher porosity (i.e., higher water 
absorption capacity) in comparison with the corresponding ordinary aggregates derived from 
the crushing processes of natural rocks. This leads to significant impact on the resulting 
RACs properties at both fresh (e.g., reducing workability) and hardened state (e.g., affecting 
the mechanical performance) [7]. Thus, in order to minimize the performance gap between 
ordinary and recycled aggregate concrete mixtures, some authors proposed several 
methodologies for improving the physical properties of RCAs (i.e., removing the AM and 
reducing their water absorption capacity) [3].
In this context, the present study proposes a conceptual formulation for proportioning 
(based on achieving the required compressive strength) structural concrete mixtures produced 
with coarse RCAs [8]. In fact, it is well-known that the common rules and procedures 
adopted for the mixtures proportioning of ordinary concretes cannot be applied as such in the 
case of RACs. Therefore, the approach proposed herein is intended at extending the 
aforementioned rules by explicitly taking into account the specific characteristics of RCAs. 
The proposed methodology is supported by a wide set of results derived from several 
experimental tests performed on both RCAs and RACs produced with them [7].  
Section 2 describes the materials employed, the methods (experimental and theoretical) 
adopted for both analyzing the key RCAs properties and understanding the influence of 
RCAs on the produced concrete performance [7-8] and summarizes the key experimental 
evidences. Then, based on the analysis of the experimental results, a mixture proportion 
method for RACs is proposed and validated (with several data available in literature) in 
Section 3. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RCAS AND RACS
2.1 Recycled Concrete Aggregates 
In this study, several coarse Recycled Concrete Aggregates (RCAs), derived from 
crushed debris of both concrete elements already tested in laboratories and the demolition of 
old existing concrete structures were employed. Specifically, different size fractions were 
adopted for RCA particles characterized by a nominal diameter: lower than 9.5 mm and 
higher than 4.75 mm (size 1); lower than 19 mm and higher than 9.5 mm (size 2); and lower 
than 31 mm and higher than 19 mm (size 3). 
In addition, on some of the employed RCA particles derived from the demolition process 
of an existing concrete structure, an autogenously cleaning process was executed with the 
aim of understating the influence of the processing procedures on the resulting physical 
properties (i.e., density, porosity and AM content) of coarse RCAs [9]. On the RCA particles 
considered in this study, several tests were performed: 
i. Computed Tomography scans and image analysis [10] aimed at measuring the Attached 
Mortar content within the RCA; 
ii. Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry [11] for evaluating the open porosity of RCAs; 
iii. Particles density; 
iv. Time evolution of the water absorption capacity up to the 24 hours.  
Figure 1 summarizes the main experimental results obtained for RCAs: it highlights that 
the higher porosity (and, consequently, the lower particle density) characterizing RCAs, in 
comparison with ordinary natural aggregates is mainly due to the presence of Attached 
Mortar. 
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Figure 1: Porosity, particle density and AM content for RCAs: experimental evidences.
2.2 Recycled Aggregate Concrete 
Once characterized the coarse RCAs employed herein, several concrete mixtures 
including them were produced. As aforementioned, the RCAs are characterized by a 
significant high water absorption capacity and, for this reason; the experimental tests 
performed on RACs are mainly intended at investigating the role played by relevant 
parameters for RCAs:
- Initial moisture condition of aggregates: oven dried (OD) or saturated with dry surface 
(SSD)  obtained by submerging the aggregates in water for 24 hours;
- Aggregate replacement ratio;
- Nominal water-to-cement ratio;
- processing procedures (i.e. with and without performing the autogenous cleaning [9]).
Table 1 summarizes the results for one of the experimental program performed on RACs 
[8]: compressive strength tests (on cubic samples) were executed at 1, 3 and 28 days of water 
curing (under controlled isothermal conditions at a temperature 20±2°C). 
Table 1: Experimental campaign for RAC. 
Mix [#] w/c RAC [%] Moisture condition w/ceff Rcm,28 [MPa]
1
0.50
0 OD 0.50 49.122 SSD 0.50 47.00
3 50 OD 0.46 47.554 SSD 0.50 40.88
5
100
OD 0.39 38.57
6 SSD 0.50 31.66
7 0.40 OD 0.32 42.398 SSD 0.40 41.15
9 0.60
0.60
OD 0.47 36.60
10 SSD 0.60 22.59
The compressive strength results highlight that the presence of RCAs in concrete tends to 
reduce the mechanical resistance and the same effect occurs when (for a fixed replacement 
ratio) SSD aggregates are employed. This can be attributed to the higher porosity 
characterising RCAs that affect the water transportation phenomena and, consequently, the 
free water available for the mixtures (e.g., when OD RCAs are used, they tend to absorb part 
of the mixing water). Based on these considerations and a more comprehensive analysis of 
the results performed by the authors in previous studies [7-8], an effective water-to-cement 
ratio (considering both the initial moisture condition and the aggregates porosity) can be 
defined as follows: 
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where, w/c represents the nominal water-to-cement ratio, wadd takes into account of  the 
additional water that is, generally, considered for the partial-to-total saturation of the 
aggregates. Then, pi and Pi represent, respectively, the water absorption capacity and the 
weight in the mixture of the i-th aggregate fraction. Finally, the parameter  takes into 
account of the initial moisture condition of the aggregates: its value (calibrated on the 
experimental results above presented) is equal to zero for SSD conditions and is equal to 0.5 
for dried ones [7-8]. 
Moreover, these results demonstrate that the presence of RCAs in concrete as well as 
their initial moisture condition can affect the hydration and, consequently, the time evolution 
of the concrete compressive strength. Therefore, in order to have an indirect estimation of the 
hydration process, for all the concrete mixtures, the time evolution of the temperature was 
measured in the centre of the cubes with a continuous system of measurements (up to 28 
days) by using thermocouples when the concrete samples were cured in semi-adiabatic 
conditions [12]. These experimental data were employed for evaluating the time evolution of 
the degree of hydration by using a numerical procedure recently proposed by the authors 
[12]-[13].  Then, the degree of hydration () has been correlated to the experimental data 
obtained in terms of compressive strength (Rc) and, as also well demonstrated in literature 
[14], their correlation is almost linear: 
0
c c,max
0
α αR R
1 α



(2)
In the adopted formula (2) the parameter α0 represents the minimum degree of hydration 
(i.e. end of setting phase) meanwhile Rc,max represents the maximum compressive strength 
(theoretically, corresponding to the maximum degree of hydration equal to 1). This linear 
correlation between the compressive strength and the degree of hydration is able to highlight 
the influence of the presence of RCAs in concrete. In fact, their porosity and initial moisture 
conditions, as well as the presence of attached mortar define and control the formation of the 
concrete microstructure and the corresponding strength. 
3 MIXTURE PROPORTIONG FOR STRUCTURAL RACS 
Based on the analysis of the experimental results achieved in this study, a conceptual 
mixture proportioning method is proposed for structural concrete mixtures incorporating 
Recycled Concrete Aggregates. The methodology, described in this section, can be mainly 
divided in two parts: “Physical properties of RCAs” in which some correlations between the 
key physical properties of RCAs (including the AM content) are proposed, then, in the 
second part “Mechanical properties of RACs” some mix-design abaci, optimized for 
achieving the required time evolution of the compressive strength, are formulated.  
3.1 Physical properties of RCAs: the role of AM 
The first formula proposed for the mixture proportioning of RACs correlates the open 
porosity (p) of the RCAs and the corresponding Attached Mortar content: 
   
0
NA AM
dp p 1 AM p AM
d
 
    
  (3)
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In equation (3) d represents the nominal diameter of the aggregates (in mm), pNA and pAM
are the porosity of a natural aggregate and the attached mortar inside RCA, respectively. As a 
matter of the fact, since the RCA is composed by natural aggregates and AM its porosity can 
be calculated by a linear combination of these two phases: the results obtained with MIP and 
CT scans (see section 2) lead to the calibration of the pNA and pAM parameters equal to 0.45% 
and 15%, respectively. Moreover, it is worth to highlight that this formula is conceived for a 
reference diameter equal to 20 mm (i.e., d0). Then, a possible linear correlation can be also 
proposed between the open porosity (p) of the recycled aggregate particles and their density 
(): as highlighted in Figure 1 the tends to decreases when the p increases. Based on this 
consideration the following formula is proposed: 
 0γ γ 1 β p    (4)
in which0 (equal to 2700 kg/m3) represents a fictive particle density of a an aggregate 
characterized by an open porosity equal to zero meanwhile the parameter  is a constant 
value equal to 2.
Finally, an analytical expression is proposed for taking into account of the possible 
processing procedures performed on RCA particles for reducing its AM content. Particularly, 
based on the results achieved with the autogenous cleaning process [9] the following 
equation is formulated: 
  t 0
a tp t 1 p
b t 

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

 
(5)
where, the open porosity (p) is correlated to the “autogenous cleaning process time” (t in 
minutes): pt=0 is the open porosity before the cleaning process and a (equal to 0.6 for RCAs 
of size 1 and 0.2 for RCAs of size 2) and b (equal to 2 in all the cases) are constant 
parameters. 
3.2 Mechanical properties of RACs 
Once defined the physical and geometrical properties of RCAs, in order to propose the 
mixture proportioning methodology for the design of structural RAC mixtures, the possible 
influence of the mixture composition and the physical parameters characterising RCAs on the 
time evolution of the compressive strength of RACs should be unveiled.  
First of all, a possible correlation can be proposed by analysing the values obtained for 0
and Rc,max (calibrated for each mixture as already described in section 2 [12]) and the effective 
water-to-cement ratio [see equation (1)]: this unveils the role of the free mixing water on the 
time evolution of the concrete compressive strength. Then, since the concrete strength is also 
influenced by the aggregates typology (i.e., the aggregates’ strength), another important 
parameter is the aggregate replacement ratio. This can be considered by introducing a further 
parameter (AMIX) calculated as the average open porosity of the coarse fraction of the 
aggregates included within the mixture and representing an estimation of the void amount 
characterizing the aggregates phase: 
n
MIX i i
i 1
A p V

 

(6)
where, pi and Vi are the open porosity and the relative volume (express in %) of the i-th 
coarse aggregates fraction. 
As a matter of the principle, these parameters (i.e., effective water-to-cement ratio, 0 and 
Rc,max and AMIX) can unveil the role of RCA on the resulting compressive strength of RACs. 
From the physical point of view, the values of 0 and Rc,max (characterizing the time 
evolution of the compressive strength of RACs) can be compared with some reference values 
0,NAT and Rc,max,NAT, describing the time evolution of the compressive strength of an ordinary 
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reference concrete produced with natural aggregates. This can be done by introducing the r*
and * ratios for expressing the reduction in the time evolution of the compressive strength: 
NAT
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In equation (7) and (8) ANAT is the MIX value for an ordinary concrete mixture produced 
with natural aggregates. Then, aR, bR, a and b are constants that can be, in principle, be 
calibrated on experimental results (in this study the values of aR and bR have been assumed 
equal to 1.06 and 0.06, respectively, meanwhile a

and b

are equal to 1.05 and 0.05). 
Then, if the individual pairs of Rc,max and 0 are divided by the corresponding values of r*
and * and correlated to the effective water-to-cement ratio [7-8] all the points (w/ceff-
Rc,max/r*) can be aligned on a curve that can be analytically expressed by the well know 
Abram´s (see expression (9)). Similarly, a possible linear correlation existing between w/ceff
and 0/* can be described by the proposed analytical formula (10): 
eff
*R
c,max w/c
R
AR r
B
  (9) *0
eff
wA B
c 
 
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(10)
The constants AR, BR, A, and B were calibrated on the experimental results proposed in 
section 2 and are assumed equal to 265, 9.5, 1.62 and 0.28, respectively. 
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Figure 2: Mixture proportioning methodology calibration. 
The accuracy of the proposed methodology can be estimated by analysing Figure 2 where 
both the experimental data and the model prediction results are reported in terms of cubic 
compressive strength of RACs at 28 days. Design abaci and model flow chart 
The mixture proportioning methodology proposed herein is based on the definition of the 
parameter AMIX representing the average porosity of the RAC that can be easily calculated by 
applying the equation (6). Then, by using the equations (9) and (10) some design abaci can be 
extrapolated as reported in Figure 3 in terms of Rc,max and0 values related to both the 
ANAT/AMIX parameter and the effective water to cement ratio. 
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Figure 3: Influence of ANAT/AMIX on Rc,max and 0.
With the graphs reported in Figure 3 it is possible to evaluate the Rc,max and 0 parameters 
and hence the time evolution of the compressive strength can be easily determined by 
applying the numerical model recently proposed by the authors for estimating the time 
evolution of the degree of hydration[12-13].
3.3 Model flow chart 
A flow charts (i.e., step by step calculation) summarizing the proposed methodology can 
be schematized as follow: 
-  the physical properties of RCAs (i.e., p,  and AM) can be evaluated for each 
aggregates fraction;  
-  the composition of a reference mixture (i.e., produced with only natural aggregates) 
and the corresponding ANAT value can be defined.  
- once the replacement ratio is fixed, the value AMIX can be determined (see eq. (6)); 
- the parameters r* and * can be determined (eq. (7) and (8)) as well as the values of 
Rc,max and 0 can be obtained (Equation (9) and (10)); 
- the value of compressive strength at 28 days can be estimated (eq. (2)), once the 
corresponding value of  is determined (e.g., following the numerical procedure 
proposed by the authors [12]) or, alternatively, in the absence of more accurate 
determinations, the following analytical relationship can be applied [15]: 
eff
eff
max
c
w0.194
c
w1.031
α


 (11)
Finally, it is worth highlighting that the above procedure may also be inverted and used as 
a mixture proportioning methodology. 
3.4 Model potential and validation 
The proposed mixture proportioning method was applied to some experimental results 
available in literature [16-19]. The comparison of this analysis is reported in Figure 4 and 
shows that even if the proposed formulation should be better calibrated with further 
experimental data, the introduction of the parameter AMIX is able to explain the changes of 
the mechanical performance of RACs compared with ordinary mixtures. 
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Figure 4: Model validation.
4 CONCLUSION 
This study proposed a mixture proportioning methodology for assessing the compressive 
strength development of concrete mixtures produced with RCAs for structural purposes. 
Based on the analysis of the results proposed herein, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
The presence of the AM in RCAs can affect their physical properties (increasing their 
porosity) leading to a higher water absorption capacity and particle density;  
Due to the presence of AM, the mechanical performance of RACs is governed by the 
effective water-to-cement ratio and the aggregates replacement ratio. In fact, the nature of the 
attached mortar influences the strength of resulting concrete and this is taken “implicitly” into 
account within the water absorption capacity of RCAs; 
Introducing the parameter AMIX leads to estimating the concrete compressive strength. 
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ABSTRACT 
The scarcity of raw materials and increased awareness towards environmental protection has 
resulted in the use of alternative supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) in concrete 
construction. The deterioration of concrete structures in the marine environment is a growing 
problem in the construction industry in Gulf countries. Therefore, the challenge before the 
engineering community is to achieve a durable high-performance concrete having adequate 
strength, which is cost-effective, environment-friendly, and therefore sustainable. With the 
abundance of volcanic ash (VA) reserves in the Arabian Gulf region, it became a suitable 
natural pozzolanic material for the production of green cement and more economical 
concrete. This paper presents the experimental results, describing the effects of the partial 
replacement of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with regionally available VA, microsilica 
(MS), or nanosilica (NS), in binary and ternary blends, on the surface morphology and 
mechanical properties of the cement matrices. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis 
showed denser C-S-H gel structure when the OPC was replaced with a combination of VA 
and MS, and this structure became much denser when the MS was replaced with NS. The 
compressive strength results support the microstructural analysis in which NS performs better 
than MS when combined with VA due to better particle size gradation.  
Keywords: Microsilica, mechanical properties, microstructure, nanosilica, volcanic ash.
1  INTRODUCTION 
The use of pozzolanic materials as a partial replacement for ordinary Portland cement 
(OPC) has become an unavoidable practice in concrete construction because of their 
economic, environmental, and durability advantages. The construction sector in Kuwait and 
other Gulf countries always demand the use of innovative materials and methods due to the 
extreme climatic conditions together with the marine environment of the region, which have 
an adverse effect on the life of concrete structures. In the recent years, the increased cost of 
imported cementitious materials such as fly ash, slag, and silica fume has resulted in diverting 
the attention of researchers towards the use of regionally available volcanic ash (VA) for the 
sustainable concrete construction in the Gulf region. Most of the studies related to blended 
cements with VA are generally limited to the specific properties such as the hydration 
behaviour of cement paste, mortar, and concrete with the addition of VA [1-7]. These results 
cannot be adopted for VA obtained from a different region, as VA is a natural material and its 
properties vary with origin and mode of formation [8]. Further to this, significant 
improvements in the durability and mechanical properties of cementitious materials by the 
incorporation of VA, nanosilica (NS), and microsilica (MS) in binary blended system are 
reported through previous research works [9-10]. The use of VA along with commercially 
available MS and NS causes a reduction in heat evolution, decrease of permeability, and 
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improvement of durability properties. The objective of this study was to understand the effect 
of replacing OPC with VA, MS, or NS in different percentages on the mechanical properties 
as well as on the microstructural modifications. Accordingly, a systematic study on the effect 
of incorporating micro- and nano- additives on the compressive strength and surface 
morphology was conducted, and the results are presented in this paper.  
2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2.1 Materials 
Major deposits of VA are abundant in Yemen and Saudi Arabia. The VA sample used in 
the present study was collected from Saudi Arabia, the neighbouring country of Kuwait in the 
Gulf region. Locally available Type 1 OPC complying to ASTM C150/150M-16 and VA 
samples of the average size of 21.34 µm were used in this study. The characterization of VA 
was carried out according to ASTM C 618-12a and ASTM C 311-13 to check its suitability to 
use as a pozzolan. Commercially available MS and NS of the average particle size of 21.84 
µm and 9.30 µm, respectively, were also used as the micro- and nano-cement additive in the 
present study.  
3 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND TESTING 
The experimental study was conducted on the control cement paste prepared with OPC, 
VA, and different percentages of MS or NS. The OPC was replaced with 20 % and 50 % VA 
in the binary system, whereas the MS content was 10% and NS was used in two different 
dosages of 2 % and 6 % in the ternary system. This experimental investigation included the 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis and the compression test in microscale and 
macroscale, respectively. Cubes of 50 mm side were prepared from the cement paste mix for 
determining the compressive strength with OPC, VA, and various percentages of MS or NS. 
Microstructural development was studied by SEM combined with energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX). The microscope was operated in the secondary electron detection mode 
with high vacuum and an acceleration voltage of 15-20 kV. Cement paste samples of size         
20 × 20 × 10 mm were placed on carbon tape attached to the sample holder with gold coating.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Comparison of physical and chemical properties of OPC and VA 
The comparison of the physical properties of OPC and VA is given in Table 1. It was 
observed from the test results that the density of VA is comparable with that of conventional 
mineral admixtures such as fly ash and silica fume. The strength activity index was 87% for 
the cement paste with VA, which was more than the minimum required value of 75% 
specified by the standard, ASTM C 618-12 (2012). This confirms that the available VA has 
good pozzolanicity and can be used as a micro-cement additive to concrete. 
A comparative analysis of the chemical composition of OPC and VA was conducted 
using X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer and the major oxides are given in Table 2. The 
major compounds present were CaO, SiO2, and Al2O3,and the results confirmed the low 
quantity of CaO and the higher quantity of SiO2 for VA as in the case of other mineral 
admixtures. The SO3 content was lower in VA than in OPC, whereas MgO, Fe2O3, and alkali 
contents were higher in VA than in OPC.  
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Table 1: Physical properties of OPC and VA 
Property OPC VA
Air content (%) 6.6 6.5
Density (g/ cm3) 3.15 2.75
Fineness (m2/kg) 367 396
Consistency (%) 22.5 23.4
Initial setting time (Minutes) 105 132*
Final setting time (minutes) 175 202*
Strength Activity Index 87%
*Cement paste prepared with 20 % VA
Table 2: Chemical composition of OPC and VA 
Property 
(%)
OPC VA-20
micron
SiO2 16.63 38.89
Al2O3 3.63 13.00
Fe2O3 3.28 12.41
CaO 62.27 9.09
MgO 1.22 6.16
Na2O 0.34 3.12
K2O 0.61 1.31
SO3 3.91 0.14
TiO2 0.24 2.44
4.2 Microstructural analysis 
The SEM analysis was conducted to understand the effect of the replacement of OPC 
with different percentages of VA on the microstructural development of hydrated cement 
paste. Figure 1 shows the SEM images of samples at 0.35 water to cement (w/c) ratio with 
varying VA content after 28 days of curing. Various hydration products like C-S-H, C-H, and 
ettringite were identified as given in the previous reports [11-12]. C-H crystals with longer 
needles of ettringite were formed during the hydration process in the control mix as shown in 
Figure 1. Figure 1(b) and 1(c) shows less C-H crystals, indicating the pozzolanic reaction due 
to the addition of VA. Ettringite was formed separately in the control mix, whereas embedded 
ettringite was formed after adding VA. 
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                   (a)                                             (b)                                               (c) 
Figure 1: SEM images of hardened cement paste (a) 0% VA, (b) 20% VA, and (c) 50% VA 
(chipped sample) at 0.35 w/c ratio after 28 days of curing 
Figure 2  shows the SEM images of samples with micro-and nano- additives at 0.35 w/c 
ratio after 28 days of curing. The comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the surface 
morphology was different in the case of binary and ternary blended systems. Much denser 
morphology was observed in the case of ternary blended cements with varying OPC, VA, and 
NS/MS at a w/c ratio of 0.35 after 28 days of curing. In most of the cases, a gel type C-S-H
morphology was observed. Very few CH crystals were noticed and ettringite needles were 
not observed in any of the samples. 
The progress of the hydration reactions can be clearly seen on the surface of the samples 
with MS as shown in Figure 2a. The C-S-H gel structures were interconnected to each other 
on the surface. A much denser gel structure was observed for samples with optimal NS 
replacement of 6% (Figure 2b) than those with MS (Figure 2b). 
                      (a)                                   (b)                                            (c) 
Figure 2: SEM images of (a) OP40VA50MS10, (b) OP44VA50NS6                               
and (c) OP80VA18NS2  (w/c = 0.35) after 28 days of curing 
The chemical compositions of C-S-H, C-H, and other hydration products were 
determined by SEM based EDX analysis to validate the phases identified through SEM as 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: SEM-EDX analysis of C-S-H
4.3 Compressive strength 
In order to understand the effect of micro- and nano- additives on the mechanical 
properties of hydrated cement paste, the compressive strength of both binary and ternary 
blended cement pastes with VA, MS, and NS was determined after 28 days of water curing. 
The compressive strength results showed that, compared to control the mix, the compressive 
strength of hydrated cement paste decreased with the incorporation of VA, MS, and/ NS at 
different percentages. The compressive strength results support the microstructural analysis 
in which NS gives higher strength than MS when combined with VA, as shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 4: Compressive strength of mixes with micro- and nano- cement additives 
5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The effect of the partial replacement of OPC with VA, MS, or NS on the properties of 
hydrated cement paste was analysed in the microscale and macroscale. The addition of micro- 
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and nano- additives resulted in the modification of the microstructure as well as the 
densification of the cement matrix. Microstrucural studies using SEM shows that the binary 
blended cement system with different percentages of VA replacement of OPC shows a less 
denser morphology after 28 days of curing. A much denser gel morphological structure was 
observed for ternary blended cement samples containing NS than MS. This is clear evidence 
that the additional material, either NS or MS, not only enhances the early pozzolanic 
reactions but also acts as a filler material to form a much denser microstructure. The 
compressive strength results correlate with the microstructural analysis in which the 
performance of NS is better than MS when combined with VA in a ternary blended system 
due to better particle size gradation and pozzolanic action. The studies conclude that
understanding the properties of cementitious materials in the multi scale can ensure their 
optimal use for improving the performance of concrete.  
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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates the effect of hydraulic retention time on the filtration performance of 
porous concrete for removal of lead. Porous concrete, which is made of cement, gap-graded 
coarse aggregates and water, can present a way forward for slow filtration, as it allows the 
water to percolate through its interconnected voids. Cylindrical porous concrete specimens of 
size 100 × 150 mm (ø × H) having flow rate of 626 ± 301 mL/min were prepared and then 
cured in tap water for a period of 7 days. Up to 86% and 98% of Pb were chemically trapped 
in the porous concrete specimens after passage of dilute solution containing 8 mg/L Pb 
through such specimens maintained with 30 cm constant head and trickling head respectively. 
This suggests that the increase in residence time increased the filtration of heavy metal by the 
porous concrete. 
Keywords: Porous concrete, hydraulic retention time, chemical precipitation, trickling head, 
X-ray tomography 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Porous concrete is a special type of concrete composed of cement, water, gap graded or 
blended coarse aggregates, and additives, with little or no fine aggregates [1-3]. Porous 
concrete pavement system helps in groundwater recharge by providing channels for 
infiltration of storm water through the inter-linked voids that prevail over the entire depth 
[4-6]. Porous concrete is used for various functions in the form of pavements, walls, and tile 
drains for the purpose of water infiltration, thermal insulation, and noise control activities 
[1, 7-9].  
The general applications of porous concrete are parking lots, green house floors, tennis 
courts, zoo areas, low volume roads, patios, shoulders, noise barriers, slope stabilization, 
drains, swimming pool decks and friction course for pavements [9]. Porous concrete 
pavements are eco-friendly in terms of groundwater recharge by allowing the storm water to 
runoff through the coarse pore structure [10, 11]. Furthermore, the acoustic properties of 
porous concrete help to reduce the noise generated by vehicles on the road pavements [9]. 
However, only a few studies have reported on the characteristics of storm water percolated 
through the porous concrete, which is generally a composite of rich cementitious matrix 
interlaced with coarse aggregates. 
Groundwater contamination is reduced when the dissolved heavy metals present in storm 
water are adsorbed on the inner pore walls of porous concrete pavements [12-14]. Fresh and 
clean water is essential for the survival of living beings. Biological, organic, inorganic and 
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toxic pollutants heavily contaminate ground and surface water reserves. These render the 
water unsafe for human consumption, irrigation and industrial needs [15]. In the future, 
people belonging to economically weaker sections and rural communities will find it difficult 
to afford clean water [16]. This problem can be overcome by developing economically 
affordable solutions to filter the polluted water [17]. Haselbach et al. [12] have reported that 
porous concrete maintained with a trickling head was able to chemically trap 90 % Cu and 87 
% Zn from the dilute solutions containing 0.02 mg/L Cu and 0.10 mg/L Zn after passage. 
This paper attempts to develop a concrete-based water filtration system to address the 
problem of removing the toxic heavy metals, especially Pb from industrial effluents. This 
system is based on porous concrete. Although the characteristics of water percolated through 
the flow channels of porous concrete have been studied, the use of such concrete for water 
filtration is still a challenge due to various factors like control over pore size distribution, 
filtrate characteristics, lime leaching and sediment blockage [12, 18-22]. The hydraulic 
conductivity of porous concrete is found to influence the characteristics of water after 
passage. In this paper, the effect of hydraulic retention time on the filtration performance of 
porous concrete was studied. Lead containing solution having Pb concentration of 8 mg/L 
was passed through the cylindrical porous concrete specimens mounted on the permeability 
set up maintained with 30 cm constant head and trickling head respectively. The experimental 
findings are discussed in this paper. 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
53 Grade ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and crushed granite coarse aggregates 
conforming to IS 12269 and IS 383, respectively, and 0.5 wt% polycarboxylic ether (PCE)-
based superplasticizer were used in the preparation of porous concrete mixture. This mixture 
was designed to have an aggregate to cement ratio (a/c) and water to cement ratio (w/c) of 4 
and 0.32. Table 1 lists the gradation of aggregates that were used in this study. 
Table 1: Gradation of aggregates that were used in this study 
Aggregate 
size fraction
6.30 to
4.75 mm
4.75 to
2.36 mm
2.36 to 
1.18 mm
1.18 mm to
300 µm ≤ 300 μm
% by weight 45 25 20 5 5
Cylindrical porous concrete specimens of size 100 × 200 mm (ø × H) were prepared using 
iron moulds. A Marshall hammer having a foot diameter of 98.4 mm was the tool used to 
have uniform compaction. The compaction was achieved by dividing the concrete into three 
layers. The fresh concrete required for each equal layer was weighed, poured into the mould, 
and compacted with 26 blows; after the top layer was compacted, the top surface of fresh 
concrete was finished using a trowel. The cylindrical specimens were demoulded after 24 
hours and then cured in tap water for a period of 7 days. At the time of finishing the concrete 
surfaces using trowel, the bleed water containing cement slurry was noticed to occupy the 
coarser voids at the top of the specimen. Furthermore, some cement slurry had also settled on 
the bottom part of the cylinder. To obtain a uniform sample of the porous concrete, slices 
from the top and bottom of the cured specimens of about 25 mm thickness were removed 
using a diamond-tipped saw. The sliced specimens were used to analyse the filtration 
characteristics. 
Dilute solution containing 8 mg/L Pb was prepared using lead (II) nitrate salts and then 
stored in a reservoir having flow control arrangement. This solution was passed under gravity 
through the concrete specimens mounted in the permeability set up for a period of 60 
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minutes. A head of 30 cm, as well as a trickling head was maintained constantly over two 
different concrete specimens for the whole testing period by precisely regulating the flow 
control valve of the solution reservoir, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Permeability testing of porous concrete maintained with a 30 cm constant head 
and a trickling head 
A small amount of filtrate, approximately 15 mL, was collected at every 15 minutes and 
the remaining solution was collected in the plastic jar that was kept below the concrete 
specimen. The amount of Pb remaining in the collected filtrate was analysed using 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).  
In this study, the void structure inside the porous concrete was imaged using 3-
dimensional X-ray tomography. Concrete specimens of size 40 × 100 mm (ø × H) were cored 
and sliced from the 100 × 200 mm concrete specimens using core cutting machine and 
diamond-tipped saw respectively. These specimens (in dried condition) were then scanned 
using X-rays generated at a voltage and current of 120 kV and 70 µA respectively. The 
scanning rate was maintained around 4 milliseconds per image. The GE phoenix v|tome|xs 
3-D X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) machine, used for this study, was fitted with a 
Caesium Iodide flat panel based detector. The resultant 2-dimensional radiographs were 
extracted from the acquisition software named Phoenix datos|x CT. Next, their 3-dimensional 
reconstruction was performed using the software VGStudio MAX version 2.2.  
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 X-ray tomography images 
Figure 2 illustrates the 3-dimensional tomography images of porous concrete that was 
used in this study.
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Figure 2: 3D X-ray CT image illustrating the presence of void structure inside the porous 
concrete specimen that was used in this study 
Firstly, the 3D CT image of porous concrete specimen was sectioned into multiple shapes 
to clearly visualise the interconnected voids inside the material. This was also done to remove 
the noise created by the exterior surface of the CT image, which was in direct contact with air 
(low density phase). 
The connected voids were noticed to be irregular and highly tortuous, which suggests that 
the porous system could be highly prone to sediment blockage. The reconstructed software 
named VGStudio Max 2.2 has in-built algorithms and modes, which can locate the pores or 
voids with high contrast inside the material. These algorithms control the grey scale
histogram of the CT image. By performing sequential image analysis operations on the void 
structure, the void size ranges and the porosity of the concrete were determined to be 0.1 –
14.8 mm and 14.7% (± 4.2%) respectively. 
3.2 Constant head permeability test results 
Permeability set up, as suggested by Sonebi and Bassuoni [23] was fabricated for this 
study and thereby the flow rate of porous concrete was determined as 626 ± 301 mL/min. 
This flow rate was found to be similar to the sand filters that are used in water treatment 
plants. Figure 3 illustrates the lead ions remaining in the filtrate after passage of dilute 
solution containing 8 mg/L Pb through the porous concrete specimens maintained with 30 cm 
constant head and trickling head.
It may be noticed from the results that the porous concrete was able to trap Pb 
significantly from aqueous solutions. Up to 86% and 98% of Pb were chemically trapped in 
the porous concrete specimens after passage of dilute solution containing 8 mg/L Pb through 
such specimens mounted on the permeability set up maintained with 30 cm constant head and 
trickling head respectively.
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Figure 3: Lead ions remaining in the filtrate after passage of Pb containing solution (8 
mg/L) through the porous concrete maintained with 30 cm constant head (left) and trickling 
head (right)
The presence of hydroxyl and carbonate ions in the flow channel of porous concrete had 
interacted with the Pb ions and thereby got precipitated as lead hydroxide and lead 
carbonates. This effect suggests that the heavy metal was removed because of co-
precipitation. Apart from this, the decrease in flow rate in the case of the trickling head had 
increased the residence time and thereby the filtration performance of porous concrete was 
enhanced.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The key findings from this study are listed as below:
 The tortuous interconnected voids inside the porous concrete system were visualised 
using 3-D X-ray CT images. The porous concrete filtration system designed in this study 
had void sizes in the range of 0.1 – 14.8 mm and the overall porosity was 14.7 ± 4.2%. 
 Porous concretes maintained with 30 cm constant head, trickling head was able to trap the 
Pb ions from the aqueous solution by up to 86%, and 98%, which suggests that the 
hydraulic retention time influences the concentration of heavy metals that are required to 
be filtered using porous concrete. 
 Porous concrete based filtration systems are effective in removing lead from industrial 
effluents, and can present a low cost alternative for this process. 
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ABSTRACT 
Fibre reinforced concrete has been used for some time in concrete floors-on-grade and is 
probably the most successful application of FRC other than shotcreting in tunnels and mines. 
The most important material property of FRC is the post peak resistance which is typically 
measured using notched- or unnotched flexural beam tests. The number of fibres bridging the 
small scale test cracks are small, thus geometric variation of fibre distribution adds variability 
that will not be found in larger scale implementations where geometric variations are 
averaged out over a larger crack area.  In the derivation of characteristic- and design values 
this scale effect need to be properly accounted for to achieve appropriate reliability without 
over conservatism. This paper presents a large set of flexural tests of macro synthetic FRC to 
firstly evaluate the effect of scatter. Current guidelines on calculating the characteristic and 
design values are also reviewed and suggestions are made on how to determine design values 
for macro synthetic FRC for concrete floors-on-grade 
Keywords: Fibre reinforced concrete; reliability design, characteristic values, scatter, 
residual tensile stress 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) is becoming more predominantly used in floors-on-grade 
and shotcrete with numerous codes and guidelines available, e.g. TR34, 2013 [1] for floors-
on- grade and EFNARC, 1999 [2] for shotcrete. For these applications, both steel, and macro 
synthetic fibres are appropriate. For the fibres to make a difference of design, a plastic 
approach (e.g. yield line design) has to be used as the fibres are only activated after the 
concrete has cracked [3]. Other design codes exist which incorporates fibres, for example 
beams and suspended slabs [4]. Many countries have also their own guideline for FRC, e.g. 
in Sweden [5] and Germany [6]. Guidelines however still do not include the effect of creep 
for cracked fibres reinforced concrete and should be taken into account when using FRC, 
especially synthetic FRC [7]. 
There is however one aspect that still need to be properly addressed, namely the large 
scatter in post-peak resistance measurements found in the characterising tests. The number of 
fibres bridging the small scale test cracks are small, thus geometric variation of fibre 
distribution adds variability that will not be found in larger scale implementations where the 
geometric variations are averaged out over a larger crack area. This scale effect has been 
mentioned before [4–9],  but the proposals to approach the problem differ significantly. 
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Design values for resistance must be appropriately conservative to account for inherent 
variability [10], statistical- and model uncertainty [11]. Modern design standards achieve this 
through a limit state approach where partial factors are calibrated to achieve the target 
reliability βt, which is in turn based on principles of economic optimisation [12]. Resistance 
and load effect are decoupled based on the relative uncertainty of each; typical sensitivity 
factors are 0.7 and 0.8 respectively [13]. The resistance design value then corresponds to a 
low probability fractile of 0.8βt standard deviations below the mean value [14]. To limit the 
influence of statistical uncertainty it is common practice to estimate the characteristic fractile 
based on measurement data (for material resistance this would typically be a 5% fractile) and 
to derive the design value based on an assumed probability distribution [10] that is further 
informed by wider sources of data and engineering judgement. 
Sources of uncertainty or variability for FRC yield line capacity will include the inherent 
variability of parameters that contribute to post-peak plastic bending capacity, such as 
concrete mix parameters, fibre properties, bond properties and the scale effect already 
mentioned. Statistical uncertainty relates to the limited number of samples available for 
determination of characteristic values and sample statistics. Model uncertainty include 
uncertainty in the relation between bending capacity and gauge displacement resulting in 
differences between predicted- and actual capacity, experimental uncertainty, uncertainty in 
the definition of failure etc. 
In this paper, a large set of EN 14651 [15] flexural tests results of macro synthetic FRC 
are presented. Numerous mix variations were made deliberately in order to identify 
parameters that affect the post peak resistance. These results are then further analysed to 
determine characteristic values according to different published approaches. Finally design 
values are derived using these approaches together with a new approach. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
A large number of EN 14651 [15] flexural tests were done on a number of variations of a 
standard FRC mix design. The volume of the fibres in all the mixture was however kept 
constant. The reader is referred to Manus (2017) [16] for tests where the volume of the fibres 
was also varied. 
2.1 Tests setup and procedure 
The test samples were manufactured and tested according to EN 14651 [15]. The 150 
×150 × 700 mm3 samples were demoulded around 24 hours after casting and were then 
submerged in water until the testing age of 28 days. Not later than 3 days before testing, a 
25 mm deep notch were cut in the centre on a cast face adjacent to the top casting surface of 
the beam after which the beams were submerged again. A gauge was installed for measuring 
the crack opening displacement, COD, during the test. The gauge is manufactured by Instron 
and has a 4 mm measuring range. Two knife edges were glued to the bottom of the beam 
across the notch to which the COD gauge was affixed.  The beams were tested in a three 
point bending setup as shown in Figure 1. The load cell used has a capacity of 250 kN. The 
test were controlled by the crack mouth opening displacement as measured and were 0.05 
mm/min for the first 0.1 mm and then 0.2 mm/min until the test was stopped at a crack 
opening of 4 mm.The residual values can be calculated using the following equation for 
values fR1 to fR4: 
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with Fi the force at CODs of 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm respectively for i = 1 
to 4, L the span, b the width of the beam and d the height of the beam excluding the notch. 
2.2 Materials 
A conventional concrete mix was designed using water, cement, aggregates, and 
admixtures. The potable water used was supplied by the local municipality and the cement 
was locally manufactured by Pretoria Portland Cement. Two types of cement were used, 
namely CEM III/A 42.5 N and CEM II/A-L 52.5 N. The coarse aggregate used is crushed 
greywacke stone, graded according to SANS 1083 [16] to nominal sizes of 19 mm, 26.5 mm, 
and 37.5 mm. The relative density of the stone is 2.7. The fine aggregate is a mix between 
60% dune sand and 40% greywacke crusher sand with a combined relative density of 2.65. 
An admixture, Plast Omega 134 supplied by CHRYSO, was used to ensure the appropriate 
workability.   
Lastly, the fibre is an experimental fibre supplied by CHRYSO. The length is 50 mm with 
an equivalent diameter of 1.3 mm and it is twisted in form. The Young’s Modulus of the fibre 
is 5 GPa and the tensile strength 600 MPa. A bundle of the fibres together with a single fibre 
and a pen can be seen in Figure 1. The dosage of the fibre was kept constant at 4 kg/m3. 
Figure 1 – Fibres used in this study 
2.3 Test programme 
A total of 156 beams were cast, allowing combinations of different stone size, stone 
volume, w/c ratio, and type of cement. Six beams were cast per test set to ensure a sufficient 
sample size for each combination. The control mix design is shown in Table 1 together with 
the other combinations. The w/c ratio combinations were done for both cement types, but 
only for the standard stone size, and content. The coarse aggregates volume and size were 
adjusted together to create all the possible permutations, but this was only done for the 
reference w/c and cement. These combinations replicate the typical variations found with 
large scale mixing.  
2.4 Test results 
The results of all tests are shown in this section. A linear trend line is used to group each 
set of data points, i.e. fR1 to fR4. A positive or negative gradient does not necessarily imply 
statistical significance. The results of the statistical analyses are presented in Section 3.  
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Table 1. Mix design parameters. The control (reference) is the combination shown as bold 
Mix design parameter Low Middle-low Middle Middle high High
Nominal coarse aggregate size (mm) 19 26.5 37.5
Coarse aggregate volume (l/m3) 350 400 450
W/C ratio 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Cement type and class 52.5 N CEM II& 42.5 N CEM III
Water content (l/m3) 170
Fine aggregate Adjusted to complete 1 m3
Admixtures (plasticiser) Dosage adjusted to control workability
Figure 2 shows the effect of the compressive strength on the fR1 to fR4 values, for both the 
cement types. There is a negligible trend of decreasing fR2 to fR4 values with increasing 
compressive strength, but fR1 shows a slight positive trend.  
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Figure 2.The effect of the compressive strength and type of cement on the fibre performance. 
The results of the aggregate variations are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows that 
aggregate size does not influence the fR2 to fR4 values, but a slight decrease in fR1 is observed 
with increasing aggregate size. Figure 4, the results of the volume of the stone for three 
different nominal stone sizes, show similar trends, with, once again, fR1 most affected. In the 
following sections the statistical significance of these possible correlations are determined. 
3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
In this section the large database of test results are used to firstly do statistical 
significance test in order to determine if any of the independent variables has an effect on the 
fibre performance. Secondly, characteristic values are determined using different approaches. 
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Figure 3.The effect of the coarse aggregate size on the fibre performance. 
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Figure 4.The effect of the aggregate volume on the fibre performance for different coarse 
aggregate sizes. 
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3.1 Significance test using linear regression 
The first step of the multiple linear regression analyses is to perform a univariate test of 
significance for each dependent variable. The univariate test of significance takes account of 
the effect of all independent variables and identifies the independent variable(s) with the most 
significant effect. In this case the independent variables are the concrete compressive 
strength, and the stone volume, and size. Note the w/c ratios and two different cement types 
were combined into one independent variable, namely the compressive strength. The 
dependant variables are fR1 to fR4.
The multiple linear regression analyses are based on the average values from the sets of 
six beams each of the observed data. Note that this analyses was performed elsewhere based 
on the individual 156 test results and the outcome was similar [16]. 
Table 2 indicates the significance of each independent variable on the dependent variables 
according to the univariate tests of significance, implementing a significance threshold of 
p=0.05. From the data presented it can be concluded not one of the independent variables has 
any significant effect on the fibre performance. The closest dependant variable to having an 
effect is fR3 influenced by the compressive strength with a p value of 0.065. It is important to 
note that the outcome of the various multiple linear regression analyses is based on a primary 
interaction between all the independent variables. Secondary affects, i.e. the secondary 
interactions between independent variables, are excluded from the analyses due to limitations 
on the number of tests that could be done.  
Table 2.The results of the significance analyses on the effect of the independent variables. 
Independent 
variable
P-values
fR1 fR2 fR3 fR4
Compressive 
strength 0.164 0.837 0.065 0.164
Nominal coarse 
aggregate size 0.914 0.743 0.416 0.275
Coarse aggregate 
volume 0.194 0.405 0.165 0.262
3.2 Characteristic strengths 
Based on the significance tests it can be concluded that even large variations on the w/c 
ratio, aggregate content (therefore also the sand content) and aggregate size has negligible 
influence on the post-peak resistance of the tested FRC. The water content was never varied, 
but it is believed the different combinations of w/c ratio and aggregate content simulates the 
effect of a water content variation. It can therefore be concluded that on-site mixing is not 
expected to introduce bias (adjusted mean values) or add uncertainty (variability) to the post-
peak resistance parameters estimated through laboratory testing. 
The specific fibre content and fibre type used in this paper should be considered an 
example. It is believed that the approach will be valid for any reasonable fibre content and 
other synthetic macro fibre. As long as the correct amount of fibres are dosed on site (it can 
easily be checked with the number of empty bags), the mean is expected be the same as found 
in a laboratory study with a sufficient number beams (at least 6, preferable 12).  
The characteristic strength corresponds to a 95% exceedance probability, estimated here 
by assuming a normal or lognormal distribution respectively. The test results from all 156 
beams are used, therefore the student t distribution approaches a normal distribution.  
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The standard deviation is calculated in two ways. The first way is to use the average and 
standard deviation of the whole sample, i.e. all 156 beams. The second way is using the 
means of the sets of six beams as data points. The results of both methods are shown in 
Table 3 with the standard deviation, CoV (coefficient of variation), and the characteristic 
strength. The two ways actually presents test results from two sizes of specimens. Using all 
the data points is of course representing a test crack area of 150 × 125 mm2 which is a single 
beam test. On the other hand, the average of a set of six samples represents a crack area six 
times larger, with a comparatively lower standard deviation, which is expected since some of 
the geometric variation in fibre distribution is averaged out. It can be seen from Table 4 that 
the reduced variation leads to characteristic strengths that are between 15% and 20% higher 
as the reduced uncertainty reduces the required safety margin.  
Table 3.The calculated characteristic strengths using two different approaches. 
[MPa, except CoV] fR1 fR2 fR3 fR4
Average of all beams 2.537 1.456 1.258 1.189
Standard deviation of all beams 0.417 0.262 0.240 0.241
CoV 0.164 0.180 0.191 0.202
skewness 0.245 0.476 0.419 0.745
Characteristic strength (fRi ~ N) 1.851 1.026 0.862 0.793
Characteristic strength (fRi ~ LN2) 1.937 1.083 0.919 0.853
Average of set of 6 averages 2.537 1.456 1.258 1.189
standard deviation of set of 6 averages 0.243 0.147 0.141 0.149
CoV 0.096 0.101 0.112 0.125
Characteristic strength (fRi ~ N) 2.137 1.214 1.026 0.944
Characteristic strength (fRi ~ LN2) 2.166 1.233 1.046 0.968
 The analyses were also repeated using a two parameter lognormal distribution (LN2) 
as its zero value lower bound is appropriate for characterising material strength parameters 
and the data showed significant skewness.  The assumption of a normal distribution (N) is 
conservative as it leads to lower estimates of the characteristic values. Assuming a normal 
distribution may however be overly conservative for determining partial resistance factors.  
4 FRC DESIGN VALUES 
 The inherent problem with calculation FRC design values is that it is based on the test 
result of a very small cross section, most commonly only 150 × 125 mm2 in size. As the 
number of fibres crossing this section is on average relatively small, significant scatter is 
found in the results as the fibre distribution plays a significant role in the result. This would 
be representative if the real structure also would experience such a high scatter of results, but 
this is not the case. Using the scatter of the small beam test is in fact conservative as the 
scatter would not be so great in real structures. 
To the authors’ knowledge there is only two guidelines published which takes this 
effect of scatter in FRC into account. They are the German Guideline [6] and the Swedish 
Codes [5]. In the following section the design values will be calculated using the TR34 [1] 
and the two mentioned guideline/codes and also a new proposed approach. 
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4.1 Published guidelines 
The basic approach to determine the design values are as follows: 
 (2) 
 (3) 
With σri the design values and γm the material partial factors, fR1k and fR4k are the 
characteristic values of  fR1 and fR4, and K any additional factors used by the different 
guidelines/standards. The 0.45 and 0.37 is factors to convert the values to design (uni-axial 
tension) values. This is because the fR1k and fR4k values are derived from using Equation 1 
which assumes linear elastic behaviour with the neutral axis in the centre of the test beams. 
This is not the case, therefore the values are adjusted using an inverse analysis. The reader is 
referred to the Model Code 2010 [4] and Vanderwalle et al. 2003 [18] for more on this 
inverse analyses approach. 
The first approach shown is TR34 [1], an approach that is specifically published for the 
use of fibres for floors-on-grade and includes the use of synthetic fibres. None of the other 
approaches presented here include the use of synthetic fibres, but they are nevertheless used 
here. The TR 34 [1] specifies a partial material factor of 1.5, the same of concrete in 
compression. The calculated design values according to TR34 [1] is shown in Table 4. Note 
that only fR1k and fR4k are shown as they are used in floor-on-grade design according to TR34 
[1]. This approach was done for both the characteristic value based on all the results and also 
based on the mean of sets of six beams.  
Table 4. The calculated design values using the different approaches [1,5-6] 
Characteristic 
Values Design values
fR1k
[MPa]
fR4k
[MPa]
Additional  
Factor
K
Resistance 
Partial Factor σR1 
[MPa]
σR4
[MPa]
TR34 1.851 0.793 1 1.5 0.555 0.196
TR34 using cov from 
sets of 6 beams 
averages
2.137 0.944 1 1.5 0.641 0.233
Swedish Code 1.851 0.793 2 1.5 1.111 0.391
German Guidelines 1.294 0.606 1.7 1.25 0.704 0.305
Proposed Approach:
Using cov from sets of 
6 beams averages  and 
assuming fRi~LN2
2.166 0.968 1 1.20 0.812 0.301
The Swedish Code [5] for FRC used an approach by increasing the design value by a 
factor based on the level of in determination of a structure. The higher the level, the more the
design value will be increased. This method is further explained in [9]. For floors-on-grade 
they derived a value of ŋdet of 2. This value is just multiplied to the design values shown in 
Equations 2 and 3, i.e the factor K. They also have a factor for fibre orientation, but for 
“horizontally cast members (width > 5 x thickness)”, this factor is 1. The rest of the 
calculation is the same as Equations 2 and 3. The partial material factor is specified as 1.5. 
The design values using this approach are shown in Table 4.   
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The approach by die German Guideline [6] is more complex, but the link to reliability 
based design is clear. There are however a few significant differences. Their prescribed test 
methods has a cross section of 150 × 150 mm2 compared to 150 ×125 mm2 of EN 14651 [15],
so inherently they will have less scatter in their test results. This means applying this method 
to the test results presented here will be conservative. Also, the characteristic value is limited 
to no more than 51% of the mean value. This is based on the assumption that the scatter in a 
set of tests should never be less than a CoV of 0.25. Therefor the shown characteristic values 
in Table 4 for this approach is less than the rest of the approaches. The calculation of σr1 uses 
a factor of 0.40 instead of the 0.45 of Equation 2 which makes it even more conservative.  
 This approach also adds two factors to the calculation of the design value, one for the 
fibre orientation and one for the actual cracked section area in the structure. The factor for 
taking the actual crack section area into account, κfG, is 
 (4) 
With Afct the real crack cross section in m2. This is a good approach, but not so easy to apply 
for a floor-on-grade calculation using a yield-line approach. There are many different yield 
lines that can occur for different types of loading expected on one floor, and the number of, 
for example, positive radial yield lines forming under a point load is also not clear. For the 
purpose of this paper the maximum allowable κfG value of 1.7 is used. This corresponds to a 
crack area of 1.4 m2, equating to a total yield crack length of 7 m in a 200 mm thick slab.  
 The last approach presented here is the TR34 approach using the sets of six beams as 
data points. The lower CoVwill result in a smaller partial resistance factor, γm,, which may be 
determined using reliability principles and assuming a lognormal distribution as: 
with  the partial resistance factor for post-peak resistance,  and  the characteristic and 
-design strengths respectively, ,  for resistance,  for typical 
ULS design. The equation is accurate for coefficients of variation, . The estimated 
partial factors are for  and  for .
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 This paper presents published and a new proposed approach to determine the fibre 
reinforced concrete design values to be used for floors-on-grade. There are still a number of 
shortfalls in this study; however, the following conclusions can be made: 
A statistical analyses on a large set (156) EN 14651 [15] beam tests with a single type of 
macro synthetic fibre concluded that the following variables do not have a significant effect 
on the fibre performance 
 The water / cement ratio 
 The type of cement 
 The volume of coarse aggregates 
 The size of the coarse aggregates 
FRC design values were calculated using five methods and the results, in order starting 
with the most conservative, are as follows: 
 The TR34 approach using each individual beam test results 
 The TR34 approach where sets of six beams were seen as a single data point 
 The German guideline 
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 The method proposed in this paper 
 The Swedish Standards approach which is the least conservative 
This work shows the discrepancies in current methods used and shows that this requires 
further attention. 
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Research on the Chloride-free and Alkali-free Liquid Set 
Accelerator for Sprayed Concrete 
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China 
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ABSTRACT 
Sprayed concrete is used for the construction of tunnel and mine. The recent trend in 
accelerator development is the chloride-free and alkali-free liquid accelerator in response to 
the demand for durable, high-quality sprayed concrete that minimizes environmental risk. A 
kind of liquid accelerator characterized of environmental friendly, chloride-free and alkali-
free (named ASA) is developed through orthogonal experiments. Relevant properties and 
action mechanism of the accelerator were studied. When the dosage of ASA accelerator is 
7%, the initial and final setting time of cement paste were decreased to 2min40s and 4min40s 
respectively. The 1d compressive strength and 28d compressive strength of concrete with 
ASA increased by 43.5% and 10.2% respectively. XRD, ESEM and MIP were used to 
analysis the hydration products and microstructure of hardened cement paste with ASA. It 
shows that the fast setting and high early compressive strength of cement paste with ASA are 
due to Al3+ and SO42- in ASA reacted with dissolved Ca2+ in the liquid phase instantly 
forming a large amount of ettringites. The consumption of Ca2+ in liquid phase promoted the 
hydration of C3S, the generated C-S-H gel filled in the pore, making the microstructure 
denser and increasing the 28d compressive strength. 
Keywords: Alkali-free set accelerator; setting time; compressive strength; sprayed concrete
1 INTRODUCTION 
Constructions of railway and highway in mid-west and southwest of China have been in a 
rapid development in recent years. By 2020, it is expected that about 8000 railway tunnels 
and more than 155 kilometer of highway tunnels will be constructed. Shotcrete technology is 
widely used in tunnel support system construction.  
The ‘dry process’ technique for shotcrete was used in early days. A dry mix of sand, 
cement and powder set accelerator is placed into the pressurized chamber. The mix is then 
conducted from the chamber to a nozzle where water is added. Then admixed materials set in 
a very short period as strengthening of tunnels [1]. Problems of dry process technique were 
found in site, such as large rebound, unhealthy environment condition for workers in the 
confined space of a tunnel, unstable W/C ratio and poor quality of shotcrete [2]. Meanwhile,
in the ‘wet process’ technique, sand and cement have to be fully mixed with water before 
being pumped through a machine, which is able to apply wet-mix spray concrete robotically 
in tunnelling projects. The mix is pumped to nozzle by compressed air; the liquid set 
accelerator is admixed in nozzle and sprayed onto work surface. The ‘wet process’ makes 
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shotcrete high efficiency, low rebound, much safer and healthier working environment. So 
far, the ‘wet process’ is accepted and used worldwide [3]. As the raising of awareness of 
environmental protection in China, the wet-mix sprayed concrete will replace the dry-mix 
sprayed concrete and leads the trend of shotcrete. 
As the essential raw material of wet-mix sprayed concrete, there will be huge demand for 
liquid set accelerator in China. The main constituent of the earliest liquid set accelerator is 
sodium aluminate or potassium aluminate. Its alkali content is higher than 10%, so it is also 
called high alkali set accelerator. The 28d compressive strength retention of the concrete with 
the high alkali set accelerator is smaller than 80% of the plain concrete [4-5]. In order to 
reduce the later strength loss, sulfate and silicate are used to modify the previous sodium 
aluminate or potassium aluminate [6-8]. Then liquid set accelerator with medium alkali 
content of 4% and 28d compressive strength ratio of 90% was developed [9]. 
Aluminum sulfate [10-11], amorphous Al(OH)3 [12-13] and magnesium fluoride are 
utilized to replace alkali metal salt [14] to produce liquid alkali-free set accelerator (L-AFA) 
with alkali content lower than 1%. L-AFA solves the AAR problems caused by high alkali 
content. The 28d compressive strength ratio of concrete with L-AFA improves a lot.  So 
using L-AFA to replace traditional alkali set accelerator is a general trend in China now.
There are some issues that need to be solved on the L-AFA, (1) Stability: Aluminate salt 
is the main constitute of liquid alkali-free set accelerator. It has a low solubility and is 
reactive to a hydrolysis-aggregation-precipitation reaction. So L-AFA is unstable and easy to 
flocculate, precipitate and crystalize with the extension of storage time. Stable period of 
liquid alkali-free set accelerator is usually less than 3 months [15-16]. Trying to inhibit the 
crystallization and hydrolysis of highly saturated aluminum solution in the L-AFA is one 
important task. (2) Lower 28d compressive strength ratio: Compared to high alkali and 
medium alkali set accelerator, later compressive strength of concrete with L-AFA increases 
to some extent.  But the 28d compressive strength ratio is still lower, which is around 80% ~ 
90% of the plain concrete [17-18].Trying to increase the 28d compressive strength ratio is 
another important task. (3) Safety of raw materials: Fluorine ion promotes formation of 
hydrates, reduce final setting time, increase strength and increase stability of aluminum ion in 
aqueous solution by forming stable complex compound with aluminum sulfate. Hydrofluoric 
acid [19], sodium fluoride [20], aluminum fluoride [14] and magnesium fluoride [21] were 
often used as raw materials of liquid alkali-free set accelerator. For field workers, excess 
fluorine storage in body is a great threat to their health. Excess fluorine storage in human 
body may cause fluorosis. Slight fluorine poisoning causes dental fluorosis, severe fluorine 
poisoning cause skeletal fluorosis which leads to a complete loss of harbor ability and self-
care ability. Trying to use non-fluorine raw material to prepare the L-AFA is the third 
important task. 
Aiming to three tasks above, a new kind of alkali-free set accelerator (named ASA) was 
prepared and the action mechanism of ASA was studied. 
2 MATERIALS  
2.1 Materials for liquid alkali-free accelerator preparation 
All materials for the preparation of L-AFA are commercial chemical reagent:
polyaluminium sulfate, magnesium sulfate, alkanolamine, inorganic acid and stabilizer. 
2.2 Materials for test the setting time and compressive strength 
P.I 42.5 cement and ISO Standard sand are used to test the properties of L-AFA.
Chemical composition and physical properties of the cement are list in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2.  
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Table 1: Chemical composition of the cement 
SiO2
/%
Al2O3
/%
Fe2O3
/%
CaO 
/%
MgO 
/%
SO3
/%
f-CaO 
/%
21.18 4.73 3.41 62.49 2.53 2.83 0.72
Table 2: Physical properties of reference cement 
Residue 
(80µm )
/%
Density
/g∙cm-3
Blain 
fineness 
/m2∙kg-1
Setting time
/min
Strength/MPa
Flexural Compressive
initial final 3d 28d 3d 28d
0.3 3.14 350 172 222 5.6 8.7 28.3 51.6
3 TEST METHOD 
3.1 Setting time of the cement paste 
Mixed 400 g cement with 160 g water (including water in L-AFA) in the agitating pan 
first, added the L-AFA into it at a recommended dosage, and then quickly stirred the paste for 
30 s. Then transferred the paste into Vicat moulds, slightly vibrated several times. Removed 
the excess paste by gently sawing motion until the upper surface smooth. Determined setting 
times according to ISO 9597. 
Setting time recording was started as soon as L-AFA was added. Every sample was tested 
twice and the mean value of the two tests was the result. For cement paste with L-AFA, the 
initial setting time ≤ 3 min and the final setting time ≤ 8 min are the objectives in this 
research. 
3.2 Compressive strength of cement mortar 
Added 450 g water (including water in L-AFA) into 900 g cement and mixed first, then 
added 1350 g ISO Standard sand and mixed till enough distribution. After that added L-AFA 
into the panat a recommended dosage and quickly stirred it for 40 s~50 s. Casted the mortar 
into moulds (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) and vibrated for 30 s, removed the excess mortar 
and smooth the upper surface of mortar. 
Control samples (without L-AFA) and test samples (with L-AFA) were prepared at the 
same time. All samples were cured at standard condition. 1d and 28d compressive strength 
were determined. 28d compressive strength ratio (ratio of the 28d compressive strength of the 
test samples to that of the control samples) was calculated. For the test samples, 1d 
compressive strength ≥7.0 MPa and 28d compressive strength ratio ≥ 100 % are the 
objectives in this research.
3.3 Stability of liquid set accelerator 
Put L-AFA into transparent and clean plastic bottles, sealed and stored at (20±2) ć.
Observed the appearance of the stratification, precipitation or crystallization, recorded the 
appearance time. 6 months is the objective stability period in this research.
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3.4 Microstructure analysis 
W/C of the specimen for microstructure analysis is 0.4. Mixed the cement and water 
evenly, then added L-AFA at the dosage of 7%. Stirred the cement paste for 30 s, and then 
put the cement paste into a mould with the dimension 30 mm × 30 mm × 30 mm. Cured the 
specimen at standard condition till the given age 10 min, 1h,1d and 28d. Then broke the 
specimens into powder or small particles with the size of 2 mm㹼5 mm for XRD, ESEM and 
MIP analysis.
4 TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 Preparation of the new kind of liquid set accelerator 
The raw materials for the L-AFA developed in this paper include polyaluminium 
sulfate (A), magnesium sulfate (B), alkanolamine (C), inorganic acid (D) and stabilizer (E). 
The influences of each single raw material on the set accelerating are shown in Fig.1.
(a) Polyaluminium sulfate (b) Magnesium sulfate (c) Hydramine
(d) Inorganic acid (e) Stabilizer
Fig.1 Influence of each single raw materials on the setting time of cement 
The process chart of the L-AFA using the above five kinds of raw materials in this 
research is shown in Fig.2. 
 
Fig.2 Preparation process flow of the L-AFA 
The initial setting time and final setting time were used as assessment indexes in 
orthogonal experiment. Considering the properties of set accelerator, stability and cost, the 
best mass ratio is determined as polyaluminium sulfate: magnesium sulfate: hydramine: 
inorganic acid: stabilizer: water = 48: 14: 10: 1.5: 1.0: 25.5. The L-AFA is named ASA due 
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to the main constitutes -- Aluminum Sulfate. The characters of the ASA is listed in Tab. 3. Its 
color is  light green to brown yellow.
Table 3: Properties of ASA liquid alkali-free accelerator 
Alkali content
/%
Chloride ion
/%
Density
/g∙m-3
Solid content
/%
pH
0.037 0.014 1.41 51% 3.0
4.2 Influence of ASA dosage on setting time and the compressive strength  
The influence of ASA dosage on the properties of ASA is shown in Fig.3. 
(a) the setting time (b) 1d compressive 
strength
(c) 28d compressive 
strength ratio
Fig.3 The effect of ASA dosage on of cement paste 
From Fig.3, it can be seen the setting time shortens with the increase of ASA dosage, 
while the 1d compressive strength increases with the increase of ASA dosage until it reaches
10%, then decreases a lot when the dosage exceeds 10%. The 1d compressive strength is 
larger than 6 MPa when the dosage of ASA is more than 4%. The 28d compressive strength 
ratio is bigger than 100% which the dosage is between 2% ~ 10%. This gives important 
information that ASA can enhance the later compressive strength in a wide dosage range. 
When the dosage of ASA is 5%, the initial and final setting time of cement paste are 
4 min 10 s and 8 min 40 s respectively, while the 1d compressive strength and 28d 
compressive strength ratio of mortar are 7.23 MPa and 108.3%. While the dosage of ASA is 
7%, the initial and final setting time of cement paste decrease to 2 min 40 s and 4 min 40 s
respectively. The 1d compressive strength of mortar is 8.56 MPa, increasing by 99% 
compared with control sample, and the 28d compressive strength ratio of mortar is 103% at 
this time. 
So it can be clearly found all properties meet the research targets scheduled, and the 
recommended dosage of ASA is 5% ~ 7%. 
Usually, cement paste or mortar dosed with accelerator sets very fast, pores are unable to 
be filled, a porous micro-structure generates as a result and it leads to a low early age 
compressive strength. In order to understand the action mechanism of ASA, several analysis 
such as XRD, EMSA and MIP are carried out to study the microstructure of cement paste 
samples dosed with ASA. 
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XRD analysis of test samples (AF) and control samples (Ref) at the same age are 
compared in figure 4 and figure 5. Microstructure of sample AF and Ref at different ages are 
observed using ESEM, results are showed in figure 6.
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Fig. 4 XRD pattern of samples at 10mins and 1h 
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Fig. 5 XRD pattern of samples at 1d and 28d 
In the control sample Ref, there are no ettringite and CH after 10 min and 1h of hydration.
The hydration products are mainly C-S-H gel (the C-S-H gel could be associated with the 
tobermorite), CH and a few ettringite after 28d of hydration (see Fig. 4 ~ 5). On the contrary, 
many rod-like ettringites are found in the test sample AF only after 10 min of hydration 
which formed on the surface of cement particles and liquid phase. After 1h of hydration, the 
AFt grow rapidly and overlapp, gel C-S-H cover on the ettringites and fill the pores, there is 
no CH. After 1d of hydration, a great deal of AFt form, less CH form compared to the control 
sample. After 28d of hydration, needle-like and rod-like ettringite overlap and insert into C-
S-H, forming a dense matrix (see Fig. 4 ~ 6). 
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Ref
AF
10min 1h 1d 28d
Fig.6 The ESEM pictures of samples at different hydration time 
In order to promote strength development of cement paste, multicomponents are designed 
for ASA in this research. Polyaluminium sulfate as raw material provides massive Al3+ and 
SO42- which hydrate rapidly with Ca2+ in C3A and liquid phase, forming a large amount of 
ettringite. C-S-H formed by C3S hydration covers on the ettringite and promotes paste setting, 
and thus increases 1d strength. Magnesium sulfate as raw material introduces in the 
Mg2+.Solubility of Mg(OH)2 is 6 order of magnitude smaller than that of Ca(OH)2, Mg2+
bonds prior with OH-, forming Mg(OH)2 as crystal nucleus, promoting generating of C-S-H
hydrated from C3S thus filling voids and increasing strength. Alkanolamineas raw material is 
miscible with water. Complexation of alkanolamine with ions such as Al3+and Fe3+ forms 
many soluble domains during the hydration process, increasing diffusing of hydration 
products, promoting the hydration and increasing the early strength. 
Comparison of pore structure of hardened cement paste between the test sample AF and 
the control sample Ref at the age of 1d and 28d are showed in Table 4. 
Table 4: Pore structure of hardened cement paste 
After 1d of hydration, total porosity of AF is 37.68% which is 7.4% smaller than Ref,
pores diameters bigger than 100nm in AF is 50.28% which is 4.41% smaller than that in Ref. 
After 28d of hydration, total porosity and pores with diameters bigger than 100 nm of 
hardened sample AF and Ref are almost the same. But in AF, there are more capillary pores 
and obviously less gel pores smaller than 10 nm. This is the reason why 28d compressive 
strength of AF mortar is higher than tant of the control sample. 
No. Total porosity /% <10nm 10㹼50nm 50㹼100nm >100nm
Ref-1d 45.08 8.62 16.63 20.06 54.69
AF-1d 37.68 9.5 21.45 18.77 50.28
Ref-28d 22.60 31.10 50.65 11.35 6.90
AF-28d 22.29 19.70 65.25 8.21 6.84
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4.3 Stability of the ASA liquid set accelerator 
Stability comparison experiments between ASA and an international brand liquid alkali-
free accelerator S-5 (41% solid content) are carried out. The two set accelerators are stored at
(20±2)ćfor 180d. Naked eye observations on the stratification and crystallization in the 
liquid accelerator at different storage time have been done (see Fig. 7).
4.3.1.1.1.1.1.1.1(a) ASA 4.3.1.1.1.1.1.1.2(b) S-5
Fig. 7 The stability test of two kinds of liquid set accelerator 
The liquid set accelerator ASA is homogeneous and transparent liquid. After 6 months of 
storage, it is still homogeneous and transparent; there is no precipitation, crystallization and 
stratification except for a slight color change. The reason of color change is that Fe2+ 
introduced by raw materials oxidized to Fe3+ by O2 in the bottle, causing the color changes 
from light green to light brown. The liquid set accelerator S-5 obviously stratifies after 30d, 
flocculation occurs and flowability gets worse after 60d. The stability of ASA is much better 
than that of S-5.
Liquid set accelerator whose mainly components is aluminum sulfate is a colloidal 
system. The stability of the liquid accelerator is determined by stability of this colloidal 
system which means the ability of particles of keeping dispersed suspension state in a period. 
Many factors influence stability of the colloidal system such as Brownian movement, 
electrostatic repulsion, hydration of particle surface, steric hindrance between colloids. As 
storage time extends, colloidal particles aggregate and adhere on each other, causing the 
increasing of particle size and then the coagulation occurs which leads to a stratification of 
supernatant and sediment.  
Crystallization of highly saturated aluminum sulfate is the reason of instability. 
Aluminum ions are easy to hydrolyze-polymerize-precipitate in aqueous solution, 
transforming the solution to irreversible gel. The key to improve the stability of ASA is 
inhibiting crystallization and hydrolysis of highly saturated aluminum solution. Stabilizers 
such as inorganic salt, organic surface active agent, organic carboxylic acid have been used to 
try to solve this problem abroad and domestic. These stabilizers can neither reduce Al3+ 
concentration in solution effectively nor inhibit hydrolysis of Al3+, so none of them is 
satisfactory. 
Based on the analysis of stability mechanism, the following three measures are taken 
trying to solve the poor stability of liquid set accelerator effectively in the preparation of 
ASA.
First, using polyaluminium sulfate as one kind of raw material. Its molecule formula is 
[Al2(OH)n(SO4)3-n/2]m(m≤10, 1≤n≤5), and its most arresting feature is high Al2O3 / SO3
ratio. Domestic enterprises often use industrial aluminum sulfate as raw material in 
preparation process of L-AFA. Al2O3 content of industrial aluminum sulfate is usually 
14%~15%, more aluminum sulfate has to be used in order to get an acceptable accelerating 
efficiency, forming a highly saturated aluminum solution which is extremely unstable. Al2O3
content in polyaluminium sulfate used in this research is higher than 18%. Ionization of 
polyaluminum sulfate in aqueous solution generates more Al3+ and less SO42-, which means 
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less polyaluminium sulfate is needed to get an acceptable accelerating efficiency. Less 
polyaluminum sulfate means the solution saturation level decreases and the stable period of 
accelerator effectively increases. 
Second, powdery organic carboxylic acid is used as the stabilizer. It is soluble in water 
and can react with Al3+ forming a soluble complex ion. Molecule of the stabilizer contains 
coo2- in which O as coordination atom provides electrons and coordinates with Al3+, forming 
stable complex, effectively decreasing free Al3+ concentration, increasing the stability of 
ASA.
Third, inorganic acid in the raw materials is used to adjust pH of ASA, which inhibits the 
hydrolysis of Al3+, increasing the stability of ASA. 
Experiments above show that these measures are very effective, the stability period of 
ASA is longer than 6 months, while precipitation and crystallization occurs in the comparison 
sample in some extend after 1~2 months. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 A liquid set accelerator (ASA)is developed which accelerates setting of cement and 
increases compressive strength of hardened paste. ASA is safe to human body and 
harmless to concrete durability due to alkali metal ion free, chloride ion free and 
fluoride ion free. 
 The stability period of ASA are increased to more than 6 month by using 
polyaluminium sulfate which has a high Al2O3 / SO3 ratio as raw material, using 
powdery organic carboxylic acid as stabilizer, and using inorganic acid to adjust pH 
value. These measures inhibit the hydrolysis of Al3+effectively. 
 Test results of XRD, ESEM and MIP show that Al3+ and SO42- provided by ASA react 
with dissolved Ca2+ in the liquid phase instantly forming a large amount of ettringites,
those ettringites netted to each other leading fast setting of cement paste. The 
precipitated ettringites in the liquid phase didn’t cover the surface of C3A wholly, 
resulting in the continued hydration of C3A. The consumption of Ca2+ in liquid phase 
promoted the hydration of C3S, the generated C-S-H gel filled in the pore, making the 
microstructure denser and increasing the early and later compressive strength of 
hardened paste.  
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ABSTRACT 
The effects of introducing ultrafine ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) on the 
mechanical properties and the corrosion prevention properties of concrete are examined in 
this preliminary study. Introducing ultrafine GGBS reduces the workability of concrete, 
increases the compression strength, and surface bond stress. The ability of ultrafine GGBS to 
reduce corrosion of the steel rebar in concrete was studied using measurements of half-cell 
potential, open circuit potential, linear polarization resistance, and Tafel polarization in an 
accelerated environment 3.5% NaCl and 1 M H2SO4. For 10% addition of ultrafine GGBS, 
both the half cell and open circuit potentials shifted by about 20 mV, indicating enhanced 
cathodic protection of the steel rebar. The linear polarization resistance increased by about   
50% from 50 K to 100 K by the addition of 10% ultrafine GGBS, while the corrosion 
current in Tafel polarization measurements reduced by 42%. 
1  INTRODUCTION 
Developing and introducing environmentally friendly materials that enhance the 
properties and performance of reinforced concrete structures is an area of research that has 
attracted significant interest. Of specific interest are the improvements in mechanical 
properties and enhanced resistance to the rebar corrosion. In highly alkaline pH environments 
such as concrete, iron surface is typically in a passivated oxide state, which provides a natural 
protection for corrosion, in addition to the resistance arising from the solid structure that 
resists diffusion of corroding species. However, due to either carbonation or chloride 
penetration, local corrosion phenomena initiate on the steel surface, leading to significant 
debonding, loss of strength and potential structural failure [1]. This preliminary work studies 
the effect of the mineral admixture ultrafine GGBS on the mechanical properties and 
corrosion behaviour of reinforced concrete. 
Sharmila and Dhinakaran have studied the compressive strength of readymade GGBS on 
compressive strength, porosity and sorptivity of high strength concrete [2, 3]. They have 
found that the slag fills micro-voids, and observed that ground slag performed better than the 
readymade commercially available slag. Increasing the quantity of the slag resulted in 
aggregation of particles, densified the microstructure and reduced the mechanical strength. 
Teng et al., have suggested that increased surface area enhanced the rates of hydration and 
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pozzolanic reactions, resulting in lower permeability and better durability [4]. Introducing 
nanosilica of various particle sizes ranging from 12 to 40 nm enhances the compressive 
strength of cement mortar, though larger nano particles show better improvement, possibly 
because of lesser agglomeration effects and better dispersion. These studies indicate 
significant promise in the use of ultrafine mineral additives to cement for enhancing its 
material properties. However, no studies have so far examined the effects of GGBS on the 
corrosion behaviour of the reinforced concrete.  
Montemor et al., have studied the effects of fly ash on the corrosion of reinforced 
concrete in sodium chloride solution using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and 
have observed that resistivity of concrete increased with addition of fly ash, resulting in delay 
of corrosion initiation as well as a decrease in the rate of corrosion [5]. The effect of 
introducing zeolite and diatomite on corrosion of reinforcement steel in 1M HCl has been 
studied by Gerengi et al., using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [6]. They observe 
that the resistance to corrosion offered by concrete matrix is higher for zeolite than for 
diatomite, though this resistance increases with time for both the samples. Thus, continuous 
protection of the concrete is enabled even after six months. 
In this work, the corrosion properties of Alccofine-1203, a commercially available ultrafine 
GGBS material, when used as a partial replacement to ordinary Portland cement is reported. 
After examining the mechanical properties of the resultant modified concrete, corrosion 
behaviour is studied using open-circuit potential measurements, half-cell potential 
measurements, linear polarization resistance measurements, and Tafel polarization studies. 
These studies are carried out in an accelerated corrosion environment containing 3.5 wt% 
sodium chloride and 1 M sulphuric acid. 
2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) (53 grade) was used in this study [7]. Some of the 
physical properties of OPC and the additive ultrafine GGBS are given in Table 1. Locally 
available aggregates of size greater than 4.75 mm and less than 20 mm as per IS 456:2000 
[8], with specific gravity of 2.45 and water absorption of 0.75% were chosen as graded coarse 
aggregates. River sand, as per grading zone II, with specific gravity of 2.5 and water 
absorption of 2%, conforming to IS 383:1970 [9], was chosen as graded fine aggregate. 
Cubic and cylindrical specimens were prepared with a mix design of 1:1.47:2.45 (Cement: 
Fine aggregate: Coarse aggregate), with a water to cement ratio of 0.45.                      
Thermo-mechanically treated (TMT) rebars of Fe 415 grade, of 10 mm diameter and 450 mm
height, with density 7850 kg/m3, elastic modulus 200 GPa and Poisson ratio 0.28 were used. 
The cast specimens were demoulded after 24 hours and cured in normal tap water for                
28 days. Workability of the concrete was studied with a slump test as per IS 1199:1959 [10], 
and compression strength was measured in a compressive testing machine as per IS 516:1959
[11]. Cubes of size 100 mm × 100 mm  100 mm were prepared and an average of three 
results were taken. Bond strength between the steel rebar and the concrete was measured 
using a pull-out test as specified in IS 2770: 1967 (Part – 1) [12]. Water absorption studies 
were carried out on concrete cubes as per ASTM C642-06 [13]. 
Table 1: Physical properties of OPC and the additive Ultrafine GGBS
Property Unit Cement(OPC 53 GRADE)
Ultrafine 
GGBS
Average particle size Microns 10 to 100 4 to 6
Fineness cm2/gm 2250 12000
Specific Gravity - 2.98 2.86±0.02
Bulk density kg/m3 830 to 1650 600 to 700
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For determining the corrosion behaviour of the concrete, half-cell potentials were 
measured based on ASTM C876-91 [14]. All electrochemical measurements were carried out 
on an electrochemical analyser (CHI604E, CH Instruments, Inc.). A cylindrical reinforced 
concrete sample was used as the working electrode, a concentric stainless steel (SS304) mesh 
was used as a counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl electrode served as a reference electrode. Once 
open circuit potentials were established, linear polarization studies were carried out in a small 
window ( 10 mV) around the open circuit potential at the rate of 1 mV/s. Tafel polarization 
experiments were carried out at a scan rate of 10 mV/s, approximately in a window of           
 500 mV from the open circuit potential. 
3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introducing ultrafine GGBS into the concrete decreased its slump, thereby its workability. 
Water absorption also decreased with addition of ultrafine GGBS, but at 15% ultrafine 
GGBS, more water got absorbed. Compression strength, on the other hand, showed an 
opposite trend (Table 2). The highest compression strength of 42 MPa was observed for the 
addition of 10% ultrafine GGBS. It is likely that the ultra-fine particles of the additive fill the 
micro-pores of the concrete, thereby reducing the amount of water absorbed, and increasing 
the compression strength. However, the particles tend to agglomerate at high concentrations, 
resulting in the formation of larger voids, increased water absorption and reduced 
compression strength. Thus, it was determined that addition of 10% ultrafine GGBS to 
concrete was an optimum level of modification, and further studies were carried out with this 
modified concrete. 
Whenever external load is applied on concrete, the reinforcing bar receives part of the 
load through load transfer mechanisms to generate steel stress, which acts parallel to the 
surface bond stress developed. Higher bond stress implies better load transfer to the steel rod, 
thereby better performance of the reinforced concrete. It is observed that the introduction of 
10% ultrafine GGBS increases the bond stress by more than 31% from 0.707 MPa to 
1.03 MPa. 
To examine the corrosion properties of the concrete, electrochemical measurements were 
carried out. The half-cell potential or open-circuit potential determines the energetic state of 
the steel-concrete interface in the absence of an external driving force for corrosion. A large 
value of the potential implies high surface free energy, indicating a strong propensity for 
corrosion. This open circuit potential for the half-cell comprising the steel surface and its 
neighbouring concrete was measured by both an Elcometer as well as a Potentiostat with 
reference to a Silver-Silver chloride (Ag-AgCl) electrode for 600 seconds. Both 
measurements were consistent with each other, with 0.650 V from Elcometer and 0.651V 
from the CHI604E potentiostat for the unmodified concrete and 0.670 V from Elcometer 
and 0.672 V from the CHI604E potentiostat for the concrete modified with 10% Ultrafine 
GGBS. Negative potentials indicate a cathodic state of the electrode (steel). Therefore, as the 
potential becomes more negative, the steel is protected cathodically, leading to less corrosion. 
However, this protection is only for uniform corrosion, and localized corrosion can still take 
place. Thus, the open circuit potential measurements indicated that the steel bar in the 
concrete is prone to corrosion. 
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Table 2:  Mechanical properties and water absorption of concrete samples 
Sl.
No. Mixture
Workability
(mm)
Compressive 
Strength
(MPa)
Water 
Absorption
(%)
1 OPC (100%) 80 35.6 4.82
2 OPC (95%) + ultrafine GGBS (5%) 75 38 4.42
3 OPC (90%) +ultrafine GGBS (10%) 70 42 4.16
4 OPC (85%) +ultrafine GGBS (15%) 65 28 4.86
While open circuit measurements provide a thermodynamic assessment of propensity of a 
concrete to induce corrosion in the steel, they do not provide any information either on the 
resistance offered by the concrete to corrosion or on the rate of corrosion. Therefore, linear 
polarization resistance measurements were made around  10 mV of the open circuit 
potential, as shown in Figure 1. These measurements were carried out in a solution of 3.5% 
NaCl and 1 M H2SO4. The studies showed that the ultrafine GGBS-modified concrete had a 
substantial 50% increase in corrosion resistance, from 50 K to 100 K, over unmodified 
concrete, even upon exposure to strong corroding agents such as chloride and sulphuric acid. 
Thus, the modified concrete is highly resistant to corrosion for small perturbations from the 
equilibrium (open circuit) conditions, which may arise during the course of application of the 
concrete in construction applications. 
In order to determine the performance of the concrete under accelerated corrosion 
environments, Tafel polarization studies were carried out and the results are shown in    
Figure 2. Over a wide range of potentials, i.e., around  500 mV, neither concrete samples 
showed any signatures of localized corrosion behaviour. The values of Ecorr were found to be 
0.600 V for both the unmodified and the modified concrete. On the other hand, the 
corrosion current density (icorr) decreased for the ultrafine GGBS-modified concrete by 42% 
from 10.59 nA/cm2 to 6.14 nA/cm2. Due to reduced water absorption, it is expected that 
chloride ingress in the ultrafine GGBS-modified concrete would be reduced, thereby leading 
to the reduction in corrosion. These initial results are promising, and further studies of long-
term corrosion measurements are being carried out currently. 
4  CONCLUSIONS 
Concrete based on OPC grade 53 was modified by an ultrafine GGBS, found that 10% 
composition of ultrafine GGBS gave the highest compression strength and least water 
absorption, while further increase in ultrafine GGBS decreased the strength due to possible 
aggregation of the particles. This modification also increased the bond strength between the 
concrete and steel rebar. A significant 50% increase in corrosion resistance was observed in a 
solution containing 3.5% NaCl and 1 M H2SO4. Tafel polarization studies showed no features 
of localized corrosion over a range of around 500 mV from the open circuit potential, and a 
reduction in the corrosion current by 42% due to the addition of ultrafine GGBS. 
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Figure 1: Linear polarization results for unmodified and ultrafine GGBS-modified 
concrete in 3.5% NaCl and 1 M H2SO4 solution
Figure 2: Tafel polarization results for unmodified and ultrafine GGBS-modified concrete 
in 3.5% NaCl and 1 M H2SO4 solution
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Innovative Manufacturing Methods of Drapable Textile 
Reinforcements for Folded/Double Curved Concrete Facade 
Elements 
Gözdem Dittel, Andreas Koch and Thomas Gries 
Institut fuer Textiltechnik (ITA) of RWTH Aachen University, Germany 
ABSTRACT 
Textile reinforcements made of materials such as carbon and glass fibres meet the growing 
requirements for corrosion-free and high-strength lightweight structures in the building 
industry. One of the most sustainable developments is textile reinforced concrete (TRC). The
high formability is one of the challenging advantages of TRC structures compared to steel 
reinforced concrete. The inherent drapability of textile reinforcements allows the production 
of folded and/or double curved TRC elements with a high-quality finish. The minimum 
radius of the curve decides the required drapability level of the textile. The textile 
manufacturing process of warp knitting allows substituting single threads and changing of the 
stitch type during production. This makes warp knitting suitable to achieve the goal of locally 
adapted reinforcing textiles. This paper will present the results of a completed public funded 
project "Concrete Fold" in which possible combinations of stitching patterns were classified 
to determine their influence on the drapability of the textiles on basis of a cantilever test. 
Furthermore, the paper will give an overview about the scope of another public funded 
project "CurveTex" as a follow-up research where the manufacturing of double curved TRC 
elements through a combination of elastic and high modulus fibres is pursued. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
TRC has numerous technical and ecological advantages compared to conventional steel 
reinforced concrete. A higher durability due to corrosion-resistant textile reinforcement, high 
CO2 savings due to filigree and concrete-saving design (up to 80 %), a reduction of transport 
and assembly costs due to the high weight and volume savings are some of the major 
advantages of TRC [1]. Furthermore, TRC allows the realizing of very thin and structurally 
strong elements (5-50 mm) with a high surface quality due to using a fine grain concrete 
matrix [2-3]. 
A further advantage can be used for the design of structural elements which relates to the 
low bending stiffness of not impregnated reinforcing structures and the good formability 
respectively drapability of these structures. Thin-walled free-formed (folded or double 
curved) TRC elements can be easily produced by a suitable casing. However, depending on 
the design of a free-formed TRC facade, a corresponding casing needs to be produced for 
each mould. This is technically possible, but with increasing complexity regarding the design 
not economic. 
The textile design enables a desired textile drapability behaviour on predefined textile 
parts. Therefore, ITA researched the possibility of locally adapted textiles for folded TRC 
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elements. The promising results started a new research project to manufacture elastically 
adapted textiles for double curved TRC elements. 
2 TEXTILE DEVELOPMENT FOR FOLDED TRC FACADE ELEMENTS 
The ITA developed textile reinforcements for folded TRC facade elements and examined 
their behaviour in the folding point. A reinforcement of an open-meshed biaxial warp knitted 
textile structure was used which usually consists of AR glass (alkali-resistant glass fibre) or 
carbon rovings in the warp and weft direction.   
The drapability of these textile structures is influenced in particular by the parameters 
which are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1: Textile drapability influencing parameters  
Parameter Specification
Yarn material carbon or AR-glass (warp and weft)
Yarn titer 800 - 3300 tex
Mesh size 5 - 30 mm
Stitching pattern pillar, tricot, plain
The stitching pattern looms large in the textile production as an influencing parameter 
since it is the only parameter that can be changed during the production of the biaxial warp 
knitted textiles. All other parameters are defined before production and cannot be changed 
during production. Thus, the ITA pursued the approach of changing the stitching 
modification in the production direction to change the bending stiffness of the warp knitted 
structure locally, i.e. only at a predefined point (the folding point) for a predetermined length.  
During the research project three different textile biaxial types were developed and tested. 
AR glass fibres and three different types of stitching pattern (pillar, tricot and plain) were 
used. The relatively flexural rigid pillar stitching pattern was combined with a relatively 
bend-relaxed plain binding by varying the type of binding from pillar to plain in a range of 
approximately 50 mm. The properties of all developed textile types are listed in Table 2. 
Table 2: Properties of the developed textile types  
Textile Type Material Stitching pattern Bending stiffness
1 AR-Glass 2400 tex pillar high
2 AR-Glass 2400 tex plain low
3 AR-Glass 1200 tex tricot low
4 AR-Glass 2400 tex pillar-plain locally adapted
The bending stiffness of textile structures was tested with a cantilever test according to 
DIN 53362 at the ITA. 
With the cantilever test stand, the flexural stiffness of textile types 1 and 2 has been 
investigated. It turned out that the textile type 2 (plain) has only one fifth of the bending 
stiffness of the textile type 1 (pillar). For further tests, the plain binding and the textile type 3 
(tricot) was used. Due to the relatively high bending stiffness, as shown in Figure 1, the pillar 
binding is not suitable for folded or simply curved textile concrete components. 
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Figure 1: Test results of bending stiffness textile 1 (pillar) and textile 2 (plain) at the ITA 
Locally adapted textiles which combine two different levels of drapability in one single 
fabric were realized and the possibility to manufacture adapted textiles for special folded 
elements is generated (Figure 2). 
Figure 2: Combination of different drapability levels First demonstrator of a locally adapted 
biaxial warp knitted textile 
For the research project intended at production of folding structures, these locally adapted 
warp knitted structures were used to develop a kind of textile joint that offers the greatest 
degree of moldability, especially at the folding point. In order to visualize this idea, a 
handling and shaping test was carried out using this locally adapted warp knitted structure. 
These tests are shown in the Figure 3 (manual handling test above, mould test below). 
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Figure 3: Bending and shaping behaviour of the adapted local section 
In the upper figures (Figure 3), the weft roving with a production length of approximately 
50 mm was removed and only the stitch type was changed (pillar/left, plain/right). The 
locally used plain binding allows a larger bend angle at the desired folding point than the 
pillar binding in comparison. The lower figure (Figure 3) shows that the locally adapted warp 
knitted structure optimally adapts to a folded structure. 
3 THE FOLLOW-UP RESEARCH 
As a follow-up project to “ConcreteFold”, within another research project (“CurveTex”),
a new elastically adapted reinforcement structure for the crease-free reinforcement of double-
curved components is being developed. 
The research objectives are the development of a drapable textile reinforcement for 
concrete and the development of the related production processes for double-curved textile 
concrete elements (concrete injection and concrete casting methods) with continuous fibre 
reinforcement. 
Figure 4 shows the development steps involved in connection with the current state of the 
art. 
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Figure 4: Development steps of double curved TRC facade element 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Through realizing the locally adapted textile structures an industrial production 
technology for folded TRC facade elements, as well as a demonstration facade at RWTH 
Aachen University was developed. Folded and simply curved geometries were defined for the 
application area "curtain facade" and a method for concrete shaping in the green belt was 
developed. With a new folding tool and an innovative manufacturing process, facade 
elements could be realized that exceed conventional concrete facades in terms of technical 
functionality and aesthetics. The development steps of the folded TRC facade are shown in 
Figure 5. 
Through the production of the demonstration facade the practicability could be 
demonstrated. A quick and flexible adaptation of the folding tool for different folding 
geometries is possible. Folded TRC elements can be produced in a cost-effective process. 
All current research approaches in the area of three-dimensional textile concrete elements 
are limited to a simple curvature (simply curved or folded structures). This is due to the low 
draping capability of the textile reinforcement structures currently in use. The main target of 
the ongoing research project “CurveTex” is to disestablish this limitation. 
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Figure 5: Development steps of folded TRC facade 
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ABSTRACT 
Rogun Dam is an embankment dam in the preliminary stages of construction on the Vakhsh 
River in southern Tajikistan. Rogun was listed as the highest dam in the world. When 
constructed, it expected to produce 17.1 TWh of electrical power per year. Integrated studies 
of a wide range of local aggregates were conducted according to GOST 8269.0. It was 
established that crushed stone from local quarries all contained alkali-soluble silica in 
concentrations of much more than 50 mmol/l. The aggregates comprise sandstones, granite, 
limestones, amphibolite, shale, siltstone etc. Local sulphate resistant Portland cement is used 
for concrete mixes because groundwater in the construction area contains sulfates in high 
concentration (more than 34000 mg/l). The use of cement with mineral additives precludes 
development of hazardous damage to concrete with the above-specified aggregates. 
Additions of silica fume, metakaolin and siliceous fly ash as constituents of mortars and high-
performance concrete were studied. The samples were tested for long-term alkali-silica 
reaction expansion (up to 20 months) in accordance with the GOST 8269.0 specification. It 
was showed that considerable increasing of concrete durability could be attained using active 
mineral additives and a polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer.  
Keywords: Alkali-aggregate reaction, high performance concrete, hydraulic structures, 
mineral additives and sulfate resistance. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Rogun Hydro on the Vakhsh River in Tajikistan (under construction now) is 
comprised by the Vakhsh cascade being its upper development. According to the design it is 
the reservoir power station with a high (335 m) rock-fill dam. The Hydro design capacity is 
3600 MW, the annual average generation is 17.1 billion kW-h. Six radial flow hydraulic units 
with 600 MW capacity each will be installed in the powerhouse. The Hydro dam shall form 
the large Rogun water reservoir with total storage of 13.3 km3 and effective capacity of 
10.3 km3. The water reservoir is planned to be used both for the power generation and 
irrigation purposes on arid lands over 300 thousand hectares in area. Upon completion of the 
project the Hydro dam will be the world highest. 
As is intrinsic for the most hydraulic structures, the concrete elements of the Rogun 
Hydro are simultaneously affected by several forms of corrosion. For example, under the 
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river bottom where there is the most vantage place for the dam, the rock salt NaCl- filled 
fracture occurs. The groundwater has high sulfate content (over 34000 mg/l). In addition, the 
dam site is at high seismicity zone with weak earthquakes occurring every month. 
In construction of the Rogun Hydro the local rock aggregate is used to make concrete 
mixes. These aggregates comprise 40 % of sandstone, 20 % of granite, 20 % of limestone and 
20 % of amphobolite, shale rock, siltstone and other potentially reactive minerals [1]. The 
total volume of concrete and reinforced concrete on the site is over 2 million (mln) m3
including that in hydraulic structures – over 1 mln m3. 
All the above said predetermines the necessity to set up and conduct studies aimed at 
ensuring the life cycle of this unique hydraulic structure. The search for new efficient ways to 
simultaneously control the aggregate reactivity and to increase the concrete sulfate resistance 
becomes one of the post important scientific research and practical problems to be solved to 
improve durability of concrete and reinforced concrete structures. 
2 STATE OF STRUCTURES OF THE ROGUN HYDRO WATERWORKS 
The Hydro construction preparatory period was started in 1976. The upstream cofferdam 
and the Vakhsh river closing was started in 1987. By 1993 the upstream cofferdam height 
reached 40 m, and by this time 21 km of tunnels had been driven, and the spaces of the 
powerhouse hall (70 %) and the transformer station (80 %) had been mined. After collapse of 
the Soviet Union the Hydro construction was suspended. 
Resumption of construction with the World Bank participation required expert 
investigations including condition analyses of the earlier built structures. 
In underground hydraulic structures of the Rogun Hydro many reinforced concrete 
components were damaged, e.g. water and traffic tunnel walls (Figure 1). The phase and 
element composition of concrete core specimens was studied in the Central building 
laboratory of the Rogun Hydro using XFS spectrometer and X-ray diffractometer. The 
analysis data have shown that the structure of sample cores comprises chalcomorphite and 
thaumasite that gives evidence of the sulfate corrosion process. 
Figure 1: View of underground reinforced concrete structures with damages associated with 
several types of corrosion actions 
At the same time, thin and polished sections were studied that had been prepared from 
concrete cores sampled from underground reinforced concrete structures of the Rogun Hydro 
built in the period from 1985 to 1990. 
Photomicrographs obtained using optical and electron scanning microscopes show signs 
of AAR (Alkali aggregate reaction). In interaction of the pore grout alkaline medium and 
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siliceous aggregates the reaction products (alkali-silica hydrogel) were formed that are 
capable to significantly increase in volume and to create internal stresses leading to concrete 
failure. The alkali-silica reactions are also evidenced by the presence of typical cracks 
directed radially from aggregate grains deep into the mortar matrix as well as the cracks 
penetrating the aggregate particle itself. The cracks are filled with the gel-like reaction 
product (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Propagation of alkali-silica hydrogel along the crack in the aggregate and the matrix 
(photo in the polarized light) 
Presence of a typical hem from the reaction product [С-(N+K)-S-H hydrogel] around the 
grains indicates high activity of the reactive aggregate. In this case the pore liquid attack 
occurs locally on the aggregate particle region of imperfections and on its contact zone with 
the paste matrix. The pore fluid enters the imperfections through microcracks, meanwhile the 
walls are eroded and the crack itself is filled with the alkali-silica gel. By means of cracks and 
pores the gel penetrates deep into a particle, creating stresses in its internal zones that lead to 
formation of new cracks and particle destruction. The external signs of the alkali-silica 
reaction (ASR) in this case can be found in several years since the moment of the reaction 
start. 
In the gross volume, one observes few signs of alkaline corrosion expressed by the 
presence of typical cracks. Not all aggregates were affected by ASR, but coarse inclusions 
with a high degree of the structure amorphism and, consequently, with higher reactivity 
(solubility) in relation to alkalis. 
It is obvious that one requires constant and long-term monitoring of structures and the 
concrete composition itself with the aim to determine dynamics of ASR and kinetics of the 
paste matrix phase composition. Petrographic and mineralogical studies should be conducted 
with extensive (representative) sampling of specimens of a certain age. 
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The aggregate reactivity was assessed in conformance with GOST 8269.0. Sulfate 
resistance of mortar and concrete specimens was assessed by ASTM C1012. For the tests the 
sulfate-resistant Portland cement SRC М400 (CEM I SR 32,5N), С3А<3.5 %, produced by 
Tajik Cement Plant was used as envisaged by the construction project (Table 1).
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Table 1: Cement mineral composition by Bogue. 
Cement C3S C2S C3A C4AF R2O
SRC PC400 D0 (CEM I 32,5N) 52.82 22.7 3.33 14.62 0,83
Sand and crushed stone prepared by local rock breaking and grading were taken from the 
Rogun Hydro site stores according to the origin certificates. Technical characteristics of the 
mineral additives used are given in Table 2. 
Table 2: Characteristics of mineral additives 
Indicator High-active metakaolin (HMK)
Ultra-fine silica 
fume (USF) Fly ash (FA)
True specific gravity, g/cm3 0.83 0.43 0.77
Bulk density, g/cm3 4.1 2.1 2.04
Specific surface area, g/cm3 18000 12000 9500
Chemical composition, %
SiO2 52.5 97.12 53,82
Al2O3 44.5 0.01 22.56
Fe2O3 0.9 0.05 4,48
TiO2 1.7 0.02 0.01
CaO 0 0.37 2.0
MgO 0 0.28 2.45
Na2O 0 0.04 0
K2O 0 0.58 0
SO3 0 0.04 0
П.п.п. 0.7 1.36 0.9
Fly ash is delivered to the site from the Varzob thermal power plant, Dushanbe, and is a 
siliceous fly ash (СаО<10%) product (SFA). The ultra-fine silica fume used in the tests is 
delivered from the Islamic Republic of Iran, while the high-active metakaolin – from the 
Russian Federation. Polycarboxylate superplasticizer (PCE) used in the tests is a commercial 
product. 
Flowability of mixtures was tested according to GOST 310.4 (cone test).  For the first 24 
hours after casting the specimens were stored in a normal hardening chamber, then after 
demolding and throughout the test – in air-dry conditions (20-25 oC, 60-70 % relative 
humidity).  Concrete mixtures were prepared in accordance with GOST 10181.0.  
Fresh mortars (fine-grained concretes) were tested according to GOST 10181, and 
hardened mortars (concretes) – according to GOST 12730.0 – 12730.5. Compressive strength 
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of hardened samples was measured in accordance with GOST 10180. Impermeability to 
water for series of concrete samples was estimated according to GOST 12730.5 by maximal 
water pressure, at which on four of six cylindrical samples the water percolation was not 
observed.  
Shrinkage deformations of each specimen were measured using a length comparator, 
sensitivity of 1 μm, and gage studs on the end sections of the mortar prisms starting from the 
1-day age (zero reading). A reference invar bar was used to check stability of the length 
comparator. Each result presented is the average value of three measurements. 
4 ESTIMATION OF THE AGGREGATE REACTIVITY 
The analysis of locally available inert materials (fine and coarse aggregate) has shown 
that they are represented mainly by sandstones, dolomitic limestones, tuffs, granites and 
amphibolites (Table 3).  
Table 3: Characteristics of rock for aggregate preparation 
Quarry Name of rock in aggregates and quantity, % mass
Soluble silica (SiO2)
content, mol/l
Quarry «15B»
Sandstone - 40
Limestone– 20
Granite – 20
Shales– 6
Amphibolite– 4
Red argillite – 5
55.3
Labidara 
quarry
Sandstone - 35
Limestone– 18
Granite– 20
Shales– 2,5
Siltstone– 2,5
Amphibolite– 22
66.3
Quarry «2B» Sandstone -100 77.3
All aggregates comprise silicic rocks, calcite and its modifications, microcrystals of 
quartzite and chloritic minerals. By their mineralogical composition the aggregates may be 
reactive with cement alkalis. In this connection, the studies were conducted according to 
GOST 8269.0-97 to determine the aggregate reactivity with cement alkalis. The results 
obtained have shown that by the soluble silica content practically all aggregates are 
potentially reactive; the soluble SiO2 content is in the range of 55.33 to 77.33 mol/l.  
However, assessment of possible internal concrete corrosion only by the aggregate 
chemical analysis and the soluble SiO2 content is far from ambiguous [2]. The aggregate 
reactivity is defined by a set of methods according to GOST 8269.0-97. Petrographic and 
chemical methods are used, as a rule, at the stage of exploration and periodically in field 
developments. The accelerated method with strain measurement is used with mortar and 
concrete specimens at a stated time (not more than 1 month), the concrete specimen tests by 
the basic procedure are conducted for one year, if the previous tests have shown that the 
aggregates are reactive. 
The accelerated tests of aggregate reactivity with strain measurement using mortar 
specimens have shown that the specimen expansion deformation value in the sodium 
hydroxide solution is over 0.1%, and the eleventh test result differs from the three preceding 
results by 16.23%, i.e. more than by 15%. It shows that according to GOST 8269.0-97 the 
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aggregate is considered potentially reactive in relation to cement alkalis. The results of 
determining the aggregate reactivity by the basic procedure of concrete prism strain 
measurement have confirmed the potential reactivity of the Rogun aggregates [3, 4].
5 ASSESSMENT OF FLY ASH EFFICIENCY AND ITS ACTIVATION 
The drawback of siliceous fly ash (SFA) is that its use governs reduction of concrete 
strength due to low hydraulic activity. Therefore, to activate SFA it is often used along with 
additives having high pozzolanic activity [5, 6]. Following the standard methods specified by 
the regulatory documents (SP 28.13330.2012, GOST 25818 and NIIZhB recommendations 
on concrete protection against corrosion caused by interaction of silicium dioxide in 
aggregates and alkalis in cement [7]) as well as the accumulated experience in construction of 
other hydraulic structures [8], the siliceous fly ash (SFA) fly ash and silica fume were used as 
active mineral additives to prevent reactivity of inert materials from the Rogun deposits. 
The fly ash used in construction is supplied to the Rogun Hydro site from the Varzob 
thermal power plant located near Dushanbe. By its chemical composition it refers to the 
siliceous fly ash (SFA) category (СаО < 10) and does not have high hydraulic activity. The 
fly ash mechanical activation was performed in the laboratory disc mill RetschRS200 that 
mills solid particles by the abrasion method and reduces the milled particle size from 100 to 
0.1 mkm. The fly ash particle size determination prior to and after milling was performed by 
the laser granulometer (Analyzette-22NanoTech). 
To determine the effect of fly ash activation after milling on concrete strength the fine-
grained concrete specimens were made having the same W/B and degree of cement 
substitution 20 and 30 %. From each batch 9 prism specimens were made, 3 specimens for 
each test period – 3, 7 and 28 days. The compression strength test results are given in 
Table 4. 
Table 4: Compression strength of mortars 
No.
Consumption of materials, g Test results
Cement Water Sand Fly ash Milledfly ash Slump, mm
Compression strength, MPa
3 days 7 days 28 days
1 500 190 1500 - - 114 23,0 31,0 49,8
2 400 190 1500 100 - 112 21,7 30,1 48,7
3 400 190 1500 - 100 114 27,0 34,0 58,9
4 350 190 1500 150 - 113 22,6 29,9 48,8
5 350 190 1500 - 150 114 26,3 34,9 55,1
By the test results the specimen strength with 20 % of milled fly ash exceeds that of 
specimens without fly ash and the specimens with 20 % of initial ash by 18 % and 21 %, 
respectively. The specimen strength with 30 % of milled fly ash exceeds that of specimens 
without ash and specimens with 30 % of initial ash by 11 % and 13 %, respectively. 
6 SULFATE RESISTANCE OF MORTAR SPECIMENS WITH COMPOUND 
BINDERS 
The effect of the mineral additive complex on concrete sulfate resistance was determined 
by the accelerated method according to ASTM C 1012. The specimens were made from 3 
cement-sand mortars, in two of which a part of cement was replaced by fly ash and silica 
fume and fly ash and metakaolin (Table 5). The test results are presented in Figure 3. 
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Deformations in reference specimens and specimens with ash and silica fume exceed 
allowable value limits 0.1%, while deformations in specimens with ash and metakaolin 
develop within allowable limits. 
The effect of milled fly ash on concrete sulfate resistance was determined by the 
accelerated method according to ASTM C1012. The specimens were made from 3 cement-
sand mortars, in two of which 20% and 30% of cement was replaced by milled fly ash. The 
mortar compositions and strain measurements are given in Table 6 and Figure 4. 
Table 5: Mortar specimen compositions 
Materials, g Reference FA + SF FA + MK
Cement 500 375 375
Sand 1375 1375 1375
Water 230 230 230
Fly ash --------- 100 (20%) 100 (20%)
Silica fume --------- 25 (5%) ----------
Metakaolin --------- --------- 25(5%)
Figure 3: Mortar specimen deformations in the sulfate environment 
Table 6: Mortar specimen compositions  
Materials, g CompositionsReference 20 % of milled fly ash 30 % of milled fly ash
Cement 500 400 350
Sand 1375 1375 1375
Water 230 230 230
Fly ash ------ 100 (20 %) 150 (30 %)
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Table 7: Concrete compositions and laboratory test results 
Material Designation Material consumption, kg/m3
Cement SRC 400 D0 400
Additive Ash 152Metakaolin 24
Sand natural 412pit 413
Crushed stone 5 - 20 mm 804
Admixture РСЕ 5,2
Water 172
Concrete and mix properties
Concrete mix density, kg/m3 designed 2382actual 2380
Slump, cm 15 min 72120 min 69
Concrete strength, MPa
3 days 18
7 days 32
28 days 53
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Relative deformations of concrete specimens 
The quantitative value of concrete corrosion resistance is a resistance coefficient (RC), 
i.e. the ratio of resistance of concrete specimens in corrosive solution and the strength of 
specimens in fresh water. Variation of compression strength and bending tensile strength of 
concrete specimens immersed in 5 % sodium sulfate solution and in drinking water for the 
length of 12 months had been studied (Table 8).
As is seen from the data obtained, the resistance coefficients by the values of compression 
and bending tensile strengths of concrete specimens made from “fly ash + metakaolin + 
superplasticizer” complex in the corrosive sulfate environment and neutral water are close to 
unity. Consequently, the expected phase of concrete specimen strength development in the 
sulfate environment owing to compaction in pores with chalcomorphite formation has not 
happened for the 12-month test period, this testifying of high sulfate resistance of the 
concrete obtained. 
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Table 8: Variation of compression and bending tensile strengths of concrete specimens in 
different environments 
Time
Compression strength, MPA
RC
Bending tensile strength, MPa
RC
Water 5% Na2SO4 solution Water 5% Na2SO4 solution
1 month 51,9 52,1 1.00 6,6 6,6 1.00
2 months 53,2 52,8 0.99 6,8 6,7 0.99
3 months 54,7 55,5 1.01 7,0 7,2 1.03
6 months 55,1 56,0 1.02 7,0 7,3 1.04
9 months 56,3 56,5 1.00 7,3 7,4 1.01
12 months 57,1 55,8 0.98 6,6 6,6 1.00
The test of concrete specimen corrosion resistance with account of the aggregate 
reactivity was performed by the basic procedure according to GOST 8269.0-2004. Two types 
of concrete specimens (70 × 70 × 280) were made: the reference specimens without active 
mineral additives and specimens of concrete with “fly ash + metakaolin + superplasticizer” 
complex with bringing the cement alkali sum (Na2O+0,658*K2O) to 1.5 %. Relative 
deformations of concrete specimens were measured monthly for 12 months and did not 
exceed the allowable limit of 0.04 %.
7 DISCUSSION 
 The studies were conducted with thin sections made from concrete cores taken from the 
visually corroded reinforced concrete structures of the Rogun Hydro. Micrographs show 
signs of alkaline corrosion. The alkali-silica reaction process is evidenced by the presence 
of typical cracks directed radially from the aggregate grains deep into the matrix as well as 
the cracks piercing the aggregate particle itself. The cracks are filled with a reaction gel-
like product. 
 Substitution of 15 % of cement by fly ash and 5 % of silica fume ensures an effective way 
to reduce reactivity of inert materials from the Rogun Hydro local quarries. High-active 
metakaolin activates siliceous fly ash (SFA), this being proved by the results obtained in 
specimen strength tests. 
 It is shown that substitution of 25 % of cement by the complex additive comprising 20 %
of siliceous fly ash (SFA) and 5 % of high-active metakaolin also allows controlling the 
aggregate reactivity. The same additive increases sulfate resistance of cement-sand 
specimens. 
 It is proved that the use of “fly ash + metakaolin + superplasticizer” complex allows 
obtaining high-workability self-compacting concrete mixes with low W/C. It is found that 
physic mechanical properties of concretes with “fly ash + metakaolin + superplasticizer” 
complex meet all requirements necessary for manufacture underground reinforced 
concrete hydraulic structures. 
 The use of “fly ash + metakaolin + superplasticizer” complex allows obtaining the 
concrete with high corrosion resistance in high-corrosive sulfate environments with SO42
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ion concentration over 34000 mg/l as well as allows controlling internal alkaline corrosion 
of concrete in relation to the aggregate reactivity. The test of concrete specimen corrosion 
resistance with account of the aggregate reactivity using “fly ash + metakaolin + 
superplasticizer” complex has shown that relative deformations do not exceed the standard 
limit of 0.04 % for the 12-month period. 
 It has been found that with siliceous fly ash milling its activation takes place owing to 
increasing the particle specific surface area, and its use in the amount of 30 % of the 
cement mass improves concrete strength by 20 % compared to the initial ash. 
 By measuring deformations of mortar bars it has been established that substitution of 30 %
of cement by the milled fly ash controls the aggregate reactivity and concrete sulfate 
corrosion. 
8 CONCLUSION 
With consideration of the results obtained the commercial concrete compositions will be 
adjusted and studied. This is one of the most important scientific and technical problems to be 
solved to improve concrete corrosion resistance and, consequently, to increase durability of 
hydraulic reinforced concrete structures of the Rogun Hydro. 
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Development in Alakaline Activation of Low-Calcium Fly Ash  
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ABSTRACT 
The role of reactive alumina and process variables such as sodium content and molarity on 
alkaline activation of different low calcium fly ashes are explored. Reactive alumina content 
of a fly ash is the key parameter which determines the maximum compressive strength 
achieved from the alkaline activation. The oxide ratios in the activated system, based on the 
total silica in the system consisting of the reactive silica contributed by fly ash and the 
reactive alumina in fly ash are shown to provide consistent results for achieving the highest 
strength. A method called XRD-based direct decomposition is used to determine the 
unreacted glassy content and amorphous reaction product in the system. The strength gain in 
the system is directly related to a decrease in the unreacted fly ash glassy content and an 
increase in the reaction product content in the system.
Keywords: Alkaline activation, Reactive Alumina, Reactive Silica, Molarity, Unreacted 
glassy content, geopolymer 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Geopolymers are alumino-silicate binders made using materials that are rich in alumina 
and silica. The typical aluminosilicate source materials used to develop the geopolymers such 
as blast-furnace slag, metakaolin, rice husk ash, Al-rich waste, red mud, and fly ash [1-7]. In 
the Asian sub-continent, fly ash, which is an industrial waste product is the most attractive 
source material due to its ready availability in large quantities. The quality of fly ash which is 
typically available is however, of low grade with little reactive content [8].
Several factors such as reactive oxide contents, particle size, NaOH concentration, 
temperature, alkali activator to binder ratio and oxide ratios of SiO2, Al2O3, and Na2O
influence the microstructure and mechanical properties of fly ash-based geopolymers [6,9-
10]. SiO2/Al2O3, SiO2/Na2O ratios are the dominant factors in strength prediction of 
geopolymers. Compressive strength increases with increasing concentration of NaOH in the 
activating solution [11]. The quantity of NaOH required depends on the type of fly ash [12]. 
Geopolymers tends to be less stable at low SiO2/Na2O than at high SiO2/Na2O [9]. The 
highest compressive strength is obtained at the ratio of SiO2/Na2O is 0.69 [13]. Increasing the 
Al2O3/Na2O and SiO2/Na2O weight ratios in the activating solution influence the compressive 
strength [11,14] and the optimum values of 8.01 and 1.94 for SiO2/Na2O and Al2O3/Na2O
ratios to provide highest compressive strength in class F fly ash based geopolymers [11]. The 
strength of the geopolymers depends on the vitreous portion of SiO2/Al2O3 ratio [15]. 
Fly ash contributes Al and Si to the reaction product, which is supplemented by the 
activators. Reactive oxide components especially the reactive Al2O3 and SiO2 are key oxide 
contents which are involved the during the geopolymerisation process. Most commonly used 
activators are combinations of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (NaSiO3), 
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which are mixed in varying proportions. Most researchers did not consider the contribution 
from fly ash and hence the ratios reported in the literature are applicable for the particular fly 
ash used in the study. The solution ratios derived from results of a fly ash with high reactive 
silica content would not require additional NaSiO3 for achieving high strength. Few 
researchers considered a vitreous portion of the SiO2 and Al2O3 [15]. 
Activator solutions would have to be developed considering the composition and the 
reactive silica and alumina contents of fly ash. Current paper explores the role of reactive 
Al2O3 content, the total reactive oxide ratios including a contribution from fly ash and the 
molarity of NaOH on strength development in alkali activated low calcium fly ash. An 
experimental study is conducted using two different low calcium siliceous fly ashes. The 
influence of reactive alumina content is evaluated. The total silica in the activated system 
used for evaluation consists of the reactive silica contributed by fly ash and the activator 
solution. XRD based direct decomposition method was used to determine the glassy
content and reaction product content in reacted systems. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The fly ashes used in this study were directly collected from thermal power plants and 
labeled as A and B. A Microtrac S3500 laser particle size analyzer was used to determine the 
particle size distribution of the fly ashes. Mineralogical phases and reaction products were 
determined using D2 PHASER (BRUKER) benchtop automated X-ray diffractometer
equipped with LYNXEYE super speed position sensitive detector. Cu-Kα-radiation was used.
Scans were collected between 10 and 70oand the scan rate was 0.6 step per second with the 
step rate of 0.02o. The X-ray tube generator was operated at 30 kV and 10 mA. Quantitative 
phase analysis was performed using TOPAS 4.2 software with the NIST SRM 676a α-Al2O3
external standard. Crystal structure of known phases was taken from the inorganic crystal
structure database.
The oxide composition of fly ashes was determined using Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
Fluorescence (ED XRF) and the values are listed in Table 1. Oxides in trace quantities are not 
reported. Based on the oxide compositions, the fly ashes conform to the requirements of 
siliceous fly ash as per the Indian Code of practice, IS 3812 [16]and Class F fly ash as per 
ASTM C 618 [17].The particle size distributions of the fly ashes are shown in Figure 1. There 
is a small difference in the particle size distribution of both the fly ashes. 
 
Table 1: Oxide composition of the fly ashes (% mass). 
Composition (%mass)
/ Label A B
Al2O3 26.06 31.40
SiO2 58.14 48.81
Fe2O3 7.32 7.85
CaO 2.75 3.80
TiO2 2.02 2.93
K2O 2.17 1.52
MgO 1.12 0.70
The total glassy content and individual reactive oxide content of fly ashes were 
determined using the procedure outlined by the authors [8]. The reactive components of SiO2
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and Al2O3 were determined by subtracting the crystalline forms of SiO2 and Al2O3 in the form 
of Quartz and Mullite (obtained from Rietveld refinement) from the total oxide contents 
(obtained from XRF). The total glassy content determined by subtracting the sum of the 
weight fractions of crystalline phases from unity. The obtained values are listed in Table 2. It 
can be seen that the fly ashes had very low reactive SiO2 content. Fly ash A had higher in the 
reactive Al2O3 and SiO2 Content than the fly ash B. These are the typical available fly ashes 
in India with very low lime and glassy content. 
 
Figure 1: Particle size distribution of fly ashes. 
Table 2: Reactive SiO2 and Al2O3 contents and total amorphous content (% mass) of fly 
ashes. 
Composition
(% mass) Al2O3 SiO2
Total amorphous 
content
A 15.72 18.28 48.16
B 7.89 13.45 35.11
 
Due to the very low reactive SiO2 content of fly ashes, additional silicates are required to 
produce a stable binder. Here, sodium silicate solution was used to increase the soluble SiO2
content in the system. Along with the SiO2content, sodium silicate will contribute Na2O
content to the system. The molarity and Sodium content in the system was adjusted using 
sodium hydroxide pellets. 
The total reactive oxide ratios in the activated system were calculated using the reactive 
Al2O3 and the total reactive SiO2 (total SiO2) consisting of reactive SiO2 from fly ash and 
SiO2 obtained from sodium silicate solution. The SiO2/Na2O ratio was varied without 
affecting the Al2O3/ SiO2 ratio. The total Na2O content was calculated as the Na2O content 
from sodium silicate solution and Na2O obtained from NaOH. For a given fly ash, the total 
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reactive Al2O3 content contributed by fly ash is fixed. The molarity of NaOH was determined 
using its concentration in water. The increase in the sodium content is achieved decrease in 
the SiO2/Na2O ratio, which leads to the increasing the molarity of NaOH. The detailed 
experimental matrix is listed in Table 3. The two fly ashes have different reactive Al2O3,
which allows or evaluating the role of reactive Al2O3 content.  
 
Table 3: The Activated Solution and Total reactive oxide mix ratios of alkali activated fly 
ashes. 
Mix label
Activated solution ratios Total reactive oxide ratios
SiO2/Na2O Molarity (M) SiO2/Na2O SiO2/Al2O3
A-5.80 1.85 1.90 5.80 1.70
A-4.72 1.51 3.20 4.72 1.70
A-2.66 0.85 10.50 2.66 1.70
B-5.80 1.87 1.40 5.80 2.50
B-2.66 0.86 6.20 2.66 2.50
 
Sodium Hydroxide and Sodium silicates were used as an alkali activator to activate the 
fly ash. Solutions were prepared using 99% reagent grade sodium hydroxide pellets and 
Sodium silicate with the composition of 10.8% Na2O, 30.5% SiO2, and 41.3% H2O. NaOH 
Solution was prepared with the required concentration of Na2O content. After 24 hours, 
solution was mixed with the sodium silicate solution. The activator (the total mass of 
activating solution) to fly ash mass ratio was kept equal to 0.40. Fly ash was mixed with 
alkali solution using pan mixer till a uniform consistency of the paste was obtained. 7 cm
cube specimens were prepared. All the samples were prepared at room temperature.
Immediately after casting, all specimens were cured in a sealed condition for 24 hours at 
room temperature before being subjected to further curing at 60oC with the relative humidity 
95%. Compressive strength was measured from the cube samples at 3, 7, 14, and 28 days of 
age. After the completion of compression test, small samples were collected from the failed 
cube and ground to a smaller size (<60 µm) using mortar and pestle. To stop the further 
reaction, samples was washed with isopropanol.  The isopropanol was then evaporated at 
40oC. The samples were then stored in a desiccator over silica gel in a Nitrogen atmosphere 
until testing. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The compressive strength of alkali activated both the fly ash mixes cured at 60oCwith the 
age are shown in Figure 2. Results clearly indicate that the there is higher early strength and 
higher strength with increasing the sodium content. The A-2.66 mix achieved maximum 
strength at the age of 3 days after which there is little improvement in strength. The A-4.72 
mix showed increment in strength till 7 days, after which there is a marginal increase. The 
strength of the A-4.72 mix is comparable to the strength of the A-2.66 mix. The A-5.80 mix 
showed steady increment in compressive strength till 28 days and showed a lower strength 
than the A-4.72 and the A-2.66 mixes. Based on these results, the optimum ratio of the 
SiO2/Na2O is in the range 4.72 to 2.66, since increasing the sodium content within this range 
does not appear to improve the ultimate strength. Considering the molar oxide ratios in the 
working solution and the total reactive oxide composition ratios (given in Table 3), results 
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indicate that the reactive oxide composition ratios are higher than the working solution ratios. 
The results here confirm the results of previous studies which indicate that the oxide ratios 
derived considering the reactive oxide contents from fly ash are important for the strength of 
the geopolymer than the ratio of oxides in the working solution [18]. The ratio of (total 
SiO2)/Na2O ratio in the range 4.72 to 2.66 and (total SiO2)/Al2O3near to 1.70 along with the 
sufficient reactive Alumina content in the system produce stable geopolymer with the 
required compressive strength. Comparing the A-4.72 and A-2.66 mixes, beyond certain limit 
sodium content does not influence on the compressive strength. 
Fly ash B mixes showed a lower compressive strength than the fly ash A mixes at any 
age. The B-5.80 showed lower in strength than the B-2.66 mix. Comparing both the fly ash 
mixes, the total reactive SiO2 and Na2O contents and the total reactive oxide ratios are almost 
same but the individual reactive Al2O3 content is different. Fly ash B had very low reactive 
Al2O3 content, which was almost half of the reactive Al2O3 in fly ash A. Due to this effect, 
fly ash B mixes developed lesser strength than the fly ash A mixes at identical oxide ratios. 
Reactive Al2O3 content which defines the ultimate compressive strength of the paste. Results 
clearly indicate that the reactive Al2O3 content is very important parameter along with the 
total reactive ratios on strength development of alkali activated fly ashes.
Figure 2: Compressive strength of alkali activated fly ash mixes cured at 60oC with the age.  
The X-ray spectrum of fly ash B and alkali activated fly ash B shown in Figure 3. There 
is a distinctive shift in the shape of the hump between the fly ash and alkali activated fly ash 
along with the different crystalline phases. The broad hump in the pattern is produced by 
diffuse scattering of the amorphous material in activated fly ash. The hump associated with 
the glassy content of fly ash is centered on lower 2θ angle (between 15-25o). After alkali 
activation the hump is shifted to higher 2θ angles (between 25-38o). XRD based direct 
decomposition method was used to quantify the unreacted glassy content and reaction 
product content alkali activated fly ashes as described by the authors [19]. The intensity 
contribution of individual amorphous components to the total intensity pattern of the 
amorphous phase is obtained by decomposition of the total intensity signature as a sum of 
fundamental underlying PV peak shapes using the unconstrained non-linear peak fit 
algorithm, as shown in the same Figure. Results of decomposition of the total amorphous 
phase into component PV peaks clearly indicate two distinct peaks; a peak at lower 2θ angle 
identified as PV fit-1 and the second peak at higher 2θ angles identified as PV fit-2. The use 
of additional peaks did not result in any improvement to the overall fit. The peak position PV 
fit-1 is centered on 2θ angle near to 22oand PV fit-2 is centered on 2θ angle near 28o. Two 
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distinct peaks, a peak at lower 2θ angle associated with unreacted glassy content of fly ash 
and the second peak at higher 2θ angles produced by X-ray amorphous reaction products of 
alkali activated fly ash are clearly identified in the diffraction pattern of the total amorphous 
phase. The percentage of unreacted glassy content is determined as the proportion of the area 
under the intensity profile obtained from PV fit-1 to the area under the total intensity profile. 
The reaction product content is determined from the proportion of the area under the intensity 
profile obtained from PV fit-2 to the area under the total intensity profile. 
 
Figure 3: X-ray diffraction patterns of fly ash B and Alkali activated B-2.66 mix cured at 
60oC at the age of 14 days. The total crystalline and the total amorphous content obtained 
after direct decomposition and the PV fits for the amorphous phase in each material shown in
the figure. The difference curve is shown at the bottom of the plot.
The unreacted glassy content of the alkali activated fly ash mixes cured at 60oC with age 
shown in Figure 4. The unreacted glassy content is the amorphous content of fly ash 
associated with the glassy phase, which has not dissolved. There is a decrease in the 
unreacted glassy content of fly ash at any age with an increase in the sodium content. At 1 
day, higher the molarity mixes (A-2.66 and B-2.66) showed lower glassy content than the 
other mixes. A-4.72 mix showed higher in the glassy content at 1 day than the A-2.66 mix 
and the glassy content steadily decreasing till 7 days. After 7 days of age A-4.72, A-2.66 
mixes showed almost similar glassy contents. There is a considerable depletion of glassy 
phase observed till 14 days and there is a little change in the glassy content after 14 days. 
Almost total glassy content has been dissolved at the age of 28 days. The mixes with lower 
the molarity (A-5.80, B-5.80) exhibit a significant undissolved glassy content at the age of 28 
days.  
The one-day values of unreacted glassy content show a clear decrease with a decrease in 
the SiO2/Na2O ratio. In the activating solutions, a lower SiO2/Na2O ratio was achieved at the 
expense of higher molarity of NaOH. The results from the dissolution at 1 day indicates that 
on increasing the molarity of NaOH there is a very rapid early dissolution of glassy phase. 
The results from the dissolution at 3 days indicates that on increasing the molarity of NaOH 
there is a very rapid early dissolution of the glassy phase.AS per these results, it does not 
require higher molarity to dissolves glassy from fly ash. Molarity level depends on the total 
glassy content of the fly ash. 
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Figure 4: Unreacted Glassy Content of alkali activated fly ash mixes cured at 60oC with age 
The reaction product content of the alkali activated fly ash mixes cured at 60oC with the 
age shown in Figure 5. Fly ash B mixes, which had lower the reactive Al2O3 content showed 
a smaller reaction product content than the fly ash A mixes. A-4.72 mix showed smaller 
reaction product content than the A-2.66 mix at the age of 3 days. After 7 days, the reaction 
product content in these two mixes is identical. A-5.80 mix showed smaller reaction product 
content than the A-4.72 mix and the A-2.66 mix. Comparing the both the fly ash mixes, the 
reaction product content depends on the reactive alumina content in the system since the 
other reactive contents and ratios are the same in both the mixes. The experimental results 
clearly show that the mixes with higher reaction product content and higher reacted glassy 
content exhibited higher compressive strength. Mixes with lower the strength had smaller 
reaction product content and higher unreacted glassy content. The quantity of the reaction 
product formed is therefore directly related to the extent of glassy phase dissolution. 
Figure 5: Amorphous reaction product content of alkali activated mixes cured at 60oC with 
age 
4 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the alkaline activation of low calcium fly ash is investigated. The influence 
of total reactive oxide ratios SiO2/Na2O and Al2O3/SiO2 on the compressive strength of the 
activated fly ashes were evaluated. In calculating oxide ratios, the reactive Alumina and 
reactive silica obtained from fly ash were used. The reactive Al2O3 content of the fly ash has 
a direct bearing on the ultimate strength achieved from a given fly ash. The sodium content in 
the solution does not influence the development of compressive strength of paste beyond a
certain dosage. The strength of the paste increases with the decreasing ratio of the SiO2/Na2O
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ratio and the highest ultimate compressive strength is achieved for the ratio close to 2.66. 
Higher molarity of NaOH dissolves the glassy phases from fly ash very rapidly. The required 
molarity is therefore dependent on the total reactive Glassy present in that particular fly ash. 
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Abstract 
One of the common methods for reduction of early-age shrinkage of concrete is 
replacement of part of the aggregates with lightweight aggregates saturated with water, also 
called internal curing. In this work, different types of industrial waste (ashes) are employed as 
internal curing agents. The experimental study consisted of measurements of pore structure of 
aggregates, autogenous shrinkage and mechanical properties of mortars and concretes. Our 
results show that the waste-derived lightweight aggregates can considerably limit autogenous 
shrinkage of concrete. At the same time, even though the lightweight aggregates are porous 
materials that replace normal-weight sand, they do not lead to a considerable reduction of 
mechanical properties; on the contrary, even a strength improvement has been observed for 
some mixtures. Moreover, some types of lightweight aggregate can be added to concrete in 
the dry state without the need of prior water saturation. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In high performance concrete (HPC), self-desiccation of the cement paste results in high 
capillary stresses that cause autogenous shrinkage. Restrained shrinkage may result in 
cracking and loss of durability of concrete structures even in the absence of external drying. 
For HPC with low water-to-cement ratio (w/c), resulting in low porosity and permeability, 
external curing is not sufficient to limit self-desiccation because the curing water is only able 
to penetrate several mm into the concrete. Instead of external curing, internal curing may be 
used, which consists in distributing small water reservoirs into the concrete mixture [1- 2]. 
The small, well distributed water pockets are able to release the water they contain locally 
and are thereby efficient in limiting self-desiccation. Water reservoirs that have been used in 
research and in field applications are porous lightweight aggregates (LWA) [3] and, to a 
lesser extent, superabsorbent polymers (SAP) [4]. 
The efficiency of LWA as internal curing agents depends on the water absorption and 
desorption. The LWA should ideally take up water rapidly when they are stored underwater 
before concrete mixing and release the water rapidly during concrete hardening. Most porous 
aggregates absorb significant amounts of water (about 10–30% by mass) thanks to their high 
porosity and well-connected pores [5]. However, not all LWA release the absorbed water 
rapidly and in sufficient amount to limit or avoid self-desiccation of HPC (see also [6]). 
Although recent work has shown that water has high mobility in hydrating cement paste in 
the first few hours to days [7-8], the water needs first to be rapidly released by the LWA 
while the internal RH is still high. The desorption behavior of LWA is a direct consequence 
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of their pore structure. It has been shown that LWA with coarse pore structure are better 
internal curing agents [9]. 
In this paper, the internal curing performance of different LWA, all based on industrial or 
agricultural wastes (ashes), is evaluated in terms of impact on the internal relative humidity, 
autogenous shrinkage and mechanical properties of high-performance mortars. In particular, 
the examined LWA are bottom ash and LWA produced from biomass-derived waste. The 
results presented in this paper derive from published [10-11] research by the authors. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Materials 
Internal curing agents 
LWA produced from pelletization of sugar cane bagasse fly ash (bio-LWA) had particle 
sizes between 0.25 and 0.71 mm [10]. Bottom ash (BTA-P) derived from a stoker burning 
process had particle sizes between 63 μm and 0.71 mm [11]. 
Mortars 
An ordinary Portland cement CEM I 42.5N was used. A polycarboxylate-based 
superplasticizer (SIKA Viscocrete 1S) replaced part of the mixing water (deionized water) in 
an amount allowing for obtaining similar spread (~170 mm after 15 shocks of the table) for 
all analyzed mixtures. The mixture composition is shown in Table 1. Different amounts of 
either bio-LWA or BTA-P were used based on their absorption (see Table 1) in order to 
introduce into the mixture the same amount of water. In one additional mixture, the BTA-P 
were also added in the dry state together with additional mixing water corresponding to their 
absorption potential. 
The bio-LWA or the BTA-P replaced part of the NWA and the total aggregate volume was 
fixed at 40%. The NWA was alluvial sand composed of (by weight): sandstone 37%, 
limestone 37%, dolomite 18% and metamorphic rocks 8% with grain sizes 0.25 – 1.0 mm. 
Table 1 Mix compositions of mortars. 
Material
Mass [kg/m3]
REF
w/c 0.30
REF
w/c 0.35 bio-LWA BTA-P
a
Cement 973.4 899.7 973.0 974.07
NWA (sand) 1063.8 1063.6 555.9 526.1
LWA - - 324.3 374.8
Mixing water 281.3 310.4 286.1 269.9
Water in LWA - - 48.6 48.7
Superplasticizer 10.7 4.5 5.8 22.4
w/c basic 0.30 0.35 0.30 0.30
w/c entrained - - 0.05 0.05
w/c total 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.35
a Both with BA added as presaturated and dry. 
2.2 Methods 
Density and water absorption 
Density and water absorption in saturated surface dry (SSD) conditions was determined 
according to the standard ASTM C1761/C1761M–12. In this method, LWA are immersed in 
water for 72 h before the SSD condition is determined using a cone. The water absorption is 
referenced to dry state obtained after 24 h oven drying at 110°C. 
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Pore structure – MIP
In order to relate the desorption properties with the microstructure of the aggregates, 
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) was performed, which allows determining the 
equivalent size distribution of the pores [12]. The dry aggregates were inserted into the 
sample holder, which was first filled with mercury at pressures up to 200 kPa in a low 
pressure porosimeter (Pascal 140). At this pressure range, mainly the intergranular spaces 
were filled by the mercury. The sample was then moved to a high pressure porosimeter 
(Pascal 440) which reached intrusion pressures up to 200 MPa. 
Desorption isotherms 
The water desorption isotherms were determined with a VTI+ Dynamic Vapor Sorption 
(DVS) analyzer. Before performing the desorption tests, the samples were saturated with 
water for 24 ± 2 h. 30-100 mg of saturated LWA were placed in a sample holder and changes 
of mass due to water desorption were monitored continuously at different RH steps. At the 
end of each test, the sample was dried to constant mass at 105°C and 0% RH in order to 
obtain the reference mass for water-content calculations. The equilibrium condition for 
proceeding to the next RH step was set as 0.001% of the initial mass per 5 min. 
Internal relative humidity 
Measurements of internal RH in reference mortars and mortars with BTA-P and bio-LWA 
were performed using water activity HC2-AW sensors by Rotronic. Each mortar obtained 
from a single mixing was measured at two stations in parallel. The nominal accuracy of the 
sensors was ±0.8% RH. The sensors were calibrated at the beginning and at the end of each 
measurement with three saturated salt solutions with equilibrium RH in the range 98–85%. 
This procedure allowed reducing the difference between two sensors measuring the same 
mortar to below 0.5% RH. The temperature of the sample and the sensor was maintained at 
20 ± 0.02 °C by means of tempered water circulating in the casings of the measuring 
chambers. 
Right after mixing, the mortars were cast in sealed plastic containers. At the age of 
approximately 24 h the mortars were crushed into pieces of 2–5 mm. About 8 g of crushed 
mortar were inserted into sealed measuring chambers. The measurement continued until the 
age of 7 days. 
Linear autogenous shrinkage 
The linear autogenous shrinkage of mortars was measured using the corrugated tube 
method [13, 14]. The length change was measured on a stainless steel bench, which can 
accommodate three specimens in parallel, with two linear variable differential transformers 
(LVDTs) for each specimen. The measuring bench was placed in a tempered silicone oil bath 
at 20±0.1 °C. Duplicate samples from independent mixings were measured for each mixture; 
average results are presented in the graphs. Automatic measurements allowed recording the 
deformation starting approximately 1 h after mixing. Nevertheless, the results were zeroed at 
final set [13]. The setting times were estimated by Vicat needle on corresponding cement 
pastes (same composition as the mortars, but without aggregates). 
Mechanical properties 
The mechanical properties of the mortars were determined on 25×25×100 mm3 prisms. 
The moulds were filled during 3 min vibration on a vibrating table. After casting, the samples 
were kept at >95%RH and 20 ± 0.3 °C for 1 d. At the age of 1 d, the samples were demolded 
and sealed by wrapping them in three layers of plastic wrap and closed into a tight plastic 
box. The sealed samples were stored at 90 ± 3% RH and 20 ± 0.3 °C. Compressive strength 
and Young modulus were determined at the ages of 1, 3 and 28 d. For the elastic modulus 
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measurements, 2 samples were tested at each age, while for strength 2 samples were tested at 
1 d and 3 samples at 3 and 28 d. 
As mentioned above, the strength was measured on two miniature samples for each 
mixture and age; the small number of samples and their reduced dimension were a
consequence of the small volume of the mixing batch in the vacuum mixer. While the 
bending strength (reported in [11]) was measured on two prismatic samples, the compressive 
strength was measured on the four half-prisms that resulted from the bending tests. The 
procedure for strength measurements was based on the European standard EN 196-1, 
however using smaller samples (the standard prescribes 40×40×160 mm3) and loading rate 
reduced in compressive strength tests to 0.5 kN/s (from the standard 2.4 kN/s). The static 
elastic Young modulus in compression was determined using a procedure based on the Swiss 
standard SIA 262-1 (similar to the European EN 12390-13 standard), with the compressive 
load equal to 25% of compressive strength and using smaller samples, suitable for mortars
with fine aggregates. 
The presented values are the average from the tested samples and the error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals (normal distribution). 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Density and water absorption 
The density and the water absorption of the LWA determined at SSD conditions are 
presented in Table 2. The BTA-P had slightly higher density and lower absorption than the 
bio-LWA. In [11], the kinetics of the water absorption of BTA-P were measured and it was 
noticed that more than 60% of all water absorbed within 24 h is absorbed already during the 
first 10 min. This rapid absorption suggested the possibility of employing dry BTA-P for 
internal curing. The BTA-P could be added to the mixture together with the surplus internal 
curing water that they are expected to absorb during concrete mixing, using a similar 
principle as employed with SAP [2, 4]. 
Table 2 Density and water absorption of LWA 
LWA type Dry density
[kg/m3]
Absorption at 24 
h [g/g]
bio-LWA 1700 0.15
BTA-P 1868 0.13
3.2 Pore structure and desorption isotherms 
The pore size distributions and the desorption isotherms of the LWA are shown in Fig. 1. 
The BTA-P had higher porosity and larger pores than the bio-LWA (Fig. 1a). It should be 
noted that the 200 MPa used as maximum intrusion pressure allowed accessing pores of 
equivalent radii larger than approximately 4 nm. For the BTA, this pressure may have not 
allowed to intrude the whole pore volume, which is supported by the fact that the pore size 
distribution did not reach a plateau at the highest intrusion pressures, (Fig. 1 a). In the BTA, a 
substantial amount of pores had equivalent entrance radii larger than 100 nm. The bio-LWA 
had slightly finer pores, with a majority between 100 and 30 nm. A further analysis based on 
multi-cycle MIP [12] (results shown in [10, 11]) reveals that most of the pores in the bio-
LWA were ink-bottle pores, accessed only through pores with smaller radius. Also the BTA 
had a majority (about 70%, against the 90% of e.g. bio-LWA) of ink-bottle pores. It is 
expected that only the pore volume accessed through larger pores (larger than about 50-
100 nm) might be useful for storing internal curing water. In fact, smaller pores would not be 
able to release the water at the high RH levels needed to avoid or limit autogenous shrinkage. 
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The results of the desorption isotherms presented in Fig. 1b appear to support this 
hypothesis. Both bio-LWA and BTA released a substantial amount of water already at 97-
98% RH. Moreover, while the bio-LWA were almost empty by 97% RH, the BTA retained a 
part of the absorbed water down to 70% RH and below. This could be explained by the 
presence of both large and small pores in the BTA, as suggested by MIP. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 1 a) MIP equivalent pore size distributions (cumulative curves); b) desorption 
isotherms. 
3.3 Internal relative humidity and autogenous shrinkage 
In Fig. 2a, the internal RH evolution in the mortars is presented, while the deformation in 
autogenous conditions, referred to the length at final set determined with the Vicat needle, is 
shown in Fig. 2b. The addition of both BTA-P and bio-LWA is keeping the internal RH 
considerably higher (especially in the first few days) compared to the reference mortar with 
w/c 0.30 (Fig. 2a). The RH is also higher than in the mortar with the same total amount of 
water, which supports the correctness of the principles at the basis of internal curing [1, 2]. 
The autogenous shrinkage is strongly reduced in both mortars with BTA-P and with bio-
LWA (Fig. 2b). It is noticeable that the two reference mortars differ only in the first day but 
have similar shrinkage rate afterwards, while the mortars with internal curing both show an 
initial expansion and a subsequent lower long-term shrinkage rate. The addition in the dry 
state of the BTA-P resulted in keeping the internal RH slightly higher, while the autogenous 
shrinkage was almost the same. Based on these results and others shown in [10, 11], it is 
possible to conclude that both BTA and bio-LWA are both efficient internal curing agents. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 2 a) Evolution of internal RH in reference mortars and mortars with BTA and bio-
LWA. b) autogenous deformation of mortars with BTA and bio-LWA. 
3.4 Mechanical properties 
Fig. 3 displays the mechanical properties of the mortars prepared with addition of either 
presaturated or dry BTA-P. A partial replacement of NWA by BTA-P does not lead to any 
significant compressive strength reduction (Fig. 3a) compared to mortar REF w/c 0.30 with 
the same basic w/c as the tested mortars (thus excluding the water introduced within the 
BTA-P), while the strength of the REF w/c 0.35 mortar with the same total w/c (basic w/c 
resulting from mixing water plus entrained w/c resulting from water absorbed by the BTA) is 
generally lower. The elastic modulus (Fig. 5b) is lower in the mortars with BTA, since they 
replace a part of the NWA with substantially higher modulus. 
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                                            (a)                                                                   (b)
Figure 3 Mechanical properties of mortars with BTA-P: a) compressive strength, b) elastic 
Young modulus. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals (normal distribution). 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the porosity, the absorption and desorption of two different LWA types, a 
LWA produced from pelletization of sugar cane bagasse fly ash (bio-LWA) and a bottom ash 
from burning of wastes in the paper industry, obtained in a stoker burning process (BTA-P)
were characterized. Both types of LWA show high open porosity and high water absorption 
(13-15% by mass). Both had a steep desorption curve at high RH, losing most of the water 
already above 97-98% RH. The pore structure of these LWA makes them particularly useful 
for delivering water into hydrating high-performance concrete by means of so-called internal 
curing. 
Internal RH measurements in high-performance mortars show that the RH decrease due to 
self-desiccation can be considerably reduced if these types of LWA are added, which leads to 
almost eliminating autogenous shrinkage in the first week of hydration. In the case of the 
BTA-P, the internal curing performance was almost unaltered when the LWA were added 
dry, with extra water to compensate for their absorption. This is a very useful solution in 
practice, since it eliminates the need for lengthy and costly presaturation of the LWA. 
The compressive strength of mortars with BTA-P was very similar to the reference mortar 
without LWA, while the elastic modulus was only slightly reduced. 
This study demonstrates that LWA derived from waste materials can be efficient for 
internal curing, if they are appropriately selected based on high absorption and coarse 
porosity. 
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ABSTRACT 
Compaction and curing is found to be the most essential role in construction to achieve better 
sustainability. An attempt has been made on natural compound from the ground called Radish 
also termed as Raphanussativus, as a self-curing agent in self-compacting concrete. The main 
genesis beyond the intention of radish as a self-curing agent is the presence of bond water and 
its effectual existence of hydroxyl and ether group in a chemical structure of radish family. 
The design grade of concrete was affixed as M40 and its conceived procedure for such 
modernistic concrete was merely based on trial and error and its final upshots were verified 
with the EFNARC specifications. The agent used for robotic curing at the start was inspected 
to probe its water retention capacity. Expository study was retrieved using Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectrum analyser. Various tests were composed to scrutinize the workability 
properties, mechanical properties and durability properties of the concrete. Footprints proved 
that alike poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) and other curing agents, extract from radish is also a 
powerful curing agent and upswing the cement hydration, minimizes shrinkage and tweaks 
the durability of concrete whereas the conventional methods necessitates improvement. 
Keywords: Radish, compaction, curing, poly-ethylene glycol, durability, shrinkage 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Over the last few decades, a great deal of interest has been shown in the study of making 
concrete better by the process of incorporating specifically engineered ingredients and 
simulating the methods of batching and mixing. Compared to traditional concrete, modern 
types of concrete are highly advantageous in as much as they provide good workability in the 
fresh state, possess high strength and low permeability. However, these types of concrete 
have also shown to be more sensitive to early age cracking than traditional concrete. High 
performance concrete, falling into the category of the so-called modern concrete, is 
essentially characterized by a cement matrix with low water/cement ratio (w/c), often 
including mineral additions like silica fume and the use of admixtures as super plasticizers 
[1]. One of the major problems with these mixtures is their tendency to undergo early age 
cracking. While this cracking may or may not compromise the compressive strengths of these 
concretes, it likely does compromise their long-term durability. Concrete with internal curing 
may also have evolved from the concept of self-curing concrete, which is based on the 
introduction of a chemical admixture that is able to reduce water evaporation by a retaining 
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function. The addition of a self-cure chemical based on a water-soluble polymeric glycol lead 
to improved durability of concrete cured in air [2]. However, the performance of such 
admixture does not attain the efficiency of the water film curing [3]. In high performance 
concrete, capillary discontinuity may significantly delay and even limit the water movement 
throughout the system. This makes the use of water ponding or other external curing methods 
inefficient in assuring the continuous internal moisture of the material. In this case, the use of 
internal curing methods may be required to counteract autogenous deformation. As there is 
only little experience on the practical use of internal curing methods to improve early-age 
properties of high performance concrete, the subject constitutes great challenge to technicians 
and industrialists of the modern age [4]. 
2  EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
2.1  Materials used 
Concrete was cast with basic ingredients of OPC 53 grade that confirms to IS: 12269-2013 
[5], Class F Fly ash based on ASTM C 618 [6] and aggregates that confirm to IS: 383-1970 
[7]. Potable water free from salts was adopted to mix the concrete ingredients for the design 
mix. Radish extract (SO) was used as a natural curing agent and the outcomes were compared 
with poly-ethylene glycol (PEG), the existing curing agent and the conventional cured 
concrete which involves full / immersion curing (FC) and sprinkler curing (SPRC). Figure 1 
shows the presence of hydroxyl ion for PEG and SO under FTIR. The presence of OH ions 
can be viewed from the molecular structure of SO as shown in Figure 2. Extract from radish 
is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure1: Presence of OH – SO              Figure 2: Molecular structure of SO
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Figure 3: Radish extract 
2.2  Mix Proportion 
The mix was designed to convince the performance norms of the both fresh and hardened 
concrete. Here, as per EFNARC identification [8] to gain medium strength self-compacting 
concrete of grade M40, with 2% of MGS were used. Specimens with optimised content of 
poly-ethylene glycol (PEG), super absorbent polymers (SAP), external coating Paint (ECP), 
Potable Water Treatment Plant Sludge (PWTS), light weight aggegate (LWA - Vermiculite), 
radish extract (SO), liquid paraffin wax (LPW) were added and its individual effect has been 
observed with conventional concrete under full/immersion cured and sprinkler cured 
concrete. 
2.3  Curing and Testing of Specimens  
The optimized percentage of internal curing agents used in cement paste were analysed for 
DSC & TGA analysis and diffusion co-efficient. Similarly, the concrete under various 
internal curing agents and control / conventional concrete were tested for long term properties 
like RCPT, Accelerated corrosion test and autogenous shrinkage test in order to analyze the 
sustainability behaviour.  
2.4  Self – Desiccation Analysis 
The fresh condition of cement paste was analyzed with respect to ages to examine the 
water holding capacity for the optimized percentage of mix with various self-curing agents.  
2.5  DSC & TGA Analysis 
The DSC and TGA analysis stands for Differential Scanning Calorimeter and Thermo-
gravimetric Analysis as shown in Figure 4. It is the technique meant to evaluate the mass loss 
behaviour of the cement paste sample in-built with and without self-curing admixtures. This 
test also helps to compute the water retention capacity (or) resistance to self-desiccation of 
the sample with self-curing agents and in order to make the analysis, the cement pastes with 
and without internal curing admixtures is made. The self-curing agent is prepared at a 
concentration of 0.1 M and it is well mixed with cement paste having designed water. In 
controlled mix, only the plain cement paste is tested without the addition of any internal 
curing agents but with the well addition of stabilized and constant made self-compacting 
admixture. Ten sets of beakers 56 mm diameter and 70 mm height are taken and are well 
segregated into two sets, five for designed/target concrete and the remaining for control 
concrete. A small quantity of cement, say 100 gm well mixed with designed water and 
prepared internal curing agent with 0.1 M, was poured into the beaker. The test was carried 
out under constant room temperature and humidity say between 32C and 90%. A pinch of 
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freshly made paste with and without agent is taken and placed in the calorimeter to make the 
thermo-gravimetric analysis of the sample. It is performed under consistent increment of 10◦C
/ minute upto the designed temperature of 1000◦C in sequenced refreshed nitrogen. The 
values of bound and evaporable water could be obtained from the calorimetric analysis at the 
ages of temperature. Temperature vs mass loss analysis is made and the output delivers the 
residual mass percentage of the material. In respect to that analysis, the diffusion co-efficient 
has been calculated as per Dhir et al. (1998) method [3] of analysis given in Equation 1, 
in m2/s                              (1)
where, d is the thickness of specimen, b* is the slope of the line produced by plotting mass 
loss vs. time, and Mew is the mass of evaporable water.
(a) Differential Scanning Calorimeter (b) Sample under analysis
Figure 4: DSC & TGA Analysis 
2.6  Rapid Chloride Penetration Test
RCPT is a non-destructive technique used to examine the chloride permeability of in-place 
concrete. Researchers developed the test procedures that are currently specified in AASHTO 
T277 [9] and ASTM C1202 [10]. A 50 mm specimen cut from the sample of 100 mm 
diameter core was tested. The side of the cylindrical specimen was coated with epoxy, and 
after the drying of epoxy, the specimen was placed in a vacuum chamber for 3 hours and 
vacuum saturated for 1 hour and allowed to soak for 18 hours. It was then placed in the test 
device called acrylic cell. The left-hand side (–ve) of the test cell is filled with a 3% NaCl 
solution. The right-hand side (+ve) of the test cell is filled with 0.3M NaOH solution. A 60 V 
potential was applied for 6 hours. Readings tabulated at intervals of 30 minutes for 6 hours. 
The amount of coulombs passed through the specimen is calculated after the removal of the 
specimen. Figure 5 shows the measurement of permeation of chloride ions. The total charge 
Q passed in 6 hrs is calculated as per the Equation 2,  
Q (in Coulombs) = 900 × ( I0 + 2×I30 + 2×I60 + 2×I120 ........+ I360 ) (2)
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Figure 5: RCPT Analysis 
2.7  Accelerated Corrosion Test 
The corrosion test is the phenomenon of assessing the gradual deterioration of steel under 
the application of external current as per ASTM C 876 specifications [11]. Steel rod of 
specific diameter under the study was embedded into the concrete cube of size 100 mm with 
20 mm as a cover thickness. The specimen then immersed into the container with 5% of NaCl 
diluted well into one litre of water with a steel sheet of very fine thickness perfectly 
surrounding the RCC specimen. The positive end of the supply was connected to the steel 
sheet and negative one to the steel in concrete with external supply of 12V. The behaviour 
analyzed for six days. The corrosion in embedded steel was measured using Half-Cell 
potential meter. The corrosion test on concrete and its interpolation analysis are shown in 
Figure 6. 
                                       
(a) Corrosion cell connected to meter                                    (b) Half-Cell Potential analysis 
Figure 6: Accelerated Corrosion Test 
2.8  Autogenous Shrinkage Test 
A specimen which deforms in a fresh state under self condition with respect to the 
atmospheric condition is called autogenous shrinkage. It is effectively computed by ASTM C 
1698-09 code of practice [12]. A specimen of freshly mixed paste or mortar was prepared 
using a corrugated mould that offers little resistance to length change of the specimen. The 
mould is sealed to prevent moisture loss and the specimen is stored at constant temperature. 
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The change in length is recorded at regular time intervals until the designated age using a 
dilatometer and the autogenous strain calculated using the changes in length and original 
length. The set up accessories and test progress are shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 7 : Autogenous Shrinkage Test 
3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1  Self-desiccation Analysis 
Figure 8 : Weight loss Vs Time         Figure 9 : Rate of weight loss vs. % of original water 
Figure 8 indicates the compiled weight loss vs. time graph which analyzed for 28 days in 
terms of hours. Weight loss was found to be 5.28% for SAP, 7.35% for ECP, 12.29% for 
PWTS, 0.25% for LWA, 6.25% for SO, 15.30% for LPW. It is found that there is an increase 
in mass loss of 0.5% for PEG with respect to SAP. The reduction in loss for SAP is due to 
quite efficient hydration as there is a considerable evolution of heat under various time 
intervals. The reason for slight increase in weight loss for other curing agents with respect to 
SAP is due to slender variation effect under heat evolution and the binding of water by 
chemical mode during hydration.  
The rate of weight loss with respect to quantity of original water added is depicted in 
Figure 9. It clearly indicates there is a fluctuation in turnout, as ultimate the matrix with 
curing agents shows lesser release rate under various percentage of mix water than the paste 
without any curing agent. The reduction in percentage of weight loss with respect to original 
water present are 12.5% with SAP, 50.87% with ECP, 46.66% with PWTS, 37.77% with 
LWA, 17.64% with SO, 26.31% with LPW and 54.83% for PEG.  It is found that there is a 
reverse phenomenon between the cement paste with PEG and SAP, as the quantity of weight 
loss is considerably higher for PEG with SAP at a lower rate but the degree of loss when 
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compared for PEG is small with SAP, because of capillary pore reduction as effectively filled 
by the perfect humidity. But in overall, the CC behaves the increase in rate of weight loss 
compared to the mix with curing agents.  
3.2  Diffusion Co-efficient Analysis 
From Figure 10 (a), it is clear that the decrease in diffusion co-efficient is observed with 
increase in time period and the proportional decrement is noticed for paste without curing 
agent than the paste with curing agent. In detail, it is found that the increase in diffusivity for 
conventional mix was 75% with PEG, 61.11% with SAP, 56.94% with ECP, 43.06% with 
PWTS, 38.88% with LWA, 73.61% with SO and 19.44% with LPW. The above condition is 
reversed for the co-efficient analysis with respect to moisture content as found from Figure 
10 (b). It is clear that the increase in moisture content leads to increase in diffusion co-
efficient but the paste with curing agent posses less diffusion co-efficient than paste without 
curing agent. In addition, the increase in percentage of conventional mix is found to be 
83.33% with PEG, 35.26% with SAP, 69.55% with ECP, 10.89% with PWTS, 7.6% with 
LWA, 67.31% with SO and 67.63% with LPW respectively. This condition attributes to 
perfect homogeneity in the mix comparable to the ordinary mix. 
(a) Time vs. Diffusion co-efficient                     (b) Moisture content vs. Diffusion co-efficient 
Figure10: Diffusion co-efficient Analysis 
3.3  Rapid Chloride Permeability Test 
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Figure 11: Curing agents vs. Charge passed 
From Figure 11, it is noticed that the values under RCPT under different curing agents 
including FC is subjected to ‘Low’ permeability condition as the condition falls between 
1,000 to 2,000 as per ASTM C 1202. The presence of very slight pores in negligible 
percentage of low heat of evolution resulted in better hydration for the hardened specimen 
irrespective of type of curing agents. For the concrete under SPC, since the output falls 
between 2,000 to 4,000, it is categorized as ‘Moderate’ because the presence of micro pores 
is found to be slightly higher. So, it is not advisable for sprinkler curing technique during the 
construction activities. 
3.4  Accelerated corrosion test 
From Figure 12, it is estimated that the average corrosion rate for all specimens is less than 
200 mV, nil corrosion was observed. The reduction in corrosion rate is due to the high 
resistance effect of pores to the harmful agencies as it results by the closure of pore mouth by 
C-S-H under subsidiary age of concrete. 
Figure 12: Curing agents vs. Rate of Corrosion 
3.5  Autogenous shrinkage of cement paste 
 
Figure 13 : Curing agents vs. Linear Deformation in Concrete  
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From Figure 13, it is found that the specimens with curing agents and immersion curing 
are experienced from very slight differential shrinkage. In ultimate, the effect due to 
autogenous shrinkage strain is found to be very negligible, as it does not affect the 
characteristics of concrete. The reason in reduction in overall effect of shrinkage is due to 
perfect interior bonding of elements inside the mix, thus prevented the elongation of element 
with respect to age. 
3.6  Micro-structural Properties
The broken specimens from compression test under various modes and optimized 
percentage of curing is taken in an air and water proof cover and it is well sealed. A small 
quantity of the broken sample from SCSCC (Self-Compacting Self-Curing Concrete) and CC 
(Conventional Concrete), coated with gold was left free for half-an-hour to enhance complete 
bonding with the grain in order to achieve perfect out pack during the test. Closing the outer 
box of the machine, interior nature of the sample was examined through system connected 
interface. Figure 14 (a) shows the hydrated products by the reaction with basic ingredients. 
This may attribute to arrest of pores and thereby prevent the ultimate deterioration.  
From Figure 14 (b), clearly indicates the unhydrated products due to free water deficiency. 
It results in formation of fault plane and debonding effect, as it leads to the further 
development of hair cracks in Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ). Over evaporation condition 
of mix water followed by drying of core structure inside the concrete, provided a path for 
ingress of external agencies.    
                                           
(a) SCSCC                                                                                (b) CC 
Figure 14: SEM Image for Concrete  
4 CONCLUSIONS 
From the various tests on water retention and durability properties in cement paste and 
concrete, the following conclusions are drawn.  
The concrete with self-curing agents show reliable performance with immersion curing 
and superior behaviour to sprinkler curing. The humidity profile for SCSCC is better 
compared to conventional cement paste mix and negligible bleed water was experienced. All 
the specimens experienced very negligible chloride permeability. The percentage of porosity 
and permeability is inconsiderable for SCSCC than normal concrete. Plastic shrinkage values 
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are very negligible for cement paste with various curing regimes than values obtained for 
conventional mix. The presence of gel formation in SCSCC indicates efficient matrix than the 
observation from conventional concrete. 
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Abstract 
The evolution of logistics, boosted by e-commerce and the raising requirements of industries 
(JIT, total quality) are changing the flooring industry. The flooring companies have to move 
from subcontracting labour for general contractors and become responsible contracting 
experts. In order to adapt, this industry needs to build faster and cheaper technical floors with 
higher durability. These concrete slabs will need to resist abrasion generated by intense 
traffic, to be flatter to allow higher storage, to minimize exposed joints and last but not least 
to look good. This article is demonstrating new ways to deal with the needs of modern 
logistics and of several demanding industries: 
- Load transfer and impact reduction of construction joints  
- Volumetric restrained shrinkage of concrete  
- Special surface coatings for abrasion resistance and aesthetics of concrete slabs 
It describes latest innovations of the industry which are not only products but different 
approaches from conception to execution techniques, QC and surveys. The presentation will 
be done by experts with international experience and based on real projects executed in 
various continents (Europe, Latin America, Africa and Asia). 
Keywords: Industrial floor, concrete reinforcement, shrinkage compensated concrete,
jointless slabs, surface hardeners, logistics. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The industrial floors have always been considered of minor interest by the academic world 
and in general by the construction industry. Very few specific courses have been developed 
in universities and by engineering schools. The explanation of this lack of focus is that in 
most cases floors on grade (FOG) are not structural elements of the structure. Therefore, 
defects or failures during conception or execution will never have structural consequences 
and will not threaten the integrity of the building and of the people working inside. 
This purely constructive approach disregards the economic consequences of defects for the 
final user. The interaction between the process of the logistics operators or the production 
manager and the industrial floor is constant. The main solicitations from the user’s processes 
and the building are with the floor. Any defect due to a lack of consideration of those 
interactions will result in severe problems in efficiency: 
 - Reduction of the productivity 
 - Downtimes  
- Direct and indirect costs of maintenance and repairs 
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Several initiatives have brought significant technological developments for the conception 
and execution of concrete floors. 
The evolution of equipment is reducing the human factor and helping to shift from heavy 
burden manual art craft to mechanized specialist industry. The productivity and quality 
delivered by reduced teams is dramatically increased. Finished surfaces like 2000 to 3000 
m2/day can be reached by a reduced team, provided the supply of ready-mix concrete is 
consistent. We can refer to the wide offer of flooring dedicated machines like laser guided 
levellers (Laserscreed) (Figure. 1), Topping-spreaders (Figure. 2) for surface hardeners, 
double or triple trowels ride-on finishing machine  
Figure.1:  Laserscreed, Spain ®RCRIF      Figure.2: Topping Spreader, RSA ®RCRIF  
The contribution of the steel fibres’ producers has brought more science in the approach of 
flooring design through tight cooperation with universities. These researches have led to a 
better understanding of the effects of static and dynamic loads for floors on grade and 
allowed to build design codes and specific standards. After three decades of intensive use, 
steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) is not any more an innovation for concrete floors on 
ground and is considered as standard practise. The design approach is well known and 
ultimately validated by an international approach with FIB Model Code [1]. SFRC is also 
taking an important role in technical floors, including structural slabs like floors on piles or 
foundations of clad racks [2].
The flooring companies themselves have taken their responsibilities, and via national 
associations have launched various initiatives to regulate and to implement, via technical 
recommendations and standards, the evolution of products and techniques leading to a better 
satisfaction of the final user. 
For instance, the British Concrete Society, with a decisive contribution of the Association 
of the Concrete Industrial Flooring Contractors (ACIFC), created the internationally 
recognized document TR34 [3], which is covering major technical aspects for concrete slabs. 
This document is considered as a reference for the specification and the survey of floor 
flatness.  
Warehouses are not considered for their surface (m2) but for the volume of product that 
can be stored (m3). The effect is to store every time higher, up to 10 to 16 m instead of 5 to 8 
meters in the past, and to limit the area for traffic in the aisles, changing from “free 
movement” to “defined movement” in very narrow aisles (VNA) (Figure. 3 and Figure. 4). 
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   Figure 3:  VNA (detail)                  Figure 4: VNA South Africa ®PC Floors 
The material handling equipment (MHE) follow and accelerate this trend with new 
generations of forklifts which are faster and able to lift pallets very high while moving. 
Modern logistics, driven by massive investments of e-commerce define new challenges for 
the ultimate generation of logistic buildings. They are not any more defined by their surface 
or by the volume of products they can shelter, but by the throughput which can be obtained, 
24/7. The main indicator is becoming the number of seconds to load or unload a truck. 
These evolutions lead to higher requirements in terms of flatness, and also bring new 
durability challenges for joints and abrasion resistance of the floors. This paper will develop 
the technical solutions applied to address those new objectives.  
2 ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS TO LIMIT JOINTS PROBLEMS  
It is widely acknowledged that joints provide the greatest source of problems in industrial 
floors. The joints are always seen as a weak spot creating nuisance in the operations and a 
need for frequent repairs or corrections. 
2.1 Contraction joints 
Contraction joints are saw cut joints which are made generally one day after casting the 
panels to release tensions generated by the shrinkage of concrete and avoid random cracks. 
Typically, the contraction joints are cut to create sub-panels of 4 x 4 m (up to 6 x 6 m when 
steel fibres are used). In reality, we have to admit that those cuts initiate cracks which will 
become weak points in the slabs. The load transfer is difficult to insure and mostly depends 
on aggregates interlocks. Mesh or steel fibres mostly ensure that the joint opening is not too 
important. Special dowels pre-positioned under the saw cuts are seldom used for internal 
floors. They create extra hassle and additional costs and therefore are mostly used in external 
pavements for unidirectional traffic [4]. 
The second problem generated by formed joints is the important need for maintenance. 
After few weeks, the joints have to be filled with elastic joint sealants with capacity to follow 
the drying shrinkage of the concrete. After one year, they have to be replaced by semi-rigid 
sealant fillers, which have a lifetime of one to two years.  
The arris of the saw cut joints is fragile and very likely to break under intense traffic. This 
will generate dust, vibrations of the MHE and accelerated wear of the wheels. The general 
trend in modern logistics is to eliminate these induced joints when high intensity free 
movement traffic, particularly where motorised pallet trucks are used and to develop 
solutions without saw cut control joints, called “jointless floors” (Refer section 2.2).
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2.2 Construction joints 
Armoured joints are considered as a must in modern logistics for the conception and 
execution of floors. They are used to create a leave in place form with integrated functions of 
load transfer via continuous or discrete dowels and edge protection by a steel section on top 
of the joint. 
These engineered joints extend the life of a joint. However, the straight edges of the joints 
allow wheel impact which may cause damages for the MHE or long term to the joint. The 
steel reinforcement is not absorbing impact but transferring it to the concrete which can fail 
after a high number of cycles. This phenomenon is even amplified in jointless floors as the 
concrete shrinkage of the poured panel is not spread between induced joints and construction 
joints but concentrated in construction joints which can open up to 20 mm or more in large 
panels. 
To overcome this problem, the industry has developed a new generation of joints with 
disruptive face. The arris is formed in such a way that the wheels are not causing any impact 
when crossing the joint. Several solutions are available. For instance, plate type joints cover 
the gap in the joint and open with a sinusoidal shape. These joints may develop new joints on 
each side of the plate which would be again acting as straight joints. The most efficient 
products are full depth joints offering a discontinuous arris (sinusoidal semi hexagonal 
(Hex) shaped) (Figure .5).  
Figure. 5: Disruptive face joint – UK ®Permaban 
The lower part is equipped of load transfer devices typically made of discrete dowels as 
recommended in TR34 [3].When incorporating these joints into design, the load transfer 
capacity should be checked using existing design standards (TR34 3rd and 4th edition) and 
making sure that for structural use, the joint is compliant with Construction Products 
Regulation [6-7]. The load transfer capacity can be enhanced up to 50% by the use of steel 
fibres which will increase the shear strength of concrete and the burst capacity of the concrete 
slab. [8] 
With impact free disruptive face joints, the speed of MHE can be maximum, with no 
vibration and therefore limited maintenance on the floor and on the forklifts and improved 
health and safety conditions for the drivers. 
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3 JOINTLESS FLOORS  
The evolution in logistics buildings of concrete slabs towards jointless solutions is 
becoming global in all continents, but with different techniques. The most obvious option is a 
heavily reinforced slab with double mesh which is technically giving good results but not 
used in practice as it makes difficult the use of laser guided screeding equipment and 
economically not viable. Another solution is post-tensioned slabs which allow casting large 
rectangular panels with no saw cut joints. The economics of this high-end technique restrains 
the use to special conditions (fixed layout, fluid tight floors and bonded overlays) [9]. In 
Europe, steel fibre reinforced floors is the main option to get rid of contraction joints [10] 
(Fig. 6).  
Figure .6: SFRC jointless floor, France ®Placeo 
The fibre dosage is increased from a rate of 15-25 kg/m3 to a dosage between 30 and 45 
kg/m3, depending on the intrinsic performance of the selected fibre and of the size of panels 
(20 × 20 m, up to 40 × 40 m, even larger in some special projects). The additional fibres are 
taking the stresses caused by drying shrinkage of concrete and the joint opening is localised 
in the construction joints. This is a proven technique which is performing well and only has 
few limitations:  
- Important joint openings  
- Necessity to define square panels when defining the pouring sequence 
- Subject to curling which can be limited with careful optimization of mix design 
In USA, the steel fibres are not widely used and shrinkage compensating concrete 
reinforced with mesh is the main way to achieve large panels without any saw cut joints. The 
advantages are the more freedom with the shapes and less curling. Nevertheless, this 
technique is not as reliable as SFRC solutions regarding crack control. After a significant 
expansion phase, which needs mesh or high fibre dosage to control it, the contraction phase is 
delayed, still active during months and may induce cracks at a later stage, several months 
after casting. 
A new technique, volumetric retraction stability (VRS), using an innovative concrete 
additive, including a calcium compound reacting with cement, is combining the advantages 
of SFRC and shrinkage compensated concrete (Figure. 7). 
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Figure. 7: VRS jointless floor, Peru ®Pavimenta 
The additive, added in the concrete mix with a dosage between 15 and 30 kg/m3, absorbs 
free water during plastic phase. It becomes a gel, avoiding water evaporation during this 
phase. The dynamic of the chemical reaction of this additive is stable and controlled. The 
product reacts and increases the volume of concrete at the final stage of plastic phase. During 
this period, it does not produce internal stresses into the matrix. A minimum reinforcement 
with steel fibres is sufficient to avoid plastic cracks during hardening phase. After the initial 
volume expansion of the concrete matrix, begins a slight contraction process (50-150 
microns/meter) which is taking place slowly and progressively in the first three months. This 
limited contraction occurs when the most of resistance of concrete has been met. Under those 
circumstances it is possible to reduce the amount of reinforcing steel fibres to control 
shrinkage cracks during drying phase. The quantity necessary to undertake the static and 
dynamic loads is therefore sufficient. The end result is the behaviour of a SFRC slab on grade 
with almost no joint opening and limited curling. This technique is also allowing to take 
freedom with the conventional square shape (Length < 1.4 width) and to allow irregular or 
rectangular shapes (Length = 5 times width). This technique has been validated through 
laboratory tests and real size projects in 8 countries and more than 2,000,000 ft2 realized in 
the past two years [11]. 
It is also important to mention the possibility to design and execute seamless floors with 
no joints at all. In this technique, even the construction joints are eliminated, creating a 
continuous slab. The technology is a combination of mesh and special steel fibres with a high 
ductility at small deformations. The value of these seamless slabs is enhanced when there is a 
need for fluid tight floors (chemical industry) [12]. 
4 SURFACE PROTECTION 
After achieving flat jointless floors without curling and with impact free construction 
joints or no joint at all, the forklifts can operate at maximum speed. The types of wheels used 
in recent forklifts are also becoming harder, generating more frictions at the surface of the 
concrete slabs. Rubber is replaced by neoprene, hard nylon, polyamide, not even mentioning 
steel. The last issue to treat is the abrasion resistance of these floors and eventually the 
aesthetics aspects. In many standards or technical recommendations, the specification for 
wear protection used to consider dozens or hundreds of cycles per day. In modern logistics, 
operating 24/7, the number of cycles can reach thousands of cycles by day. The abrasion 
suffered by the slab is such condition in one year is equivalent to ten years of use in a 
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warehouse designed in the past century. The surface of the slab must be covered with a 
protective skin which is hard enough to resist to the intensity and speed of forklifts and thick 
enough to endure 5 to 10 years without being worn out. Economic techniques to improve the 
concrete surface like “burnish” polishing or application of liquid densifiers do not bring 
enough resistance and durability in case of intense traffic. Even standard cementitious based 
surface hardeners with quartz do not show sufficient abrasion resistance to warrantee 
reasonable durability. It is important to come back to the roots and to check both the quality 
of surface protection and the quantity. The performance of surface hardeners is guided by the 
cement content, the quality and sieve curve of aggregates, the type and content of extra hard 
components with high Mohs hardness (Table 1) (quartz, emery, corundum etc.). 
Table 1 : Mohs Hardness Scale 
Mineral Name Scale Number Common Object
Diamond 10
Corundum 9
Emery 8,5 Mason drill
Quartz 7
6,5 Steel nail
Silica sand 6
5,5 Knife / Glass plate
Fluorite 4
3,5 Copper Penny
Calcite 3
2,5 Finger nail
Talc 1
The abrasion resistance of surface hardeners is measured according to different methods, 
in laboratory on the product (Böhme, Taber tests) or directly on the slab (AR tests) [13]. The 
split between mineral and metallic products does not make sense when dealing with abrasion 
resistance. Steel is showing lower results in abrasion than mineral or synthetic emeris or 
corundum and mainly bringing high impact resistance. For some industrial processes, impact 
will be a dominant factor to consider, before any consideration on abrasion (Figure. 8). 
Fig. 8: Metallic hardener for automotive industry ®Rinol Mexico 
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The homogeneity and the quantity of applied hardeners is the second parameter to 
consider for long durability. Mechanized topping-spreaders allow to apply evenly significant 
quantities of hardeners ranging from 4 to 7 kg/m2. This is called a dry on fresh technique as 
the surface hardener will be moistened by the freshly levelled concrete and will bond to 
create a monolitics lab. If high performance hardeners are selected, high dosages will give a 
lifetime of 10 years even in case of intense traffic. The use of higher dosages is implying an 
addition of anti-shrinkage agents in the surface hardeners to avoid microcracking in surface 
(Figure. 9). 
Figure. 9: 8-year-old light grey coloured surface hardener, Spain ®Rocland     
In absence of topping-spreader (smaller projects, difficulty to operate mechanised 
spreader) or to increase the life time to 15-20 years, the traditional technique wet-on-wet can 
be used. The dry shake is mixed with water to create a slurry which can be applied with high 
dosage (12 to 30 kg/m2) on fresh concrete after levelling (Figure. 10). 
Figure. 10: Application of coloured wet on wet slurry, Spain ®Suesco 
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The German DIN is giving a useful guidance to define the dosage according to the 
intensity of traffic and the category of hardener selected [13]. The use of this technology with 
cementitious based surface hardeners is also offering new possibilities to obtain exceptional 
aesthetical results with a high density of colour. Pigments are added in the composition of the 
surface hardeners to create light reflective floors (white, light grey) or to respond to 
marketing or design requirements from the architect, or for branding purposes. 
5 CONCLUSION  
The new challenges brought by the evolution of logistics and industries can be technically 
addressed with innovative products and techniques which have been developed and proven in 
the past years. But this require also an evolution of the flooring companies which need to be 
acting as specialist contractors and no more as subcontractors. They have to act as experts 
with the sufficient knowledge and structure to identify the real needs of final users, to 
develop comprehensive solutions with design, selection of products and master the execution 
of various techniques with controlled processes. The floors can be certified, warranted and 
delivered with a maintenance guide to ensure an optimum use of the floor during at least a 
decade. The floor is no longer an underestimated piece of construction but the first capacity 
investment for the final user. It should be treated accordingly. 
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ABSTRACT 
An experimental evaluation of the crack propagation and post-cracking response of macro 
fiber reinforced concrete in flexure is conducted. Two types of structural fibers, hooked end 
steel fibers and continuously embossed macro-synthetic fibers are used in this study. A fiber 
blend of the two fibers is evaluated for specific improvements in the post peak residual load 
carrying response. At 0.5% volume fraction, both steel and macrosynthetic fiber reinforced 
concrete exhibits load recovery at large crack opening. The blend of 0.2% macrosynthetic 
fibers and 0.3% steel fibers shows a significant improvement in the immediate post peak load 
response with a significantly smaller load drop and a constant residual load carrying capacity 
equal to 80% of the peak load. An analytical formulation to predict flexure load-displacement 
behaviour considering a multi-linear stress-crack separation (σ-w) relationship is developed. 
An inverse analysis is developed for obtaining the multi-linear σ-w relation, from the 
experimental response. The -w curves of the steel and macrosynthetic fiber reinforced 
concrete exhibit a stress recovery after a significant drop with increasing crack opening. 
Significant residual load carrying capacity is attained only at large crack separation. The fiber 
blend exhibits a constant residual stress with increasing crack separation following an initial 
decrease. The constant residual stress is attained at a small crack separation.  
Keywords: Cohesive crack, hinge, macrosynthetic fibers, cohesive stress-crack opening 
relationship, toughness. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is a quasi-brittle material and it exhibits an increase in brittleness with 
increasing strength. Plain concrete has low tensile strength and toughness. Failure in concrete 
under applied tensile loading is associated with cracking. A crack is produced at low tensile 
stress and once formed it grows rapidly in the material. Adding short and randomly 
distributed fibers to concrete has been shown to increase the tensile strength, ductility and 
toughness [1-5] of the material. Fibers bridge cracks and suppress the propagation of the 
crack which imparts post cracking ductility. Inclusion of fibers increases the energy 
absorption property of the composite, thereby increasing the toughness. Today a variety of 
fibers are available for use in concrete for different applications. Most widely used fibers are 
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made of steel, synthetic (polypropylene and polyethylene), glass and carbon. Synthetic fibers 
are typically softer and used in small volume fractions to control shrinkage cracking. 
Synthetic fibers provide limited potential for use in structural applications. Steel fibers are 
used in a wide range of structural applications, in general, when the control of concrete 
cracking is important such as industrial pavements [6-8] precast structural elements [8] and 
tunnel linings [9]. Steel fibers have high elastic modulus and stiffness and produce increase in 
toughness and improvements in tensile strength and toughness of concrete [10-11]. 
The improvement in the material performance obtained from a single type of fiber is 
usually within a limited range. Incorporation of two or different types of fibers provide 
superior properties and is known as hybrid fiber reinforced concrete. The main reason for 
hybridization is to control the cracks at different opening levels of the concrete during 
different loading stages. Hybrid combination of steel and micro polypropylene fiber have been 
shown to increase the ultimate compressive strain of the composite [12]. Combination of steel 
and micro polypropylene fibers showed that the stronger and stiffer steel fiber improved the 
ultimate strength, while the more flexible and ductile polypropylene fibers improved toughness 
and strain [13]. The steel macro-fibers with highly deformed geometry produce better hybrids 
than those with a less deformed geometry. Banthia and Soleimani (2005) [14], reported a positive 
synergy of hooked end steel fibers with cellulose fibers. On comparing with double deformed 
fibers, hooked end fibers provided better synergy [15]. Lawler et al. (2002) [16], reported 
hybridization showed a reduction in permeability of cracked hybrid fiber reinforced mortar under 
load containing steel and polypropylene.
2 OBJECTIVES 
 The broad objective of the work is to investigate the influence of hybridization of hooked 
end steel and macro-synthetic fibers on the mechanical behavior of fiber reinforced 
concrete. 
 To study the influence of crack bridging on the flexural response of hybrid fiber 
reinforced concrete and to provide an interpretation for the observed tension response of 
hybrid fiber reinforced concrete in flexure in terms of crack propagation and toughening 
mechanisms in the composite.  
 To determine the crack bridging stresses contributed by hybrid macro-synthetic fibers. 
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 Materials 
This section presents the details of materials and experimental methods used in the study. 
Commercially available 53 Grade ordinary Portland cement supplied by ACC conforming to 
IS 12269 (2013) [17] was used for all concrete mixtures. Fly ash conforming to the 
requirements of IS 3812-1 (2003) [18] and IS 1727 (1967) [19] was used as supplementary 
cementitious material in concrete mixtures. Crushed sand was used as fine aggregate and 
crushed granite coarse aggregate were used. Two different coarse aggregate fractions with 
maximum aggregate sizes in the ranges 10-4.75 mm and 20-10 mm were blendedtogether in 
equal proportions.  
Two types of fibers which are specifically engineered with specific surface improvements 
to provide enhanced performance for use as discrete reinforcement in concrete were used in 
the study. FibreTuffTM monofilament structural polypropylene fibers of 60 mm length 
manufactured by Bajaj Reinforcements were used in this study. The fibers are made of a 
modified polyolefin and have a modulus of elasticity between 6 GPa to 10 GPa and tensile 
strength between 550 and 640 MPa. 3D Dramix Hooked End Steel fibers of 60 mm length, 
0.75 mm diameter and of aspect ratio 80 manufactured by Baekart Pvt Ltd were used in this 
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study. These fibers have Young’s modulus of 210 GPa and tensile strength of 1225 MPa. 
Photographs of the fibers used in this study are shown in Figure 1.  
  
 (a)       (b) 
Figure 1: Types of fibers used in this study (a) Polypropylene fibers; (b)Steel fibers
Concrete mix proportions as per guidelines of IS 10262 (2009) [20] for achieving a 
characteristic compressive strength of 35 MPa are given in Table 1. The water/cement ratio 
was equal to 0.48. Three mixes were prepared. First two mixes with fiber volume fractions 
equal to 0.5% of steel and 0.5% of macrosynthetic fibers were prepared. The third mix is a 
hybrid mix which consists of a blend of steel and macrosynthetic fibers at 0.3% and 0.2% 
volume fractions, respectively.  
Table 1.Summary of weight proportion of the various mixes in kg/m3 
Fine 
Aggregate
20 mm - Coarse 
Aggregate
10 mm - Coarse 
Aggregate Water Cement Fly ash
823 508 508 163 200 140
3.2 Flexure testing 
Flexural testing was conducted on notched beams using a test procedure, which was 
consistent with the guidelines given by EN 14651:2005 [21]. Beams of size 
150 × 150 × 500 mm were tested in the three-point bending configuration. A notch of 25 mm
depth was introduced at the mid-span using a circular saw as per the guidelines given in 
EN 14651. The flexure test was conducted in crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) 
control by increasing the CMOD at a rate of 0.05 mm/min. The corresponding deflection of 
the beam was measured using a reference bar attached to the specimen at mid-depth directly 
over the supports. During the test, the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) was measured 
using a clip gauge mounted at the tip of the notch. A photograph of the test setup is shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for Notched specimens 
3.3 Analytical formulation  
A fictitious crack hinge model was used to predict the flexural behavior of fiber 
reinforced beams. The model was introduced by Ulfkjaer et al (1995) [22] which was further 
improved by Olesen (2001) [23]. In this model a fictitious crack is considered in an elastic 
layer with a thickness proportional to the beam depth. A part of the beam close to the 
propagating crack is modelled as a layer of independent spring elements formed by 
incremental horizontal strips, and are attached at each end to a rigid boundary which can 
translate and rotate. In this way the disturbance of the strain field, caused by the presence of 
the crack, is confined to take place between the rigid boundaries. In the elastic beams, 
stresses obtained from the classical beam theory represent the far-field stresses away from the 
crack. 
A multi-linear cohesive -w relationship was assumed in the cracked portion of the beam. 
A procedure for obtaining the moment-rotation relationship using force equilibrium of beam 
section was developed by Chiranjeevi and Subramaniam (2017) [24] and final equations are 
presented here in Equations 1 to 3.The equations were given for the two cases. Case I 
describes pre-cracked state of beam whereas case II describes post cracked state which 
further includes cases without (Figure 3-II (a)) and with traction free crack (Figure 3-II (b)). 
 
 I II (a) II (b) 
Figure 3: Stress Distribution of Beams. I-precrack state, II (a) - post crack state without 
traction free crack, II (b) - post crack state with bottom traction free crack 
 
 
 
 
CTOD
CMOD
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Pre-crack state (θ<=1): Case I 
 (1) 
Post crack state (θ>1): Case II(a) 
(2)
Post crack state (θ>1): Case II(b) 
 
 
(3)
 
Where μ, θ and α represents normalized moment, normalized rotation and normalized 
crack depth respectively. A load CTOD relation was then developed from the known moment 
rotation relationship.  
3.4 Inverse analysis 
In order to extract the cohesive stress-crack separation parameters an inverse algorithm 
was developed which basically optimizes the crack opening parameters to match analytical 
load-CTOD with experimental load-CTOD response. The parameters of the cohesive 
relationship were optimized using a two-step analysis to minimize the least square residual. 
The initial part of load deflection response is highly dependent on matrix properties and it 
was found to be highly sensitive to flexural strength and initial slope of -w relation. Hence 
early part of the load response was optimized separately by considering load-CTOD response 
up to a CTOD of 0.3 mm using the objective function given by Equation 4. 
 (4) 
where Puexp and Putheoretical and the peak loads obtained from the experiment and from the 
numerical model, respectively and Piexp and Pitheoretical are the ith loads in the experimental and 
numerically predicted load responses at corresponding predefined values of CTOD, 
respectively and ‘n’ corresponds to number of input load-CTOD points up to 0.3 mm
In the second stage, flexural strength and ordinate of initial line obtained in the previous 
step were fixed, and the other cohesive stress values at predefined crack openings were 
optimized considering displacements up to CTOD value equal to 3 mm using objective 
function given by Equation 5. 
  (5) 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The load-CMOD response for polypropylene, steel and hybrid FRC are shown in 
Figure 4. while the macrosynthetic FRC exhibited a slightly lower average peak load when 
compared with steel and blended FRC, the variations in the peak load are within the range of 
experimental scatter for each type of fiber. The load-CTOD response exhibits a load recovery 
following a load drop in the immediate post-peak for FRC specimens with steel, 
polypropylene and hybrid fibers. The hybrid blend exhibits a higher residual load carrying 
capacity than the steel FRC at smaller crack opening up to 0.6 mm and steel FRC shows 
improved performance compared with the hybrid FRC at larger crack opening. The 
macrosynthetic FRC exhibits a rapid decrease in the load carrying capacity with increasing 
CTOD following the peak load and the load carrying capacity is lower than the steel FRC and 
the hybrid FRC.
 
Figure 4: Load-CTOD response of FRC with 0.5% volume fraction
The parameters of the -w relationship were obtained using constrained minimization 
based on the interior point algorithm method, which was implemented numerically in 
Matlab®. Constraints were applied on crack opening parameters and tensile strength of 
concrete. Eleven transition points were used in determining the cohesive relationship. The 
normalized stress with crack separation are plotted in Figure 5. In all FRC, there is a decrease 
in the stress initially, which is followed by stress recovery at larger values of crack 
separation. Steel FRC gives a higher crack bridging stress at large values of crack opening. 
There is very little stress recovery in polypropylene FRC at 0.5% volume fraction. The hybrid 
FRC shows a superior response for small values of crack opening. The crack bridging stress 
provided by the hybrid blend is higher than the steel FRC for crack openings up to 0.5 mm.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.Stress vs. crack separation of FRC with 0.5% volume fraction 
a) Stress normalized with cracking stress  b) Absolute stress 
The values of flexural stress at the peak load based on strength of materials approach are 
compared with the ft values from inverse analysis in Table 2. It is clear that the values 
computed by considering peak moment and section modulus are significantly higher 
compared to the ft values from the cracked hinge model, which accounts for pre-peak crack 
growth.  
Table 2 .Flexural stress value based on strength-based apprach and cracked hinge model
 
5 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The load CTOD response indicates an initial softening after attaining initial peak and 
subsequent hardening. Analytical load response using cracked hinge model with a multi 
linear cohesive stress crack opening relation is shown to capture the initial softening and the 
subsequent load recovery in the flexural response of a notched beam. The σ-w relationship 
obtained by matching the analytically predicted load response of the notched beam specimen 
obtained from the cracked hinge model with the experimental response exhibits an initial 
softening with increasing crack opening, which is followed by a stress recovery phase.
Hybrid FRC engages early in providing crack opening resistance and steel FRC provides 
better response at small crack openings. 
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ABSTRACT 
Post-installed anchors in reinforced concrete structures are increasingly important in current 
constructions especially in repair or upgrading works. A research program was completed to 
determine the tightening torque and anchorage depth influence on the pull-out performances 
of torque-controlled expansion anchors. The anchor diameter d was 10 mm. Six 
configurations were tested on 18 concrete blocks. Three pre-tension loads and two anchorage 
depths were considered. The results show the fastening torque has no influence on the load-
bearing capacity of anchors far away from the concrete edge. However, an increase of the 
torque leads to a decrease of the anchor’s slipping during pull-out tests. Nevertheless, 
applying an excessive fastening torque may lead to a steel-rupture of the anchor during the 
fastening phase and premature splitting in case of anchors close to an edge. An embedment 
increase leads to a better anchor load capacity and reduces the concrete cone rupture risk. 
Finally, a simplified model of the anchor tension response with a bilinear load-displacement 
relationship was suggested. 
Keywords: Concrete, anchor, pullout, prestress
1 INTRODUCTION 
Post-installed anchors are, for the time being, increasingly useful in construction and civil 
engineering especially in repair or upgrading works. Torque-controlled expansion anchor 
pull-out strength is mainly due to the friction at the interface between the concrete and the 
expansion sleeve of the anchor. Tensile strength is function of several parameters such as 
concrete compressive strength, reinforced concrete or not, hole diameter, free-edge distance 
or setup process. During the fastening phase, the body of the anchor is pulled up, so that the 
surrounding steel sleeve is more and more compressed against the internal face of the hole. 
The tightening can be settled by using a torque wrench. Few studies report experiments 
carried out for describing fastening torque influence on the pull-out behaviour. The aim the 
study is the analysis of this influence. Three pre-tension loads and two embedment depths are 
tested with normal strength concrete-made blocks. Because it was a need for carrying out an 
analysis of the prestress load influence, a previous study of pre-tension loss phenomenon, 
happening after fastening phase and before pulling-out, was also realised. After analysis of 
the results, a comparison to the guidelines values is made, and a simplified modelling of the 
pull-out behaviour has been given. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
European guidelines [1] give standard test benches, geometries and processes for carrying 
out regulatory pull-out tests. The Ghobarah A. et al. [2] study precisely describes the setup 
and protocol applied on series of pull-out tests, according to Canadian and international 
standards [3]. Here, the blocks were 2hef high. The other dimensions for anchors between M8 
and M12 were the following: 533 mm × 305 mm. Concrete blocks and samples were stored 
in wet conditions during seven days. Among the numerous studies [5-9] dealing with the 
rupture modes of anchors in concrete, one gives the description of several modes [2].
Ghobarah observed these ruptures during pull-out tests on post-installed anchors. Six 
diameters were tested (M8, M10, M12, M16, M20 and M24), which were installed following 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Four main rupture modes have been observed: anchor steel 
rupture, extraction/sliding of the anchor, extraction of the anchor followed by concrete block 
splitting, and concrete cone breakout. Similar rupture modes were identified in another study, 
realised in UHPFRC [10]. The mechanical interpretation, based on several numerical 
modelling is given in case of concrete cone breakout in the document [5]. The regulatory 
formula for determining the characteristic pull-out strength of a system to concrete cone 
breakout is given by Eq. 1 [1]: 
(1)
(2)
where is the initial characteristic resistance of an anchor in cracked concrete,  the 
concrete characteristic compressive strength (MPa),  the effective embedment depth (mm). 
The k value depends on the concrete cracked state of the block. Moreover, the proportional 
relation between  and  is proved by many other authors [11-13]. is the
theoretical concrete cone area, , ,  and  are coefficients respectively taking 
into account the the load layout in concrete due to edge effect, the block surface chipping off,
the group effect and the concrete cracked state.
Concerning the splitting mode, a numerical study [9] was carried out with two anchor 
diameters (12.7 and 15.9 mm) and anchorage depth between 4, 5 and 9 times the diameter 
(4.5d and 9d) in normal strength concrete. A typical splitting mechanism has been deduced 
from these results: radial cracking under the expansion sleeve as the anchor is fastened;
growth of the conical cracks from the sleeve/concrete interface, horizontally and vertically, 
towards the surface of the block; superficial cracking of the concrete block before reaching 
the maximal load; growth of vertical cracks until they reach conical cracks at the 
concrete/sleeve interface after having exceeded the maximal load, in the same time, El 
Sharnouby [9] observed superficial cracks growing towards the edges of the concrete block. 
According to this study, splitting failure has only been observed for embedment depths 
between 4, 5d and 6d. The crack surface regularly increases until 95% of the maximal load is 
reached, and shows an important acceleration in a second time. The anchor’s sliding after 
maximal load leads to a widening of the cracks and to a fast growth until block rupture. Until 
the prestress load is reached, anchors have a very high stiffness (minimal displacement). A 
repetitive process follows: the anchor slides and stops until rupture [9]. The regulatory 
characteristic pull-out strength in case of splitting failure is given [1] by Eq.3: 
(3)
Where is a factor taking the real block height h influence into account. 
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According to Eligehausen et al. [5], if the anchor expansion sleeve is too thin/small, the 
concrete in hydrostatic stress condition fails because of compression, leading to an extraction 
of the anchor. Another study [9] observes that extraction only happens with embedment 
depths between 7.5d and 9d. A combined rupture mode extraction/splitting with embedment 
depths between 6d and 7.5d. It finally seems that the embedment depth has no influence on 
the expansion anchor pull-out behaviour above 7.5d. The standard characteristic pull-out 
strength N in case of extraction is only given for highest embedment depths (above 9d) 
because of being a non-decisive value for other depths [14]. Steel rupture of the anchor is the 
fourth identified failure mode [2]. The characteristic tensile strength  of the anchor is given 
in ATE 11-0374[14]. The numerical modelling of El Sharnouby et al. [9] for 12.7 mm 
diameter anchors and a 6d embedment depth shows no influence of the prestress load on the 
load-bearing capacity of the anchor. Moreover, the post prestress removal stiffness is the 
same whatever the value of the prestress load. However, increasing prestress load leads to a 
decrease of the anchor displacement at the maximal external load. The study of K. Jin-Sup et 
al. [7] leads to similar conclusions for M10 and M12 anchors with embedment depths at 50 
mm and 100 mm. According to the results, it is difficult to get a correct overview of the link 
between prestress load and pull-out behaviour of post-installed expansion anchors. With M10 
anchors, increasing the fastening torque leads to the anchor displacement decrease at rupture. 
An important phenomenon to be taken into account to evaluate the influence of fastening 
torque is the prestress losses after fastening phase. R. Eligehausen et al. [5] shows that, for 
expansion anchors, the higher the prestress load (the torque) is, the more important the losses 
are. Most of the losses happen during the first hours after fastening. 
3 TEST SETUP AND PROTOCOLS  
The tested parameters during experiments are the following: 2 embedment depths: 50 mm
(5 times the anchor diameter d) and 60 mm (6d) which are two given values in the technical 
specifications of the used anchors; 3 prestress loads F at approximately 50%, 100% and 
180% of the prestress deduced from the manufacturer’s recommended torques T using the 
Kellermann and Klein formula [15], so respectively: 5.70, 11.4 and 20.5 kN (Eq. (4)).
(4)
where t and h coefficients of friction respectively between threads and between bearing 
surfaces under nut or bolt head; d2 the basic pitch diameter of thread, Dh mean diameter under 
the bold head.
The tested anchors are HSA M10 50/40/10 Hilti post-installed torque-controlled 
expansion anchors [16]. The main mechanical characteristics of the anchors were a 650 MPa 
nominal thread tensile strength and a 520 MPa thread yield limit. A single anchor was 
installed in each concrete block (340 x 340 mm and 150 mm high). Blocks were large enough 
to avoid splitting during anchor setting at the centre of it (≥ ). The concrete used is a 
standard C25/30 graded concrete. The mean compressive and splitting tensile strengths of the 
concrete are given for each configuration in Table 1. Concrete compressive and splitting 
tensile strengths were tested on 220 mm high and 110 mm diameter cylindrical samples just 
before or after the pull-out tests. The blocks were cast into wood forms, 340 mm square 
shaped and 150 mm high. Blocks were turned out one day after cast and protected against 
desiccation by plastic sheets. The anchors were tested at least 28 days after casting. The 
anchors were installed on the lower faces of the blocks because of their high level of 
regularity and flatness due to contact with the form. Settling was carried out respecting the 
manufacturer protocol [14,16]. The fastening phase occurred at the beginning of the pull-out 
tests. Before starting pull-out tests, an analysis of the prestress loss phenomenon was carried 
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out on three additional blocks. So as to reproduce the predicted configuration of pull-out 
tests, a load sensor was installed. Then, the anchor was fastened at approximately 180% of 
the recommended torque because it was the most unfavourable configuration. Measurements 
were carried out over 24 hours for each block, at an acquisition rate of 2 Hz over the first 20 
min and 1/30 Hz after. Pull-out tests were carried out on a 250 kN capacity hydraulic press, 
blocks were fixed in order to put a pure tensile strain around the anchor (Figure 1). The quasi-
static tensile loading was displacement controlled with a loading rate of 1 mm.min-1. The load 
was applied until failure or a 10 mm anchor displacement was reached. This choice was due 
to the disorders that may have been caused by a 10 mm anchor displacement in real use 
situation. 3 identical samples of each configuration were tested. Fastening with direct 
prestress load control was chosen because of preliminary tests with wrench torque controlled 
fastening which showed too much deviation in prestress values (35-40% scattering for the 
configurations at 50% of the theoretical pre-tension). Prestress load was controlled during 
fastening phase with the load sensor. The recorded data, at acquisition rate of 10 Hz, were the 
prestress load with the load sensor, the displacement between the anchor and the upper 
surface of the block with a LVDT and the external applied pull-out load. The main 
characteristics and parameters of the realized pull-out tests are given in Table 1. 
Table 1: Main testing parameters of pull-out tests (3 tests for each configuration).
Configuration Mean 
depth 
(mm)
Mean pre-
stress load 
(kN)
Mean concrete 
compressive strength 
(MPa)
Mean concrete 
tensile strength 
(MPa)
L50C50 50.3 ± 0.7 5.78 ± 0.04 40.9 3.7
L50C100 50.2 ± 0.5 11.57 ± 0.31 45.8 3.8
L50C180 50.3 ± 0.4 20.98 ± 0.71 45.8 3.8
L60C50 59.9 ± 0.2 5.77 ± 0.06 46.1 3.2
L60C100 60.0 ± 0.3 11.75 ± 0.10 46.1 3.2
L60C180 60.7 ± 0.6 19.86 ± 0.24 40.9 3.7
Note: Lx = means embedment depth x (mm), Cy = means prestressing at y (%) of the 
recommended torque value 
Figure 1: Setup and instrumentation for pull-out tests 
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4  PRESTRESS LOSS TESTS RESULTS 
Prestress load evolution over 24 hours after fastening for the three additional tested 
blocks is given in figure 2. The mean measured loss at 24 h is 48.0 ± 3.7% of the initial 
prestress load. The stabilization of the creep, according to these results, starts around 7.5 
hours after fastening. Most of the losses happen during the first minutes after fastening. In 
fact, 58% of the 24 h losses are reached after 10 minutes. It is possible to identify two 
different steps in the prestress loss process. In a first time, a period of fast instantaneous 
losses and in a second time, after approximatively 7.5 hours, a progressive stabilization of the 
creep. The test bench installation time was approximately 30 min. Thus, the pre-tension loss 
at the starting of the pull-out test was at least 30% of the initial prestress load, applied during 
the fastening phase. 
Figure 2: Anchor pre-tension load evolution 
5  PULL OUT TESTS RESULTS
The main results of the tests are given in Table 2. The uncertainty on the mean values is 
given by the standard deviation on the three tests of each configuration. 
Table 2: Results of the pull-out tests (E= extraction, C= concrete cone, S= splitting)
Configuration Rupture 
mode
Mean maximal 
external load Fextmax
(kN)
Mean stiffness 
k2 (kN/mm)
Anchor displacement 
at Fextmax (mm)
L50C50 2xC; 1xE 19,05 ± 1,45 2,85 ± 0,23 5,16 ± 0,40
L50C100 2xC; 1xS 19,52 ± 1,11 2,85 ± 0,23 4,11 ± 0,27
L50C180 2xC; 1xS 20,55 ± 0,77 2,07 ± 0,82 1,89 ± 0,75
L60C50 3xE 22,00 ± 1,44 3,09 ± 0,31 6,28 ± 0,42
L60C100 2xS;1xE 22,54 ± 1,61 2,72 ± 0,03 5,30 ± 0,23
L60C180 3xS 21,93 ± 1,03 2,19 ± 0,60 2,97 ± 0,47
5.1 Rupture modes 
An identical behaviour was identified for each rupture mode, each embedment depth and 
each prestress load (Figure 3). This behaviour is divided into three main steps: concrete 
decompression until prestress is removed and perfect anchor/concrete adhesion; anchor 
sliding of several millimetres that may be combined to an anchor sleeve/body sliding; a final 
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brittle rupture mode in case of splitting or pure concrete cone, progressive in case of 
extraction or concrete cone combined to extraction (a high load level even after peak load). 
Figure 3: Typical load-displacement curves
Consequently, for all the tests, an important sliding of the anchor occurs which can be 
considered as the design failure mode. The final rupture mode which depends of the random 
variations of test conditions can be: a concrete cone breakout, an anchor extraction and a
concrete splitting. Signs of several rupture modes are present on each block of each 
configuration. The concrete cone breakout was only observed on L50C50 and L50C180 
configurations. The mean inclination angle of the cone with the horizontal direction was 26°.
Conical cracks were identified even though another mode occurred. Anchor extraction failure 
criterion was an anchor displacement reaching 10 mm before any steel or concrete failure. 
The failure phase was progressive, and radial cracks appeared on the block surface during the 
rupture in addition to internal conical microcracks. This rupture mode was identified for all 
the configurations except those with the maximal prestress load. Two mechanisms were 
identified: anchor body/expansion sleeve sliding, and concrete/expansion sleeve sliding. 
Moreover, after cutting the tested blocks, a sliding of the anchor was systematically observed, 
whatever the predominant rupture mode. Concrete block splitting was characterised by a 
brittle behaviour. At the rupture, the load drastically falls down, without previous signs or 
visual damages. Splitting was observed on all the configurations except those with the 
minimal prestress load. Steel rupture was observed twice during fastening phase at 180 % of 
the recommended load, once with 5d embedment depth, and once with 6d. Thanks to the load 
sensor, it was observed that, getting closer to the rupture, the prestress load fell faster and 
faster between fastening times. This phenomenon is due to the steel plastic deformation. The 
rupture happened around 190 % of the recommended load and systematically took place 
where the sleeve was situated, at the minor resisting area. The anchor body, contrary to the 
threaded part, is only 7 mm diameter under the sleeve. The steel rupture load was reached 
because of the weak precision when fastening at the highest loads. 
5.2 Embedment depth influence 
Embedment depth appears to have no influence on anchor extraction occurring 
probabilities (3 extractions with 5d embedment depth and 4 with 6d embedment depth). 
However, concrete cone breakouts only occurred for configurations with 5d embedment 
depths (Table 2). The increase of the embedment depth leads to increasing the conical 
hef= 5d hef= 6d 
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resisting area because it systematically starts at the concrete/expansion sleeve interface. Table 
2 shows splitting becoming predominant compared to concrete cone breakout when passing 
from a 5d to a 6d embedment depth. Mean pull-out maximal load for configurations with 5d 
embedment depths was 19.7 ± 1.4 kN when it is 22.4 ± 1.4 kN for 6d embedment depths. 
Then, a 10 mm increasing of embedment depth implied a pull-out strength 14% rising by. 
Embedment depth seems to have no influence on the post-prestress removal stiffness. In fact, 
no tendency has been identified on the present study field. Moreover, because of the 
important dispersion in results, an identical mean stiffness can be found around 2.6 kN.mm-1. 
5.3 Prestress load influence 
According to Table 2, it appears that prestress load has no influence on concrete cone 
breakout occurring probabilities. This rupture mode appears to be only due to a too small 
embedment depth. Moreover, whatever the embedment depth can be, a prestress load 
increasing from 5d to 6d implies moving the rupture mode from anchor extraction to concrete 
block splitting. This phenomenon is explained by the anchor displacement decrease due to an 
increase of the concrete/expansion sleeve friction when prestress load is increased. Thus, the 
splitting has more possibilities to happen in case of high pre-tension loads. Results for 
configurations with embedment depths at 5d and 6d show that the prestress load has no 
significant influence on the pull-out strength (over the studied value field). Experimental 
results confirm and are similar to those of El Sharnouby et al. Anchor displacement at 
maximal pull-out load decreases when prestress load increases. This is proved by results at a 
5d embedment depth (5.16 ± 0.4 mm at 50% of the recommended prestress load, 4.11 ± 0.27 
mm at 100% and 1.89 ± 0.75 mm at 180%) and at 6d (6.28 ± 0.42 mm at 50% of the 
recommended prestress load, 5.30 ± 0.23 mm at 100% and 2.97 ± 0.47 mm at 180%). 
Moreover, a linear link is observed between the displacement at ultimate load and the 
prestress load. The mean slope of the recorded curves, which is around 4.35 kN.mm-1, gives 
the proportionality coefficient that links the initial prestress load to the anchor displacement 
at the ultimate load. Pre-tension load appears to finally have no influence on the post 
prestress-removal stiffness. In fact, results (Table 2) do not allow any conclusion about any 
influence on post prestress-removal stiffness, results that fit with those of El Sharnouby et al 
[9].
6 COMPARISON TO EUROPEAN STANDARDS 
The experimental and theoretical characteristic values of pull-out strength, taking into 
account the mean compressive concrete strength, are gathered in Table 4. Theoretical rupture 
loads (Table 2) for tested configurations implied systematic concrete cone breakout, whatever 
the embedment depth or the prestress load. 
Table 3: Comparison to the European standards
Configuration Theoretical characteristic failure load (kN) Main rupture 
mode
Mean rupture 
load (kN)Steel 
rupture
Extraction Concrete 
cone
Splitting
L50C50 28.0 - 17.0 22.2 Cone 19.0 ± 1,5
L50C100 28.0 - 17.0 22.2 Extraction 19.5 ± 1,1
L50C180 28.0 - 17.0 22.2 Cone 20.6 ± 0,8
L60C50 28.0 - 22.3 25.9 Extraction 22.0 ± 1,4
L60C100 28.0 - 22.3 25.9 Splitting 23.7 ± 0,2
L60C180 28.0 - 22.3 25.9 Splitting 21.9 ± 1,0
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In fact, the concrete cone breakout was not systematically observed, but only for the 
L50C50 and L50C180 configurations after an important sliding of the anchor. The inclination 
angle with the horizontal direction of the cone was 29° for L50C50 and 23° for L50C180, for 
a mean value around 26°. Theoretical value of this angle, deduced from ETAG 001, Annex 
C, is 34°. That implies, for identical embedment depths, a higher resisting conical area in 
experiments than regulatory predicted. Nevertheless, concrete cone breakout failure mode can 
appear at the end of the anchor sliding phase (Figure 3) due to the decrease of the concrete 
cone height by a mean value of 26±4% in comparison to hef, on the tested embedment depths. 
Concerning the other configurations, the higher resisting conical area let the possibility to 
other modes to occur as a complete anchor extraction or a concrete block splitting. 
7 BILINEAR MODELLING 
The recorded load-displacement curves show a bilinear behaviour. During the prestress 
removal phase (Figure 3), the stiffness (k1) is very high with a mean value, over all the 
configurations, of 1137 kN.mm-1. After the prestress removal, the second stiffness (k2) is 
subsequently lower than k1, with a mean value of 2.6 kN.mm-1, so well that k1 can be 
considered as infinite compared to k2. These results are the basis of the suggested bilinear 
modelling of anchor tensile behaviour. This spring type model has a bilinear behaviour law 
(Figure 4) with infinite stiffness during prestress removal phase and a 2.6 kN.mm-1 stiffness k 
after removal. Rupture load can be assimilated to the Guidelines one. Only valuable for 
configurations fitting with those tested here, this curve can easily be built for first approach 
studies. First, the load increases with an infinite stiffness of the system. After having reached 
the prestress load, displacement of the anchor with a constant stiffness around 2.6 kN.mm-1
until the rupture is reached (ultimate load or displacement). This simplified modelling can be 
use in order to model the local behaviour of anchors in a finite element model of a complete 
structure. 
Figure 4: Simplified modelling of the anchorage pull-out behaviour 
8 CONCLUSION 
Concerning the creeping after the fastening phase, experiments showed that the major 
part of the prestress losses happened in the first minutes, hours after applying pre-tension 
load on the anchor. About 44% of the initial load is lost at the end of the instantaneous losses 
phase, around 7.5 hours after fastening. A stabilized creep phase follows, and approximately 
52% of the initial load is lost over 24 hours. 18 pull-out tests composed of six combinations 
of embedment depth and prestress load led to the following conclusions, confirming and 
completing those of the previous studies: 
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- The pre-tension load has no influence on the pull-out strength, in case of single post-
installed torque-controlled expansion anchors installed far away from the concrete edges. 
This conclusion is true over the tested prestress values. However, it is obvious that in real 
service conditions, under-torqueing may lead to an incorrect setting, and consequently, as 
well as to smaller pull-out strength (although it was not observed during the tests). Under-
torqueing may also lead to a potentially non-satisfactory behaviour under serviceability loads. 
- The more important the prestress load is, the smaller the anchor displacement at 
rupture load will be. On the tested anchors, the proportionality coefficient linking initial 
prestress load to ultimate anchor displacement is around 4.35 kN.mm-1. However, applying a 
too high pre-tension load may lead to a steel rupture of the anchor during the fastening phase. 
- A higher embedment depth implies higher pull-out strengths for expansion anchors. A 
14% higher resistance was recorded when moving the embedment depth from 5d to 6d. 
- The embedment depth also affects the concrete cone breakout probabilities. The depth 
above which no concrete cone can occur is situated between 50 mm and 60 mm for a 10 mm 
diameter anchor, i.e. between 5d and 6d, with d the anchor diameter. 
- Increasing the pre-tension load will favour the block splitting instead of the extraction 
- Both prestress load and embedment depth have no significant influence on the anchor 
post prestress removal behaviour before failure 
The pull-out behaviour of HSA M10 anchors can be modelled by bilinear load-
displacement curves that can be divided into two consecutive steps: infinite stiffness until 
complete removal of pre-tension load and displacement of the anchor with a 2.6 kN.mm-1
stiffness up to the rupture.Even if the tested configurations are some of the most used ones in 
nowadays buildings, these results and conclusions are valid only over the chosen parameters 
field. Further studies could be considered to complete these results. First, tests in cracked 
concrete and tests with edge effect could be carried out. In a second time, other types of 
stresses could be tested and particularly cyclic ones. In fact, in case of such stresses, the pre-
tension load influence may be significant on the anchor behaviour. 
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Role of Steel Fibers in Shear Resistance of Beams in Arch Action
Sahith Gali and Kolluru V. L. Subramaniam 
Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad, Hyderabad, TS 502285, India. 
ABSTRACT 
Reinforced concrete beams with discrete hooked-end steel fibers were tested with a shear 
span to depth ratio equal to 1.8. Digital image correlation (DIC) technique was used to obtain 
the full-field displacements from the beam during the load response. The formation and 
propagation of a shear crack which directly influences the load response and peak load in the 
load response of the beam is monitored using the displacement from the DIC measurements. 
There is a continuous slip across the crack faces of the shear crack with increasing load 
carrying capacity up to the peak load. The shear crack exhibits a dilatant behavior with 
increasing slip. Failure in control beams is brittle which was by the opening of dominant 
shear crack in shear span at a small value of crack opening. At the peak load, the shear crack 
pattern in fiber reinforced concrete was identical to the crack pattern in the control beam. The 
dilatant behavior from the measured crack opening and crack slip displacements obtained 
from the control and the SFRC beams is identical. The fiber reinforced concrete beams 
exhibit a ductile response with a post peak load carrying capacity even after the continued 
opening of the dominant shear crack. 
Keywords: Hooked-end steel fibers, ductility, crack propagation, shear-dilatant behaviour, 
shear span to effective depth ratio.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Often in shear critical members, the requirement of shear reinforcement leads to close 
spacing of stirrups. This problem is compounded while considering the ductile detailing 
requirements to meet the concerns of seismic design, which requires provision of extra 
stirrup. The extra stirrups, often lead to heavy congestion of steel. Methods of reducing steel 
congestion, which provide the required capacity and ductility have often involved the use of 
fiber reinforcement in concrete. A survey of literature indicates that there is an increase in the 
load carrying capacity and ductility with the addition of steel fibers [1-12]. ACI 318 (2008) 
[13] allows the usage of steel fibers as minimum shear reinforcement. Most of the data in the 
literature has been obtained for slender beams with shear span to depth (a/d) ratios greater 
than 2.5 in which beam action governs the failure. There is very limited data available from 
beams with low a/d ratio i.e., short beams for which arch action governs the failure. The role 
of fibers in beams with low a/d ratio is still not clear. An a/d ratio less than 2.0 was selected 
to contribute additional data to the limited available data set. Further, for small a/d ratio, 
failure is shown to be produced by a shear crack within a small region [2, 3, 9], which allows 
for studying the behavior of the shear crack. 
Many researchers have proposed empirical equations for the shear strength of fiber 
reinforced concrete by modifying the existent equations available for the reinforced concrete 
beams. In all the codes the shear strength equation for reinforced concrete is given as two 
separate components those are the contribution coming for concrete and stirrup contribution 
[14-16]. Researchers have modified the concrete contribution term to propose the shear 
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strength expression for fiber reinforced concrete. These proposed equations takes into 
account major factors responsible for shear behavior which includes shear span to depth ratio, 
percentage of longitudinal reinforcement, and other factors include volume of fibers, fibers 
aspect ratio, fiber geometry, fiber tensile behavior and also concrete matrix properties [1-12] 
[17]. All the proposed equations are empirical relations estimated from the experiments on 
steel fiber reinforced concrete beams and few on other types of fibers. The major effect of 
fiber parameters is in improving stress transfer across the crack due to the bridging action 
which in turn effects the post cracking behavior of concrete beam.  
Addition of fibers increases the post cracking stress transfer ability in concrete, which 
primarily contributes to improving the ductility [18-19]. To assess the true potential of fibers 
the post cracking stress transfer across crack has to be accounted for. This is accounted for by 
including an additional term contributed by steel fibers to the total shear resistance. The post 
cracking stress transfer is particularly important for shear where shear transfer by aggregate 
interlock provides significantly to shear capacity of RC elements [20]. The slip displacement 
along rough cracks also results in dilatancy under shear and torsion [21-24]. The crack 
bridging provided by fibers can potentially provide for increased mobilization of aggregate 
interlock, thereby providing shear load capacity. An understanding of the influence of fibers 
on the post-cracking shear stress transfer across rough cracks surface and its influence on the 
shear capacity of reinforced concrete beams needs to be understood to develop design 
provisions which consider the influence of fibers on shear capacity. 
Motivation for the study comes from the need to understand the role of discrete steel fiber 
reinforcement in contributing to the shear behavior of reinforced concrete beams. The overall 
objective of this study is to investigate the influence of steel fibers on the shear response of 
reinforced concrete. In particular, it is proposed to investigate the influence of fibers on shear 
behavior of beams with potential arch action. Beams with shear span to depth ratio of 1.8 was 
considered in the present study. The influence of the steel fibers on the shear transfer across 
rough cracks in concrete and its influence on the shear behavior of reinforced concrete is 
investigated. An approach which combines experimental and digital image analysis is 
presented to develop an understanding of shear response of reinforced concrete with steel 
fibers. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Reinforced concrete beams of dimensions 125 mm width, 250 mm depth and 1500 mm 
length were used in the test program. In the test program, both control and fiber reinforced 
concrete beams were cast for testing. These beams include three beams each of control and 
fiber reinforced concrete with fiber volume fractions (vf=0.5%). DramixRM 3D hooked end 
and glued non-balling steel fibers of aspect ratio 80 (length 60 mm and diameter of 0.75 mm) 
manufactured by Bekaert industries were used in this study. The fibers have a modulus of 
elasticity of 210 GPa and tensile strength equal to 1225 MPa. Table 1 describes the details of 
the beam and the major test variables. 
Table 1: Test beam details
Identification 
of beams
Volume of 
fibers (%)
Compressive 
strength (MPa)
SFRC_0 0 38.2
SFRC_0.5 0.5 38.8
All beams were reinforced with two reinforcing bars of 16 mm diameter placed with a 
clear cover of 20 mm as shown in Figure 1. The reinforcing bars confirmed to the 
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requirements of IS 1786 (2008) [25] and had a prescribed yield stress defined at 0.2% offset 
strain equal to 500 MPa, Elastic modulus equal to 200 GPa and an ultimate strain equal to 
0.16. One half of the beam was reinforced with 8 mm closed shear stirrups at a spacing of 
150 mm. The stirrups were provided in one half of the beam to reinforce it against shear 
failure and to ensure that shear failure occurred only on one side of the beam.  The part of the 
beam without shear reinforcement allowed for a closer examination of the shear crack 
patterns and to evaluate the mechanisms contributing to shear resistance. Closely placed 
stirrups with a spacing equal to 100 mm were also provided at the supports of beam to avoid 
possible anchorage failure. 
All the beams were tested with a shear span to depth ratio equal to 1.8. The testing was 
performed using a servo-controlled test machine where the net deflection of the center of the 
beam was measured using LVDT. The test was performed in displacement control where the 
deflection of the beam was increased in a controlled manner. The loading arrangement used 
in this study confirmed to the requirements of ASTM 1609, which ensured that no torsion is 
generated in the beam due to eccentricity. The loads were applied using hardened steel 
rollers, which ensured perfect line loading at precisely marked locations of the beam. Each 
roller was attached to the actuator through individual swivel head which allowed for reducing 
the influence of torsion in the loading arrangement.
Figure1: Details of the test beam 
The surface displacements, strains and development of cracks during the entire load 
response were determined using a digital image analysis procedure called digital image 
correlation. Digital image correlation (DIC) is a full-field optical technique which provides 
spatially continuous measurement of displacements across the surface of the specimen. DIC 
relies on correlation of the random pattern of speckles between images of the deformed and 
reference (undeformed) configurations of the specimen within small neighborhoods called 
subsets [27-28]. A sprayed-on speckle pattern was created on the surface of the beam without 
the shear stirrups. A uniform coat of white paint and after the white paint dried, the sprayed-
on speckle was created by spraying a black mist. 
During a test, digital images of the specimen were captured for use in digital image 
correlation using a high resolution camera (5 mega pixel), which was controlled by a 
computer. Uniform light intensity was ensured across the surface of the beam using normal 
white light. The camera was fitted with a 50 mm lens and was placed at a distance of 1 m
from the specimen surface. Calibration for the pixel size was performed using a graduated 
rule placed in front of the specimen. From this measurement, the physical calibration was 
established. Typical calibration was in the range of 7-10 pixels per mm. A reference image 
was captured in the undeformed state prior to the initiation of loading program. Images of the 
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specimen were captured at regular intervals during the test. A photograph of the test setup is 
shown in Figure 2(a) and a schematic figure of the DIC test setup is shown in Figure 2(b). 
For the setup used in this study, the random error in the measured displacement is in the 
range of 0.02 pixels and a conservative estimate of the resolution in strain obtained from the 
digital correlation was 17μm [29-30] 
Schematic
Camera
Without 
stirrups
With 
stirrups
Figure 2: Test setup 
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The load-deflection responses of the control and hooked end steel fiber reinforced 
concrete (SFRC) beams are shown in Figure 3. Failure in control specimens was sudden, 
immediately after attaining the peak load and could not be controlled even in displacement
control. The load response of the SFRC beams is nominally similar to the load response 
obtained from the control specimens up to the peak load of the control beams. In the 0.5% 
SFRC beams (containing 0.5% volume fraction steel fibers), there is a small increase in the 
peak load when compared to the control beams. After the peak load there is a continuous 
decrease in the load carrying capacity with increasing deflection following which, the load 
carrying capacity essentially levels to a constant value with increasing deflection. 
During the loading process, digital images were taken at regular intervals of load. These 
images were processed using the VIC 2DTM software to obtain the full-field surface 
displacements. Contours of strain in X-direction in SFRC_0_1 and SFRC_0.5_1 at different 
points of load response are shown in Figures 4 & 5, respectively. The progression of cracks 
and the crack patterns are clearly identified from the contour plots. With the application of 
load, initially, flexural cracks were formed in the constant moment region. In control beam 
(labelled SFRC_0_1), at an applied load of 95 kN a shear crack emanating from the flexural 
crack located approximately 215 mm from the support up to the mid-height of the beam can 
be identified. The crack angle is formed at an angle approximately equal to 45 degrees with 
respect to the horizontal. The crack was located at a distance approximately equal to the 
depth of the beam, in the range of 230-250 mm from the support at mid-height level. With 
increasing load, this shear crack continued to propagate up to the top of the beam. Ultimate 
failure was by a crack which propagated along the rebar towards support producing splitting 
along the rebar (shown in Figure 4(b)).  
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Figure 3: Load-Deflection Response of Control and SFRC beams 
 
(a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 4: Contours of strain in X-direction of SFRC_0_1 at (a) initiation of the diagonal 
crack (at 95 kN) (b) Peak load (at 132 kN). 
In the FRC specimen (labelled SFRC_0.5_1), a shear crack was also initiated from a 
flexural crack located approximately 210 mm from the support at a comparable load in the 
range of 100 kN. The location of the shear crack and the angle of the crack were also 
nominally similar to those observed in the control beams. At loads corresponding to the peak 
load in the control beams, the shear crack was fully established between the level of the 
flexural reinforcement and the compression region close to the top of the beam (Figure 5(b)). 
The sudden failure by splitting along the flexural reinforcement was not observed. There was 
a noticeable decrease in the flexural crack spacing in SFRC beams compared to the control 
beams. At the peak load the shear crack is fully established, extending from the load point to 
the bottom of the beam (Figure 5(c)). The shear crack continued to open with increasing 
deflection after the peak load (Figure 5(d)). 
In all beams, the shear crack was formed at distance of 250 mm from the support at the 
mid-height location of the beam. The crack angle within the shear region extending over the 
middle third of the beam is also nominally similar in all specimens, approximately equal to 
45 degrees with respect to the horizontal. The load responses of the SFRC beams are 
nominally similar to the load responses obtained from the control specimens, up to peak load 
of the control. The shear crack extends across the full depth of the beam at the peak load. At 
corresponding loads, the crack opening in SFRC specimens are significantly smaller when 
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compared with the control beams. The shear crack continued to open in a controlled manner 
in the 0.5% SFRC past peak load.  
 
                            (a)                                                                         (b) 
 
                                (c)                                                                           (d) 
Figure 5: Contours of strain in X-direction of SFRC_0.5_1 at (a) initiation of the diagonal 
crack (at 100 kN), (b) SFRC_0_1 beam peak load (at 132 kN), (c) Peak load (168 kN) (d) 
load in post peak (146 kN) of load response. 
4 DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS OF SHEAR CRACKS 
The use of DIC allows for accurate identification of cracks, which may not be delineated 
visually. The use of DIC allows for tracking changes in the material response across a crack 
after the shear crack is identified. From a record of images, the location of the crack can be 
identified and the opening and shear displacements across the shear crack can be studied from 
a load point before the initiation of the crack. To understand the shear crack opening behavior 
in the beams, gauge points identified with two sets of boxes (labelled G1 through G6) about 
80 × 80 pixels were considered at locations on either side of the crack such that the line 
joining their centers is perpendicular to the crack direction as shown in the Figure 6. The 
exact location of the gauge points was decided considering the load points close to failure, 
where the shear crack was fully established. The gauge points are identified with the center of 
the box and were located in the shear region within the middle third portion of the beam. The 
location of the gauge points were kept fixed in all images for analysis. The average values of 
displacements were obtained from within the area of each box from each location; the 
average horizontal and vertical displacements were obtained from the values of 
displacements of all the pixels within each box.  
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Figure 6: Contour plot of displacement in x-direction from the SFRC_0_1 beam at at 132 kN. 
Typical horizontal and vertical displacements from two pairs of points across the shear 
crack, located within the shear region (middle third of the beam) of the beam, were used to 
calculate the components of relative displacements in the directions which are perpendicular 
and parallel to the crack. The component of relative displacement which is parallel to the 
crack gives the slip across the crack (Us) and the component which is perpendicular to the 
crack gives the crack opening displacement across the crack (Uw). The Uw and Us obtained 
from the two points located at the mid-height of the beam, G3 and G4 are shown in Figure 7. 
The Uw and Us of the two gauge points are initially identical with increasing load. The 
formation of the shear crack can be identified by the divergence of the displacements 
measured from the two gauge points. With increasing load there is an increasing divergence 
in the displacements of the pair of gauge points. The average slip and average crack opening 
displacement across the crack was determined as the average of the difference in the relative 
displacement from pairs of points G1 and G2, G3 and G4, G5 and G6.  
The average crack slip as a function of the average crack opening across the primary 
shear crack formed in the pre-peak load response obtained from both control and SFRC 
beams is shown in Figure 8. The resulting behavior obtained from the shear region indicates a 
dilatant behavior. There is an increase in crack opening associated with an increase in slip 
between the rough crack surfaces. With the application of load, after the onset of the shear 
crack, the crack opening increases nominally in linear manner with an increase in the average 
slip. The dilatant behavior (crack opening – slip response) exhibited by both control and the 
SFRC beams is identical. This suggests that the relationship between slip and crack opening 
is of the same origin. In the 0.5% SFRC beams, the crack slip and the crack opening continue 
to increase past the peak load of the control specimens. 
 A comparative analysis of the control and 0.5% SFRC beams is performed using the 
measured responses from each. The shear dilatant behaviors recorded from a control 
specimen (SFRC_0_1) and a 0.5% SFRC beam (SFRC_0.5_1) are shown in Figure 9(b) and 
Figure 9(c) respectively. The load responses of the two beams are plotted in Figure 9(a) for 
reference. The crack opening and the crack slip measurements at a load corresponding to the 
peak load in the control beam is marked in the dilatant behavior. At the peak load of the 
control specimen, both the crack opening and the crack slip in the SFRC beam are smaller 
than the corresponding values in the control specimen. The crack opening and the crack slip 
values recorded at the peak load in the response of the SFRC beam are comparable to the 
values obtained from the control specimen at peak load. The dilatant behavior, the general 
trend in the crack opening and crack slip relationship is not altered after the peak load.  
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                        (a)                            (b)                                               (c) 
(d)                                       (e)                       (f)
Figure 7: A photograph showing crack pattern of (a) SFRC_0_1 (d) SFRC_0.5_1 beams; At 
G3 and G4, the variation of vertical displacement of (b) SFRC_0_1 (e) SFRC_0.5_1; 
horizontal displacements of (c) SFRC_0_1 (f) SFRC_0.5_1 beams.
Figure 8: Crack opening-slip response of control and SFRC beams 
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   (a)                                               (b)                                              (c) 
Figure 9: (a) Load-response; Crack opening-slip response of (b) SFRC_0_1 and 
(c)SFRC_0.5_1 beams 
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the experimental results, in control beams when the shear crack reaches the rebar 
level it goes along the rebar till the support point and finally fails by splitting along this crack 
as the resistance coming from the aggregate interlock is lost with increased crack width. 
Addition of fibers do not influence shear cracking load or direction. Shear slip to crack 
opening relationship of a rough shear crack upto peak is not altered by the fibers. Fibers are 
effective after the formation of crack and help sustain the shear transfer ability across the 
rough crack. This helps sustain shear load carrying capacity of the beam. Sudden splitting 
along the shear crack is suppressed due to the presence of fibers bridging the crack leading to 
a continuous resistance to load for a larger deflection of the beams. With the addition of steel 
fibers failure mode changed from brittle to ductile failure. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper investigates the efficiency of steel fiber incorporation in reinforced concrete (RC) 
elements submitted to static and cyclic loads. An extensive experimental campaign was 
carried out on RC slabs and RC beams without and with the addition of different amounts 
(20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3) of steel fibers. The results of four-point bending (4PB) static tests 
demonstrated that fiber's contribution was much more apparent on the RC slabs in relation to 
RC beams, especially regarding the improvement obtained in the material toughness. 
This aspect is important for structural design optimization since it is an indication that fiber 
effectiveness can be higher in RC slabs compared to RC beams. Static tests on RC beams 
have shown a small increment of the total deformation due to the incorporation of fibers. 
In contrast, the addition of steel fibers in RC slabs has significantly improved the ductility, 
highlighting fiber efficiency. In both cases, an increment in the flexural strength was noticed. 
Cyclic tests on RC slabs evidenced the positive effect of the fibers (crack bridging due to the 
pull-out effect) to reduce the maximum vertical displacement and postpone steel bars yielding 
point. 
Keywords: Cyclic load, static test, fiber reinforced concrete, flexural behaviour, toughness. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The main advantage of the incorporation of fibers in the bulk concrete is the ductile 
behaviour obtained in quasi-brittle cementitious materials, as is the case of fiber reinforced 
concrete (FRC). In this case, after cracking, fibers are progressively engaged until the pull out 
mechanism is fully activated. As a result, failure could occur due to a progressive propagation 
of the crack through the matrix, characterizing a softening behaviour with crack localization 
and crack opening control due to fibers debonding. Otherwise, a multicracking pattern 
(hardening behaviour) can be developed before crack localization and collapse.  
FRC structural response (softening or hardening behaviour) depends on the type and 
quantity of fibers and the kind of test performed. The type of fiber (straight, hooked-end, 
twisted) influences the post-peak response. Experimental tests carried out by [1] show that 
improving fiber bond behaviour (by increasing matrix density, fiber and matrix strengths and 
fiber mechanical bond by adding twisted or hooked end fibers) can lead to a higher 
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performance of the material. In relation to the quantity of fibers, experimental tests on RC 
beams reinforced with steel fibers carried out by [2] have shown a small improvement both in 
the flexural strength capacity and toughness due to the increase in the quantity of fibers from 
30 kg/m3 to 60 kg/m3. A large-scale experimental campaign performed by [3] on SFRC 
beams demonstrated that the influence of fibers on the flexural capacity is small.  
The type of test has an effect on the post-peak behaviour. A material tested in uniaxial 
tension could show a single crack (softening behaviour) before failure, while the same 
material in bending could be subjected to a multicracking state and a hardening response, as is 
described in the fib Model Code 2010 [4].  
Slabs exhibit a higher redistributing capacity, which is related to the failure mechanism 
(number of plastic hinges and yield lines) [5]. Experimental tests carried out by [6] on two-
way FRC slabs with 35 kg/m3 of hooked-end steel fibers have shown a strain softening 
response. In contrast, RC slabs reinforced with steel fibers tested by [6] have shown an 
increase in the redistribution capacity after cracking. In this case, more load was transferred to 
the supports in the weaker direction after cracking due to the positive effect of steel fibers to 
the load redistribution capacity of RC slabs. In the tests performed by [6], no additional load 
was transferred to the supports in the weak direction after cracking in RC slabs without fibers. 
Fibers dispersion (distribution, alignment and orientation) in the bulk concrete contribute 
to increase the variability (scattering) of the results in nominally identical tests (with the same 
material, casting process and test procedures). A significant scatter in the flexural capacity of 
FRC beams without reinforcing bars was found in [3]. In the case of reinforced concrete (RC) 
beams with steel fibers, the variability of the results was smaller since the rebars took most of 
the load after concrete cracking [3].  
The scattering of the results can be attributed to the heterogeneity of the material. The 
coefficient of variation (CoV) calculated by [7] from 3PB tests varied up to 38 %. According 
to [8], a CoV larger than 20 % is commonly observed in flexural tests. Test results from [9] 
found CoV values of the FRC residual strengths fR1 (SLS, CMOD = 0.5 mm) and fR3 (ULS, 
CMOD = 2.5 mm) from 3PB tests ranging between 10 % and 33 %. The CoV seems not to 
decrease with FRC long-term aging effects, as was observed in [10] experimental campaign 
with 10-years-old specimens. In this case, the CoV of the flexural residual strengths (fR1 and 
fR3) from 3PB and 4PB tests carried out at 10 years-age varied between 11.53 % and 26.23 %.
Moreover, the incorporation of fibers in the concrete mix is important to guarantee a better 
response of the structure under cyclic and seismic loads. The energy absorption capacity 
(toughness) and the ductile behaviour of FRC structures can prevent an abrupt failure by 
guaranteeing large deformations and stress redistributions (multicracking pattern). Besides,
fibers are responsible for the crack opening control (fiber bridging), reducing the damage and 
increasing the durability of structures. This is particularly important in the case of bridge deck 
and girders. Cyclic tests performed by [11], considering 4PB tests and a step-by-step 
displacement-controlled loading and reloading up to failure, have shown that the cyclic 
flexural behaviour and ductility of FRC beams are greatly improved by the amount of fibers. 
The increase in the performance was more apparent on self-consolidating concrete (SCC) and 
high strength concrete (HSC) reinforced with steel fibers in relation to ordinary fiber 
reinforced concrete. Fatigue tests performed by [12] on ordinary concrete (OC) beams 
demonstrated that fatigue energy was not improved in the case of specimens with FRC 
overlay until a thickness ratio above 0.5, even with high fiber volume fractions. In contrast, 
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specimens with FRC underlay were able to improve the fatigue energy even at a lower FRC 
thickness ratio.
2 RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 
This paper is aimed to investigate the effectiveness of steel fiber incorporation in RC 
beams and one-way slabs subjected to static and cyclic loads. Fiber contribution in different 
structural elements is related to the heterogeneity (fiber distribution and orientation) and the 
redistribution capacity of the member, the cracking pattern and the failure mechanism. 
Moreover, the durability of the structure is directly related to the capacity of the fiber to 
provide enough ductility and toughness (energy absorption capacity) to the structure subjected 
to static and cyclic loads. 
The heterogeneity is an inherent property of FRC. It is a result of fiber distribution, 
alignment and orientation in the bulk matrix. It significantly penalizes the material, reducing 
the efficiency of the mechanical response in tension. Due to the heterogeneity, a higher 
scattering is observed in FRC post-peak mechanical behaviour. The scattering is reduced in 
the case of RC elements reinforced with fibers. In this case, the steel bars increase the 
redistribution capacity of the material, resisting to most of the tensile stresses after concrete 
cracking. However, the influence of fibers in different structural elements (1D-beams and  
2D-slabs) is not the same. It is important to have a clear understanding of the benefits of the 
fibers in different structural elements in order to have more accurate design procedures and 
also to incorporate fibers in structures which can give a better response, increasing its cost-
benefit and its utilization by design engineers and constructors.  
A better understanding of fibers benefits in structures subjected to cyclic loads is important 
to the construction of safer and more durable structures. This is particularly important in the 
case of bridge design. In this case, the improvement in the mechanical properties (ductility, 
toughness, flexural capacity) and structural behaviour (deflection, crack opening and 
distribution, strain hardening/softening response) can lead to the reduction of the maintenance 
costs during the service life.  
3 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 
The experimental campaign consisted of four-point bending (4PB) static and cyclic tests 
carried out on RC beams and slabs with different amounts of fiber (20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3).
Static tests were performed in 9 slabs and 3 beams, while cyclic tests were performed in 
6 slabs and 3 beams, as is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Experimental test programme 
Static tests Cyclic tests
RC FRC
20 kg/m3
FRC
60 kg/m3
RC FRC
20 kg/m3
FRC
60 kg/m3
Beams 1 1 1 1 1 1
Slabs 3 3 3 1 3 2
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3.1 Material properties 
The concrete mix design is shown in Table 2. Three different mixes, respectively with no 
fiber, 20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3 of hooked-end steel fibers, were prepared. Dramix 65/35, with 
35 mm long and an aspect ratio (lf/df) of 65 was utilized. The mean compressive strength, 
obtained from 8 nominally identical tests on cylindrical specimens, was equal to 75 MPa.
Table 2: FRC mix design 
Material Quantity (kg/m3)
Cement 404.00
Coarse aggregates 
(2.36 – 12.7 mm) 86.00
Quartzite sand 569.00
Artificial sand 410.00
Water 182.00
Polyfunctional 2.45
Hyper-plasticizer 4.55
Total mass 2436.00
The specimens were cast in the same day, in two consecutive batches, using self-
compacting concrete (SCC). The steel fibers were incorporated directly in the concrete mixer 
truck before casting. A moist curing of fourteen days was adopted.  
The flexural reinforcement of the beams comprised two bottom steel bars with 16 mm 
diameter and two top 6.3 mm rebars. The shear reinforcement consisted of 8 mm stirrups 
spaced respectively with 8 cm between the load point and the support and with 20 cm 
between the two load points, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1:  Layout of the reinforcement in beams 
The reinforcement of the slabs comprised 7 nos of 16 mm  steel bars in the principal 
direction and 10 nos. of 8 mm  in the transversal direction, corresponding to a reinforcement 
ratio of 0.0093, as shown in Figure 2. 
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The reinforcement of respectively one RC beam and one RC slab, both without fibers, was 
instrumented with strain gages. The strain gages of the beam were installed on the two bottom 
longitudinal steel bars, while the ones of the slab were installed on four steel bars, as shown in 
Figure 3. 
Figure 2: Reinforcement layout of the 
slabs
Figure 3: Instrumentation of the steel bars 
on the slabs
3.2 Experimental tests procedures 
The experimental tests were carried out in the Technological Hall of the University of São 
Paulo. Both the beams and the slabs were subjected to 4PB tests considering a span of 1.80 m 
and a distance between the two load-knives of 0.60 m, as is shown in Figure 4. The load was 
applied by means of a servo-hydraulic static and dynamic actuator with a loading capacity of 
100 kN.
Deformation controlled static tests, for both the beams and slabs, were carried out 
considering a constant rate of 0.025 mm/s. Cyclic tests were performed assuming a sinusoidal 
load variation with a frequency of 4 Hz and a number of cycles limited to 2 million. 
Two load variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were used to measure the vertical 
displacement of the beams and slabs. The LVDTs were installed over the mid-height of the 
specimens by means of two yokes fixed on the samples (Figure 5). 
Figure 4. 4PB test scheme for the beams and the slabs Figure 5. Test on the beam
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4 STATIC TESTS RESULTS 
4.1 Four-point bending tests on beams 
The incorporation of steel fibers led to an increase up to 14.65% of the load bearing 
capacity of the beams, as is shown in Table 3. In contrast, the vertical displacement had a 
small improvement due to fibers addition (Table 3).
Table 3: Load carrying capacity (Pmax) and maximum vertical displacement () of the beams 
Pmax (kN) ΔP (%) max (mm)
RC beam with no fibers 157 - 26.68
RC beam with 20 kg/m3 of steel fibers 169 764 31.02
RC beam with 60 kg/m3 of steel fibers 180 1465 30.71
4.2 Four-point bending tests on slabs 
The three RC slabs demonstrated a ductile behaviour, with steel bars yielding and a 
maximum deflection beyond the deformation limit capacity (SLS). The RC slabs reinforced 
with steel bars developed closely spaced cracks in relation to the RC slabs.
The incorporation of steel fibers in the RC slabs led to increased load bearing capacity 
higher ductility. The results are in agreement with the test results of [6], which have 
demonstrated an increase of the ultimate load-carrying capacity by approximately 20% due to 
the incorporation of 35 kg/m3 hooked-end steel fibers in the concrete mix. 
The values of the vertical displacements of the slabs with steel fibers reached two times the 
ones of the RC slabs (Table 4) and were approximately three times higher than the ones of the 
RC beams (Table 3).  
4.3 Discussion of the results 
The static tests have shown that steel fiber incorporation was more efficient in RC slabs in 
comparison with RC beams, especially regarding ductility and tenacity. The slabs 
demonstrated a much higher energy absorption capacity and developed higher deformations in 
relation to the beams due to the addition of fibers. This is patent from the observation of 
Figure 6. 
Table 4: Load carrying capacity (Pmax) and maximum vertical displacement () of the slabs 
Specimen Pmax 
(kN)
Mean
(kN)
ΔP 
(%)
max
(mm)
RC slab with no fibers
1 317
286 -
42.60
2 276 26.46
3 264 50.00
RC slab with 20 kg/m3 of steel 
fibers
1 315
336 17,48
89.11
2 357 92.56
3 336 83.52
RC slab with 60 kg/m3 of steel 
fibers
1 393 375 31,11 97.772 357 80.00
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The higher flexural strength of the RC beams is related, among others, to its higher 
stiffness in relation to the RC slabs: the first moment of area (W) of the beams is 3 times 
higher than the one of the slabs (Table 5). Despite the difference in stiffness, the 
reinforcement ratio (ρ = As ⁄Ac) was similar in both cases, as is shown in Table 5.  
The higher ductility of the RC slabs can be attributed to the biaxial stress state. The 
internal stresses of the RC slabs are partially absorbed by the reinforcement (before and after
cracking) oriented in the transversal direction.  
An important increase of the vertical displacement (about two times the one of the RC 
slab) due to fibers addition was noticed. This phenomenon was not observed in the RC beams, 
which had a marginal increase of the vertical displacement due to fibers incorporation.
Further analyses will be carried out to investigate the contribution of the fibers to the slab 
ductility. 
Figure 6:  Nominal stress (N) versus vertical displacement () of beams and slabs 
Table 5: First moment area (W) and reinforcement ratio () 
W (cm3)
 (-)
RC beams 0.0013 0.013
RC slabs 0.00375 0.0094
5 CYCLIC TESTS RESULTS  
The specimens were submitted to a cyclic load up to 30% of their maximum load carrying 
capacity in order to represent the likely behaviour of real bridge structures. The amplitude of 
the load level is shown in Table 6. 
Before the beginning of the cyclic tests, the structural elements were submitted to a static 
loading up to the appearance of the first cracking. After that, the specimens were loaded up to 
the maximum load level (Table 6) in order to measure the crack width and delineate the crack 
length. This procedure was repeated three times. The tests were performed assuming a load 
frequency of 4 Hz and were limited to 2 million cycles. 
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Table 6: Load levels of the cyclic tests 
Fiber amount 
(kg/m3)
Minimum load 
level (MPa)
Load variation 
(MPa)
Maximum load 
level (MPa)
Slabs
no fiber 50 40 90
20 50 40 90
60 50 40 90
Beams
no fiber 10 40 50
20 10 40 50
60 10 40 50
5.1 Cyclic tests on beams 
The first crack appeared at a load level of 22 kN (N ൌ 5 MPa). The load variation 
(amplitude) during the tests was within the range of 10 kN (؆ 0.06 Pmax) and 50 kN 
(؆0.30 Pmax), above the cracking stress. One of the beams has failed at the beginning of the 
test due to an electrical instability, which led to the lack of control of the actuator. 
The results of the tests are shown in Figure 7. In this case, no benefit of fiber incorporation 
in the RC beams was noticed. It is important to mention that these results cannot be 
generalized and more tests should be carried out in order to confirm the experimental values. 
A deeper investigation, including numerical analyses, is still needed to better understand the 
variability of the results.  
5.2 Cyclic tests on slabs 
The first crack appears at a load equal to 50 kN (N ൌ 4 MPa), which was defined as the 
minimum load level. The load variation during the tests was within the range of 50 kN 
(0.16 ) and 90 kN (0.30 ). 
The results of the tests are shown in Figure 8. The incorporation of steel fibers in the RC 
slabs contributed positively to restrain the crack opening due to fiber crack-bridging. As a 
result, the vertical displacement of the specimens with steel fibers has shown lower values and 
also a lower variability in comparison with the specimens without fibers. This behaviour was 
enhanced in the specimen with higher amount of fibers (60 kg/m3).
5.3 Discussion of the results 
The incorporation of steel fibers in the RC slabs led to a reduction of the deflections in 
time due to the effect of the cyclic load. A greater reduction of the vertical displacements was 
obtained in the specimen with higher amount of steel fibers (60 kg/m3). In contrast, no benefit 
of fiber addition was noticed in the case of the RC beams. A deeper analysis, including 
numerical simulations, is in progress in order to better understand the differences found in the 
behaviour of RC beams and slabs.
It is worth mentioning that deflection control (fiber crack-bridging), as was the case of the 
RC slabs with steel fibers, can guarantee the serviceability limit states (maximum 
displacements and crack openings) during the structure service life and, as a result, improve 
the structural durability and increase fatigue service life. This is important, for example, in 
bridge decks and girders, to control the crack openings due to cyclic loads and, consequently, 
reduce the permeability (ingress of chlorides and sulfates in water solution) and steel bars 
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corrosion. Moreover, structural oscillations are decreased due to the reduction of the 
variability of the vertical displacement (user’s comfort). 
Figure 7:  Cyclic tests results of RC beams Figure 8:  Cyclic tests result of RC slabs
6 CONCLUSIONS 
	 The static tests have shown that steel fibers incorporation was more efficient in RC 
slabs in comparison to RC beams, especially regarding ductility and tenacity. The slabs 
had a much higher energy absorption capacity and developed higher deformations in 
relation to the beams due to the addition of fibers. The vertical displacement of the RC 
slabs with steel fibers was approximately three times higher than the ones of the RC 
beams.
	 The flexural capacity of both the RC beams and slabs increased with the addition of 
steel fibers. Nonetheless, the load carrying capacity of the slabs increased two times 
more than the beams.  
	 The cyclic tests demonstrated that fiber incorporation did not result in lower deflections 
in the case of the beams. In contrast, the RC slabs with steel fibers developed lower 
deflections compared to their companions with no fibers. The reduction of the vertical 
displacements was greater in specimens with higher amouts of steel fibers. As a result,
the fibers were efficient to control the deflection (crack bridging) in one-way RC slabs,
demonstrating their capacity to improve fatigue service life and guarantee the 
serviceability limit states (lower oscillations and reduction of crack openings). 
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ABSTRACT 
The primary objective of this paper is to investigate the reliability of the new fib Model Code 
2010 (MC 2010) to classify and characterize a fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) mix design 
developed for the hydropower company Furnas Centrais Elétricas in Brazil. One of the most 
important aspects of FRC regards its heterogeneity, which is directly related to the amount, 
alignment and distribution of fibers in the bulk concrete. The lack of design codes imposes a 
barrier to the development of the full potential of this material for structural applications, 
which remains mostly used for concrete crack control and durability purposes. The 
introduction of design rules for FRC characterization and classification in the new fib Model 
Code represents a significant step forward in the rationalization of its applications. In this 
project, three-point bending tests were carried out to obtain the material class. From the latter, 
FRC constitutive law in tension was determined. To verify MC 2010 reliability, indirect 
tensile Double Edge Wedge Splitting (DEWS) tests were performed and compared with the 
FRC constitutive law. The comparison of the results demonstrated that the design procedures 
described in MC 2010 are reasonable and are on the safe side. 
Keywords: Fiber reinforced concrete, material classification, design procedure, constitutive 
law, bending test, Double edge wedge splitting (DEWS). 
1 INTRODUCTION 
During the last decades, a large effort was made in order to characterize fiber reinforced 
cementitious composites (FRCC). The incorporation of fibers to concrete was a milestone for 
concrete structural design and construction. The main innovation introduced by this new 
cementitious composite is the ductile response after concrete cracking obtained by the fiber 
pull-out effect of dispersed fibers immersed in concrete. In this system, the matrix is 
responsible to carry the compressive load and the fibers are responsible to carry the tensile 
forces alone or in companion with steel bars. After concrete cracking, fibers are continuously 
engaged until crack localization, when fiber pull-out mechanism is fully activated and a 
progressive debonding takes place (crack bridging). The higher energy absorption capacity 
(toughness) and ductility of FRC allowed a better response of structures to seismic actions, 
severe loads and fatigue. Fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) is currently largely utilized in 
pavements and tunnelling applications for crack control due to drying-shrinkage and 
permanent deformations (plastic and creep strains). FRC lower permeability reduces water 
penetration and, as a result, steel bars corrosion, guaranteeing a larger durability of the 
structural element.  
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One of the main problems of FRC, together with the cost of production (especially in 
developing countries) and the lack of design codes, is related to the heterogeneity of the 
material (fibers distribution and orientation), which restricts its applications as a structural 
material, limiting it to improve the durability of concrete elements. Fibers distribution has 
been studied for a long time and new casting techniques were created to induce fiber 
orientation in predefined directions.  
Fibers distribution is also affected by the lower workability of FRC. The problem of flow 
ability affects especially structures with dense reinforcement. The development of new super 
and hyper-plasticizers ensure very high slump values and contributed to the development of 
new types of materials, such as self-compacting concrete (SCC), which guarantee a better 
alignment of the fibers in the bulk concrete.  
Besides that, FRC structural response (softening or hardening behavior) largely depends 
on the type and quantity of fibers and on the type of test performed. For example, a material 
tested in uniaxial tension could develop a single crack and a softening behavior in terms of 
nominal stress versus crack opening displacement (σN-COD). The same material in bending 
could be subjected to a multiple crack pattern, resulting in a hardening response in terms of 
load-deflection (P-) curve. As a result, [1] and [2] proposed to classify and explain FRC 
structural behavior according to the different test methodologies (bending tests, panel tests or 
uniaxial tensile tests) and the material response (softening or hardening). In spite of that, a 
very important issue regards the procedures adopted in order to obtain the post-cracking 
response. Different test procedures were developed to characterize the mechanical behavior 
of FRC, for example, round panel test ASTM C1150 [3], flexural tests on notched and 
unnotched beams (RILEM TC 162-TDF [4] and EN 14651 [5]), uniaxial direct and indirect 
tensile tests (Barcelona (BCN) [6], Wedge Splitting Test (WST) [7] and Double Edge Wedge 
Splitting (DEWS) [8]).  
The DEWS [8] test is an indirect tensile test, as WST [7], in which a compressive load is 
applied to induce the development of splitting forces on the ligament. The advantage of 
DEWS methodology is that it does not need an inverse analysis to determine the N-COD 
curve. In this case, a double notch both at the top and at the bottom of the specimen is 
created, generating a pure mode I fracture behavior and allowing the complete uncoupling of 
the stress field, which results in the development of an arch of compression and the
concentration of tensile stresses on the ligament. 
Since concrete post-peak behavior is the most important characteristic of FRCC, the 
experimental test should be able to capture fibers pull-out response. The fib Model Code 
2010 [9] (MC 2010) recommends bending tests on notched beams and an inverse analysis, as 
described in [2], to obtain the tensile constitutive law of the material.  
One important question treated in the MC 2010 [9] is FRC classification and 
characterization. The classification takes into account the characteristic residual post-cracking 
strength, determined from bending tests on notched beams according to standard procedures. 
The characteristic values can be calculated based on Eurocode [10]. The tensile 
characterization, for design purposes, can be determined from the material class, as described 
in the MC 2010 [9].  
In this paper, FRC tensile characterization is carried out by means of 3PB tests according 
to EN 14651 [5]. The material classification is determined following MC 2010 [9] 
recommendations, by means of the characteristic values of the flexural residual strengths. The 
constitutive law of the material is obtained according to the MC 2010 [9]. It is compared with 
the results of the DEWS tests in order to verify the reliability of the MC 2010 procedures.  
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2 RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 
The introduction of a chapter regarding FRC in the MC 2010 [9] offers a great 
opportunity to expand fibers utilization for structural applications and not only for 
serviceability conditions (crack control) and durability purposes. This is especially important 
in developing countries, where the lack of a more profound understanding of the benefits and 
properties of the material both by design engineers and constructors, together with the higher 
cost of production and the lack of national codes, imposes a barrier to the expansion of FRC 
to different areas, such as bridges (girders and deck), buildings (slabs and beams) and wind 
towers (precast elements). New design codes are in development worldwide, taking the MC
2010 [9] as the main reference, as is the case of the new Brazilian code. 
Taking that in mind, this paper is aimed to verify MC 2010 [9] reliability by means of a 
comparison between the FRC constitutive law and indirect tensile DEWS [8] tests. The 
constitutive law was obtained from the material class, which was defined based on the 
residual post-cracking strength of 3PB tests on notched beams. These tests are part of a larger 
project developed for the hydropower company Furnas Centrais Elétricas in Brazil.
3 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 
The experimental tests, including three-point bending tests and indirect tensile DEWS 
tests, were carried out in the Technological Hall of the University of São Paulo using an 
electromechanical press INSTRON 8802, with a loading capacity of 250 kN. 
The flexural tests were carried out using twelve prisms 150 × 150 × 600 mm, divided in 
two groups of six beams, respectively with 20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3 of hooked-end steel fibers. 
The specimens were cast in the same day using self-compacting concrete (SCC). The steel 
fibers were incorporated insite directly in the concrete mixer truck before casting. 
DEWS tests were performed on fifteen cubes sawed from two rectangular plates with 
750 × 750 mm and a depth of 150 mm. The plates were cast respectively from the center and 
from the border, as is shown in Figure 1, with the same concrete batch. 
A moist curing of fourteen days was adopted. After this period, the elements were 
demolded and prepared to the tests (sawing and notching procedures). 
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Figure 1.  Casting procedures of FRC plates (circular and concentric dashed lines) and notch 
orientation (straight dashed lines) of DEWS samples.
3.1 Material properties 
The concrete mix design is shown in Table 1. Two different mixes, respectively with 
20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3 of hooked-end steel fibers, were prepared. In this case, Dramix 65/35, 
with 35 mm long and an aspect ratio (lf/df) of 65 was utilized. 
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Table 1: FRC mix design 
Material Quantity (kg/m3)
Cement 404
Coarse aggregates
(2.36 – 12.7 mm) 864
Quartzite sand 569
Artifitial sand 410
Water 182
Polyfunctional 2.45
Hyper-plasticizer 4.55
Total mass 2436
The compressive strength and the Young modulus were measured on cylindrical 
specimens. The Young modulus, determined experimentally, was slightly higher in FRC 
specimens compared to plain concrete. The average values of the experimental results, 
together with the estimated values of the characteristic compressive strength and Young 
modulus, are shown in Table 2, where: PC is the plain concrete; F20 is the concrete 
specimens with 20 kg/m3 of steel fibers; F60 is the concrete specimens with 60 kg/m3 of steel 
fibers. 
Table 2: Experimental and estimated values of the compressive strength and Young modulus 
Properties PC F20 F60
No. of specimens: 8 5 5
fcm (exp) (MPa) 74.73 74.45 75.65
**fck (estimated) (MPa) 67.0 67.0 67.00
*Ec(exp) (MPa) 37.45 41.97 39.87
**Ecm (estimated) (MPa) 42.91 42.91 42.91
* According to the Brazilian National Code NBR 8522:2008 [11]. 
** According to the Brazilian National Code NBR 6118:2014 [12]. 
3.2 Flexural tests procedure 
The three-point bending tests were performed according to EN 14651 [5], as is shown in 
Figure 2. 
The crack-mouth opening displacement (CMOD) was measured with a clip gage installed 
in the center of the mouth of the beam notch.  
Twelve tests were carried out, divided in two groups of six beams, respectively with 
20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3 of steel fibers. The tests of each group were nominally identical, 
considering the same material, experimental procedure, casting method and specimen 
dimension. 
3.3 Double Edge Wedge Splitting (DEWS) tests procedure 
Fifteen cubic specimens with 150 × 150 × 150 mm and 20 kg/m3 of steel fibers were 
tested. The samples were sawed from two plates cast respectively from the center and from 
the border. In the first case, eight specimens were tested, while in the second case, seven tests 
were performed.  
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The DEWS tests were carried out according to di Prisco et al [8] procedure. The crack 
opening displacement (COD) was measured with two LVDTs installed on the center of the 
front and rear surfaces of the specimen. 
    
Figure 2. Three-point bending tests according to EN 14561 [5]. 
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4.1 Three-point bending tests 
The experimental results of the 3PB tests, considering the first crack strength (fLOP) and 
the residual strengths at 0.5 mm (fR1), 1.5 mm (fR2), 2.5 (fR3) and 3.5 mm (fR4), together with 
the mean values and the coefficient of variance (CV), are shown in Table 3. 
The experimental results in terms of σN - CMOD curves are shown in Figure 3.
Table 3. Experimental results of three-point bending tests 
CV Standard
1 2 3 4 5 6 (%) Deviation
f LOP 4,63 6,51 6,88 6,98 6,62 5,70 6,22 14,47 0,90
f 1 2,36 1,63 2,60 1,91 1,97 1,99 2,08 16,67 0,35
f 2 1,66 1,61 2,16 1,64 1,97 1,76 1,80 12,17 0,22
f 3 1,14 0,99 1,35 1,27 1,09 1,02 1,14 12,27 0,14
f 4 0,93 0,77 1,00 0,90 0,89 0,64 0,86 15,07 0,13
f LOP 5,80 9,45 7,87 7,05 8,81 7,63 7,77 16,61 1,29
f 1 8,87 15,75 15,76 10,26 15,19 10,78 12,77 24,56 3,14
f 2 7,91 16,30 12,68 9,79 14,76 9,42 11,81 27,99 3,31
f 3 7,48 15,30 9,35 8,30 13,75 7,26 10,24 33,53 3,43
f 4 6,27 13,43 7,30 7,32 12,73 5,74 8,80 38,37 3,38
Fiber amount 
(kg/m3)
Mean
Samples
Parameters
20
60
From the results, it is possible to notice that the CV was higher in the tests considering 
specimens with 60 kg/m3 of steel fibers. This can be attributed to the higher variation of the 
amount of fibers in these specimens. The fibers counting after the tests indicated a value 
between 70 kg/m3 to 135 kg/m3. In contrast, the specimens with 20 kg/m3 have shown a small 
variation in the quantity of fibers, ranging from 16.5 kg/m3 to 21.5 kg/m3.
The variation of the CV values is in agreement with the ones described in literature. The 
CV calculated by [13] from 3PB tests varied up to 38%. According to [14], a CV larger than 
20% is commonly observed in flexural tests. In turn, [15] found CV values of fR1 (SLS, 
CMOD=0.5 mm) and fR3 (ULS, CMOD=2.5 mm) from 3PB tests ranging between 10% and 
33%. 
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These results highlight the high heterogeneity of fiber reinforced cementitious materials. 
They are an important reminder of the importance of a highly controlled casting procedure, 
which should be in agreement with design recommendations. Poor insite control can lead to 
fiber segregation during casting, high variability in the amount of fibers and a random 
orientation of the fibers, which can lead to a high variability in the flexural response among 
the structural elements.
   (a)             (b)
Figure 3. Experimental results of 3PB tests in terms of σN-CMOD curves: a) specimens with 
20 kg/m3 of fibers; (b) specimens with 60 kg/m3 of fibers. 
4.2 Double Edge Wedge Splitting (DEWS) tests 
The experimental results in terms of σN-COD curves are shown in Figure 4. 
The scattering of the test results obtained in this case is directly associated with the 
position of the notch cutting in relation to the fiber alignment and the casting flow (Figure 1). 
Casting from the border is more effective to obtain a better alignment of the fibers in one 
preferential direction. In this case, the wall effect is reduced to the opposite side of the casting 
place and a preferential alignment is induced in the direction of the concrete flow. When 
casting from the center, the wall effect acts on the four sides of the concrete mold. In this 
case, for the same notch cutting, the specimens sawed from the plate cast from the center 
(Figure 4b) have shown a slightly higher scattering of the results in comparison to the ones 
sawed from the plate cast from the border (Figure 4a). Despite that, the difference in the 
DEWS test results can be attributed mainly to the notch position in relation to the fiber 
preferential alignment (perpendicular or parallel) and the quantity of fibers in the ligament 
(crack bridging).  
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   (a)      (b)
Figure 4. Experimental results of DEWS tests in terms of σN-COD curves: a) specimens 
sawed from the FRC plate cast from the border; b) specimens sawed from the FRC plate cast 
from the center. 
5 FRC CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION ACCORDING TO 
MC 2010 
5.1 Characteristic values 
The characteristic values were calculated according to Eurocode [10] as is shown in 
Equation 1, where: Xm is the average stress value and Vx is the coefficient of variation. 
The coefficient of variation (CV) is defined according to Equation 2, where σx is the 
standard deviation and Km is a parameter that depends on the number of specimens tested and 
the previously knowledge of Vx. In this case, to define the value of Km (Table 5), the 
coefficient of variation (Vx) was supposed to be unknown. Eurocode [10] states that 
“Vx known” should be used only when the coefficient of variation or a realistic upper limit is 
known from prior knowledge. In this case, no prior data or an upper limit value exists for this 
material. As a result, the value of Km was defined as equal to 2.18. 
The characteristic values of the 3PB tests, considering the first crack strength (fLOP) and 
the residual strengths at 0.5 mm (fR1) and 2.5 mm (fR3) are shown in Table 4.
b (1)
(2)
Table 4: Characteristic values of the three-point bending tests 
Quantity of fibers fLOP,k (MPa) fR1,k (MPa) fR3,k (MPa)
20 kg/m3 4.26 1.32 0.84
60 kg/m3 4.95 5.93 2.75
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Table 5: Values of Km for the 5% characteristic value (Eurocode [10]) 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 20 30


Vx known 2.31 2.01 1.89 1.83 1.80 1.77 1.74 1.72 1.68 1.67 1.64
Vx unknown - - 3.37 2.63 2.33 2.18 2.00 1.92 1.76 1.73 1.64
5.2 Material classification 
The classification of the material was carried out according to MC 2010 [9]. The post-
cracking strength is defined according to the value of fR1,k within the range 1,0 to 8,0 MPa. 
The ratio fR3,k/fR1,k defines the material behavior (softening or hardening) according to the 
alphabet letters “a” to “e”, as is shown in Table 6. For structural applications: fR3,k/fR1,k> 0.5. 
The material class, for the two types of specimens (containing 20 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3 of 
steel fibers) is shown in Table 7. For classification purposes, one has to define a value of fR1,k
that is equal or lower than the characteristic one obtained from the experimental tests(Table 
4). Moreover, the ratio of fR3,k/fR1,k should be equal or higher than 0.5. The values of fR1,k and 
fR3,k adopted are shown in Table 7.
Table 6: FRC classification according to the material response 
Class fR3k/ fR1k material response
A 0.5
SofteningB 0.7
C 0.9
D 1.1 HardeningE 1.3
Table 7: Material class according to MC 2010 
Quantity of fibers: 20 kg/m3 60 kg/m3
Class: 1b 5a
One interesting aspect of the results is that the amount of fibers was inversely proportional 
to the material response: the specimens with a lower quantity of fibers (20 kg/m3)
demonstrated a better post-peak behaviour (higher value of fR3,k/fR1,k). This is an indication of 
the difference in the levels of heterogeneity between the two types of materials. 
In contrast, the amount of fibers was directly proportional to the peak strength, which was 
improved for the specimens with 60 kg/m3 of steel fibers. The results demonstrate the 
benefits of fiber incorporation in the concrete mix. 
5.3 FRC tensile constitutive law
The tensile constitutive law (simplified post-peak nominal stress-crack opening 
relationship) of the material was obtained from the 3PB tests and the material class, 
considering the specimens with 20 kg/m3 of fibers. The MC 2010 model is based on the 
residual strengths both at Serviceability Limit State (fTts; COD = 0 mm; SLS), as is shown in 
Equation 3, and Ultimate Limit State (fTtu; COD = 2.5 mm; ULS), as described in Equation 4. 
The values of fR1 and fR3were obtained from the material classification.
b (3)
(4)
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6 COMPARISON BETWEEN FRC TENSILE CONSTITUTIVE LAW AND DEWS 
RESULTS 
A comparison between the indirect tensile DEWS tests and the tensile constitutive law, 
considering the characteristic (-w)k and design values(-w)d, is shown in Figure 5. In this 
case: . 
   (a)      (b) 
Figure 5.  Comparison between DEWS results and the tensile constitutive law: a) specimens 
cast from the border; b) specimens cast from the center. 
The results are in agreement with the ones obtained by [16], demonstrating that the 
procedures adopted to determine the tensile design constitutive law, as is described in MC 
2010, are on the safe side.
	 It is worth mentioning that FRC heterogeneity, related to fibers amount, alignment and 
distribution, has a major impact on the classification and characterization of the 
material. It can lead to a non-negligible difference between the mean and the 
characteristic residual flexural strength values. In the case investigated, considering the 
beams with 60 kg/m3 of fibers, the fR1mean value was equal to 12.77 MPa, while the 
characteristic value was equal to 5.93 MPa (-115%) and the material was classified as 
5a (-155%). These results had a direct effect on the back identified constitutive 
relationship. They led to low residual tensile strength values and also to an 
underestimation of the true tensile response, which is expected for design purposes.  
7 CONCLUSIONS 
	 The classification and characterization of FRC from three-point bending tests were 
carried out in accordance with fib Model Code 2010 [9]. The tensile constitutive law of 
the material, determined from the simplified procedure described in MC 2010, was 
compared with indirect tensile DEWS tests. The main conclusions are described below. 
	 The heterogeneity of FRC leads to a high scattering of the results. In the experimental 
tests, the coefficient of variation (CV) ranged from 14% to 38%. 
	 A high variability in the amount of fibers, together with a random orientation and poor 
dispersion (segregation), can lead to a high variation in the flexural response (peak 
strength and slope of the post-peak curve) of nominally identical tests. In the case 
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analysed, the specimens with a lower amount of fibers (20 kg/m3) demonstrated a better 
post-peak behaviour (fR3k/ fR1k = 0.70) in relation to the ones with 60 kg/m3 (fR3k/fR1k =
0.50).
	 FRC heterogeneity led to a non-negligible difference between the mean and the 
characteristic values, with a direct effect on the characteristic flexural strength values 
and, hence, on the classification and characterization of the material. 
	 The comparison between the tensile constitutive law and the DEWS results 
demonstrated that the procedure adopted to determine the tensile constitutive law, 
based on the material classification described in the MC 2010, is on the safe side. The 
results are in agreement with BUTTIGNOL et al. [16]. 
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Application of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) and Fracture 
Mechanics to Monitor and Measure Complex Mechanisms of 
Damage and Fracture in Reinforced Concrete structures 
Luis Saucedo-Mora and M. Carmen Andrade Perdrix
Institute Eduardo Torroja for Construction Sciences (CSIC), Madrid, Spain 
ABSTRACT 
The reinforced concrete structures need to be monitored to ensure their structural integrity, 
but sometimes those measurements are very local and the instrument is complex to locate 
physically in the structure and may interfere in it. Digital image correlation, DIC, is a non-
contact and non-destructive experimental technique capable to measure the displacement 
field in a big region of a structure with a great accuracy. This allows extracting valuable 
information from the fracture processes of reinforced concrete structures critical for the 
evaluation of the structural integrity. The identification of the energy dissipated by the 
structure is essential for the identification of the strength mechanisms that are failing in the 
structure, and to identify a proper repair. In this work using fracture mechanics valuable 
information is extracted from the fracture processes of the reinforced concrete beam, such as 
the Mode I and Mode II fracture energy released at each loading step, which is essential to 
evaluate the elastic energy that the structure can accumulate before collapse. The examples 
enable to anticipate the importance of DIC for future studies at large scale of fracture in 
reinforced concrete and other materials related to construction. 
Keywords: Digital Image Correlation, structural integrity, fracture mechanics.
1  INTRODUCTION 
For any solicitation the structure always behaves following the energetic balance where 
the external work is mainly transformed into kinetic, elastic, plastic and fracture energies [1]. 
This is altered in a damaged structure, which has a lack of capacity to store elastic energy, 
releasing part of the external work as fracture energy and allowing the cracks to grow 
influenced by the local material and geometry [2]. Through the identification of the cracks 
tips and measuring the full field displacement, the stress intensity factors can be calculated as 
well as the energy release rate of each crack [3] in shear and tension [4]. This information is 
valuable to determine the integrity of a structure. Showing that the strain state along the 
structure, and especially around each crack tip can predict the microstructural mechanisms 
failing in the material [5]. Identifying the repairs required, and the safety of the structure 
through its total energy release rate, with independence of the loading history, our results 
demonstrate how a contactless and affordable technique can tackle this highly demanded 
problem.  
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a robust, non-destructive and non-contact 
experimental technique widely used in the last decades for micromechanical characterization 
of materials [6]. It uses images of a surface to measure its local displacements, being the 
input of DIC a pair of images (i.e. the reference and deformed), which are divided in 
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windows to correlate them and measure its displacements [7]. This technique is well-known, 
although is still very scarcely employed in real size concrete structures with successful 
results.  The great complexity and size of the concrete elements were a drawback for the use 
of DIC, but the information that can be extracted with it is essential for the full 
characterization of the fracture processes of concrete, which has encouraged its application. 
Thus, among others, in 2006 Küntz et al. [8] applied DIC to measure the stability of a shear 
crack in a reinforced concrete bridge during loading. In 2012 Lee et al. [9] compared the 
measurements done with DIC in a reinforced concrete structure with foil and vibrating wire 
strain gauges. They concluded that DIC is more versatile and as accurate as the others. In 
2013, Dutton et al. [10] used DIC to measure the curvature of a reinforced concrete beam of 
3.8m long. They did it imaging 2 regions of 600 × 400 mm where the deflection was 
calculated. And in 2014, Fayyad and Lees [11] used it to measure the opening of a crack in a 
notched beam of 0.8 m long.  
This paper will focus on exploring the possibilities of application of DIC as a health 
monitoring technique for civil structures, mainly motivated by its non-contacting and non-
destructive nature.  
2 EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 Fracture test of a pre-stress beam 
In this case the DIC method was applied to a three point bending test in a concrete beam 
with 4 rebars and a span of 700 mm with a 250 × 200 mm section. The concrete has a 
compressive strength of 75 MPa, and the beam has 4 longitudinal rebars of a 1670 C steel 
with a diameter of 7.5 mm located 2 at 50 mm from the top of the beam, and other 2 at 40 
mm from the bottom without any shear reinforcement. The imaged area was 390 × 260 mm 
located beneath the loading point in the centre of the beam front. The images were taken with 
a camera Nikon D7200, with a size of 6000 × 4000 pixels (i.e. 24 Megapixels) resulting in a 
pixel size of 0.065 mm. The images are treated with the softwares Moire Analysis V0.956b  
[12] and Image J 1.46r  [13], using a windows size of 160 × 160 pixels and an overlap of the 
50% with a single pass, and corrected with the algorithm of Saucedo-Mora [14]. This gives 
an error of 5 µm, measured with an undeformed image displaced with a rigid body 
movement. After the calculation with the deformed images, the displacement field was 
corrected for rigid body movements, rotation and out of plane movements.  
During the different loading steps, the cracks tips were located manually through the DIC 
information, and the KI and KII were fitted through the stress intensity factor formulation, 
then the energies GfI and GfII were obtained from the values of the strain intensity factors. 
With this procedure, the energies shown in Figure 1 were calculated.
3 RESULTS 
Figure 1 shows the strain energy release rate of 2 cracks located in the center of the beam 
and in one side. These were measured in load/unload cycles, taking the reference pictures on 
the unloaded and the deformed ones after the reload ensuring the independency of the 
measurements. Crack 1 is located in the center of the beam and Crack 2 at one side. The 
Crack 1 appeared at 215 kN (A of Figure 1) and started releasing energy in Mode I until it 
crossed the pre-stressed bars, when the crack release energy in Mode II combined with Mode 
I. The strain energy release rate of this crack continues growing until the failure in point B. 
At 400 kN, the Crack 2 starts to grow, but perhaps it’s inclined, the energy is released in 
Mode I, decreasing its strain energy release rate, which means that the internal mechanism of 
the material were capable to resist it. Globally, looking at any point of the full test, the energy 
is mainly released in Mode I, so if we want to repair it, we should act in the Mode I 
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mechanisms, such as the reinforcement at the bottom of the beam. Also, thanks to the DIC 
strain field, the damaged region can be identified, making the repairs local. 
Figure 1. Relationship between the load-displacement behaviour of the beam, measured 
with the load cell and the displacement of the actuator, and the energy release rate of the 2 
cracks at each point, in Mode I and Mode II 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The contactless nature of this methodology and the reduced cost of its experimental 
equipment also pave the way for the application of this technique in the structural integrity 
evaluation of key buildings and infrastructures, where the safety after an earthquake or an 
accident needs to be ensured. Further investigation needs to be done to accurately relate the 
value of the strain energy release rate with the structural integrity and to identify the most 
suitable repairs to stop the energy release rate in Mode I and Mode II. 
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Finite Element Analyses of Pinned Precast Beam Column 
Connections 
Jaya Prakash Vemuri, Sahith Gali and Subramaniam Kolluru 
Department of Civil Engineering, IIT Hyderabad, India
ABSTRACT  
Precast concrete structures are rapidly being adopted as an alternative to traditional cast -
in-situ concrete buildings. In low rise precast structures, pinned connections using steel 
dowels have been traditionally used, especially to connect beams to columns. Recent 
earthquakes have exposed the vulnerability of such connections which experienced 
significant damage. Experimental tests on pinned connections are limited and 
consequently closed form codal equations to estimate pinned connection strength are 
lacking. In this paper, monotonic and cyclic behaviour of pinned beam column 
connections are examined using finite element analyses. Key failure modes such as 
breaking of the dowel, spalling of concrete in both the beam and column are observed. 
The yield strength of steel and compressive strength of concrete are the key parameters 
affecting strength. The cyclic hysteresis loops are observed to be asymmetric and exhibit 
significant pinching behaviour. There is a progressive loss in stiffness and a degradation 
of strength. Reverse cyclic loading causes significant decrease in the load carrying capacity 
when compared to the monotonic response.   
Keywords: Cyclic loading, dowel connection, finite element analyses, precast joint, shear 
loading.
1 INTRODUCTION  
Precast concrete structures have inherent advantages over traditional cast-in-situ concrete 
buildings. They offer higher quality control at precasting plants, faster pace of construction 
and an option to choose from standardized cross section shapes. Two common structural 
systems are prevalent in precast structures: wall panel system and structural frame system. 
The wall panel system consists of solid wall panels and floor slabs, and is widely adopted in 
schools and hotels. Structural frame system consist of beams, columns and slabs and is 
mainly used for offices and car parks. Well detailed precast structures, especially those with 
rigid connections, are reported to have performed well in many earthquakes [1-3]. However, 
visible damage has been often observed in precast concrete structures with simple dry pinned 
connections. In the 2001 Bhuj, Gujarat earthquake, around 4,000 newly built precast schools 
were damaged due to connection degradation [4]. Structural elements in these school 
buildings were joined using pinned dowel connections. Similar damage to precast structures 
with hinged connections was observed in the 2009 L’Aquila, Italy earthquake [5]. The 
seismic performance of precast structures is highly dependent on the performance of 
connections, particularly, the beam to column connections. There is an absence of codal 
provisions for the design of pinned connections. The poor earthquake performance of pinned 
precast structures makes it imperative to study the behaviour of pinned beam-column 
connections.  
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In this paper, finite element analyses are performed on a model of a pinned beam column 
connection. The numerical model was developed to simulate an actual shear dowel 
connection tested [6]. Simulations were performed on the FEM model to match test results. 
Results from monotonic loading of the model are calibrated against experimental monotonic 
curves. Damage patterns observed in the FEM analyses are matched against actual damage 
observed in experiments. A cyclic loading protocol is implemented on the validated model to 
get insights into the failure behavior of a connection under reversed cyclic loading. The 
damage pattern consisting of distributed and localized cracking in concrete was simulated.  
2 SHEAR RESISTANCE OF PINNED CONNECTIONS
Pinned beam-column connections usually have dowels protruding from the top of a 
column.  These dowels fit into sleeves inserted in the beam. The sleeves are filled with grout 
to ensure a good anchorage of dowels by bond. Figure 1 shows a dowel jointed beam column 
connection. 
Fig. 1: Precast Beam-Column Connections with Dowels 
In Figure 1,  is the horizontal shear force in longitudinal direction of the beam. In the 
transverse direction,  and  are the shear resistance of the dowels and the corresponding 
flexure, respectively. It has been observed from experimental tests on dowels embedded in 
concrete that significant strength and stiffness degradation occurs under cyclic loading [7]. 
An expression to estimate shear resistance of a dowel was also proposed [7], with the
assumption that dowels are covered only by concrete, without any transverse reinforcement:  
(for monotonic loading)             [1] 
                   (for cyclic loading)       [2] 
where  is the resistance of the dowel under monotonic loading,  is the dowel’s 
resistance for cyclic loading,  is a coefficient depending on the position of the dowel from 
the edges of the column,  is the diameter of the dowel,  is the characteristic strength of 
concrete and  is the characteristic yield strength of steel. These formulae are valid for 
concentric dowels under certain limits of concrete cover. Since these early experimental 
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studies in the 1980s, very little investigation has been reported on precast dowel connections. 
However, recent experimental investigations [8] show that these analytical expressions 
underestimate the strength of the single eccentric dowel connection and overestimate the 
capacity of the connections with one eccentric and two eccentric dowels. Indeed, estimating 
the shear strength of dowel connections is complex. Under small joint rotations, failure 
depends on the spacing between anchors, the edge spacing of anchors, the concrete strength, 
the steel strength, the embedment depth and the flexural stiffness on the anchor. Under large 
rotations, there may be axial forces induced in the dowels and failure may be due to any of 
the following mechanisms: yielding of anchor, pull out of anchor, concrete breakout, splitting 
of concrete splitting and side-face blowout. While limited guidance is available on general 
design of anchors [9], a detailed study is necessitated to estimate strength of precast dowel 
connections. 
3 NUMERICAL MODEL
In this study, a numerical model was developed for the actual shear dowel connection 
tested [6]. The ABAQUS Dynamic/Explicit program [10] was used for modelling and 
analyses. The model consisted of the following parts: beam, column, dowels, bearing pad and 
a steel plate. Nodes at the base of the column were fully restrained against any movement. 
Nodes at the edge at the back end of the beam were constrained against vertical movement by 
introducing a roller support. Load is applied to the steel plate fixed to the back end of the 
beam. Figure 2 shows details of the FEM model. 
Fig. 2 Boundary Conditions of Pinned Beam Column Joint 
For meshing of the connection, C3D8R and C3D4 elements were used. 
The C3D8R element is a general purpose linear brick element, with reduced integration (1 
integration point). The C3D4 is a general purpose tetrahedral element with one integration 
point. To model dowel-grout interaction (in beam) and dowel-concrete interaction (in 
column), contact properties were assigned in two orthogonal directions. Hard contact in the 
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longitudinal direction and friction coefficient of 0.6 was assigned in the tangential direction. 
The nonlinear behavior of concrete was simulated by using the Concrete Damaged Plasticity 
(CDP) Model. The CDP model considers degradation of stiffness induced by plastic straining 
in compression and tension. The compressive behavior is elastic until initial yielding, 
followed by stress hardening and later, strain softening after the ultimate stress. Material and 
geometric properties were obtained from experimental tests [6]. Model for confined concrete 
proposed by [11] was used. The tensile stress of concrete was assumed to be one-tenth of the 
compressive stress.  
Figure 3a illustrates the stress strain behaviour of unconfined concrete. For concrete in the 
beam and column, the unconfined compressive strength was 34 MPa, the Young’s modulus 
was 32 GPa and the Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.20. The same unconfined concrete 
model, but with lower strengths, was used to model the grout material. For grout, the 
unconfined compressive strength was 23 MPa, the young’s modulus was 26 GPa and the 
poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.20. Figure 3b illustrates the stress strain behaviour of 
grout. Steel dowels were of diameter of 25 mm and were assigned the plastic model of 
ABAQUS, with yield strength and ultimate strength values. The yield strength was 580 MPa 
and the ultimate strength was 700 MPa. The Poisson's ratio was 0.15 and the young’s 
modulus was 200 GPa. The bearing pad is 20 mm thick and assumed to be an elastic material 
with young’s modulus of 1.7 MPa and Poisson's ratio was 0.20. The steel plate was also 
assumed to be elastic with Poisson's ratio of 0.15 and young’s modulus of 200 GPa. 
 
Fig 3a: Stress vs Strain (concrete)   Fig 3b: Stress vs Strain (grout) 
Figure 4 shows the cyclic displacement protocol adopted in this study. One cycle at 
small displacement level of 2.5 mm and 5 mm is applied to the connection through the steel 
plate. Next, three cycles at 7.5 mm are applied, followed by two final cycles at 10 mm 
displacement. In Figure 5a, tensile damage distribution in the connection is plotted where 
damage to concrete side cover in the beam is clearly observed. The concrete in the column, 
normal to the direction of loading, is also observed to be damaged. The crack pattern 
observed in the FEM analyses is similar to the test behaviour [6]. In Figure 5b, Von-Mises 
stress distribution in dowel bars is shown. Tensile stresses develop in the bars under large 
rotations causing them to deform. The deformation in the dowels was around the joint level 
and dowel bars yield inside the beam to form plastic hinges.  
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Fig 4 Cyclic Displacement Protocol 
Fig. 5a Tensile damage in concrete Fig 5b Von Mises Stress in Steel dowels
Figure 6 shows the response of the connection under monotonic pull loading. 
Experimental obtained monotonic curve is also plotted. It is observed that the numerical 
results compare favourably with experiments. In pull loading, the concrete cover is damaged 
near the bottom edge of the beam. Concrete around the dowels splits followed by fracture of 
dowels. The damage in the concrete causes a loss of stiffness and the force displacement 
graph is observed to plateau. In monotonic push loading, damage occurs by spalling of 
concrete around the dowels and splitting of concrete normal to the loading direction in the 
beam and column parts. There is no fracture of dowels and the interaction between the beam 
and column parts leads to further increase in shear resistance after initial yield.  
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Fig.6 Monotonic loading in the pull direction 
The response of the connection under reversed cyclic loading is observed in Figure 7. The 
backbone curve obtained from monotonic push and pull loadings, are also plotted. It is 
observed that the cyclic hysteresis loops lie below the backbone curves. Under reversed 
cyclic loading, the damage pattern is: spalling of the concrete cover, crushing of the 
concrete/grout around the dowels followed by fracture of dowels. Load response under 
reversed cyclic loading exhibits asymmetry, pinching and strength and stiffness degradation. 
There is significant strength degradation under reversed cyclic loading and the achieved loads 
are lower than the monotonic envelope. Considering the directionality of the test response, 
the use of the monotonic envelope in static analyses based procedures, such as the pushover 
analyses, would lead to a unconservative response. The hysteresis loops in reversed cyclic 
loading are asymmetric due to the interaction between the beam and column parts. Significant 
pinching is exhibited in unloading produced by closure of cracks in the beam and column 
parts. There is progressive loss of stiffness in each loading cycle. Further, it may be observed 
that under reversed cyclic loading, there is a significant degradation of strength when the 
specimen is loaded to the same displacement level.
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Fig. 7 Backbone curve and cyclic hysteresis loops 
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, pinned precast beam to column connections were subjected to monotonic 
and cyclic loading. For each loading pattern, the force-displacement curve was plotted. When 
the connection was analysed under loading in the push direction, the observed damage was 
spalling of concrete at the top of the beam around the dowels and spalling of concrete cover 
normal to the loading direction at the column. There is no fracture of dowels and the 
interaction between the beam and column parts leads to further increase in shear resistance 
after initial yield. When loaded in the pull direction, there is spalling of the concrete cover, 
splitting of concrete around the dowels and fracture of dowels. It is observed that shear 
resistance in the push direction is much higher as compared to the pull direction. Under 
reversed cyclic loading, spalling of the concrete cover followed by crushing of the 
concrete/grout around the dowels is observed. Flexural yielding of dowels and simultaneous 
crushing of the surrounding grout causes loss of shear resistance and leads to the failure of 
the connection. 
Typical precast shear connection exhibits highly asymmetric load response in the push 
and pull direction, which is due to different mechanisms of damage. Reverse cyclic loading 
leads to a significant decrease in the load carrying capacity when compared to the monotonic 
response. Considering the directionality of the response, the use of the monotonic envelope in 
static analyses based procedures would be unconservative. 
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Investigation of Compression Failure in Brick Masonry Assemblies 
made with Soft Brick 
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ABSTRACT  
An experimental investigation of compressive failure in masonry made of soft clay bricks is 
presented. Damage evolution associated with the formation and propagation of vertical 
splitting cracks during the compressive load response of masonry assemblies in the stack 
bonded arrangement is evaluated. Full-field surface displacements during the compression 
load response of the masonry are obtained using digital image correlation (DIC). A clear 
evidence of the crack forming in the mortar and propagating into the brick is established. In 
mortar with lower strength than the brick unit, failure is produced by spalling associated with 
multiple vertical cracks, which result in loss of load bearing area. For mortar with a higher 
strength than the brick, cracking occurs when the level of compression is a significant 
proportion of the compressive strength of the brick. Failure is a result of global instability 
produced by the localized crushing of the brick. 
Keywords: Masonry, dilatancy, failure, mortar, brick, soft.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Masonry is a composite material, constructed using brick units and mortar. The composite 
response of the masonry is determined by the relative stiffness’s of the two components and 
the interaction between the components at different stress levels. Typically most studies are 
on masonry consisting of stiffer bricks and relatively softer mortar, which is applicable to the 
case of hard-fired bricks or stone [1-3]. However, the use of soft clay bricks coupled with 
steady improvements in cements, have resulted in mortars having higher stiffness and higher 
compressive strength than the bricks. In most of India, mortar has comparable or higher 
compressive strength than the brick [4, 5]. The relationship between constituent properties, 
the compressive stress-strain relationship and the compressive strength of masonry made with 
such bricks have been investigated [6-8]. Most of these studies however did not explicitly 
study the failure in the masonry as it relates to the state of stress in the constituent materials. 
In this paper, an experimental investigation of the compressive behaviour of masonry 
assemblies made with soft clay fired brick is reported. Two different mortars, one with 
compressive strength higher than the brick strength and another with compressive strength 
lower than the strength of the brick unit are used in the experimental program. Masonry 
assemblies in the stack bonded arrangement are tested to evaluate the influence of the relative 
strength of mortar on the observed damage evolution and compressive failure. The stack 
bonded layout was used since the stress field in the constituent materials is simpler to 
interpret, and the complexities arising from the head joint are avoided. Further, the stack 
bonded test configuration is also recommended in the codes of practice for evaluating the 
strength of masonry [9-11]. In the test program, the evolution of damage in the brick and the 
mortar is investigated using the surface displacements measured using the DIC technique. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
The compressive strength of masonry depends on characteristics of the brick unit and the 
mortar. During compression of masonry prisms with stiff bricks and soft mortar, the mortar is
in a state of triaxial compression and the brick is subjected to in-plane biaxial tension coupled 
with axial compression. This state of stress results in vertical splitting cracks in bricks, which 
ultimately leads to the failure of the masonry prisms [1-3].  
Very few investigations on the compressive behaviour of low-strength clay brick masonry 
have been reported in the literature [12-15]. In masonry made of low strength brick, the 
compressive strength of the masonry strength is lower than the compressive strengths of both 
the brick unit and the mortar [8,13,15]. Typically, low strength bricks have lower elastic 
modulus than the mortar. For an applied axial stress on the masonry, a triaxial compression 
state of stress is produced in the bricks while the mortar joints are under a biaxial tension 
stress state with superimposed axial compression (shown in Figure 1). The major form of 
distress in the masonry is associated with splitting of bricks, which ultimately produces 
failure [8,15,16]. An understanding of the failure in masonry as it relates to the stress state 
resulting from composite material behaviour of brick units and mortar is still not available.  
Figure 1: Stress states in masonry under compression for (a) stiff brick (b) soft brick. 
3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
In the experimental program, the compressive response of wire cut bricks, mortar and 
stack bonded masonry was evaluated. Extruded, wire cut bricks were used in this study. The 
nominal dimensions of the bricks are 220 mm (length), 70 mm (height) and 100 mm 
(thickness). The water absorption of the bricks determined as per the requirements of IS 3495 
(part2): 1992 was 9 percent [17].  
In the study, two different mortar compositions given by volumetric proportions of 
cement: sand equal to 1:3 and 1:6 were used. The mortar with cement: sand equal to 1:3/1:6 
is referred to as the strong/weak mortar. Mortar cylinders of 100 mm diameter and height 
equal to 200 mm were prepared from the same mortar mix used for preparing masonry 
specimens. Specimens were covered with wet burlap immediately after casting. The 
specimens were demoulded after one day and kept in curing tank for 28 days. 
Stack bonded masonry specimens consisting of five bricks and four mortar joints were 
prepared. Following the procedure reported by Sarangapani et al. (2005), the brick units used 
in preparing the masonry assemblage were first submerged in water for two hours before 
laying, to allow better brick-mortar bond development. After casting, the masonry specimens 
were kept wrapped in moist burlap up to testing.  
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4 COMPRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OF BRICK 
Compression tests were performed on brick blocks with cross-sectional dimensions equal 
to 35 mm x 35 mm and height equal to 70 mm, which were cut from the brick unit. The top 
and bottom square cross-sectional surfaces of the specimens were capped with a thin layer of 
plaster-of-Paris (gypsum plaster) to provide a uniform, level contact surface with the platens 
of the test machine. Initially, the load was cycled and the deformation over a gage length of 
35 mm was measured using a surface mounted clip gage. After load cycles, the clip gage was 
removed and the specimens were tested in load control, up to failure. The Young’s modulus 
measured from the brick blocks using the surface mounted gage was 1.09 GPa (standard 
deviation of 230 MPa). The compressive strength obtained from blocks was 7.4 MPa 
(coefficient of variation 0.16). 
The compressive stress-strain response of the entire brick unit was obtained from a 
displacement controlled test. The deformation of the brick was recorded using a pair surface 
mounted linear variable displacement transformers (LVDT) mounted on opposite faces of the 
brick over a gage length of 35 mm. Additionally, the lateral expansion of the brick was 
measured using two LVDTs which were reacted off of the brick at the mid-height location. 
During the test, the rate of displacement measured between the two platens was increased at 
the rate of 0.6 mm per minute. Typical stress-strain response of the brick unit is shown in 
Figure 2(a). The lateral expansion of the brick is also plotted in the figure for comparison. A 
photograph of the failed specimen of the brick unit is shown in Figure 2(b). The failure of the 
specimen was observed to be produced by vertical cracks. The cracks were observed to form 
in the pre-peak part of the load response associated with the onset of significant non-linear 
response. In the non-linear pre-peak load response, the formation of the vertical cracks 
contributed to the increase in the lateral strain. The crack opening displacement produced by 
cracks, resulted in very large values of lateral strain. Calculation of continuum measure of 
Poisson’s ratio is therefore misleading after the formation of the vertical cracks. The average 
compressive strength obtained from ten brick units was 13.98 MPa (coefficient of variation 
was equal to 0.178). The Poisson’s ratio of the bricks determined in the early part of the load 
response was 0.25 (standard deviation was 0.15). 
The compressive strength obtained from the brick unit is significantly higher than the 
strength obtained from blocks of smaller size cut from the brick. This suggests the influence 
of end constraints from platens [18]. Both specimens had the same height but different cross-
sectional areas. The compressive response obtained from blocks cut from the brick units are 
representative of the unconfined behavior of the material. There is a significant influence of 
self-confinement on the compressive response obtained from the brick unit. Under an applied 
compression, the level of confinement would be the highest at the geometric center of the 
brick unit. Considering the confinement of the material, higher compressive strength is 
obtained from the brick unit. The unconfined compressive strength of the material obtained 
from the brick block is smaller than the strength of the brick unit. This factor is 
acknowledged in Eurocode for structural masonry and block strengths are normalized by 
applying an empirically derived shape factor to account for aspect ratio effects [19, 20] The 
aspect ratio (height/least width) for the brick unit is 2.0, and the correction factors for 
obtaining the unconfined compressive strength from the compressive strengths of the brick 
unit is 0.6. The unconfined compressive strength of the brick predicted using the correction 
factor is equal to 8.4 MPa, which is close, but higher than the value obtained from the blocks. 
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  (a)          (b) 
Figure 2: (a) Stress-strain response of brick unit tested in compression; (b) Typical failed 
specimen of brick unit. 
5 COMPRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OF MORTAR 
Mortar cylinder specimens were capped using a capping compound prior to testing. The 
axial deformation of the specimen was recorded using LVDTs attached to surface mounted 
rings over a gage length of 60 mm. The lateral expansion of the specimen was recorded using 
two LVDTs which were reacted off of the specimen at the mid-height location. During the 
test, the rate of displacement measured between the two platens was increased at the rate of 
0.6 mm per minute. Typical stress-strain behaviour of mortar specimens is shown in Figures 
3 (a) and (b) for the weak and the strong mortars, respectively. The onset of non-linearity in 
the compressive response is associated with an increase in the rate of lateral expansion. 
Comparing the two mortars, it can be seen that there is a significantly larger lateral strain at 
peak load in the weak mortar when compared with the strong mortar. This corresponds with 
the larger extent of cracking observed in the weak mortar when compared with the strong 
mortar. Significant dilatancy is observed in the post-peak part of the load response, where 
there is significant increase in the lateral strain. A comparison of the stress-strain curves of 
the two mortars are plotted on non-dimensional axes in Figure 3(c). The values of stress have 
been normalized with respect to the peak stress and the values of strain have been normalized 
with respect to the strain corresponding to the peak. The pre-peak responses of the strong and 
weak mortars are nominally similar. The strong mortar however exhibits a more brittle post-
peak response. The results from the mortar are summarized in Table 1. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
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(c) 
Figure 3: Stress-strain response of mortar (a) weak mortar; (b) strong mortar; and 
(c) compression responses of strong and weak mortars in a non-dimensional plot. 
6 COMPRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OF MASONRY 
The top and bottom surfaces of the masonry specimens were capped with a thin layer of 
gypsum to ensure uniform contact with the platens of the test machine. The front face of the 
masonry specimen was prepared for digital image correlation by creating a sprayed-on 
speckle pattern [21]. Local measurement of vertical strains are obtained from the average of 
two LVDTs fixed on the side surfaces between the 2ndbrick and 4thover a gauge length of 
160 mm. In a typical compression test, the rate of displacement measured between the two 
platens of the test machine was increased at a constant rate of 0.6 mm/minute. During the 
compression test, images of the specimen were captured for correlation using a high 
resolution camera (5 mega pixel). The camera was fitted with a 50 mm lens and was placed at 
a distance of 1 m from the specimen surface. Uniform light intensity was ensured across the 
surface of the masonry using normal white light. A schematic diagram of the test setup is 
shown in Figure 5. A reference image was captured in the undeformed state prior to the 
initiation of loading program. 
The typical stress-strain curves obtained from the surface mounted LVDTs are shown in 
Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) for the specimens made with the weak and the strong mortars, 
respectively. Specimens made with both mortars exhibited strengths which are lower than the 
compressive strengths of both the constituent materials. The results of the mechanical 
characteristics masonry are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1: Characteristics of mortar and masonry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Material Specimen size mm 
Strength 
(Std. Dev.) 
MPa 
E 
(Std. Dev.) 
GPa 
Peak 
strain 
(Std. Dev.) 
Strong Mortar 100 mm cylinder 30 
(1.75) 
26.5 
(0.442) 
0.0025 
(0.00043) 
Weak Mortar 100mmcylinder 9.36 
(1.77) 
8.0 
(0.176) 
0.00203 
(0.00024) 
Masonry with 
strong mortar 
220 × 100 × 380 
(l × b ×h) 
7.95 
(0.2) 
0.96 
(0.056) 
0.0083 
(0.00084) 
Masonry with 
weak mortar 
220 ×100 × 380 
(l × b × h) 
5.8 
(0.34) 
0.88 
(0.041) 
0.0082 
(0.0015) 
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While the peak loads are not significantly different, there are considerable differences in 
the load responses and modes of failure in the masonry specimens made from the two 
mortars.  
  
 
Figure 4: Load response of the stack bonded masonry prism with (a) weak mortar and (b) 
strong mortar. 
 
Figure 5 : Schematic test setup for masonry prism test 
Specimens with the weak mortar exhibit a significantly higher level of pre-peak non-
linearity. The response of specimens made with the strong mortar exhibit an almost linear 
response up to the peak load. The failure of specimens with the strong mortar was 
significantly more brittle with a very rapid decrease in load in the post-peak. 
7 ANALYSIS OF COMPRESSION RESPONSE 
A two-dimensional displacement field on the surface of the masonry specimen was 
obtained from cross-correlation of images the undeformed specimen with the image in the 
deformed state [22,23]. A subset size equal to 32x32 pixels was used for the correlation. A 
Quintic B-spline interpolation of the grey values was used to achieve sub-pixel accuracy. The 
cross correlation analysis of the digital images was performed using the VIC-2DTMsoftware, 
which maximizes the correlation coefficient between grey levels in the subsets in the 
reference and deformed images. Surface displacements and displacement gradients at each 
loading stage were calculated at each subset center, by evaluating the shape functions and 
their partial derivatives at the subset center. For the setup used in this study, the random error 
in the measured displacement is in the range of 0.002 pixels. Strains were computed from the 
(b) (a) 
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gradients of the displacements. A conservative estimate of the resolution in strain obtained 
from the digital correlation was 10  [24, 25].  
In masonry specimen with weak mortar, the crack initiation from the brick-mortar 
interface is shown in Figure 6(a).The load point at crack initiation is shown marked on the 
load response of the specimen in Figure 4(a). The formation of the crack coincides with the 
onset of non-linearity in the load response at an applied axial stress of 4.13MPa. The sharp 
profile of the crack is identified by closed contours with very high strain gradient in a small 
region. The displacement contours coalesce at the crack. On increasing the axial stress, the 
vertical splitting crack increased in length and the crack opening at the brick-mortar interface 
continued to increase. Subsequently, additional cracks were formed across the width of the 
specimens. Cracks in the specimen at an applied axial stress equal to 5.78 MPa are shown in 
Figure 6(b), where xx is plotted over an area spanning three bricks and including two mortar 
joints. The corresponding yy are plotted in Figure 6(c). Tensile splitting of the brick is driven 
by the differential lateral expansion of the brick and mortar at the interface, which results in 
the crack being the widest at the brick-mortar interface. In the contour plots of yy, some 
strain localization is evident at the interface between brick and mortar at these load levels. 
Very high strains occur in a small region located at the interface. The local strains in 
compression in the interface region indicate some localized crushing in the material. The 
splitting cracks are initiated at different locations along different brick-mortar interfaces. 
These cracks eventually grow vertically across multiple joints. Failure occurred when several 
cracks joined causing spalling of a piece of the masonry reducing the load carrying area. 
 
 
 (a)     (b)     (c) 
Figure 6 (a) Contour plot of xx over the surface of the masonry specimen with weak mortar 
at applied axial stress equal to 4.13 MPa; (b) Contours of xx at applied axial stress equal to 
5.78 MPa (b) Contours of yy at applied axial stress equal to 5.78 MPa 
In masonry specimen made with the strong mortar, cracking was observed at a higher 
load level when compared with the masonry made with weak mortar. As the strong mortar 
tensile strength is higher compared with the weak mortar, cracking occurs later in the load 
response. The strain contours in the masonry specimen at an applied compressive stress equal 
to 8.1 MPa (shown marked on the load response in Figure 4) are shown in Figure 7. From the 
strain contours of xx in Figure 7(b), the crack can be identified as starting from the mortar 
and it propagates into the brick. The corresponding vertical strain in the specimen is shown in 
Figure 7(c). Significant strain localization in yy occurs in the brick-mortar interface region. 
Therefore while the global strain in the brick is not high, the localization increases the 
magnitude of strain in a small region. The localization is likely attributed to the large 
difference in stiffness of brick and mortar. The brick is much softer compared to the mortar 
and hence cause axial strain accumulation at interface. The formation of the crack in the brick 
leads to a release of stress and loss of confinement from the mortar. The failure strength 
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therefore approaches to that of unconfined brick strength. The ultimate failure was produced 
by global instability caused by the localized crushing and spalling of material from a small 
region.   
 
 
  (a)              (b)                        (c) 
Figure 7: Strain contour plot at mortar joint in prism specimen with 1:3 mortar at axial 
compressive stress equal to 8.1 MPa: (a) Area Of Interest used for correlation; (b) xx contour 
showing crack initiation from the mortar joint; c) yy contour showing strain localization at 
the mortar brick interface.  
8 CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the experimental program indicate that the compressive strength of the 
masonry made with soft brick is lower than the compressive strength of both brick and mortar 
irrespective of mortar strength. For a large increase in mortar strength, a small increase in 
masonry strength will be obtained. Compressive strength of masonry is insensitive to the 
mortar strength but the failure mode is directly influenced by the mortar strength relative to 
that of brick. For soft bricks, where the elastic modulus of brick is lower than the elastic 
modulus of the mortar, failure in both low and high-strength mortars is associated with 
cracking in bricks, which is initiated in the mortar. 
Failure in low strength mortar is produced by spalling associated with vertical cracking in 
bricks. Failure in masonry with high-strength mortar is more brittle and is produced by 
localized crushing of bricks near the brick-mortar interface. Severe localized crushing of 
brick close to the interface at a value of stress close to the unconfined compressive strength of 
the brick material is produced. Failure is produced by the local crushing of the material 
leading to global instability  
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Longitudinal Reinforcement Limits in RC Vertical Elemets Based on 
Creep and Shrinkage Prediction Models 
Najeeb Shariff and Devdas Menon
Dept. of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai, India 
Abstract 
International codes of practice specify limits on reinforcement percentage in Reinforced 
Concrete (RC) columns and walls. The upper limit to reinforcement is usually attributed to 
congestion of rebars. However, an additional check on tensile stress in concrete, as a 
consequence of restrained shrinkage due to high steel ratio, is necessary. Similarly, the lower 
limit to reinforcement is generally attributed to accidental loading and crack control. 
However, passive yielding of steel on account of excessive compressive stress due to creep 
and shrinkage in concrete must also be checked. This paper compares the creep and shrinkage 
strains predicted using four models, viz. ACI 209, EC2, CEB-FIP MC10 and GL2000, for 
different cross-sections, grades of concrete and humidity ranges, in addition to different ages 
of concrete. These strains are used in computing the reinforcement limits for RC columns and 
walls based on analytical method suggested by Lin and Furlong, 1995. Based on the design 
life of the structure, geometry, material properties and environmental conditions, 
reinforcement limits are proposed. Finally, the reinforcement ratios are checked against codal 
provisions, and it is established that the additional checks proposed are required in some 
cases for maximum steel ratio. However, the minimum steel ratio in columns can be lower 
than the values specified in codes, provided accidental loads and crack-widths are taken care 
of. 
Keywords: Concrete; creep; shrinkage; reinforcement limits; prediction models.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Vertical elements in buildings such as columns and structural walls are critical elements, 
as distress in these elements may have serious implications on the structural integrity. Careful 
assessment of strains (both instantaneous and long-term) is important. Concrete exhibits long-
term strains due to dimensional instability under ambient conditions, mainly due to loss of 
adsorbed water from the hydrated cement paste. Presence of reinforcement in RC members 
alters their time-dependent response. International codes of practice recommend maximum 
and minimum reinforcement percentage limits for columns and structural walls [1-5]. The 
limit on maximum reinforcement percentage is provided to avoid congestion of rebars, which 
would otherwise lead to improper concreting. Additionally, the maximum reinforcement 
percentage limit ensures that the tensile stress developed in concrete due to restrained 
shrinkage (caused by the high steel percentage) does exceed its capacity. Similarly, although 
the main intent behind specifying minimum reinforcement percentage is to cater to the 
accidental loads, in addition to keeping a check on the crack widths, minimum steel is also 
necessary to prevent passive yielding of reinforcement [6]. Maximum and minimum 
reinforcement percentage limits specified by different international codes for columns and 
structural walls are tabulated in Table 1 and 2 respectively. 
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Table 1: Comparison of maximum reinforcement percentage limits for columns and structural 
walls with respect to different international codes 
Code Columns Structural Walls
ACI – 318 (2014) 4.0% 4.0% 
AS 3600-2009 4.0% 4.0% 
CAN/CSA-A-23.3-04 8.0% 8.0% 
EN 1992-1-1-2004 4.0% 4.0% 
IS 456-2000 6.0% 6.0% 
Table 2: Comparison of minimum reinforcement percentage limits for columns and structural 
walls with respect to different international codes 
Code Columns Structural Walls
ACI – 318 (2014) 1.0% 0.12% < 16ϕ bar
0.15% otherwise
AS 3600-2009 1.0% 0.15%
CAN/CSA-A-23.3-04 1.0% 0.15%
EN 1992-1-1-2004 Max (0.1N/fyd, 0.2%)
where N – axial load; 
fyd - design yield strength of steel
0.20%
IS 456-2000 0.8% 0.12% < 16ϕ bar
0.15% otherwise
In the present study, rigorous analysis based on the creep and shrinkage prediction models 
for plain concrete, available in literature (ACI 209, EC2, CEB-FIB MC10 and GL2000) is 
carried out [4,6,7,8]. The time dependent strains have been worked out for three classes of 
structures: (i) temporary or low importance structures having a design life of 10 years, (ii) 
normal structures having a design life of 50 years, and (iii) important structures having a 
design life of 100 years. Further, normal strength concrete (M30) and high strength concrete 
(M60) are parameters used to predict the strains. Studies have shown that ambient relative 
humidity (RH) is one of the most important parameters in long-term strain development and 
hence, in the present study two conditions viz. (i) dry – 50% RH and (ii) wet – 80% RH, are 
used. The analytical method proposed by Lin and Furlong is used to calculate the time-
dependent strains of RC members along with the longitudinal reinforcement limits [8].  
2 PREDICTION MODELS FOR PLAIN CONCRETE 
Accurate prediction of time-dependent strains in concrete is complex. However, 
simplified models have been developed, which are used in practical design. Four popular 
models have been chosen in the present study. 
i. The ACI 209 model was first proposed in 1971 and was developed by Branson 
and Christiason (1971). This was later modified and improved in ACI 209R-82, 
ACI 209R-92 and ACI 209.2R-08. This model is simple to use, as it requires 
minimal input. However, since it is empirically derived, it has inherent 
uncertainties and limitations on the range of applicability. The ACI 209.2R-08 
model is popularly used in the design of concrete structures [10].  
ii. The International Federation for Structural Concrete (fib), in association with 
CEB, proposed a Model Code for Concrete Structures in 1978. A subsequent 
edition of this code (MC90) was proposed in 1990. Recently, a more improved 
version of the Model Code (MC10) was released in 2010. The creep and shrinkage 
model proposed in this code is mainly derived from the work of Müller and 
Hilsdorf (1990).  
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iii. Eurocode 2 has also proposed a model to predict creep and shrinkage strains in 
concrete. This model is very similar to the CEB fib model; however, there are 
slight variations in the equations proposed to predict shrinkage strains.  
iv. Gardner and Lockman (2001) proposed the GL2000 model which was basically 
intended for design office use. The proposed model is simple and requires 
minimal input parameters. The main advantage of this method is its applicability 
to any chemical or mineral admixture.  
3 INFLUENCE OF REINFORCEMENT ON TIME DEPENDENT STRAINS 
Creep and shrinkage strains in steel are only marginal when compared to that in 
concrete. This results in lesser creep (εcr) and shrinkage strains (εsh) in reinforced concrete 
than in plain concrete. Due to the unequal strains in concrete and steel, there is an interaction 
between the two. As concrete undergoes time-dependent deformation, the compressive load 
is transferred to the steel reinforcement. In addition to the elastic strain due to loading, the 
steel reinforcement is now subjected to time-dependent strains as well. When this strain value 
exceeds the yield strain in compression, passive yielding of reinforcement occurs. This 
necessitates a lower limit on the steel reinforcement. A schematic representation of the time-
dependent deformation in RC column of height (l) is shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of time-dependent deformation in an RC column 
Here εl is the time-dependent deformation resisted by the steel reinforcement. 
Due to the effect of shrinkage in concrete, compressive force is transferred to the 
longitudinal steel reinforcement. Since the reinforcement resists this compressive force, an 
equilibrating tensile stress is developed in the concrete. When this tensile stress exceeds the 
direct tensile capacity of concrete, cracking occurs. This calls for a limit on the maximum 
steel reinforcement allowed in the column or wall,although sustained axial load on the 
vertical element reduces the possibility of cracking. 
 
    
    
εl (εsh+εcr)l
l
additional 
compressive strain 
in steel
free concrete 
shrinkage and 
creep strain
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4 REINFORCEMENT PERCENTAGE LIMITS 
4.1 Maximum Steel Ratio 
Shrinkage strain (εsh) for different cases can be computed from the models available in 
literature. The force resisted by the steel due to time-dependent deformation (Pres) is given in 
Eq (1). 
res sh s g gP E A            (1) 
where, Es – modulus of elasticity of steel 
Ag – gross cross-sectional area of the RC member 
ρg – ratio of area of steel to area of concrete 
When Pres is applied to the transformed area of the column, a tensile strain ε is developed in 
concrete. Eq (2) describes the tensile stress in concrete fct.
 
1
sh s g g
ct c
g g g g
E A
f E
A m A
 

 
 
 	

 
 
        (2) 
where m is the modular ratio and Ec is modulus of elasticity of concrete. 
As the reinforcement ratio increases, the tensile strain in concrete increases. However, 
presence of axial compressive load on the member minimizes the possibility of cracking and 
hence the elastic stress (fe) needs to be subtracted from the tensile stress in concrete. 
e c ef E             (3) 
Here, εe is defined as the strain under compressive loading. The following procedure is used 
to obtain the value of εe.
1.5 1.5 urDL LL P            (4) 
1.5 1.5 urDL DL P  ; where
LL
DL
        (5) 
 
1.5 1.5
urPDL



          (6) 
   
0.4
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
ur ck
e
g c c
P f
A E E

 
 
 
       (7) 
Tensile cracking in concrete due to restrained shrinkage from the reinforcement occurs when 
 ct c e tf E f
  ;   where 0.33t ckf f       (8) 
On substitution we get, 
max ( 1)
ct
g
sh s ct
f
E f m




 
          (9) 
where, 
DL – dead load 
LL – live load 
Pur – capacity of the column/wall 
ft – allowable direct tensile stress in concrete 
ρgmax – maximum steel ratio 
For different live load to dead load ratios (α) and different volume to surface area ratios 
(V/S), the maximum steel ratio is calculated using the εsh obtained from prediction models. 
ρgmax values for different cases of live load to dead load ratio, grades of concrete, 
ambient humidity and volume to surface ratios (V/S) are calculated. Higher V/S represents a 
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wall and lower V/S represents a column, i.e. for the same volume, a wall has higher surface 
area as against a column. Tables 3 to 5 show the ρgmax values for three ages: 10 years, 50 
years and 100 years respectively. 
It can be seen that for all three ages GL2000 model shows that ρgmax value can be less 
than code recommended 4%, when the live load to dead load ratio is high (in this case α = 3), 
grade of concrete is lesser (fck = 30MPa) and dry condition (RH = 50%). In all other models, 
ρgmax value was found to be higher than code recommendation. This is because GL2000 
model over estimates the creep and shrinkage strains of plain concrete. 
4.2 Minimum Steel Ratio 
Lower limit on steel ratio is a function of both creep and shrinkage strains. The stress in 
longitudinal reinforcement due to creep and shrinkage is expressed in Eq (10). 
 st s sh ef E     
         (10) 
where φ is the creep coefficient. 
Total stress in steel including dead load and live load is expressed as: 
   
1s s sh e c ef E mE      
         (11) 
The maximum allowable stress allowed in steel is taken as: 
s yf Rf           (12) 
Here R is taken as 0.87. 
ε in Eq (11) can be computed using the following expression: 
 min
min min1
g sh e
g g
m
m
  

 


          (13) 
On re-arranging, we get the minimum steel ratio (ρgmin) 
 
ming
sh em


   

 
          (14) 
 The present study is conducted using steel of yield strength 415 MPa and 500 MPa. 
However, the analysis revealed that there was no minimum limit on steel ratio for columns 
and walls for all conditions where were considered with respect to creep and shrinkage 
effects.
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
Maximum and minimum steel ratios are governed by creep and shrinkage strains in 
reinforced concrete columns and walls. International codes of practise have arrived at the 
reinforcement limits by considering these effects. However, the present study shows that 
creep and shrinkage in concrete has no effect on the minimum limit of steel ratio. With high 
yield strength bars available in market (with fy > 415MPa), the possibility of passive yielding 
of steel is completely eliminated. ρgmin is governed by accidental loading and crack width 
criteria. Further, using an appropriate model to predict the creep and shrinkage strain in 
concrete, rather than adopting a constant conservative value (commonly done in practice) will 
eliminate the constraint of maximum steel ratio limit in columns and walls with respect to 
creep and shrinkage. Congestion of reinforcement governs the ρgmax value. 
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ABSTRACT 
The general advantage of sandwich concept over monolithic concept is to increase the inertia 
of the member by keeping skin faces apart, resulting into increase in flexural rigidity. In this 
study, the sandwich panel was designed such that skins are made up of self-flowing-concrete 
& steel composite and are kept apart through connector provided in the form of web of 
profile sheet. Since concrete is weak in tension, a non –uniform cross section of profile sheet 
was used such that tensile flange area was more than compressive flange area. The used 
concrete along with steel in bottom skin will increase the flexural rigidity and provide cover 
to steel. Sandwich panel was designed aiming at complete failure should not happen either in 
compression, tension and core should be strong in shear till strain limit of 3500 micron strain. 
For the same dimension of sandwich panel (850 x 1800 x 150) mm, monolithic slab was 
designed and the performance of sandwich panel in terms of strength to cost and strength to 
weight ratio over monolithic slab have been investigated both theoretically and 
experimentally. The designed sandwich panel will aim to substitute flexural member slab, 
considering more strength for less weight and less cost.  
Keywords: Sandwich panel, self-flowing concrete, skin, core, failure
1 INTRODUCTION 
Sandwich panel is a composite structure element which means that two skins/faces and 
core are made up of distinct part or materials but are bound together to form an integral unit. 
The structure of sandwich panel follows a typical basic pattern that comprises of a relatively 
thin, stiff and strong skin enclosing a relatively thick and light core [1]. Sandwich panels are 
preferred in construction sector due to its numerous advantages enabling it as suitable 
structural component which can be customised to exhibit better axial or flexural performance 
based on the requirement to act as wall, slab or beam. Sandwich panels can also be used as 
service comfort element by providing perfect insulation against heat, cold and sound. In 
construction, where the cost increases with time, the sandwich panels can reduce time when 
prefabricated in mass in industries which will also help in maintaining better quality. Various 
studies have been reported where sandwich panel is constructed by using different types of 
skin and core such as i) textile reinforced concrete (TRC), ii) ultra-high performance 
reinforced concrete (UHPRC) , iii) carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites skin 
and autoclaved aerated concrete core, iv) Ferro cement encased aerated concrete sandwich 
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wall element, v) textile reinforced concrete facing and polyurethane foam core with discrete 
metallic connectors and stiffeners, vi) two concrete layers and internal insulation layer made 
up of expanded and extruded polystyrene with rigid polyurethane foam, vii) Polyurethane 
core, outer layer of glass fibre reinforced cement and steel laminates, viii) lightweight pre-
casting steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete (SFRSCC) panel [2-9]. 
Generally, in most of the cases, the skin of the sandwich panel is kept thin; hence, in 
combination of concrete and steel, steel is preferred as outer skin material [10-13]. Some 
studies were conducted where, steel has been used as core and concrete with enhanced 
strength have been used as skin [14-16]. In the present study, a sandwich panel is evolved 
with thin concrete steel composite skin and profile sheet core. The skin of the panel is the 
flange of profile sheet encased in self-flowing concrete to exhibit steel concrete composite 
behaviour and the web of the profile sheet act as core as shown in Fig 1. 
2 DESIGNING OF SANDWICH PANEL  
As such, there is no effective guidelines available for the designing of sandwich panel. 
Allen has suggested that using simple mechanics formulae, load for different failure mode 
can be calculated and lowest of these failure modes would govern the design of sandwich 
panel [17]. It was found that most common failure mode of the sandwich panel under flexural 
are: (i) compressive/ tensile failure of the skin (ii) shear failure of the core (iii) 
compressive/tensile failure of the core. In the present study, top skin, bottom skin and core 
are designed based on trial and error such that both materials used in construction of 
sandwich panel i.e. concrete and steel should be utilised to evolve the sandwich concept. 
In the present study, unsupported breadth to thickness ratio is maintained to be less 20, in 
order to prevent local buckling of plates. Hence for the 3 mm thick profile sheet, any 
unsupported portion of the top flange of profile sheet is limited to a width of 60 mm (IS 801 
clause 5.2.1.2). The profile sheet is fabricated with 2 numbers of 60 mm width compression 
flange as shown in Fig 2. Thickness of top skin ‘t’ was arrived based on trial and error such 
that strain across thickness lies in between 2000 to 3500 micron strain as shown in Fig 2. For 
t = 25mm, and total depth of sandwich panel D = 150 mm, the neutral axis depth xu was 
computed to be 68.75 mm using Eqn1 assuming the cross section of sandwich panel as 
balanced section. 
Fig. 1. Sandwich panel C/S
Fig. 2. Strain distribution across C/S of Sandwich Panel 
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                                                                                                            (1) 
With computed xu, strain  at level of t = 25 mm was computed to be 2300 micron strain 
so that the assumed thickness of top skin will not govern the failure of the sandwich panel 
due to compressive failure of top skin before the global failure of the sandwich panel. The 
stress –strain profile used in computing the capacity of sandwich panel is shown in Fig 3. 
Again, to have ductile mode of failure, tensile flanges of profile sheet was designed based on 
trial and error such that it should be designed as under reinforced section. The grade of 
concrete was taken as 55 MPa and the flexural strength was taken as 5.6 MPa. Total steel 
area provided in compressive side is 360 mm2 as mentioned in Eqn 2. For balanced failure, 
the amount of steel required in tension side is 4925 mm2 as mentioned in Eqn 3. For ductile 
mode of failure, 1650 mm2 steel area was provided as shown in Fig 4. Web of the profile 
sheet was designed based on shear load of 265.75 kN calculated as per two pint load as 
shown in Fig 6 and mentioned in Eqn 6, which was calculated based on minimum moment 
carrying capacity of sandwich panel under compression ‘M1’ and under tension ‘M2’ using 
strain and stress profile of concrete and steel as shown in Fig 5 and given in Eqn 4 & Eqn 5
i.e. M = min (M1, M2) = 66.43 kNm. For full composite action in sandwich panel, the top 
skin should not deform individually, so the thickness was cross checked using flexural 
formula as computed using Eqn 8. 
     (3) 
where = Concrete compressive strength = 55 MPa  
b = width of panel = 850 mm, t = thickness of top skin = 25 mm  
fy = steel yield strength = 256 MPa  
= Area of steel in compression = 360 mm2
= Area of steel in tension = 1650 mm2
Using trial and error, area of steel in tension side is provided as under reinforced section. 
Fig. 4. Cross section of Profile sheet 
75 mm 75 mm 400 mm 
Fig. 3. Force Distribution across c/s of Sandwich Panel
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Area of steel provided in tension side, (75 + 400 + 75) x 3 = 1650 < 4925.42
Moment carrying capacity of sandwich panel under compression ‘M1’
(55× 850 × 25 × 125) + (250× 360 ×125)      (4) 
= 157.34 × 106 N mm 
Moment carrying capacity under tension ‘M2’
(5) 
= 66.43 × 106 N mm 
Taking Moment carrying capacity of sandwich panel as M = min (M1, M2) = 66.43 kNm 
For two point loading under flexural load as shown in Fig 6, shear load can be calculated as : 
66.43 × 106 =                                                                 (6) 
Web area required = 
Web area provided = = 4 130 3 = 1560 >
So, web of profile-sheet is safe under shear. 
Udl load w =                                                       (7) 
External moment due to load M = 
The thickness of section to be provided for taking external moment of M kNm is calculated 
through flexural formula. 
L /3 L /3 
P/2 P/2
Fig. 5. Force distribution across sandwich panel c/s
Fig. 6. Two point loading detail
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                                                                             (8) 
Sandwich panel was designed aiming at top skin should be strong in compression, bottom 
skin should be strong in tension and core should be strong in shear. Sandwich panel, where 
both top and bottom skin comprises of steel – self flowing concrete composite and connected 
by web of profile sheet. Since in tension side, more steel is needed in compare to 
compression side, so non uniform cross section was designed. Continuous profile sheet was 
designed where the single profile sheet will act as composite in both top and bottom skin and 
it will resist shear by connecting both top and bottom skin. Using the continuous sheet to be 
used as in top and bottom skin, the web of profile sheet will serve dual purpose, act like 
connector as well as shear carrying member. Generally thin steel sheet are prone to buckling 
in compression region, but due to embedding the steel sheet in compression region inside 
self-flowing concrete, the concrete will provide lateral restraint to steel to prevent it from 
local buckling too. The designed sandwich panel will aim to use as substitute to flexural 
member slab where sandwich panel will aim to have high strength to weight ratio and less 
cost effectiveness in compare to slab. Other than that, the sandwich panel can also be 
preferred to use where extra construction is required for providing extra service like pipe, 
wire etc. in the slab since the core of the panel is hollow and it can also be filled with fire 
insulation or sound proof insulation material as per the requirement. 
3 DESIGNING OF SLAB 
Slab of dimension (850 x 150 x 1500) mm was designed using stress-strain profile as 
shown in Fig 7 as per IS-456 as given below. 
Taking 10 mm Ø Fe-415 @ 100 mm c/c for 2 layer as main reinforcement 
No. of bar in each layer = 
Area of main reinforcement provided =
=
For balanced section, =
= 15.48 mm
Slab Panel c/s Strain Profile Stress Profile
D= 150 mm  F1d xu  
P/2
0.42x 
F2
b= 850 mm 
Fig. 7. Force distribution across slab c/s
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F1 = (37867.5 x 15.48)/1000 kN = 586.18 kN 
d = (100-15-5-5) = 75 mm 
Moment carrying capacity of section = ‘M’= F1 × (d- 0.42 ) = 
= (586.18 × 1000 × (75-(0.42 ×15.48)))/1000000 kNm = 40.15 kNm 
40.15× 106 =
40.15× 106 =
P = 160.6 kN 
Where  
= Total Compressive Force 
F2 = Total Tensile Force 
= Concrete compressive strength 
= Width of slab 
= Depth of neutral axis 
= Yield strength of steel 
= Area of steel 
4 COST ANALYSIS OF SLAB AND SANDWICH PANEL 
Density of concrete ƍc = 2350 kg/m3
Density of steel ƍs = 7850 kg/m3 
Cost of concrete = 4 Rs/kg 
Cost of Steel = 55 Rs/kg
4.1 Sandwich Panel 
Total weight of concrete = 
Total weight of steel = 
Cost of concrete = 150 x 4 = 600 Rs 
Cost of steel = 42 x 55 = 2310 Rs 
Total cost = 2910 Rs
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4.2 Slab 
Total weight of concrete = 
Total weight of steel = 
Cost of concrete = 450 x 4 = 1800 Rs 
Cost of steel = 22.5 x 55 = 1237.5 Rs 
Total cost =3037.5 Rs 
5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON SANDWICH PANEL & SLAB 
The static flexural test was performed on slab and sandwich panel using universal 
hydraulic monotonic testing machine (capacity 50 tonne) in accordance with ASTM C393 
[18]. The load was applied at one third locations at a loading rate of 0.1 mm/min for both,
sandwich panel and slab of dimension (B= 850 mm, D = 150 mm, L=1800 mm, Leff = 1500 
mm), under simply supported condition. The width plate used at hinge and roller support 
location were 350 x 875 x 50 mm. The loading roller and support has diameter of 50 mm. 
The test was discontinued after the 40 % degradation in post peak region for safety purpose. 
The load and its corresponding deflection at mid span was studied experimentally. From the 
experimental study, the peak load for the Sandwich panel was 140 kN at deflection of 11.81 
mm and for the slab was 180 kN at deflection of 34.24 mm as shown in Fig 8.
 
6 CONCLUSION 
From the experimental studies as shown in the load deflection behaviour of Fig 8, both 
sandwich panel and slab showed ductile mode of failure for which it was designed also. The 
Fig. 8. Experimental studies on Slab & Sandwich panel
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same mode of failure in the sandwich panel as slab shows the compositeness in the sandwich 
panel. The maximum strength of the sandwich panel was 140 kN against theoretical 
calculated load of 265.75 kN. For the slab, the maximum strength was 180 kN against 
theoretical calculated load of 160.6 kN. Although the strength of sandwich panel was not to 
the full for which it was designed but the strength to weight ratio of sandwich panel was 0.7 
and that of slab was 0.4 i.e. the sandwich panel was found to have strength to weigh ratio 
twice in compare to slab. The sandwich panel was cost effective also in compare to slab as 
strength to cost ratio for sandwich panel was 20% less in compare to slab. 
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Pull-out Phenomenon of Synthetic Macro Fibres from a 
Cementitious Matrix 
Adewumi J. Babafemi and William P. Boshoff  
Unit for Construction Materials, Department Civil Engineering, Stellenbosch University, 
South Africa 
ABSTRACT
Studies to quantify the creep of cracked fibre reinforced concrete have seen a marked 
increase in recent times. Even though it is known that one of the mechanisms responsible for 
the crack widening of cracked macro-synthetic fibre reinforced concrete under sustained 
loading is fibre pull-out, this phenomenon is yet to be fully understood. It is uncertain 
whether fibre pull-out and lengthening are co-occurring within the matrix during sustained 
loading or if only the pulled out portion lengthens due to creep. This study, therefore, 
investigates the phenomenon occurring during the pull-out of synthetic macro fibres tested 
under sustained loadings. Three types of synthetic macro fibres were partially embedded in 
50 mm cube mortar specimens and were subjected to a 55% load of the average maximum 
pull-out load obtained from single fibre pull-out tests. The time-dependent pull-out 
displacement was studied in a controlled climate room. X-ray computer tomography (CT) 
images of specimens were taken at different pull-out stages to study the mechanisms during 
the fibre pull-out. The results have shown that fibre lengthening and pull-out co-occurring 
within the cement matrix are the phenomena occurring during increased crack widening of 
cracked macro synthetic fibre reinforced concrete. However, fibre lengthening is prominent. 
Keywords: Time-dependent fibre pull-out, pull-out creep, synthetic macro fibre, sustained 
loading, fibre creep. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Since the advent of synthetic macro fibres over two decades ago, it has seen a marked 
increase in usage in the construction industry as they are now being used to replace steel 
reinforcement and steel fibres in certain applications. Some areas of the application of 
synthetic macro fibres are precast structural elements, slabs on grade, industrial pavements, 
tunnelling, foot bridges, and concrete pipes [1-4]. Similar to their counterpart, steel fibres, 
significant improvement in the mechanical properties of concrete has been recorded with the 
use of synthetic macro fibres. Improvement in post cracking residual strength of the material, 
toughness, energy absorption capacity and impact resistance have been reported for macro-
synthetic fibre reinforced concrete (MSFRC) [1, 5]. The enhancement of these properties by 
the fibre relates to its bridging activity of cracked planes, hence controlling crack opening 
and propagation. In aggressive environments, MSFRC is however considered to perform 
better than steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) due to the resistance of the synthetic macro 
fibres to alkali and acids [6]. 
One critical issue with synthetic macro fibres is its significant low stiffness (4 –10 GPa) 
compared to steel fibres (210 GPa). This implies that during its bridging activity, deformation 
of the fibre could be expected. An earlier study by Babafemi & Boshoff [7] had revealed that 
fibre creep and pull-out are the mechanisms responsible for the time-dependent deformation 
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of MSFRC under sustained loadings. However, it is still uncertain if these mechanisms of 
fibre pull-out and lengthening are co-occurring within the matrix during sustained loading or 
if only the pulled out portion lengthens due to creep. This study, therefore, investigated the 
phenomenon occurring during the pull-out of synthetic macro fibres tested under a sustained 
load. 
2 MATERIALS AND TEST PROGRAMMES 
2.1 Concrete mix  
The composition of the mix design is shown in Table 1. The coarse aggregate had a size 
ranging from 4.75 to 6 mm. A well-graded locally available sand passing through a sieve of 
4.75 mm was used. The making and curing of test specimens were in accordance with EN 
12390–2 [8]. After casting, specimens were left in the moulds for 24 h, demoulded and cured 
in water tanks at a temperature of 25 ˚C until immediately before testing.
Table 1.  Composition of concrete mix 
Material type Volume 
(kg/m3)
Cement (CEM I 52.5) 395
Stone (Greywacke, 6 mm max.) 800
Sand (Malmesbury) 990
Water 190
Superplasticiser (0.4% by wt. of binder) 1.58
100 mm cube specimens tested following the procedure outlined in EN 12390–3 [9] had 
average 7- and 28-d compressive strengths of 43.8 and 55.1 MPa, respectively. Fibres were 
not added to the mix in the preparation of test specimens at the single fibre level (single fibre 
pull-out and pull-out creep tests).  
2.2 Synthetic macro fibres 
Three types of synthetic macro fibres were used in this research – embossed, flat and 
crimped. The properties of the fibres are presented Table 2.  
Table 2:  Properties of synthetic macro fibre 
Fibre type Fibre
design
ation
Fibre 
length
(mm)
Fibre
material
Spec
ific 
gravi
ty
Tensile 
strength
(MPa)
Modulus 
of 
elasticity
(MPa)
Cross-
section
Deformatio
n
EPC 
BarChip 
54
Fibre 
1 54
Modified 
Olefin
0.91 640 10 Irregular Embossed
Geotex 
600
Series
Fibre 
2 50
Poly-
propylene
0.91 450 1.8 – 3.0 Flat Corrugated
Geotex 
500
Series
Fibre 
3 50
Poly-
propylene
0.91 405 1.62 – 2.7 Round Crimped
2.3 Pre-damaging of fibres 
During mixing, the properties of the fibres are altered [10]. To simulate the actual state of 
fibres in a cement-based composites, a handful of the three fibre types were added to the 
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concrete mix shown in Table 1 during the mixing process. The fibres were added at the same 
time to ensure uniform mixing condition and time. After that, the fibres were picked out, 
washed cleaned and then used for the single fibre tests. The effect of mixing was visible on 
the pre-damaged fibres compared to virgin fibres. Fibres showed rough surfaces after the 
mixing operation.  
Due to the fibrillating nature of the flat fibre (Fibre 1), after mixing, the fibre showed 
different geometrical properties compared to the virgin fibre. It is expected that these 
differences in the geometrical properties would introduce large variability in the pull-out 
response of the flat fibres. 
2.4 Single fibre pull-out test 
The instantaneous pull-out test was undertaken in a monotonic test for the purpose of 
determining the maximum pull-out load from the load – slip relationship.  
2.4.1 Specimen preparation 
Before the casting of test specimens, the stones in the concrete were sieved out to obtain 
only the cement-sand paste. The cement-sand paste was cast into moulds already prepared as 
shown in Figure 1a.  
The specimen size for the instantaneous pull-out test (40 × 40 × 100 mm3) was obtained 
by using a wooden separator in a 100 mm cube size mould (Figure 1a). The specimens were 
cast in two layers with each layer vibrated. The pre-damaged fibres, which had already been 
marked to half their lengths, were then carefully and manually inserted into the midpoint of 
the surface area of each specimen. Thereafter, each mould, with 8 test specimens, were gently 
vibrated again to ensure the closure of voids created during the insertion of the fibres. Also, 
care was taken to ensure each fibre remains vertical (perpendicular to the inserted area) after 
the gentle vibration. Cast specimens are shown in Figure 1b. All test specimens were 
demoulded after 24 h and then cured in water at a temperature of 23 ºC until testing. Since the 
intent of the study is to understand the pull-out phenomenon of synthetic fibres, specimens 
were cured and tested on the 7-d.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Specimens’ moulds (b) Cast specimens showing inserted fibres
2.4.2 Test programme 
The test specimens were taken out of the curing tank, and the test was performed in a 
climate controlled room at a temperature of 23±1 ºC and relative humidity of 65±5%. The 
instantaneous single fibre pull-out test was performed in a Zwick Z250 Universal Testing 
Machine (Figure 2) with a capacity of 250 kN. However, due to relatively much lower pull-
out loads expected, a load cell with a capacity of 2 kN was interposed between the upper and 
lower clamps for accurate measurement of loads.  
To effectively grip the fibre without any slippage, a clamp with two steel plates 
(40 × 40 mm2) was fabricated and attached to the 2 kN load cell as shown in Figure 2. It was 
ensured that the fibre clamp gripped the fibre as close as possible to the specimen’s surface. 
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This simulates a pre-cracked fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) specimen. It was ensured that 
no load was applied to the fibre prior to the commencement of the test. It should be noted that 
the test specimen was clamped well below the maximum fibre embedment length to prevent 
any confinement pressure. The pull-out slip was measured using two 50 mm linear variable 
displacement transducers (LVDT) attached to a polyvinyl chloride strip which was in turn 
held in position by connection to the test arrangement. All tests were initially pre-loaded to 
10 N, thereafter, controlled at a displacement rate of 0.2 mm/s.  
Figure 2: Test setup for single fibre pull-out test 
2.5 Time-dependent single fibre pull-out test 
The pull-out creep tests were conducted to study the response of each fibre type to 
sustained load. The sustained load was 55% of the mean instantaneous single fibre pull-out 
load for each fibre type. 
2.5.1 Specimen preparation 
The specimens for the pull-out creep test were prepared using the same mix and procedure 
described in Section 2.4.1. However, specimen sizes for this test were 50 mm cubes produced 
using cement-sand mortar.  
2.5.2 Test programme 
The 50 mm cube specimens with the single embedded fibres were held in position by a 
hollow 100 mm cube square steel section shown in Figure 3a. The steel section was cut open 
at the centre, 25 mm width by 75 mm length (on one of the sides), Figure 3b. Perpendicular 
to this centre groove, an opening was created to allow for the placement of the test specimen.  
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Specimen position on offcut of square steel section for the pull-out creep test 
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On the opposite side of the opening, the steel section was drilled to accommodate a 10 mm 
threaded steel bar that connected the section supporting the test specimen to the creep frame 
as shown in Figure 4. 
The creep loads were applied using free hanging weights. The sustained load of 55% of 
the mean peak pull-out load obtained from the instantaneous pull-out test for each fibre type 
was applied after due calibration. The measurement of the time-dependent pull-out 
displacement for each fibre was started immediately after the weights were applied to each 
fibre. 
The time-dependent pull-out displacement was measured optically using a microscope 
with an attached 3.1 mega-pixel Leica EC3 camera. A reference photo was initially taken 
before the creep load was applied and other photos taken as defined periods throughout the 
test. The internal diameter of the nut on the fibre clamp was used as the scale reference for 
the determination of the pull-out displacement of each fibre over time.  
Figure 4: Time-dependent pull-out creep test setup 
2.6 Computer tomography (CT) scan test 
The pull-out creep test specimens were subjected to CT scans to understand the pull-out 
phenomenon of synthetic macro fibre from the cementitious matrix. Three specimens were 
scanned at a time, one for each fibre type. At such times, the specimens were unloaded, taken 
for CT scans and reloaded again. The scanned images were studied and correlated with the 
measured pull-out displacement to deduce if fibre pull-out and lengthening were occurring at 
the same time or if the fibre lengthening only occurred on the pulled out portion of the fibre. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Single fibre pull-out test result 
Four test specimens were used for each fibre type to investigate the pull-out response 
under monotonic loading. The time-dependent sustained pull-out load was also based on a 
percentage of the mean maximum pull-out load obtained from the instantaneous pull-out test. 
3.1.1 Pull-out response of Fibre 1  
The result of the pull-out response of Fibre 1 is presented in Figure 5a. The result shows a 
mean ultimate pull-out load of 261 N with a coefficient of variation of 8%. This indicates a 
good consistent ultimate pull-out load for all the fibre samples. 
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However, beyond the ultimate pull-out load, two forms of responses can be observed. 
While fibres for Specimens 2 to 4 fractured beyond their ultimate pull-out load, showing a 
sudden drop in load, Specimen 1 shows significant energy absorption capacity until complete 
pull-out from the matrix. Figure 5b shows each fibre after the pull-out test, specimens 1 to 4 
from left to right, respectively. The peak load and the post peak response are governed by the 
bond strength between the fibre and matrix. The bond strength is in turn influenced by the 
stiffness of the fibre and its surface geometry. While some previous works have reported 
complete fibre pull-out [7, 11], the embossed surface configuration and somewhat high 
stiffness of the Fibre 1 synthetic macro fibre is believed to have increased the bond between 
the fibre and matrix. Hence the rupture observed. 
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Single fibre pull-out result for Fibre 1 
3.1.2 Pull-out response of Fibre 2  
Figure 6a presents the monotonic pull-out response of the flat fibre (Fibre 2). Evidently, 
the result shows a significant variation in the peak loads of the four specimens with a 
maximum and minimum of 61 N and 9.4 N, respectively. This variation in the peak loads is 
expected as previously explained in Section 2.3 In fact, some virgin fibres were already 
splitting on delivery. Figure 6b shows the corresponding fibres pulled out from the matrix for 
Specimens 1 to 4. The low pull-out load also attests that flat fibres with smooth surface have 
a very poor bond with cement matrix as also reported by Singh et al. [12].  
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Single fibre pull-out result for Fibre 2 
3.1.3 Pull-out response of Fibre 3 
The result of the fibre pull-out response of the crimped Fibre 3 is shown in Figure 7a. The 
mean peak load of the four specimens is 81 N with a coefficient of variation of 4%. Three of 
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the fibres pulled out completely while one fractured at peak load. It should be noted, 
however, that the fracture of the fibre occurred at the clamp and therefore believed to be 
caused by the clamping force. The effect of the crimped configuration can be seen in the 
post-peak region with a considerable energy absorption capacity and toughness compared to 
Fibre 2. Figure 7b shows that the fibre lost their crimped configuration due to lengthening 
after been pulled out with a wool-like hair around the embedment length. 
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Single fibre pull-out result for Fibre 3 
3.2 Time-dependent single fibre pull-out creep test result 
3.2.1 Pull-out creep response of Fibre 1  
The result of the pull-out creep of the two specimens with Fibre 1 tested under a sustained 
load of 143.6 N (55% of the mean monotonic pull-out load) is shown in Figure 8. Significant 
instantaneous displacement is observed in both specimens after the application of loads. It 
should be noted that Specimen 1 used for the CT scan, hence, it was unloaded and reloaded a 
number of times. While Specimen 1 sustained load up to 22 d, Specimen 2 pulled out from 
the matrix after 26 mins. Evidently, deformation is larger after the initial period of loading 
(instantaneous deformation), but the rate soon decreases as loading time increases. The 
complete pull-out of the fibres is believed to be due to bond loss between the fibre and the 
matrix as a result of fibre lengthening during pull-out. 
Figure 8: Pull-out creep of Fibre 1 from cement matrix 
3.2.2 Pull-out creep response of Fibre 2  
Figure 9 presents the result of the pull-out creep of Fibre 2. Creep load was initially at 
50% of the maximum load (61 N) obtained from the pull-out test but was later increased to 
55%. Specimen 2 was used for the CT scan to study the pull-out phenomenon. The fibres 
failed by complete pull-out from the matrix after the last measurements were taken.  
Specimen 1 Specimen 2 
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Earlier days of testing showed more creep than the latter ages. Compared to the 
performance of Fibre 1 (Specimen 1), Fibre 2 showed lesser time-dependent pull-out creep. 
The fibres failed by complete pull-out from the matrix.  
Figure 9: Pull-out creep of Fibre 2 from cement matrix. 
3.2.3 Pull-out response of Fibre 3  
Here (Figure 10), specimens failed by complete pull-out from the matrix on the 
application of 55% of the mean maximum load obtained in the single pull-out test. Specimens 
1 was unloaded and reloaded at intervals for performing CT scans on the specimen. 
Displacement rate was also higher at earlier ages and then decreased with time, and the 
crimped configuration straightened out after fibres pulled out from the matrix. 
Figure 10: Pull-out creep of Fibre 3 from cement matrix 
3.3 CT scan results of single fibre pull-out creep test  
The results of the CT scans are shown in Figure 11. For each specimen, CT scans were 
done 24 h and 15 d after loading. At 24 h of loading, significant pull-out displacements have 
been recorded using the optical measurement. However, CT scans taken after unloading test 
specimens at 24 h show that the fibre ends (within the matrix) did not experience any 
displacement. This is an indication of fibre lengthening proportionally to the matrix 
displacement without pulling out. This displacement relaxes soon as the specimens were 
unloaded. After reloading, a slight displacement is observed at the end of each fibre type in 
the second images, 15 d after test commenced. This shows the fibre pulling out from the 
cement matrix. Optically compared to the scaled displacements, the pull-out displacements 
measured was typically 20 times more than the pull-out at the end of the fibre (inside the 
matrix). 
This is an indication that fibre lengthening, leading to loss of bond at the fibre/matrix 
interface, and thereafter, pull-out occurring are the phenomena responsible for the pull-out of 
synthetic macro fibres in a cement matrix. These phenomena occurred simultaneously in the 
matrix. However, the fibre lengthening is much more prominent than the fibre pulling out 
from the surface of the matrix.  
Specimen 1 Specimen 2
Specimen 1 Specimen 2
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Figure 11: CT scans of fibres embedded in cement matrix (a) Fibre 1 (b) Fibre 2 (c) Fibre 3 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the pull-out phenomenon of synthetic macro fibre from cement matrix have 
shown that the failure mechanisms of cracked macro synthetic fibre reinforced concrete are 
fibre lengthening (fibre creep) and time-dependent pull-out, both co-occurring. However, this 
study has revealed that fibre lengthening is prominent.  
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Impact of C3A Content on the Chloride Diffusivity of Concrete 
Q. H. Vu, G. Pham, A. Chonier, A. Bauland, G. Pommier and F. Moro 
LafargeHolcim Research Center (LCR), France 
ABSTRACT 
The tri-calcium aluminate (C3A) content in cement has been known to impact significantly on 
the chloride binding capacity of concrete. However, little has been done on how this impact 
would affect the chloride diffusivity of concrete measured with a migration test. Some data 
collected from the literature and from LCR internal research projects have shown that 
concretes with low C3A content cement have systematically higher chloride diffusivity than 
those with high C3A content cement. In adding pure synthesized cubic C3A into ordinary 
Portland cement (OPC) at 5% by mass, it was found that the chloride diffusivity of concrete 
can be significantly reduced for low water to binders ratio (W/B=0.4). For high water to 
binders ratio (W/B=0.66), the impact is lesser. 
Keywords: Chloride diffusivity, migration test, C3A content
1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the main causes of deterioration of buildings exposed to marine environments or 
de-icing salts is the corrosion of steel rebar due to chloride attack. In order to prevent 
buildings from damages, construction standards require the use of chloride resistant concrete 
in case of risk, according mainly to the so-called “Prescriptive Approach”. The principle of 
this approach is to fix a minimum compressive strength class and a threshold for several 
parameters in the mix-design of concrete, e.g. the W/B ratio, the minimum cement content, 
the maximum additions content, etc., depending on the risk classification [1]. However, this 
approach has shown its limitations and during the last decades, another approach considered 
more scientific has been being implemented. This new approach, called “Performance-Based 
Approach”, consists in evaluating the durability performance of concrete based on a set of 
appropriate durability indicators but no longer on its mix-design and its compressive strength 
[2-3]. For the case of chloride attack, the most important indicator is the chloride diffusivity 
(apparent diffusion coefficient). This indicator allows classifying the resistance of concrete to 
chloride ingress. Additionally, together with the environmental exposure conditions, it can be 
used as input for estimating the service life of structures [4-5]. 
According to many of actual standards, the chloride diffusivity of concrete is measured 
using an accelerated chloride migration test which can last from 24 h to several days. Several 
authors have highlighted the impact of the chemical composition of the cement used, 
especially the amount of alumina, on the chloride binding capacity of concrete [6-13].
However, little has been done on how this impact would affect the chloride diffusivity 
measured with a migration test, given the short duration of this latter. Spiesz et al. [14], in 
calibrating their transport model on experimental data, have demonstrated that an important 
amount of chloride could be bound during migration test even for a very short duration of 6 h.  
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In this study, the impact of C3A content on the chloride diffusivity of concrete was 
considered only for OPC systems. In the first step, a bibliographic search was performed to 
collect data on concretes with low and high C3A content cement from the literature and from 
different internal research projects at LCR. In the second step, pure synthesized cubic C3A
was added into OPC at 5% by mass. Concretes with two water to binders ratios (W/B=0.4 
and W/B=0.66) were produced using both plain OPC and C3A added cement and the impact 
of C3A added was highlighted. 
2 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING DATA 
In this section, some data collected from the literature and from different internal projects 
at LCR were analysed. 
2.1 Data in the literature 
Saillio [15] has investigated the impact of the mineralogical composition of OPC on the 
chloride diffusivity. Two cements with 9.91% and 2.38% C3A content (following Bogue’s 
calculation) were used to produce concretes with the same mix-design. The W/C ratio was 
0.53 and the mass of cement was 300 kg/m3 of concrete.  
The chloride diffusivity (Dapp) was measured following a protocol similar to NT Build 
492 [17] but using different equipment.  
Figure 1 : Chloride diffusivity of concretes with low and high C3A content cements, Saillio 
[15] 
The result is presented in the Figure 1. It was observed that the chloride diffusivity is 
significantly higher for concrete with low C3A content cement.  
Maes et al. [16] have shown similar trend (Figure 2) in using two OPCs with 7.92% and 
2.5% C3A content (following Bogue’s calculation). Concretes were produced using both 
cement with the same mix-design (W/C=0.45, 350 kg of cement per m3 of concrete). The 
chloride diffusivity was measured following NTBuild 492 [17].  
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Figure 2 : Chloride diffusivity of concretes with low and high C3A content cements, Maes 
[16]  
2.2 LCR internal data 
Several data have been collected from different projects realized at LCR. The C3A
content was about 7% for OPCs with high C3A content and about 2.5% for OPCs with low 
C3A content (following Bogue’s calculation). 
The chloride diffusivity was measured after 90 days of moist curing following the French 
standard XP P18-462 [18]. The cylindrical concrete sample is fixed between two cells 
containing 0.1M NaOH and 0.1M NaOH + 0.5M NaCl solutions. A 20-25V voltage is
applied between two opposite faces of the sample. The test duration can vary from 2 to 7 days 
in general and is estimated based on the electrical current measured at the beginning of the 
test. 
Two concretes using high and low C3A content cements with the same mix-design 
(W/C=0.45, 400 kg of cement per m3 of concrete) are considered first (Figure 3). It is also 
clear that the chloride diffusivity of concrete is significantly higher with low C3A content 
OPC. 
Other results are presented in the Figure 4. 
 It is found that for concretes with high C3A content, there exists a good correlation 
between the chloride diffusivity and the W/C ratio. When putting data obtained with low C3A
content concretes, an important gap can be observed. Concretes with low C3A content cement 
tend to have sensitively higher chloride diffusivity.   
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Figure 3 : Chloride diffusivity of concretes 
produced at LCR using low and high C3A
content cements (same mix-design)
Figure 4 : Chloride diffusivity of concretes 
produced at LCR using low and high C3A
content cements with different mix-designs
Together with data collected from the literature, it can be concluded that high C3A
content OPC (C3A content from 7%) is in general sensitively more chloride resistant than low 
C3A content OPC (C3A content lower than 3%). However, it is not obvious to conclude if this 
behaviour is directly related to the C3A content because other mineral phases also vary with 
this latter, which results in other differences as the global hydration degree, the amount and 
types of hydrates formed. 
3 IMPACT OF PURE C3A
As illustrated above, high C3A content OPC is in general significantly more chloride 
resistant than low C3A content OPC. However, the C3A content may not be the only cause of 
difference because the whole mineral composition varies also. In order to decouple the 
impact of C3A from other factors, it was decided to add pure synthesized cubic C3A at 5% by 
mass into OPC to artificially increase the total C3A content. The content of other mineral 
phases in the new binder can be considered as unchanging given the small amount of pure 
C3A added. 
The mineral composition of plain OPC analysed by Rietveld X-ray diffraction and the 
main oxide composition of synthesized C3A analysed by X-ray fluorescence are given in the 
Table 1.  
Table 1 : Composition of OPC and synthesized cubic C3A (in % by mass) 
OPC C3A
C3S 60.6 CaO 63.48
C2S 16.3 Al2O3 35.80
C3A 6.5 SiO2 0.08
C4AF 9.8
Concretes were produced using plain OPC and C3A added OPC with two water to binder 
ratios (W/B=0.4 and W/B=0.66). The mass of binder was 380 kg and 280 kg per m3 of 
concrete for W/B=0.4 and W/B=0.66, respectively. 
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The chloride diffusivity was measured after 90 days of moist curing following the French 
standard XP P18-462 [18]. 
Figure 5: Chloride diffusivity of concretes produced with plain OPC and C3A added OPC 
The comparison result is shown in the Figure 5. For W/B=0.4, it is clear that adding pure 
C3A reduces significantly the chloride diffusivity of concrete. The effect seems to be lesser 
for W/B=0.66. This may be explained by two reasons. Firstly, for high W/B ratios, the porous 
network is strongly open so that chloride ions can migrate easily and the migration part 
becomes dominant compared to the binding part related to the added C3A. It can be seen for 
plain OPC that the chloride diffusivity is nearly quadrupled by passing from W/B=0.4 to 
W/B=0.66. Secondly, since the C3A adding rate was always 5%, the mass of added C3A was 
smaller for W/B=0.66 than it was for W/B=0.4 (i.e. 14 kg against 19 kg per m3 of concrete). 
Therefore, the binding effect of added C3A could be lesser for W/B=0.66.    
It is also noted that pure C3A was added into an OPC whose C3A content was already 
quite high (6.5%). In using a low C3A content OPC as reference (C3A content < 3%), the 
impact of added C3A would be expected to be more significant.   
4 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES  
In this study, the impact of the C3A content in OPC on the chloride diffusivity of concrete 
measured with migration test was highlighted.  
Data collected from the literature and from different internal projects at LCR showed that 
high C3A content OPC (C3A content from 7%) confers to concrete sensitively lower chloride 
diffusivity than low C3A content OPC (C3A content lower than 3%) does. 
The impact of the C3A content was equally decoupled from that of other mineral phases 
in OPC in adding pure C3A into a reference OPC containing 6.5% C3A. The impact of added 
C3A was sensitively seen for low W/B ratio (W/B=0.4) while it was lesser for high W/B ratio 
(W/B=0.66). 
It is recommended from this study that the C3A content of cement must be seriously taken 
into account in formulating chloride resistant concrete. In the case that the use of low C3A
content cements is required, it is necessary to raise the awareness of the detrimental effect on 
the chloride resistance of concrete.  
Following this study, some future works should be envisioned: 
 Impact of pure C3A added into low C3A content OPC (C3A content < 3%) 
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 Impact of the quantity of pure C3A added into OPC  
 Impact of reactive alumina content in pozzolanic additions (fly ash, pozzolan, 
metakaolin)   
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Easy Evaluation of Air-Void Systems in Concrete as Spatial Point 
Processes 
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ABSTRACT 
Air-void systems in concretes were treated as spatial point processes. The spacing between 
air voids in concrete was evaluated by the statistics functions for the process. The R software 
was used to calculate the functions. Air voids in real concretes look clustered since aggregate 
particles prevent their random arrangement. However, comparison of the air-void systems in 
real concrete and the simulated systems confirms that air voids can be regarded as random 
points dispersed within a cement paste matrix. This means that any air-void systems in 
concretes can be simply represented by random point patterns. A characteristic distance of the 
random distribution of air voids was defined by the nearest-neighbour distance function. The 
characteristic distances in real concretes were almost comparable to the spacing factors 
defined in ASTM C457. Furthermore, the characteristic distances in the simulated point 
patterns were also almost the same as the spacing factors. The characteristic distance can be 
used as a new parameter to evaluate air-void systems in concretes. Otherwise, the proposed 
method using the point process statistics can be an alternative way to obtain the spacing 
factor of ASTM easily. 
Keywords: Air voids, point process, spatial statistics, spacing factor, R software, simulation
1 INTRODUCTION 
Frost resistance is an important performance required for concrete in cold climates. The 
most effective and common means to provide the frost resistance with concrete is to entrain a 
proper amount of air in concrete. To entrain the air, various types of air-entraining (AE) 
agents have been widely used. Taking account of the mechanism by which concrete is 
protected from the frost action, the spacing between air voids must be less than a certain 
distance. In this regard, the spacing factor is considered as a more important parameter than 
the absolute amount of air. To examine whether a proper air-void system is present or not in 
concrete, the number of air voids should be counted under a microscope, following the 
procedure specified by ASTM C457[1]. However, this procedure is quite time-consuming 
and needs skills and experiences in petrographic examination of concrete. Therefore, for the 
sake of simplicity, the total air content is generally used for judging whether or not the 
concrete is properly designed to have required frost resistance. However, it should be noted 
that an air content in fresh concrete is not necessarily the same as that in hardened concrete.  
It is more than half a century since the basic concept of the spacing factor was proposed 
by Powers [2]. The spacing factor has been still considered as a useful parameter to evaluate 
air-void systems in concrete. However, it should be also noted that the air-void structure in 
which the spacing factor is defined is a virtual system in which mono-sized air bubbles are 
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regularly arranged in a cement paste matrix. If there is a reliable technique available for 
evaluating real air-void systems as they are, we should use it. This is the strong motivation of 
this study.  
These days, IT has made a remarkable progress in various techniques to examine 
concrete. Sophisticated equipment combined with personal computers are commonly used in 
routine examination of concrete properties. Observation of air bubbles in concrete is no 
exception. It is easy to obtain high resolution digital images with various types of 
microscopes and digital cameras. Furthermore, theories for spatial data analysis or modelling 
have been developed with powerful numerical analysis techniques [3]. Not only the amount 
of air bubbles but also their spatial arrangement are directly evaluated from the digital 
images. Real distribution of air bubbles in concrete can be evaluated with a spatial statistical 
background. It is not necessary to change a real air-void system into a virtual regular 
arrangement as in the definition for the spacing factor. In addition, a free software package of 
R that can analyse a spatial data set can be downloaded [4]. If the package is used for 
analysing air voids as spatial data, any sophisticated programming or numerical analysis 
techniques are not required for concrete practitioners to calculate statistical functions of air-
void distribution in concrete. The authors have pointed out that the treatment of air-void 
systems as spatial point processes is quite useful for evaluating air-void systems in cement 
pastes and mortars [5]. Once digital images of air voids are acquired by any procedures, a 
characteristic distance which is comparable to the spacing factor is immediately evaluated 
without following the time-consuming procedure specified by ASTM. 
In this study, the easy technique mentioned above is applied to air-void systems in 
concretes containing different amounts of air. Images of air voids acquired with a commercial 
flatbed scanner are analysed as a spatial data set. The characteristic distance determined by 
the point process function is compared with the spacing factor defined in ASTM. 
Furthermore, using the R package, air-void systems in concretes are simulated as random 
processes. Characteristics of the simulated spatial structure of air voids are also compared 
with the real structure. The treatment as a 2D point process is proposed as an easy and 
reliable method to examine air-void systems and estimate the spacing factor in concrete.  
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Materials and specimens 
The cement used was an ordinary Portland cement. River sand and gravel (maximum 
size=25 mm) were used as fine and coarse aggregates, respectively. The water/cement ratios 
of concrete were 0.40 and 0.55. Air contents of the concretes were changed by the amounts of 
AE and AE-water reducing agents. Mix proportions of the concretes are shown in Table 1. 
Prism specimens of 100×100×400 mm were produced in accordance with JIS R5201. They 
were demolded at 24h after casting. They were then cured in water at 20ºC for 7 days. 
Table 1: Mix proportions of the concretes
W/C
Mix C1-1 C1-2 C1-3 C2-1 C2-2 C2-3
Point density (/mm2) 1.00 1.36 2.30 0.58 1.10 1.55
Average air void diameter (μm) 124 131 133 131 156 171
Air (hardened) (㸣) 2.0 3.0 5.2 1.6 3.9 7.8
0.40 0.55
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2.2 Image acquisition 
At the age of 7 days, slices about 15 mm thick were cut from the concrete prisms. They 
were finely polished with abrasive SiC papers. To distinguish aggregate particles from the 
surrounding cement paste matrix, the polished surfaces were treated with a solution of 
phenolphthalein. Ten images of each concrete specimen were acquired with a conventional 
flatbed scanner [6]. Then the treated surfaces with the phenolphthalein solution were dyed 
with a black ink. Air voids on the surfaces were filled with a white powder of calcium 
carbonate (mean diameter = 12-13 μm). Then the surfaces were scanned again to obtain 
images of air voids. The resolution of the images obtained by the scanner was about 30 
μm/pixel. 
2.3 Image analysis 
Images used in the analysis are shown in Fig. 1. All the relevant information as spatial 
data was extracted from an original scanned image (Fig. 1(a)). Aggregate particles were 
segmented on the basis of brightness and chromaticity (Fig. 1(b)). Air voids were directly 
segmented from the scanned images of the black-coloured cross sections (Fig. 1(c)). 
Considering a common range of air-void diameters, small isolated voids of one pixel were 
deleted as noises or other defects in the images. The residual voids were regarded as air 
bubbles. The area fraction of them was simply obtained by image analysis. Centroids of each 
air void  ( ) were also obtained by the image analysis procedure. Then all the air 
voids were converted to a set of spatial points of which positions agreed with the centroids of 
original air voids (Fig. 1(d)). The set of those points was regarded as a spatial point 
process . Air void characteristics evaluated by the image analysis are 
given in Table 2.  
Table 2: Air void characteristics in scanned images of concretes
Mix
W/C
 (᧡)
Slump
 (cm)
Air
  (᧡)
W C S G
C1-1 2.5±0.5 686 1033 0.001 13.0 2.8
C1-2 4.5±0.5 665 1002 0.002 17.0 5.0
C1-3 7.0±0.5 639 963 0.012 16.0 7.4
C2-1 2.0±0.5 785 1045 - 17.0 1.7
C2-2 4.5±0.5 754 1008 0.002 16.5 4.0
C2-3 9.0±0.5 707 941 0.010 17.0 9.0
Sand/total
aggregate
ratio
 (᧡vol.)
0.25
55 42.9 15±2 175 318 0.25
40 39.9 15±2 175 438
Unit Content (kg/m3)
AE water
reducing
admixture
(%wt./C)
AE
admixture
(%wt./C)
Measured
Slump
(cm)
Measured
Air  (᧡)
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2.4 Calculation of spatial point process statistics 
2.4.1 Point intensity 
The point intensity of the point process was determined by the following equation. 
(1)
where N(W) is the total number of points in an observation window W. A(W) is the area of 
the whole observation window.  
2.4.2 K-function and nearest-neighbour distance distribution function 
The K-function and the nearest neighbour distance function (G-function) of a point 
pattern were calculated using Eqs.(2) and (3) [7]. The calculated K-function was converted to 
the L-function (Eq.(4)). All of those functions were calculated using a package “spatstat” of 
the R language [4].  
(2)
(3)
 
(4)
Where ,  and  are the functions for edge correction.  is the 
indicator function, i.e. equal to one if its argument is true and zero otherwise.  is distance. 
is the shortest distance from each point to the edges of the window W. The variable is 
the distance to the nearest other point in the point process. A schematic drawing of the 
nearest neighbour distance function is shown in Fig. 2. It is a probability distribution function 
of distance from a point  to the nearest neighbour  ; . The function is 
expressed as a cumulative probability function. A median distance R50 is defined as a 
parameter corresponding to the cumulative probability of 50% (Fig.2 (a)). In this procedure 
to determine the median distance as a characteristic for a given air-void system, the sizes of 
air bubbles are ignored. On the other hand, the spacing factor of ASTM considers the mean 
size of air bubbles. Therefore, a characteristic distance  which considers the sizes of air 
voids is defined by Eq.(5) (Fig.2(b)). Where  is the mean diameter of air voids, and 
discussed later.  
(5)
2.4.3 Spacing factor of air voids  
Using the images acquired in 2.2, the spacing factor  of ASTM C457 was calculated by 
Eqs. (6) and (7). 
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Figure 3: Correlation between point density and air content in concrete
(6)
 
(7)
 
(8)
where P is the volume fraction of cement paste. A is the volume fraction of air in concrete. 
is the specific surface area of air bubbles. It is calculated from Eq.(8) .  is the mean area of 
air bubbles. It should be mentioned that all the parameters in Eqs.(6)-(8) including  are 
calculated using the image analysis software. The procedure such as the linear traverse
specified in ASTM C457 is not used in this study at all.
2.4.4 Simulation of air-void distribution  
Using the package “spatstat” mentioned above, random points of which density is equal to 
 are generated as a binomial point process. The simulated process is considered as a 
completely random point process . The L-function and G-function of   were also 
obtained, following the same procedure as for . The simulation as a binomial point process 
was repeated 20 times for each scanned image. Then the 95% confidence intervals of the L-
function and G-function were determined from the simulations of 200 times. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Simulation of air-void systems 
Fig.3 shows the relationship between the point density and the air content in the 
concretes. There is a good correlation between them. The point density increases with the 
increase in the amount of air volume. If the plot against the extreme air content of 9% is 
ignored, the relationship seems to be expressed with one regression line regardless of w/c.
From the viewpoint of stereology, generally speaking, the point density cannot be directly 
related to the number of points as 3D objects (i.e. air bubbles). However, air bubbles in 
concrete are convex with sphere shapes. Therefore, we can assume that one air bubble does 
not produce two cross sections in a 2D plane. Thus the point density can be regarded as a 
parameter of the air content in concrete. If the air content is increased extremely, coalescence 
of air bubbles occurs in the limited volume of cement paste matrix. Thus the point density did 
not greatly increase in spite of entraining air by the high volume of 9%.   
An example of comparison between real ( ) and simulated ( ) processes is shown in 
Fig.4. The process  was produced by generating the same number of points as  in the 
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compliment area of aggregate particles.  Exact locations of each point in the simulated 
process are clearly different than those in the real process . However, at first glance, there 
is no difference in an impression between the two processes.  In the real process, the regions 
of a high point density and the ones of sparse points coexist in the whole cement paste matrix. 
These features are also seen in the point process generated by a simple random simulation 
technique. 
㻞㻜㼙㼙
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Figure 4Distribution of air voids : (a)real concrete (b)simulation as a binomial process with 
the same point intensity 
 
Fig.5 shows the L-functions of air voids in real concretes and the confidence interval that 
was determined from 200 simulations as a binomial process [8]. The L-functions of the real 
processes are greater than those of the Poisson point process ( ). As expected, air 
voids in concrete make a clustered pattern if the whole observation field is taken as a 
reference area. In other words, effects of aggregate particles on interrupted arrangement of air 
voids are properly evaluated by the L-function. If air voids are simulated as a point pattern in 
a limited area of cement paste matrix, the nearest neighbour points of air voids happen to be 
very close each other. This results from ignoring the size of air voids in the simulation. On 
the other hand, the nearest neighbour point in a real air-void system must be a certain 
distance away from its neighbour points since two voids have their own sizes. Therefore, the 
L-functions of the simulated patterns are plotted above the Poisson point process while the 
functions of the real processes are always smaller than the Poisson process in a range of short 
distances. In other words, the functions of the real processes have x-intercepts. Therefore, 
strictly speaking, the air-void systems in the concretes are not completely random in terms of 
point process statistics. However, in view of the functions in the distance range greater than 
about 100 μm, all the L-functions are plotted within the confidence intervals. Therefore, the 
air voids can be regarded as a random point process if they are present at certain distance 
away. Then we can assume that those points are dispersed independently without any 
influence from other points. This suggests that the air-void systems in the concretes can be 
represented by generating random points in the cement paste matrix.  
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Figure 5: L-functions of air voids in concretes
Fig.6 shows the nearest neighbour distance functions of the point processes  of real air 
voids. Like the L-functions in Fig.5, the nearest neighbour distance functions show that air 
voids cannot be regarded as random processes in the range of short distances. However, the 
functions are again plotted within the confidence intervals at the median distances 
corresponding to the probability of 50%. This means that the real distributions of air voids are 
included in the population set that has the same point density as the original pattern in real 
concrete. Therefore, the median distance that specifies the spatial distribution of air voids 
may be also estimated from the random simulation without observing or analysing real air 
voids in concrete. This would be beneficial to evaluation of air-void systems in concrete. 
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Figure 6: G-functions of air voids in concretes
Fig.7 shows the relationship between the median distances  of the real air-void 
systems and the ranges of confidence intervals that are determined from 200 binomial 
simulations. The median distance decreases with the increase in the point density, as 
expected. Further, the median distances are inside the confidence intervals at the low point 
densities. They approach to the upper limits of the intervals as the point density increases. 
This also results from ignoring the size of air voids. However, the differences in distance 
from the intervals are quite small even at the greatest point density. It is at most a distance of 
one pixel (i.e. 30 μm). Thus a simple simulation that generates random points in the cement 
paste matrix gives approximate values of the median distance between air voids in real 
concrete. In other words, real distances between air voids in concrete can be estimated from 
the simulated point patterns. 
3.2 Characteristic distance L’ as spacing between air voids
Both the median distance  and the characteristic distance are defined for a 2D point 
process (Fig.2). On the other hand, the spacing factor  defined in ASTM C457 is the mean 
value of the longest distance from an arbitrary location in the cement paste matrix to the 
nearest surface of air voids in concrete. To calculate the spacing factor L, a real air-void 
system is converted to a virtual 3D regular arrangement of mono-sized air bubbles. 
Therefore, those characteristic values of  and  are defined for different spatial 
arrangements of air voids, respectively. It may be irrelevant to discuss equivalence between 
the 2D real distance  and the 3D virtual distance  in detail. However, this is of interest 
since the 2D real distance could be used as a parameter instead of the spacing factor L. 
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Figure 8: Regular arrangement of air voids and 
a spacing factor defined in the cubic 
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If the shape and size of air bubbles are assumed, the number of points observed in a 2D 
unit area can be related to the number of points in a 3D unit volume. Then the characteristic 
distance  in the 2D area can be compared with the distances in the 3D regular arrangement 
of voids in which the spacing factor  is derived. Here the particle size distribution of air 
voids appeared in a 2D plane is assumed the same as that of air bubble spheres in 3D space. 
Then the mean diameter  of the spheres in 3D space is obtained as the mean diameter 
of the voids appeared in the images. The 3D number density  of spherical particles can be 
estimated from 2D section, using the DeHoff-Rhines relation (Eq. (9)) [9].  
(9)
where  is the number of particles per unit area (= the point density ). is the mean 
diameter of air bubble spheres in 3D space (= ). is the number of spheres per unit 
volume (= the point density ). Taking account of the fact that air bubbles are present in the 
cement paste matrix phase in concrete, the number of air bubbles per unit volume of the 
cement paste matrix is given by Eq.(10).  
(10)
where p is the volume fraction of cement paste in concrete. The reciprocal of  is the 
volume of a cubic which is provided for one point (i.e. one air bubble). Half the diagonal 
length of the cubic  is given by Eq.(11). The spacing factor is equal to the half of the 
length subtracting the mean diameter from the diagonal length. Thus the spacing  in a 
point process assuming the DeHoff-Rhines relation is given by Eq.(12). It should be noted 
that the value of  has the same physical meaning as the spacing factor  of ASTM C457
(Fig.8).  
(11)
(12)
Fig.9 shows the relationship between  derived from the 2D point patterns and the 
conventional spacing factor L of ASTM. The distance  is almost the same as the spacing 
factor . It is well known that the measurement of the spacing factor  is quite time-
consuming, and requires experiences in petrographic examination of concrete. On the 
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contrary, it is quite easy to obtain  once the images of air voids are converted to 2D point 
processes. As mentioned above, it should be noted that is analogous to in its geometrical 
meaning. Therefore, it seems that   may be used as a parameter to characterize the distance 
between air voids instead of the spacing factor .
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Figure 9: Relationship between the spacing 
factor L and the distance LD
Figure 10: Relationship between the 
characteristic distance and the distance 
Fig.10 shows the relationship between  and , which is a characteristic distance of real 
point distribution. Difference between the two distances decreases with the increase in point 
density. This means more homogenous distribution of air voids takes place at high point 
densities in 3D space so that local variation in terms of spatial statistics is decreased. In other 
words, as the point density increases, the mean distance between air voids gets close to the 
half of the diagonal length of the cubic from which the spacing factor is derived. To confirm 
this behaviour, the simulation in which the point density was gradually increased was carried 
out. The characteristic distance  was obtained from the nearest neighbour distance 
function at each point density. The simulation was executed for the concrete mixture of C2-2
since its air content was within a range in ordinary concrete. Simulation of binomial point 
process was repeated 200 times.  Then the mean value of the median distance  from the
simulation and the half of the diagonal length ( ) of the cubic are plotted against the 
point density (Fig.11). When the point density is small (i.e. a little air content), there is an 
appreciable difference between the two distances (i.e. and ). However, there is little 
difference at greater point densities. For example, the point density ranging from about 0.8 to 
2.2/mm2 corresponds to the concretes that have an air content of 3 to 7%. In this range, the 
difference between the median distance and  is at most 30µm (i.e. one pixel). 
Therefore, it is found from Fig.11 that almost the same distance as the spacing factor can be 
easily estimated from , without following the procedure of ASTM C457. Again it should 
be noted that the median distance was easy to obtain if the R package was used.  In 
conclusion, if point process statistics is applied to air-void systems in images, a distance 
parameter is easily obtained by combining the data of image analysis and the R calculation. 
The parameter of point process statistics is quite comparable to the spacing factor which has 
been used as a unique parameter for air-void systems in concrete. Therefore, instead of 
following the procedure of ASTM to measure the spacing factor, it would be much easier to 
evaluate L from R50.  
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
A simple procedure to analyze spatial distribution of air voids in concrete was proposed. 
The method is based on second-order statistics of spatial point processes. A software package 
to calculate the relevant statistics on air voids can be downloaded from the R site. Therefore, 
it could be easy for practitioners to introduce the technique into routine works for examining
air-void systems in concrete. The characteristic distance as a parameter for the air-void 
system was also proposed. The major results obtained in this study are summarized as 
follows; 
(1) There is a good correlation between the air contents in fresh concretes and the point 
densities of air voids observed in hardened concretes.  
(2) Air voids are dispersed randomly in the cement paste matrix in concrete except a range 
of short distances between them. The characteristic distance of real air-void system was 
defined by the nearest neighbor distance function. It is easy to obtain the characteristic 
distance with R. Furthermore, the distance can be also estimated from the simulation in 
which the point density is the same as in real concrete. The R package is also used for the 
simulation.  
(3) The characteristic distance estimated from the point process statistics agreed quite well 
with the conventional spacing factor.  
(4) The median distance of air-void systems approaches to the length corresponding to 
the spacing factor as the air content increases.  
(5) The median distance and the resultant characteristic distance can be regarded as 
parameters for air-void systems. They can be also used as an alternative for estimating 
the conventional spacing factor. 
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A Bayesian Approach to Assess the Influence of Coarse Aggregate 
on the Chloride Test Outcome 
Naga Pavan Vaddey, Mahmoud Shakouri and David Trejo 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR, 97331, USA. 
Abstract 
Chlorides in concrete can result in premature corrosion of the reinforcement steel and can 
reduce the service life of reinforced concrete structures. Correctly assessing the initial 
chloride content requires information on the variation of the chloride concentration 
distribution throughout the procured samples. Because concrete is a heterogeneous material, 
understanding how mixture proportions can affect the chloride concentration is important. 
The present study takes a Bayesian approach to determine how the unbalanced distribution of 
coarse aggregates in concrete can result in variability in chloride measurements. Concrete 
specimens were cast with 0.25% admixed chlorides by the weight of cement with coarse 
aggregates meeting ASTM C33 grade No.67. After curing, specimens were cut at different 
depths, and the proportions of the coarse aggregates for each layer were determined using 
quantitative image analysis. Two hierarchical Bayesian models were developed by relating 
the measured acid-soluble chloride concentration as the response variable to different coarse 
aggregate size ranges.  Results show that the total proportion of coarse aggregate is an 
influential factor. Increase in coarse aggregate content leads to a reduction in the measured 
chloride content.  The proposed model can be used as a quality control tool for making more 
informed decisions regarding the expected initial chloride content in fresh concrete. It can 
also be used to determine the number of samples that are required for a reliable test program. 
Keywords: Initial chloride, coarse aggregate, variability, Bayesian 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Corrosion of reinforcing steel can reduce the service life of concrete structures. A study 
by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration estimates that the annual corrosion costs for the 
infrastructure sector to be more than $22.6 billion [1]. Chlorides in concrete are one of 
several major factors responsible for the initiation of reinforcement corrosion.  
Chlorides can be introduced into concrete systems in various ways. Constituent materials 
of the concrete such as cement, water, aggregates,and admixtures can contain chlorides. 
These are referred to here as initial chlorides (Ci). Exposure of concrete structures to 
chloride-laden environments, including seawater and de-icers, can also introduce chlorides 
into the hardened concrete through various transport mechanisms. These are referred to here 
as penetrated chlorides (Cpen). Regardless of how chlorides enter the concrete, reinforcement 
corrosion initiates when the chloride concentration at the steel-concrete reaches some level, 
commonly referred as critical chloride threshold (CT). 
Due to the deleterious nature of chlorides in concrete, U.S. organizations, including the 
American Concrete Institute (ACI) and many state highway agencies (SHAs), specify 
allowable admixed chloride limits (CA) for concrete. The objective of these limits is to lower 
the risk of corrosion caused by the initial chlorides (i.e., Ci CA). Standard documents that 
specify CA limits direct the users to follow the test methods developed by the American 
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Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) or by the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). However, neither the ASTM nor the AASHTO test 
standards provide information regarding the number of samples required to test Ci.  Different 
sample sizes can result in significantly different mean chloride test results (Ctest). The 
variability of Ctest, if not considered, could lead to unrepresentative results and variability. 
That is, a result could indicate that the concrete has a chloride concentration greater than the 
allowable chloride when in fact it doesn’t (Ci<CA<Ctest; i.e., a false-positive). False-negative 
could also occur with insufficient data since the Ci can influence the corrosion and long-term 
performance of reinforced concrete structures, it is essential that the measurement of Ci be 
representative of the actual value. A Ctest value that is over the CA limit can lead to significant 
testing costs, confusion, and litigation. Ensuring that the Ctest value represents the true value 
of Ci is essential. This requires a better understanding of the variability of chloride test 
results. 
The mean and variability of the chloride test results may be influenced by various factors 
including the heterogeneity of concrete caused by the presence of different sizes and 
proportions of aggregates. For instance, consider the two concrete cross sections “A” and “B” 
shown in Figure 1. Section “A” has smaller sizes and lower proportions of aggregate when 
compared to section “B.”Assume that both cross sections belong to the same concrete system 
containing overall 65% aggregates and 35% cement paste by volume of concrete. Also, 
assume that the initial chloride concentration of the concrete is 0.2% by weight of cement 
paste proportion in the mixture and the amount of chlorides in the aggregates is zero. Now 
consider that the concrete samples from sections “A” and “B” contain cement paste and 
aggregate proportions as shown in Table 1. If samples from “A” and “B” are tested for 
chlorides, the total chloride values expressed as the percent by weight of cement paste would 
be 0.29% and 0.11%, respectively. These values differ significantly from the overall initial 
chloride content of 0.2%. This is a result of the different volume of the coarse aggregate in 
the test sample. This level of variability in test results may expose contractors and designers 
to a great deal of financial risk and therefore, there is a need to account for such variability. 
Aggregate
A B 
Figure 1: Illustrative concrete cross sections with different aggregate profiles 
Table 1: Material proportions and chloride concentrations of different cases 
 
Cement paste 
(% total volume) 
Aggregate 
(% total volume) 
Chlorides 
(% wt. cement paste) 
Original 35 65 0.2 
Section A 50 50 0.29 
Section B 20 80 0.11 
This paper presents a Bayesian statistical approach to assess the influence of the different 
proportions of coarse aggregates on the chloride test results. Aggregates having a size greater 
than 4.75 mm (0.19 in) are considered as coarse aggregates in this study. Quantitative image 
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analysis is performed on the images of several concrete discs to obtain distributions of the 
different size ranges of the coarse aggregates. Chloride concentration of samples from each 
disc is then estimated using acid-soluble chloride testing. A hypothesis is developed to 
investigate whether the proportion of total coarse aggregate in a disk influences the measured 
acid-soluble chloride concentrations. Based on the significance of the hypothesis testing, a 
hierarchical Bayesian linear model is developed by relating the acid-soluble chloride 
concentration as the response variable to different coarse aggregate size ranges. Furthermore, 
the performance of the model is tested and compared with a single variable model using the 
total coarse aggregate proportion. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 Materials 
An ASTM Type I/II cement was used in this study. No supplementary cementitious 
materials were used. River sand complying with the fine aggregate grading requirements of 
ASTM C33was used for all mixtures [2]. Coarse aggregate met ASTM C33 grade 67 
requirements. Figure 2 shows the estimated size distribution of the coarse aggregates along 
with lower and the upper limits of different aggregate sizes. ACS grade NaCl was used for 
adding the initial chlorides to the concrete, and the amount of chlorides was determined 
through molar mass conversions. 
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Figure 2: Sieve analysis for coarse aggregate 
2.2 Specimen preparation and testing 
A concrete mixture with a cement content of 449 kg/m3 (756 lb/yd3), a water content of 
202 kg/m3 (340 lb/yd3), a coarse aggregate content of 929 kg/m3(1566 lb/yd3) and, a fine 
aggregate content of 697 kg/m3(1175 lb/yd3)was used in this study. Triplicate 150 mm (6 in) 
diameter by 150 mm (6 in)tall specimens were prepared with 0 and 0.25% admixed chlorides 
by weight of cement. Specimens containing admixed chlorides (0.25%) were cast by 
thoroughly dissolving the salt in water before mixing.  Specimens with no admixed chlorides 
exhibited little variation in test results and were used to estimate the mean background 
chloride content (Cbg) of the concrete. All specimens were subjected to moist curing for 28 
days before testing.  
Twenty 20 mm (0.79 in) thick discs were procured from three specimens containing 
admixed chlorides. All cut surfaces were air dried after cutting. Before grinding, a high-
quality picture of the cut surface was obtained for quantitative image analysis. Figure 3 
shows a sample image taken from a disk. Before processing the images, they were converted 
to 8-bit greyscale images. Then using Photoshop, the aggregates visible with the naked eye 
were colored black. This process was used to reduce the error in the image analysis of 
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aggregates. After this, the colored aggregates for each sample were isolated by bi-level 
thresholding using the brightness histogram in ImageJ software [3]. Finally, the areas and the 
proportions of aggregates with area greater than 17.72 mm2 (this is the area for a circle of 
4.75 mm diameter) were estimated.  
Figure 3: Image analysis for determining shape and distribution of coarse aggregates (a) 
original image; (b) enhanced image; (c) bi-level thresholding 
After image processing, an 1.5 mm (0.06 in) thick concrete section was ground from each 
surface using a profile grinder to obtain ~50 gm (1.76 oz) of powder material. The chloride 
contents of these samples were determined by performing the acid-soluble test as specified by 
ASTM C1152 [4]. 
[1] TEST RESULTS 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of coarse aggregates and the measured chloride content for 
all sections.  
Figure 4: Distribution of coarse aggregates and measured chloride contents 
The numbers outside the radial plot represent the sample numbers, and those just inside 
the outer ring represent the chloride concentration of the respective sample expressed as 
percent by weight of cement. The coarse aggregates were divided into three groups: 4.75 to 
9.5 mm (0.19 to 0.37 in), 9.5 to19 mm (0.37 to 0.75 in), and 19 to 25 mm (0.75 to 0.98 in).  
a b c
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The proportion of coarse aggregates relative to the section area ranged from 0.09 to 0.16 for 
the coarse aggregate falling in 4.75 to 9.5 mm group, 0.19 to 0.34 for the coarse aggregate 
falling in 9.5 to 19 mm group, and 0 to 0.06 for the coarse aggregate falling in 19 to 25 mm 
group.  
[2] BAYESIAN ANALYSIS 
The application of Bayesian models in the engineering fields have become increasingly 
popular among researchers in the recent years. Frequentists’ methods of data analysis are 
often accurate if the data meet a certain number of assumptions (e.g., normality and 
homogeneity of variance). In reality the collected data often do not meet such assumptions 
and the analysis is performed based on making approximations. Bayesian models, on the 
other hand are free from such restrictions and they provide a robust and coherent framework 
for data analysis. This section provides an overview of Bayesian model development to 
assess the influence of coarse aggregate size and proportion on chloride measurements. 
Let yi represents the measured chloride content of the ith sample. Also assume that yi 
follows a normal distribution such that yi~ (,), where  is the mean and  is the precision 
that is the inverse of the variance. Using the Bayes theorem, the conditional probability 
distribution for  and  given the data is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
, ,
, , ,
p p
p p p
p
θ τ θ τ
θ τ θ τ θ τ= ∝
Y
Y Y
Y
 (1) 
where Y is a vector of measured chloride contents, p(,|Y) is known as the posterior 
distribution, p(,) is the prior distribution, and p(Y|,) is the likelihood. By choosing a 
Gaussian prior for  such that  ~ ( ), and an inverse Gamma function as a prior on  
such that  ~ Gamma (,) where =1/2, the posterior for  and  can be obtained by using 
Eqs. 2 and 3. 
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When new data are available, the posterior distribution can be updated using Eq.1. 
However, it is often the case that the proportionality constant in Eq.1 makes the evaluation of 
the posterior distribution difficult. One solution to this challenge is to apply the Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation technique using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 
[5]. In this study, a parametrized model consisting of the likelihood, priors, and data were 
developed in Jags and used for MCMC simulation [6-7]. The model was defined using 
diffuse priors for  (i.e.,  ~ ( )), and  (i.e.,  ~ Gamma (0.01, 0.01)). MCMC was 
performed with four chains and 25,000 iterations for each chain [8]. Figure 5 shows the 
sampled MCMC chains and their corresponding diagnostic plots. 
Results show that the model performance is acceptable. No signs of orphaned chains are 
observed in Figures 5-a, and 5-e. The autocorrelation plots indicate that the model has no 
autocorrelation with a large effect size. The Gelman-Rubin convergence statistics (shrinkage 
factor) for the model parameters are very close to 1.0, and the superimposed density plots for 
different chains confirm that the model has converged. The value of the Monte Carlo 
standard error (MCSE) that represents the standard deviation of the sample mean in the chain 
is very low, indicating a stable parameter estimation. 
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Figure 6 provides information regarding the posterior distributions of the model 
parameters. Figure 6-a shows the histogram of the actual data with the superimposed 
posterior normal distribution for the chloride content concentration. The posterior distribution 
on  has a 95% highest density interval (HDI) extending from 0.229 to 0.249 percent by 
weight of cement. The 95% HDI for the mean excludes the actual value of the initial 
chlorides (0.265 % wt. cement). The posterior on the effect size, that is amount of change in 
chloride concentration relative to the standard deviation, has a large effect size mode with a 
95% HDI that excludes zero [9]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the measured chloride 
concentration in the samples is significantly lower than the true Ci.  The posterior distribution 
of the standard deviation has a mode of 0.022 with a 95% HDI that extends from 0.016 to 
0.032 suggesting low variability in standard deviation ().  
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Figure 5: Convergence diagnostics for model parameters 
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Figure 6: Posterior distribution of chloride content 
By hypothesizing that the proportion of coarse aggregates can be one of the factors 
contributing to the difference between the initial chloride level and the measured chloride 
concentration, two hierarchical Bayesian linear models were developed. The first model aims 
at modeling the relationship between measured chloride concentration, denoted as Y, and the 
proportion of three groups of aggregate with sizes ranging from 4.75 to 9.5 mm (0.19 to 0.37 
in), 9.5 to19 mm (0.37 to 0.75 in), and 19 to 25 mm (0.75 to 0.98 in). These three groups are 
denoted by X1, X2, and X3 respectively, and the normal linear model that relates Y to X1, X2, 
and X3 is given by: 
Y = Xθ+σε          (4) 
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where X is a n×p matrix of regressors,  is a p×1 vector of the coefficient of the 
regressors,  is the model standard deviation, and is an n×1vector of Gaussian white noise 
with the expected value of zero and variance of unity. If  =(,), then the posterior 
distribution of the unknown model parameters  can be written as: 
( ) ( ) ( )p L p∝ Y  Y 
  (5) 
where L(|Y) is the likelihood function of  for the given data and p()is the prior.  
To create a predictive model (hereafter referred to as aggregate range model), the 
experimental data were divided randomly into two groups. Sixteen data points were used as 
an in-sample training dataset, and the remaining four data points were used as an out-of-
sample dataset to assess the accuracy of the developed model, as follows: 
0 1 9.5 2 19 3 25.1 . . . 1, 2, ,16i mm mm mm iy X X X iθ θ θ θ σε= + + + + = 
 (6) 
The second model (hereafter referred to as total coarse aggregate model) was considered 
with the total proportion of coarse aggregate as the only independent variable given by: 
0 1.1 1,2, ,16i total iy X iθ θ σε= + + =    (7) 
The directed acyclic graph (DAG) for the model along with the selected priors for the 
modelare shown in Figure 7. The only difference between two models is that in the total 
coarse aggregate model only one set of priors are defined for 0 and 1, whereas in the 
aggregate range model a set of priors must be defined for each independent variable (i.e., X1, 
X2, and X3). 
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Figure 7: DAG model for multiple linear regression 
To accommodate outliers, a heavy-tailed t distribution is used such that y ~ t ( , , 
). A diffuse uniform prior is used for the scale parameter such that  ~ Uniform (1E-5, 
1E+1). This choice of a vague prior covers a broad range of values and because it is large 
relative to the data, it has minimal influence on the posterior. The normality factor  is set to 
have an exponential prior such that  ~ exponential (1/30). It should be noted that when  
exceed 30, the shape of the t-distribution becomes approximately normal. Two broad normal 
priors with the mean of zero and variance of four were used for the intercept and slopes of the 
linear model. 
Table 2 presents the summary of MCMC results for the aggregate range model. The 
negative mean values of the parameters in the mean column suggest that increasing the 
proportion of the coarse aggregates in the concrete mixture while holding other variables 
constant would result in the reduction of the chloride concentration. However, the 95% HDI 
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for the mean includes positive values which make it impossible to draw a definite conclusion. 
It is expected that with a larger sample size the range of the HDI is reduced and becomes 
closer to the estimate of the mean parameter.  
Comparing the parameters suggests that the coarse aggregates falling within the range of 
19 to 25 mm (0.75 to 0.98 in), followed by aggregates within the range of 9.5 to19 mm (0.37 
to 0.75 in) are the most influential parameter in this model. This is because aggregates are 
inert here and with the increase in the size of aggregates, less space is available for the paste, 
resulting in the reduction of chlorides in the section. The coefficient of determination for the 
aggregate range model shows that 0.5% of the variation in the chloride measurements can be 
explained by the proportion of the coarse aggregates in the mixture. Other sources of 
variability such as chloride binding, sampling technique, and test environments can 
contribute to the remaining variation. 
Table 2: Posterior Statistics of  for aggregate range model (R2=0.305) 
     HDI 
 low 
HDI 
 high 
Correlation coefficient 
 Mean SD Mode ESS 0 1 2 3   
0 0.308 0.07 0.31 12935 0.16 0.45 1   
1 -0.091 0.46 -0.12 3741 -1.02 0.818 -0.85 1   
2 -0.202 0.17 -0.16 1728 -0.54 0.142 -0.68 0.21 1   
3 -0.299 0.45 -0.32 2331 -1.17 0.621 0.52 -0.35 -0.60 1   
 0.023 0.00 0.02 12661 0.013 0.034 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.05 1  
 34.33 30.45 9.81 11498 0.876 95.20 0.05 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 0.19 1 
Table 3 shows the summary of the results for the total coarse aggregate model. Results 
show that the 95% HDI for the total aggregate proportion does not include zero. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that total aggregate proportion is an influential factor in determining the 
chloride content of concrete specimen.  
Table 3: Posterior Statistics of  for total coarse aggregate model (R2=0.31) 
Mean SD Mode ESS HDIlow HDIhigh 
0 0.326 0.04 0.32 15000 0.25 0.40 
1 -0.216 0.10 -0.20 15000 -0.41 -0.03 
 0.021 0.01 0.02 13386 0.01 0.03 
 35.89 31.05 11.22 11925 1.35 96.99 
To evaluate the prediction performance of the models, four data points that were not 
included in the initial model were used for making an out-of-sample prediction. The 
performance of the created models is assessed using mean square error (MSE), and their 
prediction performance is measuredby using the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) which 
is the average relative error of the predicted values from the observed values. Furthermore, 
the performance of competing models can be compared by using Akaike information 
criterion (AICc) [10] and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [11]. These two criteria 
determine how well the model fit the data. Thus, the model with the lowest values of AICc 
and BIC is preferred. AICc and BIC can be determined using Eq.7 and Eq.8, respectively. 
( )( )2 1
ln 2
1C
k kRSSAIC n k
n n k
× +
 
= + ×
 
− −
	 

  (8) 
where n is the number of data points, RSS is the residual sum of squares, and k is the number 
of parameters in the model, including the intercept and error term.  
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The accuracy of the models regarding MAPE, AICc, and BIC values are shown in 
Table 4. Per Table 4, the total coarse aggregate model, with respect to all the metrics, 
performs better than the aggregate range model in predicting the chloride content of a 
concrete section. 
Table 4: MSE, MAPE, AICc, and BIC values of the models 
Model MSE MAPE (%) AICc BIC 
Aggregate range model 3.91E-04 5.16 -53.75 -26.81 
Total coarse aggregate model 3.95E-04 3.97 -55.26 -28.33 
Figure 8 shows the predicted values of chloride content versus the measured values for 
the aggregate range model and total coarse aggregate model. The 1:1 line is used as a 
reference to check how close the predicted chloride contents are to the measured chlorides. 
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Figure 8: Predicted versus observed value of chloride content based on (a) aggregate range 
model, and (b) total coarse aggregate model 
3 CONCLUSION 
An understanding of the expected variation in chloride test measurements is essential to 
reliably assess the corrosion risk of initial chlorides in reinforced concrete structures. Several 
factors influence the variability of chloride test measurements. The objective of this study 
was to test the hypothesis if the proportion of coarse aggregates affects chloride 
measurements using Bayesian methodology. Results showed that the proportion of the overall 
coarse aggregate is an influential factor and an increase in the total coarse aggregate 
proportion leads to the reduction of chloride test result. Based on this finding, two Bayesian 
regression models were developed to fit the measured chloride test results against the 
proportions of coarse aggregates. One model considered the total proportion of coarse 
aggregates as an explanatory variable while the other considered the proportions of different 
coarse aggregate size ranges as the explanatory variables. The Akaike information criteria 
and Bayesian information criteria showed that using the total proportion of aggregates as 
opposed to the proportion of individual sizes of aggregates results in a more efficient 
predictive model. The proposed model can assist engineers and researchers to verify chloride 
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measurement results and reduce the error caused by non-uniform distribution of coarse 
aggregates in the concrete samples. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the most widespread methods to assess concrete ability to resist chloride penetration is 
the one described in ASTM C1202. This method consists in the determination of the amount 
of electrical charge that passes through a concrete sample in a 6 h period, whereas an 
electrical potential is applied. This highly empirical method has received some criticism due 
to its lack of representativeness of the actual process of chloride ingress into concrete. 
Moreover, the result of the test is a qualitative value that cannot be used for service life 
design based on performance. In this sense, even more practical methods can be considered 
with the same aim. This paper shows experimental results from the application of the method 
in ASTM C1202 and the measurement of resistivity in both conventional concrete and 
concrete admixed with slag and/or limestone powder, as these constituents significantly affect 
conductivity. A correlation between results from both methods is made, and some 
considerations are presented regarding the practicality of applying one method or the other in 
relation with the information they provide. The results reveal that the correlation between 
resistivity and results from ASTM C1202 is independent from the composition of the 
concrete. 
Keywords: Chloride migration, resistivity, slag, limestone powder. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Corrosion due to chlorides is a major issue regarding the durability of reinforced concrete 
structures in the marine environment. The ingress of chlorides into concrete leads to 
reinforcement pitting. In the marine environment, the presence of chloride in the surrounding 
atmosphere is inevitable, and chlorides eventually ingress into concrete. When certain 
chloride content is reached at the level of reinforcement, namely chloride threshold content, a 
localized rupture of the passive layer on reinforcement occurs. Then, the main factors that 
determine the time required for reinforcement depassivation in concrete in the marine 
environment are the porosity, the pore size distribution and the thickness of cover concrete. 
The chloride ingress profile (chloride content as a function of depth) in concrete in the 
marine environment depends on time [1, 2], environmental conditions, material properties, 
and the design and construction practices [3]. Transport mechanisms for the chloride ingress 
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into concrete are complex and combined with other interfering processes; its theoretical 
description is then not easy to complete. 
From a regulatory point of view, the quantification of the rate of chloride ingress into 
concrete is highly significant, not only as a way of establishing prescriptive criteria but also, 
and perhaps more importantly, to provide design tools for durability. An appropriate 
evaluation method shall be reliable, repeatable, representative, and practical and economical 
at the same time. 
Chloride diffusion tests require long-term evaluations, and they are then unsuitable for 
control procedures during construction. Several accelerated methods have been developed 
with the aim of assessing rapidly the rate of chloride transport in concrete. These experiments 
are based on an electric field imposed across the material that speeds up the ingress of 
chlorides. This electric field affects ions so that they migrate towards the oppositely charged 
electrode. The value of electrical potential gradient should be limited as high gradients in the 
electrical potential involve the development of heat that increases the temperature of the 
sample. However, even when transport indexes from diffusion and migration tests differ from 
each other, from the theoretical and the numerical points of view, a comparison is still 
possible for practical purposes [4]. 
One of the most widespread chloride migration tests is the so-called Rapid Chloride 
Permeability Test, described by ASTM C1202 [5]. Early since its implementation, this 
method has received some criticisms due to its lack of representativeness of the actual 
process of chloride penetration into concrete [6-9]. However, this criticism has not impeded 
that it is still one of the most used methods to assess the resistance of concrete against 
chloride penetration, probably due to the absence of a more simple procedure for the same 
purpose. 
In this sense, resistivity can also be proposed as a durability index in relation with 
chloride ingress. A correlation between concrete resistivity and chloride ingress has been 
indicated by both theoretical and experimental studies [10-12]. This relationship between the 
chloride diffusion coefficient and concrete resistivity has been suggested as inversely 
proportional, in relation to the fact that, for a particular pore structure, larger pore 
connectivity will lead to a comparatively lower resistivity and faster chloride penetration rate. 
Despite this, the method according to ASTM C1202 is still more widespread than resistivity 
regarding the evaluation chloride ingress rate. This is based on the assumption that it provides 
additional information than resistivity, as it includes a chloride solution in the procedure. 
However, it is unclear what additional information is provided, whereas any additional 
information is in any case only qualitatively included. Resistivity, on the other hand, shows 
the advantage of being much simpler and cheaper than any migration method. 
In this paper, results of chloride migration tests according to the ASTM C1202 method 
applied to concrete made with ordinary Portland cement, slag and limestone powder are 
presented and compared with the resistivity of saturated concrete. The proposed objective is 
to establish a basis for judging the suitability of ASTM C1202 method depending on its 
complexity in relation to the qualitative information it provides. The comparison includes not 
only conventional concrete but also concrete containing slag (as this constituent significantly 
affects the conductivity of concrete). 
2 ON THE ASTM C1202 METHOD 
The basis for the ASTM C1202 [5] method was developed by the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) of the United States in 1981. This method had a great diffusion 
initially, but it can currently be put into question in terms of its representativeness of the rate 
of chloride ingress and its qualitative nature. This is the reason for which it is restricted to the 
application of prescriptive design for durability. 
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A major issue regarding the representativeness of the method arises from the high 
electrical gradient that it is applied (60 V). This value results in significant heat development 
(depending on the electrical resistance of the sample) and a consequential increase in the 
temperature of the specimen. Thus, high conductivity concretes will increase temperature to a 
great extent, and therefore, the chloride penetration rate will increase as well. On the other 
hand, the resulting current through the sample is a result of the sum of all ions moving in the 
pore solution, not only chloride. This is one of the main reasons for which there are 
significant differences in cases in which mineral admixtures are used (especially slag), as 
they show a lowering action of the ionic strength of the pore solution. 
For practical applications, Berke and Hicks [13] proposed an empirical relationship 
between chloride permeability according to ASTM C1202, defined by the total electrical 
charge being transported (Qe), and the effective chloride diffusion coefficient (Ds) (Eq. 1). 
Ds = 0.0103·10-8·(Qe)0.84 [cm2/s] (1)
However, Qe must be considered as a merely qualitative factor. It is also very doubtful 
whether or not the chloride binding capacity of concrete can be fully developed in the short 
period during which the migration method is applied [14]. The recommended interpretation 
of results is made according to criteria in Table 1. Broad ranges of variation for the results are 
specified in the standard [5], 12,3% (1σ) and 42% (2σ) of variation between results from the 
same operator, increasing to 18% (1σ) and 51% (2σ) for inter laboratory results. These quite 
high variation ranges indicate a limited precision for a quantitative description of concrete 
properties. 
Table 1: Interpretation criteria for results from ASTM C1202 method [5] 
Charge passing (C) Penetrability of chlorides
>4000 High
2000 – 4000 Moderate
1000 – 2000 Low
100 – 1000 Very Low
<100 Despicable
Some studies have previously shown a direct relationship between the initial current and 
the charge passed during the 6 h that the test lasts, Qe [15-18]. Therefore, the results of this 
same method indicate that even with the experimental setup specified in the standard it might 
be unnecessary to conduct the test for 6 h considering that the initial measurement of the 
current might be sufficient, especially when Qe <1000 C. In addition, there are no reasons to 
believe that a different setup would lead to different results between the assessment of the 
initial current in the migration method and the measurement of the conventional bulk 
resistivity. 
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The studied concretes included the use of ordinary Portland cement (OPC), blended 
Portland cement (BPC, containing slag and limestone), blast furnace slag and limestone 
powder. Slag is the mineral addition that affects concrete resistivity the most and it is 
frequently used in ternary blends together with limestone powder. The aggregates used were 
two siliceous river sands, fine (FSS) and coarse (CSS), and granitic crushed stone with 
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19 mm of nominal maximum size (GCS). The proportions of studied concretes are presented 
in Table 2. The naming corresponds to the type of binder (N: pure OPC; E: OPC+slag; 
F: OPC+limestone; EF: OPC+slag+limestone; C: BPC), followed by the water to 
cementitious materials ratio (w/cm) multiplied by 100. For example, N35 refers to concrete 
made with OPC and w/cm = 0.35.
Table 2: Proportions of concrete mixes. 
Series N35 N40 N41 N45 N50 N60 E40 F40 EF40 C40 C60
w/cm 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.60
Materials (kg/m3)
Water 133 140 140 144 150 164 140 140 140 140 168
OPC 380 350 350 320 300 274 227 262 227 - -
BPC - - - - - - - - - 350 280
Slag - - - - - - 123 - 88 - -
Limestone powder - - - - - - - 88 35 - -
FSS 189 190 190 193 193 242 190 190 190 190 187
CSS 749 754 754 766 767 726 755 755 755 754 742
GCS 6-20 980 980 980 980 980 959 980 980 980 980 980
Water reducer (l) 6.2 5.9 5.25 6.0 3.6 2.74 4.9 4.2 4.1 5.25 2.80
Entrained air (%) 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.4 3.0 3.0
Properties
Unit weight
(kg/m3) 2404 2417 2404 2392 2404 2354 2392 2354 2385 2392 2354
Slump (cm) 8.0 10.0 8.0 6.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 7.0 10.0 10.0
Bleeding (%) <0.01 <0.01 n/d 3.03 0.40 n/d <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 n/d n/d
Porosity (%) 8.03 8.68 8.56 8.90 8.85 10.19 9.83 9.99 9.79 10.53 13.17
Compressive 
strength 28d (MPa) 60.2 53.8 51.2 48.3 44.3 36.7 52.6 42.2 51.1 40.3 25.3
With the manufactured concretes, 10 cm × 20 cm cylindrical specimens were cast and 
cured in a humid chamber for 28 days. Methods based on resistivity or other electrical 
properties allow describing porous properties of concrete largely. A method for measuring 
resistivity is straightforward and economical, with little influence of the operator excepting 
for potential variations in the pressure applied to put the electrodes in contact with the 
sample [19]. Conventional resistivity measurements were performed on concrete samples in 
the saturated surface dry condition. Here, a potential of 13 ± 1V AC 50 Hz is applied by 
electrodes consisting in perforated stainless discs on each side of the cylindrical specimen of 
10cm x 5cm in diameter and thickness. These samples were obtained by cutting the section 
between 3 and 8cm from the base of the 10 cm × 20 cm specimens. The electrical contact 
between electrodes and concrete surface was ensured by interleaving wet natural fiber 
clothes. The ensemble was joined by pressure exerted by a sergeant screw. The applied 
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pressure on the electrodes on the surface of the samples was approximately 0.2 kg/cm2.
Determinations on six samples for each series were performed. 
On these same samples, also the resistance to chloride penetration according to 
ASTM C1202 method was tested. This method determines the amount of electric charge 
passing through the sample, Qe, in a period of 6 hours. The test is performed using a two-
compartment cell separated by the concrete sample. An electrical potential is applied between 
the anodic and cathodic compartments, causing a chloride flow from the cathodic 
compartment containing chloride to the anodic compartment, which is filled with a chloride-
free alkaline solution. The potential gradient is 60 V, and the current passing through the 
saturated cylindrical sample is measured at regular time intervals (every 30 min in this work). 
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Resistivity values are presented in Figure 1. The series Nxx includes concrete mixes N35, 
N40, N41, N45, N50, and N60. The electrical resistivity of saturated concrete is directly 
related to the accessible pore volume and connectivity, since the electrical conductivity in 
concrete is due to the relative volume of pore solution, the ions it contains, and the structure 
of the pore system. Then, this inverse variation of the resistivity of saturated concrete with 
the w/cm ratio is to be expected.
A very significant increase of resistivity values with the use of slag can be observed.
Differently, the use of limestone powder does not significantly alter the value of resistivity. 
The concrete ability for conducting electric current increases significantly with increasing 
w/cm ratio, but this relationship is very dependent on the type of binder used in the mixture, 
as the action of mineral additions involves a significant alteration of the pore solution 
chemistry and the connectivity of the pore structure.
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Figure 1: Resistivity values for concrete in saturated surface dry condition.
In Figure 2, results of resistance to chloride penetration are presented. These values show, 
as expected, an increasing trend with w/c. Still, the influence of slag on Qe is less evident
than on resistivity. 
Figure 3 presents the relationship between resistivity and Qe determined according to      
ASTM C1202. A particular common aspect of these two methods is that neither of them can
consider the influence of chloride binding capacity of concrete, which is widely influenced by 
the use of supplementary cementitious materials. Indeed, these are some of the limitations for 
their application for durability assessment in the marine environment. Regarding resistivity, 
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chloride binding capacity is not reflected as the electrical current transported through the pore 
solution is the result of the sum of all dissolved ionic species. For the case of ASTM C1202 
method, even when it exposes concrete to a 30 g/l NaCl solution and there is chloride ingress
into the concrete sample, the test is so fast that it does not allow sufficient time for the 
retention capacity to develop fully. In this sense, migration tests involving lower electrical 
potential and lasting around one week have shown results more representative of reality [20]. 
Moreover, as in the case of resistivity, there are other ions that also carry charge and 
relativize the net effect of chloride ions on the result of the test. 
In Figure 3, a clear relationship between Qe and concrete resistivity arises. This means 
that ASTM C1202 method is a clear reflection of the concrete electrical conductivity. Thus, 
this evaluation method does not offer major advantages than the assessment of conductivity 
in saturated surface dry condition (applying alternating current). This lack of added value 
implies that the ASTM C 1202 method, which has to be performed for 6 hours, is too 
laborious and expensive for the information it provides. Then, it is equivalent to measuring 
resistivity, which requires less than 5 minutes to be performed. In this sense, for all the 
studied concretes, the qualification based of Qe according to ASTM C1202 can be transferred 
to the respective resistivity values. The relationship found here (Figure 3) is similar to the one 
presented in [18], but different from the relationships reported in [21-23] where the surface 
resistivity was used for the comparison. Being that the case, the pressure exerted on the 
electrodes when assessing resistivity seems to be of major importance, where manual 
pressure will always result in higher resistivity values. 
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Figure 2: Results from ASTM C1202 test 
In Figure 4, the relationship between standard bulk resistivity and the initial resistivity of 
concrete in the ASTM C1202 test configuration is presented. This comparison must include a 
differentiation between the variables for each of the two methods: the electrical potential and 
current type (60 V DC vs. 13 V CA), the type of contacting between electrodes and the 
sample (chloride solution and alkaline solution vs. pressed wet clothes), and test period 
(6 h vs. 5 min). Even with all these differences, the trend shows fairly equal values. From the 
comparison between Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that the more porous concretes increase 
Qe more than initial conductivity. 
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Figure 3: Relationship between resistivity and Qe according to ASTM C1202. 
This is very likely connected to the heat produced due to the high electrical potential of 
60 V that is applied. A significant temperature increase is caused, which in turns fastens the 
transport mechanism. This issue brings some doubts concerning the comparison by means of 
ASTM C1202 method among concretes with significantly different w/cm ratio, as they are 
ultimately tested at different temperatures. 
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Figure 4: Relationship between resistivity after 30 min with ASTM C1202 configuration and 
conventional resistivity. 
 Naturally, the effect of active mineral admixtures on concrete conductivity is also 
reflected for the charge passing during the ASTM C1202 test. This is also a clear indication 
of this technique being an electrical conductivity method rather than providing an index of 
the chloride penetration rate. Additionally, it would be difficult to correct the temperature 
influence as it varies from one concrete to the other according to the porosity of each one. 
Finally, a consideration to be made is that both resistivity and ASTM C1202 methods do 
not reflect on their results the chloride binding capacity. They are therefore useful in the 
description of porous properties of concrete but incomplete for the description of the 
resistance of concrete to chloride ingress. They can be applied as prescriptive indexes, but for 
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performance based design complementary evaluation methods should be considered. This is 
particularly of interest in concretes containing blast furnace slag, as they usually show a 
much higher chloride binding capacity. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The results and analyses presented indicate the inadvisability for the application of the 
ASTM C1202 method. The same description of concrete can be obtained with the aid of the 
much simpler assessment of resistivity in the saturated surface dry condition, independently 
of concrete containing only OPC, OPC+slag or OPC+slag+limestone powder. Moreover, this 
assessment of resistivity does not imply any change in the temperature of the sample, as it 
occurs in the ASTM C1202 method.
Therefore, it is derived that the ASTM C 1202 method is essentially an electrical 
conductivity method rather than a method of assessing the resistance to chloride penetration. 
In fact, any migration method would be related to concrete conductivity, but the ASTM 
C1202 method is beyond all the rest of techniques, as it only analyzes the value for the charge 
passed. This is a significant limitation for the applicability of the method. The obtained 
results show that the information offered by the ASTM C1202 method is the same as that 
provided by the resistivity of concrete to alternating current. It should be mentioned that 
different correlations with the bulk resistivity and the four-point resistivity might be 
expected.  In addition, the assessment of resistivity is less laborious, faster and more 
economical than the evaluation of the concrete's ability to resist the penetration of chloride 
ion, as defined by ASTM C1202. Moreover, the measured flowing charge show a linear 
relationship with the electrical current at the beginning of the test, making reasonable to 
consider a proposal to reduce the time length of the method, with a corresponding adaptation 
of the qualitative parameters to  whether current, conductivity, electrical resistance or 
resistivity for interpreting the results.
Concrete resistivity shows great potential as a durability index. Besides its application for 
a qualitative approach, its usefulness would be increased with the characterization of the 
conductivity of the pore liquid. Then, this would allow to study concrete as a composite 
material and to infer the relationship between phases. From a pragmatic point of view, the 
implementation of concrete resistivity as a durability index is equivalent in utility to the 
ASTM C1202 method, but with a much more practical procedure.
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Importance of the Curing Period Length on the Chloride Transport 
through Concrete containing SCMs 
F.J. Luna Molina, Á. Fernández Pérez and M.C. Alonso Alonso 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Construcción Eduardo Torroja, CSIC, Spain 
ABSTRACT 
The fabrication of concretes containing supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) is 
gaining force with the aim of reducing the production of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), 
the largest component of energy consumption and CO2 emissions generated during cement 
manufacturing. Concretes containing SCMs have the concern of the slower rate of strength 
development as consequence of the higher hydration times needed for the SCMs respect to 
plain OPC. Less work has been done on the effect of this slowdown in hydration on the 
durability performance of blended concretes. The present research studies the influence of the 
curing length on the diffusion of chlorides through concrete by means of ponding tests after 
28 and 90 days of curing. Two types of concrete have been considered to know also the 
influence of the presence of SCMs, (1) 100% OPC and (2) 64% OPC + 30% Blast furnace 
slags (BFS) + 6% Limestone filler (LF). Results show that the extension of curing period 
from 28 to 90 days scarcely produces variations in the accumulation of chlorides on the 
concrete surface and in the chloride transport regardless the concrete tested. However, and in 
spite of the intrinsic scatter of the tests, a slightly decreasing tendency of the apparent 
chloride diffusion coefficient and a slightly increasing tendency of the surface chloride 
concentration were found when OPC concrete was used. 
Keywords: Concrete, chlorides, slags, curing, diffusion. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The penetration of chloride ions into the concrete of structures placed in marine 
environments or exposed to de-icing salts usually spread in cold locations is a major cause of 
reinforcement corrosion and therefore a threat for the service life of these reinforced concrete 
(RC) structures [1]. In consequence, great efforts are continually done [2] in the search of the 
most suitable cements to be used in RC structures intended to be placed in chloride 
contaminated environments. 
It can be easily found in literature that the employment of certain blended cements 
decreases the transport of chlorides through concrete if compared with which happens in 
plain OPC concrete [3]. Among the most employed supplementary cementitious materials 
(SCMs) in concrete, blast furnace slags (BFS) represent one of the most efficient SCM to 
delay the chloride transport through concrete [3, 4]. An example can be found in [4], where is 
compared the resistance to chloride transport of OPC concretes and concretes containing BFS 
with different compressive strength and apparent chloride diffusion coefficients three times 
lower for the blended concretes were revealed in all cases.  
This protection against the chloride entrance of the concretes containing BFS is essentially 
due to two different phenomena associated to this SCM. BFS have the ability to bind 
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chlorides ions, which causes a significant reduction of the ions chloride ingress in concretes 
containing this SCM [5-8]. Furthermore, the BFS inclusion in cements leads to a higher 
refinement of the pore structure of concrete from the early ages [9], which brings with it a 
decrease in the water permeability [10] and as consequence a delay on the chloride transport 
through concrete. 
It must be highlighted at this point that the refinement of the concrete pore structure 
associated to the incorporation of BFS as SCMs continue at long term [9, 11-13] due to the 
higher densification of the paste due to the additional C-S-H gel formation with respect to a 
plain OPC. However, no special attention has been paid to the curing effect of concrete 
containing BFS on its resistance to chloride entrance. Most studies only consider one age of 
hydration, usually 28 days [4]. Other works tackle the curing effect on the chloride 
penetration into concretes fabricated with cements containing BFS but only consider curing 
periods until 28 days. Tumidajski [14] studied the curing effect in concretes with different 
replacement of BFS and revealed better protection against chloride entrance for the 
specimens cured for 28 days than for those only cured for 3 days. Gastaldini [15] investigated 
the curing effect on the resistance to chloride entrance of concretes with 50% replacement of 
BFS and wet cured for 3, 7 and 28 days, reporting the lower values of charge passed through 
the specimens for the longer curing period tested. However, it can be observed that a lack of 
studies dealing with curing ages longer than 28 days. 
Furthermore, most research has been done with concretes containing binary cements made 
of OPC and BFS [16] and few works can be found in literature considering ternary blended 
cements. Environmental and economic reasons, as the reduction of CO2 emissions and energy 
consumption in the cement fabrication, leads to the need to contemplate the use of ternary 
concretes [17] also in chloride contaminated environments.  
The present research studies the resistance to chloride penetration of two concretes, a 
plain concrete and a concrete containing a ternary cement composed of OPC, BFS and 
limestone filler (LF), focusing the interest of the research on the effect of curing. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1 Materials and samples characterization 
100% OPC CEM I 42.5 R-SR has been employed as the reference binder. The 
mineralogical composition of the OPC, from Bogue [18] calculation after the correction of 
the 4% of CaCO3 present in its composition, shows a 4% content of C3A, resulting in cement 
with low chloride binding capacity [19]. The sum of 64% OPC + 30% BFS + 6% LF was 
used for the ternary blended cement. The chemical composition of the three components is 
included in Table 1.  
Table 1.  Chemical composition of the raw materials 
% Na2O K2O CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 LoI
OPC 0.18 0.34 60.3 17.4 4.68 5.08 1.78 3.17 4.2
BFS 0.42 0.49 45.5 36.57 10.39 0.29 7.46 0.05 NA
LF 0.55 2.65 26.09 21.39 7.75 2.57 5.8 0.05 30.1
LoI: Lost of Ignition; NA: Not Analyzed 
The OPC and the blended cement were employed to fabricate mortar and concrete 
specimens, identified as OPC and SL attending to the binder. Concrete specimens were 
fabricated for the chloride penetration tests. In addition to the described binders, round 
siliceous aggregates of two different sizes (0-4 and 4-12 mm) were employed. The nominal 
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composition of concretes is indicated in Table 2. The water/binder ratio was slightly varied to 
obtain the same soft consistency (6-9 cm) in both concretes. The fabrication of the concrete 
specimens for further arrangement of chlorides transport was made according to the 
prescriptions of [20]. For the present study, cubic samples of 10 × 10 × 10 cm were 
fabricated. Two identical specimens were fabricated from the same batch to have a duplicate 
for condition studied (type of cement -OPC and SL- and a curing period length -28 and 90 
days) and to allow observing variability. The specimens were cured in a chamber at 21±2ºC 
and 98±2% RH for 28 or 90 days. 
Table 2. Nominal composition of concretes  
Component OPC SL
OPC (kg/m3) 385 247
BFS (kg/m3) - 116
LF (kg/m3) - 23
Water (kg/m3) 235 227
water/binder 0.61 0.59
Coarse aggregate 4-12 mm (kg/m3) 802 802
Sand 0-4 mm (kg/m3) 842 842
Standard mortar specimens were also fabricated with OPC and SL binder to know the 
mechanical performance and the porosity of these materials after the two curing periods 
evaluated, in order to establish possible relationship with the resistance to chloride entrance 
into concrete. The flexural strength was determined in two specimens of 40 × 40 × 160 mm 
per condition following the indications of in [22]. The compressive strength was determined 
in the pieces of concrete resulting from the flexural tests, also according to [22]. The porosity 
was determined on a sample of around 1 cm3 extracted from a central region of an identical 
40 × 40 × 160 mm mortar specimen through the application of the mercury intrusion 
porosimetry (MIP) technique with the equipment AutoPore IV 9500 V1.05. Variations of 
total porosity and pore size distribution have been followed. Tests in mortar allow the use of 
MIP for porosity characterisation without the interference of the coarse aggregate size respect 
to the dimension of the sample but follow the advance of hydration and cement paste 
formation during curing. The same curing conditions followed for the concrete specimens 
were applied for the mortars.
2.2 Arrangement of the chloride penetration tests on concrete specimens 
The lateral and bottom surface of the specimens were painted with epoxy resin in order to 
limit the chloride ingress to occur only through the exposed surface. A ponding with 3% wt. 
NaCl was maintained during 3 months, the reference period of chloride exposure prescribed 
in [20].  
At the end of the exposition time, a cylinder of 50 mm diameter and 100 mm height was 
drilled in the center of each concrete cube, therefore respecting the minimum distance of 10 
mm from the border of the pond and the concrete cube sides as it is prescribed in [20]. From 
the cylindrical core, successive concrete layers were taken for the determination of their 
chloride content and the representation of the chloride profile to assess the entrance of these 
ions into concrete. The first 2 cm were grounded in depth intervals of 2 mm. Then, slices of 1 
cm were cut until completing the total height of the core of concrete. The concrete slices were 
grounded to obtain also powder size. The chlorides were dissolved with nitric acid of 0.5 
mol/l. The total chloride determination was made according to the potentiometric titration 
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method prescribed in [21], employing 0.1 M silver nitrate and an automatic titrator 702SM 
Titrino (Metrohm) controlled by the software Tinet 2.5.  
Furthermore, the concentration of chlorides at the concrete surface (also named surface 
chloride concentration, CS) and the chloride diffusion coefficient at a non-steady state (also 
named apparent chloride diffusion coefficient, Dapp), were calculated from the non-linear 
curve fitting through minimum squares of the chloride profiles to the solution of Fick’s 
second law of diffusion. The initial chloride content was supposed to be zero and therefore all 
layers from the second layer to the first layer with a concentration lower than 0.015% by 
weight of concrete were considered for the fitting, as prescribed in [20].  
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of SCMs on the chloride ingress into concrete has been first assessed through 
the interpretation of the chloride concentration profiles and the values of apparent chloride 
diffusion coefficient and surface chloride content. Results were first assessed separately for 
the two concretes employed, focusing the discussion on the effect of the curing on the 
chloride penetration and transport. The influence of the porosity on the chloride transport was 
also addressed. Finally, a comparison of the behavior of the two concretes fabricated was 
made to understand the effect of the partial replacement of OPC by BFS and LF.  
3.1 Effect of the curing period on the chloride penetration and transport through 
concrete 
3.1.1 OPC concrete 
The results of the extension of the curing period from 28 to 90 days for OPC concrete are 
presented in the next figures. Fig. 1a shows the chloride profile of the two specimens 
fabricated with OPC concrete for the two curing periods (28 and 90 days). 
Similar distribution of the chloride concentration can be appreciated in Fig. 1a for all 
specimens, regardless the curing period length. However, higher clarification of this effect of 
curing time can be appreciated from the average values of the apparent chloride diffusion 
coefficient and the surface chloride concentration (see Fig. 1b and c respectively). It has to be 
highlighted the variability associated to these two parameters. As example, it can be noted 
that Ferreira et al. [23] found, for a type of concrete containing CEM I 42.5, similar cement 
content and identical w/b ratio, higher resistance to chloride penetration and transport than 
that conferred by the OPC concrete of the present research. In particular, a value of 1,2·E-11 
m2/s and a value of 4.2% by mass of binder were reported for Dapp and Cs respectively from 
specimens exposed for 90 days to the chloride solution. However, it must to be clarified that 
crushed granite coarse aggregates were employed in [23] and that the age of curing was not 
reported. 
In present paper, the results of chloride entrance resistance with the age of curing will be 
analyzed with regard binding ability and porosity. This OPC concrete is expected to present a 
limited chloride binding capacity [19], due to the low content in C3A and the hydration is 
almost complete after 28 days of curing as found by Geiseler et al. (1995). According to this 
fact, possible differences in the resistance to chloride penetration and transport should be 
attributed to changes in porosity with curing time. Fig. 2a shows a negligible decrease of the 
total porosity with curing (Fig. 2a). Furthermore, although a certain pore refinement can be 
observed in Fig. 2b with the extension of curing, the increase of the porosity associated to the 
capillary pores (< 1µm), typical ways for the chloride transport, was not significant (less than 
10%). This similarity in porosity together the low binding capacity and the almost complete 
hydration after 28 days of curing are the responsible of the similar values of Dapp and CS
obtained for the two curing periods tested. 
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3.1.2 Concrete containing blast furnace slag and limestone filler (SL)
Fig. 3 shows the chloride profile determined in the SL concrete specimens and the average 
value of Dapp and Cs per curing period considered (28 and 90 days).  
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As happened with OPC concrete, no clear differences are appreciated (Fig. 3a) from the 
observation of the chloride profiles of the SL concrete specimens tested. Furthermore, the
observation of Dapp and Cs (see Fig. 3b and c respectively) also revealed no differences 
between the specimens cured 28 and 90 days. However, the Dapp was between twice and 
thrice lower in SL, and the values of Cs up to 30% higher than those measured for OPC. 
This result might be understood with the observation of the porosity and binding ability 
evolution within this blended concrete. It can be observed in Fig. 4b that, although porosity 
size distribution in SL concrete slightly changes when the curing period is extended to 90 
days, the total porosity is some lower, being not enough to affect the chloride transport. The 
reason for this could be attributed to that BFS have not hydrated in sufficient proportion even 
after 90 days of curing, as also postulated in the literature [24] giving not effect in chloride 
transport. However, similar resistance to chloride entrance is observed for the two curing 
periods considered. It has to be considered that the concrete specimens are saturated during 
the chloride penetration tests so that the hydration of BFS evolves with time in specimens 
cured both 28 and 90 days, leading to similar porosity and similar binding capacity.  
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3.2 Importance of the concrete mix design on the chloride penetration and transport 
through concrete 
3.2.1 Influence of the porosity 
In addition to the curing time, the influence of the porosity on the chloride penetration and 
transport has been also studied. A relationship between of the results of chloride penetration 
and transport and porosity has been established in Fig. 5.  
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It can be observed in Fig. 5 that higher values of total porosity lead to lower Dapp (see Fig. 
5a) and higher Cs (see Fig. 5b) and therefore lower protection against the chloride entrance 
into concrete.  
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3.2.2 Influence of the binder type
The effect of the partial replacement of OPC by BFS and LF on the delay of chloride ions 
transport has been also evaluated for the two ages of curing considered. For this aim, the Dapp
and Cs values of the two specimens fabricated per concrete and curing period tested were 
plotted in Fig. 6. 
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The first to notice in Fig. 6 is the large deviation of values, so that exponential trend lines 
were drawn to better assess the binder type on chloride penetration. As it can be observed in 
Fig. 6, SL concrete attained in general lower values of Dapp than OPC concrete for the two 
ages of curing considered, similar to found in literature [16]. In line with the results of Dap,
higher values of Cs were observed in SL concrete than those measured for OPC. This result 
evidences the major protective effect of SL concrete against the chloride penetration and 
transport of these ions when BFS and LF are used in the proportions specified. 
This fact is clearly consequence of the effect of BFS and LF on the chloride ingress into 
concrete. While LF decreases the capacity of chloride binding [19, 23, 25], BFS do the 
contrary effect [5-8]. Furthermore, BFS are in higher proportion than LF in the mix (30% 
versus 6%, respectively). Therefore, higher binding capacity is expected in SL concrete than 
in OPC and hence the higher Dapp and lower Cs found in the blended concrete, as for the two 
curing ages.
4 CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental investigation of the resistance of OPC and SL concrete to the chloride 
penetration through natural chloride diffusion tests was conducted. Ponding tests of 3 months 
duration were carried out on specimens cured for two different periods (28 and 90 days). The 
following conclusions can be drawn from this research: 
 The extension of the curing time from 28 to 90 days has not significantly reduced the 
chloride penetration into concrete with SCMs. In OPC concrete, a slightly decreasing 
tendency of the chloride diffusion coefficient with curing time was noticed. 
 The partial substitution of OPC by BFS and LF in the proportions specified in the present 
research has led to the fabrication of a type of concrete slightly more resistant to the 
entrance of chlorides. 
 It is confirmed that lower porosities result in higher resistance to chloride entrance. 
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Physical Model of the Capillary Absorption in Cementitious 
Materials, New Approach to Calculate Analytically the Pore Size 
Distribution from the Gravimetric Test 
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ABSTRACT 
The capillary absorption experiment on cement and concrete is very simplistic and widely 
accepted by the scientific community. Nowadays it is mainly used for the determination of 
the capillary porosity of a material, and from theoretical models to extract information about 
the average pore size. This, with the permeability and pore size distribution obtained with the 
water permeameters and mercury intrusion porosimeters, respectively, can characterize the 
behavior of the material regarding to the water penetration. In this work, we propose a model 
capable to interpret physically the wetting part of the absorption test in order to extract solely 
from this experiment valuable information such as the permeability, porosity and pore size 
distribution. Computer tomography is used to validate the physical model, and three 
examples of cement pastes with different water/cement ratios are shown to validate and 
demonstrate the potentiality of this new technique.
Keywords: Capillary absorption, pore size distribution, X-ray CT, gravimetry, MIP
1 INTRODUCTION 
Capillary water absorption in concrete has been studied during decades [1, 2]. Due to the 
presence of moisture it is a crucial factor for numerous degradation processes in concrete,
being the capillary absorption one of the most common mechanisms of water transport in 
concrete. Another advantage of capillary water absorption tests is its simplicity because it is 
not necessary more instruments than a balance. The test consists in placing the only one face 
of the concrete specimen in contact with few mm height of water and weight the specimen 
periodically. 
Mention has to be also made in this subject to the work of RILEM TC -116 [3] 
“Performance criteria for Concrete Durability” chaired first by H.K. Hilsdorf and then by J. 
Kropp. This TC studied the different transport mechanisms of liquids, gases and ions through 
concrete and their interrelation. Although the main initial aim of the committee was to 
explore the relationships from permeability and durability, soon it appeared a very complex 
subject due to the different degradation mechanisms, different fluids moving (water, vapour, 
ions) and the different rates of evolution depending on cement nature and concrete porosity. 
However, the committee clarified the interrelation between several of these aspects and 
identified the needs of research. Regarding absorption, it was found in the inter-laboratory 
round-robin testing that it was not very sensitive to the different concrete qualities and 
sometimes the term sorptivity gave contradictory results, but the very low scatter of the 
results allows to distinguish between different concrete qualities. 
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Water transport modelling is a crucial aspect related to very long prediction, as needed in 
nuclear installations of radioactive wastes where hundreds or thousands of years are the 
horizon of service life for concrete as engineering barrier. In these cases, the penetration of 
water in the concrete, either by capillary absorption or permeation, is the main factor taken 
into account due to the possible leakage of radio nuclides if the water percolates and is 
released to the surrounding lands. 
2 METHODLOGY 
The model used in this paper is the one developed by Saucedo-Mora et al. [4] that 
through an energetic balance and considering the kinetics of the water and its dynamic loss of 
energy, can formulate the velocity of absorption for each pore. And through an 
approximation of the integral of the velocities and areas of the pores along the statistical 
distribution of the pore size, the model can calculate the weight-time behaviour of the 
material. Also the pore size distribution and the permeability of the material can be obtained 
through the measurement of the weight and time when the weight-time graph loses its 
linearity. The model of Saucedo-Mora et al. [4] is applied to the results of Andrade at al. [5]
in the validation section.
3 EXPERIMENTS 
As mentioned before the gravimetric test is very simplistic and cheap; it consists in a 
piece of cement paste left in contact with water at its bottom face, which is weighted in 
intervals of time during the first 24 or 48 h. But perhaps because of its simplicity, it is 
completely determined by the pore network of the material. In order to characterize the 
phenomenon in a first approach, six gravimetric measurements where done in a cement paste 
with 3 different water/cement (w/c) ratio (0.4, 0.5 and 0.6). Measuring the evolution of the 
weight in samples of 0.01×0.01×0.1 m in intervals of 30 minutes during the first 8 hours of 
test, and then at 12 h and 24 h. The samples were placed with the largest side in the vertical 
direction as shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1: Gravimetric test of the water absorption, the sample was always covered by the 
water in its first 5 mm.
The recipient under the sample was always filled with water, and the bottom of the 
sample was completely in contact with the water.  
CT X-Ray scans were also performed in the same samples that were used for the 
gravimetric test during the first 4 hours of the absorption process, as well as after 24 h. Those 
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test were done at the federal institute for materials research and testing (BAM) CT 
laboratories with a 225 kV X-ray micro focus tube with an energy set to 180 kV, current 
A, a pre-filter of 1 mm Cu for hardening the X-ray spectra, and a detector size of 
2048 × 2048 pixel with a detector pixel pitch of 0.2 mm. For the fast measurements, 900 
radiographic projections in 360° rotation of the sample in equidistant angle steps were taken 
with 1s acquisition time (total time of 15 min), achieving 89m pixel resolution. The slow 
measurements comprised 2000 projections (total of 30 min), giving a resolution of 45 m. A
cone-beam algorithm of Feldkamp was then applied to reconstruct the 3D volume of the 
sample. Three cement paste samples with the different w/c ratios were investigated. From this 
data, the saturation levels shown in Andrade et al. [5] were calculated with image contrast, as 
shown in Figure 2. And will be crossed with the model of Saucedo-Mora et al. [4] for the full 
validation of the phenomena. 
Also Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) tests were done for the 3 w/c ratios at the 
Institute Eduardo Torroja for construction science (CSIC), obtaining the permeability and 
pore size distribution of the 3 samples. 
4 RESULTS 
The gravimetric and MIP results are shown in the validation section. In this section we 
show in Figure 2 the result of a sample of 0.04x0.04x0.16 m and a w/c ratio of 0.5. The 
different colours represent the variation of the saturation level, and the grey dots the large 
porosity of the sample. The temporal evolution of the saturation defines the phenomenon and 
the different pore sizes saturated as the different heights [4]. The curvature of the water front 
in the first centimetre is due to the border effect, but the central absorption was found 
representative [5].
Figure 2: different saturation levels of a cement paste sample with a w/c ratio of 0.5 
5 VALIDATION 
The model is validated with the gravimetric data and the MIP measurements of the 3 
samples with different w/c ratios (0.4, 0.5 and 0.6). The only input parameter of the model 
was the measurement of the points where the non-linearity starts in the weight-time graph 
(Figure 3a), in the model this non-linearity is reproduced by the pores that reach the top of the 
sample and can’t gain more weight. With this information measured in the gravimetric test, 
the geometry of the sample and the physical variables of water (e.g. density, capillary 
tension), the model [4] can reproduce the behaviour with simple equations and without fitted 
parameters. As shown in Figure 3 there is a good agreement and the full behaviour (i.e. 
linearity and non-linearity) of the phenomenon is reproduced, as well the pore size 
distribution obtained is representative. 
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Figure 3: Model and experimental data of the weight-time behaviour (a) and the pore size 
distribution (b) showing the pore size that is reaching the top of the sample at each time.  
The different regions of Figure 3 marked with points and lines are: A the points when the 
non-linearity starts, which is different for each w/c ratio, B is the time when the prolongation 
of the straight line of the initial behaviour intersects the horizontal final asymptote which is 
an input parameter of the model and C and D are 2 points at the end of the saturation process 
used to show the size of the pores that fills the sample at the end of the test. Those points are 
also shown in Figure 3b as well as their relationship with the pore-size distribution. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
The gravimetric test is very simple and cheap, but the filling behaviour of the pores is 
complex and involves the kinetics and energetic loss of the water penetration through the 
pores. The example presented shows the capability of the model to calculate the pore size 
distribution and reproduce the full weight-time behaviour only with the experimental 
measurement of the weight and time when the non-linearity starts in the gravimetric test. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the results of laboratory studies on the effect of calcium nitrite inhibitor 
(CNI) with different dosages (10, 20 and 30 l/m3) on the mechanical and durability 
parameters of fly ash based Portland pozzolana cement concrete. A water-to-cement ratio of 
0.47 was used and different specimens such as cubes, cylinders and prisms as per ASTM G 
109 were cast. For determining the effects of chemical admixtures on corrosion of embedded 
steel in concrete exposed to chloride environments, G 109 test was believed to be more 
representative of field conditions compared to other accelerated tests. Therefore, G 109 test 
specimens with different dosages of CNI were cast and exposed to continuous wetting and 
drying cycles for a period of more than 2 years. Half-cell potential measurements indicate the 
concrete with CNI did not show any inhibition effect on the occurrence of proneness of 
corrosion. The current in specimens of concrete with 10 l/m3 of CNI showed large variation 
whereas the average integrated macrocell current in control specimens is about 4.08 C
indicating the test to be continued for still more longer periods to reach the integrated 
macrocell currents equal to or greater than 150 C. The 28 day compressive strength and 
RCPT results of concrete with CNI indicate lower compressive strengths (about 11 to 20%) 
and higher charge passed (about 4 to 42%) when compared to that of control concrete. 
Keywords: Concrete durability, corrosion inhibitor, dosage, half-cell potential.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Corrosion of the reinforcement bar (rebar) in concrete is a general phenomenon and needs 
to be controlled. Some of the commonly used corrosion control measures are: (i) good quality 
concrete with low water-to-cement ratio (w/c) and use of superplasticizers, (ii) provision of 
adequate concrete cover, (iii) use of epoxy coated and galvanized steel, (iv) concrete surface 
coatings, (v) use of pozzolans (fly ash, silica fume, slag), (vi) use of corrosion inhibitors, 
(vi) use of electrochemical techniques such as cathodic protection, chloride extraction, etc. 
[1,2]. In the recent past, chemical admixtures such as superplasticizers and calcium nitrite 
corrosion inhibitors are commonly used in the reinforced concrete (RC) construction [3]. 
Berke and Rosenberg [4] carried out pioneering research on corrosion inhibitors and stated 
that calcium nitrite inhibitor (CNI) performs well even in cracked concrete. However, some 
research indicated detrimental effects of CNI on the properties of concrete as well as in 
preventing corrosion of rebars. Nmai and MacDonald [5] found that CNI seems to be 
ineffective at reducing corrosion, unless a large amount is added to the mixture. Berke [6] 
observed an increase in the chloride ion permeability due to the presence of CNI. Some 
researchers [7] reported that the addition of calcium nitrite influences the hydration process 
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of cement paste by accelerating and stabilising the formation of the crystal phase of calcium 
hydroxide, which leads to an increase in the micropore diameter in the hardened cement 
paste, and thus an increase in chloride ion permeability compared to concrete without 
inhibitor. Li et al. [8] observed a decrease in compressive strength of concrete with the 
addition of CNI and also observed that the addition of CNI changes the microstructure. 
Amara et al. [9] performed extensive studies on rapid chloride ion permeability (RCPT) of 
four different concretes with and without nitrite based inhibitor, and observed higher 
permeability at early ages in concretes with nitrite based inhibitor. Berke et al. [10] also 
reported an increase in RCPT values due to the presence of calcium nitrite. Bhaskar [11] 
carried out accelerated impressed current tests and observed that CNI did not show any 
inhibition effect emphasizing the need for detailed investigation before arriving at general 
conclusions. There is a difference in opinion among researchers about the effect of CNI on 
strength and durability of concrete [8-11]. Some researchers report that accelerated tests such 
as RCPT and impressed current are not appropriate tests to evaluate the performance of CNI 
[11-13]. Also, some literature support the long term tests such as ASTM G 109 could be a 
suitable one to assess the effect of CNI on the corrosion inhibition in RC [14-15]. This is 
because the ASTM G 109 test method possesses moderate conditions and slow corrosion 
response of the test specimens is believed to be more representative of field conditions 
compared to other accelerated tests.  Hence, the objective of the present study is to
investigate the effects of different dosages of CNI on the mechanical and durability 
parameters of concretes.
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Fly ash based Portland pozzolana cement (PPC) and commercially available calcium 
nitrite inhibitor (CNI) is used in the present study. A water-to-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.47 is 
used for making the concrete and water available in the CNI (650 ml/l) is accounted during 
the mix preparation. ACI 211 [16] guidelines are followed in the mix design and the mix 
details are presented in Table 1. As per manufacturer’s specification, the inhibitor contains 
about 30% calcium nitrite by mass and meets the ASTM C 494 [17]. TMT bars of 12 mm are 
used as the reinforcement.  
Table 1: Quantities per cubic meter (kg/m3) 
w/c Cement Sand Coarse aggregate Water
0.47 362 815 1056 170
Three concrete prisms (280×150×115mm) were cast for each set of concrete mix (without 
CNI, control and with three dosages of CNI). The recommended dosage of CNI by the 
manufacturer is 5 l/m3 to 30 l/m3. However, it is reported in literature that the dosage of CNI 
depend on the severity of corrosion environment and the anticipated chloride loading of the 
structure. In the previous study, where accelerated corrosion was simulated, three dosages 
(10 l/m3, 20 l/m3 and 30 l/m3) within the upper and lower limits recommended by the 
manufacturer were used [12]. Hence, in the present study also, same dosages are used for 
easy understanding. Each prism specimen is provided with three steel bars of 12 mm
diameter. One rebar is placed at 25 mm from the top surface (close to the top of the 
specimen) and is used as the anode of the circuit. Two rebars are placed at the bottom with 
25 mm clear cover from bottom and are used as the cathode of the circuit. The top rebar with 
only middle 200 mm is embedded with the concrete (only 200 mm is exposed and the 
remaining is sealed with insulating tape and epoxy). The concrete without CNI (control 
concrete) is used for comparison purposes. Total four sets of specimens are cast and the 
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details are presented in Table 2. In addition, 150 mm cubes and 100 mm diameter and 
200 mm height cylinders are also cast for compressive strength, ultrasonic pulse velocity 
(UPV) and RCP tests. After 28 days of water curing, top and bottom rebars of prism 
specimen is connected electrically with 100 Ω resistors. A plastic dam is created on the top of 
each specimen with dimensions of 150 × 75 × 75mm (line sketch is shown in Figure 1). The 
dam is filled with 3% NaCl solution for two weeks and then emptied for the next two weeks 
and the cycle of wetting and drying is continued for a period of 2 years. Figure 2 shows the 
photograph of ASTM G 109 test setup. 
Table 2: Details of sets 
Set Details
Set 1 (S1) Control concrete
Set 2 (S2) Concrete with 10 l/m3 of CNI 
(2.76 % by weight of cement)
Set 3 (S3) Concrete with 20 l/m3 of CNI 
(5.52 % by weight of cement)
Set 4 (S4) Concrete with 30 l/m3 of CNI 
(8.28 % by weight of cement)
 
Figure1: Details of ASTM G 109 test specimen with dam on the top surface 
Figure 2: ASTM G 109 test specimens under continuous wetting and drying cycles 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Compressive strength and UPV 
Concrete compressive strength and ultrasonic pulse velocity has been evaluated on cube 
specimens. Three specimens are tested after 7, 28 and 56 days of water curing and their 
average is presented in Table 3. It can be seen that the compressive strength increases as the 
curing period increases, as expected. However, it has been observed that there is a reduction 
in compressive strength of concretes with CNI when compared to that of the control concrete 
and is about 11 to 20%. The results obtained agree with previous work, where the reduction 
in compressive strength has been attributed to the change in pore ratio and diameter [8]. The 
UPV values are in the range of 4.7 km/s to 5 km/s.  
Table 3: Compressive strength and UPV test results  
Description Compressive strength (MPa)
7 days 28 days 56 days
S1 26 44 50
S2 22 41 46
S3 21 35 45
S4 22 38 45
No significant difference is observed and the UPV values are more or less same for 
concretes with and without the presence of CNI. 
3.2 Rapid Chloride Penetration and Water absorption Test 
Rapid chloride ion penetration test (RCPT) is carried out on concrete discs as per ASTM 
C 1202 [13]. Cylinders of 100 mm diameter and 200 mm height are cut into discs of 50 mm 
thickness. The specimens were kept in water for 24 hours for full saturation and then 
subjected to RCPT by impressing a 60 V current. For this, two sides of the disc are sealed in 
Plexiglas containers. One side of the container is filled with 3% NaCl solution (cell 
connected to the negative terminal) and the other side is filled with 0.3 N NaOH solution (cell 
connected to the positive terminal). Current is measured at every 30 minutes for a period up 
to 6 hours. At the end of 6 hours, the total charge passed is calculated.  
Table 4 presents the RCPT and water absorption results of control concrete and concrete 
with different dosages of CNI at different ages. It is observed that the RCPT values of 
concretes with CNI are higher (about 4 to 42%) than that of control concrete. The higher 
value of RCPT for concretes with CNI can be attributed to the high ionic nature of CNI, 
which causes more negative charge to pass through the concrete. Similar results were
reported by other researchers [8, 18-19]. Berke et al. [10] studied the effect of various 
combinations of admixtures and reported that there was an increase in charge passed due to 
the presence of calcium nitrite. However, Ma et al. [7] reported that the addition of calcium 
nitrite influences the hydration process of cement paste, which leads to an increase in the 
micropore diameter in the hardened cement paste. The larger pores could lead to an increase 
in chloride permeability when compared to the concrete without inhibitor [8]. Loulizi et al. 
[20] performed RCPT studies on four different concretes with and without nitrite based 
inhibitor and observed higher RCPT values at early ages in concretes with nitrite based 
inhibitor. Also, in the present study, it is observed that the RCPT values are decreasing as the 
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dosage increases. However, the exact reason is not known. Further, microstructural studies 
are needed. 
Table 4: RCPT and water absorption values
Description RCPT Values (Coulombs)
28
days
56
days
90
days
120
days
S1 2219 1388 785 610
S2 3151 1805 1399 940
S3 2500 1780 1057 826
S4 2312 1701 848 756
3.3 Half-cell potentials results 
Half-cell potential measurements using copper/copper sulphate (CSE) electrode have 
been recorded at every fortnight during mid-wetting and mid-drying cycles for a period of 
nearly 700 days. The half-cell potential values (Figure 3) for mid-wetting cycles are in the 
range of -52 to -150 mV; -72 to -180 mV; -100 to -275 mV and -120 to -230 mV,
respectively for control concrete (S1); concrete with 10 l/m3 of CNI (S2); concrete with 20 
l/m3 of CNI (S3); and concrete with 30 l/m3 of CNI (S4). The trend of half-cell potential 
values indicates that the control concrete (without CNI) showed lower negative potentials 
when compared to that of concrete with CNI. 
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Figure 3: Half-cell potentials of control and concretes with different dosages of CNI 
3.4 Corrosion Current 
As per ASTM G 109, the voltage across 100 Ω resistor is to be measured and the 
corresponding corrosion current is to be calculated. In the present study, the voltage and the 
corresponding current is measured at regular intervals using Solartron 7151 high impedance 
multimeter for a period of about 2 years. The total integrated current can be computed as in 
Eqn 1: 
    /2iT 1j11  	 jjjjj ittTCC       (1) 
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where,  
TC = Total corrosion (coulombs),
tj = Time (seconds) at which measurement of the macrocell current is carried out, and
ij = macrocell current (amps) at time,tj
As per ASTM G 109, the test is to be continued until the average integrated macrocell 
current of the control specimens reach 150 Coulombs (C) or greater, and at least half of the 
specimens show integrated macrocell current equal to 150 Coulombs or greater. ASTM G 
109 states that this limit will be reached in about six months. In the present study, at about 
two years, except S2, none of the three series (S1, S3 and S4) reached that level. However, 
during measurements at regular intervals, it has been observed that the voltage and the 
corresponding current in S2 series alone are abnormally high (large variations) and hence, it
was decided to stop the test for S2 series specimens and break open the rebar. Figure 4 shows 
average total integrated current, TC, (C) Vs time for all series. The average integrated 
macrocell current in S1, S2, S3 and S4 series are about 4 C, 5776 C, 11 C and 3 C,
respectively. The specimens of S2 series are cut around the perimeter of specimen at the level 
of the top reinforcement split apart. Figure 5 shows the two faces of the cut specimen with 
rebar. Figure 6 shows the autopsied rebars before cleaning and can be observed some 
brownish colour locally at one or two places.  
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Figure 5: Cut-open (at anode bar) specimens of S2 series 
The rebar is cleaned as per ASTM G 1 [21] to remove the rust and Figure 6 also shows the 
autopsied bars after cleaning.0.1 N Silver nitrate solution (AgNO3) is sprayed on freshly split 
concrete specimen. Measured the chloride penetration depth, when the white silver chloride 
precipitation on the split surface is clearly visible (nearly about 15 min.).Table 5 shows the 
chloride penetration depths of S2 series specimens. The average chloride penetration depth of 
S2 series is 12.21 mm. However, at one or two places the chloride profile reached 25mm 
touching the rebar. The gravimetric weight loss of the rebar due to macrocell corrosion is 
measured as the relative loss in weight over the 200mm contact length, and represents the 
average weight loss over the length considered. The weight loss is negligible/very marginal 
and the average weight loss is about 0.30 g. Since, the HCP potentials for S2 are in the range 
of -45 to -180mV and the average chloride penetration depths did not reach the rebar, the 
abnormal values observed in current measurement could be due to local rusting of rebar on 
the outer exposed area or improper measurement. Also, there is no consistency in the current 
observations, therefore, the results of S2 series is discarded. 
Figure 6: Rebars taken out from autopsied specimens of S2 series 
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Table 5: Chloride penetration depths of S2 series  
Specimen 
No.
Chloride penetration depth, mm Average, mm SD, mm
1 11, 25, 16, 6, 15, 17, 10, 5, 12, 7, 15, 6, 12, 15, 9 12.07 5.32
2 10, 9, 25, 15, 26, 8, 13, 18, 10, 11, 14 14.45 6.18
3 11, 11, 16, 13, 10, 11, 14, 6, 10, 8, 10, 8, 12, 6, 
3, 6, 11, 12,14 
10.11 3.28
From the total integrated current results of S1, S3 and S4 series and also from the results 
of autopsy and weight loss measurements of S2 series it can be said that the alternative 
wetting and drying cycles (ASTM G 109 test) to be continued for still some more years. So 
that the total integrated macrocell currents shall be equal to or greater than 150 C in control 
concrete. Barke and Hicks [18] tested G 109 specimens and observed the time to reach the 
total integrated macrocell current (150 C as per ASTM G 109) for control specimens was 
over 2 years and for specimens with epoxy coated bars was over 4.5 years. The same study 
also reported specimens containing CNI did not exhibit until after 8 years of testing. Hansson 
et al. [22] studied the effect of high performance concrete on chloride induced corrosion of 
rebar and reported that even after 3.5 years, none of the specimens exhibited corrosion. In the 
present study, fly ash based PPC concrete with w/c of 0.47 is used which may take still some 
more time since the resistivity of fly ash based PPC concrete is generally higher than that of 
OPC concrete [12]. Halmen and Trejo [15] proposed a modified test by increasing the 
temperature and humidity of the environment to reduce the test duration. However, for 
systems with more corrosion resistance, the time to reach 150C will be still long and the G 
109 test is not recommended for evaluating these systems. Overall, it can be said that ASTM 
G 109 test method is not effective for fly ash based concrete with w/c =  0.47 and cover 
thickness 25 mm in reaching the time for 150 C even after two years. New tests are needed to 
quickly assess the corrosion resistance of rebar concrete systems.  
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the experimental results obtained from this study, following conclusions can be 
drawn: 

 There is a reduction in compressive strength for concretes with CNI when compared to 
that of the control concrete and the reduction is in between 11 to 20% for the selected 
dosages of CNI. 

 RCPT values of concretes with CNI are higher (about 4 to 42%) than that of control 
concrete. 

 Half-cell potential measurements indicate the concrete with CNI did not show any 
inhibition effect on the occurrence of proneness of corrosion. 

 ASTM G 109 test method is not effective for fly ash based concrete with w/c = 0.47 in 
reaching the total integrated macrocell current of 150 C even after two years. New tests 
are needed to quickly assess the corrosion resistance of rebar concrete systems.  
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ABSTRACT
18 concrete mixes with w/c ratios 0.40 (380 kg/m³ binder) and 0.65 (280 kg/m³ binder) 
were prepared changing only the cement type. The cements covered EN 197 Types I, II/A, 
II/B, III/A, III/B, IV/A, and IV/B. The potential durability of those concretes was assessed by 
several short term tests (mass transport of water, gases and ions and accelerated carbonation). 
All tests but one (O2 diffusivity) are covered by national or international standards. The paper 
presents the results obtained and discusses the influence of w/c ratio and cement type on the 
performance of the concretes. The correlation between different tests is also discussed, in 
view of developing performance based specifications. 
Keyword: Durability, performance based specifications, accelerated carbonation, mass 
transport, O2 diffusivity 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Today's most important concrete standards and codes (ACI 318 [1], Eurocode 2 [2], EN 
206-1 [3], AASHTO [4]) follow a prescriptive approach to care for the durability of concrete 
structures. All those standards establish maximum limits to the w/c (or w/cm) ratio of the 
mixes, as function of the severity of the environments to which the concrete structures will be 
exposed. In some cases [3,4], a minimum amount of cement (binder) is also specified for each 
exposure class. For concretes exposed to frost, a range of entrained air content is also 
specified. This means that, to a large extent, the composition of the concrete mix is already 
fixed by the specifications. 
Regarding the cement types that can be used, most standards specify sulphate-resisting 
cements (binders) for concrete exposed to sulphate-bearing soils or water. For other 
deterioration mechanisms, in particular to chloride- or carbonation- induced corrosion, no 
specific cement types are specified in standards [1-4]. In the case of EN 206-1, national 
annexes put some limits to the types of cement that can be used for certain exposure classes 
[5,6], with criteria that are very different for each country (from very restrictive, like in 
Germany, to very permissive, like in Italy).  
Prescriptive standards consist of the "Deemed-to-satisfy" approach [5] to specify 
durability requirements. In it, based on the accumulated experience in many countries, a set of 
primarily prescriptive rules has been established which, when rigorously observed, should 
result in a service life typically of 50 years (Eurocode 2). 
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This prescriptive approach assumes that all concrete constituents are "commodities" that 
can be used indifferently, and that an identical performance would be achieved with any set of
them. Anyone that has been involved in concrete mix design knows that, at least for strength, 
this is not true and that the materials, especially the cement type and characteristics, play an 
important role on the performance of a concrete of given proportions. 
There is no reason to believe that the above does not apply to durability, although here 
there is an extra complication in that the performance of the concrete has been, traditionally, 
evaluated in the long term. 
In recent years, a series of 'short-term durability tests' have been developed (with several 
standardized), capable of giving an indication of the potential durability of a concrete mix by 
measuring its resistance to the transport of matter. A special case is the accelerated 
carbonation test, in which the rate of carbonation is measured under 'optimal' conditions 
(temperature, moisture, CO2 concentration) for the reaction to progress fast. 
The above mentioned tests measure properties that can be regarded as 'Durability 
Indicators' [5]. 
The objective of this paper is to present results of 'Durability Indicators' obtained on 18 
concrete mixes of fixed compositions, made with 9 widely different industrial cements. These 
results shall give a good indication on whether the prescriptive standards premise (same 
composition same performance) holds and, if not, how the different systems behave under 
such tests. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
2.1 Concrete Mixes 
A total of 18 concrete mixes, 9 with w/c=0.40 and 380 kg/m³ of binder and 9 with 
w/c=0.65 and 280 kg/m³ of binder, were prepared. 
Standard aggregates used in Holcim's Concrete Lab were proportioned to achieve overall 
gradings following DIN B for mixes with w/c=0.40 and one, slightly finer, falling in between 
DIN B and Fuller, for mixes with w/c=0.65. Maximum size was 20 mm. Most mixes had a 
consistency within "plastic" range F3 of EN 206-1.
A conventional WR, Sikament 210 S was added to most mixes with 0.65 w/c ratio, in the 
dosage required to achieve the desired consistency of the concrete. A HRWR, Glenium C327 
was added to the mixes with 0.40 w/c ratio in the dosage required to achieve the desired 
consistency of the concrete. 
2.2 Binders 
Each pair of mixes (w/c=0.40 and 0.65) was prepared with a different binder, covering a 
wide range of compositions, as described in Table 1. 
The first letter of the code indicates the clinker used to produce the cements (H: Höver, 
Germany; M: Merone, Italy). The values in brackets indicate the content and type of mineral 
additions originally included in the cement (MIC). When a mineral addition was added 
separately as SCM into the concrete mix, the content and type is indicated in italics. 
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Table 1: Binders used in the Concrete Mixes 
Code Brand (MIC) + SCM EN Class
H0 Holcim Pur-5N CEM I 52.5 N
H8M 92 % Holcim Pur-5N + 8% Silica Fume CEM II/A-D
H22S Holcim Ferro 4 (22% GBFS) CEM II/B-S 42.5R
H41S Holcim Duo 4 (41% GBFS) CEM III/A 42.5 N
H68S Holcim Aqua 4 (68% GBFS) CEM III/B 42.5 L
M0 I 52,5 R CEM I 52.5 R
M26L II/B-LL 32.5R (26% Limestone) CEM II/B-LL 32.5 R
M31FL IV/A 32,5 R (27% Fly Ash + 4% Limestone) CEM IV/A 32.5 R
M40FL 87% IV/A 32,5 R +13% Fly Ash CEM IV/B 32.5  
2.3 Properties Measured and Test Procedures 
Table 2 presents a summary of the relevant properties measured, the test methods (and 
relevant standard) applied and the specimen type and preconditioning employed. All 
specimens were cured under water (20°C) for 28 days (except for Test #10). All the mixes 
were prepared and specimens cast and water cured at EMPA concrete laboratory. 
Out of the 10 tests, #2 to #9 measure some transport property of the concrete: 

 #2 and #3 water transport 

 #4 to #6 gas transport 

 #7 to #9 ions transport 
The results of all transport tests reported indicate the relative easiness with which matter is 
transported through the concrete. This is why electrical conductivity instead of its reciprocal 
(resistivity) has been chosen as durability indicator. 
All applied transport tests are relatively fast, ranging from seconds (#7) and few minutes 
(#5) to few days (#3, #6 and #9). Hence all of them, in principle, provide durability indicators 
suitable for performance specifications.  
The coefficient of oxygen diffusion DO was measured by exposing one flat face of the 
sample to a stream of oxygen and the opposite face to a stream of nitrogen at equal pressure 
and temperature. The rate of diffusion of oxygen is determined by measuring the oxygen 
concentration in the nitrogen stream. 
The coefficient of capillary suction a24 was calculated as: 
a24 = m / (A . t½)          (1) 
where: a24  = coefficient of capillary suction (g/m²/s½); m= mass of water absorbed in 24 h 
(g); A = cross section of the specimen (m²); t = absorption time (s). 
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3 TEST RESULTS 
3.1 Presentation of Test Results 
Figures 1 to 10 present the test results for each binder in stacked bars format showing the 
values for the two mixes with different w/c ratios. The gas transport tests results, given their 
wide range, are plotted in log scale. 
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Table 3 presents the ranking of the different binders in terms of performance of the 0.40 
w/c ratio mixes. Number 1 indicates best performance and number 9 worst performance. The 
w/c = 0.40 was chosen for the analysis, because w/c = 0.65 is not compatible with durable 
concretes. 
Table 3: Ranking of binders performance (w/c=0.4 concrete) under the different tests applied 
Transport of Water Gas Ions Overall 
Transport KNBinder f'c WP a24 kO kT DO σ MCl RCPT
H0 4 2 8 3 8 8 7 6 7 6 4
H8M 1 5 6 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 3
H22S 2 8 1 8 6 5 5 4 5 5 2
H41S 5 7 5 2 3 4 3 3 4 3 6
H68S 7 6 2 5 2 1 1 1 2 1 9
M0 3 3 3 6 7 7 8 7 8 6 1
M26L 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 5
M31FL 8 9 7 7 5 6 6 8 6 8 7
M40FL 6 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 3 3 8
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The column before the last one indicates overall rating taking into consideration 
exclusively the transport tests. 
3.2 Analysis of Test Results 
The fallacy of prescriptive standards' assumption that w/c alone is a universal durability 
indicator becomes obvious from Figures 2 to 10. It is evident that the binder type plays as 
important role as w/c ratio in the performance of the concretes. Indeed, only for a 24 and kO 
tests was the maximum value for the concrete with w/c=0.40 below the minimum for 
w/c=0.65 (longest black bar below shortest top bar in Figure 3 and 4). In all the rest of the 
durability tests, it was possible to find concretes of w/c=0.65, made with certain binders, 
performing better than concretes of w/c=0.40, made with different binders.  
Regarding the transport test results, there is a very good agreement in the results of kT, σ, 
MCl and RCPT in judging the performance of the different binders (for w/c=0.40). This is 
reflected in Figure 11, extracted from Table 3; it can be seen that the four tests rank the 
binders within a range of ± 1 (except for binder M31FL). 
It is interesting to notice that the four tests showed in Figure 11 not only provide similar 
rankings but also correlate quite well with each other. Table 4 shows the correlation 
coefficient R between the results obtained by them using 18 concrete mixes. 
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Figure 11:Ranking of the 9 binders according to kT, σ, MCl and RCPT tests 
Table 4: Correlation Coefficients R between kT, σ, MCl and RCPT tests 
R σ MCl RCPT
kT 0.915 0.862 0.902
σ --- 0.872 0.977
MCl --- --- 0.914
As shown in Table 3 and Figure 10, the binders showing the best performance in mass 
transport tests are H8M (8% silica fume) and H68S (68% slag). On the other extreme the 
worst performance was shown by binder M26L (26% limestone). It is worth mentioning the 
improvement in performance (compared with the corresponding OPCs H0 and M0) of the 
binders containing 22% slag (H22S) and about 40% slag or fly-ash (H41S and M40FL). 
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Figure 9 shows that concretes of w/c=0.40, made with binders H8M, H41S and H68S, 
reach values of MCl below 2.5 10-12 m²/s which, according to [6], correspond to "Extremely 
high resistance to chloride ingress" and are suitable for structures exposed to chlorides for 
extended periods (provided that a sufficiently thick concrete cover is also provided). For 
instance a mean value of MCl = 3.0 10-12 m²/s was adopted for marine tidal and splash zones 
in the probabilistic service life design (120 years) of the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao link [7]. 
Canadian standard A23.1-04/A23.2-04 "Concrete materials and methods of concrete 
construction/Methods of test and standard practices for concrete" specifies for severe chloride 
exposure a limiting value of 1500 Coulomb (for RCPT test) and of 1000 Coulomb in case of 
"higher durability performance expectations". Figure 8 shows that concretes with w/c ratio of 
0.40, made with binders H8M, H22S, H41S, H68S, and M40FL comply with the limiting 
value of 1500 Coulomb. For the more demanding limit of 1000 Coulombs, only binders 
H8M, H41S1, and H68S comply. The test results for carbonation require a separate analysis. 
In the accelerated test applied, the carbonation depth measured (by the phenolphthalein 
method) is the result, on the one hand of the easiness with which CO2 penetrates (diffuses) 
into concrete and, on the other, on the rate at which Ca(OH)2 is converted into CaCO3 in the 
carbonation reaction. The first element is considered by the transport tests (especially gas-
transport tests), whilst the second depends strongly on the composition of the binder, in a first 
approximation on its clinker content.
This is best reflected by the case of binder H68S (68% slag) which, being one of the best 
performing with respect to transport tests, is the worst performing in terms of resistance to 
carbonation, obviously due to its low clinker content (and, possibly, to the short moist curing 
time prescribed by the test method). Actually, the best performing binder in terms of 
carbonation resistance is M0, which is among the worse in terms of mass transport 
performance. An interesting case is binder H8M (8% silica fume) that shows top performance 
in transport tests and also a very good performance. 
In order to put the carbonation results in perspective, the KN values (expressed in mm/y½) 
presented can be interpreted as 1/10 of the carbonation depth reached after 100 years of 
service. This means that the carbonation depth after 100 years is expected to be less than 
20 mm for w/c=0.40 concretes made with binders H0, H8M, H22S, and M0, a very safe 
level. It is clear from the analysis above that any prescriptive specification must take into 
consideration the type of binder involved; the same applies if durability indicators based on 
mass transport are applied. The accelerated carbonation test adopted by Swiss standard 
261/1:2013 Annex I seems an interesting tool to design concretes for service life against 
carbonation-induced corrosion [8]. 
3 CONCLUSIONS 
A series of "Durability Indicators" tests has been applied on a wide range of concretes, 
both in terms of composition (w/c ratio) and type of binders involved. The main conclusions 
that can be derived from the results are the following: 
1. The water/cement ratio, used by most standards as main "Durability indicator" is 
not suitable as such because the performance of concretes of same w/c ratio varies 
enormously with the type of binder involved 
2. The best performing binders, in terms of mass transport tests, are H8M (8% silica 
fume) and H68S (68% slag), followed by H41S (41% slag) and M40FL (40% fly-
ash)  
                                                          
1In fact, the result at 28 days was 1043 Coulombs, but just 575 at 91 days (not reported here). Since the 
Canadian Standard accepts test up to 56 days of age, clearly binder H41S complies with the 1000 Coulomb 
limit. 
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3. Concretes of w/c=0.40 made with binders H8M, H41S, and H68S showed 
extremely high resistance to chloride ingress in terms of MCl and RCPT tests and 
are suitable for structures exposed to chlorides for extended periods (say 100-120 
years) 
4. Four standard tests showed great potential to provide suitable "Durability 
indicators" in view of performance specifications, namely: kT "Torrent" air 
permeability, ρ=1/σ "Wenner" electrical resistivity, MCl "Tang-Nilsson" chloride 
migration and RCPT (Coulomb test) 
5. The fact that the above-mentioned tests showed coherence and good correlations 
with each other indicate that kT "Torrent" air permeability and ρ=1/σ "Wenner" 
electrical resistivity tests may be suitable for quality control, given their short 
duration, with ρ more appropriate for quality control on specimens and kT for site 
testing of the end-product 
6. Transport tests do not give a true picture of the performance of concrete exposed to 
carbonation, since the chemistry of the cement has a great influence on the 
carbonation rate. The accelerated test included as Swiss standard constitute an 
interesting tool for service life design against carbonation-induced corrosion 
7. The scenario for introducing performance specification for durability of concrete 
structures is mature enough. What is needed is courage and vision from the 
standards committees to move from a clearly unsatisfactory situation (prescriptive 
specifications) to a more realistic one, based on performance specifications 
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Prediction of Carbonation-Induced Corrosion Initiation of Steel in 
RC Structures Exposed to Natural Inland Environment of South 
Africa  
Jacob O. Ikotun, Mike B. Otieno and Yunus Ballim 
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of the Witwatersrand, 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
ABSTRACT 
While there are many empirical and analytical models to predict carbonation-induced 
corrosion initiation period in concrete with extensive data presented in literature, most do not 
capture the necessary parameters to allow their application to steel RC structures exposed to 
the natural inland environment. In this paper, an empirical model to predict time to 
carbonation-induced corrosion initiation in concrete is developed based on the 28-day oxygen 
permeability index (OPI) and the 2-year natural carbonation data of concretes containing 
100% PC, 35% fly ash (FA), 50% ground granulated blast-furnace slag (BS), 10% silica 
fume (SF) and (30% BS + 10% SF) exposed to the Johannesburg natural weather. The 
concretes were made using 0.40, 0.60 and 0.95 water/binder ratios and initially cured in water 
for 7 and 28 days. The 28-day OPI was used to characterise and quantify the quality of the 
concretes. Multiple linear regression analysis using the least squares method is used to 
develop a model that can be used to predict time to carbonation-induced corrosion initiation 
in concrete exposed to inland weather conditions. The proposed model showed the combined 
influence of concrete quality, cover depth and exposure conditions on the predicted 
carbonation-induced steel corrosion initiation time of the different concretes.   
Keywords: Carbonation; corrosion initiation; service life prediction; inland environment  
1 INTRODUCTION 
Carbonation is one of the leading causes of steel reinforcement corrosion in inland 
environments. It is a chemical reaction that takes place in concrete when gaseous carbon 
dioxide (CO2) dissolves in the concrete pore water to form carbonic acid (H2CO3) which then 
reacts with the calcium hydroxide to precipitate mainly as calcium carbonate as shown in 
Equations 1 and 2 [1]. 

 HHCOCOOH 322          (1) 
OHCaCOCOHOHCa 23
2
32 22)( 
        (2) 
Carbonic acid can also penetrate into the pore structure of hardened cement paste through 
CO2 dissolved in rainwater. Carbonation reaction causes the depletion of hydroxyl ions in the 
concrete pore solution and lowers the concrete pH from above 12 to below 9. [2-3]. At this 
pH, the passive layer of gamma ferric oxide on the surface of the reinforcing steel becomes 
unstable setting a stage for corrosion to occur in the presence of sufficient oxygen and 
moisture [4]. The time taken for the carbonation front to reach the reinforcing steel and 
destroy its passive layer is known as the time to corrosion initiation. The time to corrosion 
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initiation depends on the rate at which the carbonation front advances in concrete and 
thickness of the concrete cover. Carbonation rate is defined as the advancement of 
carbonation front with time in concrete. It is influenced by the exposure conditions (relative 
humidity-RH, temperature, and atmospheric CO2 concentration) and quality of concrete.
Assuming that the ingress of carbon dioxide inside concrete is constant the dependence of the 
carbonation depth on time can be expressed using the square root of time law shown in 
Equation 3 [5].
5.0Ktd 	             (3)  
where t (years) represents the time at which carbonation front reaches a particular depth in 
the concrete, d (mm) is the carbonation depth, and K (mm/years0.5) is the carbonation rate. 
Previous research by Alexander [6] established the adequacy of the square root of exposure 
time law for expressing carbonation rate for the Johannesburg locality. This was based on the 
relative uniform exposure conditions of Johannesburg throughout the year [6]. Equation 4 
expresses the time required for the carbonation front to reach the level of the reinforcing steel 
to initiate its corrosion. At this point of time, the depth of the carbonation front becomes the 
concrete cover depth as illustrated in Equation 4. 
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where ti (years) is time to corrosion initiation of steel and c (mm) is concrete cover depth.  
Numerous attempts have been made to predict the time to corrosion initiation of steel in 
concrete with extensive data presented in the literature. Most of these attempts do not capture 
the necessary parameters to allow their application to RC structures exposed to the natural 
inland environment. Some of the existing models that have similar input parameters with this 
proposed model cannot be suited to predict the time to corrosion initiation in RC structure 
exposed to the natural inland environment because their exposure coefficients were derived 
using a particular climate different from the natural inland environment. Concrete material 
variations as well do not favour the application of these models in the inland environment.
In this paper an empirical model is developed based on carbonation data of concretes 
containing 100% PC, 35% fly ash (FA), 50% ground granulated blast-furnace slag (BS), 10% 
silica fume (SF) and (40% BS + 10% SF) exposed to Johannesburg natural weather for a 
period of 2 years. The concretes were made using 0.40, 0.60 and 0.95 water/binder ratios and 
28-day oxygen permeability index (OPI) was used to characterise and quantify their quality.
Multiple linear regression analysis (least squares method) was used to establish a relationship 
between the carbonation rate and the investigated influencing variables. Square root of time 
law was used to obtain a generalised equation that can be used to estimate the time to initiate 
carbonation-induced corrosion in concrete. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHOD 
The various proportions of the mix constituents and the 28-day average compressive 
strength of the mixtures used are shown in Table 1. The binder materials conform to SANS
50197 Part 1-2: 2000; and SANS 1491-Part 1-3:2005 requirements.The aggregates used were 
crushed coarse granite (maximum size of 19 mm) and fine granite sand (nominal size of 4.75 
mm) that meet the requirements of SANS 1083 (2006) [8]. Concrete (100 × 100 × 100 mm) 
cube samples were made using water/binder ratios (w/b) of 0.95, 0.60 and 0.40 representing 
concrete strength grades of < 25 MPa, 25-50 MPa and > 50 MPa respectively for each binder 
type. Concrete strength grade of < 25 MPa was included to represent the case of
unsatisfactory site practices in concrete production [9] while 25-50 MPa and > 50 MPa 
strength grades are common in concrete applications. Moreover, the decision to use the three 
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w/b ratios for each of the binder type was to enable comparision of the concretes regarding 
their investigated properties. 
Batching and mixing of the concrete materials were done as described in SANS 10100:2-
2000 [10]. To study the effect of early-age moist curing duration on predicted carbonation 
resistance of the concrete samples, they were cured in water for 7 and 28 days at a 
temperature of 22±1oC. The concrete samples used for the OPI test were moist cured for 28 
days as specified in SANS-3001-CO3-2: 2015 [11].
Table1: Mix proportions and 28-day average compressive strength of the concretes 
Mix 
label
Binders (kg/m3) Aggregates 
(kg/m3)
Water 
(kg/m3)
w/b Compressive 
strength 
(MPa)PC FA BS SF Sand Granite
stone
PC 255 – – – 910 1002 242 0.95 22.6
350 – – – 849 1015 210 0.60 48.7
450 – – – 800 990 180 0.40 70.6
PC-
FA
178 77 – – 910 1002 242 0.95 23.1
245 105 – – 849 1015 210 0.60 49.1
315 135 – – 800 990 180 0.40 72.2
PC-
BS
127 – 128 – 910 1002 242 0.95 14.4
175 – 175 – 849 1015 210 0.60 33.4
225 – 225 – 800 990 180 0.40 75.8
PC-
SF
230 – – 25 910 1002 242 0.95 24.2
315 – – 35 849 1015 210 0.60 54.6
405 – – 45 800 990 180 0.40 87.7
PC-
BS-
SF
153 – 77 25 910 1002 242 0.95 23.5
210 – 105 35 849 1015 210 0.60 49.5
270 – 135 45 800 990 180 0.40 76.2
3 TEST PROCEDURES 
3.1 Oxygen permeability index (OPI) test 
South African Oxygen Permeability index (OPI) test was used to measure the concretes’ 
permeability. The test is used to assess the overall micro and macrostructure of the near 
surface of the cast concrete [12]. The test is useful in studying the variation in concrete w/b 
ratio and binder type. Therefore, OPI test method as specified in SANS-3001-CO3-2: 2015 
[11] was followed in this study. This involved passing oxygen gas through a concrete disc 
sample of size 70 ± 2 mm diameter and 30 ± 2 mm thickness at an initial pressure of 
100 ± 5 kPa. As permeation occurred with time, the decrease in pressure with time was 
measured and converted to the OPI as described in SANS-3001-CO3-2: 2015 [11]. An
average OPI measurement of 4 identical concrete disc samples represents the OPI of that 
particular concrete mix. For a given concrete, a higher OPI represents a less permeable 
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concrete (high quality) while a lower OPI represents a more permeable concrete (low 
quality).
3.2 Carbonation test 
After curing the concrete cube samples in water for 7 and 28 days respectively, they were 
exposed to the natural inland environments (indoor, outdoor sheltered and unsheltered from
rain) and carbonation depths were measured at 6, 12, 18 and 24 months. The exposure 
conditions were chosen based on classification specified in BS EN 206-1 2006 [13] as XC1, 
XC3 and XC4 representing moderate, less-severe and severe carbonation-induced corrosion 
exposures. Phenolphthalein indicator test was used to determine the carbonation resistance of 
the concrete samples at 6, 12, 18 and 24 months of exposure. For each sample 12 
measurements (3 measurements on each side face) were taken and an average of 36 readings 
on 3 identical specimens was reported as the carbonation depth of that particular concrete 
mixture at a testing period.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Oxygen permeability index 
The results of the 28-day oxygen permeability test conducted on the different concrete 
disc specimens are presented in Figures 1. As shown in Figure 1, there are significant 
differences in the mean OPI values for the same concrete at different w/b ratios; concrete 
becomes more permeable as w/b ratio increases. This trend is common to all the concrete 
types and can be attributed to the increased capillary porosity of their cement paste and 
interconnectivity of the pores which increases along with an increase in the w/b ratio [14–16].
The increased capillary porosity at higher w/b ratio can be attributed to its lower binder 
content which causes inefficient packing of the cement particles with the aggregates [17].
A discernible trend between the OPI and binder type is also noted but not as much as that 
between the OPI and w/b ratio. At the same w/b ratio, the SCM blended concretes are less 
permeable than the PC concretes. This can be attributed to the effect of pozzolanic reaction 
and complex products of hydration reaction of the SCM (forming new CSH phase) [18]. 
These products tend to block the capillary pores resulting in a denser microstructure with a 
finer pore structure [18]. The SCM particle sizes are noted to be smaller than PC particles; 
such a feature is beneficial in controlling the width of cement packing with aggregates. 
However, the BS blended concretes behaved differently and are more permeable compared to 
the other SCM concretes at all the w/b ratios considered. This can be attributed to the 
inability of the BS blend at the early age (28 days) to attain its full reactivity potential in 
refining its pore structure which is also evident in their compressive strength results as shown 
in Table 1. The inability of the BS blend to attain its full reactivity potential at 28 days of 
moist curing may be due to the lower PC content of the BS blended concrete mixture 
compared to the other SCM blended concretes. 
The improved performance of the SF blended concretes compared to the other concretes 
can be attributed to its early reactivity and a higher degree of its particle fineness as noted by 
various researchers [19–22]. The results of the permeability test obtained in this study clearly 
reflect the influence of w/b ratio and binder type on the overall pore structure of the concretes
and therefore can be used as part of the input parameters in an empirical model that can 
reasonably predict carbonation rate in concretes. 
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Figure 1: 28-day OPI results (error bars represents 0.5( )n  ) 
4.2 Carbonation rate 
A typical plot of carbonation depth against the square root of the exposure time is shown 
in Figure 2. A linear regression line was fitted to the carbonation data (Note that carbonation 
depth was assumed to be zero at the beginning of the exposure, this was based on a research 
finding by Ikotun [23] where concretes tested for accelerated carbonation at 7 days exposure 
showed no sign of carbonation. The slope of the regression line defines the carbonation rate 
of the concretes. The measured carbonation rates (K) of the concretes are presented in Figures 
3 and 4 where variability in the carbonation rate results is evident. The variability can be 
attributed to the influences of the exposure conditions at the respective concrete locations, the 
permeability of the concretes as evident in Figure 1 and duration of the initial moist curing 
conditions. 
 
Figure 2: Carbonation depth vs square root of the exposure time – PC concrete
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the ranking of the carbonation rate (maximum to minimum) 
regarding their exposure conditions is given as indoor → outdoor sheltered → outdoor 
unsheltered. The order of carbonation rate (maximum to minimum) regarding the binder type 
is given as: PC-SF → PC-BS-SF → PC→PC-FA → PC-BS, while increasing the early-age 
moist curing duration increased the carbonation rate of the concretes as shown in Figures 3 
and 4.
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Figure 3: Carbonation rate of the concretes initially moist cured for 7 days
 
Figure 4: Carbonation rate of the concretes initially moist cured for 28 days 
4.3 Carbonation rate prediction model 
Concrete deterioration starts from its exposed surface; hence a knowledge of its surface 
properties is important to predict its performance against carbonation (Ballim & Alexander 
2005). The fact that the reinforcing steel is close to the near surface makes the cover concrete 
an important factor in concrete deterioration. This means that prescription of rate-controlling 
factors of concrete deterioration, that is the operating environmental conditions and quality of
concrete in terms of gaseous transport properties become important parameters in the 
carbonation rate prediction model. Therefore, a general carbonation rate model is developed 
as shown in Equation 5 using multiple regression analysis (least squares method). The 
outputs of the regression analysis are presented in Table 2. 
2897876543, )( CCdUnsheltereShelteredoorIndjc IIIIIOPIK  	    (5) 
where Kc,j (mm/year0.5) represents carbonation rate of a particular concrete. Carbonation 
rate is further expressed in terms of binder type, j ( PC, PC-FA, PC-BS, PC-SF and PC-BS-
SF ) as shown in Table 2. For example, KcPC means the estimated carbonation rate of the PC 
concrete. The OPI represents 28-day oxygen permeability index and subscripts C7 and C28 
represent 7 and 28 days moist curing conditions. The coefficients associated with the input 
variables are also given in Table 2. The possible value of I shown in Equation 5 is 1 or 0. The 
value of I is 0 if its subscript does not apply to the concrete in question and 1 if it does apply 
to the concrete in question.  
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Table 2: Regression slopes, coefficients and adjusted R2 for Equation 5 
Carbonation 
rate, Kc,j
(mm/year0.5)
Regression 
slope
Regression coefficients R2
β3 β4 β5 β6 β7 β8 β9
Kc,pc 81.50 8.08 1.77 0.88 0 1.75 0 0.9381
Kc,PC-FA 93.97 9.08 1.91 1.05 0 2.11 0 0.9787
Kc,PC-BS 103.90 10.00 2.18 1.01 0 2.23 0 0.9439
Kc,PC-SF 60.70 5.80 1.43 0.87 0 1.51 0 0.9547
Kc,PC-BS-SF 84.60 8.14 0.83 0.51 0 1.91 0 0.9787
Table 2 also shows the adequacy of the regression model, the R2 (usually used for testing 
the adequacy of multiple regression model [25]) is greater than 0.93 at 95% confidence level
in all the concretes. The analysis of the regression results shows that more than 93% of the
variability in the carbonation rate can be explained by the three input variables used (concrete 
permeability, exposure conditions, and duration of initial moist curing conditions) while less 
than 7% is due to other causes that were not investigated in this study. It is therefore 
concluded that the model has a strong correlation between the output and input variables for 
all the concretes. Therefore, the proposed model demonstrates that the input variables are 
capable of describing the carbonation rate.
4.4 Time to corrosion initiation model 
The model used to predict the time to corrosion initiation is expressed as shown in 
Equation 7. The Equation 6 is obtained by using the square root of time law expressed in 
Equation 4. The resulting equation represents the carbonation-induced corrosion initiation 
model for the concretes. The model can be used to estimate the time to initiate corrosion in 
RC structure exposed to the inland environment when the concrete cover depth is known, 
assuming that corrosion is immediately initiated carbonation reaches the steel reinforcement.      
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where ti,j (mm/year0.5) represents the time to corrosion initiation of a particular concrete 
which is further expressed in terms of its binder type, j ( PC, PC-FA, PC-BS, PC-SF and PC-
BS-SF ).
Figures 5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b show the graphical representation of the time to corrosion 
initiation prediction model. The model parameters were arbitrarily selected to demonstrate 
the potential of using the empirical corrosion initiation time model to objectively compare 
potential durability performance of a concrete with different permeability, exposure 
conditions, early-age curing duration, binder type and cover depth. The analysis was done by 
varying a particular input parameter while other input parameters were kept constant.
(i) Effects of cover depth and exposures on the predicted time to corrosion  initiation  
It is evident from the results presented in Figure 5a that the predicted time to corrosion 
initiation increases when concrete cover depth is increased from 10 mm through to 100 mm 
for a given concrete and exposure conditions. This may be attributed to the fact that the 
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proportion of carbonating material in a larger cover is greater compared to a smaller cover 
depth. It is understood that the greater the amount of carbonating material in concrete the 
longer time it takes carbonation reaction to being completed.
It is also observed in Figure 5a that the variation in the predicted corrosion initiation time 
is quite distinct at some greater cover depths compared to the lower cover depths. This may 
be attributed to the early drying of the concrete surface immediately after wetting of the 
outdoor concretes which allows early resumption of carbonation in a lower cover depth. This 
shows that at some lower cover depths, variation in inland exposure conditions may not have 
any significant effect on natural carbonation process in concrete.  
Figures 5a and 5b also show the influence of the exposure conditions on the predicted 
time to corrosion initiation. It can be observed that the predicted initiation times are delayed 
for the concretes exposed to outdoor environments compared to indoor exposed concretes. 
Considering the outdoor exposed concretes, the predicted time to corrosion initiation is 
greater for the outdoor unsheltered concrete compared to the sheltered concrete. This can be 
attributed to the frequent wetting of the outdoor unsheltered concrete by rain which hinders 
the flow of CO2 when concrete pores are saturated with water. In the case of indoor 
concretes, their shorter initiation time can be attributed to the relatively higher concentration 
of CO2 usually found within the indoor environment (due to its lower degree of ventilation) 
compared to the outdoor exposures [6,15]. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5: Effect of (a) cover depth and (b) permeability on predicted corrosion initiation time
(ii) Effect of concrete quality on the predicted corrosion initiation time  
Figure 5b shows the relationship between the predicted corrosion initiation time and the 
concrete quality. It is found that at a constant cover depth and exposure condition the 
predicted corrosion initiation time increases with increasing concrete quality. A more 
permeable concrete (low quality) is characterised by many and large interconnected capillary 
pores, which can easily allow the penetration of CO2 and moisture into concrete leading to a 
higher carbonation rate. This reduces the corrosion initiation time compared to a lesser 
permeable concrete which is characterised by smaller pore spaces and lower degree of pore 
interconnectivity. In addition, the amount of carbonating material is smaller and can be 
quickly consumed by the carbonation reaction in a lower quality concrete compared to a 
higher quality concrete. 
The variation in the predicted time to corrosion initiation of the concretes in terms of their 
binder type is shown in Figure 6a. The order of ranking (longest to shortest initiation time) is 
given as PC-SF → PC → PC-BS-SF → PC-FA → PC-BS. This order of ranking shows the 
dominating influence of permeability and pozzolanic activities of the concretes blended with 
the SCM on the predicted time of corrosion initiation. The proposed model also reflects the 
importance of early moist curing period on the concretes. A concrete initially moist cured for 
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28 days can be seen with an extended predicted corrosion initiation time compared with a 
similar concrete moist cured for 7 days as shown in Figure 6b. This can be attributed to the 
higher degree of hydration experienced by the concretes cured in water for a longer duration 
compared to the same concretes cured in water for a shorter period.
       (a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 6: Effects of (a) binder type (b) duration of moist curing on time to corrosion initiation 
5 CONCLUSION 
- The results of the permeability test clearly reflect the influence of w/b ratio and binder 
type on the overall pore structure of the concretes.
- Increasing the cover depth delayed the predicted time to corrosion initiation of the 
reinforcing steel in all the concretes. 
- The order of predicted time to corrosion initiation (maximum to minimum) in terms of the 
exposure conditions is given as: indoor → outdoor sheltered → outdoor unsheltered.
- The order of predicted time to corrosion initiation (maximum to minimum) regarding the 
binder type is given as: PC-SF → PC-BS-SF → PC→PC-FA → PC-BS.
- Increasing the early-age moist curing duration increased the predicted time to corrosion 
initiation of the concretes. 
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Suitability of Accelerated Test Methods as a Tool for Service Life 
Prediction for RC Structures Made of Ordinary Portland and 
Blended Cement 
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ABSTRACT 
During the last two decades, concrete had encountered with the problem associated to its 
destruction through the attack by external agents like chlorides, carbon dioxide and other 
deleterious substances. In order to solve this problem, extensive research had been carried out 
in the field of SCM's as a part replacement of cement whose purpose is to serve as a 
durability enhancer for concrete to ensure longer service life. In our research study thrust has 
been laid to discover a suitable accelerated testing technique which would serve as a tool for 
service life prediction for RCC consisting of SCM's exposed to chloride environment. Present 
study deals with three varieties of cement, one non-blended cement (OPC) and other two 
cements blended with slag and fly ash. Generalized curves are drawn in order to rationalize 
the behavior of different varieties of cements against the various accelerated test methods for 
six w/c ratios. The results of accelerated tests are compared with conventional chloride 
diffusion test done by immersion method. The purpose of formulating these generalized 
curves is to develop a performance based service life design guidelines and quality control 
measures for evaluating concrete durability in the field made with these binders. 
Keywords: RCPT, NT build 492, Electrical Resistivity and Air permeability 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete and steel are commonly used together in reinforced concrete structures. Such 
type of materials matrix exhibit desirable engineering properties, the most important of which 
is strength. However, corrosion of the steel reinforcement which is governed by the durability 
aspect of concrete is a serious problem for structures exposed to a chemically aggressive 
environment. Corrosion of reinforcement not only affects the performance and serviceability 
of the RCC structure as a whole but also reduces the ductility of the load carrying members 
[1].  
Use of supplementary cementitious material like fly ash, slag and silica fume in different 
proportions as a part replacement to Ordinary Portland cement have shown improved 
behavior compared to Ordinary Portland cement in aggressive environment especially 
chloride rich atmosphere[2-3]. In certain Nordic countries use of 3 to 5 % of silica fume is 
mandatory under the severe environment. Polder (1996) and Maochieh Chi (2012) in their 
respective study with the help of different durability test methods like RCPT, NT build 492, 
electrical resistivity etc clearly depicts positive semblance of supplementary cementitious 
materials under chloride environment [4-6]. But cautions of doubt always exist over the 
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acceptability of accelerated durability test methods as the process of chloride ion 
transportation is implicit in nature. 
Ingress of chlorides into the concrete is generally quantified in terms of chloride diffusion 
coefficient. In order to determine chloride diffusion coefficient in concrete a number of test 
methods are available but reliability is the major concern. Most of the conventional chloride 
diffusion test methods are laborious and time consuming in nature [7-10]. During past, in 
order to obtain quick/instant information regarding chloride ion penetration, numerous 
attempts had been made to develop conventional test methods/techniques based upon the 
concept of steady state and non-steady state ion migration. Accordingly tests like rapid 
chloride penetrability test method (RCPT) and NT build 492 (non-steady state chloride 
migration test) were developed. These test methods does not requires much time and less 
expensive in comparison to conventional chloride diffusion test methods. The advancement 
in technology has seen non- destructive techniques like air permeability and electrical 
resistivity come into existence and could be seen as a partial replacement to destructive 
techniques for the prediction of service life of reinforced concrete structures. 
But certainly a check is needed in order to certify the suitability of developed accelerated 
test methods/techniques. The win ability factor for such test methods could be explored only 
on the basis of relationship that could be developed between natural process of chloride 
diffusion and accelerated migration processes involving steady and non-steady state chloride 
ion transportation. In the last few decades, various studies in this regard had been conducted 
where researchers had tried to develop correlation between the two processes of chloride ion 
mobility. Yang et.al (2004, 2005) and Sugiyama et.al (2001) studies had clearly indicated the 
use of steady state migration technique as a replacement to conventional long term method of 
chloride ion diffusion [12-14]. But the non-steady state migration method (RCPT) studied by 
Andrade et.al (2001) and Yang (2004) were not able to generate satisfactory relationship 
between the charged passed and chloride migration coefficient [11,13]. 
In general steady state migration test methods are time consuming and test runs for 
months. In order to save time, the need of the present system is accelerated test methods. The 
test methods like RCPT, NT build 492 and electrical resistivity which are accelerated in 
nature are deployed/ utilized during the study. McNally et.al (2005) had conducted series of 
chloride penetration test over concrete composed of supplementary cementitious material 
(SCM) like flyash and GGBS and it was seen that rapid migration non- steady state test 
method i.e. NT build 492 carried out at an age of 28 days was not able to give satisfactory 
result as desired when comparison had been made with the chloride diffusion coefficients so 
obtained from immersion test and ponding test [15]. Similar type of concrete composition 
was studied by Claisse et.al (2010) using NT build 492 at an age of 100 days which shows 
promising results when comparison was done [16]. Early age accelerated testing  should be 
avoided as the presence of fly ash and GGBS requires greater duration of hydration, so care 
and experience is required while applying the accelerated migration test in case of concrete 
substituted with SCM’s.
The present research study was conducted at maturity age of 56 days. Early age testing in 
case of accelerated test methods/techniques was avoided because presence of  SCM’s would 
affect the results whereas the chloride diffusion test through immersion had been conducted 
on 28 days matured concrete samples followed by 90 days exposure to 3 % NaCl solution. 
This research paper deals with the behavior of blended cement containing fly ash and slag 
under chloride aggressive environment and persistence efforts have been made to develop 
relationship between accelerated test methods with long term durability test method in 
conjunction to the cement type, so as to predict service life of concrete structures. The 
generalized curves so developed could be helpful in the formulation of performance based 
design guidelines for durable structures. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 Cement 
The cements used were Ordinary Portland cement (OPC-43, confirming to IS 269:2015), 
Portland Pozzolana cement (PPC, confirming to IS 1489 Part-1:2015 with fly ash content up 
to 30 %) and Portland Slag cement (PSC, confirming to IS 455:2015 with slag content up to 
45 %). Its physical and chemical properties are given in Table 1. 
2.2 Aggregates 
The coarse aggregates (20 mm and 10 mm) and the sand (Zone II), confirming to IS 383 
were used in all the concrete mixes. Some of the physical properties of aggregates so used are 
mentioned in Table 2. 
2.3 Admixture  
Super plasticizer normal type confirming to IS 9103 was used in concrete mix design. 
2.4 Concrete mix composition  
The research was primarily conducted on six water/cement ratios (0.36, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 
0.55, and 0.60) with three different varieties of cement i.e. OPC-43, PPC, and PSC 
correspondingly resulting into 18 concrete mixes. The concrete mix proportion for all the six 
w/c ratio’s had been described in Table 3 whereas the 28 days compressive strength of the 
concrete mixes was mentioned in Table 4. 
2.5 Specimen preparation and conditioning  
For each concrete mix, number of cylindrical specimens (dia =100 mm, height= 200 mm) 
and concrete slabs (300 x 300 x 100mm) were cast. After 24 hours, the concrete specimens 
were demoulded and water cured for 28 days. After 28 days of water curing, all the concrete 
specimens either cylinder or slabs were shifted to controlled laboratory environment of RH= 
65 ± 5 % and temp = 27 ± 2 °C till the age of testing. Specific conditioning regime and 
sample size had been indicated in details for each test.  
Table 1: Physical & chemical properties of cement 
Sl. No. Properties OPC -43 PPC PSC
(A) Physical Analysis:
1 Blain’s fineness, m2/kg 285 379 346
2
Setting time, minutes
Initial
Final
240
295
135
205
140
220
3
Compressive strength, N/mm2
3 days
7 days
28 days
34.5
42.5
57.5
30
41.5
55.5
26.5
34.5
49
(B) Chemical analysis, % :
1
2
3
Loss of Ignition (LOI)
Silica(SiO2)
Iron Oxide ( Fe2O3)
5.42
19.94
3.87
1.85
32.20
3.57
1.89
27.37
12.01
4
5
6
7
Aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
Calcium oxide (CaO)
Magnesium oxide (MgO)
Sulphate (SO3)
4.16
58.56
4.16
2.21
10.84
43.42
4.05
2.21
1.12
47.68
6.60
1.95
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8
9
10
Total Alkalies as Na2O equivalent:
Chlorides
Insoluble Residue
0.792
0.048
2.84
1.239
0.001
26.64
1.040
0.005
3.50
Table 2: Physical properties of aggregates 
Property Sand
(Natural)
Coarse Aggregate
20 mm 10 mm
Specific gravity 2.61 2.83 2.83
Water absorption (%) 0.8 0.40 0.40
3 TEST CONDUCTED 
3.1 NT Build 492 
This is a non-steady state chloride migration test which requires cylindrical concrete 
specimens of 100 mm diameter and a thickness of 50 mm. An external electrical potential 
was applied across the sample in order to force the chloride ions to migrate into the concrete. 
The solutions used in the cathode and anode are a 10% NaCl and a 0.3 N NaOH respectively. 
This test was initiated by applying a 30 V potential difference across the concrete specimen 
and thereby measuring the amount of current generated. Then, the applied voltage was 
adjusted and the test duration is determined. After the test, the sample was split and a silver 
nitrate solution was sprayed on the concrete surface. The penetration depth was measured 
from the chloride precipitation, and the migration coefficient was determined through Nernst 
Planck Equation. 
3.1.1 Curing and Conditioning  
The test was conducted on concrete specimen at an age of 56 days which includes 28 days 
water followed by 28 days air curing under controlled laboratory environment. 
Table 3: Concrete mix proportion 
Sr
no
w/c 
ratio
Type of 
cement
Mix Constituents
Air
content 
(%)
Cement 
(kg/m3)
Sand 
(kg/m3)
Coarse 
aggregate 
(kg/m3)
Water 
(kg/m3)
Dose of 
admixture(% 
by wt of 
cement)
1
0.36
OPC-43 444 736 1161 160 0.5 1.2
2 PPC 444 701 1152 160 1 3
3 PSC 444 728 1147 160 1 1.2
4
0.4
OPC-43 400 770 1165 160 0.4 1.5
5 PPC 400 727 1170 160 1 2.9
6 PSC 400 762 1153 160 1 1.1
7
0.45
OPC-43 356 805 1169 160 0.4 2
8 PPC 356 764 1170 160 1 2.1
9 PSC 356 799 1160 160 0.6 1.2
10
0.5
OPC-43 320 837 1167 160 0.35 1.8
11 PPC 320 803 1179 160 1 2
12 PSC 320 831 1158 160 0.6 1.1
13
0.55
OPC-43 300 849 1160 165 0.2 1.7
14 PPC 300 788 1178 165 0.8 2
15 PSC 300 863 1131 165 0.55 1.2
16
0.6
OPC-43 280 863 1155 168 0 2.2
17 PPC 300 801 1130 180 0.4 2
18 PSC 280 877 1127 168 0 1.4
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Table 4: Compressive strength (in MPa) at 28 days 
0.36 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6
OPC-43 52.63 45.97 42.33 38.26 33.65 28.06
PPC 59.02 53.65 43.72 37.79 35.16 33.7
PSC 48.64 47.57 34.71 33.48 30.67 28.48
3.2 Rapid chloride penetration test (ASTM C1202)
In this test method, a steady external electrical potential of 60 volts D.C potential was 
applied to the concrete specimen of 50 mm thick and 100 mm diameter for period of 6 hours. 
The anode and cathode were filled with 0.30 N sodium hydroxide and 3.0% sodium chloride 
solutions respectively. The total charge passed during the 6 hour test was recorded and used 
as a measure to chloride ion penetration in concrete.  
3.2.1 Curing and Conditioning   
 The test was conducted on concrete specimen at an age of 56 days which includes 28 days 
water followed by 28 days air curing under controlled laboratory environment. 
3.3 Chloride immersion test, unidirectional diffusion (ISO 1920 Part 11) 
In this method, cylindrical specimens (dia. = 100 mm and length =75 mm) were immersed 
into the 3 % NaCl solution for 90 days and the chloride profile was measured immediately 
after the exposure by grinding off material into at least eight depth intervals parallel to the 
exposed surface followed by titration analysis in order to determine acid soluble chloride 
content in each concrete powder. Through non-linear regression analysis by least squares 
curve fitting, the non-steady state chloride diffusion coefficients (Cd) were determined by the 
following equation which is also known as Fick’s second law of diffusion.
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Similarly, chloride diffusion coefficients (Cd) were obtained for other w/c ratios 
Where α represents ageing factor and Cd(t) represents a constant 
equivalent diffusion coefficient giving a similar chloride profile to the 
measured one for a structure exposed to the chloride environment over a period t.
3.3.1 Curing and Conditioning  
The test was conducted on 28 days water cured concrete specimen. 
3.4 Electrical Resistivity (Four point Wenner Probe method) 
The electrical resistivity, inverse of conductivity, is the property of the material that 
reflects the ability to transport electrical charge [17].In this method four equally spaced 
probes were applied to the concrete slabs (300x300x100 mm) in a line.  
3.4.1 Curing and Conditioning  
The test was conducted on concrete specimen at an age of 56 days which includes 28 days 
water followed by 28 days air curing under controlled laboratory environment. Prior to 
testing concrete specimen was water saturated for 48 hours. 
w/c
Type of 
cement
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3.5 Air permeability  
This test was conducted on the concrete slabs (300x300x100 mm) which were water cured 
for 28 days followed by 28 days conditioning in laboratory environment which includes pre-
conditioning for 3 days in an environmental chamber under a controlled temperature and RH 
of 50 °C and 80 %, respectively followed by 10 days storage in sealed container at 27 ± 2 ºC. 
The concrete slabs were tested at the age of 56 days. 
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Effect of w/c on conventional/long term durability test method  
Figure 1 shows the relationship between chloride diffusion coefficients Cd obtained from 
immersion test with w/c. Figure 1, shows a very good correlation between w/c ratio and 
chloride diffusion coefficient value Cd for PPC concrete, PSC concrete and OPC concrete.  
 
Figure 1- Relationship between w/c and chloride diffusion coefficient Cd
4.2 Cd (chloride immersion test) vs RCPT 
The values of chloride coefficient obtained from immersion test is shown in figure 2 and 
compared with charge passed obtained from RCPT test for the concrete mixes of different 
w/c ratios. From Figure 2, it was seen that the individual behavior of OPC, PPC and PSC 
concrete chloride diffusion values with RCPT value resulting in poor correlation whereas 
figure a fair correlation, not so good correlation between Cd with RCPT (coulombs) values 
was observed when combined together. Figure 2 could be utilized in service life prediction of 
RC structures on the basis of different category of chloride ion penetrability range as 
mentioned in ASTM C1202. 
4.3 Cd (chloride immersion test) vs Cd (NT build 492) 
In Figure 3, the values of chloride diffusion coefficient obtained from accelerated 
migration tests NT build 492 (Cd (NT)) is graphically correlated with Chloride diffusion 
coefficient obtained from chloride immersion (Cd). From Figure 3, Cd values of three types 
of concrete i.e. OPC, PPC, and PSC when plotted individually against Cd (NT), a good 
correlation could be seen in case of OPC concrete and a fair correlation in case of PPC 
concrete whereas in case of PSC concrete, poor correlation was worked out whereas a fair 
correlation was seen when all three types of concrete matrix.
4.4 Cd (chloride immersion test) vs KT (Air permeability coefficient) 
The air permeability coefficient value reflects the pore geometry of the concrete specimen 
which is one of the crucial element in determining durability of cover concrete. Figure 4 
shows a very good correlation between Cd (chloride diffusion coefficient) and KT
(coefficient of air permeability value) when plotted individually for different types of 
concrete as well as universally (on combination) when tested at the age of 56 days.  
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Figure 2- Combined relationship of concrete 
types between chloride diffusion coefficient Cd 
and RCPT values - Good correlation
Figure 3- Individual relationship of concrete 
types between Cd (NT) and Cd values- Fair 
correlation
  
Figure 4- Combined relationship of concrete 
types between Graph between chloride diffusion 
coefficient Cd and KT values- Good correlation
Figure 5- Individual relationship of concrete 
types between Cd and Electrical Resistivity 
values – Fair Correlation
In Torrent permeability tester, air permeability coefficients for concrete specimen depend 
upon the quantum of vacuum so developed. So, in order to achieve a good relationship 
between chloride diffusion coefficient and air permeability coefficient values, the concrete 
specimens should be sufficiently dry so as to get pores within the concrete matrix at most free 
from water [18]. In NCB laboratory, air permeability coefficient values were generated from 
the concrete specimens which were water cured for 28 days followed by 28 days air curing at 
controlled temperature and relative humidity conditions. It was found that keeping the 
concrete specimens into air for time duration of 28 days under controlled environment also 
had led to the generation of intermediate moisture conditions with the opening of pores which 
were earlier occupied by the water. This had led to the generation of condition that actually 
prevails during the service of concrete structure. 
4.5 Cd (chloride immersion test) vs Electrical resistivity
In Figure 5, the chloride diffusion coefficient values obtained from chloride immersion 
test is correlated graphically with the electrical resistivity values obtained from concrete 
specimens at the age of 56 days which includes 28 days of water curing followed by 28 days 
of air curing. Electrical resistivity of concrete containing blended cement increases with the 
increase in age.  Therefore, correlation curve so generated between Cd and electrical 
resistivity at later age was more suitable rather than generating the correlation curve at 28 
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days or earlier ages. Their exist a fair correlation between Cd and electrical resistivity values 
in case of blended concrete (PPC and PSC concrete) when plotted individually as shown in 
Figure 5 whereas a poor correlation was seen when all three types of concrete matrix i.e. OPC 
concrete, PPC concrete and PSC concrete are combined together. Therefore, individual 
curves should be used in case of blended concrete system rather than a combined curve when 
generalization is required to predict service life of RC structures on the basis of electrical 
resistivity test values. 
4.6 Service life prediction based upon accelerated / short term durability test 
methods. 
It can be seen that single accelerated/short term durability test method cannot be used for 
the prediction of service life of RC structures because of variability in the test data. On 
perusal of results achieved, in case of concrete made from Ordinary Portland Cement, for the 
determination of chloride diffusion coefficient, chloride diffusion coefficient value obtained 
from the correlation developed from any of the three tests i.e. RCPT, electrical resistivity and 
Air permeability can be taken for the service life prediction. However for better results so as 
to reduce variability two out of three tests can be performed and average value of chloride 
diffusion coefficient obtained can be used in the model for the service life prediction of RC 
structures. In case of concrete made from blended Cement, average chloride diffusion 
coefficient value obtained from the correlation developed from the two test i.e. electrical 
resistivity and Air permeability value can be taken as a input for the service life design model 
for concrete structures located in marine environment. Based on the correlation developed, 
required test values for different tests for the predicted service life of 50 years for RC 
structures in tidal zone and away from shoreline have been calculated in Table 5 using Fick’s 
second law of diffusion considering ageing factor α as 0.5
Table 5: Required test values for different tests for the predicted service life of 50 years for 
RC structures made with Portland pozzolana cement (fly ash based) 
Sr
no
Parameters Exposure Conditions RCPT 
values
(coulombs)
Air 
permeability 
Coefficient 
KT
( x10-16 m2)
Electrical 
Resistivity
( kohm-
cm)Tidal 
Zone 
Near 
Shore 
Line    
(Dock
yard) 
[19]
About 0.5 
km Away 
from 
Shore 
Line 
1
Threshold value of 
chloride content (% 
by weight of 
concrete)
0.067 0.067 0.067
2
Surface value of 
chloride content (% 
by weight of 
concrete)
1.5 1 0.5
3
Required Cover depth for predicted 50 years service 
life for RC Structures for the following Chloride 
diffusion coefficient value taken from Fig 6
3.1 Point A ( Cd = 180mm2/year) 75mm 70mm 55mm <1000 <0.2 >44
3.2 Point B( Cd =280mm2/year) 90mm 85mm 70mm <2000 <1.2 >24
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
1. Water-cement ratio has considerable effect on the long term durability test and 
accelerated /short term test methods. The chloride diffusion coefficients values obtained 
either from chloride immersion test (Cd) shows an increasing trend with increase in w/c 
ratio which is ideal in case of OPC concrete and PPC concrete. But dependency of 
chloride diffusion coefficient values on w/c is much smaller in case of PSC concrete. 
2. Non steady state migration test RCPT shows a good trend with chloride diffusion 
coefficient generated from immersion test when plotted universally whereas fair 
correlation was found between chloride diffusion coefficient obtained from chloride 
immersion test (Cd) and NT build 492 (Cd (NT)). 
3. Electrical Resistivity test and air permeability test correlate well with chloride diffusion 
coefficient. These tests can be used for the determination of chloride ingress in concrete 
but such tests are affected by the conditioning of specimen. Therefore due attention is 
required while using electrical resistivity test and air permeability as a substitute for 
chloride ingression. For OPC concrete air permeability test shows better relationship in 
comparison to electrical resistivity test because data range for OPC concrete in electrical 
resistivity test is narrow. 
4. For quality control purposes at construction site, air permeability test and electrical 
resistivity could be used where durability design of RC structure is done on the basis of 
chloride diffusion coefficient. 
5. In case of concrete made from ordinary portland Cement ,for the determination of 
chloride diffusion coefficient, average chloride diffusion coefficient value obtained from 
the correlation developed any of the two test i.e. RCPT, electrical resistivity and air 
permeability can be taken for the service life prediction and in case of concrete made 
from blended cement, average chloride diffusion coefficient value obtained from 
correlation developed from the two test i.e., electrical resistivity and air permeability 
value can be taken as a input for the service life design model for concrete structures 
located in marine environment.  
6. The correlations developed are valid for the specific curing and conditioning regime 
adopted under different test conducted in research study 
7. Further research work has to be done to obtain more data in order to further enhance the 
correlations so developed. 
8. Time of accelerated tests can be further reduced by adopting accelerating curing 
techniques (developed for blended cement specifically). Work in this direction is in 
progress at NCB. 
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ABSTRACT 
The complex microstructure of hydrating cement paste, comprises of the solid hydration 
products (primarily calcium silicate hydrate, CSH), unhydrated clinkers and the pore 
structure of cement paste. Studies on porosity in cement paste are fundamental in 
understanding the microstructural development and in understanding mechanical and 
durability properties of concrete. In the present study, a detailed review of existing models for 
pore structure characterization in cement paste has been carried out. The predictions of 
capillary porosity and gel porosity using different models are compared with the experimental 
data on porosity of cement paste reported in literature, and the values of modelling error 
associated with the models are determined. A sensitivity analysis study is carried out to 
identify the parameters that have the largest influence on porosity. Finally, an attempt is made 
to understand the implications of the pore structure on the creep of concrete.  
Keywords: Cement paste, porosity, models, sensitivity analysis, creep. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The development of pore structure with time and its influence on properties of concrete 
has been an important area of research. However, despite decades of research on the complex 
microstructure development in the cement-based materials upon chemical reaction with 
water, a complete understanding about it is yet to be achieved and agreed upon. 
Understanding the porosity in cement paste is a fundamental study which needs to be stressed 
upon [1].  
In this paper, an attempt is made to review some of the existing models on pore structure 
characterization. The models considered for the study are those by Powers and Brownyard 
(1947), van Breugel (1997), Tennis and Jennings (2000) and Maekawa et al. (2009).
Experimental data reported in literature is used to study the predictive capability of the 
models considered. Deterministic sensitivity analysis has been carried out to understand the 
sensitivity of the response variable in the models. As a way forward, the implications of 
porosity on creep of cement paste is discussed.  
2 PORE STRUCTURE IN CEMENT PASTE 
Classification of porosity based on size is attributed to studies carried out by Powers and 
Brownyard (1947). Pore structure is classified into two, viz, capillary pores, which are the
water filled spaces, and gel pores i.e, pores in the solid hydration product (CSH). The 
classification of pores based on the size is not mutually exclusive; instead there is a visible 
overlap between the subsystems. 
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Capillary Pores: The water-filled spaces, formed initially at the instant of mixing are 
called capillary pores, water of which takes part in the hydration reaction to form the solid 
hydration products. These pores are connected at the beginning of hydration reaction, 
however as the hydration proceeds and the solid hydration products get deposited in the water 
filled spaces, the sizes of capillary pores reduce and becomes more disconnected. 
Gel Pores: Gel pores are formed within the interstitial spaces of the CSH gel, and are 
filled with gel water. The size of gel pores are of order of few nanometers. Gel water is also 
adsorbed on the solid hydration products. This water is evaporable; however, it is not 
available for hydration. As hydration proceeds, the capillary pore space is occupied by the 
CSH gel, causing increase in gel porosity. 
Interlayer Pores: Pores within the layered structure of CSH is called interlayer pores, 
which are filled with the interlayer water. Interlayer water forms a structural part of CSH and 
is also known as chemically combined or non-evaporable water. Like gel water, interlayer 
water also is not available for hydration. 
3 MODELS FOR PORE STRUCTURE OF CEMENT PASTE 
In the present study, four prediction models for pore structure of cement paste have been 
reviewed, viz, Powers and Brownyard model, van Breugel model, Tennis and Jennings model 
and Maekawa et al. model. The basis for consideration of these models is their strong physics 
and mechanics based approach in development of the model, rather than an empirical one. 
3.1 Powers and Brownyard Model 
Powers and Brownyard (1947) carried out water adsorption experiments to study the 
internal porosity of C-S-H, based on which a model for pore structure of cement paste was 
proposed. The significant features of the Powers and Brownyard model are the distinction 
between gel porosity and capillary porosity and classification of three different water in 
cement paste viz, capillary water, gel water and combined/non-evaporable water. The 
parameters of the model on which porosity depends are water-cement ratio and degree of 
hydration. One of the basic assumption of Powers and Brownyard (1947) work was that of a 
constant specific volume of the hydration product C-S-H. However, investigations by Tennis 
and Jennings (2000) and Constantinides and Ulm (2004) have shown the presence of two 
different packing densities of C-S-H, that is low and high density. According to Powers and 
Brownyard (1947), capillary porosity and gel porosity of the cement paste are given by 
Equation 1, 
;           
(1) 
where,  
 
(2) 
 
  =0.72 cm3/g, =0.9 cm3/g,   cm3/g,  is the capillary porosity,  is the 
gel porosity,  is the total capillary pore volume,  is the total volume of water and 
cement,  is the volume of pore water,  is the total solid phase,  is the degree of 
hydration, is the specific volume of the non-evaporable water,  is the specific volume of 
gel water,  is the specific volume of free water, is the gel water mass,  is the non-
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the specific volume of free water, is the gel water mass,  is the non-evaporable water 
mass, is the mass of water necessary to cover the hydration cement with a monolayer. 
One of the basic assumption of Powers and Brownyard model was that of a constant 
specific volume of the hydration product (C-S-H). However, investigations by Tennis and 
Jennings (2000) and Constantinides and Ulm (2004) have shown the presence of two 
different packing densities of C-S-H, that is low and high density. Even though, Powers and 
Brownyard (1947) distinguished between capillary and gel porosity, the distinction was not
clear. Also, Powers and Brownyard (1947) assumed same fractional rate of hydration for the 
Portland cement constituents (alite and belite), which is not appropriate.  
3.2 van Breugel Model 
This model  divides the pore system into narrow gel pores and wide capillary pores [3].
As hydration progresses, the volume of the wide capillary pores reduces and the volume of 
the narrow gel pores increase, resulting in a net decrease in the overall pore volume. The 
parameters of the porosity model are water-cement ratio ( ) and the degree of hydration 
h.  This model assumes that gel porosity, that is pores of 20 Å or less are excluded from the 
total pore volume and they constantly remain water-filled. The gradual reduction in volume 
of the capillary pores is until a thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. At an intermediate 
equilibrium stage, the capillary pore is filled partly with water and partly with water vapour. 
The porosity at any arbitrary degree of hydration is given by Equation 3,
(3)
where  is the porosity at any degree of hydration,  is the capillary porosity 
and  is the porosity caused due to chemical shrinkage. The porosity caused due to 
chemical shrinkage is assumed to be 25% of the volume of the chemically combined water, 
which is 25% of the weight of the reacted cement. Equations 4-5 give the expression for 
capillary porosity and porosity due to chemical shrinkage. 
(4)
 
(5)
where is specific mass of cement (gm/cm3) =3.15, is the water-cement ratio. 
3.3 Tennis and Jennings Model 
Tennis and Jennings (2000) proposed the presence of two different densities of CSH in the 
cement paste, viz, high density (HD) CSH and low density (LD) CSH. The model is based on 
simple stoichiometric reactions of the compounds of cement paste. The porosity is a function 
of water-cement ratio and degree of hydration of the compounds and not the overall degree of 
hydration. Tennis and Jennings model is based on nitrogen sorption experiments, and since 
nitrogen cannot penetrate into the gel pores in HD CSH, the model under predicts gel 
porosity. The capillary porosity is given by Equation 6 given below.
 
(6)
The volume of CSH is inclusive of the volume of gel pores. The gel porosity is given by 
Equation 7. 
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(7)
where, , ,  is the 
volume percentage of capillary pores,  is the initial volume percentage of water,  is the 
volume percentage of hydration products,  is the volume percentage of reactants, i is the  
reactions,  is the volume percentage of pores in CSH which includes the gel pores, 
and  are volume percentage of LD and HD CSH respectively,  and  are the 
volume percentage d-dried LD and HD CSH respectively.  is the total mass of CSH and  
is the ratio of mass of LD CSH to the total mass of CSH.  
The existence of two types CSH has been questioned by different researchers [20-21].  
Also, Tennis and Jennings model assumes that the CSH globules undergo restructuring 
leading to a more densely packed system, which has been questioned. 
3.4 Maekawa et al. Model 
Maekawa et al. (2009) developed an analytical microstructure model, considering the 
fundamental physical processes occurring during the reaction of cement and water. The 
model assumes a layered structure for CSH. The pore space is broadly classified into three 
categories, viz, interlayer porosity, gel porosity and capillary porosity. The parameters on 
which the porosity depends are degree of hydration (h) and the water cement ratio. The 
characteristic porosity associated with the gel products is assumed to be a constant (i.e., 0.28) 
throughout the hydration. The capillary, gel and interlayer porosities as per the model are 
given by Equations 8 - 10.
(8)
(9)
(10)
where  is the capillary porosity,  Volume of the gel products in a unit volume of 
paste, 
 , is weight of powder materials per unit paste volume, ,
is degree of hydration, , is the characteristic 
porosity (0.28 for ordinary cements), is average specific gravity of powder material,  is 
the amount of chemically combined water per unit weight of powdered material (=0.25),  
density of chemically combined water=1.25g/cm3,  is the gel porosity,  is the interlayer 
porosity,  is the Interlayer thickness (2.8 ),  is the specific surface area of interlayer, 
, where  are the weight fractions of Portland 
cement, slag and flyash respectively,  is the dry density of gel products, 
The characteristic porosity associated with the gel products is assumed to be a constant 
(i.e., 0.28) throughout the hydration. However, as shown by the investigations of Tennis and 
Jennings (2000) and Constantinides and Ulm (2004), the hydration of cement gives rise to 
high density inner product (HD CSH) and low density outer product (LD CSH). As hydration 
proceeds, the fraction of LD CSH reduces and the fraction of HD CSH increases. Hence the 
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assumption of a constant characteristic porosity for the gel products throughout the hydration 
is not proper. 
3.5 Comparison 
Table 2 shows the simplified equations of porosity for the models considered in the study. 
These simplified equations were obtained by substituting the relevant values in the model 
equations to obtain the porosities of all the models in terms of degree of hydration and water-
cement ratio.  
Following are the observations made from the comparison of the models: 
 Porosity is a function of water-cement ratio and overall degree of hydration in all the 
models except Tennis and Jennings model. In Tennis and Jennings model, porosity is 
a function of water-cement ratio and degree of hydration of the individual Portland 
cement compounds (C3S and C2S).  
 It is noted that capillary porosity predictions by Maekawa et al. (2009) and van 
Breugel (1997) are the same.  
 The capillary porosity predictions by Powers and Brownyard model is higher in 
comparison to models by Maekawa et al. (2009) and van Breugel (1997).  
 Gel porosity predictions made by Powers and Brownyard model is almost same as 
that of combine gel and interlayer porosity prediction made using Maekawa et 
al. model. This is because Powers and Brownyard model do not make any distinction 
between gel porosity and interlayer porosity. 
 
Table 2: Simplified equations of porosity obtained by substituting relevant values in the 
model equation for porosity 
Model Capillary Porosity Gel Porosity 
Interlayer 
Porosity 
Powers and 
Brownyard*   
- 
van Breugal 
 
- - 
Tennis and 
Jennings  
 
 
- 
Maekawa et 
al.   
(Note: * - from Neville [7]) 
 
Figure 1(a) and (b) shows the variation of porosity with h, typically for Powers and 
Brownyard model and Tennis and Jennings model, respectively. From these figures, it is seen 
that, as h increases, capillary porosity reduces. With progress in hydration the water in the 
capillary pores reacts with the unhydrated cement to produce solid hydration products. The 
solid hydration products partly occupy the capillary pore space thus reducing the capillary 
pore volume. 
From Figure 1(a) and 1(b), it is also seen that gel porosity increases with h. This is 
because, with increase in solid hydration products, the gel pore volume increases. For Powers 
and Brownyard model, the gel porosity at w/c of 0.3 is greater than that at 0.5, for the same h. 
While a similar trend is seen in case of van Breugel and Maekawa et al. models, there is a 
reverse trend in case of Tennis and Jennings model. This is because Tennis and Jennings 
model considers the presence of LD CSH and HD CSH. The LD CSH is more porous than 
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the HD CSH, and volume fraction of LD CSH increases with increase in w/c. Therefore, for 
Tennis and Jennings model, the gel porosity at w/c of 0.5 is more than that at w/c of 0.3 for 
same h. The other models do not differentiate between the morphologies of CSH and 
consider it to be single hydration product. 
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Fig 1: Variation in capillary and gel porosity with respect to degree of hydration 
 In Tennis and Jennings model, it is seen that, at constant degree of hydration, gel 
porosity at w/c of 0.3 is lower than w/c of 0.5. This is because, at lower w/c, the amount of 
LD CSH is less and hence gel porosity is less [8].  
4 COMPARISON OF MODELS USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA  
The model predictions are compared with experimental values reported in the literature. 
The details of the experiment considered for comparison of the model predictions are given in 
the Table 3.  
Table 3: Details of experimental investigations considered in the comparison study 
Investigator Type of test w/c h
Pang et al. [9] MIP 0.30-0.70 0.345-0.818
Ma and Li [10] MIP 0.30-0.50 0.28 - 0.81
Goran Fagerlund [11] Water Adsorption 0.32-0.80 0.26-0.72
Powers and Brownyard [2] Water Adsorption 0.44-0.489 0.71-0.94
Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of comparison of the model predictions of porosity with 
experimental results. From the figure, it is seen that capillary porosity predictions by the 
models are more or less in satisfactory agreement with the experimental values. However, the 
gel porosity predictions show visible dispersion. To quantitatively make conclusive 
statements, the mean and coefficient of variation (COV) of modelling error, , associated 
with models are computed. Modelling error is given by Equation 11. 
(11)
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Figure 2: Comparison of model predictions of porosity with experimental results 
The values of mean and COV of the modelling error for capillary and gel porosity for all 
the models are given in Table 4. From the results obtained, following observations are made: 

 Capillary Porosity: R2 values for all the models is 0.90 suggesting a high correlation of 
the model predictions with the experimental values. Considering mean and COV values 
of modelling error, predictions of capillary porosity using Tennis and Jennings model are 
closer to the experimental values. 

 Gel Porosity: R2 values for all the models are in the range 0.81-0.82 showing that gel 
porosity predictions are not as good as the capillary porosity predictions. This is because 
the experimental methods (water adsorption and MIP) have their own limitations with 
respect to obtaining the information about the gel pores. Considering mean and COV of 
modelling error, gel porosity predictions by Powers and Brownyard model are closer to 
that of experimental values. It is also noted that Tennis and Jennings model under predicts 
the gel porosity. This is because Tennis and Jennings model is developed based on results 
of nitrogen sorption experiments on cement paste, and nitrogen cannot penetrate into the 
gel pores in HD CSH [4]. 
Table 4: Values of R2, and mean and COV of modelling error  
Model
Capillary porosity Gel porosity
R2
Modelling Error
R2
Modelling Error
mea
n COV
mea
n COV
Powers & Brownyard 0.90 0.93 0.17 0.81 0.97 0.24
van Breugel 0.90 1.11 0.23 - - -
Tennis & Jennings 0.90 1.02 0.18 0.82 1.36 0.25
Maekawa et al. 0.90 1.11 0.23 0.81 0.92 0.24
5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS  
In order to study the influence of the input variables on the porosity of cement paste, a 
sensitivity analysis is carried out. The sensitivity is characterised in terms of the relative 
sensitivity coefficient, defined as fractional sensitivity of response variable with fractional 
change in the input variable. Let R be the response variable and  (i=1,2,..n) be the input 
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variables, where R is a function of vector X, and  is the reference value of X. The relative 
sensitivity coefficient with respect to is given by [12] 
(12)
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the variation in sensitivities of capillary porosity estimated 
using different models with respect to h and w/c. It is seen that capillary porosity is more 
sensitive with respect to w/c than h. This is because, capillary porosity is the water-filled 
spaces, formed initially at the instant of mixing, and, hence is more influenced by the water 
content. It is also seen that capillary porosity estimated using Maekawa et al. and van Breugel 
models are more sensitive with respect to h and w/c, when compared to other models. Figures 
4 (a) and (b) shows the variation in sensitivities of gel porosity with respect to h and w/c. It is 
seen that gel porosity is more sensitive with respect to h than w/c. This is expected because 
gel porosity is part of the hydration product (CSH), amount of which depends on the degree 
of hydration. It is also seen from Figure 4 (a) that the sensitivity of gel porosity with respect 
to h or w/c does not change with degree of hydration for Powers and Brownyard and 
Maekawa et al. models. However, from Figure 4 (b), it is seen that sensitivity of gel porosity 
with respect to w/c increases with increase in water-cement ratio for these two models. Gel 
porosity estimated using Tennis and Jennings model is sensitive to changes in h or w/c, and 
the sensitivity increases with increase in degree of hydration or water-cement ratio. 
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Figure 3: Variation in sensitivities of capillary porosity with respect to water-cement ratio 
(w/c) and degree of hydration (DoH) 
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Figure 4: Variation in sensitivities of gel porosity with respect to h and w/c 
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6 IMPLICATIONS OF POROSITY ON CREEP OF CONCRETE 
Porosity studies in cement paste are fundamental in understanding the micro structural 
development and subsequently understanding the mechanical and durability properties of 
concrete. In this section, the link between pore structure in cement paste and creep is 
discussed. The role of pore fluid movement on creep of cement paste has been an area of 
research for a while. Creep rates determined from experimental investigations 
distinguishingly show presence of two creep kinetics viz, a short term kinetics lasting for a 
few days after loading and a long term kinetics without an asymptote for at least three years. 
The two different kinetics or creep mechanisms are associated with two different pore spaces 
in cement paste [17]. The short term creep (which is also the reversible component of creep) 
is associated with the relatively easy movement of the capillary water under application of 
load. A long term creep is associated with slow movement of gel water in the gel pores 
formed within the interstitial space of the CSH [4]. Recent studies by Shatabdi Mallick et al. 
(2016) show a bimodal retardation spectrum for basic creep of concrete, which is in 
agreement with the observation of two creep kinetics that might be related to the two 
different pore spaces in the cement paste [18-19].
While the origin of creep of concrete has been attributed to CSH [8], there is no 
conclusive agreement on the site at which it occurs [13]. Also, there is disagreement also on 
the microstructural arrangement under sustained loading and its subsequent evolution. For 
example, Feldman and Sereda (1970) observed that reversible creep is due to the 
decomposition and liberation of the interlayer water under application of load. Bazant et al. 
(1997) have proposed that a sliding mechanism governs the long term creep. Hindered 
adsorption of water molecules in the micropores leading to unstable bonds and shear slips
causes creep. The unavailability of these overstressed sites over a period causes creep rate to 
decline. Rossi et al. (2012) conducted studies on basic creep of concrete through acoustic 
emission techniques and attributed the short term creep to the fluid transport within the 
concrete sample. With advancement in technology, many of these theories are partially 
verified with experimental investigations and many new theories are being postulated, but a 
definite correlation between porosity and creep mechanism is still an active area of research 
being pursued world over.  
7 SUMMARY 
From the review of models for pore structure of cement paste, it is found that in all the 
models, porosity is a function of water-cement ratio and degree of hydration. It is also noted 
that the model proposed by Tennis and Jennings (2000) predicts values of capillary porosity 
which are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental observations. For gel porosity, 
Powers and Brownyard model gives predictions closer to that of the experimental values. 
From a sensitivity analysis, it is noted that capillary porosity is more sensitive to water-
cement ratio while gel porosity is more sensitive to degree of hydration. The importance of 
pore structure in understanding the phenomenon of creep in concrete is brought out. 
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ABSTRACT 
Many studies undertaken on chloride-induced corrosion in steel reinforced concrete (RC) 
corrosion have focused on one-dimensional (1D) chloride penetration; where the RC is 
exposed to penetration of chlorides from only one face. The findings of 1D chloride 
penetration studies though useful, may not rightly depict the deterioration of steel 
reinforcement bars located at corners of rectangular shaped RC elements in-service condition 
as they are mostly exposed to two-dimension (2D) chloride penetration. This paper presents a 
review of findings on the effect of chloride ingress paths (1D and 2D) on chloride penetration 
rate, binder type, time-to-corrosion initiation, cover cracks, and corrosion damage in relation 
to diameter and cover depth of steel reinforcement. The review also brings the need for 
determining the effect of 2D chloride ingress on the corrosion rate of corner located steel 
reinforcement bars in cracked and uncracked concrete using various binders (FA and GGBS). 
The determination of the corrosion rate is explored due to its influence on the service life of 
steel RC components after corrosion initiation. Areas of further research are highlighted 
along with a brief outline of the experimental setup for this research work. 
Keywords: Chloride-induced corrosion, steel reinforcement corrosion, 1D chloride 
penetration, 2D chloride ingress, corrosion rate. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Most RC corrosion research has assumed chloride penetration to occur in one-
dimension (1D) [1–4]. However, RC concrete elements may be subject to two-dimensional 
(2D) chloride penetration at rectangular corners thereby making the reinforcements placed at 
the corners more vulnerable to faster deterioration than those on faces that are away from 
corners [5-6]. Hence, the use of 1D chloride-induced corrosion models to predict chloride 
penetration, corrosion free life and corrosion damage in 2D scenarios has been disputed by 
some researchers [5, 7–13]. This paper is a review of the studies conducted by researchers on 
the effect of 2D chloride penetration on RC steel corrosion initiation and propagation.  
2 CHLORIDE PENETRATION DIMENSIONS 
 Chlorides can penetrate RC elements in 1D (walls and slabs) [Fig. 1a], 2D (along 
corners of rectangular beams and columns) [Fig. 1b] or three-dimension (3D) (at beam and 
column ends) [Fig. 1c] with diffusion being the dominant means of chloride penetration [14–
16]. Though the diffusion process consists of random molecular motions, it can be assumed 
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to occur in a three-dimensional (3D) space (x, y, and z) depending on the diffusing mediums 
shape, exposure and presence of a chloride gradient in the space being considered [8,17]. 1D 
and 2D chloride penetration have been identified as most critical as they affect 
reinforcements on the plane face and along corners of RC element while 3D chloride 
penetration affects the ends of the reinforcement bars [10]. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of (a) 1D, (b) 2D, and (c) 3D chloride penetration modes where Cenv is
chloride penetration from the environment. 
3 CORROSION INITIATION 
The time-to-corrosion initiation in RC is strongly related to the penetration rate of 
corrosion causing agents through the cover concrete and build-up of chloride ions to a critical 
concentration at the surface of the steel reinforcement bar to cause its depassivation [5,16, 
18]. 1D analytical solution to Fick’s second law (using the first term of Equation 1) have 
been used to find the diffusion coefficient, chloride penetration and concentration at depth (x)
from the concrete surface. Unlike the 1D scenario, few 2D analytical solutions to Fick’s 
second law provide reliable diffusion coefficient values, chloride penetration depth and shape 
exist [8,13].  
where C (kg/m3) is the concentration of the diffusing substance, x, y and z (m) are spatial 
coordinates, D (m2/s) is the diffusion coefficient, and t is time. 
2D analytical solutions to Fick’s second law were provided by Crank [19] and Edwards 
and Penney [20] respectively by using; (i) product solution of two 1D solutions and (ii) series 
solution by separation of variables method. Numerical methods such as random field, random 
variable, and finite and boundary element methods (FEM and BEM) have also be used to 
estimate 2D chloride penetration and time-to-corrosion initiation [21]. 
Using the random field approach, parameters which affect the diffusion process are taken 
as both spatial in time and temporally thereby capturing possible field variations; this is 
considered adequate in predicting the chloride penetration as compared to the random 
variable method which assumes the parameters to be constant. The probability of corrosion 
due to 1D and 2D chloride penetration was assessed using these methods by Frier and 
Sørensen [22] (see Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2: Probability distributions for the time-to-corrosion initiation of corner rebar using 
random variable, random field and finite element methods [22]. 
Probabilistic and stochastic methods have also been used to predict 2D chloride 
penetration; however, various limitations such as increasing complexity with the addition of 
variables which affect the corrosion process have been cited in the use of probabilistic and 
stochastic methods to evaluate the corrosion phenomenon [10]. Inadequate data on 2D 
chloride penetration studies in literature also serve as a limit to the use of these methods since 
they require a large amount of data. 
Kang and Shim [8] conducted an empirical study of the effect of 2D chloride penetration 
at the corner of a bridge pier and compared the results with a numerical (FEM) prediction 
model (Fig. 3).  
   
Figure 3: Numerically determined and measured chloride profile from concrete bridge pier 
[8]. 
The result of 1D and 2D chloride penetration studies by Frier and Sørensen [22] and 
Kang and Shim [8] shows that chloride penetration is underestimated when considered as a 
1D case at concrete corners.  
3.1 Chloride penetration  
A comparison of 1D and 2D chloride penetration studies from various researchers 
shows a variance in 1D and 2D chloride penetration rates [7–12]. While, 1D chloride 
penetration is assumed to occur parallel to the concrete surface, 2D chloride penetration is 
influenced by chloride penetration from adjacent RC faces that are joined. This is known as 
dimensional interaction. 
i) Dimensional interaction: Frier and Sørensen [22] used both 1D and 2D analytical 
and numerical solutions to assess the effect of 2D chloride penetration of two concrete 
elements of cross sectional dimension; 100 mm × 100 mm and 400 mm × 400 mm. The 
chloride penetration from adjoining concrete faces results in a higher chloride penetration 
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rate; concretes with thin and small sections (Fig. 4a) being most affected compared to 
those with large sections (Fig. 4b). In both instances, 2D solutions provided a better 
interpretation of chloride penetration at the concrete corners in comparison to the 1D 
solution. 
 
Figure 4: Distribution of chloride within a quadratic domain after 30 years of exposure, 
50 mm from the surface with sides of: (a) 100 × 100 mm and (b) 400 × 400 mm cross 
sections [22]. 
Zhang et al., [11] assessed the effect of dimensional interaction on the chloride 
penetration rate by exposing fly ash  (FA) blended concrete to 2D and 3D chloride 
penetration. They proposed a chloride acceleration factor (KnD); defined as the chloride 
acceleration rate exceeding 1D diffusion;  
where n is the dimension of chloride ingress (n= 2, or 3), DE and DT are the experimental 
and theoretical diffusion coefficients respectively. Using least square regression, the
chloride interaction coefficient (KnD) was determined in relation to immersion age (t = 12 
months of immersion);  
K2D= 2.01 and K3D= 2.27 
The chloride ion penetration rate at the corners exceeded an initial theoretical 
chloride concentration estimate of √2 = 1.4 and √3 = 1.73 for 2D and 3D chloride ingress. 
ii) Stress accelerating factor: With stress applied in relation to the concrete flexural 
stress on beam specimens (70 × 70 × 250 mm), Zhang et al. [12] reported higher diffusion 
coefficients in the stressed beams exposed to 2D chloride penetration compared to 
specimens exposed to 1D chloride penetration (Table 1) [11, 12]. They proposed a stress 
acceleration factor (  in concrete as a ratio of chloride ion diffusion coefficient in the 
loaded state ( ) at flexural stress (δs) and chloride diffusion coefficient in the 
unloaded state. 
) 
The diffusion coefficient of the stressed samples varied with the FA proportion; an 
increase in FA content (40 to 60%) resulted in an increase in the diffusion coefficient (7.5 
to 23.5). However, a reduction in w/b ratio (0.35 to 0.30) caused a reduction of stress 
diffusion coefficient (7.5 to 6.8).  
An estimate of the chloride acceleration factor in stressed and non-stressed conditions 
provides an understanding of stress effect on chloride penetration at square corners of RC 
elements. The size of the specimens used could have an effect on the results as proposed by 
Frier and Sørensen [22].
(a) (b)
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Table 1: 1D and 2D Chloride ion diffusion coefficients of PC and FA concrete [11-12].
Batch w/c ratio
Apparent Cl- diffusion 
coefficient (×10-8cm2/s)
Effective Cl- diffusion 
coefficient      (×10-8cm2/s)
*Non-stressed **Stressed (flexural stress 
ratio=0.35)
1D 2D 1D 2D
PC(100) 0.35 1.7 4.2 7.1 13.9
PC(80)/FA(20) 0.35 0.88 2.9 3.0 12.3
PC(60)/FA(40) 0.35 1.8 2.8 3.9 7.5
PC(40)/FA(60) 0.35 2.4 6.7 12.0 23.5
PC(60)/FA(40) 0.30 1.7 3.1 3.4 6.8
PC(60)/FA(40) 0.40 1.1 4.6 4.7 9.2
*12 months immersion **6 months immersion in 3.5% chloride solution 
The dimensional interaction factors and stress acceleration factors can be used to 
transform 1D chloride penetration rates to that of 2D or 3D. However, to adapt to changing 
scenarios, the diffusion interaction and stress acceleration factor equations may need to 
reflect other factors which influence chloride penetration; concrete quality, binder type, w/b 
ratio, temperature, relative humidity, moisture content, concrete age, stress, C3A content of 
cement etc.  
Considering that the result of this research bothers on uncracked concrete, the effect of 
cover cracks on chloride ingress in concrete needs to be taken into account. Though the effect 
of cover cracks is still being debated, it is worth noting that the transport properties of fluids 
and gases can be affected by the cracks [13,23–26]. An assessment of the influence of cover 
cracks may yield an understanding of their influence on time-to-corrosion initiation, 
corrosion rate and corrosion damage characteristics of steel reinforcement bars placed at RC 
corners that are subjected to 2D chloride penetration. 
3.2 Chloride threshold level 
Chloride threshold level (CTL) is the chloride concentration required in concrete to cause 
depassivation of steel reinforcement. It is presented as a percentage mass of either acid 
soluble (bound) or water soluble (free) chlorides in cement, or as a ratio of [Cl-]:[OH-]. It is 
widely agreed that free chlorides are responsible for steel corrosion; however, it has also been 
reported that bound chlorides can be released to take part in the corrosion process when the 
concrete is carbonated or intruded by sulphates [27]. Though literature reports a wide range 
of CTL values (0.07-2.2) [1,28–31] for mortar, in-service and laboratory concrete specimens, 
higher chloride concentrations have been recorded at concrete corners exposed to 2D chloride 
penetration. Though the CTL may not vary for corner located reinforcement bars, corrosion 
initiation has been reported to commence earlier due to chloride build up from 2D, increased 
chloride penetration rate and concentration as compared to 1D chloride penetration.   
4  CORROSION PROPAGATION 
After corrosion initiation, the build-up of corrosion products in the steel concrete 
interface (SCI) results in damage to both the concrete and steel [32–34]; corrosion-induced 
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cracks, concrete spalling, loss of reinforcement diameter, strength and ductility, loss of bond 
and delamination between the concrete and steel reinforcement bar.  
The surface area of reinforcing steel prone to depassivation due to 1D and 2D chloride 
penetration has been reported to vary. In comparison to 1D chloride penetration, a larger 
perimeter of the steel reinforcing bar is depassivated due to 2D chloride penetration, hence 
the corroding area is larger [35-37]. The chloride concentration at the level of the 
reinforcement bar closest to the exposed concrete face was also assessed to be higher in 2D 
chloride penetration scenarios with larger diameter bars having higher chloride 
concentrations due to an increased area resisting chloride flow into the concrete [9]. As in 1D 
chloride penetration, 2D chloride penetration results in non-uniform corrosion of 
reinforcement bars located at RC element corners. There is a need for more research on 2D 
chloride-induced corrosion damage in relation to parameters such as chloride concentration 
and concrete durability properties.  
A new paradigm in service-life prediction has been proposed with corrosion rate being 
identified as an important parameter in the determination of the service-life of RC structures 
after corrosion initiation [9,38-39]. A critical review of existing corrosion rate models has 
been presented by Otieno et al. [39]. The 2D penetration of chlorides and other corrosion 
causing agents is likely to vary the corrosion rate of corner located reinforcement bars 
phenomenally. Hence, there is a need to further explore the available corrosion rate models 
with a view of adapting them to the 2D chloride penetration scenario. The corrosion rate can 
also be affected when a reinforcement bar is connected to other bars that are either not 
corroding or are corroding at different rates (galvanic corrosion). Hence, in the experimental 
setup, a cathode bar (stainless steel) is used to assess its effect on the corrosion rate of 
reinforcement bar that is placed on the near face exposed to chlorides.  
5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
RC beams (72#) specimens of size, 150 × 150 × 625 mm will be cast using binder blends; 
PC(70)/FA(30) and PC(50)/GGBS(50) with a  w/b ratio of 0.40 and moist cured for 28 days. 
Concrete cover to reinforcement of 20 mm will be used.  The RC beams will be epoxy coated 
on some of its faces (4 or 5) so as to allow 1D or 2D chloride penetration (see Fig. 5). Half of 
the beam specimens (36#) will be mechanically cracked using the 3 point loading method to 
induce cracks (0.2 mm width) while the other half will be left uncracked. The cracked 
samples will be loaded onto 3 point loading rigs to keep the cracks open during the 
experiment. The cracked and uncracked beams will be subjected to a 2 week wetting (by 
immersion) and drying regime in 5% NaCl solution in the laboratory.  Corrosion data 
(corrosion potential, corrosion rate and concrete resistivity) will be collected at the end of 
each wetting and drying cycle [15]. The data will be used to assess the influence of 1D and 
2D chloride penetration on the corrosion initiation and propagation of the steel reinforcement 
bars in the concrete beams. 
Figure 5: RC beam specimen reinforcement (rft) details and chloride penetration 
Beam side open to 
chloride ingress 
Steel rft bar Stirrup Epoxy coated 
rft bar 
Stainless steel 
rft bar 
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6  CLOSING REMARKS 
Most research in chloride-induced corrosion has been conducted assuming a 1D chloride 
penetration scenario. This has been disputed by some researchers who have considered the 
time-to-corrosion initiation and corrosion damage of RC steel reinforcement bars located at 
rectangular corners of beam and column elements which are subject to 2D chloride 
penetration. Most literature available on 2D chloride penetration has focused on time-to-
corrosion initiation as it relates to chloride penetration and corrosion damage of the corner 
located bars. This review brings to fore the need for consideration of corrosion rate of the 
corner located bars as it relates to the variables; binder type, concrete quality and cover 
cracks. 
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ABSTRACT 
Distillery spent wash is a highly polluting effluent generated from molasses based distillery 
industry. The high toxicity and large quantity of effluents generated demand the storage of 
these effluents in concrete tanks for treatment processes. Owing to its acidic nature, the 
effluent could react with cementitious materials resulting in degradation due to acid attack. 
The paper presents a case study in which concrete tanks used to store distillery spent wash in 
a molasses based distillery plant experienced premature deterioration. The nature of 
degradation was investigated by using characterisation techniques such as X-ray diffraction, 
scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray 
microtomography. The test results show that the deterioration could be due to the combined 
action of sulphuric and other organic acids present in the spent wash. The deterioration 
mainly results in the dissolution of crystalline hydrates to form an amorphous silica gel. 
Gypsum and calcite were found to be the secondary reaction products when sulphuric acid 
reacted with hydrates. Organic acids could also react with hydrates leading to the formation 
of soluble salts which leach out leaving the matrix highly porous as evident from the 
tomography images.
Keywords: Concrete, deterioration, distillery, spent wash, acid attack, and characterization. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 Distillery spent wash is a highly polluting effluent from distillery industry and is generated 
from the fermentation of sugarcane based molasses to produce alcohol. Molasses based 
distilleries have a very high BOD and COD, rich in organic contents. The wastewater 
(effluent) generated from the distillation of fermented mash is known as spent wash. The 
spent wash has a temperature range of 70–80 °C, and is deep brown in color and acidic in 
nature (low pH about 4-5) with a high concentration of organic materials and solids [1]. On 
an average, 8–15 litres of spent wash effluent are generated for every litre of alcohol 
produced [2]. India has about 620 sugar mills and about 400 molasses based distilleries with 
an installed capacity of 400 billion litres of alcohol and a potential to generate, on an average, 
40 billion litres of spent wash annually. If disposed untreated on land and in an uncontrolled 
manner, this toxic effluent may also be hazardous to vegetation and affect the ground water 
quality due to dissolved leachates and colour. The enormous quantity of effluents generated 
necessitates the storage for further treatment processes before its safe disposal as per the 
pollution control board regulations [3-4]. Often, these effluents are stored in large silos made 
with concrete. Concrete being highly alkaline due to the nature of its pore solution and 
chemical composition, is prone to damage by these chemically aggressive effluents. 
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Anaerobic bacteria that thrive in these effluents consume the organic matter and produce a 
mixture of organic acids whose action on concrete can be highly detrimental [5]. The 
concrete deterioration due to acid attack in these aggressive environments is not well 
understood and needs further investigation. 
 The paper presents a case study of concrete deterioration due to spent wash in a molasses 
based distillery in Tamil Nadu, India. The concrete tank which is used to store spent wash 
was seen to be experiencing premature deterioration; the resultant frequent repairs had huge 
cost implications for the plant. The objective of this study is to understand the nature of 
concrete deterioration caused by these effluents by employing a set of micro-analytical 
characterisation techniques. Concrete samples were collected from the deteriorated locations, 
just below the water level where the spent wash is stored and characterisation techniques 
were used to investigate the deterioration further. 
2 PRODUCTION OF SPENT WASH AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS 
 Sugar is produced in the sugar mills from sugarcane. This process generates a viscous 
liquid by-product named molasses and leaves sugarcane based bagasse (residue after crushing 
of sugarcane) as an industrial waste. Molasses from sugar industry is taken to distillery 
industry for alcohol production. The production of alcohol involves the process of 
fermentation, which is followed by distillation, leaving the residual liquid waste as spent 
wash.  
According to Mohana et al. (2009), the production and the characteristics of the spent 
wash are highly variable [2]. It depends upon the raw material properties and various aspects 
related to the production of ethanol. The spent wash is acidic, recalcitrant in nature, has an 
unpleasant obnoxious odour of burnt sugar, and has very high BOD and COD. It is also found 
to be rich in inorganic substances such as nitrogen, potassium, phosphates, calcium, and 
sulphates. The typical composition of distillery spent wash is shown in Table 1. The dark 
brown colour of spent wash is attributed to the thermal degradation of the reducing sugars
and the presence of amino compounds. This is due to the formation of melanoidins and 
polyphenolic compounds/complexes. The formation of melanoidin is also largely responsible 
for the very high COD of the effluent.
Table 1: Typical composition of distillery spent wash [2, 6-7]
Parameters Values Parameters Values 
pH 3.0–4.5 Total dissolved solids (mg/L) 90,000–150,000
BOD (mg/L) 50,000–60,000 Chlorides (mg/L) 8000–8500
COD (mg/L) 110,000–190,000 Phenols (mg/L) 8000–10,000
Total solids (mg/L) 110,000–190,000 Sulphate (mg/L) 7500–9000
Total volatile solids (mg/L) 80,000–120,000 Phosphate (mg/L) 2500–2700
Total suspended solids (mg/L) 13,000–15,000 Total nitrogen (mg/L) 5000–7000
3 SAMPLE COLLECTION AND TEST METHODS 
 The objective of the study is to understand the nature of concrete deterioration caused by 
the distillery spent wash generated in a molasses based distillery in Tamil Nadu, India. A 
large quantity of spent wash is generated by the plant and stored in considerably large sized 
open tanks lined with concrete. Fig. 1 shows the tank in which the spent wash in large 
quantity is stored for further treatment processes before its disposal to meet the 
environmental regulations. Concrete samples were collected using chisel and hammer from 
the severely deteriorated locations, just below the water level where the spent wash is stored. 
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The aggressiveness of spent wash resulted in premature deterioration of concrete inside, 
demanding frequent maintenance and repair works. Samples for testing were collected before 
the repair work in the inside of the tanks was carried out. The aspect of the samples collected 
is shown in Fig. 2. The samples appeared dark brown in colour due to the attack by spent 
wash and had pungent smell due to the ingress of spent wash into the concrete. The samples 
were found to be weak and it was relatively easy to chisel out the samples. A set of micro-
analytical characterisation techniques was then used to investigate the deterioration in detail. 
20 mm
Fig. 1: Tank for storing spent wash Fig. 2: Deteriorated concrete samples
4 TEST METHODS 
 The concrete deterioration due to the attack by aggressive chemicals present in spent wash 
resulted in serious alteration in microstructure primarily due to decalcification and associated 
lixiviation of hydrated cementitious phases. Tests such as X-ray diffraction, scanning electron 
microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray computed micro-tomography 
were used to investigate the deterioration in detail. 
4.1 X-ray diffraction 
 X-ray diffraction test was carried out on powdered samples passing 75 μm sieve so as to 
understand the mineralogical alterations in phases that occurs due to degradation of the 
cement matrix. The concrete samples were immersed in iso-propanol for 3 days and dried. In 
order to prepare the sample for testing, mortar chunks were separated from the concrete 
sample. The mortar samples so collected were crushed gently using a ceramic mortar and 
pestle and sand grains were separated as much as possible using coarser sieves. X-ray 
diffractograms were obtained using X’Pert Pro PANalytical diffractometer. The scanning 
range adopted was over the 2θ range from 5-65° at a step size of 0.02°. A Cu Kα radiation 
was used to generate X-rays with voltage of 45 kV and current of 30 mA. The identification 
of phases was done using the software, X’Pert HighScore Plus with ICSD database. 
4.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
 Scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy was used to 
study the morphological changes of phases and to understand the mechanism of alteration. 
Flat samples were cut using a diamond tipped saw. The samples were then immersed in 
isopropanol for 3 days followed by drying. The dried samples were sputter coated with gold 
for imaging. A scanning electron microscope named Inspect F, which has a field emission 
gun with high vacuum, was used in secondary electron imaging mode. As the cut sample 
cross-section was relatively flat, energy dispersive spectroscopy was used directly on the 
samples to determine the elemental composition of various phases observed. 
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4.3 X-ray tomography 
 X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is a non-invasive technique for visualizing the 
microstructural features within the solid objects, and for obtaining the digital information on 
their 3-D geometries and properties. Tomography has been successfully used by researchers 
to characterize the microstructure evolution and deterioration associated with calcium 
leaching in cement-based materials [8-10]. The tomography test set up at IIT Madras used for 
imaging, v|tome|x s is a versatile high resolution system consisting of both micro and nano 
focus X-ray tubes. Cubical samples of size approximately 10 mm were cut from the samples 
collected using a diamond tipped saw. Solvent exchange process using iso-propanol (3 days 
immersion of samples) was used for the specimen conditioning followed by drying in 
desiccator. The dried specimens were then taken for the CT imaging. A voltage of 70 kV and 
current of      200 µA was maintained during the test. Microfocus X-ray tube was used for 
generating the  X-rays. The specimen was rotated 360° and a total of 900 images were 
captured during the complete rotation of specimen in the stage, to reconstruct the three 
dimensional image. The   3-D image was then processed to get the desired 2-D slice images. 
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 X-ray diffraction 
 Two types of concrete samples were collected from the deteriorated locations of the tank 
wall. The sample collected from 0-5 mm from the surface was highly deteriorated, and is 
named as P1 outer. Another sample was collected from approximately 5-10 mm from the 
surface and is named as P1 inner. The X-ray diffractogram of the P1 outer sample is shown in 
Fig. 3. It can be seen from the diffractogram that the outer zone (0-5 mm) is mostly 
amorphous with a prominent amorphous silica band centered at 2θ of about 27°. The low pH 
of the spent wash resulted in severe decalcification of cementitious materials resulting in 
leaching and dissolution of crystalline hydrate phases in the outer zone. In the process, CSH 
and other hydrates containing Si and Al got converted to an amorphous gel rich in silica and 
alumina. Formation of silica gel and decalcification of Ca from hydrates increased the 
porosity of the matrix, thus having impact also in the transport and mechanical properties. As 
the spent wash is rich in sulphate and also contains sulphuric acid (added to the fermentation 
broth to adjust the pH), there could be additional phases formed due to its reaction with 
hydrates also. The reaction of calcium bearing cement hydrates such as portlandite, ettringite, 
CSH etc. with sulphuric acid led to formation of substantial quantity of gypsum. However, it 
was found only in 0-5 mm from the surface due to the limited penetration of sulphuric acid 
and lower concentration of acid present in spent wash. Quartz peak was prominent in the 
diffractogram and this is mostly due to the unavoidable crushing of fine aggregates which 
might be present during the preparation of sample for XRD analysis. Small quantity of calcite 
and hematite was also formed as secondary reaction product. Formation of calcite on the 
surface could be due to diffusion of carbon dioxide and subsequent reaction with portlandite 
during the dry cycle when the tank was not in operation. It is interesting to note that hydrates 
such as ettringite, portlandite and anhydrous phases such as alite and belite were totally 
absent in the outer zone. This confirms the aggressiveness of acids present in spent wash as 
the hydrates and anhydrous phases are finally converted to silica gel. The reaction of most of 
the organic acids (such as acetic acid) with the hydrates form calcium and aluminum salts 
which are soluble and leach to the outside solution, and are hence not detected in the 
diffractogram of the outer zone. 
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The diffractogram of the sample P1 inner is shown in Fig. 4. Unlike the outer 5 mm, ettringite 
in small quantity is found to be stable in 5-10 mm zone. This could be due to the relatively 
higher pH at which ettringite is stable. Ettringite formation may be attributed to the combined 
sulphate and acid attack in which tricalcium aluminates are converted to ettringite. As the 
formation of gypsum was limited to the external surface, it was not observed in the     5-10 
mm zone. The presence of quartz to some extent may be attributed to the crushing of fine 
aggregates at the time of sample preparation. It was noted that the inner zone was less 
amorphous compared to the outer zone indicating lesser decalcification and degradation. 
Calcite was identified with its primary peak at 29.5°. A small quantity of anhydrous larnite 
(dicalcium silicate) was also observed in this zone. Oxalic acid present in spent wash could 
have reacted with various hydrates to form the salt, calcium oxalate hydrate also known as 
Whewellite (Ca(C2O4)H2O) which is less soluble and hence, traces of it were detected in the 
XRD pattern of P1 inner sample. The precipitation of this salt could have a protective effect 
in limiting the progress of the reaction front as it could seal the porosity of the matrix to some 
extent, similar to gypsum in the case of lower concentrations of sulphuric acid. The other 
acids (primarily acetic acid) in the spent wash form soluble salts. Such salts leach into the 
solution and hence were not detected in the diffractogram. Overall, X-ray diffractograms 
suggest the fact that the deterioration is mainly due to combined action of a mixture of 
organic acids and sulphuric acid. The deterioration results in lixiviation of cementitious 
phases forming ettringite and gypsum in addition to a gel skeleton rich in silica and alumina, 
depending upon the depth from the surface. 
5.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
 The degradation of concrete due to the action of various acids results in alteration in 
microstructure mainly due to the decalcification of calcium and aluminum bearing phases of 
hydrates. Electron micrographs were collected from the deteriorated regions in secondary 
electron mode. Fig. 5 shows the morphology of the attacked surface at a magnification of 
250x. The morphology presented in Fig. 5 is typical of cementitious matrix that is decalcified 
by the action of acids. Loosely held particles along with aggregate phases (mainly quartz) 
were observed. In order to obtain more information about the reaction products formed, a 
magnified image (1000x) is taken in a void near to aggregate phase and is shown in Fig. 6. 
The major reaction products as confirmed by EDS results were observed to be gypsum and an 
amorphous gel rich in silica. These results were in line with the X-ray diffractograms 
obtained. Fig. 7 show the morphology of gypsum bound with silica gel. The cement hydrates 
such as Portlandite, CSH, CASH, ettringite and calcium aluminates decalcify to form gypsum 
and a gel rich in alumina and silica on reaction with sulphuric acid present in spent wash. It is 
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also observed that magnesium is also present in substantial quantities on attacked surface. 
Presence of magnesium points out the possibility that the concrete being tested may have had 
a binder admixed with slag at the time of construction because of its enhanced chemical 
resistance. 
Fig. 5: Morphology of acid interacted surface 
exhibits degradation
Fig. 6: A close look at the acid interacted 
surface showing reaction products
b) EDS of area 1
a) Secondary imaging showing the reaction products c) EDS of area 2
Figure 7: A close look at the morphology of reaction products showing gypsum and silica gel 
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5.3 X-ray tomography 
 Fig. 8(a) shows the 3D rendered image of the sample collected from 0–5 mm from the 
surface (P1 outer). The sample was found to be highly porous and weak. This was evident at 
the time of sample preparation for CT imaging. Mechanical and binding properties being 
lower, cubical shape was not obtained for the sample despite the use of high precision 
diamond saw cutting blade. The action of various organic acids on concrete resulted in 
dissolution of hydrates, especially portlandite, on the surface and this led to the rough texture 
of the surfaces of specimens that is quite evident from the 3D rendered image. Fig. 8(b) is 
obtained by performing suitable thresholding operation on the 3D reconstructed image using 
the software Volume Graphics (by moving the isobar line to the right) so that only high dense 
particles in the matrix such as aggregates are visible in the 3D image. Siliceous aggregates 
are generally considered to be stable and inert to the attack by mild concentrations of various 
acids. From Fig. 8(b), it can be inferred that the matrix is richer in aggregates. The 3D 
reconstructed image is processed further to get Fig. 8(c), to highlight the various phases 
including the porosity. Coarse and fine aggregates appear light grey in colour due to its 
higher density while porosity (voids) is seen as black in colour. The deteriorated paste phase 
appears as darker due to the decalcification of cement hydrates and associated reduction in 
density of the phases. It is seen only as a very thin layer around the aggregate phase. The high 
porosity of the samples is also clearly evident from Fig. 8(c). 
 A stack of 2D slice images (top view and front view) were generated from the 3D 
reconstructed image. Fig. 9(a) shows the top view slice image of the sample cut from 0-5 mm 
from the external surface (P1 outer). It is evident that the deterioration is more pronounced at 
the exterior surface. The outer zone as depicted in Fig. 9(a) appears very dark and this could 
be attributed to the severe decalcification of paste due to the attack of various acids forming 
silica gel, resulting in lower grayscale values of pixels in the 2D slice images. Sulphuric acid 
present in spent wash react with hydrates to form gypsum and is embedded in a gel skeleton 
rich in silica and alumina. Organic acids also react with hydrates to form calcium salts along 
with silica alumina gel. The formation of silica alumina gel results in dark appearance of 
paste in images. The specimen loses the binding ability due to the formation of this 
amorphous gel. Three mineralogical zones could be identified from the slice images; an outer 
zone which is severely degraded (zone 1), middle zone which has been decalcified (zone 2) 
and inner zone (zone 3) which is decalcified to a lesser extent (decalcification ongoing). 
 Conversion of hydrates to silica alumina gel results in reduction of volume and leads to 
formation of decalcification-related shrinkage cracks. These cracks around the aggregates are 
prominent in the slice images and this could have led to increased rate of deterioration due to 
further acid ingress towards inside. Some organic acids such as acetic acid present in spent 
wash form soluble salts on reaction with cement hydrates, which get leached away to the 
spent wash solution. This may be one of the reasons for the increased porosity of the 
specimen. The highly dense particles which appear white in colour in slice images could be 
ascribed to the possible use of aggregates containing limestone. The presence of limestone is 
concluded from the calcite phase that is identified from the XRD analysis. The front view 
image of the specimen as shown in Fig. 9(b) also confirms the very high porosity and 
cracking in the interfacial transition zones (ITZ) which could have led to the increased rate of 
degradation. It appears from the slice images that most of the pores are large in size and this 
could be possibly due to improper compaction done during the construction. Action of 
various acids along with the increased porosity has led to the rapid rate of degradation of the 
structure being investigated. 
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a) 3-D image b) Processed image showing 
only aggregates
c) Processed image showing 
various phases
Fig. 8: X-ray CT images of P1 outer sample 
a) CT slice image (top view) b) CT slice image (front view)
Fig. 9: CT images of P1 outer sample showing deterioration  
6 CONCLUSIONS
 The concrete deterioration due to the spent wash in molasses based distillery industry is 
investigated using micro-analytical characterisation techniques such as X-ray diffraction, 
scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray 
computed micro-tomography. Distillery spent wash is a highly polluting effluent, rich in 
organic matter and the organic acids produced by anaerobic microorganisms thriving in these 
effluents along with sulphuric acid are highly detrimental to the cementitious matrix as it 
results in the deterioration due to decalcification of hydrated products because of acid attack. 
 The alteration in microstructure due to decalcification results in mineralogical zonation. 
XRD results reveal that the outer zone (0-5 mm) has turned out to be mostly amorphous with 
a prominent amorphous silica band centered at 2θ of about 27°. The reaction of hydrates with 
sulphuric acid present in the spent wash led to gypsum formation in the 0-5 mm zone. A very 
small quantity of calcite and hematite was also formed as reaction products. It is observed 
that cement hydrates such as ettringite, portlandite and anhydrous phases such as alite and 
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belite are totally absent in the outer zone, which confirms the aggressiveness of the effluent. 
Unlike the outer 5 mm, ettringite in small quantity was found to be stable in 5-10 mm zone. 
This inner zone was found to be less amorphous compared to the outer zone indicating lesser 
decalcification and degradation. Calcite was also identified with its primary peak at 29.5°. 
Traces of the less soluble salt, calcium oxalate hydrate (Ca(C2O4)H2O) which is formed due 
to the reaction of oxalic acid with various hydrates were also detected in the diffractograms 
of the sample collected from 5-10 mm from the surface.  
 SEM and EDS results were found to be in line with the analysis results obtained based on 
XRD. The morphology of the acid interacted surface showed severe degradation. Loosely 
held particles comprising of silica gel along with aggregate phases (mainly quartz) are 
observed. The morphology of the attacked surface was typical of slag admixed concrete. 
Presence of magnesium in EDS results validates this conclusion that the concrete being tested 
might have been admixed with slag owing to its enhanced resistance to chemical attack. X-
ray tomography images also revealed serious deterioration. The deteriorated paste appeared 
darker due to the decalcification of cement hydrates and associated reduction in density of the 
phases. Sulphuric acid present in spent wash reacts with hydrates to form gypsum and is 
embedded in a gel skeleton rich in silica and alumina. Organic acids also react with hydrates 
to form calcium salts along with silica alumina gel. The formation of silica alumina gel 
results in dark appearance of paste in images. The specimen loses the binding ability due to 
the formation of this amorphous gel. Three mineralogical zones could be identified from the 
CT slice images; an outer zone which is severely degraded, middle zone which has been 
decalcified and inner zone which is decalcified to a lesser extent (decalcification ongoing). 
Some organic acids present in spent wash form soluble salts on reaction with cement hydrates 
that get leached away to the spent wash solution. This may be one of the reasons for the 
increased porosity of the specimens. 
 It is concluded that the severe and premature deterioration of concrete tanks in the sugar 
molasses based distillery industry is primarily due to the attack by various acids (sulphuric 
acid and organic acids) that are present in the spent wash. Calcium bearing hydrate phases are 
relatively not stable in these low pH aggressive acidic environments. The effectiveness of 
inclusion of supplementary cementing materials and special cements such as high alumina 
cements in enhancing the acid resistance of concrete needs to be explored further to combat 
these aggressive conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Carbonation is one of the major factors affecting the performance of concrete. Calcium 
hydroxide (CH) and calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) which constitutes the major part of the 
hydration products, aids in maintaining the alkaline environment in concrete. The hydration 
products get transformed to calcium carbonate (CC) on exposure to carbon dioxide. Because 
of difference in molar solid volume of the hydrated and carbonated products, overall porosity 
and pore structure of the concrete system is altered. In this study effect of carbonation on the 
microstructure of cement paste and concrete cast with ordinary Portland cement, binary and 
ternary cement have been investigated. Carbonation study was carried out at 3% carbon 
dioxide concentration, 60% relative humidity and 27°C. Coarsening of pore structure was 
observed on carbonation in general. For blended cement, the total porosity increased on 
carbonation. 
Keywords: Accelerated carbonation, porosity, pore Structure, molar volume
1 INTRODUCTION 
The hydration reaction of Portland cement produces calcium hydroxide (CH) and calcium 
silicate hydrate (C-S-H) as the main hydration phases.  The hydration products of cement 
form a highly alkaline pore solution in concrete. In the alkaline environment, the compounds 
of iron form a thin protective oxide film around reinforced steel embedded in concrete. This 
layer does not stop the corrosion reaction but reduces the rate of corrosion to an insignificant 
level [1].  Carbon dioxide from atmosphere diffuses into capillary pores of concrete and 
dissolves in pore water forming carbonic acid, which reacts with the dissolved ions of 
hydration products available in pore solution, resulting in reduced pH of the system. At 
reduced pH, the oxide layer protecting reinforcement is destroyed, making steel in concrete 
susceptible for corrosion. In blended cements due to dilution effect and pozzolanic reaction of 
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) the overall alkalinity of the system is lower 
and thus making it more prone to corrosion due to carbonation [2]. 
Carbonation leads to change in the microstructure of concrete due to the difference in 
molar solid volume of the hydrated and carbonated phases. Several studies have reported a 
reduction in porosity of concrete on carbonation of CH. The molar solid volume of (C )
formed is 11-14% more as compared to that of CH depending upon the type of polymorph 
precipitated [2-3]. Various studies have reported decrease in porosity and critical pore 
diameter on carbonation of concrete cast using ordinary Portland cement (OPC) [4-6]. 
Cement containing SCMs have lower amount of calcium hydroxide as compared to OPC due 
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to the pozzolanic reaction of SCMs. In absence of CH, C-S-H carbonates extensively. The 
volume change due to carbonation of C-S-H is not yet established because of the absence of 
exact stoichiometric calculations [3]. Carbonation results in decalcification of C-S-H leading 
to formation of Si-OH groups because of the presence of excess negative charges. The Si-OH
groups condense with neighbouring groups to form Si-O-Si linkages, resulting in the 
polymerization of silicate chains and release of water which might lead to reduction in solid 
volume and coarsening of pore structure [7-8]. Lack of knowledge and discrepancies in 
evaluating change in solid volume on carbonation makes it difficult to accurately quantify the 
change in porosity due to carbonation in cement. 
This study aims at examining change in microstructure properties of concrete and cement 
paste cast using blended cements. Ordinary Portland cement (OPC), Portland pozzolana 
cement (PPC), Portland slag cement (PSC) and limestone calcined clay cement (LC3) were 
used in the study. Effect of carbonation on water absorption and rate of water absorption on 
concrete was measured whereas mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) was used to study the 
changes occurring in the pore structure characteristics on carbonation. 
2 METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 Materials  
OPC was produced in laboratory by grinding clinker in a laboratory scale ball mill. PPC 
was produced by interblending 70 % OPC and 30 % fly ash in a ball mill. LC3 was produced 
having composition of 50% clinker, 31% calcined clay, 15% limestone and 4% gypsum. PSC 
was produced by interblending 50% OPC and 50% slag in a ball mill. All the above materials 
were ground individually and thereafter intermixed in a ball mill to produce the blend. The 
chemical properties of the raw materials measured using X-ray fluoresce spectroscopy (XRF) 
is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical analysis of raw materials 
Clinker Limestone Gypsum Clay Fly-Ash Slag
SiO2 21.07 11.02 2.77 51.67 58.82 32.26
Fe2O3 4.32 1.55 0.36 4.93 6.19 1.93
Al2O3 4.65 2.53 0.62 27.69 30.62 23.16
CaO 65.16 44.24 32.62 0.06 1.01 33.88
MgO 2.13 1.96 1.20 0.13 0.41 7.01
SO3 0.77 --- 38.75 0.10 0.12 ---
Na2O 0.38 0.50 0.06 0.12 0.19 0.010
K2O 0.20 0.28 0.037 0.25 1.30 0.37
LOI Ignition 0.96 36.96 23.02 10.28 1.11 1.08
Specific 
Gravity 2.62 2.57 2.64 2.17 2.80
D50(µm) 20.2 20.1 5.86 17.5 14.1
2.2 Casting and Exposure Conditions
Concrete was cast using four different types of cement at a water to cement ratio of 0.35. 
Cylinder specimens having diameter of 10 cm and height of 20 cm were cast. After 24 hours 
of casting, the specimens were demolded. Thereafter, the concrete samples were cured under 
lime saturated water for 120 days. Prolonged curing period was selected to ensure maximum 
hydration of cement. Cement paste samples were cast in a cylindrical mold having a diameter 
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of 2 cm and a height of 10 cm at a water to cement ratio of 0.35. Curing conditions similar to 
concrete was adopted for curing cement paste samples. 
After the curing regime, the cylinders were cut into disc specimens having height of 
5±0.2 cm. Epoxy was applied on the circumference of the cylinders, leaving only top and the 
bottom face exposed. Thereafter, the specimens were kept in a conditioning room having 
temperature of 27°C and relative humidity of 60% for 15 days. Thin discs of 3-5 mm were 
cut from cement paste and were exposed to carbon dioxide straightaway without any 
preconditioning. All the specimens were kept in carbonation chamber having carbon dioxide 
concentration of 3%, 27°C and 60% relative humidity. 
2.3 Methodology 
The porosity was measured according to the guidelines described in ASTM C642, whereas 
rate of water absorption was measured according to the guidelines mentioned in ASTM 
C1585. The initial properties of concrete i.e. non-carbonated concrete were measured on 
specimens after the end of the preconditioning period. Tests on carbonated specimens were 
done at the end of 28 days of exposure to carbon dioxide. MIP was performed on fully 
carbonated cement paste samples. Prior to MIP analysis, the disc samples were dried by 
solvent exchange method [9]. At the time of analysis, the dried disc samples were broken into 
smaller fragments having dimensions of approximately 3×3×3 mm. A total of 5 such pieces 
with the cumulative mass of 1.5-1.8 g were used for the analysis.
3 RESULTS 
3.1 Water absorption and rate of water absorption 
Porosity of non-carbonated and carbonated concrete was determined through water 
absorbed by concrete. Figure 1 shows the result of change in porosity of concrete on 
carbonation. Sorptivity test was conducted to observe change in rate of water absorption due 
to carbonation. Figure 2 shows the sorption index of non-carbonated and carbonated concrete. 
Only the primary rate of absorption of concrete was measured in this study 
Figure 1: Change in porosity of concrete on carbonation after 28 days of exposure to carbon 
dioxide 
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Figure 2: Water absorption index (sorption index) of concrete on carbonation after 28 days of 
exposure to carbon dioxide 
3.2 Pore structure 
The MIP results of non-carbonated (NC) and carbonated (C) samples are shown in figure 3 
and 4 respectively. The critical pore diameter of the blended cements is smaller than OPC in 
non-carbonated samples. The pozzolanic reaction of SCMs helps in refinement of pore 
structure. However, volume of mercury intruded in OPC is lowest. On carbonation, 
coarsening of pore structure is observed in all the blends. Also, volume of mercury intruded 
is increased on carbonation in blended cements whereas small reduction in intruded volume 
is observed for OPC sample. The MIP curves of OPC, PPC and LC3 are part of results 
published elsewhere [11] and are used here for completeness of this study. 
Figure 3: Mercury intrusion porosimetry curves of non-carbonated samples 
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Figure 4: Mercury intrusion porosimetry curves of carbonated samples 
4 DISCUSSION 
All the phases formed on hydration of cement have the tendency to carbonate [12-13]. 
Calcium hydroxide is the major phase responsible for maintaining pH in concrete which 
results in stabilization of other hydration phases. The change in volume caused by 
carbonation of phases other than calcium hydroxide is not as straightforward. For an instance, 
carbonation of C-S-H leads to the formation of calcium carbonate and silica gel. The removal 
of calcium ions from C-S-H leads to formation of Si-OH groups. These silica chains 
condense with each other and polymerize. The volume of the silica gel produced depends 
upon the extent of polymerization, whether the carbonation of C-S-H produces any free water 
similar to reaction of CH or some/all the water molecules are attached with the silica gel 
formed is not clear [3]. This makes it difficult to establish an exact stoichiometry for the 
carbonation of C-S-H. Similarly, phases comprising of alumina form calcium carbonate and 
aluminum hydroxide on carbonation. The total solid volume of the products formed will vary 
depending upon polymorph of calcium carbonate formed and type of aluminum hydroxide 
formed i.e. as gibbsite or amorphous alumina gel. The total solid volume of ettringite reduces 
by approximately 35% after carbonation whereas solid volume of carbonated C-S-H may 
reduce or increase by 20% depending upon extent of polymerization and amount of water 
associated with decalcified C-S-H [10-11]. Therefore, depending upon the age of testing, type 
of cement and phases getting carbonated varying results can be obtained.  
The change in pore structure measured on cement paste by MIP shows shifting and 
coarsening of pores on carbonation. Coarsening of pores is allied with increase in total 
number of capillary/permeable pores. The porosity measured by boiling water test is mainly 
due to capillary pores, MIP results indicate the increase in the volume of capillary pores on 
carbonation, hence confirming the higher porosity in carbonated system. The sorption index 
which primarily measures the absorption because of capillary pores also increases on 
carbonation which further validates the above observation of coarsening of pores on 
carbonation. The change in porosity of concrete made using OPC is minor, this can be due to 
precipitation and clogging of pores by calcium carbonate formed from carbonation of calcium 
hydroxide. The increase in porosity and coarsening of pore structure is more pronounced in 
systems having lower clinker factor.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
Carbonation study was carried out on blended cements, in accelerated carbonation 
condition, to understand the effect of carbonation on pore structure characteristics of 
concrete. 

 MIP results depict restructuring of pores on carbonation. Coarsening of pore structure and 
increased critical pore diameter is observed on carbonation in all the cements.

 Increase in water permeable porosity of concrete is observed on carbonation, irrespective 
of type of blended cement used for casting. Minor reduction in porosity of concrete cast 
using OPC was observed.

 The rate of water absorption of the concrete is increased on carbonation due to increase in 
fraction of capillary pores. Increased capillary pores may escalate the susceptibility of 
concrete for deterioration due to faster diffusion of water and other ions through the 
pores. 

 The increase in porosity on carbonation can be attributed to carbonation of hydrated 
phases other than calcium hydroxide which has lower molar solid volume as compared to 
original hydration products on carbonation. 
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ABSTRACT 
The bond between repair mortars and existing concrete substrates is critical for the long-term 
performance and durability of the repaired structure. The carbonation state of the substrate is 
one of the parameters that may affect this bond strength. The type of calcium carbonate 
polymorph (calcite, aragonite or vaterite) affects the nucleation and growth of cement 
hydration products. In this study, carbonation of the mortar substrate is promoted via the 
biodeposition of calcium carbonate by aureolytic bacteria strain previously employed in 
bioconsolidation. X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy were used to examine 
the interfaces between the repair material and the substrate, as well as the polymorph of the 
deposited calcium carbonate. It appeared that the approximately 50 µm thick biodeposition 
film on the mortar surface mostly consisted of calcite and vaterite. The deposited crystals 
were full of bacterial imprints. Both the repair material and the substrate tended to show a 
good adherence to that layer. The bond, as assessed in this study by slant shear specimen 
testing, was improved by the presence of the biodeposition layer. 
Keywords: Calcium carbonate, bond strength, slant shear, biodeposition.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is one of the most widely used construction materials on Earth. It is an ideal 
material to resist compressive forces, but when sufficient tensile forces are present, the 
restrained concrete may crack. And, without repair of the cracks, the durability can be 
critically compromised. One can decide to use a self-healing concrete during the design phase 
of construction [1-3], but repair of existing concrete structures will still often be needed. This 
manual repair should be made with care and precautions should be taken to assure that the 
repair is long-lasting, durable and efficient. If the bond between repair product and concrete 
substrate is not sufficient, delamination or spalling may occur. Therefore, one needs to make 
sure that the surface treatment of the substrate is properly executed.  
One way of increasing and controlling the bond between the repair material and the 
concrete substrate could be the use of a biodeposition layer. One of the first patented 
applications on biodeposition was the protection of ornamental stone by a microbially
deposited carbonate layer [4,5]. This calcium carbonate precipitation can be biologically 
induced by bacteria. These bacteria synthesize the minerals in a unique form, characteristic of 
the specific species of bacteria. This biodeposition technique has also been applied on 
cementitious materials resulting in an increased resistance of mortar specimens towards 
chloride penetration, freeze/thawing and carbonation [4,6-8]. It should merely be considered 
as a coating system as carbonate precipitation is mainly a surface-controlled phenomenon due 
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to the limited penetration of bacteria into the porous cementitious matrix. Thin-section 
analysis revealed that the thickness of the bacterial layer was typically within the range of 10 
to 40 µm; in which larger crystals up to 110 µm could be found [4]. This layer can be a 
promising route to engineer for optimal bond strength characteristics. 
In this paper, the bond strength was assessed by slant shear testing. Specimens with and 
without biodeposition layer were studied and the crystal formation composition and 
morphology were examined. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Bacterial strain and cultivation condition 
Bacillus sphaericus LMG 22257 (Belgian coordinated collection of microorganisms, 
Ghent) was used in this study. The bacteria were grown aseptically in the growth medium 
(400 mL per batch) which consisted of a blend of yeast extract (20 g/L) and urea (20 g/L). 
The culture was incubated at 28°C on a shaker at 100 rpm [10.5 rad/s] for 24h. Subsequently, 
the bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation (7000 rpm [733.0 rad/s], 7 min) of the 
24h old grown culture and were resuspended in sterile saline solution (NaCl, 8.5 g/L). The 
concentration of the bacteria in the suspension was 1.5·109 cells/mL to 2·109 cells/mL. The 
obtained bacterial suspension was stored in a 4°C refrigerator for further experimental use.
2.2 Mortar specimens 
The standard used to make the mortar substrates was ASTM C882/C882M-13 on ‘Bond 
strength of epoxy-resin systems used with concrete by slant shear’. Six Portland-cement 
mortar cylinders with a standard mixture composition according to EN 196-1 were cast 
(510 kg/m³ CEM I 52.5 N, 1530 kg/m³ silica sand 0/2, and 255 kg/m³ water). The specimens’ 
diameter and height were 75 mm and 150 mm respectively, and each had a diagonally cast 
bonding area at a 30° angle from the vertical, as per the ASTM standard.  
The specimens were manually ground (bonded surface) by means of a sand paper until the 
desired roughness was reached. The International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI) has a set 
of “roughness” surface profile chips (http://www.jdtechnical.com/Surface_Prep-JD.htm). An
intermediate profile, similar to the CSP-5 chip, was targeted at an age of 28d. All prepared 
surfaces were visually similar. 
2.3 Biodeposition treatment 
Mortar specimens (BAC) were partially immersed in a precipitation medium which 
consisted of urea (30 g/L), calcium nitrate (118 g/L) and yeast extract (5 g/L) for 24h. The 
medium level was approximately 10 mm above the immersed surface (elliptical surface for 
applying repair material) of the mortar specimens. After that, the specimens were taken out 
from the precipitation medium and put upside down until surface dry. Subsequently, bacterial 
suspension was sprayed (approximately 0.5 mL/cm²) all over each elliptical surface every 6h
for 4 times. 
2.4 Repair material application and slant shear testing at 28d
All mortar substrate specimens were soaked in tap water for 24 h. The face of the mortar 
section was put on an absorbent material for 10 min and was subsequently dried in air for 
15 min. The repair material (Sika MonoTop-124 N1) was mixed for 3 min. The prepared 
                                                          
1 Certain commercial products are identified in this paper to specify the materials used and the procedures 
employed. In no case does such identification imply endorsement or recommendation by Ghent University or 
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bonding surface was put horizontal and 2 mm of repair material was applied, followed by the 
application of a second mortar specimen. The entire cylinder (especially the sides) 
was(/were) covered with plastic foil and tape to exclude movement during hardening of the 
repair material. The specimens were kept horizontal for 48h. Afterwards they were put in a 
moist room at 95±5% RH and 20±2°C until the repair product achieved an age of 28d. Prior 
to testing, the loading surfaces of each cylinder were ground to produce a smooth testing 
surface. The composite specimen was loaded in compression and its strength was recorded. 
The bond strength was determined by dividing the load carried by the specimen at failure by 
the area of the bonded surface. The area of the bonded surface was reduced by that of any 
voids found in the bond layer on inspection after the test. Only voids larger than 3 mm in 
diameter were taken into account. 
2.5 Characterization of the interface between mortar substrate and repair material 
The mineral phases in the mortar-biodeposition layer-repair material interface were 
investigated by use of X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and 
thin section analysis. After the slant shear test, shards from the mortar surface, repair material 
surface, and biodeposition layer were manually collected using a spatula. 
A copper X-ray tube was used for the XRD analysis. The samples were manually 
trimmed into about 1 cm in diameter and 2 to 3 mm thick pieces to fit the sample holder. 
Scanning was performed from 10° to 70° two-theta with a step size of 0.039° 
Samples for SEM analysis were first subjected to a gold coating process. SEM analysis 
was performed on an instrument equipped with an EDX detector operating at an acceleration 
voltage of 20 kV. 
To study the formed crystals near the interface between the mortar substrate and the 
repair material, thin sections (40 mm × 25 mm × 25 µm) were prepared from the tested slant 
shear specimens, perpendicular to the interface and along the height of the cylindrical 
specimen (Figure 1). First, the specimens were cut to expose 40 mm × 25 mm faces, which 
were then glued on a glass slide with a thickness of 2.9 mm. The combined sample was cut 
and polished until a height of the specimen and glass of 10.1 mm was reached. Next, the 
specimens were impregnated under vacuum with a fluorescent epoxy. The excess epoxy was 
polished away and an object glass was glued on the smooth surface. Finally, the glass slides 
were cut off and the remaining part was polished until a thin section with 25 µm thickness 
was achieved. A cover glass was glued on top to protect the thin section. The thin sections 
were then analysed under normal and fluorescent light. 
Figure 1: Slant shear setup (left) and thin section location (right) 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it indicate that the products are necessarily the best 
available for the purpose. 
concrete Mortar  substrate
Repair 
materialCaC
O3
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3 RESULTS 
3.1 Slant shear test 
The results obtained when performing a compression test on the slant shear specimens, 
are shown in Table 1. The elliptical surface area was measured after the test. Possible defects 
at the edges and larger air voids were subtracted from the complete area. No distinct 
differences in elliptical surfaces were found on the studied samples series and the results thus 
could be compared. The bond strength results were characterized by an average and standard 
deviation of 12.6 MPa ± 1.6 MPa and 14.3 MPa ± 1.0 MPa for the REF and BAC specimens, 
respectively. The average results for the bacterially treated specimens are 13% higher than 
the un-treated specimens. The bacterial treatment thus seems to improve the overall bonding 
strength, but this preliminary result is only significantly different at a significance level of 
0.18 (t-test). The BAC III specimen showed a lower force when performing the slant shear 
test for unknown reason. Additional future tests will elucidate this assumption and an
improved treatment will be proposed. 
Table 1: Force, elliptical surface area and bond strength results 
Force [kN] Elliptical surface area [cm²] Bond strength [MPa]
REF I 99.15 9120.6 10.9
REF II 117.04 9131.6 12.8
REF III 126.78 9040.3 14.0
BAC I 135.7 9148.5 14.8
BAC II 136.21 9143.8 14.9
BAC III 119.99 9079.6 13.2
Figure 2 shows the elliptical surface after performing the slant shear test. The surface of 
the reference samples is smooth and debonding of the repair material layer from the mortar 
surface occurred. Conversely, a clear whitish layer was observed on the bacterially treated 
specimens. This is from the calcium carbonate biodeposition due to the bacterial treatment. 
Partial debonding of the calcite layer deposited by the bacteria was seen by comparing the 
bonding surfaces after compression (Figure 2). This rougher surface is thus possibly 
primarily responsible for the increase in slant shear bond strength. 
                               REF                                     BAC 
Figure 2: Bonding surfaces after performing the slant shear test 
3.2 XRD analysis of the carbonates 
The XRD spectra are shown in Figure 3 and the EDX spectra in Figure 4. The 
biodeposition film on the mortar surface mostly consisted of calcite and vaterite. The amount 
of both was quite significant, which is indicated by the sharp and strong dominant diffraction 
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peaks in the spectrum (green lines). The compositions of the mortar substrate and repair 
material surfaces were quite similar, as they are both cementitious materials. They both 
contained calcite, vaterite and quartz. The detailed percentage of each mineral is unknown 
from this qualitative analysis. Yet it can still be seen that calcite was the main mineral, while 
the amount of vaterite was much less than that of calcite on the mortar substrate and repair 
material surfaces. This can be judged by the fact that the dominant diffraction peaks of 
vaterite were very weak in the spectra of the samples from mortar substrate and repair 
material surfaces (blue and red lines). No calcium hydroxide (CH) or calcium silicate hydrate 
gel (C-S-H) was found on the surfaces, suggesting that they were highly carbonated. Nor was 
aragonite indicated in any of the XRD spectra. 
Vaterite is the major product in the pH-range between 8.5 and 10. Conversely, aragonite 
preferably forms at pH 11, while calcite is the dominant product when the pH is higher 
than 12 [9]. Vaterite is a metastable polymorph of calcium carbonate and is rare in natural 
environments [10]. It is unstable and transforms to calcite (or aragonite) at room temperature 
in an aqueous solution [11]. However, vaterite can be synthesized in chemical processes and 
often forms in the presence of microorganisms [12]. This gives an indication that bacteria and 
their secretion (mainly organic compounds) may facilitate the formation of vaterite. 
The three kinds of surfaces had completely different morphologies. No obvious crystals 
were observed on the mortar surface. While on the repair material surface, particles of a size 
ranging from 2 to 5 µm were seen. Based on the EDX spectrum, these particles might be Ca-
Mg-carbonates. 
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Figure 3: XRD spectra from mortar substrate, repair material and bio-deposition surfaces 
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Figure 4: EDX spectra from the mortar substrate (left) and the repair material (right) surfaces 
The biodeposition film was full of bacterial imprints. These imprints could be seen as 
long elliptical shaped spots with a length of approximately 2 µm. The EDX spectra indicated 
that the film was mainly composed of calcium carbonate. The film was not flat; instead, it 
was rough with a lot of pits. This could be due to roughening of the mortar surface with sand 
paper. 
3.3 Thin-section analysis 
Thin-section analysis is useful in viewing the interlayers between the mortar and the 
repair product in case of the reference samples and the interlayers between the mortar, 
calcium carbonate (biodeposition) layer, and the repair material respectively, for the 
bacterially treated specimens. In the case of the reference sample, the crack propagated 
through the interface of the mortar substrate and the repair material. This seems to be the 
weakest link when applying the repair material.  
In the case of the bacterial treated specimens, it could be seen that debonding takes place 
in the repair material near the vicinity of the CaCO3 layer or in the interface between the 
layer and the substrate. Both the bonding with the mortar substrate and the repair material 
seems to be sufficient to increase the bond strength. 
The complete system in the bacterially treated specimens is shown in Figure 5. A clear 
whitish layer can be seen in between the mortar substrate and the repair material.  
Figure 5: Formed CaCO3 layer attributed to bacterial activity near the interface. The figure 
width corresponds to 800 µm
The whitish CaCO3 layer in the bacterial specimens has an average thickness of 
52±14 µm (n = 250). No corresponding white layer can be found in the reference specimens.  
Repair material
Calcium carbonate
Mortar substrate
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The formed CaCO3 layer has a rough surface due to the formation of irregular crystals. 
Both the repair material and the mortar substrate tend to show a good adherence to that layer. 
This roughness could also partially lead to the increase in observed bond strength. Future 
tests will elucidate this assumption. 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on this preliminary study of applying a biodeposition layer for bond enhancement 
of repair materials, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 A bacterial treatment has been shown to enhance the bonding of a repair product to a 
mortar substrate. Further research will focus on how to further optimize the bacterial layer 
to obtain a significantly higher bonding strength. 

 The biodeposition film on the mortar surface mostly consisted of calcite and vaterite. 

 Both the mortar substrate and the repair material exhibited a good bonding with the 
calcium carbonate crystals precipitated by the bacteria. 
Ongoing studies are focusing on further enhancing the bond strength of the composite 
system by further engineering of the biodeposition layer.  
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ABSTRACT 
Redesigning buildings to improve their space efficiency and allow changes in use is often 
essential during their service lives to comply with shifts in living standards and functional 
demands. This may require the introduction of new openings in elements e.g. walls, which 
inevitably reduces their structural performance, and hence necessitates repair or 
strengthening. Here the authors report an experimental investigation of the effectiveness of 
fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP)-based strengthening for restoring the axial capacity of a solid 
reinforced concrete wall after cutting openings. Nine half-scale specimens, designed to 
represent typical wall panels in residential buildings with and without door-type openings, 
were tested to failure. FRP-confinement and mechanical anchorages increased the axial 
capacity of walls with small and large openings (which had 25% and 50% reductions in 
cross-sectional area, respectively) by 34-50% and 13-27%, to 85-94.8% and 56.5-63.4% of 
their pre-cutting capacity, respectively. Current design models are assessed against 
experimentally obtained capacities. 
Keywords: Concrete walls, openings, strengthening, CFRP, digital-image correlation. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
At present, one of the most significant discussion points relating to sustainable 
development of our society is that such development must always be supported by a safe, 
functional and durable built environment. It is widely acknowledged that our building stock 
requirements (e.g. maintenance) are enormous, due to the ever-increasing demands of 
society, with continual wear and degradation on structures potentially leading to large 
monetary and social losses. For example, the need for repair and refurbishment in the house 
building sector increases annually (FIEC 2014); figures indicate an estimated 270 billion 
Euros were spent in 2014 in the E.U. 
The majority of structures around the world are made of reinforced concrete (RC), most 
of which were built between 1946 and 1980 [1]. A high proportion of these buildings are 
multi-dwelling buildings made of prefabricated sandwich panels. The system (see Figure 1a), 
called large panel building, was developed in the West and used for the first time in 
Denmark, England and France [2], later expanding across the whole of Europe. This type of 
structure consists of an integral wall system in which load-bearing walls run along both 
longitudinal and transversal directions of the building. This makes the floor layout rather 
rigid in terms of space utilisation. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in 
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enlarging spaces by connecting adjacent rooms using openings created in existing solid walls. 
Thus, greater flexibility and better use of spaces can be achieved. However, such 
modifications may involve cutting openings into structural walls to allow for new windows, 
doors or ventilation systems (Figure 1b). The effects of such openings are stiffness and load-
bearing capacity reduction. 
Figure 1: (a) Typical large panel building [3] and (b) example of structural modifications in 
buildings 
Two methods have, traditionally, been employed to strengthen RC walls with openings. 
One is to create a frame using RC/steel members around the opening, the other is to increase 
the cross-sectional thickness. An alternative is to use externally bonded fiber-reinforced 
polymers (FRPs), a technique successfully tested by a number of authors in seismic 
retrofitting scenarios [4-7]. However, the contexts of these tests were seismic retrofits, and 
thus, they may not be applicable for repairing gravitationally-loaded walls. Literature on the 
behaviour of axially loaded walls has been recently reviewed by Popescu et al. [8]. It was 
concluded that research studies investigating walls with cut-out openings strengthened by 
FRP is scarce. For non-seismically designed walls with openings, Mohammed et al. [9] was 
the first who investigated performances of one-way walls (supported only on top and bottom 
edges of the wall) when FRP-strengthened. Hence, in the current study the effectiveness of 
FRP-repaired two-way walls (restrained along all four edges) for increasing the axial strength 
weakened by cut-out openings was investigated. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
2.1 Design of experiments and test matrix 
The specimens were designed to represent typical wall panels in residential buildings. In 
total, nine half-scale specimens were tested to failure. The walls were 1800 mm long, 
1350 mm high and 60 mm thick. The size of opening and structural condition of the wall 
were selected as the two most influential parameters. 
For the first parameter, namely size opening, small (450 × 1050 mm) and large openings 
(900 × 1050 mm) were set as the minimum and maximum levels. The minimum level 
represents the width of a typical door opening in a residential building whereas the maximum 
level corresponds to a double-door opening. Note that the terms small and large carry no 
meaning other than being a useful way of labelling the opening sizes. 
For the second parameter, pre-cracked and uncracked conditions were established as the 
minimum and maximum levels. The minimum level represents the wall in a pre-cracked state 
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(loaded until 75% of the peak load) whereas the maximum level corresponds to the uncracked 
condition. The 75% level was obtained based on nonlinear FE analyses [10] and observations 
of when the reference specimens developed a significant crack width. 
The designed test matrix is shown in Figure 2 and divided into stages I, II and III, relating 
to reference specimens, pre-cracked and uncracked specimens strengthened with CFRP, 
respectively. For convenience, the naming system adopted consists of the test stage described 
above (I, II or III) and the type of wall C, S, L (where C refers to a solid wall, S and L refers 
to a wall with a small and large opening, respectively). In addition, the tests from the third 
stage were repeated and thus, the specimen’s name contains a serial number. For example, II-
S refers to a pre-cracked wall with a small opening, strengthened with CFRP. 
Figure 2: Test matrix 
2.2 Specimen preparation 
The specimens were solid panels (i.e. constant thickness) with no voids or insulating 
layers. They were reinforced with a single, centrally placed, welded wire mesh. The welded 
fabric consisted of 5 mm diameter deformed bars, spaced at 100 mm in both orthogonal 
directions (see Figure 3). Before casting, electrical resistance strain gauges with pre-attached 
wires were bonded to the reinforcement. The walls were long-line cast, laid down on a steel 
platform. A batch line can accommodate up to five specimens. 
Two methods were available to restore the capacity to that of a solid wall. One was to 
increase the specimen’s thickness (e.g. RC jacketing, textile-reinforced mortars), the other 
was to increase the concrete compressive strength through confinement. The latter was the 
focus of interest for the work presented here. Confinement has proved to be a viable solution 
where ductility and/or axial strength are concerned. The method is highly dependent on the 
cross-section geometry: a uniform confinement effect is obtained for circular cross-sections 
whereas only part of the cross-section is effectively confined for rectangular cross-sections 
[11-12]. The transverse fibre sheets were fixed using steel bolts so as to create virtual cross-
sections with an aspect ratio limited to 2 (60 × 120 mm) starting from the opening edge. 
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Figure 3: Configuration and details of the tested wall 
Prior to the application of the CFRP strengthening, 8 mm holes were drilled through the 
wall at positions marked on the concrete surface to help the installation of the mechanical 
anchorages. The concrete surfaces were then prepared by grinding – to remove the 
irregularities and cement paste layer, and thus, exposing the aggregates – and cleaning with 
compressed air. The CFRP sheets were applied using the wet lay-up procedure. First, a two-
component epoxy primer (StoPox 452 EP) was applied to the specimens, followed by the 
application of the impregnated fibres on the concrete surface after approximately 6 hours. 
They were wrapped around the piers in a U-shape; full wrapping was not possible due to the 
existing boundary conditions. High-strength CFRP sheets (two and three 0.17 mm thick 
layers for the specimens with small and large openings, respectively) were used to strengthen 
the walls. When the epoxy had cured, the anchorage bolts were inserted into predrilled holes 
and prestressed with a torque estimated from the clamp load (i.e. 8.7 kN). 
2.3 Material properties 
The average cubic compressive strength of the concrete was 62.8 MPa and 64.4 MPa for 
the first and second concrete batch. Coupons were taken from the reinforcing steel meshes 
and tested to determine their stress-strain properties. Their mean yield strength was 632 MPa 
at mean strain of 0.28%. No material tests were carried out on the CFRP system (fibres + 
epoxy) and their nominal properties are given here according to the tests undertaken by the 
supplier. The fibres of the CFRP sheets were unidirectional with tensile strength of 5500 MPa 
and elastic modulus of 290 GPa. The epoxy resin had an elastic modulus of about 2 GPa. 
2.4 Test set-up and instrumentation 
The walls were tested in two-way action and subjected to axial loading with low 
eccentricity along the weak axis (1/6th of the wall’s thickness) to represent imperfections due 
to thickness variation and misalignment of the panels during the construction process. The 
specimens were tested in a test-rig specifically designed to simulate as-built conditions: side 
restraints permitted rotation and prevented translation while top/bottom restraints allowed full 
free rotation. 
Four hydraulic jacks were networked together to apply a uniformly distributed load along 
the wall length. The load was incrementally increased at 30 kN/min with breaks every 
250 kN to allow stress distribution and to monitor the cracks in the specimens. All reactions 
were transmitted to a reaction frame fixed in a strong floor. A general view of the test setup is 
shown in Figure 4. 
An extensive instrumentation scheme was devised in order to monitor the behaviour of 
the walls during the loading cycles. Linear displacement sensors were used to measure out-
of-plane and in-plane displacements, with strain gauges placed on steel reinforcement and on 
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the compression side of the concrete surface. These measurements were supplemented by 
measuring full-field strain distributions using the three-dimensional digital image correlation 
(3D-DIC) technique. Due to space limitations, however, only selected measurements are 
presented herein. The location of the sensors is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 4: General overview of the test set-up. Reprinted from Popescu et al. [13] with 
permission from ASCE 
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to investigate the effect of the cut-out on the axial strength, three specimens were 
loaded to failure in stage I: one was a solid panel, one had a symmetric half-scaled single 
door-type opening and the third had a symmetric half-scaled double door-type opening. The 
small and large openings represented a 25% and 50%, respectively, reduction in the cross-
sectional area of the solid wall. The damage level was evaluated in terms of ultimate load, 
crack pattern, displacement profiles, strains in concrete and steel reinforcement and ductility 
and energy release at failure. Only selected results are given here and the reader is referred to 
Popescu et al. [13]. 
The effectiveness of the selected strengthening method was investigated in two scenarios: 
Stages II and III. The performance of the strengthening method was evaluated in terms of 
axial strength increase, ductility and energy release at failure, and steel reinforcement and 
CFRP strain utilisation. Only selected results are given here and the reader is referred to 
Popescu et al. [14] for more detailed results and analysis. 
3.1 Reference specimens 
The first stage comprises the reference specimens (i.e. a solid wall, a wall with small and 
large opening, respectively) that were loaded until failure. In this way a first analysis would 
be possible to evaluate the effect of introducing new openings in a solid wall. The walls 
behaved as predicted by the numerical analysis, showing a TW behaviour by deflecting in 
both vertical and horizontal directions. This aspect was also captured by the ARAMIS system 
in addition to strain development and distribution around the openings during loading cycles, 
as shown in the images in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Principal strain development on the tension side of the specimens at peak load: (a) 
specimen I-S; (b) specimen I-L. Reprinted from Popescu et al. [13]with permission from 
ASCE
Cracks opened late in the loading of the solid wall (at 85% of the peak load), and earlier 
in the loading of specimens with both small and large openings (at 50% and 20% of peak 
load, respectively). The tensile and compressive strains that developed in the reinforcement 
were significant at higher loads, with yielding of some bars occurring at failure. All 
specimens failed by concrete crushing with spalling and reinforcement buckling showing no 
forewarning prior to failure. Effects of opening size are shown in Figure 6, in which load-
displacement curves of all three specimens (recorded at the same position on both piers – D1 
as indicated in Figure 3) are plotted on the same graph. The crack pattern captured at failure 
is shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 6: Load-displacement responses for reference specimens 
Figure 7: Crack pattern captured at failure of the unstrengthened specimens 
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3.2 Strengthened specimens 
The strengthened walls failed due to crushing of concrete followed by debonding of the 
CFRP. The failure was concentrated in smaller regions compared to reference specimens i.e. 
at the bottom of one of the piers as seen in Figure 88. The strengthened specimens had lower 
deformations (thus increasing the stiffness) and higher capacity when compared with the 
unstrengthened ones, as can be seen in Figure 99. The increase in capacity was in the range of 
34 – 50% and 13 – 27% for specimens with small and large openings, respectively. 
Figure 8: Typical failure mode of strengthened walls 
Figure 9: Strengthening effect on the walls with small and large openings 
4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Practical design of axially-loaded concrete walls is generally based on column theory that 
accounts for the equilibrium of forces over their cross-sections, and stress-strain 
compatibilities. A simplified procedure is described in design codes such as [15-18] and 
research literature [19-21], just to mention a few. A complete description of the performance 
of current design models for axially-loaded walls with and without openings was published 
by the authors in [8]. Here, only the results obtained using the European [18] design model 
are presented. The equation used to predict the axial capacity of a solid wall was: 
u cN f L t	     (1)
1.14 1 2 0.02 1 2effa a
He e e e
t t t
 
   
 	     
   
   
(2)
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Here, fc is the concrete compressive strength, L is the length of the wall, t is the wall 
thickness, e is initial eccentricity, equal to t/6 and ea is the additional eccentricity due to 
lateral deflection of the wall; ea=Heff/400. The effective height Heff, is obtained by amending 
the wall height with the effective height factor, . For walls with L < H and restrained along 
all their sides, =L/2H. 
Currently there are no design philosophies or reliable theoretical guidelines for 
calculating the capacity of strengthened walls in the literature. The only design model [9] 
found in the literature only considered top and bottom restrained walls, and so the associated 
design model is only valid for such walls. For the current research, the authors used the 
European design model [20] in combination with Lam and Teng [22] design model to predict 
the increase in axial capacity. 
The predictions using the European design model [18] for the unstrengthened walls were 
in good agreement with the test results; an average ratio between theoretically and 
experimentally determined capacity of 1.02 was obtained. The same cannot be said for the 
strengthened walls; the inability of the design model to capture the loading eccentricity seem 
to have produced inaccurate predictions. The average ratio between theoretically and 
experimentally determined capacities of 1.37 was obtained. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the authors report on an experimental investigation of the effectiveness of 
CFRP–based strengthening for restoring the axial capacity of a solid reinforced concrete wall 
after cutting openings. The following conclusions can be drawn from this investigation: 
- Reducing the cross-sectional area with 25% (small opening) and 50% (large opening) 
of a solid wall the capacity decreases with nearly 36% and 50%, respectively. 
- The failure progression can successfully be monitored during specimen loading using 
3D-DIC measurements. 
- Confining the walls with CFRP increases the capacity up to 95% of that of a solid wall. 
- Design methods for predicting the axial capacity increase due to CFRP strengthening 
should be revisited. A design model capable of capturing complex effects such as load 
eccentricity and large aspect ratios of elements’ cross-sections is currently developed 
by the authors and will be published upon completion of the study. 
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Behavior of Hybrid NSM Reinforced and Externally Confined 
Reinforced Concrete Columns under Eccentric Compression –
Experimental and Numerical Studies 
Chellapandian M. and Suriya Prakash S.
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ABSTRACT 
The effectiveness of hybrid combination of near surface mounted (NSM) and externally 
confined (EC) FRP strengthening on the performance of RC column elements under uniaxial 
eccentric compression is investigated. In total, ten short RC column elements were cast. 
Carbon FRP is used for strengthening due to its inherent stiffness and strength properties on 
par with other FRP materials. The columns were strengthened using NSM CFRP laminates, 
EC using CFRP fabrics and their hybrid combinations. A non-linear finite element model is 
developed using ABAQUS and the numerical model is calibrated using the experimental 
results to improve the accuracy of the predictions. Experimental results revealed that hybrid 
strengthening of RC columns was able to show a better performance in terms of stiffness, 
strength, ultimate displacement ductility when compared to other FRP strengthening 
techniques. The numerical predictions obtained were able to better capture the initial 
stiffness, peak load and post-peak behavior. Thus, the proposed hybrid strengthening 
technique for RC columns possess the capability of restoring the loss in stiffness, strength 
and ductility due to additional bending moment induced by the eccentric compression 
loading. 
Keywords: CFRP, eccentric compression, hybrid strengthening, NSM, finite element 
modeling, RC column
1 INTRODUCTION 
Reinforced Concrete (RC) columns are the pivotal load bearing elements in a structure 
that often requires strengthening due to various reasons like (i) decrease in load carrying 
capacity of the structure (ii) additional service requirements (iii) change in the type of load 
(iv) natural / man-made disasters. Moreover, RC columns were normally designed to resist 
compression due to its predominance over the other type of load acting on it. Nevertheless, 
the presence of significant amount of bending due to eccentricity can lead to a reduction in 
strength, stiffness, ductility and sudden brittle failure. In such cases, strengthening of columns 
is essential to meet the design requirements. Conventional methods of strengthening the 
concrete members like steel jacketing, concrete enlargement has been out-dated due to 
various issues tackled during its implementations [1]. FRP strengthening of concrete 
structures become conspicuous over the past few years due to (i) ease in application, (ii) 
distinctive strength and stiffness (iii) bond to the parent member (iv) negligible corrosion and 
environmental impact and (v) light weight.  
Based on the method of application and type of retrofitting required, a different type of 
FRP technique is employed. Several researchers have investigated the improvement of the 
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axial capacity of RC columns using external confinement (EC) technique with FRP fabric. 
Widiarsa and Hadi [2] investigated the performance of square columns under eccentric 
loading and concluded that the strength and ductility can be improved significantly when 
compared to unwrapped specimens. Parvin and Wang [3] studied the efficiency of FRP 
confining technique under eccentric compression and concluded that the retrofit efficiency of 
FRP is affected due to strain gradient induced by eccentricity. Maddawy [4] studied the effect 
of different e/d ratio in the performance of FRP confined square columns and concluded that 
the strength improvement given by confinement decreases as the e/d ratio increases. This 
signifies that only FRP confinement technique cannot improve the capacity of RC columns 
by more than 20% when there is a reasonable amount of bending present. Past studies by
different researchers have also found that NSM strengthening is very much efficient in 
retrofitting the concrete members that are deficit in bending [5 - 7].  Olivova and Bilcik [7] 
concluded from their experimental studies on NSM strengthening of RC columns that, FRP 
rods provides a significant improvement in strength. However, they also noted that NSM FRP 
bars are prone to buckling failure at very low strain levels when the amount of bending 
present in columns is low. 
2 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES  
A unique strengthening technique named hybrid FRP strengthening scheme is proposed 
for retrofitting of RC columns under eccentric compression.  In this approach, NSM FRP 
laminates act as external reinforcement and contribute significantly in improving the stiffness 
and ductility whereas the confined FRP fabric helps in improving the strength and delaying 
the failure of FRP laminates. As a result, the column will possess excellent improvement in 
stiffness, strength, ductility and energy dissipation capacity. Moreover, by this hybrid 
strengthening, the brittle failure mode can be converted into the ductile mode. 
3 PROPERTIES OF TEST MATERIALS 
3.1 Concrete and Steel Reinforcements 
All the test specimens were cast in the materials laboratory at IIT Hyderabad. The 
materials used were locally available. The concrete is designed for the M40 grade to have a 
target cubic compressive strength of 48.25 N/mm2 as per IS 10262-2009 [8]. The mix ratio 
obtained was 1: 2.1: 3.32. The specimens were water cured for a period of 28 days. The 
average cubic compressive strength of test specimen was found to be 52 N/mm2 at 28 days. 
Steel reinforcements procured for the test were local obtained and the yield strength from 
tension test was found to be 512 MPa with ultimate rupture strain of 7.8%. The schematics of 
the test specimen with the cross-sectional details were provided in Figure 1. The length of the 
test specimen was limited to 450 mm due to constraints in the testing equipment. 
3.2 FRP Materials 
Pultruded CFRP laminates were used for strengthening the RC columns using NSM 
technique. Coupon specimens were prepared as per ASTM specifications [9] and tested using 
100 kN servo controlled MTS universal testing machine. The values of elastic modulus and 
tensile strength were found to be 150 GPa and 2300 MPa respectively with the rupture strain 
of 1.3%. Unidirectional CFRP fabric is used for EC strengthening of columns. Coupon 
specimens prepared using hand layup process is tested in the servo controlled UTM. The 
values of elastic modulus and tensile strength were found to be 81.3 GPa and 1300 MPa 
respectively with the rupture strain of 1.4%. 
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     (i) Cross - sectional details                                    (ii) Isometric view 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of test specimen 
4 FRP STRENGTHENING PROCEDURE 
The schematic representation of different FRP strengthening techniques is represented in 
Figure 2. The procedure for the hybrid strengthening of RC columns is carried out as per ACI 
440.2R provisions [10].  CFRP laminates of size 12.5 mm × 1.4 mm is made into 4.2 mm 
thickness. NSM strengthening is done prior after which external confinement using FRP 
fabric is carried out. Grooving of columns is carried out for the dimensions not lesser than 1.5 
times the dimensions of the specimen. Primer (base: hardener= 2:1) is applied to obtain a 
good bond efficiency and to remove all the dust materials. After 24 hours of curing, epoxy 
resin (base: hardener= 2.6: 1) is applied and the CFRP laminates are pressed against the 
epoxy.  After 48 hours of air curing, the specimens are confined using CFRP fabric. CFRP 
fabric of size 450 mm × 0.2 mm is used for EC strengthening. Firstly, the corners are ground 
to a minimum radius of 15 mm [10] to avoid edge failure. Epoxy resin is applied after 24 
hours of primer application and the CFRP fabric is rolled over the surface with the hand roller 
to remove the air bubbles present. Two numbers of plies are applied. After two days of air 
curing, the specimens are tested under eccentric compression loading. The systematic 
procedure for hybrid strengthening is given in Figure 3. 
(i) NSM Strengthening       (ii) EC Strengthening      (iii) Hybrid Strengthening 
Figure 2: Schematic Representation of different FRP Strengthening Techniques 
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(a) Grooving of specimen      (b) Primer application          (c) Application of epoxy 
(d) NSM strengthened       (e) Epoxy resin application               (f) CFRP wrapping   
Figure 3: Systematic strengthening procedure for hybrid strengthening of RC column 
5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experimental setup and the instrumentation details for the testing of RC column stubs 
were illustrated in Figure 4. The column specimens were capped using high strength cement 
mortar at top and bottom to ensure uniform load transfer during testing. The specimens were 
tested in a servo controlled Compression Testing Machine (CTM) of 5000 kN capacity. The 
testing was carried out in a displacement-controlled mode to have better post peak 
predictions. The columns were subjected to a low eccentricity of 35 mm (e/h=0.15). The 
loading protocol is controlled with the help of two linear variable displacement transducers
(LVDTs) of 10 mm stroke and an LVDT of 50 mm stroke. There were four LVDTs of 20 mm 
stroke length attached to the surface of the columns to measure the surface displacement and 
strain gradient effect. The surface LVDTs are connected to the HBM Data Acquisition 
System (DAQ) MX-840-A to collect the corresponding data. The strain gauges instrumented 
in the steel rebar of specimens during the casting process were connected to HBM DAQ MX-
1615 to acquire the corresponding strain data during testing. 
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Figure 4: Schematics of test setup and instrumentation details 
6 RESULTS AND FAILURE PROGRESSION 
The results obtained from the experiments were tabulated and illustrated in Table 1 and 
Figure 5 respectively. The plain concrete specimen (S-EC-PCC) had an average peak load of 
1606 kN corresponding to the displacement of 0.21 mm. After peak load, the specimen had 
rapid crack progression and failure was highly brittle under compression mode. The columns 
with conventional steel reinforcement (S-EC-CP) had an average peak load of 1998 kN. The 
specimen also had severe spalling after peak load and failed at an ultimate load of 1492 kN. 
The column specimen strengthened using NSM technique had a peak load of 2303 kN. The 
crack formation occurred between the strengthened FRP laminates and progressed towards 
the corners of the specimen. The improvement in strength and ultimate displacement was 
15.3% and 12.4%, which is due to the efficiency of NSM technique to delay the failure 
induced by additional bending moment under eccentric compression. In the case of externally 
confined columns, the improvement in peak load and ultimate displacement was found to be 
26.6% and 3.4%. The failure was highly brittle due to rupture and debonding of FRP fabric 
from concrete. Hybrid strengthened specimens were able to show improvement in terms of 
both strength and ultimate displacement by 46.4% and 50.6% respectively when compared to 
control specimens. In addition, the combination of NSM technique and EB technique is 
effectively utilized preventing premature failure of FRP. 
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Table 1: Summarized test results for RC columns under eccentric compression 
Specimen ID
Load (kN) Displacement (mm) % Improvement
Peak Ultimate Peak Ultimate Peak Load (kN)
Ultimate Displ. 
(mm)
S-EC-PCC 1606 1263 0.21 0.24 -- --
S-EC-CP 1998 1492 0.78 0.89 0 0
S-EC-NSM 2303 1750 0.32 1.00 15.3 12.4
S-EC-EC 2530 1962 0.66 0.92 26.6 3.4
S-EC-
HYBRID 2925 2120 0.46 1.34 46.4 50.6
***Note: The load and displacement values mentioned refer to the average value obtained by 
testing two specimens of each series to improve the accuracy of results. 
The percentage improvement for FRP strengthened specimens were calculated with respect to 
the control specimens (S-EC-CP).
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Figure 5: Overall load-displacement behavior of RC columns under eccentric compression 
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7 NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS 
In order to validate the experimental results and to develop a nonlinear finite element 
model that is capable of representing the behavior of columns under eccentric loading, 
numerical modeling of FRP strengthened columns was carried out. The non-linear model is 
developed using the commercial finite element package ABAQUS. The modeling is carried 
out in order to predict the initial stiffness, peak strength, and post peak behavior and failure 
modes of RC columns with different FRP strengthening techniques under eccentric 
compression. The modeling procedure of columns is detailed in the following sequences. 
7.1 Material Parameters 
7.1.1 Concrete 
Concrete damage plasticity (CDP) approach is used to model the nonlinear behavior of 
concrete. CDP has been preferred ahead of smeared cracking approach due to its capability to 
match the simulations with the experimental results. The properties of concrete in both 
compression and tension are considered and the damage parameters are provided. Concrete is 
modelled using C3D8R element i.e., three-dimensional eight noded brick element with three 
translational degrees of freedom at each node.  
7.1.2 Steel reinforcement and FRP 
Steel reinforcements used in this study were modelled as truss element using the elasto-
plastic approach with the input values obtained from the tension testing of coupons. The yield 
stress and ultimate strain of steel were also plugged in to model the hardening behavior of 
steel. T3D2 (truss three dimensional two noded) element is used to model the steel 
reinforcements. CFRP laminates were also modelled as T3D2 truss elements exhibiting a 
linear elastic behavior. CFRP fabric is modelled as linear elastic material. Hasin’s damage 
criterion is used to describe the stress parameters so as to model the FRP failure criterion. 
The S4R element is used to describe the behavior of CFRP fabric.  
7.2 Interface Property 
Due to high non-linearity of concrete behavior, the dynamic explicit scheme is used to 
model this quasi-static problem. The interface between concrete and steel is modelled using 
embedded region. The bond slip between the concrete and steel is neglected since the 
difference was minimal. The interface between the concrete and FRP is modelled using 
surface-to-surface contact (explicit) where the normal and tangential stiffness properties of 
the epoxy are defined. A steel plate of high stiffness is modelled and tied to the concrete 
surface on top and bottom to ensure uniform loading and means of applying eccentricity. 
7.3 Boundary Conditions and Meshing 
The bottom end of the column is given fixed condition (encastre). The top end of the 
column is applied with eccentric compression loading in a displacement-controlled mode. 
The amplitude of loading is calibrated as per the experimental results. Mesh converge study 
is carried out to find out the optimum mesh size. A mesh of size 25 mm is fixed. The 
experimental and numerical load –displacement comparisons and failure progression for the 
columns under uniaxial eccentric compression is illustrated in Figure 6. 
7.4 Results and Failure Criterion 
The predictions obtained from the FE analysis had a good correlation with the 
experimental results. The predictions in peak load had variation less than 10% when 
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compared to the experimental results. However, there was some variation in the trend 
followed by confined concrete at post-cracking behavior. The predictions can be further 
improved by calibrating the bond behavior of concrete and FRP. The damage progression of 
columns with and without FRP strengthening is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6: Experimental- numerical comparison of RC columns with and without FRP 
strengthening under eccentric compression. 
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(i) Plain concrete column        (ii) Control RC column   (iii) NSM strengthened column 
(iv) EB strengthened column   (v) Hybrid strengthened column 
Figure 7: Damage progression of RC columns under eccentric compression 
8 CONCLUSIONS 
Ten square reinforced concrete column elements were cast, strengthened using different 
FRP strengthening techniques and tested under uniaxial eccentric compression. A non-linear 
finite element model is developed using ABAQUS and the predictions are compared with the 
experimental results. The following are the major conclusions drawn from the study.
 Un-strengthened RC columns had a reduced strength and ultimate displacement due to the 
effect of additional bending moment developed due to eccentric compression.
 Column strengthened using only NSM strengthening technique had improvement in 
strength and ultimate displacement of about 15.3% and 12.4% respectively when 
compared to control specimens. The cracks initiated between the NSM CFRP laminates 
and propagated towards the top of the specimen.
 Column strengthened using only EC strengthening technique was able to restore the 
strength with reduced ultimate strain. The improvement in strength and ultimate 
displacement was about 26.6% and 3.4% respectively when compared to control 
specimens.
 Columns strengthened using hybrid strengthening technique had improvement in terms of 
initial and post peak stiffness, peak load and ultimate displacement. The improvement in 
strength and ultimate displacement was 46.4% and 50.6% with respect to the control 
specimen.
 The numerical model developed is able to match the initial stiffness, peak strength, 
damage progression and post peak degradation of confined and unconfined RC columns 
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under eccentric compression. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the predictions should be 
improved for confined specimens to better predict the post cracking stiffness and ultimate 
strain level.
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ABSTRACT 
Chloride induced corrosion of reinforcing steel is one of the most important damage 
mechanisms of reinforced concrete structures. The appearance of cracks in reinforced 
concrete structures will accelerate the ingress of chlorides and therefore cause a higher risk 
for corrosion and its propagation. In this research, autonomous healing of cracks by 
encapsulated polyurethane was investigated as a possible method to reduce chloride ingress 
through cracks. Therefore, uncracked, cracked, and healed concrete specimens were 
subjected to a high concentration NaCl solution for exposure periods of 7, 19, and 52 weeks.
Chloride profiles were determined in the crack region after each exposure period. The 
resulting chloride profiles showed that the autonomous crack healing mechanism formed a 
partial barrier which prevented the immediate ingress of chlorides through cracks. At depths 
below the surface larger than 12 mm, a self-healing efficiency of at least 70% was found for 
all exposure periods. Due to this big reduction in chloride concentration, a much lower 
amount of chlorides will reach the steel reinforcement through the cracks. This will postpone 
the time to corrosion initiation and reduce the corrosion rate of the steel reinforcement. 
Consequently, the use of self-healing concrete will have important benefits for the durability 
of reinforced concrete structures in marine environments.
Keywords: Autonomous self-healing, chloride diffusion, concrete cracking, encapsulated 
polyurethane
1 INTRODUCTION
Concrete is categorized as one of the world’s most widely used construction materials [1]. 
One of the main reasons for that is the large degree of freedom in construction design 
combined with a high compressive strength. However, most of the construction designs 
require materials that can both take compressive and tensile stresses. Therefore, steel 
reinforcement is used in almost every concrete structure. Reinforced concrete is without 
doubt an excellent construction material and it is categorized as one of the five longest lasting 
building materials [2]. Throughout the 20th century, the use of reinforced concrete as a 
building material has been growing a lot. However, nowadays a lot of structures that were 
built in the mid-20th century show deterioration due to durability problems before they reach 
their designed lifetime. One of the main causes of the durability problems in reinforced 
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concrete structures is the appearance of cracks in the concrete. Even though the steel 
reinforcement is well designed to take up the tensile stresses, cracks will appear in the 
concrete in the tensile zone. Consequently, aggressive substances can enter the concrete 
through the cracks and rapidly reach the steel reinforcement.  
Thus, the main danger for the durability of reinforced concrete structures is the formation 
of cracks in combination with the presence of aggressive substances in the environment. For 
that reason, a lot of damage is reported for constructions in marine environments. Sea water 
contains a high concentration of chlorides which is one of the aforementioned aggressive 
agents that can enter the concrete. Reinforced concrete structures in marine environments are 
thus very susceptible to rapid chloride ingress through cracks. Several studies have already 
been done to investigate the chloride penetration through cracks in concrete [3-8]. All of 
these studies agree that the presence of cracks accelerates the rate of chloride ingress in 
concrete. When the cracks reach the reinforcing steel, a high chloride concentration can then 
cause very severe reinforcement corrosion. If no repair actions are undertaken, the corrosion 
of the steel will continue and can endanger the structural integrity of the construction. 
In order to prevent deterioration of the structures, actions need to be taken to repair cracks 
and thus prevent rapid ingress of chlorides towards the steel reinforcement. Manual repair of 
cracks, however, is expensive and in some cases even impossible due to inaccessibility. 
Moreover, manual crack repair is mostly done when there is already some deterioration of the 
structure. It would be interesting if the cracks could be sealed at the moment of their 
appearance to prevent any further damage immediately. Therefore, the idea of giving the 
concrete matrix the property of restoring the cracks itself, also known as self-healing, grew 
during the last two decades [9-10]. A promising approach is modifying the concrete elements 
in order to obtain autonomous repair of cracks. This can for example, be obtained through the 
embedment of brittle capsules which are filled with a polymer based healing agent in the 
concrete matrix [11]. Acoustic emission analysis already proved that the brittle capsules are 
able to rupture upon crack formation [12]. Also, computed tomography was used to prove 
that the polymeric healing agent was released from the capsules and flew into the crack [11]. 
It was also already shown that an autonomous healing mechanism has a beneficial influence 
on the resistance against chloride penetration [13-14]. In this study, the autonomous crack 
healing mechanism was further investigated to evaluate the resistance against chloride 
penetration at different exposure times. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Concrete 
A fly ash containing concrete mix with a water-to-binder (W/B) ratio of 0.41 was used in 
this research. A fly ash-to-binder (F/B) ratio of 15% was used, according to the k-value 
concept [15]. This mixture composition is appropriate for use in a marine environment since 
an increased resistance against chloride penetration was found for concrete mixtures where 
cement is partially replaced by fly ash [16-18]. The mix composition and properties of the 
concrete are given in Table 1. 
2.2 Self-healing mechanism 
The autonomous healing mechanism that was used in this study consisted of embedding 
capsules filled with a polyurethane healing agent in the concrete matrix. The cylindrical 
capsules were made of borosilicate glass and had a length of 35 mm, an internal diameter of 3 
± 0.05 mm and a wall thickness of 0.175 ± 0.03 mm. In practice, the use of a very brittle 
material for encapsulation is only feasible when the capsules are placed in the mold of a 
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prefabricated element. The advantage of placing the capsules in the molds before pouring the 
concrete is that the healing mechanism can be placed at locations where the concrete is most 
vulnerable to cracking. 
One end of the capsule was sealed by a methyl methacrylate (MMA) based glue. When 
the glue was hard, the polyurethane precursor was carefully injected in the capsules by means 
of a syringe with a needle. After that, the other end of the capsules was sealed with the same 
MMA based glue. 
The polymer based healing agent used for this research is a one component polyurethane 
precursor. The precursor is a non-commercial product which was developed in the framework 
of another project (SHEcon). It has a viscosity of 6700 mPas at 25°C. It essentially consists 
of methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) and a polyether polyol. When the precursor comes 
into contact with moisture, it starts to polymerize and forms solid flexible foam within 24 to 
48 hours. 
Table 1. Concrete mix composition and properties 
Sand 0/4 (kg/m³) 696
Aggregates 2/8 (kg/m³) 502
Aggregates 8/16 (kg/m³) 654
CEM I 52.5 N (kg/m³) 317.6
Fly Ash (kg/m³) 56
Water (kg/m³) 153
Superplasticizer (ml/kg binder) 3.0
W/B (-) 0.41
F/B (%) 15
Slump S3
Strength class C40/50
2.3 Concrete specimens with (out) self-healing properties 
Cylindrical concrete specimens with a diameter of 100 mm and a height of 50 mm were 
cast using plastic PVC molds. Cracks were introduced in the specimens in an artificial way 
by means of thin brass plates. The plates had a thickness of 300 µm and a length of 60 mm. 
They were placed in the center of the PVC molds up to a depth of 25 mm by fixing them onto 
iron rods (see Figure 1(a)). In the self-healing concrete specimens, cracks were also produced 
using the thin brass plates. In order to trigger the autonomous crack healing mechanism at the 
moment of crack creation, the method described by Belleghem et al. [19] was used. 
Hereby, holes are drilled in the thin brass plate and the capsules are put through those holes. 
In this study, three capsules were put through the thin brass plate with an intermediate 
distance of 20 mm. Their position was fixed at half the depth of the crack (12.5 mm from the 
surface) by gluing the ends of the capsules on nylon wires (Figure 1b). 
When the molds were prepared, concrete was cast and the samples were compacted on a 
vibrating table. After casting, the specimens were put in an air-conditioned room with a 
temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and a relative humidity of at least 95%. After 24 hours all 
specimens were demoulded and stored in the same environment for 27 days. A total of 27 
specimens were prepared: 9 specimens without a crack (UNCR), 9 specimens containing an 
artificial crack (CR) and 9 specimens containing an artificial crack with the aforementioned 
autonomous crack healing mechanism (HEAL). 
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Figure 1: (a) Positioning of the steel plates to create artificial cracks; (b) preparation of 
specimens with an autonomous crack healing mechanism. 
2.4 Crack creation and healing 
At the age of 28 days, the specimens were removed from the air-conditioned room and 
the brass plates of the series CR and HEAL were removed from the specimens. The removal 
of these brass plates created standardized cracks in the concrete cylinders with a length of 60 
mm, a depth of 25 mm and a width of 300 µm. For the specimens with the autonomous crack 
healing mechanism, the capsules broke due to the removal of the plates and the polyurethane 
precursor was released in the crack. The precursor then reacted with the moisture of the 
concrete matrix and solidified in the crack. All specimens were then left for 48 hours at a 
temperature of 20°C and a relative humidity of 60%. In this way, the polyurethane in the self-
healing concrete samples was given the time to harden completely. 
2.5 Specimen preparation 
Due to the described crack creation method, the test surface of the specimens, containing 
the crack, was a troweled surface. Therefore, a layer of approximately 1 mm was cut off by 
water-cooled sawing in order to obtain a flat test surface. In order to ensure unidirectional 
chloride ingress through the test face of the sample, all sides of the specimens except the test 
surface were coated with an epoxy coating. The coating was applied in two layers to make 
sure that the coated sides were really watertight.  
2.6 Accelerated chloride diffusion test 
Accelerated chloride diffusion tests were performed on all specimens according to NT 
Build 443, though without pre-saturation of the specimens in saturated calcium hydroxide 
solution. The exposure solution for the accelerated diffusion test was an aqueous NaCl 
solution with a concentration of 165 g NaCl per liter of solution. The specimens were 
immersed in the prepared solution in closed containers. The containers were then placed in a 
temperature controlled room at 20°C. 
The influence of cracks on chloride penetration and the efficiency of the proposed self-
healing mechanism to limit the chloride ingress through cracks was investigated at different 
exposure times of 7, 19 and 52 weeks. At these respective times, three specimens of each 
series (UNCR, CR and HEAL) were removed from the exposure solution. Subsequently, 
layers with a thickness of 2 mm were ground from each cylinder parallel to the exposed 
(b) (a) 
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surface up to a depth of 20 mm. Since only the chloride ingress in the crack zone was 
important in this study, material was ground away in a zone of 16 × 78 mm around the crack. 
All collected powders were then dried in an oven at 105°C for a minimum of 7 days. When 
the powders were dry, the total chloride content of each powder was determined by an acid-
soluble extraction in a nitric acid solution followed by a potentiometric titration against silver 
nitrate [20].  
2.7 Chloride profile fitting 
Fitting of the obtained chloride profiles of all specimens was performed according to the 
well-known formula suggested by Collepardi et al. [21]:  
(1)
where C(x, t) is the chloride concentration measured at depth x and time t (m%/binder), 
Ci is the initial chloride concentration (m%/binder), Cs is the constant surface concentration 
(m%/binder), erf(.) is the error function and De is the apparent diffusion coefficient (m²/s). 
The first point of the profile (layer 0-2 mm) was omitted in this regression analysis, according 
to NT Build 443. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimentally obtained chloride profiles and corresponding profile fittings according 
to Eq.(1) for all uncracked, cracked and healed specimens at the exposure periods of 7, 19 
and 52 weeks are shown in Figure 2. The experimental results of the three replicate 
specimens of each series are indicated by separate dots and the corresponding fitting is 
denoted by a continuous line. 
3.1 Influence of cracks on chloride penetration 
As already mentioned in Section 1, it has been experimentally and numerically proven in 
several studies that the presence of cracks in concrete enhances the ingress of chlorides. It is 
thus not surprising that in this study a big increase in chloride ingress was found due to the 
presence of a 300 µm wide crack. As can be seen in Figure 2, the influence of the crack is 
small close to the exposed concrete surface since the (cracked) surface is directly exposed to 
chlorides. However, deeper inside the concrete the difference in chloride content between the 
uncracked and cracked specimens becomes much larger. To show this more clearly, the 
increase in chloride content due to the presence of a crack is plotted in function of the 
distance from the exposed surface in Figure 3. 
At all exposure times, the increase in chloride content due to the presence of a crack rises 
nearly exponentially with depth. The influence of the crack is largest at the shortest exposure 
period (7 weeks). This can be explained by the fact that in the very early stage the ingress of 
chlorides in cracked concrete is governed by capillary suction. This is a very fast process and 
consequently the chlorides enter through the crack very fast, causing a high chloride content 
at a large depth below the surface. For longer exposure periods (19 or 52 weeks), there is still 
a big influence of the crack on the ingress of chlorides, but less pronounced than at 7 weeks. 
The reason for this is that at longer periods of immersion, diffusion becomes the dominating 
ingress mechanism. The diffusion rate of chlorides in cracked concrete is smaller compared 
to uncracked concrete, because a lot of chlorides were already present in the cracked concrete 
near the crack surface due to early capillary absorption. 
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Figure 2: Experimental and fitted chloride profiles for uncracked, cracked and healed 
concrete after an exposure time of (a) 7 weeks, (b) 19 weeks and (c) 52 weeks to 165 g/l 
NaCl solution. (Partly redrafted after Van Belleghem et al. [22]) 
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Figure 3: Influence of a crack on the chloride content as a function of the distance from the 
exposed concrete surface. 
3.2 Efficiency of autonomous crack healing to limit chloride ingress through cracks
The previous section clearly shows that cracks can cause durability problems in concrete 
elements due to the higher chloride penetration. The main topic of this research was to 
investigate to what extent the proposed autonomous crack healing mechanism is able to 
reduce the ingress of chlorides through cracks. The chloride profiles in Figure 2 clearly show 
that autonomous crack healing is able to reduce the chloride content in the concrete to a large 
extent at all tested exposure times. It can be seen that the fitted chloride profile of the healed 
specimens lies in between the fitted chloride profiles of the cracked and uncracked specimens 
with exception of the first two layers (0-4 mm). This indicates that the autonomous crack 
healing is able to reduce the ingress of chlorides through a crack, but it does not make the 
concrete behave as it would be uncracked. 
To give a quantitative idea about the performance of the healing mechanism, the self-
healing efficiency (SHE) at every depth i below the exposed surface was defined according to 
equation 2 [22]:  
(2)
where CR, iCl
 represents the chloride content of the cracked specimen at depth i 
(m%/binder), HEAL, iCl
 is the chloride content of the healed specimen at depth i (m%/binder) 
and UNCR, iCl
 is the chloride content of the uncracked specimen at depth i (m%/binder). 
The SHE was calculated for every depth at the three different exposure times. The results 
are shown in Figure 4. No SHE was calculated at a depth of 0-2 mm for an exposure time of 
7 weeks and at a depth of 0-4 mm for an exposure time of 19 and 52 weeks. This is because 
the fitted profile of the healed specimens is located above the fitted profile of the cracked 
specimens at these respective depths. Consequently, a negative SHE would be found 
according to the definition given in Eq.(2).  
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Figure 4: Self-healing efficiency in function of the distance from the exposed surface. 
At exposure times of 7 and 19 weeks the SHE generally shows the same trend. A low 
healing efficiency is found close to the exposed surface, a maximum healing efficiency is 
found at depths below the surface of 8 to 12 mm and at larger depths the SHE decreases a 
little and has a tendency to go towards a stable value. The main reason for the location of the 
maximum SHE is the fact that the capsules are located at this depth. Although there is a slight 
decrease in the SHE from a depth of 12 mm onwards, still a healing efficiency of 75% or 
higher is found. It can also be noticed that the SHE is always a little higher at an exposure 
time of 19 weeks compared to 7 weeks. This is caused by the fact that the crack healing is 
never exactly the same for every crack. There is always a small variability in crack healing, 
so it is possible that the 3 healed specimens which were taken out of the solution at an 
exposure time of 19 weeks were slightly better healed than the ones that were taken out at 7 
weeks. The evolution of the SHE in function of the depth below the surface at an exposure 
time of 52 weeks is different from the previous mentioned ones. In this case there is no 
maximum found at the location of the capsules. Instead, the SHE increases nearly 
logarithmically in depth (see Figure 4).  
In the layers from 4 to 14 mm below the surface, the SHE at 52 weeks of exposure is up 
to 27% less than at 7 weeks and up to 36% less than at 19 weeks. A possible reason for this 
reduction can be that there is a degradation in the polyurethane after long term exposure to 
the high concentration chloride solution. However, this is still uncertain and should be further 
investigated. At depths below the surface larger than 14 mm, the SHE reaches values that are 
similar to the values at the other exposure times. At the deepest investigated layer (18-20 
mm) the SHE after 52 weeks is still 79%. 
The results show that the autonomous crack healing mechanism is able to form a partial 
barrier against immediate chloride ingress through cracks. For the longest exposure time of 
52 weeks the SHE was generally less than for the shorter exposure periods, but at a depth of 
18-20 mm a similar SHE of 77 to 79% was found for all exposure times. This means that the 
self-healing mechanism is effective in reducing the chloride concentration at a depth of 20 
mm and probably also at higher depths. Since the concrete cover on the reinforcing steel of 
most reinforced concrete structures is larger than 20 mm, application of self-healing concrete 
will be effective in reducing the chloride concentration at the level of the steel reinforcement. 
For very high concrete covers and thus large crack depths it might be possible that two layers 
of capsules are needed to achieve a good self-healing efficiency. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the accelerated diffusion tests done in this research, it was found that the 
presence of an artificial 300 µm wide crack has a large effect on the chloride ingress. The 
influence of a crack was small close to the exposed concrete surface, but increased 
exponentially with depth. At an exposure time of 7 weeks the chloride content at a depth of 
20 mm was 18 times higher in cracked than in uncracked concrete. For longer exposure 
periods (19 or 52 weeks), there is still a big influence of the crack on the ingress of chlorides, 
but a little less pronounced than at 7 weeks. This shows that cracks in marine concrete 
structures can impair their durability because they act as preferential pathways for chlorides 
to penetrate the concrete. In this way high chloride concentrations can occur at the level of 
the reinforcement, which will lead to a fast onset of corrosion. 
Clearly, crack closure could be very valuable to prevent the fast ingress of chlorides 
towards the steel reinforcement. Therefore, autonomous crack healing by means of 
encapsulated polyurethane was investigated in this research as a possible method to prevent 
fast ingress of chlorides through cracks. The results of the accelerated diffusion tests showed 
that healing of the cracks was able to reduce the penetration of chlorides to a large extent. For 
7 and 19 weeks exposure to a concentrated chloride solution, at least 75% self-healing 
efficiency was found at a depth below the exposure surface of 6 mm and onwards. At the 
longest exposure time of 52 weeks the self-healing efficiency was generally less, but 
increased with depth and still reached 79% at the largest investigated depth of 18-20 mm. 
This big reduction in chloride concentration due to the proposed self-healing mechanism will 
have important benefits for the durability of reinforced concrete in marine environments since 
a much lower amount of chlorides will reach the steel reinforcement through the cracks. 
Consequently, an extension of the service life of the concrete elements is possible. It was 
already found by Van Belleghem et al. [22] that, using this approach, the service life of 
reinforced concrete elements could be increased by a factor of 10. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete Filled Double Skin Tubular (CFDST) members have found wide spread acceptance 
in the construction industry due to their greater ductility, lighter weight and greater speed of 
construction. Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) sheets are gaining much popularity as 
a confinement material along with retrofitting application. This paper presents a study on the 
behaviour of GFRP wrapped CFDST beam-columns subjected to reversed lateral loading. 
Comparison between the behaviour of the CFDST beam-column member with a Concrete 
Filled Steel Tubular (CFST) beam-column member is also presented. Tests were conducted 
on two CFDST specimens and two CFST specimens were subjected to reversed lateral 
loading under constant axial load. The CFDST column members were connected with CFST
beam member by angle plates and bolts. M30 concrete with 40% cement replacement with 
fly ash was used to fill the space between the two concentric tubes.  The lateral load-lateral 
displacement behaviour, ductility, energy dissipation, stiffness degradation and the peak load 
behaviour of the specimens are illustrated. 
Keywords: CFST, CFDST, GFRP sheet, reversed lateral loading and cold-formed steel. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete filled double skin tubular (CFDST) members are a type of composite 
construction which consists of two concentric steel tubes with concrete filled in between 
them. Due to the interaction between the steel and the concrete, these members have better 
load carrying capacity, greater ductility, less weight and better construction ability [1]. The 
steel tube confines the concrete thus increasing its strength and the concrete filled in between 
the two tubes aids in reducing the local buckling of the outer tube [2].
Large numbers of experimental works have been carried out to understand the response of 
the CFDST members to different loading conditions. Compression and bending tests were 
carried out by Zhao and Grezbieta on cold formed steel CFDST sections [3]. The study 
concluded that the CFDST sections have increased ductility both in compression and bending 
compared to empty steel tubes. Experimental investigations on CFDST short columns and 
beam-columns by Tao et al. and Han et al. revealed the ductile nature of the CFDST 
sections[4,5]. This enhanced behavior can be attributed to the ‘composite action’ between the 
steel and the concrete. Axial compression studies on composite short columns with CHS 
outer and SHS inner tubes also revealed increased strength ,ductility and energy absorption 
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capacity of CFDST sections when compared to empty steel tubes [6]. Han et al. conducted 
cyclic bending studies on CFDST beam-column sections [7]. The results also reinforced the 
high levels of energy dissipation and ductility of the CFDST sections. Enhanced strength and 
ductility was observed for CFDST beam-column sections with rectangular hollow section 
inner and outer tubes[8].The studies reveal that the concrete filled in between the two tubes 
eliminate the inward buckling of the outer tube thus increasing the section capacity of the 
members.  
CFDST sections have found applications as electrical poles and bridge piers [ 1, 5, 9]. But 
steel, being susceptible to the chemical and electro chemical materials in the environment 
undergo corrosion. This results in loss of strength for members having very small thickness.  
Due to the advantages offered by the FRP materials like high strength and resistance to 
corrosion they are used as retrofitting materials to strengthen the existing components. 
Investigations carried out by Fam and Rizkalla. CFST sections made of outer FRP tubes 
revealed increased flexural strength [10]. Axial compression studies revealed increased 
strength and ductility for the CFST sections confined with GFRP. By providing wrapping the 
local buckling in the stub columns were also delayed [11]. Axial compression behaviour of 
circular CFDST stub columns wrapped with GFRP was investigated by Wang et al. [12]. The 
test results also proved that the GFRP wrapping provides confinement and thus increases the 
load carrying capacity of the section. Literature survey reveals the lack of experimental 
investigations on wrapped beam-column members with bolted connections and subjected to 
reversed lateral loading.  
In this context, this paper presents an experimental study on beam-column members 
subjected to constant axial load and reversed lateral loading which simulates earthquake 
force.  The specimens consist of CFDST columns with GFRP wrapped outer square tube, an 
inner circular section and the space between them filled with fly ash concrete having 40% 
cement replacement with fly ash and CFST beam connected together by angle plates and 
bolts. The load – displacement hysteretic behaviour, energy dissipation, stiffness degradation 
and the displacement ductility of the specimens are illustrated. 
2  EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
2.1 Test Specimen Details 
Experiments were conducted on four beam-column specimens which were subjected to 
reverse lateral loading and constant axial load. The beam-column specimens had a CFST 
beam of 1.5 m length and wrapped column of 1.1 m height connected together using through 
bolts and angle plates. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the beam-column specimen. 
Two beam-column specimens had CFDST columns wrapped with GFRP wrapping 
(WCFDST) and CFST beams and the other two specimens had CFST columns wrapped with 
GFRP wrapping (WCFST) and CFST beam. Table 1 gives the details of the test specimens. 
The specimens were all fabricated from cold formed steel tubes of 3 mm thickness with yield 
strength of 479 N/mm2. The CFDST members consist of an outer square tube of 100 x 100 
mm cross section and an inner circular tube of 50 mm diameter and the space between them 
filled with M30 grade fly ash concrete while the CFST member consist of a square tube of 
100 x100 mm completely filled with M30 grade fly ash concrete. The mix proportions of the 
concrete were cement: 370 kg/m3, sand: 690 kg/m3, course aggregate: 1084 kg/m3;  with a 
water cement ratio of 0.45 and 40% cement replacement with fly ash [13]. Master sky 
Glenium B233 super plasticizer was added to increase the workability of the mix and a curing 
compound (poly ethylene glycol) was added to facilitate self-curing of the concrete. The 
concrete used for the specimens were cured for 56 days as the fly ash concrete gain the 28 
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day strength of the normal concrete on 56th day. Three cubes were tested and average cube 
strength of 36.6 N/mm2 was obtained. The connection between the beam and the column was 
achieved by angle plates of size (120×100× 6) mm and twelve numbers of 10 mm diameter 
high strength bolts. 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the beam-column specimen 
Table 1: Details of test specimen 
The material properties of the GFRP sheets were studied by carrying out coupon tests on 
three flat specimens prepared as per ASTM D638 - 02a [14]. The GFRP specimens exhibited 
a tensile strength of 109.96 N/mm2. The GFRP wrapping provided for the specimens had a 
thickness of 3 mm. The specimen surfaces were first rubbed with sand paper to remove the 
dirt. An initial layer of chopped strand mat of 0.1 mm thickness was placed on the cleaned 
surface of the cold formed steel tube followed by a layer of woven roving mat of 2.5 GSM 
(grams per square metre). Then two layers of shredded GFRP sheets and the finishing layer 
was placed. Isophthalic resin was used along with the GFRP sheets to prepare the wrapping.
It was ensured that there was no airlock while the resin was applied to the sheet. Once the 
resin was dry, the ends were finished by drilling of the excess length. The circular steel tubes 
were placed at the centre of the GFRP wrapped square hollow sections and held in position 
by small steel pieces attached to the inner side of the outer tube. The beams and the GFRP 
Sr. No. Specimens Description
1 WCFST1 Beam-column specimens with CFST beam and GFRP 
wrapped CFST column2 WCFST2
3 WCFDST1 Beam-Column with CFST beam and GFRP wrapped CFDST 
column.4 WCFDST2
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wrapped columns were connected by angle plates and through bolts. The beams and the 
columns were then filled with concrete with proper compaction. 
2.2 Test setup
The test arrangement consist of a reaction frame which supports the actuator (200kN 
capacity) providing the lateral load and a hydraulic jack of 200 kN capacity which provides 
the constant axial load. The actuator which has a stroke length of ±100 mm was used to apply 
the lateral load to the column in both forward and reverse direction. The loading was applied 
in the form of displacements and the load was measured using the load cell attached to the 
actuator. The lateral displacement provided to the column was measured using a linear 
variable displacement transducer (LVDT) attached to the top of the column. The load and 
displacements readings were obtained from the data logger connected to a computer which 
captured the values till the completion of the test. The beam-column specimens were 
subjected to both forward and reversed loading and a constant axial load of 20% of the axial 
capacity of the column was applied to the column head using a hydraulic jack. Steel rollers 
placed in between two steel plates were provided for the proper transfer of the axial load. The 
testing was stopped when the load reduced below 85% of the peak lateral load. The test 
arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Figure 3: Test setup 
3  RESULTS 
3.1 Lateral load (P)-lateral displacement (∆) hysteretic curves
The load versus displacement curves for all the four specimens are shown in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. The control specimens (WCFST) recorded an average load of 35.18 kN with an 
average displacement of   35.37 mm while the wrapped CFDST specimens (WCFDST1 and 
WCFDST2) exhibited an average load carrying capacity of 35.88 kN with an average 
displacement of    35.2 mm.  Table 2 presents the load and the displacement recorded both in 
the forward and in the reverse direction.  
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Figure 4: Lateral load – lateral displacement curves for WCFDST specimens 
Figure 5: Lateral load –lateral displacement curves for WCFST specimens 
The strength of the WCFDST and the WCFST specimens are nearly equal with reduction 
in self weight due to the hollow inner portion. This can be attributed to the confinement 
provided by the inner steel tube to the in filled concrete. 
Table 2: Measured load and Displacements 
Specimen Yield values Peak values 0.85Pmax=Pu
Py (kN) ∆y(mm) Pmax(kN) ∆max(mm) Pu(kN) ∆u(mm)
+ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve
WCFST1 20.5 24.8 8.9 11.6 38.7 -45.3 39.0 -38.7 32.9 38.5 39.7 42.9
WCFST2 20.2 17.8 11.4 10.4 30.2 -26.5 32.4 -31.4 25.6 22.5 42.2 41.2
WCFDST1 19.6 26.8 7.0 13.3 33.2 -45.9 30.0 -35.7 28.2 37.4 39.6 42.2
WCFDST2 16.8 21.4 7.2 11.2 32.5 -31.9 37.7 -37.4 27.6 27.1 41.3 40.8
3.2 P-∆ envelope curves
The P-∆ envelope curves for all the specimens were obtained by connecting the peak 
points of all the cycles, both in the positive and negative direction. The WCFST1 specimen 
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recorded a maximum load of   42 kN at a displacement of   38.85 mm while the WCFST2
specimen at a displacement of 31.9 mm recorded a maximum load of 28.35 kN. The wrapped 
CFDST specimens (WCFDST1 and WCFDST2) recorded maximum load of 39.55 kN and   
32.2kN at a displacement of 32.85 mm and 37.55 mm respectively. It was observed that the 
wrapped CFDST specimens exhibit nearly the same load capacity as the WCFST specimens. 
The P-∆ curves for all the specimens are shown in Figure 6.  
  Figure 6: Peak Lateral Load vs Lateral Displacement 
3.3 Stiffness or rigidity degradation 
Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7(b) shows the rigidity degradation of the GFRP wrapped beam-
column specimens as a function of relative displacement ( ). Rigidity degradation with 
increasing displacement was observed during the testing in all the beam-column specimens. 
The rigidity degradation co-efficient defined with reference to JGJ 101-96 [15] is expressed 
as  
            (1) 
where,  is the maximum load and is the corresponding displacement in the ith cycle. 
The parameter  expresses the rigidity degradation due to two factors, (a) decreasing rigidity 
with increasing displacement and (b) rigidity degradation due to repeated cycles under the 
same displacement [4]. The WCFDST specimens’ exhibit increased initial stiffness as can be 
observed from Figure 7 (b) when compared to the control specimens. 
WCFDST specimens exhibited an average initial stiffness of 4634.47 N/mm while the 
WCFST specimens had an initial stiffness of 3454.40 N/mm. The specimen WCFST1 
reached 50% of its initial stiffness in the fifth cycle at   whereas the specimen 
WCFST2 reached 50% of its initial stiffness in the fourth cycle (at ). The 
WCFDST1 and WCFDST2 specimens reached its 50% initial stiffness in the fourth cycle 
at and at respectively. 
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(a) Wrapped CFST specimens   (b) Wrapped CFDST specimens 
Figure 7: Stiffness Degradation of Beam-Column Specimens 
3.4 Energy dissipation 
The dissipated energy in each cycle is calculated as the area enclosed by the P-∆ 
hysteretic loop of that cycle. The cumulative dissipated energy (Ea) versus the relative 
displacement of each cycle (  is illustrated in Figure 8.  It can be observed that the Ea
value increases with the increasing displacement. Table 4 gives the cumulative energy 
dissipation of the various specimens. The wrapped CFDST specimens have an average 
energy dissipation value of 5424.25 kNmm while the GFRP wrapped CFST specimens 
exhibit an energy dissipation of 5231.0 kNmm.   
Figure 8: Energy Dissipation of the specimens 
3.5 Ductility
Ductility is a significant index in evaluating the seismic performance of the structures. 
Ductility refers to the ability of the member to undergo large deformation without reduction 
in strength.  The displacement ductility co-efficient (µ) is defined as  
                                           (2)  
where,  is the displacement at yield and  is the displacement when the load is 85% 
of the peak load. Table 3 gives the measured values of the yield and the ultimate 
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displacement . The displacement ductility co-efficient (µ) of all the specimens are 
presented in Table 4. The wrapped CFDST specimens exhibit 16% more ductility than the 
control specimens. 
Table 4: Energy Dissipation and displacement ductility 
Specimen
Displacement 
Ductility(µ)
Average 
displacement 
ductility ( )
(kN.mm)
+ -
WCFST1 4.4 3.7 4.1 5868.2 
WCFST2 3.7 3.7 3.7 4593.9 
WCFDST1 5.6 3.2 4.4 5651.9 
WCFDST2 5.8 3.7 4.8 5196.6 
4  CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presents the experimental investigation on beam-column specimens with GFRP 
wrapped CFDST columns subjected to reversed lateral loading and constant axial load. 
Beam-column specimens with wrapped CFST sections were also tested. Based on the 
experimental investigation the following conclusions were drawn. 
 The wrapped CFDST sections and CFST sections exhibited nearly the same load carrying 
capacity. 
 Energy dissipation capacity was also nearly the same for both CFST and CFDST beam-
columns. 
 The wrapped CFDST specimens exhibited high initial stiffness compared to the wrapped 
CFST sections.  
 The stiffness degradation of all the specimens followed the same pattern. The wrapped 
CFDST sections exhibited 16% more ductility that the wrapped CFST sections. 
It can be observed that the beam-columns specimens with GFRP wrapped CFDST 
columns exhibit nearly the same load capacity as the specimens with wrapped CFST 
columns. But the CFDST specimens have greater initial stiffness, better ductility and more 
energy dissipation capacity, these being the properties required for a member to be adopted in 
regions of seismicity. Also CFDST specimens have lesser self-weight than the CFST section.  
The CFDST sections exhibit better or nearly equivalent performance as the CFST section 
with lesser self-weight which makes it a better choice as structural member in regions of 
seismic risk. 
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ABSTRACT 
This research was formulated to establish a feasible technique to improve the dynamic 
resistance and enhance the energy absorption capability of concrete structures, through an 
innovative approach of providing elastomeric polyurethane (PU) coating on the structural 
elements. This paper reports the findings of the experimental investigation conducted using 
scaled concrete specimens, to evaluate the contribution of PU coatings in enhancing the 
dynamic mechanical response of the specimens. Concrete specimens with dimensions of 
160 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm were prepared, and a total of four different coating configurations 
were developed by coating PU on both tension and compression faces of the concrete 
specimen with the thicknesses of 2.5% and 5% to the specimen’s depth. Dynamic loading 
condition was simulated by conducting three-point bending test at an enhanced strain rate of 
0.067 s-1, in comparison to quasi-static strain rate (0.00033 s-1). Findings indicated that the 
failure strain and strain energy density were enhanced by factors of 2.9-4.6, and 3.0-5.1 
respectively with a marginal enhancement in the maximum flexural stress under dynamic 
conditions compared to un-coated specimens. In addition, it was noted that the response of 
concrete specimens was improved when the thickness of the PU coating was increased. 
Keywords: Concrete, dynamic loadings, polyurethane (PU), retrofitting, strain rate.  
1 INTRODUCTION 
Interruptions or failure of critical infrastructure would highly impact and spread to the 
other sectors due to their interdependent nature of the services and industries. The protection 
of these infrastructure has therefore become a global challenge that needs to be addressed, 
which leads to the need for continual review and improvement of infrastructure protection 
strategies. The subjection of extreme dynamic loads of impact and blast onto these critical 
infrastructures can cause catastrophic damage to the buildings external and internal structural 
frames because these loads act within a short time duration with few or more cycles while 
transmitting very high energy. Loss of life and injuries can be caused by many reasons, such 
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as the direct effect of the loadings, collapse of structures, and due to the impact of debris [1-
3]. To mitigate such incidents by providing adequate protection to buildings and critical 
infrastructure, and consequently, to their occupants, exploring and identifying novel and 
effective means to reduce the impulsive effects of dynamic loads on structures is necessary. 
Several advanced engineering solutions have been investigated as an active protective feature 
for structural elements and they have demonstrated both positive and negative results [4,5]. 
Application of materials which possess high stiffness together with high strain capacity is 
a highly effective way to enhance energy absorption capacity of structural elements [1,2]. 
One of the novel approaches to mitigate the effects of dynamic loads is the application of the 
elastomeric coatings to the structures. Significant amount of research have been conducted to 
investigate the possibility applying these protective coatings for structural strengthening 
because they appear to have potential in enhancing the dynamic resistance of structures 
[1,2,6]. In addition, this technique provides better solutions for limitations of conventional 
and other advanced techniques, by making it cost-effective, and applicable for the existing 
structures [8-12].  
In consideration of the outstanding mechanical behaviour and the positive effect of the 
elastomeric polymers on other types of structural materials, the research and application of 
this technique on concrete structures are progressing extensively [6-12]. Polyurethane (PU) 
and its variance have been taking the attention among the researchers and engineers, because 
of their myriad of physical and mechanical characteristics including high flexibility, elastic, 
and resistance to impact, abrasion, and weather. It can be easily applied with simple 
techniques such as spraying, brushing, bar coating and pouring, and readily adheres to most 
of the surfaces and cure fast [6-7, 13-14]. In the present experimental study, the flexural 
behaviour of elastomeric PU coated scaled concrete specimens were investigated at 
laboratory-scale by simulating different load conditions.  
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 Materials 
2.1.2 Concrete 
Commercially available ordinary Portland cement (CEM-I) of 42.5 N/mm2 strength class 
was used, and the density was 3160 kg/m3. The fine aggregate used in this study was locally 
sourced from 5 mm downgraded river sand. Locally available crushed stones with a 
maximum size of 9.5 mm was used as coarse aggregate. One of the key objective of the 
current study is the application of the proposed technique to existing concrete structures. 
Since most of the existing RC structures are designed and constructed using medium-range 
normal-strength concrete of 25 to 40 MPa, the concrete grade considered in the present study 
was 30 MPa in cylinders. The cylinder strength values for 7th, 14th and 28th day compressive 
strengths were 24.4 MPa, 28.9 MPa and 32.1 MPa respectively.  
2.1.2 PU 
Literature and subsequent studies indicated that mechanical properties of PUs are highly 
dependent on its composition and synthesis technique. One type of PU namely PU6 has been 
selected under investigation of quasi-static and dynamic properties, out of eight of PUs from 
a previous study [6]. For the synthesis of this polymer, the palm-based polyol (PKO-p) was 
supplied by the Polymer Research Centre (PORCE) of Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. 4,4-
diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) was obtained from Cosmopolyurethane Sdn. Bhd., 
Malaysia. Acetone (industrial grade) and polyethylene glycol (PEG: Mw 200 Da) were 
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purchased from Sigma Aldrich (M) Sdn. Bhd., Malaysia. The PU resins were prepared from 
the rapid reaction between PKO-p and MDI in the presence of PEG as the chain extender via 
solution casting technique; acetone was used as a solvent in the pre-polymerization technique 
[6]. 
2.2 PU coated concrete test specimens 
The concrete specimens were prepared with dimensions of 160 (L) × 40 (W) × 40 (T) mm 
using pre-designed moulds. In this paper, discussion of five different types of coating 
configurations, albeit with variations in coating thickness and location (Top and bottom faces 
of the test specimens) is provided. Table 1 presents the details of the coating configurations 
of the test specimens and their designations used in this study. In this discussion, 1 mm and 2 
mm thick PU coatings were used, which are 2.5%, and 5% layer thickness compared to the 
thickness of the uncoated concrete specimen. PU coatings were applied on the dry surfaces of 
the concrete specimens and were cured for 14 days before testing (Figure 1). 
Table 1: Details of the test specimens with coating configurations  
Specimen designation Thickness of PU coating (mm)
Top surface Bottom surface
CON - -
T1 1 -
T2 2 -
B1 - 1
B2 - 2
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Bare concrete specimens (CON) (b) PU coated concrete specimen (T2) 
2.3 Dynamic flexural test 
Three-point bending test was conducted using Zwick 100 kN Proline Materials Testing 
Machine (Zwick Roell AG, Ulm, Germany), model no. Z100, according to ASTM C 78 
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standard. Crosshead speeds of 200 mm/min and 1 mm/min were used to obtain 0.067 s෥ and 
0.00033 s෥ strain rate conditions, which corresponded to dynamic and quasi-static 
conditions, respectively. In the specimen designations, the two strain rates were represented 
with abbreviations of L and H, which denote lower strain rate and higher strain rate, 
respectively, that corresponded to quasi-static and dynamic conditions. Crosshead 
displacement was controlled using a computer with the testing software test Xpert II (Zwick 
Roell AG, Ulm, Germany). The test was continued until the ultimate failure of the specimens 
occurred. The time, load, and mid-span deflection of the testing system were obtained using 
the same computer program. Three specimens were tested for each case that was studied. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of the proposed retrofitting technique was evaluated by focusing on 
strength, strain energy, deformation, and failure modes of the uncoated and PU-coated 
concrete specimens to different strain rate conditions. The effect of the thickness of the PU 
coatings on the dynamic resistance of concrete samples was investigated by testing concrete 
specimens with two PU layer thicknesses, which are 1 mm and 2 mm corresponding to 2.5 %
and 5 % of the thickness of the concrete specimen. Coating position also plays a major role in 
the effectiveness of this technique. When PU layer is applied onto the impact face (load 
receiving face with respect to the impact), the loads and pressure would have to pass through 
the PU layer prior to impacting the concrete element, and a part of energy will be absorbed 
and dissipated through the elastic-plastic deformation of the PU before being transferred to 
the concrete element. Since the coating was applied on the compression side of the specimen, 
the stiffness of PU increases more than under tension, and subsequently increasing the 
amount of the energy absorbed. When the PU layer is on the rear face, the mechanism of 
dynamic resistance is considerably different. The loads and pressure would have to pass 
through the concrete element prior to PU coating, therefore part of the energy will be 
transferred to the PU layer. The concrete element is compressed more and thereby increasing 
its stiffness, and subsequently enhancing the energy absorption capacity. Subsequently, loads 
and pressure, which passes to the PU layer reflect off its free-face as tensile release wave, 
which results in a significant decrease in the PU’s shear stiffness and concurrently substantial 
enhancement in its dissipative ability due to its viscoelasticity [15]. Therefore, the effect of 
PU coating position on the dynamic enhancement was evaluated by comparing the results of 
specimens with coatings on the top and bottom faces.  
The stress-strain response of the specimens is shown in Figure 2. The mechanical 
response of the uncoated concrete samples is different under both quasi-static and dynamic 
conditions. Significantly higher stiffness and slightly higher ultimate flexural stress are 
shown under dynamic conditions in comparison to quasi-static conditions, with lower 
maximum deflection. This rate sensitive behaviour is a common occurrence for many 
materials where the strength values increase while strain values decrease when subjected to 
higher strain rate condition. The enhancement of the strength is due to two phenomena: 
viscous (free water) effect, cross-aggregate cracks, and structural (inertia forces and 
confinement) [16-17]. Past experimental investigation on PU by the authors showed that PU 
is a high strain-rate-sensitive elastomer, where a dramatic transition in behaviour from 
rubbery to leathery was observed in response to increasing strain rates [7]. These findings 
clearly state that the response of the coating configurations will be very different under the 
quasi-static and dynamic condition, and it is established with the findings shown in Figure 2.  
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: The comparison of the stress-strain responses of the specimens (a) top coating (b) 
bottom coating: [T2-L, (T) coating face, (2) coating thickness, (L) strain rate condition] 
As shown in Figure 2, the ductility of the PU-coated specimens increases with the coating 
thickness under both quasi-static and dynamic conditions. Figure 3 plots the variations in the 
cumulative strain energy with strain. A detailed comparison and the discussion on the 
ultimate flexural stress, failure strain and strain energy density are provided in the next 
sections. 
(a) (b)
Figure 3: The comparison of cumulative strain energy-strain responses of the test 
specimens (a) top coating (b) bottom coating: [T2-L, (T) coating face, (2) coating thickness, 
(L) strain rate condition] 
3.1 Maximum Flexural Stress 
The uncoated specimen attained its maximum flexural stress just before failure under both 
conditions. When the coating was applied on the impact face, the maximum flexural stress 
was recorded just before failure under both quasi-static and dynamic conditions. When the 
PU layer was applied on the rear face, under the quasi-static condition, the ultimate flexural 
strength of the PU-coated specimens was recorded before their ultimate failure, where the 
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ultimate flexural stress was attained just before the concrete specimen cracked. Though the 
concrete specimen cracked, the un-cracked PU layer was able to resist additional load and 
pressure up to a significant strain level until the PU layer cracked. However, under the 
dynamic condition, all specimens recorded the maximum flexural stress just before failure. 
Figure 4 (a) shows the plots of the average maximum flexural stress of the specimens tested. 
It can be observed that in all cases, the maximum flexural stress under dynamic condition was 
higher than those under quasi-static condition. Under the quasi-static condition, a significant 
difference was not observed in the maximum flexural stress when the coating thickness on 
any face is increased up to 5% of the thickness of the concrete specimen. However, under 
dynamic conditions, 4.4% stress enhancement was shown when 2 mm thick PU coating was 
applied on rear face, while only marginal deviation was observed when the coating thickness 
on the impact face was increased. 
3.2 Failure Strain 
The strengthened concrete specimens showed higher failure strain due to the elastomeric 
PU layer providing enhancement to the strain capacity of the concrete specimens due to the 
additional confinement effect provided by the PU matrix. Figure 4 (b) plots the comparison 
of the average failure strains, and it shows that the failure strains was increased remarkably 
with the thickness of the PU layer when the coating was applied one either side of the 
concrete specimen. In both cases, the lower enhancement was recorded under dynamic 
condition than under quasi-static condition due to the strain rate dependency of both concrete 
and PU. Both cases showed that the failure strain was increased with coating thickness. 
Under quasi-static conditions, higher strain enhancement was observed when the coating was 
applied on the rear face. However, strain enhancement under dynamic condition was higher 
with a coating on impact face than a coating on rear face.  
3.3 Strain Energy Density 
The strain energy was calculated by integrating the area underneath the stress-strain 
curve. Figure 3 plots the variation of cumulative strain energy against strain under both 
conditions. Meanwhile, Figure 4 (c) plots the variation of the ultimate strain energy density 
and, it shows clear enhancement in the strain energy density under both loading conditions. 
As the thickness of the PU layer increases, the strain energy density increases linearly with 
the PU layer thickness that is formed due to enhanced strain work. This enhancement to the 
strain energy density was observed under both loading conditions when the coating was 
applied on either side. All PU coated concrete specimens failed at higher strain energy 
density values, because of the enhancement in the strain capacity along with the coating 
thickness. This clearly shows that the presence of a PU layer on either face of the specimen 
improves the structural capacity and impact resistance of the concrete significantly. Similar to 
failure strain, strain energy density was increased with the increase in the coating thickness 
on either side. Under the quasi-strain condition, higher strain energy density was recorded 
when PU was coated on the bottom face, while under the dynamic condition, strain energy 
density was higher when the coating was applied on the impact face. Therefore, the 
application of PU coating on the impact face contributed positively in enhancing the strain 
energy in the coated concrete specimens under dynamic conditions. It is evident that the 
energy dissipation was shared between the concrete and PU coating, and the specimens were 
able to deflect more, which demonstrate the beneficial contribution of the PU layer in terms 
of energy absorption. Therefore, it can be concluded that the ductility of the concrete 
specimens was improved remarkably with the PU coating and subsequent increase in the PU 
layer thickness. 
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4: The comparison of flexural properties of the test specimens; (a) maximum flexural 
stress, (b) failure strain, and (c) strain energy density 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The effectiveness of the proposed retrofitting technique was assessed, and the influence 
of the main parameters of PU coating, such as thickness and the location was evaluated in 
terms of maximum flexural stress, failure strain and strain energy density. Findings clearly 
showed that the dynamic resistance of the concrete specimens was increased significantly 
when the PU coating was applied on either side of the face with respect to loading. 
Specifically, failure strain and strain energy density were enhanced by factors of 2.9-4.6, and 
3.0-5.1 respectively with a marginal enhancement in the maximum flexural stress under 
dynamic conditions compared to the dynamic response of un-coated concrete specimens. In 
addition, it was noted that the response of concrete specimens was improved when the 
thickness of the PU coating was increased and when the coating was applied on impact face 
rather than the rear face. No de-bonding of PU layer was observed in any of the specimens, 
indicating the superior bond properties between PU and concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 
Changes in admittance signatures measured using Electro-Mechanical Impedance (EMI) 
technique with a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducer, embedded in concrete is an indirect 
estimate of the localized changes in dynamic stiffness of the concrete in the proximity of the 
sensor. Experiments and observations on the EMI signatures obtained from PZT patches 
bonded onto identical plates of various thickness and embedded in concrete cubes with two 
sets of differential curing have been presented. Also, experiments are conducted on a 
concrete beam embedded with six PZT patches bonded on carrier plates of differing thickness 
by subjecting the beam to differential curing. Frequency shifts for these ultrasonic modes 
during the initial phase of four to five hours are comparatively less, but substantial damping 
enhancement is witnessed at this stage. The contribution of the present work is the 
application of serial/parallel connected sensors embedded in concrete (in a multi input single 
output, MISO mode), that can be typically deployed in a large scale structural health 
monitoring (SHM) scenario. Mandatory separation of resonant peaks in the admittance 
signature is a pre-requisite for tracking and observing the changes, which is achieved through 
plates of different thickness and hence different ultrasonic resonant (USR) modes.  
Keywords: Multi-Sensing technique, serial/parallel connectivity, electro-mechanical 
impedance, strength gain, piezoelectric sensor, impedance based monitoring.  
1 INTRODUCTION 
Wave propagation based concrete early age monitoring using conventional techniques has 
been well established [1]. To ensure structural integrity and safety, these structures have to be 
equipped with tools, instruments, and techniques of structural health monitoring (SHM), 
which aims to develop automated systems for the continuous monitoring and damage 
detection of structures with minimum human involvement. SHM using Electro-Mechanical 
Impedance (EMI) technique is one of the cost-effective and reliable method for non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) of a variety of engineering problems [2-6]. Monitoring of early 
age concrete and cracking in concrete structures using various embedded smart aggregates 
have been examined and its comparative performance is reported [7]. The motivation of this 
study is from the pioneering work where they have used multiplexed PZT sensors to monitor 
the health of aluminium plates [8,9]. They have arrived at the interference region and studied 
the mass influence of adjacent sensors in the composite EMI signature [10]. NDE of metallic 
structures is carried out using a multi-sensing EMI method [11]. Methods suggested by them, 
have provided good results for aluminium which is homogenous in nature. But concrete being 
heterogeneous, capturing the changes in the EMI signals are more challenging. 
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In this paper, an attempt has been made to capture the changes in the rheological 
properties of concrete, at various stages of setting: during fluid state, semi-solid state, and 
solid state, which are correlated with changes happening in the EMI signatures. An 
experimental study is reported on five concrete cubes embedded with PZT sensors bonded to 
steel plates of identical thickness and size, and the evolution of the EMI signatures with time 
is discussed. Due to the evolution of the concrete microstructure, the peaks which are initially 
evident due to the metallic resonances of the PZT and steel plate gives rise to fewer damped 
peaks. The curing patterns of the cubes are also differentiated and the EMI signature patterns 
are observed to reflect this differential curing. To further study the effects of curing pattern in 
a structural member of different aspect ratio a reinforced concrete beam with embedded 
packaged PZT is cast and differentially cured. One portion of the beam is subjected to proper 
curing by covering it with water-soaked jute wrappings and the other portion is left to 
atmospheric moisture curing. Conductance signatures from different patches are periodically 
acquired and statistical metrics are utilized to observe the changes, during various stages of 
strength development and during the curing process of the surrounding concrete. The other 
major contribution of the paper is in a large scale sensor deployment scenario, where it is 
difficult to interrogate each sensor individually and a convenient way is to electrically couple 
them in a series or parallel fashion such that the resulting conductance signature (termed as 
composite conductance) represents all the connected patches. This can be conveniently 
carried out, provided that the peaks from different sensors are distinguishable which is 
achieved by incorporating different thickness of the steel plates to which the PZT patches are 
bonded. The localized changes on the composite admittance signature, as captured by the 
individual peaks may indirectly indicate the strength development in that region or the 
deterioration associated with that region. 
2 SERIAL/PARALLEL ELECTRICAL CONNECTIVITY OF PIEZO-ELECTRIC 
SENSORS 
Interrogation time of feature extraction from signals of individual piezo elements can be 
substantially reduced by connecting them in series/parallel mode. A small group of two to 
three sensors can be connected and the composite signature can be acquired. In this research 
work, the electrical connectivity in serial/parallel mode and the mechanical de-coupling of 
the group of sensors by spacing them apart are carried out. As it is important to differentiate 
the peaks in the composite signature and attribute them to individual sensors, PZT sensors 
have been bonded to carrier plates of varying geometry and thickness. Both serial and parallel 
interfaced sensors are of multi-input single output (MISO) type, where multiple PZT patches 
are simultaneously excited, but a single output is obtained from the signature. 
For the purpose of estimating the effect of mechanical coupling in the serial/parallel 
interfacing, the following methodology is adopted: 
 Obtain the admittance signatures individually, for each of the piezo sensors in the cluster 
in a single input single output (SISO) mode. 
 Obtain the admittance signature for the cluster in serial or parallel interfacing as the 
composite signature (i.e. MISO) mode. 
 Obtain the electrically evaluated series/parallel signatures making use of the individual 
signatures, obtained in step-1 and through relevant expressions. 
 Compare the signatures obtained in step-2 and step-3. The signatures obtained in step-3
is purely an electrical coupling while from step-2 is a combination of both electrical and 
mechanical coupling. The difference between these signatures is the mechanical 
interference coupling between the sensors, which is a function of the wavelength, 
frequency of excitation, wave velocity, mode of wave propagation etc., 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EVOLUTION OF EMI 
SIGNATURE FROM IDENTICAL SENSORS EMBEDDED IN CONCRETE 
CUBES 
Five concrete cubes of dimensions 0.15 × 0.15 × 0.15) m have been cast with identical 
mix-proportions. Initially, PZT patches PIC-151 of size, (0.01 × 0.01 × 0.0003) m, are 
bonded onto mild steel plates of size (0.02 × 0.02 × 0.006) m using RS epoxy based resin. 
They are covered with the same epoxy at the top to prevent abrasion of the sensor by the 
flowing mix. Initial EMI signatures have been collected from PZT patch for free-free mode 
and immediately after patches are bonded onto the plate (Figure 1 (a)). This is referred to as 
the free-free conductance as the boundary conditions of the patch are unconstrained and free 
to move around all the edges. Then the plate-bonded PZT sensors are embedded and position-
fixed in the cube mould. M40 grade concrete mix is prepared following the design mix. After 
the concrete is poured and surface finishing done, EMI signatures are acquired in LCR meter 
at every one-hour interval for the first ten hours and on days-2, signals are recorded twice a 
day and afterwards once in a day. This measurement process have been carried out for 28 
days. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 (B). Two cubes with patch-1 (P1) and 
patch-2 (P2) are air cured and the rest of the cubes with patch-3 to patch-5 (P3, P4, and P5) 
have been immersed in water and cured, thus simulating two curing regimes.  
(A) EMI signatures for PZT patches : (a) free-free mode ; (b) fixed with steel plate 
(B) PZT patch embedded in concrete cubes 
Figure 1: Experimental investigation for identical sensors embedded in concrete cubes 
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Figure 2 (A and B) show the typical conductance signatures from day-0 to days-3, for 
patches 1-5 (patches 1-2 and patches 4-5 are shown for each set of curing). It can be seen that 
the general trend of the conductance plots are same for all the patches during the initial stages 
(for the first 24 hours) and slowly the trend of the conductance signatures deviate as the day's 
progress and the difference in curing are noticeable. The shift in the frequency of the resonant 
peaks is due to the addition of mass and stiffness whereas, the change in the damping results 
in the amplitude change. However, at levels of critical damping, the change in damping may 
cause a reduction in the resonant frequency. Following points could be summarized from the 
Figures 2 (A-B). Being pasted on identical plates (6 mm thickness), with almost constant 
adhesive thickness, all the five patches show a similar trend with similar resonant frequencies 
in the initial stages of concrete setting (at least for the first 4-5 days). The rheology change in 
the concrete due to transition from the fluid to the solid state causes a remarkable increase in 
the damping which has resulted in the amplitude reduction of the responses (Figure 2-(A)). 
5th hour to 24th hour of concrete setting is accompanied by an abrupt change in the dynamic 
characteristics of the embedded system. As the concrete around the patches starts to solidify, 
it causes an increase in the mass, stiffness, and damping which has caused the peaks to 
undergo a frequency shift along with the reduction in the amplitude. After 24 hours of setting 
(Figure 2(B)) peaks observed near 150 kHz in the 4 hours signal (Figure 2(A)) tends to 
combine together. 
From 72 hours onwards (Days-4), there is a growing noise in the system signature, either 
due to wave scattering or due to the appearance of many localized modes. From Days-5
onwards till Days-28, the resonant peaks in the frequency range 10 to 200 kHz, which are 
characteristics of the metal-bonded PZT patches, nearly vanish giving rise to a noisy trend. 
There is a very small change in the conductance signatures for patches embedded in uncured 
concrete. All the signatures are twined together for the patches in an uncured concrete cubes, 
whereas these are well separated and show the difference for patches in cured concrete cubes. 
Effect of curing slowly manifests in the signatures from the latter stages and not much in the 
first 72 hours (Days-3) of setting. 
(A)First four hours of initial concreting (a-d) 
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(B) ‘Fifth hours to Days 3’ after concreting (a-d) 
Figure 2: Evolution of EMI signature from identical sensors embedded in concrete cubes for 
Day 0 to Days 3 (A and B) 
4 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EVOLUTION OF EMI 
SIGNATURE FROM VARIABLE SIZE SENSORS EMBEDDED IN 
CONCRETE BEAM 
Unlike the experiment described earlier, where PZT patches bonded on identical steel 
plates are used for monitoring the setting and curing process in concrete, in this experimental 
investigation, PZT patches bonded on steel plates (size: 0.025 × 0.025) m of differing 
thicknesses are used. The significance of using the different thickness of plates assumes 
importance in serial and parallel connected sensors under MISO mode. This has been 
explained in a subsequent section. Table 1 illustrates the various thicknesses of mild steel 
plates measured using digital vernier calipers and Figure 3 shows the placement of steel-PZT 
sensors in the beam and experimental setup. The aim is to differentiate the resonant peaks in 
the composite signature, when multiplexed serial/parallel interfacing is used, connecting two 
or more sensors. Plates of higher thickness show higher modal density (number of sharp 
resonance peaks in a band of frequency) with less damped sharp peak proliferating the entire 
frequency band. This observation is very well defined in the frequency band of 100 to 
300 kHz. As the thickness of the plates decreases, there are less number of these ultrasonic 
modes in the above-mentioned frequency band. Damping of these modes slowly increase to 
100% of critical damping during the period from casting to final setting time and these peaks 
eventually vanish giving rise to reduced modal density with peaks of significant damping. 
PZT patches of nomenclature P2 to P7 are bonded to steel plates of variable thickness have 
been prepared and kept normal to the axis of the beam. The dimensions of the reinforced 
concrete beam are (0.15 × 0.10 × 1.50) m. M40 grade concrete is used and the mix design is 
as per suitable standards and trial mix. PZT embedded plates are set and position fixed in a 
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direction normal to the axis of the beam. Then the final compacted layer of concrete mix is 
laid. P2 to P7 are placed in a non-sequential order so that peaks due to them can be 
differentiated easily from each other as given in Figure 3. One-half of this beam is subjected 
to proper curing (P2, P5, and P3) by covering with water soaked gunny bags and the other 
half is left with atmospheric curing (P6, P4, and P7). Patches are placed at 0.24 m center to 
center with 0.15 m as edge distance. Continuous monitoring of the beam is carried out by 
obtaining the admittance signatures for different frequency ranges on all days, namely, 
pristine state, and one hour after casting and from days-2 to days-28. All the tests are 
conducted at room temperature.  
Table. 1: Various thickness of mild steel plate 
Patch P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
Thickness (mm) 1 0.75 0.9 1.5 3 6
Figure 4 (a-f) shows the conductance variation of different PZT packaged sensors. The 
legend ‘G2_WP’ stands for conductance signature obtained for ‘Patch 2 with plate’ condition 
and ‘G2_1hr’ stands for conductance signature obtained for ‘Patch 2 with plate embedded in 
concrete for the first hour (1 Hr)’ and it is equivalent for other patches as mentioned. The two 
curves correspond to the dynamic characteristics of the combined PZT and carrier plate 
before placing concrete and after one hour of concrete placement. Though the curves are 
obtained till 1 MHz, these figures show a typical variation from 100 to 300 kHz. The ultra-
sonic resonances (USR) which are predominant of the carrier plates and are characterized by 
sharp resonances, with smaller damping values and higher modal density are seen in the 
curves before concrete is placed on the mould. 
 
 
(a) Placement of PZT patch (b) Experimental setup on concrete beam
Figure 3: PZT patches in concrete beam specimen 
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Figure 4: Conductance change for different patches of the embedded PZT sensors for pristine 
state and after one-hour concrete placement (Stage-1) 
Although, concrete gains in strength and modulus, there is a shift in the peak frequency 
and mostly the results are well consistent. It can be seen that the entire behavior could be split 
into three different blocks of similarity namely, (1) pristine state of packaged PZT to the 
initial 4 to 5 hours of setting time; (2) first 4 hours to the initial three days of concrete curing; 
and (3) days 3 to days 28 after casting. It can be seen that these three blocks of data have 
large similarity and peaks, though the transition is very fast in the first two stages. Though, 
ideally, three stages of strength and stiffness evolution of concrete are worth studying, in the 
reported experimental investigation involving the concrete beam, only two stages are 
covered, Stage-1: Two measurements, one at the pristine stage of packaged PZT with the 
carrier plate and the other, after one hour of concrete casting, constitute this stage. Stage-2: It 
is covered between days-2 to days-28 of concrete microstructure evolution. 
5 SERIAL/PARALLEL ADMITTANCE RESPONSE 
During each of the measurement stage, individual responses are collected from each of 
the patches. After this, selected couplets and triplets of PZT patches are electrically joined 
together in a particular electrical connectivity and responses are taken again. Though many 
combinations of serial/parallel conductance responses are taken, the following couplets and 
triplets are shown for illustration. Figure 5 (a-d) show the combined P2-P6 responses during 
the pristine stage and after 1-day (2nd day) of casting. It may be seen that the serial response 
is a lower bound to both the individual patches and the parallel response is an upper bound to 
these patches. It is also seen that the peaks in the composite response come from the peaks of 
the individual patches. For example, the low damped, metallic ringing peaks of patch-6 
(Figure 5a) are clearly distinguishable in both the serial and parallel responses. The peaks 
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corresponding to patch-6 in the days-2 (Figure 5c) composite response are difficult to 
separate out, though not entirely impossible. Figures 5 (c-d) shows the combined responses of 
the P2-P6 pair, from the pristine state to days-28, with both serial and parallel electrical 
connectivity respectively. The legends ‘GS’ and ‘GP’ stands for conductance signatures 
connected serially and parallel respectively. 
Figure 5: Composite responses of Patch 2 and Patch 6 for serial/parallel electrical 
connectivity 
6 SIGNIFICANCE OF USING DIFFERENT THICKNESS PLATES 
It is stated that using different thickness of plates is essential to distinguish the peaks due 
to different patches while using a series or parallel method of data acquisition. In order to 
understand the purpose, the conductance data of cube specimen in which all the five cubes 
(Figure 1) had patches attached to same thickness of plates (6 mm) and the beam specimen 
(Figure 2) in which the patches are attached to different plate thickness (Table 1) are 
considered. The patch 3 and 4 of cube specimen are normally cured and similarly the P2 and 
P5 of the concrete beam specimen and normally cured. For these patches of cube specimen 
and beam specimen, composite series and parallel responses are obtained by connecting the 
respective patches. From Figure 6, it can be seen that the parallel connection is an upper 
bound to the individual values and series is a lower bound. In the composite signature of the 
cube specimen (Figure 6b) where same steel plate thicknesses are used, it is difficult to 
clearly distinguish the peaks due to the Patch 3 and 4 as they tend to merge. Whereas, in the 
beam specimen where the steel plates of different sizes are used, the peaks due to the P2 and 
P5 can be clearly distinguished. Thus it is essential to vary the thickness of the steel plates in 
order to identify the performance of individual patches in a composite signature. 
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(a) Patches 3 and 4 of cube specimen having 
same steel plate thickness
(b) P2 and P5 of beam specimen having 
different steel plate thickness
Figure 6: Conductance signature for patches having identical and different steel plate 
thickness 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
The paper reports the result of two sets of experiments: (1) On concrete cubes with 
embedded piezo patches bonded onto identical carrier plates, where the modal peaks are 
identical and (2) On a concrete beam with carrier plates of varying thickness and geometry, 
where the modal peaks are different. Electrically coupled series or parallel conductance 
signature (termed as composite conductance) are obtained for RC beam experiment. Effects 
of differential curing on the development of conductance signature are also studied. From the 
study undertaken to investigate the variation of EMI signature for a packaged PZT patch on a 
metallic carrier, embedded in concrete, the following conclusions are drawn: 
It is interesting to observe the changes in the ultrasonic modes as exhibited by the PZT 
patches pasted on metallic plates. Frequency shifts for these ultrasonic modes during the 
initial phase of four to five hours are comparatively less, but substantial damping 
enhancement is witnessed at this stage. Setting period from 4 to 96 hours show a dramatic 
shift in the right-ward direction of peaks, also associated with increased damping. A novel 
methodology on a serial/parallel based electrically connected multiple sensors to minimize 
the time of individual interrogation of EMI sensors is considered as a contribution. 
Multiplexed sensor arrangement for a quasi-brittle crystalline solid like concrete is attempted 
for the first time. Electrical inter-connectivity of selected pairs (or triplets) of PZT patches 
(MISO mode), may result in significant reduction of the collected and interrogated data. After 
obtaining the data using individual patches, serial/parallel data, with a pure electrical 
connectivity could be generated. For two cubes with no physical connection, mechanical 
coupling will be obviously absent for the sensors in these cubes. This cannot be extended 
when these patches are embedded in a beam. However, an essential pre-requisite is the well 
separated distinct peaks for each patch, around which, changes are monitored. From the 
reported investigation, it is much easier to distinguish the peaks at the initial setting period of 
concrete, as many of the metallic resonances are intact and are different from the other 
patches. Plates are intentionally made thicker to make these peaks clearly distinguishable. 
The same point, cannot be said of the latter-day curing change. Conductance signatures for 
the parallelly connected PZTs are upper bounds of the individual values and this result in 
larger amplitudes and better resolution. Serially acquired conductance signatures are the 
lower bound of the individual signatures. Patches, which are interconnected in serial and 
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parallel mode show identical trends as that of the individual patches when the changes are 
monitored around those peaks, which are characteristic of each patch. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the details of condition assessment of a fire damaged reinforced concrete 
(RC) supporting structure of an arc furnace. The arc furnace was placed over a thick RC slab 
which was supported by RC columns. During the process of operation, the bottom slab 
portion of arc furnace steel plate got punctured locally and the liquid hot metal at about 
1400˚C came out through the hole provided in the slab and spread all over the floor. The 
condition assessment was carried out by using non-destructive and partially destructive 
testing such as visual inspection, rebound hammer (RH), ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV), 
concrete core and rebar sampling. Low UPV values were recorded in some of the fire 
affected columns, which indicate delamination of cover concrete. Compressive strength of 
concrete and yield strength of reinforcement steel were evaluated. Analysis was carried out to 
check the structural adequacy and found that the RC supporting structure is structurally 
adequate for the given loading and existing strength. Necessary rehabilitaion measures were 
suggested.  
Keywords: Condition assessment, furnace supporting structure, NDT, rehabilitation 
1 INTRODUCTION
When concrete is subjected to high temperatures, different physical processes and 
chemical reactions occur, which are highly dependent on the (i) material composition, (ii) 
loading and (iii) environmental conditions. The temperature rise causes temperature gradients 
and water migration leads to significant changes in the micro-and macro-structure of concrete 
[1]. Temperature attained during mild fire accidents (exceeding 300˚ C) can cause the loss of 
concrete strength. Number of on-site and laboratory techniques such as visual inspection, 
non-destructive testing (NDT) and partial destructive testing (PDT) are available for the 
condition assessment of reinforced concrete (RC) structures. This paper presents the details 
of investigation carried out for the condition assessment of fire affected arc furnace 
supporting RC structure, which experienced a fire accident [2]. The submerged arc furnace 
supporting RC structure consists of nine columns of size 600 mm × 600 mm, which support a 
circular RC slab of 11.06 m diameter and 1000 mm thick. The bottom steel plate of arc 
furnace with grid of rails was resting over the RC thick slab. M35 grade concrete was used in 
the construction of the supporting structure. It was reported that during the process operation 
the bottom steel plate of arc furnace got punctured locally and liquid hot metal at temperature 
of around 1400˚C came out through the hole provided in the slab for thermocouple insertion. 
The hot metal fallen through the hole and spread all over the floor. Fig. 1 shows photograph 
of fire affected submerged arc furnace supporting structure. 
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Figure 1: Photograph of furnace supporting structure 
2 IN-SITU INVESTIGATION 
The in-situ investigation work consists of (i) visual observation and documentation, (ii) 
rebound hammer and ultrasonic pulse velocity testing on columns and slab portions for 
assessing the quality and integrity of concrete, and (iii) concrete core and rebar sampling for 
estimating the compressive strength of concrete and yield strength of steel [3-4]. 
2.1 Visual Observation 
All the columns were numbered for easy identification. Fig. 2 shows the plan of 
supporting structure with column numbers. A thorough inspection was carried out for visible 
defects, such as delamination, colour change, cracking, spalling of cover concrete, etc. [5]. It 
is observed that the bottom portion of slab and the columns (Column C5, C6, C7 and C9 (4 
Nos.)) surrounding the punctured hole got severely damaged due to the flow-off of liquid hot 
metal. The damage was observed in the form of delamination, spalling, cracking and 
exposure of rebars (refer Fig. 3).  
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Figure 2: Plan of supporting structure with column numbers  
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In the severely damaged columns, nearly 75 to 100 mm thick cover concrete got 
damaged/affected and cracking was also noticed. Voids, honeycombing and delamination 
was also observed in other columns and slab portions away from the punctured hole, which 
could be due to poor quality of construction. Patch repair works carried out earlier on some 
columns were also noticed.  
Figure 3: Spalling of cover concrete and exposure of rebars in the bottom of slab 
2.2 Rebound Hammer (RH) test 
Rebound hammer (RH) test was conducted on fire affected and unaffected columns. RH 
test procedure, principle, limitation and interpretation of test data is described in IS:13311 
(Part-II) [6]. It should be noted that the RH values reflect the surface concrete quality. 
Nevertheless, the RH values provide a quick means of checking the delamination of cover 
concrete, uniformity of concrete and comparing a given concrete with a specified 
requirement. For testing, grid points were marked systematically on the columns and slab 
portions. Figure 4 shows the photograph of typical RH testing on a column. Table 1 presents 
the summary of RH data. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the contour plots of RH data for 
column 1 and column 9 (towards punctured hole). Low range of RH values in column 9 
indicating loss in surface hardness of concrete due to fire damage. 
Figure 4: Rebound hammer test on a typical column 
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Table 1: Summary of RH test data  
Column No. (face) No. of 
grid points
Max. Min. Avg. SD. CoV.
Column C1 (Outer) 27.0 63.0 22.3 43.4 10.8 24.8
Column C2 (Outer) 27.0 65.0 44.3 52.9 5.3 10.0
Column C3 (Outer) 26.0 61.3 22.3 48.1 8.4 17.4
Column C4 (Inner) 27.0 64.0 19.7 50.2 9.7 19.4
Column C4 (Outer) 27.0 54.7 29.0 43.2 8.3 19.3
Column C5 (Inner) 24.0 57.7 34.7 46.7 6.5 14.0
Column C5 (Outer) 21.0 54.0 29.0 46.2 6.4 13.8
Column C6 (Inner) 27.0 46.7 17.3 29.8 8.5 28.5
Column C6 (Outer) 16.0 58.3 38.3 50.0 5.3 10.6
Column C7 (Inner) 19.0 61.0 17.0 38.2 12.3 32.1
Column C7 (Outer) 24.0 63.7 24.0 43.9 11.2 25.6
Column C8 (Inner) 27.0 59.3 30.0 42.6 7.9 18.4
Column C8 (Outer) 27.0 61.3 36.0 49.5 7.1 14.4
Column C9 (C6 side) 19.0 53.7 21.7 36.2 9.1 25.2
Column C9 (C2 side) 27.0 56.3 13.0 39.9 10.0 24.9
Note: SD. Standard deviation; CoV. Coefficient of variation 
(a) ColumnC1 (b) ColumnC9
Figure 5 Contours of RH test results 
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2.3 Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) Test  
The UPV testing was carried out in a systematic way on the affected and unaffected 
columns and slab portions. The grid points were marked at every 300 mm along the height on 
two opposite faces and in two directions. The qualitative assessment of concrete based on 
UPV test results are described in IS 13311 Part I [7]. In general, any value less than 3.0 
km/sec indicate either a poor quality concrete possessing excessive voids or delamination of 
cover concrete due to fire exposure. Tables 2 (a) and 2 (b) present the summary of UPV data 
of columns scanning (i) along inner and outer faces and (ii) along periphery. Figures 6 (a) and 
6 (b) present the contour plots of UPV data for Column 1 and Column 9 (scanning along C8-
C4). Low range of UPV values in Column 9 indicating loss in integrity of concrete due to fire 
damage. 
Table 2 (a): Summary and statistical values of UPV data (km/sec) - Scanning along inner and 
outer faces 
Column No. No. of grid points Max. Min. Avg. SD. CoV.
C1 27 4.05 1.63 3.26 0.711 21.80
C2 21 3.92 2.03 3.19 0.498 15.57
C3 24 3.95 1.85 2.97 0.725 24.42
C4 27 4.00 0.73 2.49 1.040 41.83
C5 18 4.14 0.67 2.62 1.122 42.85
C6 11 2.33 0.67 1.58 0.498 31.46
C7 15 3.37 0.80 2.05 0.682 33.23
C8 16 4.00 0.99 2.36 1.103 46.68
C9 
(along C8-C4) 14 3.33 0.77 1.56 0.621 39.93
Table 2 (b):Summary and statistical values of UPV data (km/sec) - Scanning along periphery
Column No. No. of grid 
points Max. Min. Avg. SD. Cov.
C1 21 4.03 1.50 3.44 0.748 21.74
C2 27 3.92 1.54 3.35 0.565 16.84
C3 27 3.90 0.92 2.89 0.960 33.20
C4 26 4.00 0.82 3.06 0.702 22.96
C5 21 4.14 0.67 2.88 0.967 33.55
C6 21 3.95 1.15 2.00 0.655 32.71
C7 22 3.80 1.46 2.34 0.593 25.39
C8 20 4.03 1.67 3.36 0.788 23.47
C9
(along C2-C6) 11 1.80 0.82 1.49 0.349 23.36
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(a) Column C1 (b) Column C9
Figure 6 Contours of UPV test results 
2.4 Core Sampling and Testing  
Core test is a partial destructive test and is one of the best methods to assess the strength 
of the fire affected concrete. Core samples of 68 mm and 93 mm diameter with sufficient 
length were collected from the columns and slab, respectively. For petrographic examination 
of concrete, full length cores were collected in slab portion (1000 mm thick slab). Core 
samples were dressed in the laboratory using the concrete cutting machine. After dressing, 
the core samples are properly capped and tested in compression testing machine. 
2.5 Rebar Sampling and Testing 
The strength and deformability of steel are strongly influenced by temperature. Therefore, 
in the present study, three rebar samples were collected from the fire affected slab portions. 
The mechanical properties have been evaluated as per IS 1786 [8].  
3 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
Based on visual observation, it was noticed that the bottom portion of slab and the 
columns surrounding the punctured hole got severely damaged due to the flow-off of liquid 
hot metal. The average RH values of most of columns are close to 40 indicating no 
significant difference from affected and unaffected columns. However, the inner face of fire 
affected columns (towards punctured hole) indicate lower RH values compared to that of the 
outer face. That means, the inner face towards fire was damaged more than that of outer face. 
In most of the fire affected columns, low UPV (average UPV is less than 3.0 km/sec) values 
were recorded, which indicate delamination and micro-cracking of concrete. For column C9 
(central column), the UPV value is in between 1.49 and 1.56 km/sec (lowest among all), 
indicating severe loss of integrity due to its exposure to high temperature. Low UPV values 
were also recorded in the unaffected columns, which could be due to poor quality and 
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integrity of concrete. Around the slab periphery, direct scanning was carried out and the 
average UPV is 2.94 km/sec. In this portion, the low UPV was mainly due to the uneven 
surface of the top portion of the slab. In other portions of slab, indirect scanning was carried 
out. Lower UPV values were recorded in the fire affected areas indicating loss of integrity in 
the bottom surface region of slab.
The concrete compressive strength was evaluated in the columns and slab portions from 
the collected core samples [9]. The compressive strength is varying widely for (i) columns in 
the (a) affected area from 7.6 to 20.5 MPa (b) unaffected area from 7.5 to 18. MPa;(ii) for 
slab portions in the (a) affected area from 8.6 to 28.0 MPa and (b) unaffected area from 10.8 
to 22.4 MPa. It is to be noted here that the compressive strength of concrete does not qualify 
for M35 grade in the fire affected as well as unaffected portions [2,10,11]. For the high yield 
strength deformed rebar samples, the yield strength obtained for one of the three samples is 
only 340 MPa (< 415 MPa; nearly 80% of YS = 415×0.8 = 332 MPa) and the percent 
elongation was about 30 (> 14.5%). Since, the compressive strength and the yield strength 
does not qualify the design reports, it was decided to check the structural adequacy of the 
supporting system for the specified load carrying capacity and existing core compressive and 
yield strengths [2].  
4 ANALYSIS OF FURNACE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE 
The supporting slab and the columns are modelled for analysis and the structural 
adequacy is checked for the specified loads and the available compressive strength of 
concrete and yield strength of steel. Analysis showed that the strength of the column is found 
to be adequate even for the estimated minimum core compressive strength (around 7.5 MPa) 
and yield strength of steel (340 MPa) to carry the factored loads coming on to the columns 
from the arc furnace and the slab. From the analysis, the maximum compressive stress on the 
column due to factored loads is found to be 6.9 MPa. This stress is lower than the estimated 
minimum compressive strength of core samples (i.e., 7.5 MPa) taken from columns. Hence, 
the strength of columns as such is adequate to carry the specified loads. However, the 
integrity and the quality of concrete in columns need to be improved for long term durability 
and hence, the same is recommended.  
Also, based on the analysis results, the effective depth of slab required to carry the 
specified loads for the estimated minimum core compressive strength (around 8.6 MPa) and 
yield strength of steel (340 MPa) is 382.5 mm. However, the depth of slab provided is 1000 
mm. The reinforcement required is 685 mm2/m, which is less than the minimum 
reinforcement of 0.12 %. The provided reinforcement (16 mm @ 150 mm c/c) is based on the 
minimum reinforcement criteria. Hence, the strength of slab (of 1m thick) as such is adequate 
to carry the specified loads. However, the integrity and the quality of concrete in the slab 
need to be improved for long term durability and hence, the same is recommended.  
5 REHABILITATION MEASURES 
Before taking up the rehabiliation work, proper support system should be provided at the 
surroundings of the member to be repaired in order to relieve the stresses due to load coming 
over it. Typical repair procedure for columns is given below. 
1. All the cover/loose (unsound) concrete shall be removed/chipped-off. The thickness 
of removal shall depend on the extent of damage (i.e. up to the sound concrete). 
2. Clean the exposed surface by either compressed air or water jetting. 
3. If the core concrete quality appears to be poor showing cracks, voids, honeycombing, 
etc., it shall be improved by means of epoxy grouting. 
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4. If snapping of the main reinforcement or ties is found, it shall be properly welded by 
providing additional reinforcement or replaced by a new one. Column ties shall be 
properly tied to the main rebars.  
5. Shear connectors of 10 mm diameter ‘L’ shaped rods with sufficient anchorage 
length shall be provided by drilling and fixing into the core concrete. 
6. Apply suitable epoxy bond coat to the surface of the parent concrete before applying 
the repair material. 
7. Weld mesh of spacing 50 mm × 50 mm and 3 mm diameter shall be wrapped around 
the columns, tied to the original rebars and properly anchored to the concrete using 
U-hooks.  
8. Shuttering shall be erected for columns to have a minimum cover thickness of 50mm 
all-round. 
9. Free flowing concrete or micro-concrete shall be placed in stages of 1.5 m height. 
The grade of concrete shall not be less than M35. The concrete shall be properly 
cured after demoulding. 
Similar procedure is suggested for the rehabilitation of damaged slab also. Grouting is 
suggested for improving the quality and integrity of concrete where voids and honeycombing 
is observed. Also, suggested to coat the entire exposed surface with a heat resistant protective 
coating. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the field and analytical investigations: 
 Visual observation indicated that the bottom portion of slab and the columns 
surrounding the punctured hole (Nos. C5, C6, C7 and C9) got severely damaged 
due to the flow-off of liquid hot metal.  
 The average values of Rebound hammer test results did not show any significant 
difference between affected and unaffected columns. However, inner face of fire 
affected columns (towards punctured hole) showed lower RH values compared to 
that of the outer face. 
 In most of the fire affected columns, low UPV values (average values less than 
3 km/s) were recorded, which indicate delamination and micro-cracking of 
concrete. Low UPV values were also recorded in the unaffected columns, which 
could be due to poor quality and integrity of concrete.
 The evaluated compressive strength of concrete and yield strength of steel were 
lower than the specified grades. Nevertheless, the existing core compressive 
strength and yield strengths are adequate to carry the specified loads. However, the 
integrity and the quality of concrete need to be improved for long term durability 
and hence, the rehabilitation measures were recommended. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the effect of synthetic structural fiber reinforcement on acoustic emission 
behavior of notched fiber reinforced concrete beams subjected to flexure. Influence of 
synthetic polypropylene fiber reinforcement on fracture process and acoustic activity is 
investigated by testing concrete beams under flexure. Different acoustic emission parameters 
are correlated with the crack propagation and damage accumulation. Notched beams are used 
to simulate and study the single crack opening characteristics. The results showed that the AE 
location was consistent with the actual crack development. Information from the acoustic 
emission signal analysis reveals that in bending, the matrix cracking produces signals with 
less number of hits that lie in the notched plane, whereas the post peak signals corresponds to 
more number of hits which tend to be scattered around the plane of notch due to the fiber pull 
out. 
Keywords: Acoustic emission, non-destructive testing, poly propylene fibers, fracture, crack 
propagation 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The concept of fiber reinforcement in construction materials have been in use from 
ancient time. Historically horse hair was used as reinforcement in lime mortar and mud 
bricks. Usage of macro-synthetic fiber as a reinforcement in concrete has increased in the 
recent years due to its various advantages. The fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) thus obtained 
tends to have enhanced toughness, durability and impact resistance compared to that of their 
unreinforced counterpart. Better bonding characteristics is now possible by the virtue of 
surface improvement on the fiber. Lesser density, better corrosion resistance, chemical 
inertness etc., set these fibers apart from the steel fibers. However, their low modulus of 
elasticity restricts them to be used as primary reinforcement. These fibers can nevertheless be 
used for slab on-grade and in tunnel linings. Flexure remains the predominant loading mode 
in the applications of fiber reinforced concrete.   
2 OBJECTIVE 
There have been attempts in the past to qualitatively define the damage accumulation in 
concrete [1] using acoustic emission (AE) activity. Increase in the AE activity with increase 
in the amount of steel fiber reinforcement has been confirmed by recent studies [2]. 
Improvement of mechanical properties of high performance concrete by addition of synthetic 
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fiber reinforcement has been confirmed by various research outcomes [3,4]. Cracking due to 
corrosion has been detected and located [5] using AE technique. However, the crack source 
location in synthetic fiber reinforced concrete has not been adequately investigated in the 
past. This study aims at the following objectives: (i) locating crack source in synthetic fiber 
reinforced concrete using notched beams under flexure. (ii) validation of source location 
results using the defined path of crack opening through notch. (iii) differentiate between 
different modes of failures to understand the failure mechanism in plain and fiber concrete. 
Apart from the above mention objectives the study will help in laying the foundation for 
quantitatively assessing the damage in FRC by correlating AE parameters with crack width 
opening.  
3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
3.1 Materials 
The material ingredients used for casting concrete consisted of ordinary Portland cement, 
potable water, aggregates and super plasticizers (Table 1). Concrete mix proportions used for 
achieving a characteristic compressive strength of 40 MPa are given in Table 1. One control 
mixture and three different mixtures with different dosage of macro-synthetic polypropylene 
fibers were prepared from one batch of ingredients. Super plasticizer SP8SV Master 
Gelenium was used to increase the workability of freshly prepared fiber reinforced concrete. 
The plain concrete mix contained no fiber. Fiber reinforced concrete mixture contained 
macro polypropylene fiber contents equal to 6 kg/m3. Fresh concrete properties were 
measured as soon as concrete was mixed. Special care was taken to attain the specified 
amount of air content. Any deviation from the specified amount of air content could lead to 
erroneous AE results. 
Table 1: List of proportions(kg/m3) in design mix
Water Cement Fine Aggregate Coarse Aggregate Fibers Superplasticizer
170 340 715 1034 6.0 1.02
Table 2: Characteristics of the fibers 
Specification Value
Length (mm) 30
Diameter (mm) 1.2
Density (g/cm3) 0.91
Tensile Strength (N/mm2) 500
Tensile Modulus (kN/mm2) 10
Aspect ratio 23
Shape Rectangle
Surface finishing Embossed
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(a) group of fibers (b) close-up view
Figure 1: Poly propylene macro-fiber 
3.2 Test Setup 
Flexural testing was conducted on notched beams using a test procedure, which was 
consistent with the guidelines given by EN 14651:2005. Beams of size 400 × 100 × 100 mm 
were tested in the three-point bending configuration. A notch of 30 mm depth was introduced 
at the mid-span using a circular saw as per the guidelines given in EN 14651. The flexure test 
was conducted in downward displacement control by LVDT operated at a rate of 0.05 
mm/min. The corresponding crack mouth opening displacement of the notch was measured 
using two CMODs placed on the either side of the notch. Average of the two CMODs was 
considered in plotting the results. A photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2: Three-point loading setup for notched specimen 
3.3 Acoustic Emission Monitoring 
During the fracture test on notched specimens, six narrow bandwidth AE sensors of 
resonance at 150 kHz (R15α, Physical Acoustics Corp., PAC) were attached to the beams at 
location defined by the coordinates given in the Table 2. Test set-up along with the AE 
equipment is shown in the Figure 3, while a schematic of sensor placement is depicted in 
Figure 4. The use of one or two sensors is typical for monitoring the AE hit rate and other 
major parameters in laboratory conditions where event location is not attempted. In this 
study, three dimensional event location is attempted. The preamplifier gain was set to 40 dB. 
After performing a pilot test, the threshold was also set to 40 dB in order to avoid the 
possibility of electronic/environmental noise. Calibration of sensors using lead-pencil break 
test was performed before each test to ensure that sensors have been properly bonded to the 
surface and signals are picked up by all the sensors. The signals were recorded in a six-
channel monitoring board by PAC. AE hits (including waveforms) were recorded with a 
sampling rate of 5 MHz. 
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Figure 3: Setup for monitoring acoustic emission activity of notched specimen 
Table 2: Co-ordinates of the AE sensors 
Sensor number X-co-ordinate(mm)
Y-
coordinate(mm)
Z-
coordinate(mm)
1. 160 100 30
2. 220 100 50
3. 160 0 50
4. 220 0 30
5. 160 50 100
6. 220 50 0
Figure 4: Schematic sketch for acoustic emission sensor placement on notched specimen 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Slump and Air content 
The fresh concrete properties were measured as soon as concrete was mixed. Special care 
was taken to attain the specified amount of air content. Any deviation from the specified 
amount of air content could lead to erroneous AE results. Slump test results indicate that the 
workability of synthetic fiber reinforced concrete was decreased within tolerable limits. 
Table 3 shows that the slump decreased by 1.6 mm by addition of fiber. Addition of 
appropriate amount of superplasticizer causes the workability to remain largely unaffected. It 
is worth mentioning that it is typical to use 6 kg/m3 of fiber reinforcement in synthetic fiber 
reinforced concrete. 
Table 3: Properties of fresh concrete 
Slump (mm) Air Content (%)
Plain concrete 13.8 5.5
Fiber reinforced concrete 12.2 4.9
4.2 Compressive strength and Modulus of Elasticity 
The complete stress-strain response of plain concrete and fiber reinforced concrete casted 
is shown in figure 5 and figure 6 respectively.  
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Figure 5: Stress-strain behavior of plain concrete cylinders under compression 
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Figure 6: Stress-strain behavior of fiber concrete cylinders under compression
4.3 Flexure Test 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the load displacement response of notched plain concrete 
and fiber concrete beams respectively. Upto the cracking of concrete matrix, there is little 
difference between plain and fiber concrete. Soon after the cracking the plain concrete 
exhibits sharp decline in the load displacement response, whereas fiber reinforced concrete 
performs better in terms of ductility and post-peak toughness. There is clear improvement in 
post-peak flexural performance by incorporation of synthetic fiber. However, the focus of 
study is to study and correlate acoustic parameters with that of mechanical behavior rather 
than the improvement of mechanical performance by fiber addition.   
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Figure 7: Load vs avg. CMOD opening of plain concrete under flexure 
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Figure 8: Load vs avg. CMOD opening of fiber concrete under flexure 
4.4 Acoustic hits and Energy dissipated 
Figure 9-11 shows the acoustic energy dissipated plotted against the load applied in the 
temporal frame. The maximum increase in the energy dissipated and the acoustic activities 
are recorded at the peak load. The region prior to matrix cracking records lesser number of 
acoustic hits and subsequently less energy is dissipated in this region. The increase in number 
of hits and energy in the post peak region can be attributed to the fiber pull out and breaking 
of fibers.  
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Figure 9:  Load vs time vs energy of fiber concrete under flexure 
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Figure 10: Load vs time vs energy of fiber concrete under flexure 
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Figure 11: Load vs time vs energy of fiber concrete under flexure 
5 IDENTIFICATION OF 3D-CRACK LOCATION 
Identification of cracking location is of prime importance in structural health monitoring 
and retrofitting. This helps in rendering of proper retrofitting technique to the monitored 
structure. Furthermore, the mode of failure has to be properly distinguished in order to 
understand the global failure mechanism in the structure. Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows the 
crack location in three dimensional space for plain concrete and fiber reinforced concrete 
respectively.  
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Figure 12: Hit source location of plain using AE sensors under flexure 
The events that were recorded during the testing were differentiated as three modes of 
failure viz., shear, tensile and mixed mode. Plain concrete failure has well distributed pattern 
of all the modes of failure, where as fiber concrete shows a predominant shear mode of 
failure. This can be observed from the histograms that are plotted along side the hits.  
Figure 13: Hit source location of FRC using AE sensors under flexure 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
Notched fiber reinforced concrete beams were tested under three-point loading in flexure. 
Acoustic emission technique was applied to study the fracture behavior and its correlation to 
AE parameters. Acoustic parameters have been applied to distinguish the mode of fracture in 
synthetic fiber reinforced concrete. The following conclusions can be made from the limited 
results presented in this work: 
 The study of shear ratios reveals that tensile mode of failure is predominant in the 
fracture process of plain concrete. Whereas, a shift towards shear mode of failure is 
observed for fiber reinforced concrete. 
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 Acoustic emission sensors were deployed in the fracture process zone. Source location 
analysis have been done and plotted in a three dimensional plane. 
 Normal distribution of hits is observed in the horizontal plane with mean at the notch. 
A skewed normal distribution of hits is observed in the vertical plane   
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ABSTRACT 
Infrastructure development is considered as a backbone for the development of any nation. 
Evaluation, maintenance, and repair of existing infrastructures need meticulous attention as 
well as substantial funds. Non-destructive techniques are extensively used for assessment of 
concrete structures to get accurate scientific insight on damages in less time. Ultrasonic pulse 
velocity test is one of the Non-destructive tests which are commonly used in the evaluation of 
concrete structures. A comprehensive study on modelling of ultrasonic waves, its propagation 
in concrete and behaviour on interfacial transition zone (ITZ) is not reported in the existing 
literature. As numerical models and simulation are in advance in the present computerised
era, as a result, the study will act as a robust method for the design engineers to precisely 
simulate the UPV and compare with field assessment. In the study, concrete with different 
size of coarse aggregate ranging from 20 mm to 4.75 mm was modelled using ABAQUS with
ITZ and voids. In addition, propagation of ultrasonic waves and resultant velocity were 
measured and compared with a concrete model which has only two sized coarse aggregates 
without interfacial transition zone. Results from the study show appropriate correlation with 
experimental observations. 
Keywords: Ultrasonic pulse velocity, non-destructive testing, interfacial transition zone, 
concrete, aggregate. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Non-destructive testing (NDT) of concrete structures has full-fledged from simple 
rebound hammer technique for surface hardness to impedance based sensor propagation 
technique that characterise precisely the delamination and voids present inside the concrete. 
Ultrasonic pulse waves that operate based on wave propagation has been utilised extensively 
in the construction sector for facility maintenance and assessment [1]. Experimental 
investigation of ultrasonic test needs support from other NDT methods to reach proper 
evaluation. In order to make these techniques more efficient and cost-effective, there is a 
need in extending it more towards virtual reality by extended modelling capacities that can 
achieve robustness by inhibiting potential weakness during inspection technique. 
Wave propagation can be effectively modelled using numerical tools and virtual 
realisation can be successfully used as a means for complex domain analysis. A well-known 
tool that effectively models wave propagation boundary value problems is finite element 
method. Ample literature, that describes the utilisation of wave propagation technique for the 
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identification of cracks, corrosions and discontinuities in structural features especially using 
discrete approach for modelling [2]. 
Commercially available finite element codes are increasingly used for simulating wave 
propagation and scattering studies [3]. Although this novel technique can provide higher 
accuracy in prediction of defects and micro cracks, still they are underutilised in civil 
engineering field especially due to highly complex interfacial boundaries and interactions to 
be modelled which are highly under development. Considering concrete as a two layer or 
three layer material, a number of rationalised models with significant assumptions has been 
created [4-13].
One of the most rational assumptions considering concrete as a three-layered material, 
with mortar and aggregates as two separate layers and interfacial transition zone (ITZ) as an 
additional layer that establishes an interaction between mortar and aggregate layers [14,15].
Placing of these aggregates with ITZ layers inside the mortar layer based on random 
distribution requires certain valid assumptions such a way that the created model satisfies and 
reaches same as that of rationalised concrete made in practice. In order to address the validity 
of model as a concrete used in practice certain placing approaches have been developed such 
as take and place process, divide and fill method, stochastic heuristic algorithm, random 
particle drop method, discrete element method etc. [16-19]. 
Further development of this model and their analysis are subjected to different types of 
techniques such as finite element method, finite difference method etc. developing the models 
by above numerical approaches requires discretization of larger layers into finite elements for 
a proper spatial virtualization and for an appropriate analysis. Type of mesh and element 
adopted completely depends upon the type of analysis. Further, the introduction of ITZ layer 
requires different types of discretization approach especially for introducing micro-crack 
initiation, advancing front approach was used [20] and Goodman type element was also 
considered for modelling ITZ layer. 
Several models have been created by different researchers considering the concrete as a
three-layer material for different numerical analysis, nonetheless, studies utilising this 
mesoscale model for non-destructive evaluation by ultrasonic wave attenuation technique is 
limited. The aim of this paper is to emphasise the need for finite element modelling of 
dynamic wave propagation inside the concrete. Further, this study delineates a procedure to 
create a 2-D mesoscale model of concrete with ITZ layers and voids which are distributed 
randomly through the mortar layer based on certain conditions. Besides, the effect of the 
random distribution of aggregates in concrete on attenuated wave signals was investigated.
2. ANALYTICAL MODELLING IN ABAQUS
2.1 Aggregate size distribution
Grading of aggregates was completed using Fuller curve. Grading of aggregates generally 
refers to particle size distribution of aggregates i.e. the cumulative percentage of aggregates 
passing through a particular sieve. In the study, Fuller curve was used for grading the 
aggregates as depicted in Equation 1.  
         (1) 
where  is a cumulative percentage of aggregates passing a sieve,  is the 
maximum size of the aggregate particle, n is an exponent of 0.45 - 0.70. 
2.2 Aggregate building in concrete specimen
In the present study, a 2-D concrete specimen of 100 x 100 mm cross-section was 
considered. As concrete consists of 60 to 80% percentage of aggregates, size and shape of the 
aggregates highly influence on the properties of concrete in hardened as well as the fresh 
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state. Based on the grain size, greater than 4.75 mm is considered as a coarse aggregate. In 
the view of the reliable concrete model, the aggregate was modelled from 4.75 mm to the 
maximum size of 20 mm in different sizes. Grain shape of coarse aggregate was considered 
as a round for simplicity as assumed by several authors in the earlier research studies [21-23].  
2.3 Random aggregate cum void generation process
Random generation of aggregates was adopted inside the mortar by random aggregate 
generation process. It is imperative to note that coarse aggregate total percentage was fixed at
40% and the aggregate was randomly generated. This model is a modified version of random 
aggregate generation process in which in addition to the aggregates, 2% voids were also 
generated to achieve more reliable model. 
2.4 Random placement of aggregates and voids algorithm 
Step 1: The coordinates were generated for the coarse aggregates from highest diameter 
to the lowest diameter. A random coordinate  was generated such that it makes the 
aggregate or voids lie within the boundary of the specimen. This can be checked to ensure 
confident by the condition that the coordinate value lies between the minimum  and 
maximum coordinate value.  
        (2)
        (3)
        (4)
Where is a random coordinate for the ith particle,  is any value between 0 and 1, r is the 
radius of the particle, l is the length of the specimen (100 mm), b is the breadth of the 
specimen (100 mm),  is the minimum distance between the aggregate surface and the 
boundary of the specimen. 
Step 2: The random coordinate for the next highest diameter particle is generated such 
that it doesn’t overlap with the previously generated particle and also the minimum spacing 
between the surfaces of aggregates is maintained.  
,          (5) 
      
where  is the distance between the coordinate of ith particle and the coordinate of the jth
particle, n is the total number of coordinates previously generated.  
It is imperative to confirm that the newly generated particle doesn’t overlap with any of 
the previously generated particles. If the condition is not satisfied, then Step 1 repeats for the 
same particle before moving to the next particle.
Step 3: Once all the aggregate coordinates are fixed, the random coordinates for voids are 
generated by repeating Step 1 by replacing as and in Step 2 by replacing as ,
where, is the minimum distance between the surfaces of voids. 
Step 4: If the algorithm is unable to generate the coordinate for the last few particles 
either during the placement of aggregates or voids, it represents that there is no enough space 
left to place the remaining particle satisfying the given condition in the current configuration. 
In that case, the trial can be restarted for a new configuration of particles.
Step 5: Even after a reasonable number of trials, if all the particles are unable to be 
placed, then the values of are reduced and a new check is started 
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In order to understand the influence of voids more effectively, 2% were considered and 
randomly distributed. As discussed by different studies, the influence of interfacial transition 
zone was also taken into consideration to understand their effect on UPV.  
 
 
a. Aggregate b. Mortar with pores c. Concrete assembly 
Figure 1: Mesoscale model of concrete 
3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
3.1 Modelling in ABAQUS/CAE 
Characteristics of the media considered for the propagation of wave should be chosen in 
such a way that the delamination and the defects in the material can be characterised and 
segregated separately so that the proximity and the size of the defect can be visualised 
properly through analysis. Even though concrete is considered as a homogeneous medium in 
earlier studies, it consists of different layered arrangements [10,24]. In this study, concrete is 
considered as a three-layered material consisting of mortar, aggregate and ITZ layers. The 
significance of considering ITZ as a separate layer has been emphasised in different studies 
since they have a significant contribution and they are the most critical layer contributing to 
the micro-mechanical properties of concrete [25-26]. Subsequently, in order to understand the 
influence of ITZ on UPV, 2-D models were developed with ITZ layer and without ITZ layer 
and analysis were made separately and the influence of UPV was reported. Several studies 
reported the usage of ITZ in mesoscale modelling, the thickness of ITZ was reported between 
10 to 20 μm experimentally [23,27]. Modelling ITZ as a micron thickness layer can result in 
numerical instability and difficulty in the computational process due to the need of fine 
meshes to define and characterise ITZ from rest of the layers. This resulted in considering 
ITZ layer thickness from 0.2 to 0.8 mm by different researchers [22,28-29]. The thickness of 
ITZ layer was taken as 0.5 mm and Young’s modulus and strength of ITZ layer were taken as 
75% of mortar [29]. In this study, Young’s modulus, density and poison’s ratio of aggregate, 
and mortar were taken as 70 GPa, 2500 kg/m3, 0.2 and 25.5 GPa, 2200 kg/m3, 0.2 
correspondingly. In this study 3-noded triangle plane strain elements were considered for 
analysis. Figure 2 shows the ITZ considered in the model. 
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a. ITZ Layer (red colour) b. Triangular mesh of 0.2mm element size 
Figure 2: Concrete model with aggregates, ITZ layer, mortar and voids 
3.2 Time increment and spatial discretization: Stability analysis 
For any dynamic problem considered in the finite element analysis, responses are 
computed in terms of step time. Each step can be divided into several increments depending 
upon the computational requirements. Time and space elements should be discretized 
properly in order to achieve numerical stability in wave propagation problem. The minimum 
wavelength with respect to a particular frequency need to be captured, the size of the 
elements should be chosen with care. In general, 10 elements per wavelength is used for more 
accurate modeling [30].The frequency of UPV used in this study is 150 kHz, correspondingly 
wavelength λ was calculated as19.65 mm, based on which the minimum size of the element 
was considered as 2 mm approximately. Nonetheless, the thickness of ITZ layer considered 
in the study was 0.5 mm consequently minimum element size of 0.5 mm was adopted in this 
study. Corresponding total step time was calculated as  with each step increment of 
. Since small deformations of elements are assumed, the common approximation used 
in wave propagation studies is that the critical time step is the transit time of the fastest wave 
in the smallest element. Hence the stability criterion is given by Equation 6. 
           (6) 
where  denotes the time step, h the smallest element size, and  the fastest wave in the 
medium. For an infinite homogeneous medium, Courant condition poses necessary as well as 
sufficient condition for stability. In this study, time step was taken to its maximum value 
satisfying the stability criteria.  
3.3 Wave propagation and loading 
Proper history response was obtained after loading the model. Load configuration used in 
the study is shown. Loading was done exactly in the middle on one edge of the specimen with 
the receiver placed at direct opposite edge. In order to have a relatively good approximation 
of measurement made in the laboratory. Further, probe surface contact diameter of 22.3 mm 
was used during loading.  
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Figure 3: a) The ultrasonic pulse modelled as 3-cycle Hanning windowed tone burst with 
center frequency of 150 kHz, b) Position of transmitter during UPV attenuation 
 
Figure 4: Displacement vs. Time curve obtained for UPV 
The ultrasonic pulse is modelled by a 3-cycle Hanning windowed tone burst with center 
frequency 150 kHz given as a nodal force on the mid-nodes (22.3 mm) from the transmitter 
edge as shown. The transient Hanning windowed tone burst normally used in wave 
propagation simulations is given by Equation 7. 
     (7) 
Where  is the excitation frequency and  is the number of cycles. The transient wave 
used in this study is shown in Figure 3. 
3.4 Experimental study 
Concrete with cement content 360 kg/m3was designed as per Indian standard with same 
aggregate proportion compared with the model. After 28 days of standard moist curing, tested 
for ultrasonic pulse velocity as per the procedure described in IS 13311-92. Average pulse 
velocity was compared with analytical observations. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main focus of this study is to simulate ultrasonic pulse in 2-D concrete with 
randomly generated aggregate throughout the mortar and voids. The developed concrete 
model (namely C1 as shown in Figure 5) was initially considered for UPV simulation. Figure 
6 depicts the propagation of UPV in the developed 2-D model. Based on travel time and path 
length, the velocity of ultrasonic waves was observed as 4.82 km/sec. According to the Indian 
standard IS 13311 (Part-1)-1992 specified velocity criteria for concrete quality grading, it is 
found be excellent quality concrete.  
Concrete with a similar proportion of coarse aggregate was cast and UPV test was 
performed as per IS 13311-92. However, in laboratory UPV testing for similar proportion 
concrete average velocity was found 4.1 km/sec. As per classification, it falls under good 
quality concrete. Although the developed models showed higher value, compared to the 
experimental results, the variations are found to be considerable. As the developed model 
considered the uniform size aggregate and other limitations are the responsible for the 
variation in the observation. However, it shows appropriate results compared to earlier 
models where concrete was modelled without ITZ and uniform aggregate distribution (only 
one or two sizes of aggregates were considered for coarse aggregate [31]). As mentioned 
earlier section, additionally, two concrete models were modelled with a different distribution 
of aggregates (namely C2, and C3). These models were developed for a constant percentage 
of aggregates as used in C1. It means coarse aggregates percentage was fixed at 40% and 
aggregates were generated randomly in such a way that the position of aggregates generated 
was made to change according to Fuller curve as described by Equation 1 to understand the 
effect of aggregate distribution on UPV. Therefore, totally three concrete were modelled with 
different configurations (C1, C2 and C3) with the same quantity of aggregate (40%) which 
are distributed differently in a random manner in each case as shown in Figure 5.Since the 
presence of aggregates and its distribution is one of the influential parameters that can 
manipulate UPV result in reality. 
Although, a well-proportioned concrete with a different distribution of aggregates, the 
observed velocity from the model was 4.86 km/s and 4.88 km/s for C2 and C3 respectively. It 
is interesting to note the very minute variation in the observed velocities. It is because of the 
same quantity of coarse aggregates was considered in the developed model. Therefore, in this 
study position of the aggregates were varied (C1, C2, C3) for same proportion and UPV 
observations are almost similar. It may be due to least influence of ITZ as aggregate quantity 
considered as constant.  
   
a. Configuration 1 (C1) b. Configuration 2 (C2) c. Configuration 3 (C3)
Figure 5: Three different configurations of 2-D models considered in the study
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Figure 6: Propagation of ultrasonic wave in concrete 
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Figure 7: UPV results obtained for different aggregates configuration 
Further investigation on the various quantity of aggregate in the developed model throw 
lights on the variation of aggregates and influence of ITZ. Moreover, abrupt changes in ITZ 
layer and exact thickness in the modelling properties leads to more reality wave propagation 
similar to experimental observations. Figure 7 depicts the results obtained from above 
simulation. 
Comparison of the concrete model with experimental observations clearly shows that size 
and distribution of aggregates need to be taken care in order to obtain a proper model that can 
depict and consider the influence of aggregate in UPV that correspondingly illustrates the 
reality in actual modelling. Further, the size of the voids considered was less than the 
capability of capturing such small voids by analysis establishing the need of analysis using 
dynamic waves with varied frequency ranges. The influence of distribution and different 
sizes of voids and influence of different proportion and shape of aggregates on UPV in 2-D as 
well as in 3-D models are suggested as the future scope of this study.  
5. CONCLUSION 
This study is an approach towards the non-destructive evaluation of concrete by 
ultrasonic wave attenuation. The developed new algorithm in order to consider different size 
aggregates, ITZ and voids in concrete for UPV wave attenuation showed comparable 
observation with the quality of concrete. The effectiveness of the current model was 
compared with the previous model and the influence of the distribution of aggregate in the 
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concrete was found to be minimum. This method can be further extended in order to 
investigate the influence of different percentage of voids, the effect of different proportion 
and shape of aggregates on UPV in 2-D as well as in 3-D mesoscale models of concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 
Hydration of cement clinkers, tricalcium and dicalcium Silicates (C3S and C2S) play a major 
role in determining the final strength and durability of concrete. Both these minerals contain 
molecules such as calcium oxide and silicon dioxide in varying proportions and contribute to 
the strength development. However, they differ in terms of crystal structure, hydraulic 
activity and mechanical properties. Hence in this work, temporal evolution of physical and 
mechanical properties of one of these cement clinkers (tricalcium silicate/C3S) and its 
hydration products are monitored over time and quantified at nano scale. To assess the 
individual contributions to mechanical strength pure form of the mineral is used. Mechanical 
properties of the hydrating phases are determined using Nanoindentation. Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) is used for imaging and microstructure analysis. The chemical reactions 
taking place in the mix and the various product formations are tracked over time via Raman 
Spectroscopy. The study aims at exploring the fundamental mechanisms governing the 
different stages of hydration and evaluating the influence of these mechanisms in determining 
the final strength. This understanding is crucial in engineered cement design with enhanced 
properties.
Keywords: Cement clinkers, early age hydration, microstructure, tricalcium silicate (C3S), 
Raman spectroscopy, SEM, Nanoindentation.
1 INTRODUCTION 
Hydration of cement is a complex process which is a combination of various chemical 
reactions taking place simultaneously resulting in the development of unique microstructures. 
Often, for simplicity the hydration of cement is decoupled and the hydration of individual 
clinkers is investigated independently for the development of hydration models. In this study 
the pure triclinic form of tricalcium silicate (C3S) is selected. There are various kinetic 
models describing hydration and growth. All these models attempt to explain the heat 
evolution curve of C3S hydration which consists of mainly four stages namely- a) Initial 
wetting (first few minutes), b) induction period (first few hours), c) acceleration (1-10 days), 
and d) deceleration (10-28 days and continued) [1-4]. Concentric growth models are the 
earliest and simplest of these [5-7]. It suggests that the inner core is reduced and replaced by 
the hydration products. Recent studies have proposed that C-S-H needles nucleate on the 
grain surface and grow outward [8]. This growth is fast at the initial stages (after the 
induction period for the first few days) and then slows down. Once the surface is completely 
covered with these needles and there is no further scope of growth outward (at about 10-
15 days of hydration) inner product starts to accumulate within the initial grain boundary as 
shown in Figure 1. This study focuses on the development of hydration product over a period 
of time (5 hours to 28 days) using three methods. Raman Spectroscopy to monitor the 
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chemical changes, SEM to track the development of microstructure, and Nanoindentation 
(NI) to monitor the mechanical properties. 
Grid indentation techniques have been well established for ordinary portland cement 
(OPC) [9-13]. However they are yet to be applied for the hydrated pure clinkers. Also, most 
of the indentation studies have been conducted on the fully hydrated cement and partially 
hydrated are yet to be explored. The individual phase properties obtained from NI have then 
been used to develop representative volume elements (RVEs) through multi-scale modelling 
and estimate mechanical properties [14-17]. For a thorough understanding of the chemistry of 
hydration, microstructure evolution and mechanical property development, spectroscopic, 
imaging, and indentation techniques need to be combined. The observations from all the three 
techniques need to corroborate and complement each other. 
Anhydrous 
Clinker (C3S/C2S)
Initial Grain 
Boundary
Anhydrous Clinker 
(C3S/C2S)
Inner Product C-S-H
Outer Product C-S-H
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of hydrating C3S/C2S grain. When two grains are close enough 
an interfaces formed in between which is a combination of C-S-H and pores.
2 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY 
Raman Spectroscopyhas been applied in cement science from as early as 1970's to the 
present day [18-22]. The most common variation namely OPC has remained elusive to the 
application of Raman spectroscopy due to the high amount of background signal. However, 
the pure form of constituent materials (Clinkers) respond to Raman scattering and their 
signature bands have been documented [18-22]. The major bands associated with C3S
hydration are reported in Table 1. 
Table 1: Band assignments for Raman Spectra 
Wavenumber (cm-1) Assignment Indicative of:
715, 1090 ν4 (CO32-) and ν1 (CO32-) CaCO3
812, 843, 852, 883, 
894, 903, 916
ν1 or ν3 (SiO42-) C3S
523, 539 ν4 (SiO42-) C3S
600-730 Symmetric bending Si-O-Si (Q2 and Q3) C-S-H
C3S pastes were prepared by mixing the powder with deionised water at a ratio of 2:1. No 
special sample preparation technique was used for the specimens used for the Raman 
spectroscopy. The samples were stored in a sealed contained prior to testing. The chemical 
reaction taking place in the system can be represented as follows. 
                                                                               (1) 
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There is also the possibility of atmospheric carbonation resulting in the formation of 
CaCO3.Wavelength of 1064 nm was used as the excitation signal. The results obtained are 
shown in Figure 2. Hydration is tracked over a period of 5 hours to 28 days. It is observed 
that at the end of 5 hours (end of induction period) the product C-S-H formation initiates. At 
the end of 2 days there is a discernible broad peak from 600-730 c4m-1 which corresponds to 
the development of Q2 and Q3 [SiO42-] in C-S-H. With the development of C-S-H over time 
the sharp peaks corresponding to Silicate vibrations in C3S ranging from 812 to 916 cm-1,
reduces. The development of C-S-H slows down after 14 days which is consistent with the 
deceleration period of hydration. The major peaks corresponding to Ca(OH)2 appears before 
500 cm-1and hence are not recorded in this study. 
For further studies on microstructure and mechanical properties we have chosen two states 
of hydration-2nd and 14th day- because the distinguishable C-S-H peak is observed on 2nd day 
and after 14th days there is no significant change in the C-S-H peak intensity.  
Figure 2: Hydration of C3S monitored using Raman Spectroscopy from 5 hour to 28 days.
3 MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
The development of microstructure was captured using SEM. In order to investigate the 
microstructure and mechanical properties of C3S at particular days of hydration, it should be 
ensured that the hydration is stopped at the desired number of days. Sample preparation is a 
crucial step for both these investigations. There are different techniques to stop the hydration 
like oven drying, solvent exchange, and vacuum or freeze drying. The merits and demerits of 
these techniques have been extensively researched [23]. Among the different techniques, 
solvent exchange using Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) was adopted for this investigations. This is 
because solvent exchange causes minimal micro structural damage to the samples. 
C3S was mixed with deionised water in the ratio 2:1 and mixed thoroughly until a 
homogenous paste is obtained. The paste is then cast in a cylindrical mould of about 2 cm in 
height and 1.5 cm in diameter. The mould is properly sealed to prevent atmospheric 
contamination. The samples are placed in a desiccator for curing. After the samples have 
cured for the desired number of days, the moulds are removed and the samples are cut to thin 
slices of about 0.5 cm in height. They are placed in IPA for the next four days. During this 
period, water remaining in the pores of partially hydrated C3S is removed and replaced with 
IPA, thus preventing further hydration. The IPA solution is periodically changed. At the end 
of four days the samples are removed and placed in a desiccator for the IPA to evaporate. 
These samples are then stored in sealed air-tight bags before used for further experimentation. 
The samples were observed under a SEM. An anhydrous C3S grain and the hydrating C3S
grains are shown in Figure 3. The product is seen forming as concentric needles projecting 
out from the underlying grain. The interface between two grains is observed as an intertwined 
network of these needles (Figure 4). The density of these interfaces varies with respect to the 
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stage of hydration. For instance, in 2nd day hydrated sample, where C-S-H formation has just 
initiated, the needles are typically shorter and the base of the needle can be observed in the 
SEM image. However for a 14 day hydrated sample the needles have grown in length and 
they have become dense on the surface, making it difficult to see their base. The average 
distance from the surface of one grain to the next interconnected grain as observed from at 
least 20 SEM images was 1.2 µm for the 2nd day hydrated sample and 2.2 µm for the 14th day 
hydrated sample. 
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) An anhydrous C3S grain and (b) Hydrating C3S grains 
(a) (b)
Figure 4: SEM Images of (a) 2 day and (b) 14 day hydrated C3S 2-grain Interfaces
The cut and dried sample are impregnated with epoxy and polished in two stages (Coarse 
polishing and Fine Polishing) before they are used for nanomechanical testing. This is 
because maintaining a very low roughness to indentation depth ratio is crucial for the 
reliability of Nanoindentation results 9. The polished samples are indented in a 15x15 grid 
with each point at a distance of 10 µm apart. Reduced Modulus (Er) is calculated from the 
slope of the initial part of unloading curve as. 
where β is a constant specific to the geometry of the indentation tip, S=dP/dh (Stiffness) 
calculated from the initial portion of unloading curve and A is the projected contact area. 
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Hardness (H) is calculated as (P/A) where P is the maximum load. Er and H for the two 
samples are plotted as a probability distribution function (PDF) in Figure 5. It can be 
observed that as the hydration proceeds there is a reduction in the volume of phases with 
higher modulus and hardness as they get converted to low density (LD) C-S-H. This is in 
agreement with the increasing product formation as observed from both Raman spectroscopy 
and SEM images.  
Figure 5: Reduced Modulus (Er) and Hardness (H) of (a) 2nd day and (b) 14th day hydrated 
C3S 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 By stopping hydration at various stages, it is possible to track the changes in C-S-H
microstructure and mechanical properties.  
 From Raman spectroscopy, it is observed that C-S-H formation in C3S paste initiates at 5 
hours and a discernible peak is observed at 2nd days at 600-730 cm-1. Hydration slows 
down after 14th days. 
 C3S-C3S grain interfaces are observed in SEM as a network of intertwined needles which 
grow in length and density over the period of hydration. 
 Nanomechanical testing showed a reduction in the higher density phases and formation of 
lower density C-S-H over a period of 2 days to 14 days of hydration. 
 The observations from microstructure and mechanical properties over the period of 
hydration can be used for the multi scale modelling of hydrating phases. 
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ABSTRACT 
Scanning electron microscopy with backscattered electrons (SEM/BSE) is a powerful 
technique that allows the visualization of polished cross sections with good reproducibility 
and level of detail. It is widely used to study the microstructure of cement-based materials and 
identify different phases in the cement paste. However, in some cases it is difficult to 
distinguish between some phases due to a similar grey level, as in the case of slag and 
portlandite. Then, X-ray elements mapping is necessary to help in the differentiation 
according to composition, but it can be quite time consuming and tedious with standard 
detectors. A machine learning tool, trainable WEKA segmentation (TWS), can be used to 
train a classifier by means of pixel grey values and segment the different phases automatically 
without any assistance of compositional mapping, transforming the problem into a pixel 
classification issue. The trained models can be improved by adjusting each class. The 
application of the model to the images results in a segmented image that can be used for 
quantification. In this paper TWS is applied for segmenting SEM/BSE images without the 
need of elements mapping. Slag blended cement pastes at different ages are studied. Results 
are compared with image analysis through elements mapping and selective dissolution. From 
this comparison, some information regarding the image density of the portlandite is derived. 
Keywords: Image analysis, trainable WEKA segmentation, phases, slag, portlandite 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Image segmentation is a powerful tool to separate sections of interest for image analysis. 
The main challenge of this technique is to obtain a reliable set of features that represent each 
segmented section/phase of the image. To deal with this task several approaches have been 
developed, as graph-based methods, region merging techniques, mapping image pixels to 
some feature space, etcetera. A review on image segmentation methods can be found in [1].
Particularly the waikato environment for knowledge analysis (WEKA) project aims to provide 
a comprehensive collection of machine learning algorithms and data processing tools to 
researchers and practitioners alike, and its workbench includes algorithms for image 
classification [2]. Trainable WEKA segmentation (TWS) is a plug-in, included in free 
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licensed Fiji environment that combines a collection of machine learning algorithms with a set 
of selected image features to produce pixel-based segmentations [3]. The image segmentation 
by pixel classification is based on the fact that all images are composed by pixels which are 
represented by a numeric value. A set of input pixels that are manually labelled into a specific 
class is later used as the training set for a selected classifier (algorithm that implements 
classification). The critical issue lies in an accurate segmentation of the images, but as TWS
works interactively, adjustment of the model can be made after each training. The trained 
models (classifiers and clusters) can be improved by adjusting each class, as necessary, to 
achieve a good segmented image.
Once the classifier is trained, it can be used to classify either the rest of the input pixels or 
a completely new image automatically [3]. The defined model is then applied to the rest of the
images, and a segmented image is one of the outputs. This machine learning tool has already
been successfully used for different purposes, such as quantification of reactive oxygen 
species [4], prediction of solar radiation [5], monitoring the population of solitary bees [6]. Its 
strength relies on the ability to solve supervised and unsupervised learning problems based on 
a user defined number of image features.
Scanning electron microscopy with backscattered electrons (SEM/BSE) is a powerful 
technique that can be applied for the visualization of polished cross sections with good 
reproducibility and level of detail. Images from SEM/BSE are a widely used to study cement 
pastes [7]. One of the main reasons for this is that from SEM/BSE images it is possible to 
quantify, by image analysis, different constituents. However, for pastes with some 
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), additional information may be required from
elemental (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) EDS mapping to achieve a reliable 
analysis. For the case of slag, SEM/BSE images may be combined with Mg maps to 
distinguish the slag from the portlandite, due to a similar grey level. Then, X-ray elements
mapping is necessary to help in the differentiation according to composition, but this can be 
quite time consuming and tedious with standard detectors. Good resolution normally requires
an image acquisition time of up to 10 h [8].
The aim of this work is to introduce a machine learning tool, TWS, to cement paste image 
analysis. SEM/BSE images of pastes with slag at four different hydration ages were analysed. 
TWS was used to segment five classes (Portlandite “CH”, slag particles “Slag”, calcium 
silicate hydrate “CSH”, anhydrous cement “Cement”, and pores “Pores”) by means of a
training set for a selected classifier. Results were compared with two other independent 
techniques: selective dissolution (SD) and segmentation from EDS mapping, to validate the 
models. Furthermore, an estimation of the evolution of CH image density could be made 
considering the results from TWS and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
2 MATERIALS, SAMPLE PREPARATION AND SEM/BSE IMAGES 
ACQUISITON 
Ordinary Portland cement was used to prepare the pastes with a water/binder (w/b) ratio of 
0.4, and a 40 wt.% slag. Dry materials were first homogenized and then mixed with tap water 
using a laboratory mixer at 1600 rpm. Cylindrical moulds of 33 mm in diameter were used to 
cast the pastes and seal-cure them for 1, 7, 28, and 90 days. 
From the cylinders, discs of approximately 2.5 mm in thickness were cut and kept 
immersed in isopropanol for 7 days to stop the hydration (with replacement at 1 and 3 days).
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The discs were then kept in vacuum desiccators for 7 days to remove the isopropanol. Epoxy-
impregnated paste discs were polished and coated with a 15 nm conductive carbon layer for 
SEM/BSE image analysis. 
The SEM/BSE images were acquired at a magnification of 400x. Each image consists of 
1280 x 1024 pixels which corresponds to a total area of 305 x 228 µm2. A mean of 13 images 
were taken from each sample.
An EDTA extraction method was used for SD, following the guidelines provided in [9]. 
The consumption of portlandite was measured by TGA in accordance with the guiding 
principles described in [10]. 
3 DEVELOPING A MACHINE LEARNING TOOL FOR SEM/BSE IMAGES 
3.1 Model generation 
As mentioned before, for the model generation TWS uses machine learning algorithms and
image features to produce segmentations. Descriptions and possible settings of each step can 
be found in [11]. In this work, to allow phase identification, it was decided to distinguish 
among five classes: CH, Slag, CSH, Cement and Pores. Some traces were input to each class
to characterize them and then normally the classifier could be trained for all images. 
However, since grey levels for the same class were different from age to age, if a single 
classifier model were created for all ages, the trained classifier would account different 
features at different ages. To ensure reliability in the results, images were divided in groups 
corresponding to each age (1d, 7d, 28d, and 90d). Then, one image of each group was used to 
build up the corresponding model and train the corresponding classifiers.
After each model was created, images from the corresponding group were segmented into 
classified images. Furthermore, based on the applied model, the probability that each pixel 
belongs to each class can be displayed on a 32-bit hyperstack. Then, probability maps in grey 
scale for each class are obtained with values between 1-white (100% chance the pixel belongs 
to that class) and 0-black (0% chance the pixel belongs to that class). These probability maps 
are particularly important since they give the user the freedom to define the level of 
confidence desired for each data set. They also show graphically the probability distribution 
of each class. Additionally, it is possible to generate a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
graph, which allows the visualization, organization and selection of classifiers based on their 
performance [10]. A scheme of the described steps for the model generation, application and 
evaluation is shown in Figure 1.
3.2 Relative area amount for the different classes 
As mentioned before, TWS provides the probability of each pixel to correspond to a
particular class. Then the amount of pixels that belong to each class can be quantified by 
means of a histogram with a certain probability level. It is important to mention that a 
particular pixel could have high probabilities of belonging to more than one class 
simultaneously, depending of the outcome of the classifier. Consequently, the sum of the 
areas for all phases may not correspond to the total amount of pixels. The relative amount of 
pixels belonging to each group reflects the relative area of each phase. In principle, a 75% of 
probability of each pixel belonging to a particular class was chosen as an acceptable limit. 
Choosing a higher value than 75% can lead to disregard a sensitive amount of information; on 
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the other hand, choosing a lower value would lead to a higher value of uncertainty. However, 
it should be noticed that when selecting the 75% level of probability, certain features with low 
probability of belonging to any class are left out of the counting. This leads to slight 
underestimations of constituents since not all pixels are considered. 
(Original image)
Generation of model based on
training data set
CH Slag CSH Cement Pores
(Classified image)
Evaluation of unseen data 
set by classifiers
INPUT
(manual and interactive)
OUTPUT
(machine learning)
(Probability maps!)
(ROC curve)
(Classifier performance)
Figure 1: Scheme of steps for the model generation, application and evaluation 
One way to address the underestimation issue is to increase the amount of pixels 
considered for the quantification, including pixels with 70% or 60% probability of belonging 
to a particular class, although in this case some features may be counted in erroneous classes 
and precision would certainly decrease. Another method could be to scale the number of 
pixels per class to sum the total amount of pixels in the image, i.e., transform results to their 
equivalent 100%. Although, this would imply the assumption that all classes increase linearly 
with the increase in probability, which may not be the case. For cement paste SEM/BSE 
images, some phases are certainly more homogeneous than others and therefore they are 
harder to be accounted for when having a more spread probability distribution. 
The distribution of probability of each class was considered to determine which classes 
have the highest precision (and can be considered with 95% of probability) and which classes 
should be considered at 75% to include the most of the information possible. Figure 2 shows 
the probability distribution of each class for a classified image at 1 day of hydration. It was 
observed that Cement, Pores and CH are the classes with the highest precision, although CH 
is less precise than slag in relative terms. Arrows ‘a’ and ‘b’ point to the curves from CSH 
and Slag, which still comprise pixels below 95%. Then, for those two classes, the relative 
amount obtained at 75% was transformed into the equivalent 100%, to account for the not 
included data. For the other classes, the precision of each class was enough to consider the 
pixels at 95% of probability. 
This approach shows that the level of probability has to be decided on a probability 
distribution basis. A high level of probability may be chosen (95% for example) for all classes 
if none of them has a marked curve after that level. If a verification of such curves is not 
made, important data could be left out of the quantifications.
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Figure 2: Probability distribution of each class 
Figure 3 shows the results of the four models (1d, 7d, 28d, and 90d) quantified as relative
amount of area for each class, considering the corrections mentioned above. Variation of 
phases with time show the progress in the reaction of the slag used. 
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Figure 3: Results from the four models of the relative amount of area for each class 
4 COMPARISONS WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND
DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Quantification of slag by TWS compared with selective dissolution and SEM 
mapping results 
In order to validate the results from the segmentation, comparisons were made of the 
quantified amounts of slag with other techniques. Figure 4 shows the correlations between the 
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amount of unreacted slag quantified by selective dissolution (in blue squares) and the amount 
quantified by SEM images based on EDS full element maps (red circles) compared with TWS 
results. A good correlation is observed in both cases, however, it seems that TWS generally 
overestimates the amount of slag in comparison with both techniques, or that slag content is 
underestimated with those techniques. For SEM/BSE mapping, previous studies have shown 
that underestimation is possible on the basis of difficulties to account for the smallest slag 
particles [12]. However, especially for the case of selective dissolution, results at 1 day are 
particularly higher than results from TWS or SEM mapping. This may be attributed to 
incomplete correction procedure of the dissolved part of slag and the undissolved 
aluminosilicate hydrates [13].
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Figure 4: Correlation between amounts of unreacted slag obtained by TWS and other 
techniques 
4.2 Estimation of CH image density 
In theory, the stereology principles state that area fractions in 2D cross-sections are equal 
to 3D volume fractions [14]. Although, 2D cross-sections tend to be underestimated and 2D 
thickness of features tend to be overestimated [15]. This issue, however, is overcome with 
enough data from a fairly large representative area. Then, results for relative area of each class 
from TWS are equal to their volume fraction in the paste. Thus they can be expressed in cm3
per 100 cm3 of paste. Based on the CH relative volume and the TGA data (% expressed in 
weight), results were used to estimate the CH image density and its variation with time
considering the measured density of the paste at different ages. Calculations lead to a relation 
between the density of the CH and the density of the paste as shown in Equation 1. Therefore,
with the data from TWS, the image density of the CH can be estimated at different ages.
Figure 5 shows (a) the correlation factor found between the density of the paste and the image
density of the CH, and (b) the evolution with time of the CH image density calculated with 
the described method. These values are naturally lower than the density of calcium hydroxide 
crystals. They cannot account for the actual density of the phase, but only serve as a
relationship between the mass and the area observed in the image, named in this case 
“image density”.
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Figure 5: (a) Correlation factor between the density of the paste and the image density of the 
CH, (b) evolution with time of the CH image density 
In theory, the density of the of CH is 2.25g/cm3 [16]. Although, the density of CH 
measured on a white cement paste of 0.5 w/b at 21 days using ptychographic X-ray computed 
tomography was found to be of 2.12 ± 0.06 g/cm3 [17]. The authors attributed this lower-than-
expected density to porosity below the spatial resolution and to partial decalcification of the 
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calcium hydroxide due to the carbonation. The estimation of the image density using the TWS 
data gives a value of 1.98 g/cm3 for a slag-blended paste at 90 days. In spite the low value, it
was possible to estimate the progress of the CH densification as a function of time. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 A machine learning tool, TWS, was introduced to slag blended cement paste image 
analysis. It was found to be a useful tool for images segmentation, without the need of 
element mapping for the distinction among phases. 
 When obtaining the probability maps form each designed class, attention should be paid 
to the chosen level of probability of the different trained classes. It is necessary to assess 
the probability distribution to identify the precision of each classifier in order not to 
disregard significant data.
 Validation of the results was made with two other independent techniques: selective 
dissolution and SEM/BSE mapping. TWS showed a good correlation with both 
techniques, especially with SEM/BSE mapping. In this sense, it implies significant 
reduction of time for image acquisition when no mapping is required. 
 The potential of TWS has also been shown through the estimation of the CH content 
and its evolution with time. Although more work is necessary to link the CH image 
density to the physical density in structure of the paste, the TWS technique shows 
potential for the evaluation of the density of the constituents of cement pastes.
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ABSTRACT 
Thermodynamic modelling can be used to predict how changes in cement chemistry will 
affect the nature of the hydration products and corresponding aqueous pore solutions. Current 
geochemical thermodynamic models primarily use the Debye-Hückel or Davies equations as 
the basis for determining activity coefficients of aqueous species. Using these equations, 
good results in predicting the aqueous phase compositions within pure cement systems are 
obtained; however, for blended cements these simplified equations may provide inaccurate 
results as pore solution chemistry can become more complex. Using the Pitzer model to 
determine activity coefficients in blended cement systems can improve the accuracy of 
simulated aqueous compositions, as long as a suitable parameter database can be made 
available and validated. The Pitzer model has fitted parameters which describe binary and 
ternary ion interactions to provide ion-specific activity coefficients for use at high ionic 
strength, as opposed to the non-specific values provided by the Debye-Hückel or Davies 
equations. The availability of accurate predicted aqueous solution compositions enables the 
simulation of phase assemblage of the hydrated blended cements, and the prediction of the 
main binding phase compositions is improved due to the more accurate simulation of 
interactions of aqueous ions.  
 
Keywords: Thermodynamic modelling, Pitzer, aqueous solution, GEMS, blast furnace slag, 
C-A-S-H. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Within the construction industry the use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) 
has become more prevalent as time progresses. Including SCMs as a partial replacement for 
Portland cement (PC) within cements has been shown to enhance and contribute to the 
mechanical and durability properties of the hydrated materials. Management of nuclear fuel 
cycle wastes by cementation has also benefitted from these properties, and particularly the 
influence that SCMs such as blast furnace slag (BFS) have on the internal chemistry of these 
cements. Most notably, the use of PC: BFS blends have become the basis of industrial 
processes applied in the UK for encapsulating intermediate level nuclear waste. 
 Alongside altering the physical properties of the cement, SCMs have a noticeable impact 
on the hydration products formed and the pore solution chemistry. This impact on the 
chemistry during hydration is heavily dependent on the initial composition of the precursor 
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material used. Considering BFS in particular, the blast furnace process and the location from 
which the iron ore is sourced can lead to significant differences in the varying oxides and 
sulfides within the slag glass. This can pose an issue for the nuclear industry within the UK as 
sources of BFS have been forced to change due to issues with continuity of supply [1].  
Thermodynamic modelling of cements offers the opportunity to predict which phases are 
formed based on the nature of the precursor material and the degree of hydration. Accurate 
modelling of cement phases and pore solutions relies on an accurate solid solution model 
depicting the main phase formed during hydration of PC:BFS, which is the calcium 
aluminium silicate hydrate (C-A-S-H) phase [2]. Multiple software packages such as 
PHREEQC and GEM Selektor offer a means of testing these materials. In this study GEM 
Selektor (GEMS) was used to utilise the predictive power of thermodynamic modelling [3]. 
Using GEMS it is possible to determine the phase assemblage of hydrated cement and pore 
solution [4].  
Thermodynamic modelling relies on solubility data of the materials involved, and the 
application of activity coefficients to provide a non-ideal mixing correction [5]. The Debye-
Hückel or Davies equations are most commonly used in these models to determine the 
activity coefficients of ions in solution[4]. Using the Davies method, activity coefficients are 
not ion specific, but generalised to all ions of a given charge, and a single dominant 
electrolyte must be specified. Methods such as specific ion interaction theory (SIT) or the 
Pitzer model [6] can determine activity coefficients specifically for each ion species for 
which interaction parameters are available, although this parameterisation is often a non-
trivial exercise. 
This study considers improving solid solution modelling of the C-A-S-H phase for the 
accurate simulation of cement hydration. An altered C-A-S-H model based on 
the C(-N)-A-S-H solid solution model [7] has been used to define the main hydrate phase 
within PC:BFS cements. In addition, the Pitzer method has been used as an alternative to the 
Debye-Hückel method for determining activity coefficients. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A key phase in hydrated PC:BFS cement is the C-A-S-H phase which is comprised of 
Ca-O ‘sheets’ that encompass alumina-substituted silicate chains. Between these chains, an 
interlayer containing aqueous cations (e.g. K+) provides charge balancing ions. The structure 
formed as a result resembles that of a disordered tobermorite-like phase [2]. Varying calcium 
to silicon ratios (Ca/Si) and aluminium to silicon ratios (Al/Si) affect the structure of the 
C-A-S-H phase, therefore due to the variation of this phase; an end-member solid solution
model is required to correctly define its formation through hydration. 
Table 1 C-A-S-H end-member model properties, adapted from Myers et al. [7] and Kulik[8]. 
End-member Composition
(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol)
Log10(KSO) Ref.
5CA (CaO)1.25(Al2O3)0.125
(SiO2)1(H2O)1.625
-2491 -2293 -10.75 [7]
INFCA (CaO)1(Al2O3)0.15625
(SiO2)1.1875(H2O)1.65625
-2551 -2343 -8.9 [7]
T2C (CaO)1.5 (SiO2)1 (H2O)2.5 -2721 -2465 −11.6 [7]
T5C (CaO)1.25 (SiO2)1.25 (H2O)2.5 -2780 -2517 −10.5 [7]
TobH (CaO)1.25 (SiO2)1.5 (H2O)2.5 -2831 -2570 −7.9 [7]
JenD (CaO)1.5 (SiO2)0.67(H2O)2.5 -2400 -2170 −3.66 [8]
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2.1 C-A-S-H end-member model 
For this study a previously created C(-N)-A-S-H solid-solution model used for modelling 
alkali-activated-slag [7] has been adapted to better represent the C-A-S-H phase in PC:BFS 
cements. The sodium-containing end-members within the C(-N)-A-S-H model have been 
removed as sodium takes a less prevalent role in PC:BFS hydration, and a higher Ca/Si ratio 
end-member has been included as higher Ca/Si ratios are observed in PC:BFS cements. The 
revised C-A-S-H model is summarised in Table 1. 
2.2 Thermodynamic modelling 
Thermodynamic modelling is an extension of the law of mass action (LMA) approach 
which utilises the concentration of ionic species required to create a stable solid product.   It 
requires a mass action constant (log K) of the aqueous complexes, solids and gases at the 
specified temperature. The K value is a constant used for determining the concentration at 
which the dissociated aqueous species will be at equilibrium with the solid phases or 
complexes present. Using this value for the phases of interest, the composition of the system 
is calculated iteratively by performing mass and charge balances. The commonly-used 
concentration-based formulation of the mass action constant considers an ideal solution, 
however cement is not an ideal solution, and therefore activity coefficients  are required to 
apply a realistic non-ideality correction to the equations (Equations 1 and 2).  
where 
(1)
Methods such as the Debye-Hückel equation use ionic strength and the charge of the
specific ions as variable factors in calculating the respective activity coefficients for ions in 
solution. The extended Debye-Hückel (Equation 2) method for determining activity 
coefficients has been used extensively for thermodynamic modelling [5].
(2)
Here, γi and zi are the activity coefficient and charge of the ith aqueous species 
respectively, Aγ and Bγ are temperature and pressure dependent coefficients, I is the effective 
molal ionic strength, a ̇ is the ion size parameter, bγ describes short-range interactions 
between ionic aqueous species within an electrolyte solution, Xjw is the molar quantity of 
water, and Xw is the total molar amount of the aqueous phase.  
For PC:BFS systems it is often assumed that the aqueous species is dominated by KOH , 
therefore the corresponding values of a ̇ (3.67 Å) and bγ (0.123 kg/mol) [9] are used when 
modelling cement systems. The water activity is determined through osmotic coefficients. 
The extended Debye-Hückel equation is effective for molal ionic strength up to ~1 molal and 
PC: BFS cements tend to fall within that range (~1 – 2 molal) at younger ages. During longer 
curing times, this ionic strength may increase as more sulfide is released from the slowly-
reacting slag grains, therefore an ion-specific method, such as the Pitzer model, for 
determining activity coefficients may be required at higher ionic strengths. 
Software such as GEMS not only calculates the mass balance of the system but also 
determines whether the Gibbs free energy is at a global minimum (Equation 3), indicating 
that the system is no longer capable of further spontaneous change. 
(3)
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2.3 Pitzer aqueous solution modelling 
The Pitzer aqueous solution model is an ion-specific approach to determining the activity 
coefficients of aqueous species. This method considers the binary and ternary interactions 
between ions. Ion-specific interaction constants have been fitted based on the general 
Equation 4 which provide a broad overview of how the activity coefficients are formulated 
(more information can be found in [10]).  
 
(4a) 
(4b) 
This approach incorporates the use of a virial coefficient expansion. An initial term which 
encompasses the system as a whole, in this case the Debye-Hückel term (F) is followed by 
the second virial coefficient which considers the interaction between pairs of aqueous species 
(B’s, C’s and ’s)and finally the third virial coefficient which calculates ternary species 
interactions (’s).  
This provides the basis for the activity coefficients for cationic species, M and anionic 
species, X. In Equation 3, mc is the molality (mol/kg solvent) of cation c, with charge zc. 
Subscripts M, c and c' refer to cations. Similarly, the subscripts X, a and a' refer to anions. 
The summation index, c, denotes the sum over all cations in the system. The double 
summation index, c<c', relates to the sum over all interactions with non-similar cations. 
Equivalent definitions correspond to the summation indices for anions. Coefficients obtained 
for B’s and C’s are obtained from binary interaction data, whereby only binary ionic 
interactions were measured. Ternary species interactions are accounted for using the  and Φ 
coefficients. 
2.4 Model parameters 
Applicability of the Pitzer model and parameter set for optimising C-A-S-H modelling 
was tested against the solution results created by L’Hôpital et al. [11-12]. The study 
considered different Ca/Si, Al/Si and KOH levels within an aqueous solution to test how 
alkaline conditions affect the structure and solubility of C-A-S-H. A summary of the reaction 
environments can be seen in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Precursor molar ratios of components used for testing the Pitzer method for 
determining activity coefficients [11-12]. 
Ca/Si Al/Si KOH (M)  Ca/Si Al/Si KOH (M) 
1 0.05 -  1 0.05 0.05 
1 0.1 -  1 0.05 0.1 
1 0.2 -  1 0.05 0.25 
1.2 0.05 -  1.2 0.05 0.05 
1.2 0.1 -  1.2 0.05 0.1 
1.2 0.2 -  1.2 0.05 0.25 
1.4 0.05 -  1.4 0.05 0.05 
1.4 0.1 -  1.4 0.05 0.1 
1.4 0.2 -  1.6 0.05 0.05 
1.6 0.05 -  1.6 0.05 0.1 
1.6 0.1 -  1.6 0.05 0.25 
1.6 0.2 -     
 
Table 3 Pitzer parameters used for modelling the systems studied by L’Hôpital et al. [11-12]. 
The Pitzer parameter types are fitting values which combine to provide the B, C, and Φ  
values found in Equation 4 [6].  
Ion 
interactions  
 Parameter 
value 
Pitzer parameter 
type 
Reference 
C a c’ 
Ca2+ OH
-
  
-0.1421 
 
[13] 
Ca2+ OH-  -0.2303 
 
[14] 
Ca2+ OH-  -5.7200 
 
[14] 
Ca2+ - K+ 0.0320 
 
[6] 
Ca2+ - H+ 0.0920 [6] 
K+ OH-  0.1611 
 
[15] 
K+ OH
-
  0.1370 
 
[15] 
K+ OH-  0.0041 [14] 
K+ HSiO3
-
  0.2080 
 
[16] 
K+ HSiO3
-
  0.34 
 
[16] 
 
The structure and formation of the C-A-S-H phase within PC:BFS cements are heavily 
linked with the solid-solution interaction with alkalis, and most prevalently potassium within 
the silicate chain interlayer [11]. Therefore, including Pitzer parameters of potassium 
interactions with other aqueous ions in the solution is important alongside the ions forming 
the C-A-S-H phase, as seen in Table 3. Calcium and potassium ions were the focus of this 
study as there are many publications calculating the Pitzer parameters for these ions. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Impact on Activity Coefficients 
At lower ionic strengths (0 – 2 m/mol kg-1), the Pitzer parameters have a small effect on 
the activity coefficients in the solutions considered. The addition of KOH on the overall ionic 
strength of the solution is evident from the relatively large increase from 0.06 to 2 m/mol kg-1
seen in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 Effect of ionic strength and activity coefficient method used to determine the 
activity coefficients for K+, Ca2+ and HSiO3-.
The Pitzer activity coefficients become lower than those from the Debye-Hückel method 
for each of the ions measured. However, there was minimal difference between the activity 
coefficients obtained for K+, OH- and HSiO3- ions between the two methods even at the 
higher end of the ionic strength range. There was a noticeable difference for the Ca2+ ions. 
Calcium ion activity coefficients at the higher ionic strength range become 10 times smaller 
using the Pitzer equations compared with those from the Debye-Hückel method. 
3.2 Effect on C-A-S-H composition  
The Pitzer method provides good agreement with the experimental data for systems not 
containing KOH. At the higher alkali levels the Ca/Si ratios were consistently over-predicted 
as highlighted in Figure 2. A higher Ca/Si in the higher pH environment created by the 
alkaline material causes the over-compensation of calcium within the C-A-S-H phase as the 
higher Ca(OH)2 rich end-members become more stable in higher alkaline environments 
despite less calcium availability in the system. 
The Al/Si values simulated displayed poor agreement with the measured results except for 
the Al/Si values of the KOH solutions which were all maintained at 0.05 Al/Si (Figure 3). At 
the lower (Al/Si 0.06 to 0.08) levels which did not contain KOH, the simulations greatly 
over-predicted the levels of aluminium within the C-A-S-H phase. Measured Al/Si values 
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above 1.0 were scattered; both over-predicted and under-predicted for different systems using 
this C-A-S-H model and activity coefficient method. 
Figure 2 Simulated Ca/Si values compared to experimental C-A-S-H composition data ([11-
12]). The x within the legend denotes varying levels of calcium molar ratios within the 
precursor material.
The composition of the C-A-S-H phase was most accurately described for formulations 
containing no KOH within the Ca/Si range of 1.2 to 1.5. At lower Ca/Si and Al/Si this 
method was not as accurate at simulating the overall structure of the C-A-S-H phase. There 
was little variation between the two Al/Si ratio end-members used; therefore the ability to 
describe a large range as 0.05 to 0.2 Al/Si was problematic. 
Figure 3 Simulated Al/Si values compared to experimental C-A-S-H composition data[11-
12].  
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3.3 Aqueous solution analysis 
For ease of comparison, pore solutions whereby the formulations contained Al/Si = 0.05 
were compared. Prediction of the aqueous solution was adequate for the Ca2+, OH-, K+, and 
Al3+ ions then solution as the majority of predicted values were within ± 1 order of magnitude 
of the measured values (Figure 4), which was considered acceptable. Simulated levels of 
silicon in the solution were consistently outside of the acceptable bounds for added KOH 
containing systems. This, along with the problems in Al/Si and Ca/Si ratios described above, 
may also be related to the assumption in the calculations here that dissolved silicate species 
are all present as monomers; further work should involve more detailed consideration of 
silicate polymerisation chemistry. 
Greater amounts of silicon were predicted to be in the aqueous phase in the higher-alkali 
formulations due to the higher uptake of calcium within the C-A-S-H phase. This is most 
evident in the KOH-containing systems, whereby less calcium is observed in the aqueous 
solution which corresponds to the higher Ca/Si values observed in Figure 2. Mid-range KOH 
levels (0.05 and 0.1 M) improved the accuracy of the aqueous aluminium simulated, because 
the aluminium containing end-members are also used as lower calcium containing end-
members. These lower calcium containing end-members were used instead of the TobH or 
T2C end-members and provided a good fit for the medium-KOH range. Prediction of the OH-
ion concentrations increased and became less accurate at higher KOH levels. 
Figure 4 Simulated elemental concentrations in the aqueous phase compared to experimental 
pore solution composition data for synthetic C-A-S-H ([11-12]). Formulations with 
Al/Si = 0.05 were plotted. The dotted lines show ± 1 order of magnitude deviation from the
solid y = x line.  
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
Using data from the literature it was possible to compare the efficacy of using calcium 
and potassium Pitzer parameters for simulating C-A-S-H hydration using an adapted end-
member model. Prediction of the Ca/Si ratio was more effective within systems with no or 
less added KOH but both conditions led to similar difficulties simulating the Al/Si ratio. A 
lack of Pitzer parameters describing the specific ion interactions of Al-Si, Ca-Si and Al-K, 
and the need to include polymeric or ion-paired silicate species, may be the cause of why this 
method has not been entirely effective. Potassium containing end-members and a wider-range 
of aluminium containing end-members in the solid solution may be needed for improving this 
modelling approach. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the microstructural and morphological studies carried on ordinary 
portland cement paste and fly ash based geopolymer in the presence of chloride ions. Cement 
and geopolymer pastes were made with seawater and the resulting reaction products were 
analysed for phase composition, hydration degree, microstructural, and morphological 
features. The experimental results showed that in seawater cement paste, Friedel’s salt was 
formed as hydration product co-existing with C-S-H and Ca(OH)2. Chloride ions present in 
seawater promoted the Friedel’s salt formation and increased the Ca(OH)2 content. However, 
it was found that the presence of Friedel’s salt decreased at later age. In geopolymer samples, 
use of seawater enhanced the formation of C-A-S-H phase. Microstructure of the seawater 
cement paste and geopolymer samples are much denser and smoother than the normal water 
cement paste and geopolymer samples. Presence of chloride ions in seawater densified the 
microstructure of seawater cement paste samples. For geopolymer samples, presence of the 
C-A-S-H phase made its microstructure denser and the chloride ions present in seawater was 
immobilized by fly ash.
Keywords: Chloride ion (Cl-), seawater, cement hydration, geopolymer, microstructure. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
World’s population increased by 10% last decade. The United Nations estimates that by 
2050 there will be an additional increase in population of about 3.5 billion. This tremendous 
growth of population will greatly affect the people who live in developing countries. Several 
problems will be faced due to the population growth. One among them is the shortage of 
fresh water throughout the world. It is estimated that by 2050, more than half of the world 
population will not be able to get enough fresh water for their daily use. With the increasing 
infrastructure development, the need of fresh water to make concrete is also increasing. 
Several billion tons of water is used in concrete production yearly. The use of seawater in the 
place of fresh water will save fresh water and further helps in the water shortage problem. 
Also, coastal areas like Hong Kong which have limited access to fresh water would be 
economically benefited using seawater. 
Previous studies on the use of seawater in concrete focus on strength characteristics, 
durability studies, and reinforcement corrosion. Use of seawater in concrete accelerates the 
early age strength and decreases the pore volume. Strength increased due to the formation of 
Friedel’s salt, which reduced the pore volume [1-2] of concrete. Use of supplementary 
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cementing materials like fly ash, slag, and metakaolin in addition with sea water has been 
reported to improve the performance of concrete. Addition of metakaolin increased the 
chloride resistance of concrete, when samples are mixed with seawater [3]. Use of blast 
furnace slag in concrete increases the corrosion resistance of steel bar against the chloride 
ions present in seawater [4]. Porosity and pore size decrease with age when seawater is used 
for making self-compacting concrete [5]. 
Although studies were made on use of seawater in concrete and cement paste, majority of 
them focuses on strength development and corrosion resistance improvement. Very few 
studies were found on the effect of seawater on cement hydration and its microstructure. 
Further, the influence of chloride ion in seawater, on the microstructure of cement is still not 
clear. The objective of this paper is to investigate the presence of chloride ion on the 
microstructure of cement pastes. Additional study was also carried on fly ash based 
geopolymer to understand the effect of seawater on geopolymers. 
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and locally available fly ash were used in this study. 
Chemical composition of cement and fly ash used are shown in the Table 1. 
Table 1: Chemical composition of raw materials used
Description SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 SO4 MgO K2O TiO2 MnO
OPC 19.92 4.29 64.94 2.72 5.74 1.26 0.84 0.29 -
Fly ash 46.62 18.21 12.67 11.59 2.46 4.79 1.52 0.97 0.13
 Cement paste samples with a w/c ratio of 0.4 was used for study. Two sets of samples 
were prepared for the study, one set of samples were prepared by using seawater and another 
set with normal water. Prepared samples were then water cured in laboratory condition till 28 
days. Hydration process of samples for corresponding age was stopped by storing it in 
acetone. Geopolymer samples were prepared with fly ash as raw material activated by 
alkaline solution. Sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solution was used as alkaline 
solution to activate fly ash with sodium silicate to sodium hydroxide ratio of 2. Locally 
available seawater was used for preparing alkaline solution for seawater geopolymer samples 
and portable water was used for alkaline solution preparation for normal geopolymer 
samples. Prepared samples were cured in ambient temperature till the day of testing.  
 The crystalline phases of the cement paste and geopolymers were characterised by the 
X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANanalytical X’pert) using Cu-Kα radiation (1.541874 Å, 40 mA,
40 kV). The degree of hydration of cement paste and geopolymers were determined by a 
thermogravimetric analyser (TGA 7). The analysis was carried from room temperature to 
800˚C in N2 atmosphere with a heating rate of 10˚C/min. Bond details, chemical band shifts 
in cement paste, and geopolymer samples were investigated by Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy. Microstructure and morphological features of samples were observed 
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL 6300).  
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Phase composition 
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of 7 and 28days normal water cement paste (NC7 & 
NC28) and seawater cement paste (SC7 & SC28) samples. Phases of Ca(OH)2, C3S and C2S
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were identified at peaks around 18, 28, 29, 32, 34, 38, 47, 50, and 54˚. Low intensity peaks of 
Friedel’s salt (3CaO.Al2O3.CaCl2.10H2O) located around 11 and 39˚ are seen for 7day 
seawater sample. However, the peak at 39˚ was absent for 28 day seawater sample. This is 
due to the increased reactivity of C3S phase with age. As shown in Figure 1, intensity of C3S
phase observed at 29˚ decreases with age, this is due to the utilisation of C3S phase to form 
the reaction products C-S-H and Ca(OH)2. Formation of these new reaction products 
destabilise the presence of Friedel’s salt leading to the absence of Friedel’s salt phase with 
age. Also, chloride ions bounded by Friedel’s salt get released to the surface of concrete as it 
destabilises, which may result in strength decline of seawater concrete samples in later days 
as reported by [1,2]. 
Figure 1: XRD pattern of 7day and 28day normal water and seawater cement paste samples 
Figure 2 shows the XRD pattern of 28day normal water geopolymer (NG) and seawater 
geopolymer (SG) samples. Phases of SiO2 and N-A-S-H were identified for normal water 
geopolymer located around 20, 26, 42, 44, 50˚. For seawater geopolymer samples, along with 
the existing SiO2 and N-A-S-H phase, an additional C-A-S-H phase was observed around 
38˚. From Figure 2, it can be seen that the intensity of N-A-S-H phase around 44˚ increased 
for seawater geopolymer samples with decrease in intensity of SiO2 phase located around 20, 
42˚.
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Figure 2: XRD pattern of normal water and seawater geopolymer samples 
3.2 Thermal analysis 
 Figure 3 shows the thermogravimetric test results of cement pastes. From the Figure 3 
it can be observed that the weight loss of seawater cement pastes around 310˚C is due to 
presence of Friedel’s salt, this phase is absent in normal water pastes. This observation 
further confirms the presence of Friedel’s salt in seawater cement paste samples in addition to 
XRD results. The peak observed in the temperature region of 400˚C is due to 
dehydroxylation, where chemical decomposition of Ca(OH)2 take place. Greater derivative 
weight loss in this temperature range shows higher decomposition of Ca(OH)2. Seawater 
cement paste samples shows higher decomposition of Ca(OH)2 in comparison with normal 
water samples. Higher decomposition of Ca(OH)2 takes place due to higher content of 
Ca(OH)2 in cement hydration for seawater samples. From this it can be concluded that 
seawater promots the formation of Ca(OH)2 phase in hydration process. This is due to 
presence of chloride ions in seawater which accelerates the cement hydration to give 
increased content of Ca(OH)2 phase. Similar observation was made by [6].  
Figure 4 shows the thermogravimetric test results of geopolymers. No noticeable 
difference in weight loss is observed between seawater and normal water geopolymer 
samples. This could be attributed to the slow reactivity of fly ash. Fly ash geopolymers are 
normally heat cured in oven to accelerate the reaction process. But in this study geopolymer 
samples were cured in ambient temperature and it is possible that, the fly ash was not fully 
reacted at the time of testing.  
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Figure 3: Derivative weight loss curve for normal water and seawater cement pastes samples 
Figure 4: Derivative weight loss curve for normal water and seawater geopolymer samples 
3.3 IR analysis 
 Figure 5 shows the FTIR spectrum of normal water and seawater cement paste 
samples for 7 and 28 day. The notations used in the figures are explained earlier in section 
3.1. There was no significant difference in results observed for normal water and seawater 
cement paste samples. The intensity of IR spectrum decreases with age which refers to 
change in concentration of bands. Change in concentration may takes place due to presence 
of some additional functional group and it doesn’t deal with band swift or new bond 
formation. 
The presence of sharp peak around 3600 cm-1 is due to stretching vibration of O-H bond 
present in Ca(OH)2. The broad band observed in the region around 3400 cm-1 is because of 
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asymmetrical stretching of O-H or H-O-H bond present in water molecules. Vibration of 
band at 1650 cm-1 is the bending of H-O-H bond present in water molecules. Also, bands 
observed at frequencies of 1480, 872 and 712 cm-1 are attributed to carbonates present in 
cement paste respectively. The vibration of band around 950 cm-1 is due to stretching of Si-O
bond, likewise the presence of band around 520 and 450 cm-1 is because of bending vibration 
of Si-O bond [7]. 
Figure 6 shows the FTIR spectrum of normal water and seawater geopolymer samples. 
The bond information and the mode of vibration mentioned above holds well for geopolymer 
samples also. Significance difference found in IR analysis of geopolymer samples is the 
presence of additional peak at 1490 cm-1 for normal water geopolymer sample. This peak 
corresponds to the C=O bonding group present in carbonates. Absence of this group in 
seawater samples implies that the intensity or concentration of carbonates is low in seawater 
geopolymer samples. From this observation, it can be inferred that use of seawater reduces 
the concentration of carbonates formed in geopolymers. However, detailed investigation is 
needed here. Presence of chloride ions from seawater doesn’t seem to have influence on the 
FTIR spectrum. 
Figure 5: FTIR spectrum for 7 day and 28 day normal water and seawater cement paste 
samples 
Figure 6: FTIR spectrum for normal water and seawater geopolymer samples 
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3.4 Microstructure and morphological characterisation 
Figure 7 shows the SEM images of normal water and seawater samples. Figure 7(a) and 
7(b) show the 7 day and 28 day microstructural images of normal water cement paste 
samples. Presence of needle shaped crystals attributed to ettringite is found in microstructure 
of samples. From Figure 7(b) it can be observed that the extent of this crystal formed 
decreased for 28day sample. Ettringite (AFt) is formed in early age of cement paste due to 
reaction of C-A-S (calcium aluminate silicate) with gypsum. C-A-S is formed because of 
hydration process between C3A and water. It is to be noted that C3A has high reactivity. 
Figure 7(c) and 7(d) show the 7 day and 28 day SEM images of seawater cement paste 
samples. Hexagonal shaped structure was observed for 7day seawater samples. These crystals 
were identified as Friedel’s salt from EDX analysis and based on observation made earlier 
[8]. The presence of these crystals in seawater samples further confirms the presence of 
chloride phase in cement hydration products with the use of seawater.  
Friedel’s salts are formed in cement paste due to presence of chloride ions in seawater. 
The chlorides are chemically bonded in the cement structure thus immobilising the movement 
of this ions. Friedel’s salt is a rarely occurring AFm phase in cement hydration products. The 
mechanism of Friedel’s salt formation can be explained as follows, presence of chloride ions 
in cement system readily replaces the sulphates from monosulfoaluminate (AFm) phase to 
form Friedel’s salt. There are several chemical formulas for Friedel’s salt based on the state 
of water. The following equation shows one such formation of Friedel’s salt in cement 
hydration,  
2Cl- + 3CaO.Al2O3.CaSO4.10H2O → 3CaO.Al2O3.CaCl2.10H2O + SO42- 
However, no such crystals were observed in the 28day seawater cement paste samples. 
The microstructure of seawater samples is more uniform and condenses with less presence of 
crystalline ettringite phase. This signifies the use of seawater makes the microstructure of 
cement paste samples denser. Friedel’s salt act as crack bridger and fills the pores present in 
cement matrix (as shown in Figure 7c) to form denser microstructure.  
Microstructure of geopolymer samples are shown in Figure 7(e) and 7(f). Flower like 
pattern of chabazite crystals are seen in seawater geopolymer samples (Figure 7(f)). This 
further confirms the presence of C-A-S-H phase in seawater geopolymers as chabazite is the 
crystal having C-A-S-H network. Such crystals were not observed in normal geopolymer 
samples. These crystals filled the tiny pores present in the geopolymer matrix which made the 
microstructure denser. The rhombohedral morphology of such crystal effectively filled the 
voids present making the structure more uniform and smooth. In normal water geopolymer 
samples elongated fibre like feature confirming to zeolite (N-A-S-H phase) are present. 
Presence of chloride ions are not detected in geopolymer samples with the use of seawater.
This may be due to immobilization of chloride ions present in seawater by fly ash. The SEM 
results observed are well in consistent with the XRD and TGA results and gives clear idea 
about the phases found in cement paste and geopolymer samples with the use of seawater. 
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Figure 7: SEM images of (a) 7 day normal water cement paste (b) 28 day normal water 
cement paste (c) 7 day seawater cement paste (d) 28 day seawater cement paste (e) normal 
water geopolymer sample (f) seawater geopolymer sample  
4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the presence of chloride ions on reaction products, hydration rate, 
microstructure, morphological properties of cement paste and fly ash based geopolymer 
samples were studied. Based on the results obtained, following conclusions are drawn: 
 use of seawater resulted in formation of Friedel’s salt in cement paste samples. In case of 
fly ash based geopolymer samples, use of seawater enhanced the formation of C-A-S-H
phase. 
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 C-S-H, Ca(OH)2, and Friedel’s salt were the hydration phases identified in seawater 
cement paste samples. Phases of N-A-S-H and C-A-S-H were observed for seawater fly 
ash based geopolymer samples.
 use of seawater increased the Ca(OH)2 content in earlier age of cement paste. 
 microstructure of both cement paste and fly ash based geopolymer samples were observed 
to be denser and smoother with the use of seawater. This is because presence of chloride 
ions densified the microstructure of cement paste by formation of Friedel’s salt. In 
geopolymer samples, formation of chabazite filled the micro-pores present in the matrix 
to result in denser microstructure. 
 presence of chloride ions were not detected in the fly ash based geopolymer samples. This 
could be because of immobilization of chloride ions present in seawater by fly ash. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the reactivity of slag-cement blends was investigated by thermogravimetric 
(TG) analysis. Two types of slags were investigated with various replacement rates (3%, 5%, 
10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 80%, and 95% by mass) of slag in cement. Two water binder ratios 
were used, w/b = 0.45 and 0.35. The reaction was stopped at four different time points: after 
1 day, 7, 14, and 28 days. A simple correlation was presented to predict Ca(OH)2 content as a 
function of slag amount and reaction time. 
Keywords: Slag, blended cement, reactivity, hydration, thermogravimetric.
1  INTRODUCTION 
The use of ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS or slag) as a substitute for 
cement clinker can improve technical properties, including workability, strength, and 
durability [1,2]. Setting time increases with the increase in slag content. In general, slag 
decreases the hydration rate of blended cement. Gao et al. (2005) investigated the effect of 
slag on interface zone between aggregate–cement paste using XRD, SEM, and micro-
hardness measurements [3]. They concluded that a) the pozzolanic reaction rate was in direct 
proportion to the specific surface area of slag, b) slag significantly decreased the content and 
the mean size of Ca(OH)2 crystals in the aggregate–mortar ITZ, which made the 
microstructure of ITZ more dense, and c) the ITZ weak zone almost vanished in concrete 
with 40% slag of 425 m2/kg specific surface area, and completely vanished in concrete with 
20% slag with 600 m2/kg surface area, strengthening the cementitious matrix. Compressive 
strength developments depend upon the slag replacement percentage and the concrete age [4]. 
The amorphous part of slag reacts slowly and it takes time to increase pH from the hydration 
of Portland cement to dissolve the glassy slag parcels at early age. Thus, incorporation of slag 
slows down the early strength development. However, slag concrete had higher compressive 
strength than ordinary Portland cement concrete (OPC) after slag hydration and pozzolanic 
reaction was almost accomplished. Higher slag replacement percentage had higher ultimate 
strength. Cheng et al. (2005) also reported the beneficial influence of slag on the rapid 
chloride permeability (RCPT) and water permeability of concrete [4]. 
Some research results show the reaction behaviour and the resulting products of cement-
slag blends based on the composition of the starting materials [5]. Chen and Brouwers 
presented a model to predict the composition and properties of the pastes, such as porosity. 
From the oxide composition of the cement and slag, conclusions can be drawn about the 
constituents of the hydration products. The hydration products formed can be C-S-H phases, 
hydrotalcite (M5AH13), ettringit (C6AS3H32), and calcium aluminate hydrate (C4AH13).
Stephant and Chomat (2015). note that the formation of these phases strongly depends on the 
alumina and magnesium content of the slag [6]. They also obtained the degree of hydration of 
the individual constituents by means of nuclear resonance spectroscopy and combined into an 
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overall degree of reaction. Furthermore, they used thermogravimetric analyzes to determine 
the content of calcium hydroxide and chemically bound water in the samples. The chemically 
bound water shows an approximate linear correlation to the degree of hydration, independent 
of the content of the slag. Contrary to the theory of Chen and Brouwers, Stephant and 
Chomat (2015) observed no consumption of the calcium hydroxide by slag, after one year. In 
this paper, the reactivity of slag-cement blends was investigated by thermogravimetric (TG) 
analysis, for two different water binder ratios, wide variety of replacements ratios and after 1, 
7, 14, and 28 days of hydration. 
2  EXPERIMENTAL 
For the preparation of the samples, drinking water was used. The cement used by Holcim 
is a Portland cement CEM I 52.5 R-SR3 / NA. Two different slags from different plants were 
used in the present work, with a chemical composition shown in Table 1 and 2, respectively. 
The Slag1, originates from Dyckerhoff factory in Amöneburg. The Slag2 was kindly 
provided by Heidelberg cement and originates from the Dillinger Hütte. 
Table 1: Chemical Analysis of Slag1 and Slag2 
Slag1
CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO S2- TiO2 K2O Na2O Fe2O3 MnO Cl- SO3 Mn2O
42.44 35.85 11.38 6.00 1.25 0.78 0.37 0.22 0.41 0.255 0.014 0.17 0.283
Slag2
CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO S TiO2 K2O Na2O Fe Mn Cl
41.22 36.18 12.13 7.23 1.06 0.74 0.55 0.39 0.22 0.21 0.04
Slag1 has a slightly higher C/S ratio (1.18) than Slag2 with 1.14. Furthermore, the 
proportions of alumina and magnesium oxide in Slag1 are slightly lower. On the other hand, 
Slag1 has higher values of manganese and iron oxide. However, the deviations of the 
chemical compositions of the slags are small. The Blaine values of the materials used as 
reported by the manufacturers are listed in Table 3. Slag2 has a greater fineness than Slag1 
and the Portland cement fineness is between the two slags. 
Table 2: Fineness (Blaine values) of used raw materials 
CEM I 52.5 R Slag1 Slag2
Blaine-Wert [cm²/g] 4400 4000 4600
In the series of experiments, nine different replacement rates (3%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 
40%, 80%, and 95% by mass) of slag in cement. Water binder ratio was set to w/b = 0.45 and 
0.35. Furthermore, five exchange rates (10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% by mass) with a w/b 
value of 0.45 were used with the second Slag2 for comparison. Pastes were mixed with a 
mortar mixer from MAT Mischanlagentechnik GmbH for one minute at 60 Hz to obtain a 
homogeneous material. For the easier processing, the w/b value of 0.35 had to be achieved by 
use of superplasticizer. The spread for mortar according to DIN EN 1015-3, but without the 
15-times lifting of the spreading table, was fixed between 15 and 20 cm. The pastes were 
filled into the plastic moulds, sealed, and stored at 20ºC.  
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The reaction was stopped at four different time points: after 1 day, 7, 14, and 28 days. For 
this, the hardened samples were hand-milled by washing twice with 5 ml of acetone. Device 
"STA 449 F5 Jupiter" from NETZSCH was used for thermogravimetric analysis of the 
samples. The crucible consists of alumina and was filled with 40–50 mg of sample powder. 
Nitrogen was used as an inert gas in the sample chamber. The samples were first heated to 
40°C and kept isothermal at this temperature for 30 minutes. Subsequently, each sample was 
heated to 1000°C at a constant heating rate of 20°C per minute. The temperature range for 
determining the mass loss is set by means of the derivation of the TG curve (= DTG curve). 
According to [7] all mass losses observed below 600°C were normalized to the mass at 
600°C. Stephant and Chomat (2015) normalize their measurements to 550°C. 
3  RESULTS 
Figure 1 shows example of TG results with Slag1 w/b value of 0.45 after 28 days. The 
blue curve shows a slag content of 10%, the red of 40%, while the green 80% by weight. 
When looking at the DTG curve, two very distinct peaks can be observed at around 100 °C 
(release of loosely bond water) and at approximately 450°C attributed to portlandite 
decomposition. In the case of slag blends, a second peak can also be seen in the temperature 
range from 150 to 200°C, which overlaps with the peak that has its maximum value at 100°C. 
With increase in slag content, an approximate linear relationship with the content of 
calcium hydroxide is observed for both w/b ratios (Figure 2 and 3). This can be explained on 
the one hand by the decreasing proportion of calcium hydroxide-producing portland cement, 
and on the other hand, can also be attributed to the pozzolanic reaction of slag. In addition, 
the analysis of the total calcium hydroxide content of the samples clearly shows considerable 
increase from the first to the seventh day. Whereas, from this point in time until the 28th day 
it is almost constant. This observation is independent of the w/b value as well as of the slag 
replacement rate. 
Figure 1: Thermogravimetric (TG) results - 10, 40, 80 M.-% (w/b = 0.45, 28 days, Slag1). 
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Figure 2: Ca(OH)2 content as a function of Slag1 content and hydration time: w/b=0.45 (top) 
and w/b=0.35 (bottom)  
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Figure 3: Ca(OH)2 content as a function of slag replacement and hydration time (Slag2, 
w/b=0.45). 
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When comparing the effect of w/b ratio, it can be seen that the calcium hydroxide content 
is lower at the w/b value of 0.35 with replacement rate of 20% than at a w/b value of 0.45. 
This can be attributed to the fact that more water is available to the Portland cement at higher 
w/b value for hydration and thus more calcium hydroxide is formed. The calcium hydroxide 
content of both w/b values is approximately the same for times above 14 days. When both 
slags are compared (Figure. 4), it can be seen that Slag2 generally has slightly higher calcium 
hydroxide contents. This can be explained by the fact that Slag2 is finer ground than Slag1 
and thus makes the blend more reactive. The difference is most pronounced at a replacement 
rate of 40%. 
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Figure 4: Ca(OH)2 content as a function of slag replacement, Slag1 versus Slag2 (w/b=0.45): 
1 day (top) and 7 days (bottom) 
It is also interesting to quantify consumption of calcium hydroxide, i.e. to determine 
whether slag has pozzolanic properties. Figure 5 shows the consumption of calcium 
hydroxide by both the type of slags. However, as slag and cement interact between each other 
during hydration, more methods are needed to separate their individual effects. In addition, a 
greater amount of water is available to the Portland cement in the samples (w/b = 0.35), with 
an increase in replacement rate. On the other hand, at a w/b value of 0.45, Portland cement 
requires a theoretical w/c value of about 0.4 for the complete hydration, and thus sufficient 
water is present even without the addition of slag. For reactivity analyses, the reference (PC) 
sample was used to determine the calcium hydroxide content, with a correction factor 
corresponding to the proportion of Portland cement in the blended mixture. It was assumed 
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that this is linear to the proportion of the slag. Subsequently, the difference between the 
calcium hydroxide content formed by the Portland cement and the amount actually present in 
the sample could be used to calculate the proportion of the consumed calcium hydroxide due 
to pozzolanic reaction. However, this approach assumes that the reaction kinetics of cement 
(and slag) is not affected by mutual interactions, so the interpretation should be limited to this 
simplification. 
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Figure 5: Consumption of Ca(OH)2 (w/b = 0.45): Slag1 (left) and Slag2 (right). 
The consumption values are generally positive, which means that there is a pozzolanic 
consumption of calcium hydroxide by slag. This indicates to the pozzolanic characteristics of 
the slag, but could also be related to inhibition of cement reaction by slag addition. Negative 
values for consumption of CH could mean that the slag itself produces calcium hydroxide or 
that more calcium hydroxide is produced from the Portland cement reaction by the presence 
of slag. According to the data in the literature, the second seems more probable due to the 
nucleation effect of the slag that accelerates the hydration rate. When looking at the samples 
of Slag1 and the w/b value of 0.45, it is noticeable that the consumption of calcium hydroxide 
to 40% by weight tends to increase and then decrease again. Up to this replacement rate, the 
increase in the slag content seems to cause the consumption of calcium hydroxide. If the slag 
content is increased by more than 40%, the consumption decreases because there is a 
relatively low proportion of portland cement that forms calcium hydroxide. 
The effect is similar to the results on the consumption of calcium hydroxide from the 
investigations of Chen and Brouwers [5]. 
In many studies the chemically bound water of paste samples is used to calculate a 
general degree of hydration. The chemically bound water is released by thermogravimetric 
analysis to a temperature range of about 50-600°C [7]. In this paper the mass loss of the 
chemically bound water in the temperature range from 40 to 600°C was considered. The 
values normalized to the mass fraction at 600 ° C are shown in Figure 6 for both slags. The 
greatest increase in chemically bound water (BW) takes place up to the seventh day. Up to 
this point, the graphs show declining values with increasing slag content. This can be 
explained by the fact that the reaction of the slag is much slower than that of Portland cement. 
With further hydration time, the BW increases further, but not as strongly as before. In 
addition, it can be observed that, with low slag contents, up to about 20% by mass, more or as 
much chemically bound water is present as in the reference mixtures. At higher replacements, 
the quantity of Portland cement does not seem to be sufficient to activate the slag in the same 
way until the 28th day. 
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Figure 6. Chemically bounded water (w/b = 0.45): Slag1 (top) and Slag2 (bottom). 
It was very noticeable in the evaluation of the measurements that the calcium hydroxide 
content of the blended mixes increases linearly with slag content, within the first 28 days. 
The temporal effect of the calcium hydroxide can be approximately by logarithmic function 
dependence. From these observations, the idea emerged to represent the calcium hydroxide 
content in the paste sample using a regression analysis. For this purpose, the data of the 
calcium hydroxide (normalized to 600°C) were used for both slags according to the two w/b 
values (Table 3). The selected regression model has the following form: 
CH = 0 + 1 Slag + 2 log(t)                                                                                             (1) 
Where CH is Ca(OH)2 content in g/100g unhydrated binder, Slag denotes the slag content 
of the original mixture in mass % and t indicates the hydration time in days. 
Table 3: Parameters estimated by regression analysis of calcium hydroxide content. 
Slag w/b 0 1 2 R2 
Slag1 0.35 15.56 -0.19 1.66 0.9556 
Slag2 0.45 16.73 -0.22 1.83 0.9462 
Slag2 0.45 18.14 -0.22 1.45 0.9604 
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As expected, the parameter β1 is negative, since the CH content decreases in the sample 
as the proportion of slag increases. β2 is positive in the time interval, up to 28 days, since the 
content of calcium hydroxide increases over time. The initial value β0 is greater at a higher 
w/b value, as by increasing the w/b value, more calcium hydroxide is formed by the portland 
cement. β2 is greater at a higher w/b value since more calcium hydroxide can be formed in the 
course of time from the portland cement. For Slag2, β0 is greater than for HS 1. This could 
result from the fact that Slag2 is finer ground. The same consideration would also explain the 
smaller value of β2, since more calcium hydroxide is consumed by finer slag. 
It is also interesting that the parameter β1 is -0.22 for both slags with a w/b value of 0.45. This 
means that the calcium hydroxide content decreases by 0.22 g per 100 g of unhydrated binder 
when the slag content is increased by a mass percentage. The value is smaller for the lower 
w/b of 0.35. This result suggests that the activity of the slag reaction is reduced at a lower w/b 
value. The simple regression analysis rests on a strong simplification of the reactions in 
Portland cement blends. It is not universally valid because the complex reactions of both 
starting materials are influenced by many other factors. However, it shows fundamental 
tendencies and summarizes some results from the thermogravimetric analyzes of this work. 
4  CONCLUSION 
In the present study, the reactivity of slag-cement blends was investigated by 
thermogravimetric (TG) analysis. Further complementary quantitative measurements are 
needed to be able to make more accurate statements about products formed, and to separate 
their reactivities. Identification of hydration products would simplify and specify the 
assignment of the measured mass changes in different temperature intervals. 
A simple correlation was presented in this work to predict CH content as a function of slag 
content and reaction time. The experimental results of this paper could be used for calibration 
of more advanced models which should include slag-cement individual reactivities as well as 
other hydration products of cement-blends. 
As slag has regional variability in the reactivity properties due to differences in its 
production, it would be desirable to incorporate the reactivity of the starting materials into the 
concrete mix design. As a result, the potential of additives such as, for example, the slag 
analyzed here could be used more efficiently. Against the background of the extensive 
environmental benefits and the growing relevance of resource conservation, this would be of 
particular interest to the construction industry. 
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ABSTRACT 
Early age hydration kinetics of tricalcium silicate (C3S) is studied extensively because of its 
predominant effect in the early age hydration of ordinary Portland cement (OPC). This paper 
focuses on modelling the effect of mixing different particle size distributions (PSD) on the 
hydration kinetics in the early ages. Three different PSDs of alite were mixed in different 
proportions and isothermal calorimetry was carried out on those mixes. The experimental 
results were then used to validate recently developed densification and volumetric growth 
model (DVG) hypothesis. Microstructural modelling platform, CemRS were used to simulate 
the DVG model taking into account the PSDs of alite mixed. Simulation results shows that it 
was able to capture the effect of PSDs and their blends without the need to vary the 
simulation parameters.  
Keywords: Alite, hydration, modelling, kinetics 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Alite (impure tricalcium silicate) typically constitutes around 50-70% in ordinary Portland 
cement (OPC), and its predominant effect on early age hydration kinetics of OPC leads to 
extensive studies on pure tricalcium silicate (C3S) [1][2]. The main hydration peak of C3S is 
generally divided as the period of high dissolution, induction period, acceleration period, 
deceleration period and the period of low hydration. The period of high dissolution and 
induction period is not in the scope of this paper. 
Modelling hydration kinetics of C3S is of prime interest in order to understand the reaction 
mechanism involved. Results from experiments and modelling suggests that the main 
hydration peak of alite hydration is driven by nucleation and growth mechanism[3]. The 
objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of mixing different particle size distributions 
of C3S on recently developed Densified volumetric growth (DVG) hypothesis[4]. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 
Pure tricalcium silicate of three different fineness (Ac, An &Af) purchased from SARL 
mineral research processing has been used for this study. The different fineness was obtained 
by sieving through 32 and 63 µm sieves. The material was characterized using X-Ray 
diffraction technique (Figure 1). The peaks corresponds well with triclinic tricalcium silicate. 
Malvern Mastersizer 2000 was used to determine the particle size distribution (PSD) using 
laser diffraction technique (Figures 2 and 3). It could be noted that Ac is the coarsest and Af 
is the finest of the three fractions. 
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Figure 1: XRD measurement of C3S (CuKα)
Figure 2: Laser diffraction result of three different PSD of C3S (derivative) 
Figure 3: Laser diffraction result of three different PSD of C3S (cumulative)
Pastes were prepared with the three C3S fractions at a water to cement ratio (w/c) of 0.5. 
The preparation of the pastes was conducted in a temperature controlled room of 20ºC using 
deionized water. The prepared pastes were transferred to ampoules and was kept in TAM air 
isothermal calorimeter to monitor the heat of hydration. The heat of hydration of the three 
pastes (Ac, An and Af) at 20C is given in Figure 4. It could be seen that the maximum heat 
release at the main peak of hydration depends upon the fineness, which is expected.  
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Figure 4: Result from isothermal calorimeter for the three C3S PSD Ac, An and Af 
To study the effect of mixing of PSDs, different PSD of C3S was dry-mixed as per table 1. 
Heat of hydration was monitored at 20C and 0.5 w/c following the same procedure as above 
and are recorded in Figure 5. It could be seen that main peak of hydration has a dependence 
on the fineness of the particles. Also it could be noted that the induction period ends sooner 
for finer particles.  
Table 1: Mix compositions 
Ac An Af
M1 1/2 - 1/2
M2 1/3 1/3 1/3
M3 1/3 2/3 -
M4 - 2/3 1/3
M5 - 1/3 2/3
M6 2/3 1/3 -
Figure 5: Results from isothermal calorimeter for the mixes given in Table 1 
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3 SIMULATION 
Modelling platform CemRS, which was developed from adaptation of some basic 
concepts of vector microstructural modelling platform µic [5], was used as the simulation 
platform in this work. Particle size distributions obtained by laser diffraction is an input, and 
mathematical model DVG hypothesis is the reaction mechanism. DVG hypothesis is a 
modified nucleation and growth mechanism with a time dependent outer growth rate of C-S-
H and densification of C-S-H dependent on its internal surface area. Detailed description and 
theory about CemRS and DVG hypothesis could be found elsewhere [4][6]. 
The parameters of Set #3 of table 1 from [4] was used for simulations. As there are no 
additional fillers in these simulations, a11f and a12f are not applicable. The input particle size 
distributions for the different mixes for CemRS is calculated from the original results of Ac, 
An and Af. The results from simulation and experiments are compared in Figure 6. It should 
be noted that as modelling the induction period is out of the scope of this paper, the peaks are 
shifted along the x-axis. There is a good fit despite not changing the parameters for individual 
particle size distributions. Small deviations are expected as there are different experimental 
errors which could deviate the results such as errors from laser diffraction, errors from 
isothermal calorimetery, errors due to improper mixing etc. The ability of the model to 
capture the effect of mixing different PSDs further validates the hypothesis and suggests that 
this model is ideal for capturing the effect of fineness.  
Figure 6: Comparison of the rate of heat evolution on the different mix proportions of 
PSDs on the simulation (dashed) and experiments (line) 
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4 CONCLUSION 
Pure triclinic tricalcium silicate of three different fineness were dry mixed at different 
proportions to study the effect of particle size distribution on hydration kinetics. The effect of 
fineness on hydration kinetics is studied using isothermal calorimeter. DVG model [4] has 
been used to model the effect of fineness. Results from simulations were able to capture the 
effect of different fineness of C3S along with its mixes with different proportions. There was 
no need to vary the coefficients of simulations for simulating the different mixes. This is an 
additional validation for the previously published model.  
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Micro-Analytical Characterisation of Concrete Deterioration due to Acid 
Attack in a Sewage Treatment Plant
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete being alkaline is susceptible to attack by aggressive solutions. This is a huge 
problem especially in sewage treatment plants, where structures constructed with concrete 
come into contact with a variety of both organic (such as acetic acid) and inorganic (such as 
sulphuric acid) acids that are produced by bacteria. The present study attempts to investigate 
the nature of concrete degradation that has occurred in a sewage treatment plant, possibly due 
to acid attack. Concrete samples were collected from various deteriorated locations in the 
sewage treatment plant. The microstructural alteration was studied from the collected samples 
using characterisation techniques such as X-ray diffraction, mercury intrusion porosimetry, 
scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray 
micro-tomography. The test results depicted decalcification,  indicating formation of gypsum, 
loss of portlandite, formation of silica gel, removal of the surface layers and extensive 
cracking. It is thus evident that the concrete structures in these locations have been subjected 
to attack by aggressive aqueous solutions.  
Keywords: Acid attack, characterisation, concrete, degradation, decalcification, sewage 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is susceptible to attack by acids because of its alkaline nature [1-5]. Of particular 
concern is the progressive dissolution of hydrated cementitious phases, resulting in the 
formation of a degraded layer on the surface [1, 6-7]. Concrete can come into contact with 
acids in varied situations, predominantly in industrial environments. Sewage treatment plants 
(STPs), which treat domestic sewage and concrete sewer lines that transport the sewage, 
should also be taken into consideration. The degradation that occurs in a STP is a result of the 
combined attack by sulphuric acid and organic acids such as acetic acid [8]. This sulphuric 
acid is produced biogenically because of the bacterial action of thiobacilli [9-10]. Even 
though such degradation occurs at a very slow rate of 1 – 5 mm per year over a long period of 
time, the effects could be devastating [9]. This also causes corrosion of steel if the acid 
permeates through the concrete cover depth. Since the degraded layer formed is soft and 
porous, it provides an excellent stratum for the growth of bacteria. This helps in causing 
further deterioration of concrete in these environments. Hence, the present study attempts to 
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investigate the concrete deterioration in a sewage treatment plant by employing a set of 
material characterisation techniques. 
2 CASE STUDY 
A site visit to Nesapakkam sewage treatment plant in Chennai, India was conducted to 
investigate the possible locations where acid attack can occur. The collection and treatment of 
wastewater for the city of Chennai has been divided into five zones. The STP visited is 
situated in Zone 4, which lies in the south-west of the city and is the smallest zone. There are 
27 pumping stations to collect the wastewater in this zone. This collected wastewater is then 
conveyed to the treatment facility at Nesapakkam, which consists of three treatment plants. 
The first plant of 23 MLD capacity, built in 1974, has been considered for this study. The 
wastewater collected in this plant is treated by Activated Sludge Process (ASP). The general 
layout of the plant is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the concrete deterioration from various 
locations of the plant, such as the screen and grit chamber, primary clarifier and aeration tank. 
Fig. 1: Layout of the Nesapakkam sewage treatment plant 
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(a) Screening and grit chamber (b) Primary clarifier
(c) Concrete deterioration in primary clarifier (d) Aeration tank
Fig. 2: Concrete deterioration in various locations of Nesapakkam sewage treatment plant 
3 METHODOLOGY FOR THE STUDY 
3.1 Sample collection
The concrete samples were collected from various deteriorated locations of the plant, such 
as screen and grit chamber (which is always in contact with the raw flowing sewage), the 
primary clarifier and the secondary clarifier. Even though deterioration was observed in the 
aeration tank, samples could not be collected due to practical difficulties. All samples were 
collected by using a hammer and chisel from the zone that is subjected to alternate wetting 
and drying.  
3.2 Test Methods 
Material characterisation techniques were used to ascertain the nature of concrete 
deterioration. The details of the test methods used are given below. 
3.2.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on the collected samples for the identification of 
reaction products. The thin slices of concrete samples were immersed in iso-propanol for 3 
days and subsequently dried. In order to prepare the sample for testing, mortar chunks were 
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further separated from the concrete sample. The samples so collected were crushed gently 
using a mortar and pestle, and sand grains separated as much as possible using sieves. The 
powdered sample passing through 75 μm was then taken for the testing. The XRD analysis 
was performed using an X’Pert Pro PANalytical diffractometer. The scanning range adopted 
was over the 2θ range from 5-65°. Cu-Kα radiation was used to generate X-rays with test 
settings of 45 kV voltage and a current of 30 mA. The identification of crystalline phases was 
carried out using the software, X’Pert HighScore Plus with ICSD database. 
3.2.2 Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) 
In order to investigate the variation in porosity, MIP studies were conducted on the 
samples using a PASCAL 140/440 Series Porosimeter.  Hydration/reactions of samples were 
stopped using a solvent exchange process using iso-propanol, as explained earlier. Mortar 
chunks were then extracted from the concrete and dried samples of mass 0.5-1 g were used for 
testing. A pressure upto 400 MPa (which corresponds to a pore size of 3.7 nm diameter) was 
used during the test. The porosity and pore structure related parameters of samples collected 
were compared with the porosity of mortar of M30 concrete made in laboratory conditions 
(sample named as C1). 
3.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
To study the morphology of the deteriorated concrete samples and to confirm the elemental 
composition of the reaction products, SEM studies were carried out with energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS). The machine, Inspect F, which has a field emission gun with high 
vacuum in the secondary electron mode, fitted with EDS detector was used. Flat samples cut 
using a diamond saw was immersed in iso-propanol for 3 days followed by drying. The 
samples were air blown to remove the loose particles. The samples were then sputter coated 
with gold for 90 seconds to avoid charging of samples during the imaging. 
3.2.4 X-ray tomography (X-CT) 
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is a powerful non-destructive technique used by 
material researchers to study the microstructure without physically cutting the specimen open. 
The technique has proven to be an apt technique to characterize the microstructure and 
deterioration associated with attack in cementitious materials due to aggressive solutions 
[11-14]. The tomography test setup at IIT Madras used for imaging, ‘v|tome|x s’ is a high 
resolution equipment consisting of both micro and nano focus X-ray tubes. The basic 
principles and detailed working procedure of X-ray CT are detailed in Ramaswamy et al. 
(2015) [15]. Cubical samples of approximately 10 mm were cut using a diamond saw. Solvent 
exchange process using iso-propanol (3 days immersion of samples) was used for the 
specimen conditioning followed by drying in desiccator. The dried specimens were then taken 
for CT imaging. A voltage of 70 kV and current of 200 µA was maintained during the test. 
Microfocus X-ray tube was used for generating the X-rays. After the detector calibration, the 
specimen was rotated 360° and a total of 900 radiograph images were captured during the 
complete rotation of specimen in the stage, to reconstruct the three-dimensional image using 
the software Phoenix datos|x 2.2.1. The 3D image was further sectioned to get the required 2D 
slice images (top and front view images) using the software Volume Graphics Studio Max 
2.1.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
Fig. 3 (a) shows the XRD diffractogram of the sample taken from screen and grit chamber 
(S/GC). From the diffractogram, it is clearly visible that there is gypsum (reaction product) 
formed along with calcite. Quartz is also observed in the diffractogram, which could be due to 
crushing of sand grains from the mortar while preparing the sample. Further, it is observed 
that portlandite has been consumed completely in the attack due to decalcification by acids 
(both sulphuric and organic acids). Even though the screen and grit chamber hold only raw 
sewage, the effect of the attack is more pronounced here because of the continuous flow, 
which will remove the deteriorated layers and expose the fresh surface for attack. These 
findings are in agreement with a study conducted by Moradian et al. [16] who also observed 
very high damage in the entrance channel, which is the first structure in any STP. Similar 
conclusions regarding the grit chamber have been drawn by O’Connell et al. [17]. Fig.3 (b) 
shows the XRD diffractogram of the white precipitate obtained from the primary clarifier 
sample (PC1). Gypsum was observed as the primary and dominant reaction product along 
with trace amounts of quartz. This gypsum might have formed primarily due to the reaction 
between sulphuric acid and portlandite, suggesting that the primary clarifier is also susceptible 
to biogenic sulphuric acid attack. Portlandite is completely absent in the system. This could be 
due to the decalcification of portlandite to form gypsum on reacting with sulphuric acid or 
dissolution of portlandite due to the formation of soluble calcium salts on reaction with 
organic acids. The precipitate formed on the exposure of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) 
mortar immersed in 1% sulphuric acid (mineral acid) for a period of 1 month in laboratory 
condition was also analysed. It was confirmed that the reaction products were the same as 
found in the primary clarifier. Another interesting observation is that the precipitate samples 
collected from the outer layers were devoid of calcite, indicating that the calcite of acid 
attacked samples could only be present in the inner layers. This could be due to solubility of 
the calcite in acid solutions or the lesser availability of calcium hydrates (especially 
portlandite) to form calcite in the outer layers. The formation of calcite in the inner layers 
could have a role in limiting the kinetics of alteration and this needs to be addressed further. 
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Fig. 3: XRD diffractograms of the samples collected 
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4.2 Mercury intrusion porosimetry 
The variation in porosity due to acid attack was evaluated using mercury intrusion 
porosimetry (MIP). It can be noted that there is considerable increase in cumulative intruded 
volume due to the deterioration. This reinforces the fact that leaching leads to an increase in 
porosity due to decalcification of hydrated products and salt formation.  
The various MIP related parameters are obtained from the test results and are presented in 
Table 1. The intruded volume and porosity was found to be higher for all the samples 
collected from the sewage treatment plant when compared to the reference sample (M30 
concrete sample named C1). This indicates the severity of attack experienced by these 
concrete structures. The intruded volume and the porosity were highest for the samples 
collected from the screen and grit chamber. This could be due to the high organic content of 
the samples resulting in the dissolution of hydrates by organic acids and due to the flowing 
action of sewage in the screen and grit chamber. The bulk density was found to be low due to 
increase in porosity. The samples collected from the primary clarifier also showed higher 
porosity but lower than that of the screen and grit chamber samples. The porosity and intruded 
volume of the sample collected from secondary clarifier (sample named PC2) was found to be 
even lower and this could be due to the lower organic load present in the sewage at that 
location and relatively lower flow velocity of the sewage. As a result, bulk density was found 
to be higher.  
Table 1: Summary of parameters based on MIP results 
Results S/GC PC1 PC2 C1
Total intruded volume (mm³/g) 266.7 108.5 74.4 54.9
Bulk density (g/cm³) 1.38 1.77 2.07 2.34
Porosity by Hg intrusion (%) 36.90 19.24 15.41 12.84
Threshold diameter (µm) * 1.43 1.00 0.06
* Threshold diameter could not be calculated as large sized pores were present 
4.3  Scanning electron microscopy 
Secondary electron imaging on the sample collected from the primary clarifier (PC1) 
shows the presence of gypsum, which is also confirmed by X-ray diffractogram. Thick 
deposits of gypsum crystals (shown in Fig. 4(a)) could be seen around the siliceous 
aggregates. The gypsum crystals were hexagonal-shaped with a columnar structure. The 
average size of the crystal was found to be 19 μm. It was observed that these thick gypsum 
deposits were noted on the void areas and in interfacial transition zones (ITZ) around the 
aggregates. This reinforces the fact that portlandite, which could be abundantly present in 
these areas, decalcified and converted to the final end product, gypsum. Energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) was done over the highlighted area shown in Fig. 4(a) and the spectrum 
confirms the product as gypsum with prominent peaks of Ca, S and O. 
Fig. 4(b) shows another area of interest in which white gel-like deposits were observed 
along with gypsum. The EDS results show strong peaks of Si and O with traces of Al, S and 
Ca. This could be due to the amorphous gel formation after the decalcification of CSH gel and 
aluminate hydrates along with the gypsum formation. The gel thus formed is found to contain 
Al also. The imaging of the sample collected from the secondary clarifier is shown in Fig.4(c). 
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It shows a magnified image of the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) around the aggregates. The 
ITZ was found to be porous due to formation of gypsum (as confirmed by EDS). 
(a) Morphology of PC1 (left) and corresponding EDS (right) showing gypsum
(b) Morphology of PC1 (left) and corresponding EDS (right) showing silica gel
(c) Morphology of PC2 (left) and corresponding EDS (right) showing gypsum in the ITZ
Fig. 4: SEM micrographs of the samples 
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4.4 X-ray tomography 
X-ray CT imaging was done to understand the alteration in the microstructure and to view 
the macro porosity of the samples investigated. Fig. 5(a) shows the top view, front view slice 
images and a 3D image of the samples collected from the screen and grit chamber (S/GC) of 
sewage treatment plant. The sample was found to be porous with macro voids identifiable 
from the images. More importantly, the paste was found to be very dark. The lower grayscale 
values of the pixels in the images suggest that the paste has been decalcified to a greater 
extent, comprising of silica gel. The 3D rendered image shows the outer surface that has 
degraded due to the combined action of abrasion due to the flowing sewage and the action of 
acids.  
The sample collected from the primary clarifier (PC1) is shown in Fig. 5(b). The slice
images showed the microstructural zonation. An outer degraded layer and a relatively lesser 
deteriorated layer could be noted. The paste of outer layer appeared darker when compared to 
the inner layer. Macro voids was observed in these samples also. Traces of gypsum deposits 
(as thin layer) could be noted from the front view slice image.  
Top view Front view 3D image
(a) X-CT images of S/GC sample
Top view Front view 3D image
(b) X-CT images of PC1 sample
Fig. 5: X-ray tomography images of samples 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
The nature of deterioration of the concrete structures in a sewage treatment plant has been 
investigated by using micro-analytical characterisation techniques. It can be concluded that 
the deterioration is primarily due to the acids present in wastewater. The deterioration could 
also be due to other aggressive chemicals present such as chlorides and sulphates. The X-ray 
diffraction study revealed the main reaction product to be gypsum and was marked by the 
absence of portlandite. The loss of portlandite was attributable to the decalcification due to 
sulphuric acid to form gypsum. Also, the action of organic acids on portlandite could cause its 
progressive dissolution to form soluble salts. The SEM images with EDS show gypsum bound 
with amorphous silica gel rich in aluminium. The porosimetry results showed higher intruded 
volume and porosity for all the samples, which indicate the deterioration in microstructure.   
X-ray microtomography images also revealed the deteriorated microstructure of the samples 
collected. Further, the X-ray microtomography images indicate severe deterioration in the 
samples collected from the screen and grit chamber. The observed porosity suggests that, in 
addition to the aggressiveness of the solutions, the continuous flow of sewage plays a major 
role in accelerating the attack.
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The conference covers several themes related to construction materials and systems, with the 
objective of providing the state of the art coverage on cement and asphalt concrete, heritage 
materials, and building systems. The themes selected for the conference are reflective of the 
scientific coverage provided by the different Technical Clusters within RILEM. The 250+ papers 
received from academics and industry professionals from more than 50 countries across the world 
are assembled into 4 volumes. The first volume deals with the papers from the invited (keynote) 
speakers, while the remaining three volumes, arranged in appropriate sub-sections, deal with the 
specific themes of the conference as follows.
§ Advances in supplementary cementing materials
§ Concrete durability and performance specifications
§ Early age behavior and rheology of cementitious systems
§ Special concrete and applications
§ Advances in characterization of construction materials
§ Sustainable building systems
§ Bituminous binders and mixtures
§ Repair and conservation of heritage structures
§ Corrosion control and monitoring in concrete structures
§ Repair materials and repair systems for concrete structures
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